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SIXTH PERIOD.

SECTION IV.

THE same mail which brought back my M. S. from l_r. _urray
brought the news of the flight of Louis Philippe. My petty
interests seemed unworthy of mention, even to myself, in the
same day with that event. ]_ne were re-arranged in three days,
while the affairs of the Continent became more exciting from
hour to hour. Towards the end of ]Ylarch, when my book was
finished, and near]y ready for publication, letters came in, in
increasing numbers, appealing to me for help, in one fore or
another, for or against popular interests, so far as they were
supposed to be represented by Chartism. Of these letters, one
was from the wife of a Cabinet lYfinlster, an old acquaintance,
who was in a terrible panic about Feargus O'Connor and the
threatened Chartist outbreak of the tenth of April, then approach-
ing. She told me that she wrote under her husband's sanction,
to ask me, now that they saw my book was advertised for pub-
lication, to use my power over the working-classes, to bring
them to reason, &c., &e. The letter was all one tremor in

regard to the Chartists, and flattery to myself. I rephed that I
had no influence, as far as I knew, with the Chartists ; and that,
as a matter of fact, I agreed with them in some points of doctrine
while thinking them sadly mistaken in others, and in their pro-
posed course of action. I told her that I had seen something
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in the newspapers which had made me tblnk of going to Lon-

don : and that if I did go, I would endeavour to see as many

political leaders (in and out of parliament) as possible, and
would, if she pleased, write her an account of what should seem

to me the state of things, and the best to be done, by myself

and others. It was am advertisement in the newspapers which
had made me think of going;--the advertisement of a new

periodical to be issued by Mr. Knight , called "The Voice of the
People." It was pointed out to me by several of my friends,

as full of promise in such hands at such a time. The day after

my letter to Lady- was sent, t heard from Mr. Knight.

He desired to see me so earnestly that he said, if I could not go

to town, he would come to me,- ill as he could just then spare
the time : or, he would come and fetch me, if I wished it. Of
course, I went immediately ; and I helped to the extent Mr.

Knight wished, in his new periodical. But I saw immediately,
as he did, that the thing would never do. The Whig touch

perished it at once. The Whig officials set it up, and wished to

dictate and control its management in a way which no literary
man could have endured, if their ideas and feelings had been as

good as possible. But the poverty and perverseness of their

ideas, and the insolence of their feelings were precisely what

might be expected by all who really knew that remarkably

vulgar class of men. They proposed to lecture the working-

classes, who were by far the wiser party of the two, in a jejune,

co_ing, dull, religious-tract sort of tone, and criticised and dep-
recated every thing like vigour, and a manly and genial tone

of address in the new publication, while trying to push in, as
contributors, effete and exhausted writers, and friends of their

own who knew about as much of the working-classes of England

as of those of Turkey. Of course, the scheme was a complete

and immediate failure. On f3ae insertion of an article by a
Conservative Wlfig, (which was certainly enough to accotmt for

the catastrophe,) the sale fell to almost nothing at all; and Mr.

Knight, who had before stood his ground manfully against the
patrons of the scheme, threw up the business.

bfeantime, the tenth of April arrived (while I was near Lon-

don) and passed in the way which we all remember. Lady
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, . wrote to me in a strain of exultation, as vulgar, to say the

least, as Feargus O'Connor's behaviour, about the escape of the
government.She toldofO'Connor'swhimperingbecause his
toesweretroddenon; andwasasinsolentinhertriumphabout

a resultwhichwaspurelyacitizenwork asshehad beauabject
when infearthattheC_ts _¢ouldholdthemetropolis.I

feltthemoreobligedtow_itethepromisedletter,when I had

seen several leading politicm of the liberal party ; and I did
itwhen I camehome. I diditcarefully;a_ I submittedmy

lettertotwo ladieswho werejudgesofma_uers,aswellasof

polities;andtheygaveittheirsanction,--oneofthemcopying

it,withentireapprobation.Lady .....'sreplywasoneofsuch
iasolenceasp1_cludedmy writingtoheragain.She spokeof

the"lowerclasses"(sheherselfbeinga commonerby birth)as
comprisingallbelowthepeerage;so thatsheclassedtogethe_
the merchants and manufa_umrs with "cottagers" and even

paupem ; and, knowing me to be a manufacturer's daughter, she
w_te of that class as low, and spoke of having been once obhged

to pass a week in the house of a manufacturer, where the gov-
erness was maltreated with the tyranny which marks low people.
My two consult_es reddened with indignation at the personal in-
solence to myself; which I had overlooked in my disgust at the

wrong to my "order," and to the "cottagers" with whom she
classed us. By their advice, I wrote a short note to this lady's
tmsband, to explain that my letter was not a spontaneous ad-
dress, as his lady now assumed, but written in answer to her
request. This little tmnsaotion confirmed the impression which
I had derived from all my recent intercourse with official

Whigs ;--that there was nothing to be exl_cted from them
now that they were spoiled by the possession of place and
power. I had seen that they h_t learned nothing by their
oppoz_nit_: thattheywere hardenedin theirconceitand
theirprejudices,and as blindasbatstothenew lightswhich

time was introducing into seciety.I expected what became

apparent in the first year of the war, when their incapacity and
aristocratic self-complacency disgraced our administration, and
lowered our national character in the eyes of the world, and
oost their country many thousands of lives and many millions of

O
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treasure. I have seen a good deal of life and many varieties of

manners ; and it now appears to me that the broadest vulgarity
I have encountered is in the families of official Whigs, who con-

ceive themselves the cream of society, and the lights and rulers

of the world of our empire. The time is not far off, though I

shall not live to see it, when that coterie will be found to have

brought about a social revolution more dis_trous to themselves

than any thing that could have been rationally anticipated from
poor Feargus O'Connor and his Chartist host of April 10th,
1848.

What Mr. Knight wanted of me at that time was not mainly

my assistance in his new periodica4 but to carry on an old
enterprise which had been dropped. The "History of the

Thirty Years' Peace" had been begun long before ; but diffi-

culties had occurred which had brought it to a stand for two

years past. That his subscribers should have been thus ap-

parently deserted, and left with the early numbers useless on

their hands, was a heavy care to my good friend ; and he pro-

posed to me to release him from his uncomfortable position by

undertaking to finish the work. I felt tempted ; but I did not
at all know whether I could write History. Under his encour-

agement, I promised to try, if he could wait three months. I

was writing "Household Education," and I had promised him

an account of the Lake District, for the work he was publishing,
called "The Land we live in." It was on or about the 1st of

August that I opened, for study, the books which M_r. Knight

had been collecting and forwarding to me for the sources of my
material

This year was the beginning of.a new work which has afforded

me more vivid and ,l_mixed pleasure than any, except author-

ship, that I ever undertook ;-- that of delivering a yearly course
of lectures to the mechanics of Ambleside and their families.

Nothing could have been further from my thoughts, at the out-

set, than such an extension of the firs_ effort. On my return

from the F__st, I was talking with a neighbour about the way in

which children, and many other untravelled' persons, regard the

Holy Land. _Vben Dr. Carpenter taught me in my youth,

among his other catechumens, the geography of Palomino,
@
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notices from Maundrell's travels there, it was like finding out
that a sort of fairy land was a real and substantial part of our
everyday earth ; and my eagerness to learn all about it was ex-
treme, and highly improving in a religious sense. I remarked
now to my neighbour that it was a pity that the school-children
should not learn from me something of what I had learned in
my youth from l_undrell. She seized upon the idea, and pro-
posed that I should give familiar lectures to the monitors and
best scholars of the national-school,--sometimes, when con-
venient, to escape visitation, called the Squire's school. I was
willing, and we went to the school-mistress, whose reception of
the scheme amused us much. -She said she knew, and had
taught the children, "all about the sources of the 1_ile;" but
that she should be glad to hear any thing more that I had to
tell. We could hardly refrain from asking her to teach us "all
about the sources of the Nile :" but we satisfieA ourselves with

fixing the plan for my addressing the children in the school-
house. I was more nervous the first time than ever after,
serious as was the extension of the plan. After the first lecture,
which was to two or three rows of children and their school-

mistress, a difficulty arose. The incumbent's lady made a speech
in School Committee, against our scheme, saying that the incum-
bent had found so much discontent in the parish from a dissenter
having been allowed to set foot in the school-house, that its doors
must be closed against me. She added some compliment_ to me
and the lectures, which she expressed a great wish to hear, and
so on. My neighbour immediately took all the blame on her-
self, saying that I had not even known where the sehool-house
was till she introduced me to it ; and that what I had done was

at her request. She went straight to the authorities of the chapel
which stands at the foot of my rock, and in an hour obtained
from them in writing an assurance that it would give them "the
greatest pleasure" that I should lecture in their school-rooms.
Armed with this, and blushing all over, my neighbour came, and
_as relieved to find that I was not offended but amused at the

.transaction. I proposed to have the children in my kitchen,
which would hold them very well; and that we should invite
the incumbent's lady to be present. My neighbour said "No,
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me : she does not deserve that," and produced the Methodists'

gracious letter. I may add here that last year the incumbent's

lady said, in a railway carriage, in the hearing of a friend of
znine, that there was great alarm among the clergy when I first
came to live at AmMeside : but that it had died away gradually

and completely (even after the publication of the Atkinson

Letters) from their finding that, while I thought it right to issue
through the press whatever I thought, I never meddled with any

body's opinions in private. I may add, too, that I have been
treated with courtesy and kindness, whenever occasion brought

us together.
It occurs to me also to add an anecdote which diverted me

and my friends at the time, and which seems more odd than

ever, after the lapse of a few years. There is a Book-chib at
Ambleside, the members of which are always complaining to
outsiders of the dullness of the books, and the burdensomeness

of the connexion. I had had hints about the duty of neighboum

to subscribe to the Book_club ; and when one or two books that

I wished to see were circulating, I told a member that I was not

anxious to join, at an expense which could hardly be compen-
sated,--judging by what I heard about the choice of books :

but that, if I ever joined, it should be then. She mentioned this

to another member ; and it was agreed that I should be proposed

and seconded. But the gentleman she spoke to--always a

friendly neighbour to me, -- called on her to communicate, with

much concern, his apprehension that I might possibly be black.
balled. He was entirely uncertain ; but he had some notion that

it might be so. The lady came, very nervous, to ask whether I

would proceed or not. I had half a mind to try the experiment,

_it would have been such a rich joke, _o voluminousa writer,
and one so familiarin literarysociety in London,being black-

balledina countrybook-clubX But I thoughtitmore eouside_-

ate not to thrustmyselfinto any sortof connexionwith any

body who might be afraid of me. I profited by an invitaticm to

join a few families in a subscription to a London ]ilmuT, by

which, for less money, I got a sight of all the books I wished to

see, _and no othem ; for my friends and I are of the same mind

our ehoiee of reading,



At the second lecture, some of the parents and elder brothers
end sistem of the children stele in to listen; and before I had

done, there was a petition that I would deliver the lectures to

grown people_ I saw at once what an opportunity this was,
and nerved myself to use it. I expanded the lectures, and made

them of a higher cast ; and before another year, the Mechanics

of Ambieside and their families were eager for other subject_. I

have since lectured every winter but two ; and with singular
satisfaction. The winter was the time chosen, because the ap-

prentices and shop-keepers could not leave their business in time,

when the days len_hened. No gentry were admitted, except

two or three friends who took tea with me, and went as my staff,

m in order to help me, if any difficulty _rose, and to let me know

if I spoke either too loud or too low ; a matter of which, from
my deafness, I could not judge. It is rather remarkable that,

being so deaf, and having never before spoken in any but a con-

versational tone, I never got wrong as to loudness. I placed one
of my servants at the far end of the room ; and rehed on her to

take out her handkerchief if she failed to hear me ; but it always

_vent well. I made notes on half-a-sheet of paper, of dates or

other numbers, or of facts which might slip my memory ; but
t trusted entirely to my power at the time for my matter and

words. I never _rote a sentence ; and I never once stopped for

a word. -- The reasons why no gentry were admitted were, first,
because there was no room for more than the "_orkies :" and

next, that I wished to keep the thing natural and qulct_ If
once the affair got into the newspapers, there would be an end

of the simplicity of the proceeding. Again, I had, as I told the

Sentry, nothing new to tell to persons who had books at home,
and leisure to read them. m My object was to give rational

amusement to men whom all circumstances seemed to conspire

to drive to the public-house, and to interest _hem in matters
Which might lead them to books, or at les_t give them some_
thi_ to think about_ My lectures were maliciously misrepre-

aen_ed by a quizzer here and _here, and especially by a lawyer or

two, who came this way on circuit, ,and professed to have be_

_r_ent : but they were welcome to their amusement, as tong as
it w_s an indisput_le _ that they had _ been present.
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The second course was on Sanitary matters ; and it was an
effectual preparation for my scheme of instituting a Building
Society. In a place like Ainbleside, where wages are high, the

screw is applied to the working men in regard to their dwellings.

The great land-owners, who can always find room to build man-

sions, have never a corner for a cottage : and not only are rents

excessively high, but it is a serious matter for a working man to
offend his landlord, by going to chapel instead of church, for

instance, when he may be met by _he threat -- "If you enter

that chapel again, I will turn your family out of your cottage ;
and you know you can't get another." When the people are

compelled to sleep, ten, twelve, or fourteen in two rooms, there

can be little hope for their morals or manners ; and one of the

causes of the excessive intemperance of the population is well
known to be the discomfort of the crowded dwellings. When

the young men come home to bad smells and no room to turn,

they go off to the public-house. The kind-hearted among the

gentry tend the sick, and pray with the disheartened, and

reprove the sinner; but I have found it singularly difficult to
persuade them that, however good may be wine and broth, and

prayers and admonition, it is better to cut off the sources of dis-

ease, sin and misery by a purer method of living. My recourse
was to the "workies" themselves, in that set of lectures ; in

which I endeavoured to show them that all the means of healthy
and virtuous living were around them,- in a wide space of

country, slopes for drainage, floods of gushing water, and the

wholesomest air imaginable. I showed them how they were
paying away in rent, money enough to provide every head of

a household with a cottage of his own in a few years ; and I

explained to them the principle of such a Building Society as we

might have, -- free from the dangers which beset such societies
in large towns, where the members are unknown to each other,

and sharp lawyers may get in to oocasion trouble. They saw at

once that if twenty men lay by together, instead of separately, a

sb_lllng a week each, they need not wait twenty weeks for any
one to have the use of a pound ; but the twentieth man may

have his pound, just the same, while the other nineteen will

have had earlier use of theirs, and be paying interest for it.
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Hence arose our Building Society; the meeting to form it being
held in my kitchen. A generous friend of mine advanced the

money to buy a field, which I got surveyed, parcelled out,
drained, fenced, and prepared for use. The lots were immedi-

ately purchased, and paid for without default. Impednnents and

difficulties arose, as might be expected. Jealousy and ridicule

were at work against the scheme. Some who might have helped
it were selfish, and others timid. Death (among a population

where almost every man drinks) and emigration, and other causes

impeded an increase of members ; and the property was less held

by working men, and more by opulent persons, than I had

desired and intended ; but the result is, on the whole, satisfac-
tory, inas_auch as thirteen cottages have arisen already ; and
more are in prospect : and this number is no small relief in a

little country town like Ambleside. The eye of visitors is now

caught by an upland hamlet, just above the parsonage, where

there are two good houses, and some ranges of cottages which
_vill stand, as the builders say, "a thousand years,"--so sub-

stantial is the mode of building the gray stone dwellings of the

district. I scarcely neecl add that I made no reference, in the
lectures or otherwise, to the form of tyranny exercised by

the owners of land and houses. _[y business was to preclude

the tyranny, by showing the people that their own interests

were in their own hands, and by no means to excite angry

feelings about grievances which I hoped to initiate, or even

extinguish.
The generous friend who enabled me to buy the land declined

to receive the money back. She is the proprietress of two of the

cottages and their gardens ; and she placed the rest of the money

at my disposal, for the benefit of the place, as long as it was
wanted. Since my illness began, three months ago, I have
transferred the trnst to other hands ; and there is reason to hope

that the place will be provided with a good Mechanics' Institute,

and Baths, -- which are now the next great want.

In the two last lectures of the Sanitary course, there was an

Opportunity for dealing with the great curse of the place,- its

intemperance. Those two lectures were on the Stomach and
Brain. I drew the outline of the stomach on a large expanse of
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paper, which was fixed in front of the desk ; and I sent round

the coloured prints, used in Temperance Societies, of the appear-
antes of progressive disease in the drunkard's stomach, --from
the first faint blush of i_flamrn_tion to the schirrous condition. It

was a subject which had long and deeply engaged my attention

and my andlence, so closely packed as that the movement of one

person swayed the whole, were as much interested as myself; so

that my lecture spread out to an hour and twenty minutes, with-
out my being at all aware of the tinge. The only stir, except

when the prints were banded round, was made by a young man

who staggered out, and fainted at the door. He was a recent

comer to the place, and had lately begun to tipple, like his

neighbours. After that night, he joined my Building Society,

that he might have no money for the public-house. Many told
me afterwards that they were sick with pain of mind during that

lecture ; and I found, on inquiry, that there was probably hardly
a listener there, except the children, who had not family reasons

for strong emotion during an exposure of the results of intem-

perate habits.

The longest course I have given was one of twenty lectures on
the History of Rngland, from the earliest days of tradition to

the beginning of the present century. Another was on the

History of America, from its discovery by Columbus to the

death of Washington. This was to have been followed by a

course which I shall not live to offer ; w the modern History of
the United States, -- with a special view to recommend the

Anti-slavery cause. Last November and December, I addressed

my neighbours for the last time,--On Russia and the War.
At the close, I told them that if I were alive and well next

winter, we would carry on the subject to the close of the cam-

paign of 1855. I should be happy to know that some one
would take up my work, and not altow my neighbours to suffer

by my departure. I found myself fatigued and faint during
the two last lectures; and I spoke seriously when making my

conditional promise for another season; but I had no clear

notion how ill I was, even then, and _t I should nev_ meet

that array of hones_ eazaest faces agai_
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There was some fear that the strong political interests of the

spring "of 1848 would interfere with the literary presperity of
the season. Whether they did or not, I do not -know. For my

_wn part I cared more for newspapers than books in that excit-
ing year; but my own book had an excellent sale. The re-

membrance of the newspaper reading of those revolutionary
times recalls a group of circumstances in my own experience

which may be worth recording, -- to show how important a
work it is to give an account of the constitution and politics of

a foreign nation. -- Ten years before this, -- (I think it was the

year before my long illness began) a gentleman was brought

to a soir& at my mother's house, and introduced to me by a

friend, who intimated that the stranger had a message to deliver
to me. The gentleman had been for some time resident in

Sweden, where he was intimately acquainted with the late

Prime Minister. The Crown Prince Oscar of"that day (the pres-

ent King) was earnestly desirous of introducing constitutional
reforms on a large scale, many of which, as we all know, he has

since achieved. The retired Prime Minister desired my gues¢
of that evening to procure an introduction to me, and to be the
bearer of an invitation to me to spend a Swedish summer at

the Minister's country-house, where his lady and family would
make me welcome. His object was, he said, to discuss some

political topics of deep interest to Sweden; and he conceived

that my books on America showed me to he the person whom

he wanted ;--to be capable, in fact, of understanding the work-
ing of the constitutions of foreign nations. He wanted to talk

over the condition and prospoet_ of Sweden in the light of the

experiments of other countries. I could not think of going;
and I forgot the invitation till it was recalled to memory by an

incident which happened in Apl41 1839. I was then going to
Switzerland with three friends, and our passage to :Rotterdam

was taken, when a friend of my family, the English representa-
tive of an Irish county, called on me with an earnest request

that I would susp_ud ray scheme, for reasons which he would

ensign in a few days. I explained that I really could not do so,

as I w_ pledged _o accompany a siok cousin. In a day or two,

48 768



my friend called, to insist on my dining at his house the nex_
Wednesday, to meet Mr. O'Connell on business of importance.
Mr. O'Connell could not be in town earlier, because the freedom

of some place (I forget what) was to be presented to him on

Tuesday; and travelling all night would bring him to London

only on Wednesday afternoon. I could not meet him, as we

were to go on board the paaket on Wednesday evening.--._[y

friend, hoping still to dissuade me, told me what Mr. O'Connell
wanted. He had private reasons for beheving that "Peel and
the Tories" would soon come into power: (in fact, the Bed-

chamber Question occurred within a month after) and he feared

more than ever for the liberties of Ireland, and felt that not a

day must be los_ in providing every assistance to the cause that

could be obtained. He had long been convinced that one of the
chief misfortunes of Ireland was that her cause was pleaded in

print by authors who represented only the violent, and vulgar
and factious elements of Irish discontent ; by Irish people, in

fact, who could not speak in a way which the _ug]ish were

willing to listen to. He considered that my American books

established my capacity to understand and represent the political
and social condition of another country; and what he had to

request was that I would study Irish affairs on the spot, and

report of them. He offered introductions to the best-informed

Catholic families in any or every part of Ireland, and besought

me to devote to the object all the time I thought needful,-

either employing twelve months or so in going over the whole
of Ireland, or a shorter time in a deeper study of any particular

part, -- publishing the results of my observations without inter-

ference from any body, or the expression of any desire from

any quarter that my opinions should be of one colour rather
than another.

It was impossible for me to say any thing to this scheme at
the time : but my family and friends were deeply impressed by

it. It was frequently discussed by my comrades and myself

during our continental journey; and one of them,--the same

generous friend to whom I have had occasion to refer in con-

nexion with my hmbleside schemes,--offered to accompany
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me, with a servant, to help and countenance me, and hear for

me, and further the object in every possible way : and she was
not the only one who so volunteered. It stood before my mind
as the next great work to be undertaken : but, in another month,

not only were "Peel and the Tortes" sent to the right-about for

the time, but I was prostrate in the illness which was to lay me

aside for nearly six years. On our return from Italy, we fell in

with the family of Lord Plunker, to whom, in the course
of conversation about Ireland, we related the incident. :Miss

Plunket seemed as much struck with the rationality of the

scheme as we were; and, after some eonsnltation apart, Miss
Plunker came to me with an express offer of introductions from

Lord Plunker to intelligent Protestants, in any or every part of

Ireland where this business might carry me. My illness, how-

ever, broke up [he scheme.
This incident, again, was recalled to my memory by what

happened the next time I was abroack It occurred in the spring

of 1847. Our desert party agreed, at Jerusalem, to make an

excursion of three days to the Jordan and the Dead Sea. On

the eve of the trip, three European gentlemen sent a petition
to Lady Harriet K , that they might be allowed to ride

with our party, on account of the dangerous state of the road to
Jericho. They joined our troop in the Valley of Jehoshaphat,

and rode among us all day. It did not occur to me to ask who

they were. In the course of the next morning, when the ladies
of the party were going through the wood on the bank of the
Jordan, to bathe northwards, while the gentlemen went south-

wards, we met one of these strangers _ and I told him where

he might find his companions. I never doubted his being

English,--he looked so like a country squire, with his close-

cropped, rather light hair, and sunburned complexion. He

appeared to be somewhere about five-and-thirty. On leaving the
Jordan, we had to traverse an open tract, in excessive heat, to

the margin of the Dead Sea. The hard sand looked trust-

worthy ; and I put my horse to a gallop, for the sake of the
wind thus obtained. I soon heard other homes coming up ; and

this gentleman, with two others, appeared : and he rode close by
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my side till an acoid_r_t to elm of the party obliged him to

moant and give help. I was mnong those who rode on when

we found that no harm. was done ; and presently after I was

asked by Lady Harriet K whether I would allow Count
Porro to be introduced to me,- he being desirous of some con-

versation with me. For Silvio PeUico's sake, as well as Count

Porto's father's and his own, I was happy to make his acquaint_

ance ; and I supposed we should meet at our halting place,
at Santa Saba. But Count Pccre and his companions were to

strike off northwards by the Damascus road ; and they wer_

gone before I was aware.- A few weeam afterwards, whan we

four, of the Nile party, rode up to our hotel at Damascus, Count
Porro was awaiting us ; and he helped us ladies down from our

horses. He had remaJ.uod some days, in ogler to see me. He
desired some conversation with me at a conveI_*ent time ; and

that convenient time proved to be the next morning, when he
joined me on the divan, in the sl_ve in the quadran#e. He

was so agitated that he could scarcely speak. His English,
however, was excellent. He told me that in what he was going

to say he was the month-piece of many of his countrymen, as
well as of his own wishes ; and especially of several fellow-

citizens of l_ilam What he said was as nearly as could be a
repetition of O'Connell's plea and request. He said it was the

misfortune of his country to be represented abroad by injured

and exasperuted patriots, who demanded more than the bulk of

the people desired, and gave forth views which the citizens in

geneaat disclaimo& It was believed by the leading men in
Lombardy that the changes which were really most essential

might be obtained from Austri_ if sought in a temperate and

rakionsl manner ; and that the best way of obtaining these

changes would be by means of a report oa the condition of

affairs by some traveller of reputation, who had shown, as they

considered ttm_ I had done by my work on the United States,
a capacity to undemtand and report of a foreig_n state of society.

He was therefore authorised to request that I would resMe in

Milan for six months or a year, and to say tha_ every faciliL-y

should be Mrord_ for-my obta_ni-g infozmafi_ and all pomi-
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ble respect shown to my lihe_ty of judgment and representation.

All they wanted was that. I sho_d study their condition, and

_eport it fully, on my return to England. He told me (in con-
sideration of my deafness, which disabled me for conversation,

though not, of course, for reading, in a foreign language) that

every educated Milanose speaks _ ; and that every thing
should be done to render my abode as pleasant as possible ; and

so forth.- I positively declined, being, in truth, heartily home.

sick,--longing fo_ my green, quiet valley, and the repose of
my own abode. ]_y duties there seemed more congenial and

natural than investigating the polities of Lombardy ; and I did

not therefore think it selfish to refuse, With increasing agita-
tion, Count Porto declared that he would take no refusal He

asked how much time these home duties would occupy ; said,

in spite of all my discouragements, that he shoald go to Er_gland
the next spring ; and declared, when taking his leave next day,

that, on landing at Southampton, his first step would be to pat
himself into the train for Ambleside, whence he would not

depar_ withaut my promise to go to Milam

When that "next spring" arrived, -- the annlveraary of those
eonver_tions of ours at Dmm_scus,- Count Porto was a mem-

her of the Provisional Government at Milan, telling Austria by

his ac_ and decrees what it was that Lombardy required. The

mention, in my narrative, of the revolutions of 1848 brought up

these three stories at once to ray recollection ; and their strong
resemblance to each other seems to show that there mus_ be

something in them which makes them worth the telling.

I began my great task of the History under much anxiety of

mind. My mother was known to be dying from the spring on-
wards ; and she died in August. She was removed, while yet

able, to the house of her eldest surviving son, at Edgbas_on i and

there, amidst tl_e best possibletendance, she declined and died,
Her life hung upon perfect quiet ; and therefore, as all her

ekildren had seen her not long before, it was cormldered best te

leave hot in the good hands of one of the families. I saw her

at Liverpool, oa my rct_n homa from the :Fast. By evil offices,
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working on her prejudice against mesmerism, she had been pre-
vented from meeting me after my recovery : but such a cause
of separation was too absurd to be perpetual. I knew that the
sound of my voice, and my mere presence for five minutes, would
put to flight all objections to my mode of recovery : and we did
meet and part in comfort and satisfaction. I did hope to have
had the pleasure of a visit from her that summer, though I pro-
posed it with much doubt. She was now blind ; and she could
not but be perpetually hearing of the charms of the scenery.
She could walk only on smooth and level ground ; and walking
was essential to her health: and it is not easy to find smooth
level ground in our valley. Yet, as one main inducement to my
building and setting here was that there might be a paradise for
any tired or delicate members of my family to rest in, I did wish
that my mother should have tried it, this first practicable sum-
mer : but she was too ill to do more than go to Edgbaston, and
find her grave there. She was in her seventy-sixth year. m I
have never felt otherwise than soundly and substantially happy,
during this last term of my life : but certainly those months of
July and August 1848 were the most anxious of the whole ten
years since I left Tynemouth. The same faithful old friend to
whom I have often referred, must come into my history again
here. She came to me when I was becoming most anxious, and re-
mained above two months, -- saving me fl_m being overwhelmed
with visits from strangers, and taking me quiet drives, when my
work was done ;-- a recreation which I have always found the
most refreshing of all Some of my own family came before the
event, and some after ; and a few old and dear Mends looked in
upon me, in the course of the season.

When I had laid out my plan for the History, and begun upon
the first portion, I sank into a state of dismay. I should hardly
say "sank ;" for I never thought of giving up or stopping ; but
I doubt whether, at any point of my career, I ever felt so op-
pressed by what I had underfakenas duringthefirsttwo or
three weeks after I had begun the History. The idea of publish-
ing a number of my Political ]_ceuomy series every month was
fearful at first: but that was only the quantity of work. The
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Discontented Pendulum comforted me then, -- not only because
every month's work would have its own month to be done in,
but because there was a clear, separate topic for each number,
which would enable the work to take care of itself, in regard
to subject as well as time. In America, I was overwhelmed
with the mass of material to be dealt with ; but then, I was not
engaged to write a book ; and by the time I had made up
my mind to do so, the mass had become classified, l_ow, the
quantity and variety of details fairly overpowered my spirits, in
that hot month of August. I feel my weakness, -- more in body
than (consciously) in m_nd- in having to deal with many de-
tails. The most fatiguing work I ever have to do is arranging
my library ; and even packing my trunks for a journey, or dis-
tributing the contents when I come home, fatigues me more than
it seems to do other people. In this ease, I fear I afflicted my
friend by my discouragement, -- the like of which she had never
seen in me. At times, she comforted me with assurances that
the chaos would become orderly ; but, on the whole, she desired
that I should throw up the work,- a thing which I could not
even meditate for a moment, under the circumstances in which
Mr. Knight found himself, l_o doubt, the nervous watching of
the post at that time had much to _lowith my anxiety. My
habit was to rise at six, and to take a walk,- returning to my
solitary breakfast at half-past seven. For several years, while I
was strong enough, I found this an excellent preparation for
work. _Iy household orders were given for the day, and all
affairs settled, out of doors and in, by a quarter or half-past
eight, when I went to work, which I continued without inter-
ruption, except from the post, till three o'clock, or later, when
alone. While my friend was with me, we dined at two ; and
that was, of course, the limit of my day's work. The post came
in at half-past ten ; and my object was to keep close to my work
till the letters appeared. When my mother became so ill that
this effort was beyond my power, I sent to meet the coach, and
got my letters earlier; but the wear and tear of nerve was
very great. One strong evidence of the reality of my recovery
was that my health stood the struggle very well. In a few
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weeks, I was in full career, and had got my work well in hand.

My first clear relief came when I had written a certain p_ge
about Canning's eloquence, and found in the course of it that I

really was interested in my business. Mr. Knight, happily, was
satisfied ; and I was indebted to bim for every kind of encourage-

merit. By the 1st of February, the last M.S. of the first volume

was in the hands of the printer. I mention this because a con-

temporary review spoke of "two years" as the time it had occu-
pied me, -- calling it very rapid work ; whereas, from the first

opening of the books to study for the History to the depositing
of the M.S. of the first volume at press was exactly six months.

The second volume took six months to do, with an interval of

some weeks of holiday, and other work. I delivered the last

sheets into Mr. Knight's hands in November 1849.

During the year 1849, the dismal cholera year,- I found that

I had been overworking; and in the autumn I accepted Mrs.

Knight's invitation to join their family at St. Leonards for a

month, and then to stay with them for the remaining weeks

which were necessary to finish the History. The Sunday

when I put the last batch of M.S. into _Ir. Knight's hand_ was
a memorable day to me. I had grown nervous towards the end ;

and especially doubtful, without any assignable reason, whether

Mr. Knight would hke the concluding portion. To put it out
of my mind, I went a long walk after breakfast with Mr. Atkin-

son, to Primrose Hill (where I had never been before) and Re-
gent's Park. My heart fluttered all the way ; and when I came

home, to meet a farewell family party at lunch, I could not eat.

Mr. Knight looked at me, with an expression of eountenanee

which I could not interpret ; and when he beokoned me into the

drawing-room, I was ready to drop. I might have spared myself

the alarm. His acknowledgments were such as sent me to my
_oom perfectly happy; and I returned to my Knoll with a light

heart. I was soon followed by an invitmfion from Mr. K_ht

to write the introductory period, from the opening of the century

to the Peace, to be followed by the four years to 1850, if we

should live to see the dose of that year, so ,a_ to mak_ a com-
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plete "History of the Half Century." The work would be com-

paratively light, from the quantity of material supplied by the
Memoirs of the statesmen now long dead. I was somewhat dis-

appointed in regard to the pleasure of it from Mr. Knight's fre-

quent changes of mind as to the form in which it was to be done.

I imagine he had become somewhat tired of the scheme ; for,

not only was I kept waiting weeks, and once three months, for

a promised letter which should guide me as to space and other
particulars ; but he three times changed his mind as to the form

in which he should present the whole. He approved, as cor-

dially as ever, what I wrote; but finally decided to print the

portion from 1800 to the Peace as an Introductory volume,
relinquishing the project of completing the Half Century by a
History of the last four years. I state these facts because it was
afterwards believed by many people, who quoted his authority,
that he broke off the scheme, to his own injury, from terror at

the publication of the Atkiuson Letters,--as if he had been

taken by surprise by that publication. I can only say that it
was as far as possible from being my intention to conceal our

plan of publishing those Letters. I not only told him of it
while at his house in the autumn of 1849, and received certain

sarcasms from him on our "infidel" philosophy ; but I read to

Mrs. Knight two of the boldest of Mr. Atkinson's letters : and
it was after this that hit. Knight invited me to write the Intro-

ductory volume. Moreover, it was after some of his changes of

plan that he staid at my house (May 1850) with Mr. Atkiuson
and _Ir. Jerrold, and considerately took Mr. Jerrold for a walk,

on the last day of their visit, to leave Mr. Atkinson and me at

liberty to read our manuscript. He was certainly panic-stricken
when the volume appeared, in January, 1851 ; but, if he was

surprised, it was through no fault of mine, as the dates show.

In July, 1851, half-a-year after the "Letters" appeared, when
he paid me for my work at his own house, he expressed himself
more than satisfied with the Introductory History, and told me

that, though the Exhibition had interfered with the publishing

season, he had sold two thirds of the edition, and had no doubt
of its entire success in the next. Before the next season opened,
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however, he sold off the whole work. With his reasons for doing
so I have no concern, as the preceding facts show. In.regard to

him, I need only say, --which I do with great pleasure,- that
he has continued to show me kindness and affection, worthy of

our long friendship. In regard to the History, -- it has passed
into the hands of Messrs. Chambers of Edinburgh, who invited

me, last summer, to bring the History of the Peace down to the
War. I agreed to do so ; and the scheme was only broken off

by my present illness, which, of course, renders the execution of
it impossible.



SECTION V.

ON the last evening of my stay at mr. Knight's a parcel
arrived for me, enclosing a book, and a note which was examined
as few notes ever are. The book was "Shirley ;" and the note
was from "Currer Bell _' Here it is.

"Currer Bell offers a copy of "Shirley" to Miss Martinean's accept-
ance, in acknowledgment of the pleasure and profit _l_ [sic] he has
derived from her works. When C. B. first read "Deerbrook" he

tasted a new and keen pleasure, and experienced a genuine benefit.
In his mind, "Deerbrook" ranks with the writings that have really
done him good, added to his stock of ideas, and rectified his views of
life."

"November 7th, 1849."

_Ve examined this note to make out whether it was written

by a man or a woman. The hand was a cramped and nervous

one, which might belong to any body who had written too much,

or was in bad health, or who had been badly taught. The

erased "she" seemed at first to settle the matter ; but somebody

suggested that the "she" might refer to me under a form of
sentence which might easily have been changed in the penning.

I had made up my mind, as I had repeatedly said, that a certain
passage in "Jane Eyre," about sewing on brass rings, could have

been written only by a woman or an upholsterer. I now ad-

dressed my reply externally to "Currer Bell, Esq.," and began it

"Madam."--I had more reason for interest than even the deeply-

interested public in knowing who wrote "Jane F_yre ;" for, when
it appeared, I was taxed with the authorship by more than one

personal friend, and charged by others, and even by relatives,

with knowing the author, and having supplied some of the facts

of the first volume from my own childhood. When I read it, I

was convinced that it was by some friend of my own, who had
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portions of my childish experience in his or her mind. "Cutter

Bell" told me, long after, that she had read with astonishment

those parts of "Household Education" which relate my own

experience. It was like meeting her own fetch,--so precisely

were the fears and miseries there described the same as her own,
told or not told in "Jane Eyre."

A month after my receipt of "Shirley," I removed, on a cer-

tain Saturday, from the house of a friend in Hyde Park Street
to that of a cousin in Westbourne Street, in time for a dinner

party. ]_[eanwhile, a messenger was running about to find me,

and reached my cousin's when we were at dessert, bringing the
following note.

December8th, 1849.
" MY DEem M_D_,-- I happen to be staying in London for a few

days ; and having just heard that you are likewise in town, I could
not help feeling a very strong wish to see you. If you will permit
me to call upon you, have the goodness to tell me when to come.
Should you prefer calling on me, my address is ............

" Do not think this request springs from mere curiosity. I hope it
has its origin in a better feeling. It would grieve me to lose this
chance of seeing one whose works have so often made her the subject
of my thoughts.

" I am, my dear Madam,
" Yours sincerely, •

"CURRER BELL."

_Iy host and hostess desired me to ask the favour of C. B.'s

company the next day, or any subsequent one. According to

the old dissenting custom of early hours on Sundays, we should

have tea at six the next evening :-- on any other day, dinner
at a somewhat later hour. The servant was sent with this in-

vitation on Sunday morning, and brought back the following
reply.

"MY nE._R MADAM,-- I hope to have the pleasure of seeing you at
six o'clock today : m and I shall try now to be patient till six o'clock
come, o"

"I am, &c., &c."

"That is a woman's note," we agreed. We were in a certain

state of excitement all day, and especiallytowards evening.
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The footman would certainly announce this mysterious personage
by his or her right name ; and, as I could not hear the announce-

ment, I charged my cousins to take care that I was duly in-

formed of it. A little before six, there was a thundering rap :-

the drawing-room door was thrown open, and in stalked a gen-

tleman six feet high. It was not "Currer," but a philanthropist,

who had an errand about a model lodging-house. Minute by
minute I, for one, wished him away ; and he did go before any

body else came. Precisely as the time-piece struck six, a car-
riage stopped at the door ; and after a minute of suspense, the

footman announced "Miss Brogden;" whereupon, my cousin
informed me that it was Miss Bront_ ; for we had heard the

name before, among others, in the way of conjecture.-- I thought

her the smallest creature I had ever seen (except at a fair) and
her eyes blazed, as it seemed to me. She glanced qtdekly

round _ and my trumpet pointing me out, she held out her hand
frankly and pleasantly. I introduced her, of course, to the fam-

ily; and then came a moment which I had not anticipated.
When she was seated by me on the sofa, she cast up at me such

a look,- so loving, so appealing,- that, in connexion with her
deep mourning dress, and the knowledge that she was the sole

survivor of her family, I could with the utmost difficulty return

her smile, or keep my composure. I should have been heartily

glad to cry. We soon got on very well ; and she appeared more

at her ease that evening than I ever saw her afterwards, except
when we were alone. My hostess was so considerate as to leave

us together after tea, in case of C. B. desiring to have private

conversation with me. She was glad of the opportunity to con-
suit me about certain strictures of the reviewers which she did

not understand, and had every desire to profit by. I did not
approve the spirit of those strictures ; but I thought them not

entirely groundless. She besought me then, and repeatedly

afterwards, to tell her, at whatever cost of pain to herself, if I

saw her afford any justification of them. I believed her, (and

I now believe her to have been) perfectly sincere : but when the

time came (on the publication of "ViUette," in regard to which she

had expressly claimed my promise a week before the book arrived)
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she could not bear it. There was never any quarrel, or even misun-
derstanding between us. She thanked me for my sincerefulfilment
of my engagement ; but she could not, she said, come "at pres-
ent" to see me, as she had promised : and the present was alas !
all that she had to dispose of. She is dead, before another book
of hers could (as I hoped it would)enable her to see what I
meant, and me to re-establish a fuller sympathy between us. t
Between the appearance of " Shirley" and that of "Villette," she
came to me ;-- in December, 1850. Our intercourse then con-

firmed my deep impression of her integrity, her noble conscien-
tiousness about her vocation, and her consequent self-relianea in
the moral conduct of her life. I saw at the same time tokens of

a morbid condition of mind, in one or two directions ; -- much
less than might have been expected, or than would have been
seen in almost any one else under circnm_tancos so unfavourable
to health of body and mind as those in which she lived ; and
the one fault which I pointed out to her in "Vfllette" was so

clearly traceable to these unwholesome influences that I would
fain have been spared a task of criticism which could hardly be
of much use while the circumstances remained unchanged. But
she had exacted first the promise, and then the performance in
this particular instance ; and I had no choice. "I know," she
wrote (January 21st, 1853) "that you will give me your thoughts
upon my book, -- as frankly as if you spoke to some near rela-
tive whose good you preferred to her gratification. I wince
under the pain of condemnation- like any other weak struc-
ture of flesh and blood ; but I love, I honour, I kneel to Truth.
Let her smite me on one cheek- good ! the tears may spring to
the eyes ; but courage ! There is the other side-- hit again
right sharply !" This was the genuine spirit of the woman. She
might be weak for once ; but her permanent temper was one of
humility, candour, int_gTity and conscientiousness. She was not
only unspoiled by her sudden and prodigious fame, but obviously
unspoilable. She was somewhat amused by her fame, but often-
er annoyed ;--at least, when obliged to come out into the world
to meet it, instead of its reaching her in her secluded home, in
the wilds of Yorkshire. There was little hope that she, the
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survivorofa whole_m_]ycutoffinchildhoodor youth,could
live to old age ; but, now that she is gone, under the age of
forty, the feeling is that society has sustained an unexpected, as
well as irreparable loss.

I have often observed that, from the time I wrote the Prize
F__ays, I have never come to a stand for work;--have never
had any anxiety as to whether there would be work for me ;
have, in short, only had to choose my work. Holiday I have
never had, since before that time, except in as far as my foreign
travels, and a few months of illness could be called such : and

it had now been a weight on my mind for some years that I had
not got on with my autobiography,- which I felt to be a real
duty. I find that I wrote this to _r. Atkinson, when under
uneasiness about whether Murray would hold to his engagement
to publish "F__stern Life" (February 1848.) "It is a very
great and "pressing object with me to go on with my own Life ;
lest it should end before I have recorded what I could trust no

one to record of it. I always feel this a weight upon my mind,
as a duty yet undone ; and my doing it within a moderate time
depends on my getting this book out now." It was got out ;
but then came the History, which could not be delayed, and
which I should have done wrong to refuse, l_ow that those
three great volumes were nearly done, Mr. Dickens sent me an
invitation to write for "Household Words." That kind of work

does not, in my own opinion, suit me well ; and I have refused
to write for :Magazines by the score j but the wide circ_ation
of "Household Words" made it a peculiar ease ; and I agreed
to try my hand, -- while I was yet a good way from the end
of my History. I did this with the more ease because a scheme
was now rising to the light which would relieve me of much of
the anxiety I felt about recording the later experiences of my
life. The Atkinson Letters were by this time in preparation.

The publication of those letters was my doing. Having found,
after some years of correspondence with Mr. Atkinson, that my
views were becoming broader and clearer, my practice of duty
easier and gayer, and my peace of r,]nd something wholly

VOL. LI.
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unlike what I had ever had experience of before; and, being able

to recognize and point out what fundamental truths they were
that I had thus been brought to grasp, I thought that much

good might be done by our making known, as master and pupil,

what truths lay at the root of our philosophy. If I had known

u what I could not know till the reception of our volume

revealed it to me,--how small is the proportion of believers

to the disbelievers in theology to what I imagined,--I might
have proposed a different method ; or we might have done our

work in a different way. In regard to disbelief in theology,

much more had already taken place than I, at least, was aware

of. But there is an essential point, -- the most essential of

all,- in regard to which the secular and the theological worlds
seem to need conviction almost equally : viz., the real value of

science, and of philosophy as its legithnate offspring. It seems

to us, even now, the most impossible, or, speaking cautiously,

the rarest thing in the world to find any body who has the re-

motest conception of the indisponsableness of science as the only
source of, not only enlightenment, but wisdom, goodness and

happiness. It is, of course, useless to speak to theologians or
their disciples about this, while they remain "addicted to the-

elegy, because they avowedly give their preference to theology
over the science with which it is incompatible. They, in the

face of clear proof that science mid theology are incompatible,

embrace theology as the foundation of wisdom, goodness and

happiness. They incline, all the while, to what they call phi-
losophy ;--that is, to theologico-metaphysics, from which they

derive, as they say, (and truly) improvement in intellectual

power, and confirmation of their religious faith in one direction,
nearly equivalent to the damage inflicted on it in anSther. The

result must be, when the study is real and earnest, either that

the metaphysics must dwindle away into a mere fanciful adorn-

ment of the theology, or the theology must be in time stripped
of its dogmatic character, exhausted thereby of its vitality, and

reduced to a mere name and semblance. Examples of the first

alternative are conspicuous in the argumentative preachers and

writers of the Church of England, and other Christian sects ;
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and, we may add, in the same functionariesof the Romish

Church,who thus unconsciouslyyieldtethetendenciesof their

age so faras to underminethe foundationsof theirown "ever-

lasting"church. Exumples of the secondalternativeare con-

spicuous,in our own country and in America, in the class of

metaphysical deists,- who may be, by courtesy, called a class

because they agree in being metaphysical, and, in one way or

another, deists ; but who cannot be called a sect, or a body,
because it is scarcely possible to find any two of them who agree

in any thing with any approach to precision. One makes the
Necessarian doctrine his chief reliance, while another denounces

it as atheistic. One insists on the immortality of the soul, while

another considers a future life doubtful, and a matter of no great
consequence. Others belong, amid an unbounded variety of
minor views, to one or another of _he five sort_ of pantheism.

All these claim to be philosophers, and scientific in the matter

of mental philosophy ; while observers discover that all are
wandering wide of the central point of knowledge and convic-

tion,--each in his own balloon, wafted in complacency by

whatever current he may be caught by, and all crossing each

other, up and down, right or left, all manner of ways, hopeless
of finding a common centre till they begin to conceive of, and

seek for, a firm standpoint.

The so-called scientific men, who consider themselves philoso-

phers, are, for the most part, in a scarcely more promising con-
dition. Between their endless subdivision as labourers in the

field of research, before they have discovered any incorporating

principle ; and the absorbing and blinding influence of exclusive

attention to detail; and some remaining fear of casting them-
selves loose from theology, together with their share of the uni-

versel tendency to cling to the old notions even in their own

department, -- the men of science are almost as hopelessly astray,
as to the discovery of true wisdom, as the theologians. Well

read men, who call themselves impartial and disinterested, as

they stand aloof and observe all these others, are no nearer to

the blessed discovery or conviction. They extol philosophy,

perhaps ; but it is merely on the ground that (conceiving meta-
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physics to be philosophy)it is a fine exercise of the subtle powers

of the intellect. As to science, they regard it either as a grave
and graceful pastime, or they see no use in it, or they consider it
valuable for its utilitarian results. As for the grand conception,

--the inestimable recognition_ --that science, (or the knowledge

of fact, inducing the discovery of laws) is the sole and the eternal

basis of wisdom, -- and therefore of human morality and peace,

-- none of all these seem %ohave obtained any view of it at all.

For my part, I must in truth say that Mr. Atkinson is the only
person, of the multitude I have known, who has clearly appre-
hended this central truth. He found me searching alter it ; and

he put me in clear possession of it. He showed me how all

moral evil, and muc]% and possibly all, physical evil arises from

intellectual imperfection, -- from ignorance and consequent error.
He _led me to sympathise in Bacon's philosophy, in a tTuer way

than the multitude of Bacon's theological and metaphysical pro-
fessed adorers ; and to see how a man may be happier than his

fellows who obeys Bacon's incitements to the pursuit of truth, as

the greatest good of man. There is plenty of talk of the honour
and blessedness of the unflinching pursuit of truth, wherever it

may lead ; but I never met any one else who lived for that

object, or who seemed to understand the nature of the apostle-
ship. I have already told where I was in (or in pursuit of) this

path when Mr. Atkinson found me. Learning what I could
from him, and meditating for myself, I soon found myself quite

outside of my old world of thought and speculation_- under a
new heaven and on a new earth ; disembarrassed of a load of
selfish cares and troubles ; with some of my difficulties fairly

solved, and others chased away, ]/ke bad dreams; and others,

again, deprived of all power to trouble me, because the line was

clearly drawn between the feasible and the unknowable. I had

got out of the prison of my own sel_* wherein I had formerly
sat trying %o interpret life and the world,- much as a captive

• ,, Fear only has its seat," saysSchiller,"where heavyand shapelessmasses
prevail, and the gloomy outlines waver between uncertainboundaries. Man
,i_ superiorto everyterror of Nature as soon as he is ableto give it a form,
and canmakeit a definiteobject. Wbea he begins to asserthis independence
againstNature as anappearance,he alsoassertshis dignity againstNature as a
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might undertaketo paintthe aspectof Naturefromthe gleams

and shadows and faintcoloursreflectedon his dungeon walls.

I had learnedthat,to form any truenotionwhatever of any of
theaffairsoftheuniverse,we must takeour standintheexternal

world, m regarding man as one of the products and subjects of
the everlasting laws of the universe, and not as the favourite

of its Maker ; a favourite to whom it is rendered subservient by

divine partiality. I had learned that the death-blow was given
to theology when Copernicus made his discovery that our world
was not the centre and shrine of the universe, where God had

placed man "in his own image," to be worshipped and served

by all the rest of creation. I had learned that men judge from

an inverted image of external things within themselves when

they insist upen the Design argument, as it is called,- ap-
plying the solution from out of their own peculiar faculties to

external things which, in fact, suggest that very conception of
design to the human faculty. I had learned that whatever con-

ception is transferred by "instinct" or supposition from the
human mind to the universe cannot possibly be the true solution,

as the action of any product of the general laws of the universe

cannot possibly be the original principle of those laws. Hence
it followed that the conceptions of a God with any human attri-

butes whatever, of a principle or practice of Design, of an ad-

r,_nistration of life according to human wishes, or of the affairs

of the world by the principles of human morals, must be mere

visions,--necessary and useful in their day, but not philo-

sophically and permanently true. I had learned, above all, that
only by a study of the external and internal world in conjunction

can we gather such wisdom as we are qualified to attain ; and

that this study must be bon_ fide,- personal and diligent, and

at any sacrifice, if we would become such as we hint to ourselves

in our highest and truest aspirations. The hollowness of the
popular views of philosophy and science, --as good intellectual
exercise, as harmless, as valuable in a utilitarian sense, and even

power,and in all freedomstandsup boldly beforehis gods. He tears awaythe
masks from the spectreswhich terrifiedhis childhood; and they am'prisehim
with his ownimage; forthey aremerelyhis own imaginations."
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as elevating in their mere influence,- was, by this time, to me

the clearest thing I ever saw : and the opposite reality, -- that

philosophy founded upon science is the one thing needful,-
the source and the vital principle of all intellectuality, all

morality, and all peace to individuals, and good will among

men,- had become the crown of my experience, and the joy

of my life.

One of the earliest consequent observations was, of course, that
the science of Hnmau Nature, in all its departments, is yet in its

infancy. The mere principle of _Iental Philosophy is, as yet,

very partially recognized ; and the very conception of it is new.

It is so absolutely incompatible with theology that the remaining

prevalence of theology, circumscribed as it is, sufficiently testifies
to the infant state of the philosophy of Man. I have found Mr.

Atkinson's knowledge of Man, general and particular, physical,

intellectual and moral ; theoretical and practical, greater than I
.ever met with elsewhere, in books or conversation; and I im-

mediately discovered that his superior knowledge was due to his

higher and truer point of view, whereby he could cast light from

every part of the universe upon the organisation and action of
Man, and use and test the analogies f_om without in their ap-

plieation to the world within. I had long desired that the years

_heuld not pass over his head without the world being the better,

as I felt myself, for his fresh method of thought, and conscientious
exercise of it. t wished that some others besides myself should

be led by him to the true point of view which they were wander-
ing in search of; and I therefore went as far as I dared in urging

him to give the world a piece of his mind. At length he con-

sented to may scheme of publishing a set of "Letters on Man's

Nature and Developmenk" Certainly I have reason to con-

gratulate myself on my pertinacity in petitioning for _hi_ I

_lo not often trouble my friends with _eqnest_ c_ advica as _o
their doings : and in this case, I was careful no_ to intrude am
my friend's indepondenee. But I suc.c_ded; and I have re-

joiced in my success ever since, --seeing and hearing what _hat

t_mk has done for others, and feeling very sens_bly what a bless-
ing it has been to mysel£
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Once embarked in the scheme, my friend was naturally anxious
to get on ; but he was wonderfully patient with the slowness to
which the pressure of my other work condemned us. I have
mentioned that I read two of his letters to my hostess in the
autumn of 1849. The book did not appear till January 1851.
My literary practice indicated that I ought to copy out the whole
of Mr. Atkinson's portion in proper order for press ; and this was

the more necessary because Mr. Atkinson's hand-writing is only
not'so bad as Dr. Parr's and Sydney Smith's. When I began, I
supposed I must alter and amend a little, to fit the expression to
the habit and taste of the reading world ; but, after the first
letter, I did not alter a single sentence. The style seems to me,

as it does to many better judges than myself, -- as beautiful
as it is remarkable. Eminent writers and readers have said that

they could not lay the book down till they had run it through,
led on through the night by the beauty of the style, no less

than by the interest of the matter. Such opinions justify my
decision not to touch a sentence. (I speak of the volume with-
out scruple, because, as far as its merits are concerned, it is
Mr. Atkinson's. The responsibility was mine, and a fourth or
fifth part of its contents ; but my letters were a mere instigation
to his utterance.)

tt appears, by the dates above, that nearly the whole of 1850
elapsed during my copying. I was writing the Introductory
Volume of the History, and was in the midst of a series of

papers, (the title of which I cannot fecal) for an American
periodical, whereby I wanted to earn some money for the Abo-
lition cause them. I sent off the last of them in April. By
that time, my season gxlests began to arrive ; and my evenings
_em not at my own disposal. I had engagt<l myself to "House-
hold Words" for a series of tales on Sanitary subjects ; and I
wrote this spring the two first, -- "Woodruffe the Gardener"
¢,ud "The People of Bleaburn."

I _pent a fortnight at Armathwaite, a beautiful place between
:Pen_h and Carlisle; (departing, I remember, on the day of
_Wmxlswerth's funeral) and, though I carried my work, and my
kind friend_allowedme thedisposalofmy mornings,I could
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not do any work which would bear postponement. I looked
forward hopeftdly to a ten weeks' sojourn at a farm-house near

Bolton Abbey, where I went to escape the tourist-season ; and

there I did get on. My house had been flall of guests," from

April till the end of July, with little intermission: and the

greater the pleasure of receiving one's friends, the worse goes
one's work. Among the guests of that spring were three who

came together, and who together made an illustrious week,-
Mr. Charles Knight, Mr. Douglas Jerrold, and Mr. Atkinson.

Four days were spent in making that circuit of the district

which forms the ground-plan of my "Complete Guide:" and

memorable days they were. We were amused at the way in

which some bystander at Strands recorded his sense of this in
a Kendal paper. He told how the tourists were beginning to

appear for the season, and how I had been seen touring with a
party of the _/ite of the literary world, &c., &e. He declared

that I, with these 61ire, had crossed the mountains "in a gig" to

Strands, and that wit and repartee had genially flowed through-
out the evening;--an evening, as it happened, when our con-

versation was rather grave. I was so amused at this that I
cut out the paragraph, and sent it to Mr. Jerrold, who wrote

back that, while the people were about it, they might as well

have put us into a howdah on an elephant, It would have

been as true as the gig, and far grander.- I owed the pleasm_e
of Mr. Jerrold's acquaintance to Mr. Knight; and I wish I had

known hilh more. my first impression was one of surprise,-
not at his remarkable appearance, of which I was aware ;--the

eyes and the mobile countenance, the stoop, and the small figure,
rern_nding one of Coleridge, without being like him,- but at

the gentle and thoughtful kindness which set its mark on all

he said and did. Somehow, all his good things were so dropped

as to fall into my trumpet, without any ta_uble or ostentation.
This was the dreaded and unpopular man who must have been

hat_d (for he was hated) as "Punch" and not as Jerreld,--

through fear, and not through reason or feeling. His wit always
appeared to me as gentle as it was honest,--as innocent as it

was sound. I could say of him as of Sydney Smith, that I
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never heard him say, in the way of raillery, any thing of others

that I should mind his saying of me_ I never feared him in
the lea_t, nor saw reason why any but knaves or fools should

fear him.--The other witty journalist of my time, Mr. t_on-

blanque, I knew but little, having met him only at Mr.

Macready's, I think. I once had the luck to have him all to
myself, during a long dinner; and I found his conversation as

agreeable for other qualities as for its wit. The pale face, the

lank hair, the thin hands, and dimmed dark eye, speaking of
ill health, made the humour of his conversation the more im-

pressive, as recommended by patience and amiability.
But to return to my snmmer of 1850. At Bolton I was not

by any means lonely ; for tourists came there too ; and relations
and friends gave me many a pleasant day and evening. But_

on the whole, the History got on very" well in the mornings,

and the transcribing of the Letters in the evening; and, but for

the relaxing air of the place, which injured my health, that

Bolton sojourn would have been a season of sin_lar enjoyment.
With the same dear, faithful old friend whom I have so often

referred to, I saw Ilkley and Benrhydding, and some of the

finest parts of the West of Yorkshire. I found time to write

another long story for "Household Words," (" The Marsh fog

and the Sea breeze") and engaged to make my subscription

to the new weekly journal, "the Leader" (which has lagged

terribly, instead of leading) in the form of twelve "Sketches
from Life," which I began before the Atkinson Letters were well

off my hands. Another small piece of authorship which inter-

posed itself was really no fault of mine. In 1848 (I think it

was) I had begun an experiment of very small farming, which
I never intended to bec_me an affair of public interest. My

field, let to a neighbour, was always in such bad condition as to

be an eye-sore from my windows. I found myself badly and

expensively served with cream and butter, and vegetables, and
eggs. In slimmer, there was no depending on the one butcher

of the place for meat, even though joints had been timely ordered

and promised, _so great and increasing was the pressure of
the tourist multitude. In winter, whan I was alone, and did
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not care what came to table, I could have what I liked:

but in summer, when my house was full, it was frequently an
anxiety how to get up a dinner when the butcher was so set
fast as to have to divide the promised joint between three houses.
All the while, I had to pay an occasional gardener very high, to
keep the place in any order at all,--over and above what my
maids and I could do. A more serious consideration was the

bad method of farming in the Lake District, which seemed to
need an example of better management, on however humble a
scale. My neighbours insisted on it that cows require three
acres of land apiece ; whereas I believed that, without emulating
Cobbett, I could do better than that. I procured an active,
trustworthy married labourer from Norfolk, and enlisted his
ambition and sympathy in the experiment. We have since
kept about a cow and a-half on my land, with the addition of
half an acre which I rent from the adjoining field; and the
purchase of a fourth part of the food is worth while, because I
am thus kept constantly supplied with m_]l_ while able to sell
the surplus ; besides that the stable may as well hold a second
cow ; and that two cows are little more trouble than one. My
whole place is kept in the highest order: I have the comfort
of a strong man on the premises (Ms cottage being at the foot
of the knoll) for the protection of my household and property ;
and I have always had the satisfaction of feeling that, come who
may, there are at all times hams, bacon and eggs in the house.
The regular supply of fresh vegetables, eggs, cream and butter is
a substantial comfort to a housekeeper. A much greater bless-
ing than all these together is that a plentiful subsistence for two
worthy people has been actually created out of my field ; and
that the spec_cle has certainly not been lost on my neighbours.
At first, we were abundantly ridiculed, and severely condemned
for our methods ; and my good servant's spirits were sometimes
sorely tried: but I told him that ff we persevered good-hu-
mouredly, people would come round to our views. And so they
did. First, I was declared deluded and extravagant: next, I
was cruel to my live stock ; then, I petted them so that they
would die of luxury ; and finally, one after another of our neigh-
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beurs admitted the fine plight of my cows ; and a few adopted
our methods. At the end of a year's experience, I wrote a

letter, by request, to an Assistant Poor-law Commissioner, who

was earnest in his endeavours to get workhouses supplied with

milk and vegetables, by the labour of the inmates on the land.

To my amazement, I found my letter in the "Times," one day
while I was at Botton. How it got there, I know not. Other

papers quoted portions of it which, sepal_ted from the rest, gave

rise to wrong impressions ; so that I found it necessary to write
a second letter, giving the result of the second year's tillage;

and to issue the two as a small pamphlet. I need say nothing

here about our method of farming, as the whole story is told in

that pamphlek I may simply add that we go on with it, very

comfortably _ and that my good farm-servant is a prosperous
man. Strangers come every summer to see the place as a cu-

riosity; and I am assured that the invariable remark is that

not a foot of ground is lost, and not a sign of neglect appears

in any corner. I have added a little boiling-house, a root-

house, and a capital manure-pit, since those letters were written ;
and I have put up a higher order of fences,- to the improve-

ment at once of the appearance and the economy of my httle

estate. All this, with the growth of the shrubs and little copses,

and the spread of rosce and evergreen climbers over the house,

makes my Knoll dwelling, to say the truth, a charming spec-
tacle to visitors ; n though not half so much as to me. Some

have called it "a perfect poem:" and it is truly that to me:

and so, speaking frankly, is the life that I have passed within it.
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Wrl_ all the writing that I have particularised on my hands,
it is not to be wondered at that November arrived before Mr.

Atl_n_on was wanted, to finish off our work for press : and by

that time, my winter course of lectures was due. So much for

the "leisure," and the "dulness " which distant friends have

attributed to my life at the Lakes. This winter's course was the

arduous one of twenty lectures on the History of _ngland,- the
first of which was delivered on the fifth of l_ovember, and the

last on the first of April, 1851. Amidst the undeniable overwork

of that winter, I had a feeling, which I remember expressing to

one friend at least, that this might probably be the last season

of work for me. It seemed to me probable that, after the plain-

speaking of the A_nson Letters, I might never be asked, or

allowed, to ut2er myself again. I had, on four previous occa-
sions of my life, supposed the same thing, and found myself

mistaken ; but the "audacity," (as a scientific reader called my

practice of plain avowal) was so much greater in appearance

(though not in reality) in the present ease than ever before, that
I anticlpat_l excommunication from the world of literature, if
not from society. This seems amusing enough, now, when I

have enjoyed more prosperity since the publication of that
volume, realised more money, earned more fame of a substantial

kind, seen more of my books go out of print, and made more

friendships and acquaintance with really congenial people than
in any preceding four years of my life. But the anticipation

was very sincere at the time ; and I took care that my comrade
in the work knew what my anticipation was. -- There was to

me, I must observe, no choice about making known, in this

form or some other, my views at this period. From the time

: when, in my youth, I _ttered my notions and was listened to,
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I had no further choice. For a quarter of a century past I had

been answerable to an unlrnown number of persons for a declara-

tion of my opinions as my experience advanced ; and I could
not stop now. If I had desired it, any concealment would have

been most imprudent. A life of hypocrisy was wholly impracti-

cable to me, if it had been endurable in idea ; and disclosure by

hits, in mere conversation, could never have answered any other

purpose than misleading my friends, and subjecting me to mis-

conception. So much for the necessity and the prudence of a
full avowal. A far more serious matter was the duty of it, in

regard to integTity and hi!inanity. My comrade and I were

both pursuers of truth, and were bound to render our homage

openly and devoutly. We both care for our kind; and we could

not see them suffering as we had suffered without imparting to
them our consolation and our joy. Having found, as my friend

said, a spring in the desert, should we see the multitude wan-

dering in desolation, and not show them our refreshment _ We

never had a moment's doubt or misgiving; though we anticipated

(or I did, for I ought only to speak for myself) all manner of

consequences which never ensued.
Just as I am writing on this subject, an old letter of mine to

Mr. Atkinson is put _before my eyes. It was written before the

publication of "Eastern Life ;" and I will insert a part of it,
both because it indicates the kind of diffmulty I had to deal

with, on these occasions, and be_a_e it is an honest comfort to

see what I had gained in courage, _trength and cheerfulness in

the threeyearswhich intervenedbetweenthepublicationof the
two books.

"I am not afraid of censure," I wrote in February 1848,

"from individuals or from the world. I don't feel, at present,

any fear of the most thorough pulling to pieces that I suppose
can ever befal me. The book once out, I am in for it, and must

and will bear every thing. ......... The _fact
is, however, -- this book is, I believe, the _t offort of cour-

age I ever made. I only hope I *nay not fail in the proo£

Some peoplewould thinkthe Populationnumber ofmy Political

_conomy, and theWomen and Marriageand Propertychapters
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in my American books, and the l_esmerism affair, bolder feats:
but I know that they were not. I was younger and more ardent
then ; and now the forecast and love of ease belonging to age
are coming upon me. Then, I believed in a Protector who
ordered me to do that work, and would sustain me under it:

and, however I may now despise that sort of support, I had it
then, and have none of that sort now. I have all that I want, I
believe, in the absolute necessity of saying what I really believe,
if I speak at all on those Egyptian and Mosaic subjects ; and I
would not exchange my present views, imperfect and doubtful as
they are,- I had better say, I would not exchange my freedom
from old superstition, if I were to be burned at the stake next
month, for all the peace and quiet of orthodoxy, if I must take
the orthodoxy with the peace and quiet. Nor would I, for any
exemption, give up the blessing of the power of appeal to
thoughtful minds. There was -- --, the other day, at the
reading of the Sinai part of my book. I should have expected
her to be purely shocked at so much of it as to carry away a bad
impression of the whole : but she was beyond all measure inter-
ested,- beyond any thing ever seen in her. So I would not
have any thing otherwise than as it is, as to my fate in conse-
quence of my opinions, or absence of belief: What I dread is
being sileneed_ and the mortification and loss of the manner of

it : (from a refusal to publish the book.) Yet, if it happens, I
dare say it will become clear to me what I ought to do ; and
that is the only really important thing .............
Well : I have had plenty of painful enterprises to go through,
and found support from the two considerations that I could not
help being so circumstanced, and that I believed myself right.
............ I will tell you of a terrible pain I
have had about this matter of religious opinion. When I was
at _ in September, I was told about a Town _¢Iissionary,
Mr. , who desired particularly to see me. He came to the
house, when it appeared, (-- no, we knew it before ; but, how-
ever,) he had formed himself upon my books, rathe more serious
ones particularly,--and we found, had taken up that notion of
me which we know to be idealism, m all hut idolatry. In every
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thing else he seemed a rational, as he certainly was a very inter-

esting young man. Such a face ! so full of life and happiness,
--all made up of benevolence. He was delicate ; and so was

his young wife. He was then thinking of undertaking the

City Mission. He did so: and soon sank _--had influ-

enza, and fell into rapid consumption. A friend of his at Bir-

mingham wrote me that he declared himself dying, in his letter

to her received that day : and she immediately wrote_to suggest
to me that a letter from me would gratify h_m There was

scarcely any thing I would not rather have done: but it was

impossible to refuse. I wrote at once ; and every word was as

true to my own state of mind as what I write to you now : but
I feared it would be taken for a Christian letter. There was not

a word about the future, or of God, or even Christ. It was a

letter of sympathy in his benevolent and happy life, and also,
of course, in his present weakness. It reached him on the last

day of his life. It was read to him. When a little revived, he

asked for it, and read it himself; and then desired his wife to
tell all who loved him of' this last flush on his darkness.' This

is dreadful pain to me. I feel as if I had told him a lie for my
last words to him. I cannot now see how I could have acted

otherwise. It would have been hard and unkind not to write :

and it was impossible to disturb his life at the last. Yet I feel

that that letter did not carry my real mind to him, and does not

to the many who are reading it. His poor delicate young widow

is strong in heart ; but she has two young infants to maintain,

and not a sh_]]ing in the world. But missionaries' widows are,

I believe, always cared for, -- as I am sure they ought to be."
It is cheering to read this letter now, and feel how much

clearer and stronger my mind had become before the time arrived

for the far greater enterprise which caused me so much less ap-

prehension, and which was to release me for ever from all danger
of misleading missionaries, or any body else, by letters of sym-

pathy under solemn circumstances, which they would interpret

by their preconceptions. I can write such letters now to all

kinds of sufferers, in full assurance that, whether they satisfy or
not, they are not misapprehended.
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On the nineteenth of November, my friend and I revised his
last letter, I wrote my preface, and we tied up our _LS. for

press ; and on the twentieth, he went away. As we were going
to the coach he said, "I am glad we have done this work.

We shall never repent it." We next met in London, in the

summer, when our book had run the gauntlet of all the re-
views, and we found ourselves no worse for the venture we

had madea and well satisfied that we had borne our testimony

to the truth, -- not in vain for many who had sorely needed the
support and blessing which our philosophy had long afforded to
ourselves.

When Mr. Atlri_qon was gone, the printing began; and I

highly enjoyed the proof-corrseting. That is always the time
when I begin to relish any book that I have part in. The con-

coption I enjoy, of course, or I should not write the book ; but

during the work I am doubtful, and the manuscript disgusts me.

Then come the proofs, when one sees exactly, and in order, what

one has really said ; and the work appears to advantage. What

my pressure of business was at that time is shown by a sad piece
of weakness of mine, which I have sorely repented since;--

trusting to the printing-office the proof-correcting of the Ap-

pendix. Almost three-fourths of the Appendix being sent in

print to the office, and the rest in the remarkably good hand-
writing of a helpful neighbour, I did hope that errors might be

avoided ; and I inquired about it, and was assured that I might

trust the printer. But never did I see such a shameful mess as
those sheets ; and never could I have conceived of such an igno-

rant sort of blunders being allowed to pass. I have never for-

given myself for my laziness in letting any part of the business

out of my own hands.

The neighbour who helped me kindly in getting up the Ap-
pendix was a sickly retired clerk living close by my gate,- a

man of good tastes and fond of reading. I, as I thought, hired
bin for a succession of evenings to write for me ; and, by work-

ing _ogether, we soon finlabed the busine_ He would not have

supper, nor any refreshment whatever; and, to my consternation,

(and admiration too) he declined all remunea_ion in stmh a way

%
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that I could only accept his gift of his time and labour. Since
that time he has had the loan, daily, of my newspaper : -- his

wife buys milk of my dairy ; and he sends me many a dish of

trout ; and I lend books to his good son. Thus we go on ; and

very pleasant it i_
It was while our evenings were thus filled up, that Mr. Quill-

inan, Wordsworth's son-in-law, called one day, full of kindly

pleasure, to tell me that I must dine with him next Thursday ;

and sadly blank he looked when I told blrn I was engaged every

evening that week. Could I not put off my engagement _i No :
Miss Bront_ was coming on Monday ; and I had business which

must be finished first. His disappointment was great; for he

had a benevolent scheme of bringing me into the favourable

acquaintance of certain clergy of the neighbourhood, and of a
physician whose further acquaintance I by no means desired. I

have before mentioned that, from the first, I avoided visiting

among all my neighbours, except a very few intimates; and of

course, I had no intention of beginning now, when a book was

in the press which would make them gnash their teeth at me in
a month or two. Mr. Quillinan had ascertained from the whole

party that they should be happy to meet me; and he enjoyed,

as he told me, "bringing neighbours together, to like each other."

• It had never occurred to him that I might not like to meet them ;

and sadly disconcerted he was. However, I promised to take
Miss Bront6 with me, one day, if he would dine early enough to

enable my delicate guest to return before nightfall. That was
a truly pleasant day,- no one being there, in addition to the

family, but Mr. Arnold, from l%x How, and ourselves. And

when "Currer" and I came home, there were proof-sheets lying ;
and I read her Mr. Atkinson's three letters about the distribution

of the brain. She was exceedingly impressed by what she called
"the tone of calm power in all he wrote ;" moreover, she insisted

on having the whole book, when it came out ; and no one, so

little qualified by training to enter into its substance and method,

did it more generous justice. She was very far indeed from

sympathising in our doctrine ; and she emphatically said so ; but

_ds did not prevent her doing justice to us, under our different
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view. In a preceding letter, she had said "I quite expect that
the publication of this book will bring you troublous times.

Many who are beginning to draw near to you will start away
again aff_hted. Your present position is high. Consequently

there are many persons, very likely, precisely in the mood to be

glad to see it lower. I anticipate a popular outcry which you
will stand much as the Duke of Wellington would ;--and in
due time, it will die round you; but I think not soon." A

month afterwards she wrote, "Having read your book, I cannot

now think it will create any outcry. You are tender of others :

you are serious, reverent and gentle. Who can be angry _"

This appreciation, from one who declared (as she did to me) that

our doctrine was to her "vinegar mingled with gall," was honour-
able to her justice and candour. And so was the readiness with

which she admitted and accepted ray explanation that I was

an atheist in the vulgar sense,- that of rejecting the popular

theology,- but not in the philosophical sense, of denying a

First Cause. She had no sympathy whatever with the shallow

and foolish complaint that we were "taking away people's faith."
She thought that nobody's faith was worth much which was held,

more or less, because I held it too ; and of course she saw that

truth and Man would never advance if they must wait for the

weak, who have themselves no means of progression but by the

explorations of the strong, or of those more disposed for specu-
lation than themselves. As I have had occasion to say to some

people who seem to have forgotten all they knew of the history

of Opinion, and as Luther, and many others greater than I have

had to say, "If your faith is worth any thing, it does not depend

on me : and if it depends on me, it is not worth any thing."

This reminds me of an incident perhaps worth relating, in con-
nexion with this absurd plea for standing still, which, under the
laws of the mind, means retrogression.

When I was publishing "Eastern Life," I rather dreaded its

effects on two intimate friends of mine, widows, both far removed

f_m orthodoxy, and zealous all their lives long for free thought,

and an open declaration of it. If I might judge by their pro-

fession of principle, I should become more dear to them in
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proportion to my efforts or sacrifices in the discovery and avowal
of truth : but I knew that they could not be so judged, because

neither of them had encountered any serious trial of their princi-

ple. They bore ":Eastern Life" better than I expected, -- not

fully perceiving, perhaps, the extent of the speculation about
belief in a future life. In the "Atkinson Letters," the full truth

burst upon them; and it was too much for them. They had
been accustomed to de_ail to me their visions of that future life,

which were curiously particular,- their "heaven" being filled

with the atmosphere of their respective homes, and framed to

meet the sufferings and desires of their own individual minds.

I never pretended to sympathise in all this, of course ; but

neither had I meddled with it, because I never meddle, except
by invitation, with individual minds. After "_stern Life,"

they must have been thoroughly aware that they had not my

sympathy ; but, while they insis_d (against my wish) in reading

the "Atkinson Letters," which was altogether out of their way,

they blamed me excessively, -- wholly forgetting their professions

in favour of free-thought and speech. One partially recovered

herself: the other had not power to do so. She went about

every where, eloquently bemoaning my act, as a sort of fall, and

doing me more mischief (as far as such talk can do damage) than

any enemy could have done ; and, by the time she began to see
how she stood, she had done too much for entire reparation,-

earnestly as I believe she desires it. As for the other, an anec-
dote will show how considerable her self-recovery was. The

very woman who had taken on herself to inform me that God

would forgive me was not long in reaching the point I will show.

-- She came to stay with me a year ai%erwards ; and when she

departed, I went down to the gate, to put her into the coach,
when an old acquaintance greeted me,- an aged lady living
some miles off. The two fellow-passengers talked me over, and

the aged one related how fierce an opinionated old lady of the

neighbourhood was against me,--without having read the book ;
the narrator confessing that she herself thought I was "ex-

ceedingly wrong to take away people's faith." Did not my
friend think so _ She replied that ff I was wrong on that ground,
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--in seeking truth, and avowing it in opposition to the popular
belief, so was every religious reformer, in all times,- mounting

• up through Luther to St. Paul. "Why, that's true I " cried the

old lady. "I will remember that, and tell it again. .... And as
to the moral obli_tion of the case," continued my friend, "we

must each judge by our own conscience : and perhaps Harriet is

as able to judge as Mrs. ." "Yes, indeed, and a great deal

better," was the reply.
I certainly had no idea how little faith Christians have in

their own faith till I saw how ill their courage and temper can

s_d any attack upon it. And the metaphysical deists who call

themselves free-thinkers are, if possible, more alarmed and angry
still. There were some of all orders of believers who treated us

perfectly well ; and perhaps the settled-orthodox had more sym-

pathy with us than any other class of Christians. They were

not alarmed,-- safely anchored as they are on the rock of author-

ity ; and they were therefore at leisure to do justice to our inten-

tions, and even to our reasoning. Having once declared our
whole basis to be wrong,-- their o_a being divine, -- they could

appreciate our view and conduct in a way impossible to persons
who had left the anchorage of authority, and not reached that

of genuine philosophy. Certainly the heretical, -- from reform-

ing churchmen _o metaphysical deists,- behaved the worst.

The reviews of the time were a great instruction to us. They

all, without one exception, as far as we know, shirked the
subject-matter of the book, and fasf_ned on the collateral, anti-

theological portions. In regard to _hese portions, the reviewers

contradicted each other endlessly. We had half a mind to col-

lect their articles, and put them in such juxtaposition as to make

them destroy one another, so as to leave us where they found us.
It is never worth while, however, to notice reviews in their

} bearing upon the books they discuss. When we revert to re-
views, so-called, it is for their value as essays; for it is, I believe,

a %hing almost unknown for a review to give a reliable account

i of the book which form8 its text, if the work be of any substance

at all. This is not the place for an essay on reviewing. I will

merely observe that the causes of this phenomenon are so clear

i
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to me, and I think them so nearly unavoidable, that I have

declined reviewing, except in a very few instances, since the age

of thirty ; and, in those few instances, my articles have been
a_rowedly essays, and not, in any strict sense, reviews.

As for the "outcry" which " Currer Bell" and many others

anticipated, I really do not know what it amounted to,- out-

side of the reviewing world. If I knew, I would tell : but I

know very little. To the best of my recollection, we were down-

right insulted only by two people ; m by the opinionat_t old
lady (above eighty) above referred to, and by one of my nearest

relations ; -- the former in a letter to me (avowing that she had

not seen the book)and the latter in print. Another old lady

and her family, with.whom I was barely acquainted, passed me
in the road thenceforth without spealrlng,- a marriage into a

bishop's family taking place soon after. Others spoke coldly,
for a time ; and one family, from whom more wisdom might

have been expected, ceased to visit me, while continuing on

friendly terms. I think this is all, as regards my own neighbour-

hood. My genuine friends did not change; and the others,
failing under so clear a test, were nothing to me. _Vhen, in the

evenings of that spring, I went out (as I always do, when in

health) to meet the midnight on my terrace, or, in bad weather,

in the porch, and saw and felt what I always do see and feel there

at that hour, what did it ma_er whether people who were nothing

to me had smiled or frowned as I passed them in the village in the

morning _ When I experienced the still new joy of feeling my-
self to be a portion of the universe, resting on the security of its

everlasting laws, certain that its Cause was wholly out of the

sphere of human attributes, and that the special destination of

my race is infinitely nobler than the highest proposed under a
scheme of "divine moral government," how could it matter to

me that the adherents of a decaying mythology,--(the Christian

following the heathen, as the heathen followed the barbaric-

fetish) were fiercely clinging to their Man-God, their scheme of
salvation, their reward and puni_hment_, their arrogance, their

selfishness, their essential pay-system, as ordered by their my-

thologyJ 2ks the astronomer rejoices in new knowledge which
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compels him to give up the dignity of our globe as the centre,

the pride, and even the final cause of the universe, so do those

who have escaped from the Christian mythology enjoy their
release from the superstition which faila to make happy, fails to

make good, fails to make wise, and has become as great an obsta-

cle in the way of progress as the prior mythologies which it took
the place of nearly two thousand years ago. For three centuris8

it has been undermined, and its overthrow completely decided, _
as all true interpreters of the Reformation very well know. To
the emancipated, it is a small matter that those who remain

imprisoned are shocked at the daring which goes forth into the

sunshine and under the stars, to study and enjoy, without leave

asked, or fear of penalty. As to my neighbours, they came round

by degrees to their former methods of greeting. They could do
no more, because I was wholly independent of all of them but

the few intimates on whom I could rely. As one of these last

observed to me,--people leave off gossip and impertinence when
they see that one is independent of them. If one has one's

own business and pleasure and near connexions, so that the

gossips are visibly of no consequence to one, they soon stop talk-
ing. Whether it was so in my case, I never inquired. I am

very civilly treated, as far as I see ; and that is enough.

As to more distant connexions, I can only say the same

thing. I had many scolding letters ; but they were chiefly from
friends who were sure to think better of it, and who have done
so. For a time there was a diminution of letters from mere

acquaintances, and persons who wanted autographs, or patron-

age, or the like : but these have increased again since. I went

to London the mlmmer after the publication of the book, and

have done so more than once since ; and my friends are very

kind. I think I may sum up my experience of this sort by

saying that this book has been an inestimable blessing to me by
dissolving all false rolations, and confirming all true ones. :No

As Comte pithily puts it, the three reformers who were all living at the
same time, provided among them for the total demolition of Christianity,-
Luther having overthrown the discipline, Calvinthe hierarchy, and Socinu8
t_ dogmL
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one who would leave me on account of it is q1_l_ed to be my
friend ; and all who, agreeing or disagreeing with my opinions,
are faithful to me through a trial too severe for the weak are
truly friends for life. I early felt this ; and certainly, no ardent
friendships of my youthful days have been half so precious to
me as those which have borne unchanged the full revelation of
my heresies. As to my fortunes, -- I have already said that
my latest years have been the most prosperous since the pubhca-
tion of my Political Economy series.

When my friends in Egypt and I came down from, and out
of, the Great Pyramid, we agreed that no pleasure in the recol-
lection of the adventure, and no forgetfulness of the fatigue
and awfulness of it should over make us represent the feat as
easy and altogether agreeable. For the sake of those who might
come after us, we wore bound to remember the pains and pen-
alties, as well as the gains. In the same way, I am endeavour-
ing now to revive the faded impressions of any painful social
consequences which followed the pubhcation of the "Atkinson
Letters," that I may not appear to convey that there is no fine
to pay for the privilege of free utterance. I do not remember
much about a sort of pain which was over so long ago, and
which there has been nothing to revive ; but I am aware in a
general way, that the nightly mood which yields me such lofty
pleasure, under the stars, and within the circuit of the solemn
mountains, was not always preserved ; and that, if I had not
been on my guard in advance, and afterwards supposed by Mr.
Atklnson's fine temper, I might have declined into a state of
suspicion, and practice of searching into people's opinion of me.
To renew the impressions of the time, I have now been glancing
over Mr. Atkinson's letters of that spring, which I preserved for
some such purpose : and I am tempted to insert one or two, as
faithful reflexions of his mood at the time, which was the guide
and aid of rn_ne. This reminds me that one of our amusomonts

at the time was at the various attempts,- in print, in letters,
and in conversation,-- to set us at variance. One of our literary
maguates, who adro_res the book, said that this was the first
instance in history of an able man joining a woman in author-
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ship;and thenoveltywas notlikelytobe acquiescedinwith-

outresistance.In print,Mr. itkinsonwas reproached,-in
thef_ceofmy own preface,-withdrawingme intothebusi-

ne_,and m_klngme his"victim,"and so forth,by persons
who knew perfectlywellthat,sofari_omwantinganyaidin

comingforward,he had lectured_and publishedhislecture,

cont_ni_gthe same views,bothphysiologicaland anti-theo-

logical,beforewe had anyacquaintancewhatever:and,onthe
otherhand,I wasscoldedfordraggingfortha goodman into

persecutionwhichI had shownI didnotmyselfcarefor.On

thissortofchar_ whichadmittedofno publicreply,(ifhe

had repliedto anything)Mr.itkinsonwrotethesefew word%

aft_readingtheoneonlyreviewwhichstoopedtoinsult,m

insult being, in that instance, safe to the perpetrator by accident
of position. "The thing that impressed me, in reading that
review was, -- how ingenious men are in seeking how to poison
their neighbours, and how men themselves do just what they
accuse others of doing. Honest scorn I don't at all mind : but
I don't like a wrong or undue advantage being taken. I don't
like a cabman to charge a shilling extra when one is with ladies,
thinking you won't dispute it. All our principles of honour
and justice and benevolence seem to me to be implicated in
questions of truth ; and in this, I certainly feel firm as a rock,
and with the courage of the lion :--that the position is to be
maintained, and the thing to be done, and there's an end of
it,- be the consequences what they may." Then came a letter
to him, "candidly advising" him to do himself justice, as speed-
fly as might be, by publishing something alone, to repair the
disadvantage of having let a woman speak under the same cover:
and on the same day, came a let£er to me, gently reproving

my good-nature in lending my literary experience to any man's
objects. Sometimes the volume was all mine, and sometimes all
his,--each taking the advantage of the other's name. Them
was a good deal of talk to the same purpose; and Mr. Atkinson's
comment on this policy was,--"the aim is evident, -- to stir

up jealousy between us. But it won't do. They don't know
the man, -- nor the woman either."
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The following morsel may serve to show our view of the large
class of censors who, believing nothing themselves, of theology
or any thing else, were scandalised at our "shahng the faith"

of other people. A lawyer of this class, avowing that he had

not read the book, hunched "a thunderbolt" at me, -- possibly

forgetting how n/any "thunderbolts" I had seen him launch

at superstitions, like that of a future life, and at those who teach

them. Mr. Atkinsen's remark on this will not take up much
space. "Bravo ! A pretty lawyer he, to give judgment

before he has read his brief! What a Scribe it is! lawyer to

the backbone! I wish he would tell us what truths we may
be allowed to utter, and when. Certainly it seems a pity to

hurt any one's feelings: but Christianity was not so tender

about that: nor does l_Tature seem very particular. It is all
very fine, talking about people's religions convictions ; but what
is to become of those who have no such convictions,--that

increasing crowd filling up the spaces between the schisms of the

churches ? The Church is rotting away daily. Convictions are

losing their s_ability. Men are being scattered in the wilder-

ness. Shall we not hold up a Light in the distance, and prepare
them a shelter from the storm _ The religious people, you will
see, will respect us more than the infidels, who have no faith in

truth, no light but law, no hope for Man but his fancies, (" con-

victions.") -- No, I don't feel any thing at "thunderbolt" of

this kind, I assure you. I think it more like the squash of a
rotten apple. Let such thunderbolts come as thick as rain;

and they will not stir a blade of grass." On April eleventh,

my friend wrote, in reply to some accounts of excursions with
two nieces, who were staying with me.

"Here is a nice packet of letters from you. It is delightful

to read your account of your doings. You have no time to be

miserable and repent,- have you _ no time to be thinking of
your reputation or your soul. Your cheerful front to the storm

and active exertions will make you respected ; and remember,

the Cause requires it. It would be hard for a Christian to be

brave and cheerful in a Mahomedan country, with any amount

of pitying and abusing ; and so you have not a fair chance of
VOL. II.
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the effect of your faith on your happiness in life, --as it WIU be

for all when the community think as you do, and each supports
each, and sympathy abounds .......... As for

Dr. B. and the rest,-- when men don't like the end, of course they

find fault with the mean-_. How could it be logical and scientific
if it leads to a different conclusion from them::---thereto yes,

aI1 of them thinking differently ! F. in "Fraser" does not t_uk

any thing of a future life from instinct, or a God from design :
but these points are just what the others insist on. To my
mind, F.'s article and the one in the "Westminster" are full of

sheer assertion and error and bad taste. I think they want logic,

science, or whatever they may term it. If I am wrong and un-

scientific, why do they not put me right t--taking the "Letters"
as a mere s_etch, of course, and presenting only a few points of

the subject. It is but a shght sketch of the head, leaving the

whole figure to be completed. The fact is, these reviewers skip
over the science to the theology, and talk nonsense when they

feel uncomfortably opposed,- perhaps insulted. I don't mean
in the least to argue that I am not wrong: only, those who

think so ought to show how and why. ]_r. F. reasons from

analogy when my chief argument is in opposition to those ana-

logical reasonings. The analogy with Christ is curious, as show-

ing ho_r minds are impressed with resemblances. Some see a
man with the slightest curve of the nose, and say "how like the

Duke of Wellington !" or with a club-foot, and say "how like

Byron _." I am certainly well contented with F.'s praise; for
one reason only: that people won't think you so foolish in

bringing me forward in the way you have. As for the book, it

is left by the critics just where it was : nothing disproved, --
neither the facts nor the method, nor Bacon : and after all, ff

mine is "a careless sketch," (and I dare say it is) the question is
the truth of what it contains. If these men are such good artists,

they will read the fact out of a rough sketch. F. throws out

that idea about Bacon again, and calls it a moral fault in me. I

cannot see it, especially _s I am supported by others well ac-

.quaint_i with Bacon. The sin was of a piecB with the rest of
,doings,- in a measure essential at the time for getting a
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hearing at all for his philosophy : and F. forgets that ff Bacon
was an atheist, there was no offence against sacred matters, see-
ing that he did not consider them sacred, but ' the delirium of
phrenetics;' and thus it was rather a showing of respect and
yielding. I do not see that this can spoil him as an authority,
any more than Macaulay spoils him : and if it did, he had better
be no authority at all than an authority agaln_ science. Lord
Campbell says Bacon was accustomed in his youth to ridicule
religion, thinks the Paradoxes were his, but that in riper years
he probably changed his opinion ; the only reason given for
which is a sentence in the Advancement of Learning,- his
earliest great work. The passage there is, ' A little or superficial
knowledge of philosophy may incline the _n_nd of man to athe-
ism, &e;' which is absurd, if it were insisted on by Campbell.
(I suppose Pope's' a little learning is a dangerous thing,' is taken
from this passage.) Of course, people will say I am wrong; but
let them show/t, with all their logic ; and we shall see who has
the best of it.- So you think the storm is at its height. It
shows how little I know of it, -- I thought it was all over. The
organ now playing a wretched tune before my windows is more
annoyance than all their articles put together. If they generally
speak so of it, methinks there must be something in it, and they
are not indifferent to it. Your American correspondent is quite
a mystic. _Whatcurious turns and twists the human mind takes,
before it gets into the clear road of true philosophy, walking
through the midst of the facts of Nature, the view widening and
clearing at every step ! Men like _ and don't like our
book because it makes so little of theirs and all their s_udy, by

taking a more direct line to the results. I can't think what
can have to say that has not been said. So he is reading Comte,
is he ? I hope it will do him good.- Make Dr.. • under-
stand that repetition of the general fact was not the thing
required or intended. I had other things to say, and _ press
into a mere notice. It is this very fact of incompleteness, &e.,
&c_,that I believe Bacon would have praised. There is nothing
cut and dried. There are facts ; and in a cer_n order ; a form

for thinl_ing men to work upon, --not to satisfy superficial men
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with a show of completeness. There are ' particulars not known

before for the use of man,' which is better than an their logic : the
one is mere measure and music,- the other ' for future ages,'--
the grain of mustard seed only, perhaps, but a germ full of life.

The first letters are a sketch expository of my views on mental

science and the means of discovery; and the following letters

merely an examp& (like Bacon's Natural History) of the kind of
fact that will throw light on the nature of the mind's action, out
of which, when extended and arranged in order, inductions are
to be made of the laws of action. The rest is little more than

conversational replies to your questions."
Another of these letters was written when I was ill under an

attack of influenza, which disabled me from duly enjoying a visit

I was paying in the north of the district, and from getting on
with my next great scheme. After telling me how ill every body

was at that time, he says :

"It is sad to be making your visit now. As to our concerns,

there is no saying how the next post may alter every thing.

There really is no place for an ill feeling, or a disturbed one, if

we could but keep it so in view. It seems to me that life is
either too holy, or a matter too indifferent to be moved by every

silly thought or angry feeling. With regard to what they say

about us, it is only precisely what you anticipated they would

say : and it seems to me that after all is said, our facts and posi-
tion remain untouched. It seems that we ought to have some-

thing to bear. I value this more every day. If I can be safe
from flatterers and inducements to indulgence, I will be thankful

for all the rest, and smile at an their scandal, and their great

discovery that I am not allwise. It all presents some new matter

for contemplation ; and if we cannot absolutely love our enemies,
at least we may thank them for showing us our faults, which

flattering friends hide from us. It seems an kinds of things
must happen to us before we can become at all wise. First, we

must become disenchanted of many delusions, that we may dis-

cover the pure gold through all the alloy which passes with it in

the current coin of life. The Idols of the ]_arket am inveterate ;

but down they must go, if we would be in the least wise : and
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the process must be healthful when one does not become soured,

but feels one's heart rather expanding and warming than cooling
with years ; and more thankful for every kindness, and not

exacting as formerly, w I have been staying a few days in the
country. We went over to a charming place, one day. Such a

common ! Perfectly beautiful ! Acres of cherry-blossom, and

splendid furze, like heaps of hying gold ; and the dark pine-trees
rising from the midst ! But one can't describe such things. I
walked about there alone while the others were shooting young

rooks, -- the parson at the head of them. I had a little vohune
which pleased me much. It was never published .......

...... There does not seem to be any chance of my

having got at Comte's ideas through any indirect channel ; and
I know nothing of him directly. Knight's volume by Lewes is

the whole of my acquaintance with him. What I do think is
by labour in the fields or wild commons, and on the bench in the

Regent's Park. --T]aat unqualified condemnation of us in regard •

to Bacon looks rather like the condemnation by prejudiced and
ignorant divines which Bacon grieves over. The whole matter

is not worth wasting good feelings upon : but it should rather

bring them forth, not injured, but strengthened. If, from being
ill, we cannot depend on our forces, we can olfly make the best

of it. I will soon tell you what I think I can best do now, in

furtherance of our subject. All before us seems clear and sure,

and the prospect even full of gaiety, if only I knew that you
were quite well again. We must have our sad moments that we

may have our wiseones."

Here ishisGood Fridayletter,writtenamidstthe ringingof

church bells.Itbeginswith a comment on an unhappy aged

person,-- ofwhom we had beenspea_ng.

_cAge isa sadaffair.Ifmen went outof lifeinthe veryful-

nessof theirpowers,in a flashof lightning,one m_ghtimagine

them transferredto heaven: but when thefruitfails,and then

the flowerand leaf,and branch afterbranch rotsby our side

whilewe yet live,we can hardlywish fora betterthingthan

earlydeath. Yes ; itistrue;_ we do good to thosetowhom

we have done good: we insult those we have insultecL Good-
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ness is twice blessed : but hatred cankers the soul ; and there is

no relief, no unction, but in hating on. But of all the sad effects

of age, the saddest is when as in this case a person reverses the
noble principle of his life, -- like the insane mother who detests

the child she has so tenderly nurtured and loved. _very thing

is flimsy, wrong, illogical, which does not confirm such an one

in his own opinions : as a lady declared last evening who had

been accusing m_ of not giving a fair consideration to the other
side of the question, while I was recommending her to read so

and so. ' Well,' said she, ' it does not signify talking : in plain
truth, I do not care to know about any body's views or reasons

which will not confirm me in my own faith.' This was a sudden

burst of honest pride, and eagerness, in the midst of the con-

fusion, to hold tight where she had got footing. Notions are

worth nothing which are uttered in irritation partly, and in
ignorance greatly, and in the spirit of old age, --not of Christ

or of Paul. If what I have said is wrong in logic or in fact,

it is no use abusing us : the thing is to exhibit the error ; and
I am sure none will be more thankful for the correction than I.

F is the only one who has tried to do this; and I thank

him for it, though I think him wholly wrong on matters of fact.
--The book is objected to on religions ground_ Now, what is

the use of all the Tn_llions spent, of all the learning of the col-

leges, and of all the parsons, -- as thick as crows over the land,

--if they cannot correct what is 'shallow' and 'superficial _'

No ; they feel otherwise than as they assert. They fear that
however arrogant or superficial the book may be, there is sub-

stance in the midst of it _ there is danger to the existing state
of things ; and they dare not honestly face the facts, and meet

the argument which they declare to be too superficial to deceive

any one. They dare not honestly and fairly do it. Shame upon
the land ! _rith that skulking phantom of a dressed-up faith

that dares not face the light, in bread day : with God upon their
lips, and preaching Christ crucified, they fear to encounter God's

truth by the way side! Why does Gavazzi waste his breath

upon the Pope _ Let him face the wide world, and danounc_
its false faith, and show them how God wal_ with f_m in
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Nature as he did by Adam in _den, and they hide away in

shame, worship the devil, and feed on the apple of sin every day
of their lives, Men are subdued by fear. There is no faith
in change, in progress, in truth, in virtue, in holiness. It is a

terror-stricken age ; and men fly to God to save them, and God

gives them truth in his own way ; and they receive it not.

There is every kind of stupid terror got up about the Great Ex-

hibition. F. is in terror about phreno-mesmerism: he would

drown himself, --go out of the world if the thing were true.

They like ' Deerbrook'--yes, as a picture: but the spirit of
' Deerbrook ' is not in them, or they would love the spirit of the

author of' Deerbrool_' Well ! it is not so bad as Basil Montagu

used to say. ' My dear Atkinson, they will tear you to pieesa'
It is something then to say what we have said, and remain in a

whole skin .......... The world is ripe ff there

were but the towering genius that would speak to it. We are

all dead asleep. We want rousing from a lethargy, that we may
listen to the God of heaven and of earth who speaks to us in

our hearts. The word of God is in every man, if he will listen.

God is with us in all Nature, if we will but read the written law ;

written not on tables of stone, but on the wide expanse of nature.

Yes, the savage is more right. God is in the clouds, and we
hear him in the wind. Yes ; and in the curse of ignorance, and

the voice of reprobation, there too is God, -- warning us of igno-
rance,- of unbelief of temper,--putting another law in our

way, that we may read and interpret the book of fate. 0 ! that
some grea_ teacher would arise, and make hlmsalf heard from the

mountain top ! The man whom they crucified on this day gave

a Sermon on a mount. It is in every house, in every head ; it

is known, passage after passage : but in how few has it touched

the heart, and opened the understandm__g I Men are but slowly

led by pure virtue or by pure reason. They require eloquence
and powerful persuasion; deep, solemn, unceasing persuasion.

The bible is a dead letter. Men worship the air and call it God.
God is truth, law, morals, noble deeds of heroism, conscience,

self-sacrifice, love, freedom and cheerfulness. ]_en have no God.

It is yet to be given them. They have but a log, and are croak-
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ing and unsatisfied ; and tomorrow they try King Hudson or
the devil."

The looking over ther_ letters has revived my recollection of

the really critical time at which they were written,- the trials

of which I had forgotten as completely as the fatigues of the
outside, and the gloomy horror of the inside of the Pyramid.

I shall say nothing of the counterpart of the experience ; of the

vast discoveries of sympathy, the new connexions, the pleasant
friendships, and the gratitude of disciples which have accrued to

us, from that time to the present hour. The act was what I had

to give an account of, and not its consequences. The same rea-

sons which have deterred me from exhibiting the praises awarded
to other works are operative here. -- I will conclude the whole

subject with observing that time shows us more and more the

need there is of such testimony as any of us can give to the
value of philosophy, and of science as its basis. Those who

praised us and our book, in print or in conversation, seem to
have no more notion than those who condemned us of the in-

finite importance of philosophy,- not only to intellectual wis-

dom, but to goodness and happiness ; and, again, that, in my

comrade's words, "the only method of arriving at a true philoso-
phy of Mind is by the contemplation of Man as a whole, --as

a creature endowed with definite properties, capable of being

observed and classified like other phenomena resulting from any
other portion of l_ature." The day when we agreed upon bear-

ing our testimony, (in however imperfect a form) to these great

truths was a great day for me, in regard both to my social duty
and my private relations. Humble as was my share in the book,

it served to bring me into a wide new sphere of duty ; and_ as

to my private connexious, it did what I have said before ;--it
dissolved all false relations, and confirmed all true ones. Its

great importance to me may excuse, as well as account for_ the
1Bngth to which this chapter of my life has extended.



SECTION VII.

IT appears, from two or three notices above, that Comtets
philosophy was at this time a matter of intere_st to me. For

many months after, his great work was indeed a means of singu-

lax enjoyment to me. After hearing Comte's name for many

years, and having a vague notion of the relation of his philosophy
to the intellectual and social needs of the time, I obtained some-

thing like a clear preparatory view, at second-hand, from a friend,
at whose house in Yorkshire I was staying, before going to Bol-

ton, in 1850. What I learned then and there impelled me to

study the great book for myself; and in the spring of 1851,

when the "Atkinson Letters" were out, and the History was
finished, and I intended to make holiday from the pen for awhile,

I got the book, and set to work. I had meantime looked at

Lewes's chapter on Comte in Mr. Knight's Weekly Volume, and

at Littr6's epitome ; and I could thus, in a manner, see the end

from the beginning of the complete and extended work. This

must be my excuse for the early date at which I conceived the

scheme of translating the Philosophic Positive.

My course of lectures on English History finished on the first
of April : and ou the eighth, I sent off the last proof-sheet of my

history. On the foul_eenth, my nieces lef_ me; and there was

an interval before my spring visits which I employed in a close

study of the first volume of Comte's work. On the twenty-
fourth, the book arrived from London; and I am amazed, and

somewhat ashamed to see by my Diary, that on the twenty-

sixth, I began to "dream" of translating it ; and on the next

night (Sunday the twenty-seventh) sat up late, -- not dreaming,
but planning it. On the second of May, I was in such enthu-
siasm that I wrote to one of the best-informed men on this matter

in the kingdom, (an old t_iend) to ask his opinion on my schema
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He emphatically approved my design, -- of introducing the work
to the notice of a wide portion of the English public who could
never read it in the original _ but he proposed a different method

of doing it. He said that no results could compensate to me for

the toil of translating six volumes in a style like Comte's, and in

the form of ]ectures, whereby much recapitulation was inevitable.

He proposed that I should give an abstract of Comte's philoso-

phy, with illustrations of my own devising, in one volume ; or,
at most, in two of a moderate size. I was fully disposed to do

this ; and I in,mediately began an analysis, which would, I

thought, be useful in whatever form I might decide to put forth

the substance. I know no greater luxury, after months of writ-

ing, than reading, and making an analysis as one goes. This

work I pursued while making my spring visits. On the eighth
of May, I went for a fortnight to stay with some friends, between

whom and myself there was cordial affection, though they were

Swedenborgians, of no ordinary donee of possession (for I will

not call it fanaticism in people so gentle and kind.) Their curi-
osity about Comte rather distressed me ; and certainly it is not

in the power of the most elastic mind to entertain at once Swe-

denborg and Comte. They soon settled the matter, however.
My host kept aloof,- going out to his fishing every morning,

while I was at wox_, and having very different matters to talk

about in the evenings. It was his lady who took up the matter ;

and I was amused to see how. She came to my writing-table,

to beg the loan of the first volume, when I was going out for a
walk. When her daughter and I returned from our walk, we
met her in the wood ; and the whole affair was settled. She

knew "all about it," and had decided that Comte knew nothing.

I inquired in amazement the grounds of this decision. She had

glanoed over the first chapter, and could venture to say she now

"knew all abeut it." There was mere human science, (which,
for that matter, Swedenborg had also ;) and such science bears
no relation to the realities which concern men most. This was

all very well : and I was rejoiced that the thing had passed over

so easily, though marvelling at the presumption of the judgement
in one whom I consider nearly tha humblest of women whom
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her ewn qualities are concerned. A year later, however, she

sent me a letter of rebuke about my work, which had less of the
modesty, and more of the presumption, than I should have

expected. I reminded her of what we had often agreed upon,

with remarkable satisfactien, --the superiority of the Sweden-

borgians to all other religious sects in liberality. Net only does
their dectrine in a manner necessitate this liberality, but the

temper of its professors responds to the doctrine mere faithfully

than that of reh_ous professors in general. I was sorry, as I
told my friend, to see this liberality fail, on a mere change of

the ground, -- from that of religious controversy to that of the

opposition between science and theology. I claimed my liberty

to do the work which I thought best for the truth, for the same

reason that I rejoiced in seeing her and her excellent family
doing what they thought best for what they regarded as truth.
I have had no more censure or remonstrance from any of the

family, and much kindness, -- the eldest daughter even desiring

to come and nurse me, when she heard of my present illness :

hut I have no doubt that all the heresy I have ever spoken and

written is tolerable in their eyes, in comparison with the further-
ance given to science by the rendering of Comte's work into a

tongue which the multitude can read ; and which they will read,

while the young men should be seeing visions and the old men

dreaming dreams.

During other visits, and a great press of business about cottage-

building, and of writing for "Household Words" and elsewhere,
I persevered in my study and analysis, -- spending the evenings

in collateral reading, -- the lives and the history of the works ef

eminent mathematicians, and ether scientific mere This went

on till the twenty-sixth of June, when tourists began to fill the

place and every body's time, and I must be off to London and

into Norfolk, and leave my house to my tenant for three months.
My first visit was to some beloved American friends hi London,

by whom I was introduced to the Great E_h_bition. I attended

the last of Mr. Thackeray's lectures of that season, and paid even-

ing visits, and saw many old friends. But I was now convinced

that I had lost my farmer keen relish for London pleasurea The
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quiet talks late at night with my hostesses were charming; and

there was great pleasure in meeting old acquaintances : but the
heat, and the glare, and the noise, and the superficial bustle, so

unlike my quiet life of grave pursuit and prevailing solitude at
home showed me that my Knoll had in truth spoiled me for

every other abode.
The mention of M_r.Thackeray's name here reminds me that it

does not occur in my notes of literary London twenty years ago.
At that time I saw him, if I remember right, only once. It was
at Mr. Buller's, at dinner _ -- at a dinner which was partly ludi-

crous and partly painful. Mrs. Buller did not excel in tact _ and

her party was singularly arranged at the dinner table. I was

placed at the bottom of the table, at its square end, with an
empty chair on the one hand, and Mr. Buller on the other,-
he being so excessively deaf that no trumpet was of much use to

him. There we sat with our trumpets, -- an empty chair on the

one hand, and on the other, ]_[r. J. S. Mill, whose singlflarly
feeble voice cut us off from conversation in that direction. As

if to make another pair, Mrs. Buller placed on either side of her

a gentleman with a flattened nose, -- Mr. Thackeray on her right,
and her son Charles on the left. --It was on this day only that

I met either Mr. Dickens or Mr. Thackeray during my London

life. About mr. Thackeray I had no clear notion in any way,

except that he seemed cynical ; and my first re_ interest in him
arose from reading M. A. Titmarsh in Ireland, during my Tyne-

mouth illness. I confess to being unable to read "Vanity Fair,"
from the moral disgust it occasions ; and this was my immediate

association with the writer's name when I next met him, during
the visit to London in 1851. I could not follow his lead into

the subject of the Bullers, (then all dead)so strong was my

doubt of his real feeling. I was, I fear, rather rough and hard
when we talked of" Vanity Fair ;" but a sudden and most genu-

ine change of tone,--of voice, face and feeling,- that occurred

on my alluding to Dobbin's admirable turning of the tables on

Amelia, won my trust and regard more than any thing he had

said yet. "Pendennis" much increased my respect and a_mlra:

tion ; and" _nond" appears to me t_ book of the century, in
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its department. I have read it three times ; and each time with

new wonder at its rich ripe wisdom, and at the singular charm
of Esmond's own character. The power that astonishes me the

most in Thackeray is his fertility, shown in the way in which he

opens glimpses into a multitudinous world as he proceeds. The

chief moral charm is in the paternal vi_lance and sympathy .

which constitute the spirit of his narration. The first drawback
in his books, as in his manners, is the impression conveyed by
both that he never can have known a good and sensible woman.

I do not believe he has any idea whatever of such women as

abound among the matronage of England,-- women of excellent

capacity and cultivation applied to the natural business of life.

It is perhaps not changing the subject to say next what the other
drawback is. Mr. Thackeray has said more, and more effectu-

ally, abou: snobs and snobbism than any other man i and yet his
frittered life, and his obedience to the call of the great are the

observed of all observers. As it is so, so it must be ; but " 0 !

the pity of it ! the pity of it ! " Great and unusual allowance is

to be made in his case, I am aware ; but this does not lessen the

concern occasioned by the spectacle of one after another of the

aristocracy of nature making the ko4ow to the aristocracy of
accident. If society does not owe all it would be thankful to

owe to Mr. Thackeray, yet it is under deep and large obhgations

to him ; and ff he should even yet be seen to be as wise and,

happy in his life and temper as he might be any day, he may do
much that would far transcend all his great and rising achieve-

ments thus far ; and I who shall not see it would fain persuade

myseff that I foresee it. He who stands before the world as a

sage de jure must surely have impulses to be a sage de facto.
Of Mr. Dickens I have seen but little in face-to-face inter-

course ; but I am glad to have enjoyed that little. There may

be, and I believe there are, many who go beyond me in admira-
tion of his works,- high and strong as is my delight in some

of them. l_Iany can more keenly enjoy his peculiar humour,

delightful as it is to me; and few seem to miss as I do the pure

plain daylight in the atmosphere of his scenery. So many fine

painters have been mannerists as to atmosphere and colour that
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it may be unreasonable to object to one more: but the very
excellence and diversity of Mr. Dicksns's powers makes one long

that they should exercise their full force under the broad open
sky of nature, instead of in the most brilliant palace of art.

While he tells us a world of thin_ that are natural and even

• true, his personages are generally, as I suppose is undeniable,

profoundly unreal. It is a curious speculation what effect his

universally read works will have on the foreign conception of
English character. Washington Irving came here expecting to

find the English life of Queen Anne's days, as his "Sketch-book"

shows: and very unlike his preconception was the England he
found. And thus it must be with Germans, Americans and

French who take Mr. Dickens's books to be pictures of our real

life. -- Another vexation is his vigorous erroneousness about
matters of science, as shown in "Oliver Twist" about the new

poor-law (which he confounds with the abrogated o]d one) and
in "Hard Times," about the controversies of employers. Nobody

wants to make Nit. Dickens a Political Economist; but there

are m_y who wish that he would abstain from a set of difficult

subjects, on which all true sentiment must be underlain by a
sort of knowledge which he has not. The more fervent and

inexhaustible his kindliness, (and it is fervent and inexhausti-

ble,) the more important it is that it should be well-informed

. and well-directed, that no errors of his may mislead his readers

on the one hand, nor lessen his own genial influence on the
other.

The finest thing in Mr. Dicksns's case is that he, from time

to time, proves himself capable of progress,- however vast his

preceding achievements had been. In humour, he will hardly

surpass "Pickwick," simply because "Pickwick" is scarcely
surpassable in humour : but in several crises, as it were, of his

fame, when every body was disappointed, and his faults seemed

running his graces down, there has appeared something so pro-
digiously fine as to make us all joyfully exclaim that Dickens

can never permanently fail. It was so with "Copperfield :"
and I hope it may be so a_in with the new work which my

survivors will soon haw in their hauds._ _eantime, every
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indication seems to show that the man himself is rising. He is
a virtuous and happy family man, in the first place. His glow-
ing and generous heart is kept steady by the best domestic
influences : and we may fairly hope now that he will fulfil the
natural purpose of his life, and stand by literature to the last ;
and again, that he will be an honour to the high vocation by
prudence as well as by power : so that the graces of genius and
generosity may rest on the finest basis of probity and prudence ;
and that his old age may be honoured as heartily as his youth
and manhood have been admired.- Nothing could exceed the
frank kindness and consideration shown by him in the corre-
spondence and personal intercourse we have had ; and my cordial
regard has grown with my knowledge of him.

When I left London, it was for the singular contrast of spend-
ing the next night in a workhouse. Two of my servants
(brother and sister) had been sent to me from Norfolk,--the
maid by my own family, and the man by the excellent master
of the Union Workhouse near ttarling. The girl (now married
to the master of the Ragged School at Bristol) had a strong
inclination to school-keeping, and had pursued it in this work-
house and elsewhere with such assiduity as to lose her health.
During the five years that she lived with me (beloved like a
daughter by me, and honoured by all who knew her) she in a
great measure recovered her health ; and when she married from
my house, at Christmas 1852, she went to resume her vocation,
in which she is now leading the most useful life conceivable.
We went to Harling, she and I, in this July 1851, to see her
old friends, and the old school, and her old parents, and the
success of the agricultural part of the management of this Guilt-
cross Union. Thus it was that I went from London to sleep
in a workhouse. Very comfortable and agreeable I found it.

The next weeks were spent in the neighbourhood of Norwich,
and at Cromer, where I was joined by my younger sister and
her children. It was at Cromer that a stran_ impulse on my
part,- an impulse of yielding chiefly,- caused me to go into
an enterprise which had no result. It put me, for a time, in
the difficulty of hay/rag too many _ in the fire ; but that was
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not my fault ; for I could have no conception of the news which

was awaiting me in London, on my return. While at Cromer,
I was justified in feeling that I might take as much time as I

pleased about Comte. It depended wholly on myself: but

before I got home, the case was changed, as I shall presently

have to tell. The intervening anecdote has been hitherto a pro-

found secret, by my own desire; m perhaps the only secret of my
own that I ever had : and this was part of the amusement. One
reason why I tell it now is because it affords a confirmation out

of my own experience of what many of my friends have won-
dered to hear me say ;--that one cannot write fiction, after

having written (co_ amore, at least) history and philosophy.
Ever since the "Deerbrook" days, my friends had urged me

to write more novels. When "Currer Bell" was staying with

me, the winter before the time I have arrived at, she had spoken

earnestly to me about it, and, as it appeared to us both, wholly
in vain. While at Cromer, however, I read "Pendennis" with
such intense enjoyment, and it seemed so much the richer from

i_s contrast with "the Ogflvies," and some other metaphysical,

sentimental novels that had fallen in my way, that the notion
of trying my hand once more at a novel seized upon me ; and

I wrote to Charlotte Bronte, to consult her as to the possibility

of doing it secretly, and getting it out anonymously, and quite

unsuspected,--as a curious experiment. She wrote joyously
about it, and at once engaged her publisher's* interest in the

scheme. She showed the most earnest friendliness throughout.
She sent me a packet of envelopes directed by herself to her

publisher; and she allowed his letters to me to come through

her hands. When I reached home, on the first of October, I
was somewhat scared at what I had undertaken,--the case

of Comte having so changed, as I will tell ; and the matter was

not made easier by my inability to tell Mr. Chapman, who was

to publish Comte, or Mr. Atkinson, who was in almost daily

correspondence with me, what was delaying the progress of the

philosophical half of my work. The difficulty was at an end

before Christmas by the scheme of the novel being at an end.

• Mr. G. Smith, of the firmof Smith, Elder_ Co.
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It was on an odd plan. It was no oddness in the plan, however,
which discouraged me ; but I doubted from the first whether [

could ever again succeed in fietlon, after having completely
passed out of the stats of mind in which I used to write it. In

old days, I had caught myself quoting the sayings of my own

personages, so strong was the impression of reality on myself;

and I let my pen go as it would when the general plan of the
story, and the principal scenes, were once laid down. Now I

read and pondered, and arranged, and sifted, and satisfied my-
self, before I entered upon any chapter, or while doing it:-

carrying, in fact, the methods and habits of historical composi-

tion into tale-telling. I had many misgivings about this ; but,

on the whole, I thought that the original principle of the work,

and some particular scenes, would carry it through. At Christ-
mas, I sent the first volume to Charlotte Bronte, who read it

before forwarding it to the pubhsher. She wrote gloriously

about it: and three days after came a pathetic letter from the

publisher. He dared not publish it, on account of some favour-
able representations and auguries on behalf of the Catholics.

That was a matter on which C. Bronte and I had perpetual con-

trovemy,- her opinion being one in which I could by no means
agree; and thus expressed, after I had claimed credit for the

Catholics, as for every body else, as far as their good works ex-

tended :--"Their good deeds I don't dispute; but I regard
them as the hectic bloom on the cheek of disease. I believe the

Catholics, in short, to be always doing evil that good may come,

or doing good that evil may come." Yet did my representation

of the Catholics in no way shake her faith in the success of my

novel _ and her opinion, reaching the publisher the day after he
had written his apprehensions to me, aggravated, as he said, his

embarrassment and distress. He implored me to lay aside this
scheme, and send him a novel "like Deerbrook." That was no

more in my power now than to go back to thirty years of age.

C. Bront_ entreated me merely to lay aside my novel, ff I would

not finish it on speculation, saying that some things in it were
equal to, or beyond, any thing I had ever written. I did intend

at first to finish it : but other works pressed ; the stimulus, and
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even the conception, passed away ; and I burned the M.S. and

memoranda, a few months since, not wishing to leave to my sur-
vivors the trouble of an un_n_hed _[.S. which they could make
no use of, and might scruple to burn I told Mr. Atk_n_on

and my Executor the facts when the scheme was at an end ;

and I hereby record the only failure of the sort I had ext_
rienceA since the misleading I underwent about the Life of

Howard, at the outset of my career. I may add that the pub-
]isher behaved as well as possible, under the circumstances. He

showed me civility in various ways, was at all times ready to

negotiate for another novel "like Deerbrook," and purchased
the copy-_ight of "Dcerbreok" itself, in order to bring it out in a

cheap series, with the novels of Mr. Thackeray and "Cutter BelL"
While I write, I recaJ, with some wonder, the fact that I had

another literary engagement on my hands, at that very time.

On recurring to my Diary, I find it was even so ; and I wonder

how I could justify it to myself. It was at Cromer, as I have
said, that this scheme of the novel was framed, after I had con-

snlted Mr. Chapman in London about publishing Comte's "Pos-

itive Philosophy." We had a clear understanding that it was

to be done ; but I was then wholly free in regard to time. On

my return, I spent a week in London (then "empty," according

to the London use of the word) with a cousin, in a lodging, for

the sole object of seeing the ]_xhibition in our own way, and in
peace and quiet. On the last day, Mr. Chapman, who had been

trying to track me, overtook me with a wonderful piece of news.
Mr. Lombe, a Norfolk country gentleman, and la_e High Sheriff

of the county, had for many years been a disciple of Comte, and

had earnestly wished to translate the "Positive Philosophy,"

but had been prevented by ill health. He was a perfect stranger

to me, and residing in Florence ; but, hearing from Mr. Chap-

man what I was doing, he sent me, by him, a draft on his bank-

era for .£500. His ob.vious intention was to give me the money,
in recompense for the work ; but I preferred paying the expenses

_f paper, print and publica£ion ou_ of it, tal_ing .£ 200 for my

own remuneration. To finish now about the money part of the

affair,--I took advice how to act, in regard to so important a
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trust ; and, in accordance with that advice, I imn_ediately in-
vested the whole amount in the Three per Cents., and, on the

death of Mr. Lombe, in the next winter, I added a codicil to my

will, appointing two trustees to the charge and appIication of the
money, in case of my dying before the work was completed and

published. Just when Mr. Lombe died, I was proposing to send
him a portion of my M.S., to see whether my method and exe-
cution satisfied him. When the whole sum was distributed,

and the work out, I submitted the accounts and vouchers to two

intimate friends of Mr. Lombe, both men of business, and ob-

taiimd their written assurance of their entire approbatiou of what

I had done, -- with the one exception that they thought I ought

to have taken more of the money myself. As to the profits of

the sale,- it seemed to me fair that M. Comte should have a
portion ; and also Mr. Chapman, through whom Mr. Lombe had

become interested in the scheme. The profits have therefore

been, up to this thhe, and will be henceforward, divided among

the three, -- M. Comte, Mr. Chapman and myseff or my lega-

tees.- My engagement to _¢[r. Chapman was to deliver the
M.S. entire within two years of my return home; that is, in

October, 1853 ; and this was precisely the date at which I de-

livered the last sheets. The printing had been proceeding dur-

ing the summer ; so that the work appeared at the boginning of

November, 1853.
The additional work to which I have referred, as upon my

hands at the same time, was this. I returned home, in the

autumn of 1851, by Birmingham, where I spent a month at

my brother Robert's house, at Edgbaston. The proprietors of
" Household Words" had all this time been urgent with me to

_rite stories for them. I found myself really unable to do this

with any satisfaction,--not only because of the absurdity of
sending fiction to Mr. Dickens, but because I felt more and more

that I had passed out of that stage of mind in which I could
write stories well. It struck me that a full, but picturesque

• ccount of manufactures and other productive processes might be

valuable, both for instruction and entertainment : and I proposed

to t_ my baud on_ two- or three of the Birmingham manufae-
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tures, under the advan_Lge of my brother's introduction, in the
first place, and, in the next, of his correction, if I should fall

into any technical mistakes. The proposal was eagerly accepted ;

and I then wrote the papers on Electro-plating, Papier-m_ch6
and the Nail and Screw manufacture, -- which stand in "House-

hold Words" under the titles of"Magic Troughs at Birmingham,"
"Flower-shows in a Birmingham Hot-house," and "Wonders of
Nails and Screws." These succeeded so well that I went on at

home wifll such materials as the neighbourhood afforded,- the

next papers which appeared being "Kendal Weavers," and "The

Bobbin-mill at Ambleside." ]_oreover, it was presently settled

that I should spend a month at Birmingham after Chrisgraas, to

do another batch. Thereby hangs a pretty little gale :-- at least,

so it appears to me. My brother and sister having taken for
granted that I should go to their house, I begged them not to

take it amiss if I preferred going to a lodging, with my maid.

My reasons were that I was going for business purposes, which

would occupy all the daylight hours at that time of year ; that

I must therefore dine la_e ; that I should be going about among
the manufactories, with my maid to hear for me; and that I

really thought my family and I should enjoy most of one another's

society by my lodging near enough to go to tea with them every
evening, and spend the Sundays at their house. They appeared

to acquiesce at once, --saying, however, that I ought to be very

near, on accolmt of the highway robberies, with violence, which

were at that time taking place at Edgbaston almost every even-
ing. _Iy sister wrote me an account of the rooms she had

secured. I was rather struck by her recommendations about

leaving terms and arrangements to my landlady, and by an odd

big of deprecation about not expecting the charms of my beautiful

home.* The next letter from one of my nephews at first dispersed
a nascent doubt whether they were not intending to take me in,
-- in both senses. He wrote, "your rooms are in one of those

houses near Mrs. F 's, in the Highfield Road ; so that you

will not have so far to go go our tea-table but that you will be

very safe from thieves. Your landlady is a very trustworthy

parson. She lived with us when we lived in the Bristol road ;
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and she left that place, not for any fault, but for a better situa-

tion." On a second reading, it struck me that this was all true

of his mother, and of their hour. _ and I was not therefore wholly
surprised when the nephew who met us at the station directed

the car to my brother's house. I was surprised, however, when

I saw what preparation they had made for me and my wor]_

They had taken down a bed in one of the prettiest rooms in the

house, and had put in a writing-table, a sofa, a lamp, and all
possible conveniences. As one of my nephews had to dine late,
there was no difficulty about that _ and my sister and nieces

went every where with me, one at a time, to listen with and for

me, make notes, and render all easy. It really was charming.
I then wrote ten more papers, as follows :

"The Miller and his Men," -- The Birmingham Flour-mills.

"Account of some treatment of Gold and Gems," Gold refm_
ing, Gold Chains and Jewellery.

"Rainbow-Making," -- Coventry Ribbons.
"Needles," -- the Redditch Manufacture.

"Time and the Hour," -- Coventry Watches.
"Guns and Pistols,"--Birmingham Gun-manufacture.
"Birmingham Glass-works,"--Messrs. Chances and Messrs.

Oslers.

"What there is in a Button," -- Birmingham buttons.

"Tubal Cain," -- Brass-founding.
"New School for Wives," -- Evening School for Women.

Invitations were sent me, when the authorship of these papers
got abroad, from various seats of manufacture ; but the editors

and I agreed that our chief textile manufactures were already
familiar to every body's knowledge ; and I therefore omitted all

of that kind except Kendal carpets, Coventry ribbons, and

Paisley shawls. This last was done the next summer, when I

was in Scofland_ at the same time with Paper-hangings (" House-
hold Scenery ") and "News of an old Place," -- the Lead works

at "'Leadhills." From Scotland, my niece and I passed into

Ireland, as I shall have to tell ; and there I wrote, at the Giant's
Causeway, "the Life of a Salmon;" and afterwards "Peatal

aggression," rathe Peat Works near Athy : the "English Pass-
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port system," -- Railway ticket manufacture ; "Triumphant Car-
riages," -- Messrs. Hutton's Coach factory at Dublin: "Hope
with a Slate Anchor,"--the slate quarries in Yalentia : "Butter,"

"the Irish Union," a workhouse'picture ; and "t_am_ne-time, '' a

true picture of one of the worst districts, at the worst time of the

visitation. I have done only two more of the same character, --

of the productive processes ; -- Cheshire Cheese," and "]=low to

get Paper," -- both last year, (1854.) -- It will be seen that I
need have entertained no apprehension of enforced idleness in

consequence of the publication of £he "Af&inecn Letters." It

appears tha_ at the close of the same year, I was over-burdened
with work ; and I will add, for truth's sake, that I was uneasy,

and dissatisfied with myself for having undertaken so much.

The last entry in my Diary (a mere note-book) for 1851 is on
the thirtieth of December. "As I shall be travelling to Bir-

Tningham tomorrow, I here close my journal of this remarkable

year;--an improving and happy one, little as the large world
would believe it_ I have found it full of blessings."

All this time, my study of Comte was going on ; and I con-

tinued the analysis for some weeks ; but at length I found that

I had attained sufficient insight 'and familiarity to render that

work unnecessary. The first day on which I actually embodied

my study of it in writing,--the first day on which I wrote what
was to stand,--was June 1st, 1852 : and a month before that,

the greatest literary engagement of my life had been entered

upon, of which I shall have to speak presently. After my re-
turn from Birmingham, I had had to give my annual course of

lectures to the Mechanics ; and my subject, the History of the

United States, from Columbus to Washington, required some

study. Before I left home for the tourist season, I had got into

the thick of the mathematical portion of Comte ; and there I had

to stop till my return in the middle of October. I had then to
write an article on Ireland for the "Westminster Review," and

other matters ; so that it was the fn_st of December before I

opened Comte again, and Christmas day when I finished the
first of the six volumes. After that, the work went on swim-

mingly. All the rest was easy. I _ni_hed Astronomy in the
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middle of January, and Biology on the twenty-third of April ;
so that I had five months for the three last volumes, which were

by far the easiest to do, though half as long again as the first
three. I had a perpetual succession of guests_ from April till

the end of September ; but I did not stop work for them ; nor

did I choose to leave home till I had fulfilled my engagement.

It was on the eighth of October that I put the finishing stroke
to the version : on the ninth I wrote the Preface ; and on the

tenth, I had the pleasure of carrying the last packet of M.S. to

the post. Some cousins who were staying with me at the time

went on an excursion for the day; and when they returned,

they sympathised with me on the close of so long and so arduous
a task. I was much exhausted, -- after a summer of abundant

authorship in other ways, as well as of social engagement from

the number and variety of guests, and the absence of my usual
autumn retirement to the sea, or some other quiet place: but

the gain was well worth the toil. I find in my diary some very

strong expressions of rapture about my task ; and I often said,

to myself and others, in the course of it, that I should never
enjoy anything so much again. And I believe that if I were

now to live and work for twenty years, I could never enjoy any

thing more. The vast range of knowledge, through which one

is carried so easily, is a prodigious treat ; and yet more, the clear

enunciation, and incessant application of principles. The weak
part of the book,- the sacrifices made to system and order,

happens just to fall in with my weak tendency in that direction;
so tha_ it required some warning from others, and more from

within, to prevent my being carried away altogether by my
author. After all deductions made, on the score of his faults

as a teacher, and my weakness as a learner, the relation was a

blessed one. I became "strengthened, stablish_d, settled" on

many a great point ; I learned much that I should never other-

wise have known, and revived a great deal of early knowledge
which I might never otherwise have recalled : and the subdued

enthusiasm of my author, his philosophical sensibility, and honest

earnestness, and evident enjoyment of his own wide range of

views and deep human sympathy, kept the mind of his pupil in
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a perpetual and delightful glow. Many a passage of my version

did I writewith tears fallingintomy lap ; and many a time did
I feel almost stifled for want of the presence of some genial dm-

ciple of my instructor, to whom I might speak of his achieve-

ment, with some chance of being understood.
As for my method of working at my version, about which I

have often been questioned, -- it was simple enough. -- I studied

as I went along, (in the evenings, for the most part) the subjects
of my author, reviving all I had ever known about them, and

learning much more. Being thus secure of what I was about, I

simply set up the volume on a little desk before me, glanced over

a page or a paragraph, and set down its meaning in the briefest

and simplest way I could. Thus, my work was not mere trans-
lation : it involved quite a different kind of intellectual exercise ;

and, much as I enjoy translating, -- plcasant as is the finding

of equivalent terms, and arran_ng them harmoniously,--it is

pleasanter still to combine with this the work of condensation.

To me, in truth, nothing was ever pleasanter: and I had no

sympathy with the friends who hoped, as I proceeded, that I
should not again occupy myself with tmnslatiom I told them

that it was like going to school again while doing the useful

work of mature age; and that I should relish nothing better

than to go on with it as long as I lived. As for the average

amount of my daily work, (four or five days in the week) I was
discontented if it was under twenty pages of my author, and

satisfied ff it was any where from twenty-five to thirty. The

largest day's work, in the whole course of the business, was forty-

eight pages : but that was when I had breakfasted before seven,
to dismiss a guest ; and on a Saturday, when there was no post

to London, and I had set my mind on finishing a volume. I

worked nearly all day, and finished after midnight. I find fifty

pages set down on another occasion ; but in that case there was
an omission of a recapitulatory portion. In saying what was the

daffy amount done, I ought to observe that it was really done.
I finished as I went along ; and I looked at my work no more

till it came in the shape of preof-sheets.- I have stated in my

Preface to the work that, on my expressing my intsntion to oh-
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tain a revision of the three first Books, (Mathematics, Astronomy

and Physics) by a scientific man, Professor !qichol kindly offered
his services. His revision of that portion (in which he found,
he said, no mistakes) and the few notes and observations which

he inserted, made me easy about the correctness of what I was

putting forth ; and I did not run the risk of spoiling the fresh-

ness of what I had done so enjoyably by any retouching. It
came out precisely as I wrote it, day by day.

One part of my enjoyment was from the hope that the appear-
ance of a readable English version would put a stop to the mis-
chievous, though ludicrous mistakes about Comte's doctrine and

work put forth by men who assumed, and might be expected, to

know better. The mistakes were repeated, it is true ; but they
were more harmless, after my version had appeared. When I

was studying the work, I was really astonished to see a very
able review article open with a false statement about Comte, not

only altogether gratuitous, but so ignorant that it is a curious

thing that it could have passed the press. It alleged that a man

called Auguste Comte, who assumed in 1822 to be a social

prophet, had declared the belief and interest in theology to be
at an end ; whereas, here was the whole kingdom, thirty years

later, convulsed with theological passion, about Papal agsTession

and the Gorham controversy. Now, this was a treble blunder.

In the first place, Comte has never said that theology and the

popular interest in it are over. In the next, he has written
largely on the social turmoil which this generation is in, and

generations to come will be in, from the collision between the

theological passion of one social period, and the metaphysical

rage of another, with the advance of the positive philosophy
which is to supersede them both. If there is one thing rather

than another reiterated to weariness in Comte's work, it is the
state of turmoil, and its causes, of which the Gorham contro-

versy was an admirable exemplification. In the third place,

Comte's doctrine is that theology can be extinguished only by a

true Science of Human l_ature ; that this science is as yet barely

initiated ; and that therefore theology is very far from being yet

popularly superseded.
YOL. If.
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At a lator time, in October, 1851, when an eminent philosopher
from Scotland was my guest for a few days, I invited to meet him
at dinner a friend of his, who was in the neighbourhood, and that

friend's lady, and another guest or two. I was before slightly
acquainted with this couple, and knew that the gentleman was
highly thought of, by himself and others (by the late Dr. Arnold,
among the rest) as a scholar and writer. When he was taking
me in to dinner, he asked me whether I had heard that M. Comte
was insane. I replied that it was not true,-- M. Comte being
perfectly well the week before ; and I told him that I was en-
gaged on his work. My guest replied that he had heard the
whole story, --about Mr. Lombe's gift and all, -- from another
gentleman, then present. He asked me an insulting question or
two about the work, and made objections to my handling it,
which I answered shortly, (the servants being present) and put
down my trumpet, to help the fisl_ While I was so engaged,

he asked questions which I could not hear, across me, of my
philosopher guest ; and then, with triumph and glee, reported to
me my friend'_ replies, as if they were spontaneous remarks, and
with gross exaggeration. During the whole of dinner, and in the
presence of my servants, he continued his aspersions of Comte,
and his insults to me as his translator ; so that, as it came to my
knowledge long afterwards, my other guest wondered that I put
up with it, and did not request him to leave the house. I saw,
however, that he knew nothing of what he was talking about ;
and I then merely asked him ff he had read the portion of the
work that he was abusing. Being pressed, he reluctantly
answered--No; but he knew all about it. When the dessert

was on the table, and the servants were gone, he still continuing
his criticisms, I looked him full in the face, and again inquired
if he had read that portion of the Philosophie Polite :_
"N_n--o ;" but he knew all about it. I said I doubted it ;
and asked if he had read the book at all "N--n--o :" but he

knew all about it. "Come," said I : "tell me,-- have you ever
seen the book _" -- "1_o ; I can't say I have ;" he replied ;
"but I know all about it." "1%w," said I, "look at the book-

shelves behind you. You see those six volumes in green paper
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NOWyOUcan say that you have seen the book." I need not say
that this was the last invitation that this gent/er_ would ever
have from me.

Again, -- a lady, younger than myself, who shrinks from the
uncomfortable notion that there is any subject which she is not
qualified to lay down the law upon, folded her hands on her
knees, and began in an orderly way to reprehend me for trans-
lating a book which had such shocking things in it as Comte's
work. I made the usual inquiry, -- whether she had read it.
She could not say she had; but she too "knew all about it,"
from a very clever man ; a very clever man, who was a great ad-
mirer of Comte, and on my "side." She was sorry I could intro-
duce into _ugland the work of a man who said in it that he
could have made a better solar system than the real one ; -- who
declared that he would have made it always moonshine at night.
I laughed, and told her she was the victim of her clever friend's
moonshine. She ended, however, with a firm faith in her clever

friend, in preference to reading the book for herself. She will
go on to the end of her days, no doubt, regarding the "Positive
Philosophy" as a recipe for making permanent moonshine, in
opposition to the nineteenth Psalm.

Once more, (and only once, though I might fill many pages
with anecdotes of the blunders about Comte made by critics who
assume to understand their subject :)ma professor of Mental
Philosophy has, even since the publication of my version, as-
serted, both in print, and repeatedly in his lectures in London,
that Positive philosophers declare that "we can know nothing
but phenomena :" and the lecturer fancies that he has confuted
the doctrine by saying that the knowledge of phenomena would
occupy M_n's observing faculties only, and teave the reasoning
and other faculties without exercise. In this case, the lecturer
has taken half Comte's assertion, and dropped the other half,
"and[ tJ_ir /aws." This restoration, of course, overthrows the
lecturer's argument, even if it were not otherwise assailable. It
is true that _[r. Atkinson and I, and many others, have made
the assertion as the lecturer gives it ;--that "we ca_ know
nothing but phenomana," -- the laws being themselves phe-
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nomena : but in that view, as in the case of the restoration of

Comic's text, the lecturer's argument about the partial use of the

human faculties is stultified. Some of his pupils should have
asked him what we can know but phenomena The on_ of

showing that certainly rests with him. Such are, at present, the

opponents of Comte among us, while his work is heartily and

profitably studied by wiser men, who choose to read and think
and understand before they scoff and upbraid.

A letter of Mr. Atkinson's in my possession seems to me to

give so distinct an account of what Man "can know," and of the

true way of obtaining the knowledge, that I am tempted to

insert a part of it here as settling the question with our incompe-
tent critics, as to what we declare that we can and cannot know.

"Man cannot know more than has been observed of the order

of Nature, -- he himself being a part of that nature, and, like all

other bodies in nature, exhibiting clear individual effects accord-

ing to particular laws. The infinite character and subtlety of

Nature are beyond his power of comprehension ; for the mind

of Man is no more than (as it were) a conscious mirror, possessing
a certain extent of interreflexion. In a rude state, as before it

has become reduced to a proper focus, and cleansed and purified

by knowledge, it is subject to all manner of spectral illusions,

presumptuous and vain conceits, which may be well termed a
kind of normal or infantine madness ; a kind of disease like the

small-pox or the measles; conditions to which all children are

subject : and it is well ff the child can be helped through these
strange mali_o-nant conditions in early youth, and be then and
there cleansed from them for ever.

"If we study the formation of the globe, and the history of

nations or of individuals, or glance at the progress of knowledge

in the human mind, we shall perceive that difficulties have been

overcome, and advances achieved in the early stages through
violent means ; that that which we call evil has always in effect

been working for the general good ; and that, in the very nature

of things, that good could not have come about by any other

means : and thus, whatever is is good, in its place and season.
Concluding _nus, I think we may henceforth dispense with that
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very popular gentleman in black, the Devil. Indeed, once for

all, we may sign ourselves Naturalists, as having no knowledge,
or having no means of knowing any thing, beyond Nature. To

advance by the acquiring of knowledge and by reason is the high

privilege and prerogative of Man : for, as glorious as it is to pos-
sess a just, candid, and truth-loving nature, essential as it is that

we know what is true,- yet must we be content that in the

first instance, and for some short space, the progress should be

slow and devious ; for the errors and imperfections of the mind
itself prevent men from attaining that knowledge which is almost

essential to the cure of those very errors, imperfections, and

impediments. Thus, mankind have had to rely upon a genius

springing up here and there,- great men who have had the

strength to overleap the difficulties, and the sense to see what
was before them; and the honesty to declare what they have seen.

"The power of knowledge is in the knowledge of causes ; that

is, of the material conditions and circumstances under which any

given effect takes place. These conditions we have termed Sec-

ond Causes : but of the primitive matter which is sui ge_eris we
know nothing: for knowledge is limited by the senses. The

knowledge of a thing includes a sense of its material cause or
conditions, -- its relative or distinguishing qualities, -- the laws

of form and quantity implicated in the case, and the laws of

action in sequence and duration. --The higher laws are discov-

ered in the analog7 of knowledge : but of the primitive or funda-
mental cause or matter, -- that "cause of causes itself without a

cause,"-- we know and can know absolutely nothing. We judge

it to be something positive : to so much the nature of the mind

compels assent : but we do not know what this positive sore+

thing is in itself, in its absolute and real being and presence.
We must rest content to take it as we find it, and suppose it

inherently capable of performing or flowing into all those effects

exhibited throughout nature. We only recognise a primitive
matter as a required cause and necessary existence implied in

the sensational phenomena which appear to include it _n _heir

embraces. But the existence of matter cannot be proved; nor

can we form any conception of its real nature, because we can
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only divine by similitudes ; and our similitudes cannot press

beyond sensational phenomena and the simple inference. ' So
that all the specious meditations, speculations, and theories of

mankind (in reg_ard to the nature of nature)are but a kind of

insanity.' ' But those who resolve not to conjecture and divine,
but to discover and know ; not to invent buffooneries and fables

about worlds, but to inspect, and, as it were, dissect the nature

of this real world, must derive all from things themselves : nor

can any substitution or compensation of wit, meditation or argu-

ment (were the whole wit of all combined in one) supply the
place of this labour, investigation, and personal examination of

the world : our method then must necessarily be pursued, or the
whole for ever abandoned.'

"The intellect, in a general sense, is simply an observing
faculty. The highest efforts of reason and of imagination are
but an extension of observatio_ A law is but the observed

form of a fact ; and in truth, the entire conscious mind may be

termed a faculty of observatiom To deny this is only to make a

quibble about distinctions not really essential. The most ira.
portant fact which the experienced mind observes is the fixed

order in nature: and the trained philosopher instinctively con-

cludes, and I may say perceives, the necessity of this order, just

as he acknowledges the existence of objects in their objective or

material appearance : (and this in spite of all that Bishop Berke-

ley and others have said.) The human mind by the constitution
of its nature recognises the necessity of a determinate order in
nature, -- dependence in causes, and form or law in effects : and
on this faith we build all our confidence that similar results will

always flow, as a necessary consequence, from similar causes. In

this fact we have the reason of reason, and the power of knowl-

edge over nature, applying the principles of nature by art to the

wants of Man. The instinct or sense of Man acknowledges a

fundamental cause in the primitive matter, and the necessity of
a particular form and order in objects and their effects : and that

it is absblutely impossible that things should be different from
what they are found to be. Now, until a man clears his mind,

abstracts it from all fanciful causes, to rest upon the true
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and fimdamenta] cause in the primitive matter, perceiving at the

same time that this cause must be positive, and capable of pro-
ducing all the effects and variety of nature, and in a form and

order absolutely fixed in can adamantine chain of necessity _'
until, I say, a man is fully and deeply impressed with this law

of laws, th_s form of forms, evolved from the inherent nature of

the ultimate fact and cause (this primitive matter and cause

being fundamental, neither depending upon nor requiring any

other cause) he is not a philosopher, but a dreamer of dreams, a
poor wanderer on a false scent, seeking for a cause out of nature,
and in a magnified shadow of himself. ' If_' says Bacon, u ' any

man shall think, by view and inquiry into these sensible and

material things, to attain to any light for the revealing of the

nature or _ of God, he shall dangerously abuse himsel£'--

' And this appoareth sufficiently in that there is no proceeding ill
invention of knowledge but by similitude ; and God is only serf-

like, having nothing in common with any creature, otherwise
than as in shadow and t_opa.'_ These remarks of Bacon in

regard to the ' invention' of a cause out of nature apply equally
to the ' invention' of the nature of the cause in nature : for all

the knowledge we can have of the primitive matter is by way of

negatives and exclusions.
"I hold then with Democritus, Heraclitus, Empedocles, An-

axagoras, Anaximenes and others that matter is eternal, possess-

ing an active principle, and "being the source of all objects and

their effects: for you may as well suppose time and space to
have a beginning, and to have been created, as that matter
should have been brought out of nothing, and have had a begin-

ning. The active principle and the properties of matter are
essential to our very conception of matter: and the necessary
form of the effects we term Laws :--laws, not to be considered

in a political sense, as rules laid down by a ruler, and capable
of alteration and change ; but the rule of rules ;--the essen-

tial and necessary form and life and mind, so to speak, of what

is in fact not a ruling power at all, but simply the principle or

• Iuterpretationof Nature. ChapterL
t Ibid.
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form of the result,--just as grammar exhibits the form of lan-
_lage.

"The belief in the freedom of the will, or that any thing is

free in any other way than as being unimpeded and at hberty to

move according as it is impelled by that which determines its

motion or choice, is absolutely nonsense: and the doctrine of
chance is as absurd as would be the belief that Nature arose

from a rude mob of lawless atoms, arranging themselves by

chance; a notion which is clearly nonsense,--a weak and

unmitigated atheism, to escape from which men impose upon

themselves a despotism in the shape of a King Log or a King
Stork, as the case may be. That which they suppose to be divine

and most holy is but a presumptuous, shallow, and ridiculous

assumption. It is a folly built upon a shifting sand-bank, which
the tide will presently carry away, exhibiting the true strong-

hold of the understanding built upon the solid granite rock of
Nature ;--that Nature which is no despotism, but a pure and

free republic, and a law unto itself,- an eternal, unalterable

law unto itself: for two and two will never become five ; nor

will the three angles of a triangle ever be less than two right
angles ; nor will the great law of gravity be changed nor "the

Atomic rule in chemical effects ; nor the material conditions

essential to thought and feeling be reversed. The world may

come to an end,- become worn out, and dissolve away, or ex-

plode ; but the nature of the particles of matter cannot change :
the principles of truth will hold the same, and a new world will
rise out of the dust.

"With regard to the origin of the mind itself, -- it is clearly

a consequence or result of the body evolved under particular

laws :--as much so as a flower is a consequence of the growth

of a tree, -- instinct of the lower animal body, -- light of a tal-
low candle. The light and heat of a candle may set light to

other candles, or react upon its own body, as mental conditions
may, when they cause the heart to beat, and the face to flush,

and tears to flow, and the whole frame to be convulsed by

laughter. So may the bile, or any other secretion, react on the
body : but not the less is the mind the effect and consequent of

}
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the body, dependent on the condition of the body, and the prop-
er supply of air and food. To suppose otherwise is to give up
all hope and all philosophy, and to desert common sense and

universal experience. The mind proper is simply the conscious

phenomenon which is not a power at all, but the representative

or expression of an unconscious power and condition to which
it is a concomitant. Strictly speaking, there are but two condi-

tions in nature ; matter the physique, and the conscious mind, or
the metaphysique,- the positive and the negative. The con-

scious mind is purely phenomenal : it is not therefore the mind

proper which acts upon the body, but that force which underlies

the mind, of which the mind is simply the result, expression or

exponent. The mind's unconscious working power or sphere is
evident in almost every act of the body, as well as in almost

every fact of the mind. It may be studied in the higher phe-

nomena of clairvoyance and prophecy,- higher, only as an ex-

tending of experience by another and a dearer sense. We spring
up from the earth like a flower. We live, love, and look abroad

on the wide expanse of heaven, wondering at the night which

lies behind, and at the dim shadows and flickering lights which

coming events cast before them: and then we expire, and give
place, as others have given place to us. We have but a glance

at existence; yet the laws we discover are eternal truths.

Knowledge is not infinite. A few simple principles or elements

are fundamental to the whole ; as a few simple primitive sounds

form into glprious music, and all the languages which exist:
and therefore knowledge is not infinite, and prog'ress has its

limit ............. Still, ' the mighty ocean
of truth lies before us,' and its advance is irresistible ; and i, will

be well to remember King Canute, and take the hint in time ;

to look abroad upon the ex_panse, and up to the multitude of

stars ; and to listen to the deep-speaking truths which are now
making themselves heard in society ; and not to seek to resist

what is inevitable. That the new day will be bright and glorious

when Man will know his own power and nature, and rise into

his new dignity as a rational human being, is enough for us now
to prophecy."



SECTION VIII.

I HAWreferred, some pages back, to a great opening for work,
of a delightful kind, which offered while I was busy about
Comte. As I have explained, the whole version, except half of
Comte's first volume (that is, about a sixteenth part) was done
between Christmas 1852 and the following October: and it
remains to be told what else I had to do while engaged on that
version. In April 1852, I received a letter from a literary friend
in London, asking me, by desire of the Editor of "Daily News,"
whether I would "send him a ' leader' occasionally." I did not
know who this editor was _ had hardly seen a number of the

paper, and had not the remotest idea whether I could write
' leaders :' and this was my reply. I saw that this might be an

opening to greater usefulness than was likely to be equalled by
anything else that I could undertake ; so I was not sorry to be
urgently invited to try. The editor, my now deeply-mourned
friend, ]_r. Frederick Knight Hunt, and I wrote frank and

copious letters, to see how far our views and principles agreed ;
and his letters gave me the impression which all my subsequent
knowledge of him confirmed ; that he was one of the most up-
right and rational of men, and a thorough gentleman in mind
and manners. I sent him two or three articles, the second of

which (I think it was)made such a noise that I found that there
would be no little amusement in my new work, if I found I could
do it_ It was attributed to almost every possible writer but the
real one_ This "hit" set me forward cheerily ; and I immedi-
at_ promised to do a ' leader' per week, while engaged on
Comte. Yr. Hunt begged for two ; and to this I agreed when
I found that each required only two or three hours in an even-
_ng, and that topics abour_le& I had sufficient misgiving and
uncerfainty to desire very earnestly to have some con_er_tiau
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with Mr. Hunt ; and I offered to go to London (on my way to

Scotland) for the purpose. He would not hear of this, but said
he would come to me, if public affairs would allow of his leaving

the office. Then parliament was dissolved ; and the elections

kept him at home ; so th_ I looked for him in vain by every

train for ten days before my niece and I started for Edinburgh.

He came to us at Portobello; and for two half days he poured out
_o rich a stream of conversation that my niece could not stand

the excitement. She went out upon the shore, to recover her
mind's breath, and came in to enjoy more. It was indeed an

unequalled treat ; and when we parted, I felt that a bright now

career was indeed opened to me. He had before desired that
I should write him letters from Ireland ; and he now bespoke

three per week during our travels there. This I accomplished ;

and the letbers wore afterwards, by his advice and the desire of
Mr. Chapman, published in a volume. It was on occasion of

that long journey, which extended from the Giant's Causeway

to Bantry Bay, and from the Mullet to Wexford, that I first felt

the signs of failure in bodily strength which I now believe to
have boon a warning of my present fatal malady. My compan-

ion was an incomparable help. It was impossible to be more
extensively and effectually aided than I was by her. She took

upon herself all the fatigue that it was possible to avert from

me ; and I reposed upon her sense and spirit and watchfulness

like a spoiled child. Yet I found_ and said at the time, that

this must be mylast arduous journey. The writing those Letters
was a pure pleasure, whether they were penned in a quiet cham-

ber at a friend's house, or amidst a host of tourists, and to the

sound of the harp, in a salon at Killarney ; but, in addition to

the fatigue of travelling and of introductions to strangers, they
were too much for me. I heA some domestic griefs on my mind,

it is true. During the spring, my neighbours had requested me
_o dsliver two or three lectures on Australia ; and one conse-

quence of my doing so was that my dear servant Jane resolved

to emigrate (for reasons which I thought sound) and she was to
•ail in l_ovember : and now at Cork, the news met me that

other servant, no lzss beloved, was going to marry file Master of
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the Ragged School at Bristol, who had been her coadjutor in the
Norfolk Workhouse School before mentioned. I wrote to advise

their marriage at Christmas; but it was with the sense of a heavy
misfortune having befallen me. I did not believe that my little

household could ever again be what it had been since I built my
house : and I should have been thankful to have foreseen how

well I should settle a_in,--to change no more. I did not

fully recover my strength till our pretty wedding was over, and
I was fairly settled down, in winter quiet, to Comte and my

weekly work for "Daily News."--The wedding was truly a

charming one. My dear girl had the honour of having Miss

Carpenter for her bridesmaid, and the Revd. Philip P. Carpenter

to perform the ceremony, --the Bristol Ragged School being, as

every body knows, the special care of Miss Carpenter. I told

the bride, the week before the bride_oom and guests arrived,
that, as I could not think of sending the former to the kitchen

table, nor yet of separating them, it would be a convenience and

pleasure to me if she would be my guest in the sitting-rooms for

the few days before the marriage. She did it with the best pos-

sible grace. She had worked hard at her wedding clothes during
my absence, that she might be free for my service after my

return: and now, after instructing her young successor, she
dressed herself well, and dined with us, conversing freely, and,

best of all, making a good dinner, while watching that every

body was well served. A more graceful lady I never saw. She
presented me with a pretty cap of her own making for the wed-
ding morning ; and would let nobody else dress me. The evening

before, when Mr. Carpenter delivered a Temperance lecture, Miss

Carpenter and I sent the entire household to the lecture ; and we

set out the long table for the morning, dressed the flowers (which
came in from neighbouring conservatories) and put on all the

cold dishes; covered up the whole, and shut up the cat. The
kitchen was the only room large enough for the party; and

there, after the ceremony, we had a capital breakfast, with good

speaking, and all manner of good feeling. When all were gone,

and my new maids had dried their sympathetic tears, and re-

moved the tables, and given away the good things which that
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year served my usual Christmas day guests for dinner at home

instead of here; and when I had put off my finery, and sat down,
with a bursting headache, to write the story to the bride's family,

and the Carpentem' and my own, I felt more thoroughly down-

hearted than for many a year. -- All went well, however. The

good couple are in their right place, honoured and useful ; and

"our darling," as Miss Carpenter called my good girl, is beloved

by others as by me. There have been no more changes in my
household; and, as for me, I soon recovered entirely from my

g,_efs in my delectable work.
When summer was coming on, and Comte was advancing well,

I agreed to do three leaders per week for Mr. Hunt. All the

early attempts at secrecy were over. Within the first month, I
had been taxed with almost every article by somebody or other,

who "knew me by my style," or had heard it in omnibuses, or
somehow ; and, after some Galway priests had pointed me out

by guess, in the Irish papers, as the writer of one of the Irish
Letters, and this got copied into the English papers, Mr. Hunt
wrote me that all concealment was wholly out of the question,

and that I need not trouble myself further about it. In the
summer he came to see me; and we settled that I should send

him four articles per week when Comte was out of my hands.

During that visit of his, we went by the lake, one day, to pay a
visit a few miles off, -- he rowing me in one of the lake skiffs.

A windy rain overtook us on our return. I had no serious idea
of danger, or I should not have talked as I did, about drowning

being an easy death, and my affairs being always settled, even to

the arrangement of my papers &e. We came home to dinner

without his giving me (experienced boatman as he was) any idea

of our having had a serious adventure. I found afterwards that
he had told his friends in London that we had been in extreme

danger from the swell on the lake ; and that when I was talking
of the ease of drowning, in comparison with other deaths, he was

.thinking of his wife and children. He requested me to write an

article, at the opening of the next season, on the criminal care-

lessness of our boatkeepers in letting those little skiffs to strangers,

on a lake subject to gust6 and sudden storms: and this I did.
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How little did he imagine that before the beginning of yet
another season, he would have been months in his grave, and I

standing on the verge of mine !

Immediately on the publication of my "Positive Philosophy,"
I went to London and Birmingham for nearly three months. I

visited so many hosts, and saw so much society that I became
fully and finally satisfied that my settling myself at Ambleside
was, as Wordsworth had said, the wisest step of my life. It is

true, I was at work the whole time. Besides the plentiful as-

sistance which I desired to give the "Daily News," while on the

spot, and some papers for "Household Words," a serious piece

of business required my attention. The impending war rendered

desirable an earnest and well-studied article on England's Foreign
Policy, for the "Westminster l_eview _" and I agreed to do it.

I went to the Editor's house, for the purpose, and enjoyed both

my visit and my work. -- On taking possession of my room there,

and finding a capital desk on my table, with a singularly con-

venient slope, and of an admirable height for writing without

fatigue, it struck me that, during my whole course of literary

labour,- of nearly five-and-thirty years, it had never once co-
cuffed to me to provide myself with a proper, business-like desk.

I had always written on blotting paper, on a fiat table, except

when, in a lazy mood in winter, I had written as shol_sighted

people do (as Mrs. Somerville and "Currer Bell" always did) on
a board, or something stiff, held in the left hand. ,I wrote a

good deal of the "Political Economy" in that way, and with

steel pens ; and the method had the effect, advantageous or not,

of making the writing more upright, and thereby increasing the

quantity in a page. But it was radically uncomfortable ; end I
have ever since written on a table, and with quill pens. Now,

on occasion of this visit at my friend's, Mr. Chapman's, I was to

lmgin on a new and most luxurious method,--just, as it hal>
pens, at the close of my life's work. Mr. Chapman obtained for

me a first-rate regular Chancery-lane desk, with all manner of

conveniences, and of a proper sanitary form: and, moreover, some

French paper of various sizes, which has spoiled me for all other

l_aper : ink to correspond ; and a l_en-maker, of French work-
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manship, suitable to eyes which were now feeling the effects of

yearn and over-work. I had before me the prospect of more
moderate work than for a quarter of a century past, with sure

and sufficient gain from it ; work pleasant in itself, and recom-

mended by all agreeable appliances, l_ever was I more home-
sick, even in the wilds of Arabia, than I now was, amidst the

high civilisation of literary society in london --I came home
very happy ; and well I might.

Mr. Hunt escorted me part of the way to my host's, on our
last meeting for that time, for the sake of some conversation

which he, very properly, called serious. He told me that he had

something to say which he begged me to consider well He told

me that he had been looking l_ck through my connexion with

"Daily l_ews ;" and he found that of nearly 300 articles that I
1_l sent him, only eight had not been used ; and that (I think)

six of those eight had been sent during the first few weeks, be-

fore I had got into the ways of the paper. I had now written

four or five per week for a considerable time, without one rejec-

tion. His advice was that I should henceforth do six per week,

under the liability, of course, of a few more being unused,
from the enhanced chances of being intercepted by recent news,

when my communications were daffy. If I should agree to this,

and continue my other literary connexion, he thought I ought to

lay out money freely in books, and in frequent visits to London,
to keep up with the times. This scheme suited me exactly ; for

my work, under his guidance, had become thoroughly delightful.
His recourse to me was avowedly on account of the "History

of the Peace ;" and now that war was beginning, my recent study

of the politics of the last half-century ,aaz a fair qualification.

We were precisely agreed as to the principle of the war, as to
the character of the Aberdeen Ministry, as to the fatlaeiousness

and mischievousness of the negotiations for the Austrian alliance,
and as to the vicious absurdity of Prussia, and the mode and

degree in which Louis Napoleon was to be regarded as the repre-

senta_ve of the French nation. For some time pest, the his-

ka_ical and geographical articles have been my charge ; together

with the descriptive and speculative ones, in relation to foreign
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personagesand states. At home,the agTicutturaland educational
articles were usually consigned to me ; and I had the fullest
liberty about the treatment of special topics, arising any where.
With party contests, and the treatment of "hot and hot" news,
I never had any concern,- being several hundred miles out of

the way of the latest intelligence. Mr. Hunt thought my dis-
tance from London no disadvantage; and he was quite plain-
spoken about the inferiority of the articles I wrote in London
and Birmingham to those I sent him from home.- I followed
his suggestions with great satisfaction,--his wife and family
having already made a compact with me for an exchange of
visits, when I wanted London news, and they needed country
refreshment. So I bought books to the amount of above .£ 100,
under his guidance, and came home exceedingly happy,- little
dreaming that in one year from that time, he would be in his
grave, his wife a broken-spirited widow, and I myself under
sentence of death, and compelled to tell her that we should never
meet again.

That eventful year, 1854, began most cheerily to us all. Mr.
Hunt had raised the paper to a condition of high honour and
prosperity. He enjoyed his work and his positxon, and was at
ease about his affairsand his beloved family, after years of heroic

struggle, and the glorious serf-denial of a man of sensitive con-
science and thoroughly domestic heart. He had to bear the
wear and tear which a man of his order of conscience has to

endure in a post of such responsibility as his ; and this, we all
believe, was a predisposing cause of his inability to resist an
attack of disease. But at the opening of the year, he was in his

usual health, and had every reason to be very happy. As for
me, -- my life was now like nothing that I had ever experienced.
I had all the benefits of work, and of complete success, without
any of the responsibility, the sense of which has always been the
great drawback on my literary satisfactions, and especially in
historical writing,--in which I could have no comfol_ but by

directing my readers to my authorities, in all matters of any
importance. Now, while exercising the same anxious care as to
correctness, and always referring 14r. Hunt to my sourcea of

!
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information, I was free from the responsibfllty of publication
altogekher. My continued contributions to the "Westminster

Review " and elsewhere preserved me from being engrossed in
political studies; and I had more leisure for philosopbacal and

literary pursuits than at any time since my youth. Two or

three hours, after the arrival of the post (at breakfast time now)
usually served me for my work; and when my_orrespondence

was done, there was time for exercise, and the discharge of
neighbourly business before dinner. Then, -- I have always had

some piece of fancy-work on hand, -- usually for the benefit of

the Abohtion fund in America ; and I have a thoroughly woman-

ish love of needle-work;--yes, even (" I own the soft impeach-

ment") of wool-work, many a square yard of which is all m_usibly
embossed with thoughts of mine wrought in, under the various

moods and experiences of a long series of years. It is with

singular alacrity that, in winter evenings, I light the lamp, and
unroll my wool-work, and meditate or dream till the arrival of

the newspaper tells me that the tea has stood long enough.
Before Mr. Rowland Hill gave us a second post delivery at
Amblsside, Mr. Hunt had made arrangements by which I received

the paper of the day at tea time. After tea, if there was news

from the seat of war, I called in my maids, who brought down

the great atlas, and studied the chances of the campaign with

me. Then there was an hour or two for Montaigne, or Bacon,
or Shakspere, or Tennyson, or some dear old biography, or last

new book from London, -- historical, moral or pohtical. Then,
when the house and neighbourhood were asleep, there was the

half-hour on the terrace, or, if the weather was too bad for that,

in the porch,- whence I seldom or never came in without a

clear purpose for my next morning's work. I beheve that, but

for my country life, much of the benefit and enjoyment of my
travels, and also of my studies, would have been lost to me. On

my terrace, there were two worlds extended bright before me,

even when the midnight darkness hid from my bodily eyes all
but the outlines of the solemn mountains that surround our

valley on three sides, and the clear opening to the lake on the

south. In the one of those worlds, I saw now the magnificent
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coast of Massachusetts in autumn, or the flowery swamps of
Louisiana, or the forests of Georgia in spring, o_ the ]ll_nois

prairie in summer ; or the blue 1Nile, or the brown Sinai, or the

gorgeous Petra, or the view of Damascus from the Salahiey ; or
the Grand Canal under a Venetian sunset, or the Black Forest

in twilight, or Malta in the glare of noon, or the broad desert

stretching away under the stars, or the Red Sea tossing its superb
shells on shore, in the pale dawn. That is one world, all com-

prehended within my terrace wall, and coming up into the light

at my call. --The other and finer scenery is of that world, only

beginning to be explored, of Science. The long study of Comte

had deeply impressed on me the imagery of the glorious hierarchy

of the sciences which he has exhibited. The time was gone by
when I could look at objects as mere surface, or separate exist-
ences ; and since that late labour of love, I had more than ever

seen the alliance and concert of the heavenly bodies, and the

mutual action and interior composition of the substances which

I used to regard as one in themselves, and unconnected in respect
to each other. It is truly an exquisite pleasure to dream, aider

the toil of study, on the sublime abstractions of mathematics ;

the transcendent gcenery unrolled by astronomy; the mysterious,

invisible forces dimly hinted to us by Physics ; the new concep-

tion of the constitution of l_atter originated by Chemistry ; and

then, the inestimable glimpses opened to us, in regard to the
nature and destiny of Man, by the researches into vegetable and
animal organisation, which are at length perceived te be the

right path of inquiry into the highest subjects of thought. All

the grandeur and all the beauty of this series of spectacles is

deepened by the ever-present sense of the smallness of the amount

of discovery achieved. In the scenery of our travels, it is other-
wise. The forest, the steppe, the lake, the city, each filled and

r_fllced the sense of the observer in the old days when, instead

of the Western Continents, there were dreams of far Cathay ;

and we of this day are occupied for the moment with any single

scene, without caring whether the whole globe is exploreeh But

it is different in the sphere of science. Wondrous beyond the
eomprelmnsion of any one mind is the mass of glorious facts, and
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the series of mighty conceptions laid open ; but the shadow of

the surrounding darkness rests upon it all. The unknown always
engrosses the greater part of the field of vision ; and the awe of

infinity sanctifies both the study and the dream. Between these

worlds, and other interests, literary and political, were my even-
ings passed, a short year ago. Perhaps no one has had a much

more vivid enjoyment than myself of London society of a very
high order ; and few, I believe, are of a more radically social

nature than myself: yet, I may say that there has never been,
since I had a home of my own, an evening spent in the most

charming intercourse that I would not have exchanged (as far
as the mere pleasure was concerned) for one of my ordinary

evenings under the lamp within, and the lights of heaven
without.

I did not at once, however, sit down in comparative leisure

on my return. I had before promised, most unwilhngly, and

merely for neighbourly reasons, to write a Guide to Windermere

and the neighbourhood ; and this, and an article on the Census
(requiring much care) for the "Westminster Review" for April,

were pressing to be done, as soon as I could sit down on my
return home. Then there was a series of articles (on Personal

Infirmities, -- the treatment of Blindness, Deafness, Idiotcy,

&c.) promised for "Household Words."
I must pause a moment here to relate that these papem were

the last I sent to "Household Words," except two or three

which filled up previous schemes. I have observed above that

Magazine writing is quite out of my way ; and that I accepted
Mr. Diekens's invitation to write for his, simply because its wide

circulation went far to compensate for the ordinary objections to

that mode of authorship. I did not hesitate on the ground on
which some of my relations and friends disapproved the con-

nexion ; on the ground of its being _nfra d_ : for, in the first

place, I have never stopped to consider my own dignity in
matters of business; and, in the next, Mr. Dickens himself

being a contributor disposed of the objection abundantly. But,
some irlme before the present date, I had become uneasy about

the way in which "Household Words" was going on, and more
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and more doubtful about allowing my name to be in any way

connected with it: and I have lately finally dechned Mr.
_ills's invitation to send him more papers. As there is no

quarrel concerned in the case, I think it is right to explain the

grounds of my secession. My disapproval of the principles, or

want of principles, on which the Magazine is carried on is a

pa_ of my own history; and it may he easily understood that
feelings of personal friendliness may remain unaffected by oppo-
sition of views, even in a matter so serious as this. I think

the proprietors of "Household Words" grievously inadequate to

their function, philosophically and morally; and they, no doubt,

regard me as extravagant, presumptuous and impertinent. I

have offered my objections as a reply to a direct request for a
contribution; and Mr. Wills has closed the subject. But, on

all other ground, we are friends.

In the autumn of 1849, my mis_vings first became serious.

Mr. Wills proposed my doing some articles on the Employments

of Women, (especially in connexion with the Schools of Design

and branches of Fine-Art manufacture ;) and was quite unable

to see that every contribution of the kind was necessarily ex-
cluded by Mr. Dickens's prior articles on behalf of his view

of Woman's position; articles in which he ignored the fact
that nineteen-twentieths of the women of England earn their

bread, and in which he prescribes the function of Women ; viz.,

to dress well and look pretty, as an adornment to the homes of
men. I was startled by this ; and at the same time, and for

many weeks after, by Mr. Diekens's treatment in his Magazine

of the Preston Strike, then existing, and of the Factory and

Wages controversy, in his tale of "Hard Times." A more
serious incident still occurred in the same autumn. In conse-

quence of a request from Mr. Dickens that I would send him a
tale for his Christmas Number, I looked about for material in

real life ; for, as I had told him, and as I have told every body

else, I have a profound contempt of myself as a writer of fiction,

and the strongest disinclination to attempt that order of writing.

I selected a historical fact, and wrote the story which appears

under the title of "The Missionary" in my volume of" Sketohe8
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from Life." I carried it with me to Mr. Wills's house ; and he

spoke in the strongest terms of approbation of it to me, but

requested to have also "a tale of more domestic interest," which
I wrote on his selection of the ground-work (also fact.) Some

weeks afterwards, my friends told me, with renewed praises

of the story, that they mourned the impossibility of pubhshing

it,- Mrs. Wills said, because the public would say that Mr.

Dickens was turning Catholic ; and Mr. Wills and Mr. Dickens,

because they never would publish any thing, fact or fiction,
which gave a favourable view of any one under the influence

of the Catholic faith. This appeared to me so incredible that

Mr. Dickens gave me his "ground" three times over, with all

possible distinctness, lest there should be any mistake :--he
would print nothing which could possibly dispose any mind

whatever in favour of Romamsm, even by the example of real

good men. In vain I asked him whether he really meant to

ignore all the good men who had lived from the Christian era

to three centuries ago: and in vain I pointed out that P_re
d'Est6lan was a hero as a man, and not as a Jesuit, at a date and"

in a region where Romanism was the only Christianity. Mr.
Dickens would ignore, in any publication of his, all good catho-
lics ; and insisted that P_re d'Est61an was what he was as a

Jesuit and not as a man ;--which was, as I told him, the

greatest eulogium I had ever heard passed upon Jesuitism. I

told him that his _¢ay of going to work,- suppressing facts
advantageous to the Catholics,- was the very way to rouse all
fair minds in their defence; and that I had never before felt

so disposed to make popularly known all historical facts in their

favour.- I hope I need not add that the editors never for a

moment supposed that my remonstrance had any connexion

with the story in question being written by me. They knew

me too well to suppose that such a trifle as my personal interest
in the acceptance or rejection of the story had any thing to do

with my final declaration that my confidence and comfort in

regard to "Household Words" were gone, and that I could

never again write fiction for them,.nor any thing in which prin-
ciple or feeling were concerned. Mr. Dickens hoped I should
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"think better of it ;" and this proof of utter insensibility to the

nature of the difficulty, and his and his partner's hint that the

realilliberalitylayinnotadmittingthat they were doing their

duty in keeping Catholic good deeds out of the sight of the
public, showed me that the case was hopeless. To a descendant

of Huguenots, such total darkness of conscience on the morality

of opinion is difficult to believe in when it is before one's very
eyes.

I need not add that my hopes from the influence of "House-

hold Words" were pretty nearly annihilated from that time (the
end of 1853)forwards: but there was worse to come. I had

supposed that the editors would of course abstain from publish-
ing any harm of catholic priests and professors, if they would

admit no good ; but in this I have recently found myself mis-

taken ; and great is my concern. I had just been reading in an
American advertisement a short account of the tale called " The

Yellow Mask," with its wicked priest, when I received from the

:Editor of "Household Words" another request for an article. I

had not read "The Yellow Mask ;" but a guest then with me

related the story so fully as to put me in complete possession of

it. I will cite the portion of my letter to N/r. Wills which con-
rains my reply to his request. It is abundantly plain-spoken ;

but we were plain-spoken, throughout the controversy ; and never

did occasion more stringently require the utmost plainness of

remonstrance on the side of the advocate of religious liberty and

social justice, and any clearness of reply that might be possible

on the opposite side.- ttere is my letter, as far as relates to
Mr. Wills's petition.

" ............ Another paper from me _ you ask.
:No- not if I were to live twenty years, --ff the enclosed paragraph
from an American paper be no mistake ; and except, of course, in case
of repentance and amendment.

"The ' Yellow Mask; in Twelve Chapters : Philadelphia.
"This pamphlet is a re-print from Dickens's ' Household Words.'

The story is ingenious, and fraught with considerable interest. The
despicable course of 'Father Rocco' pursued so stealthily for the
pecuniary benefit of ' holy mother church' ahows of what stuff priest-
craft is made."
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"The last thing I am likely to do is to write for an anti-catholi_
publication ; and least of all when it is anti-catholic on the sly. I
have had little hope of _Honsehold Words ' since the proprietors re-
fused to print a historical fact (otherwise approved of) on the ground
that the hero was a Jesuit : and now that they follow up this suppres-
sion of an honourable truth by the insertion of a dishonouring fiction
(or fact, --no matter which) they can expect no support from advo-
cates of religious liberty or lovers of fair-play : and so fond are Eng-
lish people of fair-play, that if they knew this fact_ you would soon
find your course in this matter ruinous to your publication. --As for
my writing for it, -- I might as well write for the ' Record' news-
paper ; and, indeed, so far better, that the ' Record ' avows its anti-
catholic course. No one wants ' Household Words ' to enter into any
theological implication whatever :--but you choose to do it, and must
accept accordingly the opinions you thereby excite. I do not forget
that you plead duty ; and I give you credit for it, -- precisely as I do
to the Grand Inquisitor. He consecrates his treatment of heretics by
the plea of the dangers of Protestantism : and you justify your treat-
ment of Catholics by the plea of the dangers of Romanism. The one
difference that there is, is in his favour ; -- that he does not profess
Protestant principles while pursu2ug the practices of Jesuitry. -- No,
I have no more to say to ' Household Words ;' and you will prefer my
telling you plainly why, and giving you this much light on the views
your course has occasioned in one who was a hearty well-wisher to

Household Words,' as long as possible .........
............ "H. _IARTINEAU."

Mr. Wills replied that he felt justified in what he had done ;

that we should never agree on the matter ; and that, agreeing to

differ, we would drop the subject. --Such are the grounds, and

such was the process, of my secession from the corps of NIr.
Dickens's contributors.

When I fancied I was going to do what I pleased till I left
home in July 1854, the proprietor of the Windermere Guide

made an irresistible appeal to me to do the whole district, under

the form of a "Complete Guide to the Lake_" Still in hope

that leisure would come at last, and feeling that I should enjoy

it the more for having _mit_d no duty, I gave up my holiday

evenings now. I m_e the tour of the district once more, with

a deligh_a_Aparty of friends,-- rsvivin_ impressions and noGng
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facts, and then came home, resigned to work "double tides" for
the remaining weeks before my summer absence, -- dining early,

after my morning's work, and writing topography in the evenings.
I received much aid in the collection of materials from the pub-

lisher, and from the accomplished artist, Mr. Lindsey Aspland,

who illustrated the volume : and I finished my work, and went

forth on a series of visits, which were to occupy the tourist sea-

son,--my house being let for that time. I little imagined, when
I left my own gate, that the ease and light-hearted pleasure of

my life, --I might almost say, my life itself, --were left behind

me ;-- that I was going to meet sickness and sorrow, and should
return to sorrow, sickness and death.

If I had been duly attentive to my health, I might have be-
come aware already that there was something wrong. Long

after, I remembered that, from about March, I had been kept
awake for some httle time at night by odd sensations at the

heart, followed by hurried and difficult breathing : and once, I

had been surprised, while reading, to find myself' unable to see

more than the upper half of the letters, or more of that than the

word I was reading. I laid aside my book; and if I thought
at all of the matter, it was to suppose it to be a passing fit of

indigestion,--though I had no other sign of indigestion. While

at Liverpool, I found myself far less strong than I had supposed;

and again in Wales and at Shrewsbury ; but I attributed this

to the heat. ]Vlr. Hunt met me and my maid at the Station in

London, and took us over to his house at Sydenham, _ving us

bad news by the way of the spread of cholera. A poor carpen-

ter had, the week before, died of cholera while at work in Mr.

Hunt's house,- the seizure being too sudden to admit of his

removal to his own unhealthy home, --from whence, no doubt,

he brought the disease. On our way from the Sydenham station

to ]_Ir. Hunt's house, he pointed out to me an abominable pond,
covered with slime and duckweed, which he had tried in vain to

draw official attention to. During my short visit, and just after

it, almost all of us were ill, -- my host and hostess, some of the

children, a servant, and myself: and after my removal to an

airy lodging at Upper Norwood, opposite the Crystal Pala_
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fence, I had repeated attacks of illness, and was, in fact, never

well during the five weeks of my residence there.- It was a
time of anxiety and sorrow. My good friend and publisher, Mr.

Chapman, had just failed,--in consequence of misfortunes which
came lhick upon him, from the time of Mr. Lombe's death, which

was a serious blow to the "Westminster Review." Mr. Chap-
man never, in all our intercourse, asked me to lend him money ;

yet the "Westminster Review" was by this time mortgaged to
me. It was engrely my own doing ; and I am anxious, for Mr.

Chapman's sake, that this should be understood. The truth of

the case is that I had long felt, as many others had professed

to do, that the cause of frce-thought and free-speech was under

great obhgations to Mr. Chapman ; and it naturally occurred to
me that it was therefore a duty incumbent on the advocates of
free-thought and speech to support and aid one by whom they

had been enabled to address society. Thinking, in the preced-

ing winter, that I saw that Mr. Chapman was hampered by cer-

tain liabilities that the review was under, I offered to assume the

mortgage,- knowing the uncertain nature of that kind of in-
vestment, but regarding the danger of loss as my contribution to

the cause. At first, after the failure, there was every probability,

apparently, that Mr. Chapman's affairs would be speedily settled,
--so satisfied were all his creditors who were present with his
conduct under examination, and the accounts he rendered. A

few generous friends and creditors made all smooth, as it was

hoped; but two absent discontented creditors pursued their

debtor with, (as some men of business among the creditors said)
"a cruelty unequalled in all their experience." One of their

endeavours was to get the review out of Mr. Chapman's hands ;
and one feature of the enterprise was an attempt to upset the

mortgage, and to drive Mr. Chapman to bankruptcy, in order to
throw the review into the market, at the most disadvantageous

season, when London was empty, and cholera prevalent, -- that

these personages might get it cheap. One of them made no

secret of his having raised a subscription for the purpose. It
was the will of the great body of the creditors, however, that

Mr. Chapman should keep the review, which he had edited thus
VOI_ IL
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far with great and rising success ; and his two foes were got rid
of by the generosity of bi_r.Chapman's guaranteeing supporters.
The attempt to upset the mortgage failed, of course. I had an
intimation in twenty-four hours that I was "not to be swindled

out of the Review :" but the whole anYiety, aggravated by in-
dignation and pain at such conduct on the part of men who had
professed a sense of obligation to Mr. Chapman, extended over
many weeks. The whole body of the creditors were kept wait-
ing, and the estate was deteriorating for those weeks, during
which the two persecutors were canvassing for subscriptions for
the review which one of ,them endeavoured to drive into a bad

market, at my expense, and to the ruin of its proprietor. The
business extended over my residence at Sydenham. I had long
before promised an article, involving no small labour, for the
next number of the review ("Rajah Brooke ; ") and, when I was

reckoning on my returu home, two misfortunes occurred which
determined me to stay another week, and work. A relative of
Mr. Chapman's, his most valued friend and contributor, was
struck down by cholera in the very act of writing an article of
first-rate consequence for the forthcoming number: and, while
my poor friend was suffering under the first anguish of this loss,
another contributor, wrought on by evil ilrfiuences, disappointed
the editor of a promised article at the time it ought to have been
at press. I could not but stay and write another; and I did so,

being bound however to be at home on the nineteenth of
September, to receive the first of a series of autumn guests. On
the night of my arrival at home, after a too arduous journey for
one day, I was again taken ill ; and next morning, the post
brought the news of the death of another of my dear aunts,
one having died during my absence from home. I had left Mr.
Hunt in a very poor state of health,- as indeed every body
seemed to be during those melancholy months; but we hoped
that a shooting excursion would restore him to business in his

usual vigour. It appeared to do so ; but cholera was making
such ravage among the corps of the paper that those who could
work were compelled te over-work ; and the editor slept at the
office during the most critical time. Every circumstance was
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against him _ and we began to be uneasy, without having any
serious apprehension of what was about to befaL

There was great enjoyment in that Sydenham sojourn, through
all its anxieties. During the first half of the time that I was in

lodgings, a dear young niece was with me; and for the other

half, a beloved eousin, -- my faithful friend for forty years.
Some whole days, and many half holidays, I spent with them in

the Crystal Palace, with great joy and delight. I dwell upon
those days now with as much pleasure as ever, -- the fresh beauty

of the summer morning, when we were almost the first to enter,

and found the floors sprinkled, and the vegetation revived, and
the tables covered with cool-looking viands, and the rustics com-

ing in, and venting their first amazement in a very interesting
way : -- and again, our steady duties in the Courts in the middle

of the day; and again, the walk on the terrace, or the lingering
in the nave when the last train was gone, and the exhibitors were

shutting up for the day. There were also merry parties, and

merry plans at Mr. Hunt's. We went, a carriage-full, to the

prorogation of parliament, when I had a ticket to the Peeresses'

gallery, where, however, we wers met by the news (which en-
countered us every where) of a mournful death from cholera, --

Lord Jocelyn having died that afternoon. We had a plan for

going, a party of fifteen, to Paris, in the next April: -- to Paris, for

the opening of the Exhibition on May-day. May-day has passed

without the opening of the Exhibition:Mr. Hunt has been

above five months in his grave; and I have been above three

months in daily expectation of death. In November, when Mr.
Hunt was ill, but we knew not how ill, I wrote to him that, on

consideration, it seemed to me that the party to Paris would be

better without me, (for political reasons :) and Mr. Hunt's mes-

sage (the last to me) was that it would be time enough to settle

that when April came. I suspect that he foresaw his fate. -- In
November, my correspondence was with the sub-editor, because
Mr. Hunt was ill. The cashier told me next of his "alarm"

about his beloved friend : but the sub-editor wrote that he was

not alarmed like the rest. Then the accounts were worse ; there

was one almost hopeless : and then, he was dead. I did not
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think that such capacity for sorrow was left in me. He was so
happy in life ; and the happiness of so many was bound up in him !

He was only forty ; and he had fairly entered on a career of un-

surpassed usefulness and honour, and was beginning to reap the

natural reward of many years of glorious effort ! But he was

gone ; and I had not known such a personal sorrow since the

loss of Dr. Follen, in 1840, by the burning of a steamer at sea.
I certainly felt very ill ; and I told my family so ; but I thought

I could go to London, and work at the office during the interval

till his place could be filled. I offered to do so ; but the propri-
etors assured me that I could help them best by working _a_ty

at home. The cousin who had been my companion at Sydea-

ham wrote that she was glad I had not gone ; for she beheved,
after what she had seen in Septmmber, that it would have killed

me. I beheve she was right, though it seemed rather extrava-

gant at the time.
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BY December, I felt somewhat better ; but I was not able to

write my usual New Year's letters to my family. The odd ob-
literation of words and half let_rs when I read returned once or

twice when there was certainly no indigestion to account for

it; and a symptom which had perplexed me for months grew

upon me, --an occasional uncertainty about the spelling of even
common words. I had mentioned this, as an odd circumstance,

to a Professor of Mental Philosophy, when he was my guest in
October; and his reply was, "there is some little screw loose

somewhere:" and so indeed it proved. Throughout December

and the early part of January, the disturbance on lying down

increased, night by night. There was a creaking sensation at the

heart (the beating of which was no longer to be felt externally;)
and, after the creak, there was an intermission, and then a throb.

When this had gone on a few m_nutes, breathing became per-

turbed and difficult ; and I lay till two, three, or four o'clock,

struggling for breath. When this process began to spread back

into the evening, and then forward into the morning, I was con-
vinced that there was something seriously wrong ; and with the

approbation of my family, I wrote to consult I)r. Latham ; and

soon after, went to London to be examined by him. That hon-

est and excellent physician knew beforehand that I desired, for

reasons which concerned others more than myself, to know the

exact truth; and he fulfilled my wish.- I felt it so probable
that I might die in the night, and any night, that I would not
go to the house of any of my nearest friends, or of any aged or

delicate hostess ; and I therefore declined all invitations, and

took rooms at Mr. Chapman's, where all possible care would he

taken of me, without risk to any one. There Dr. Latham visited

and e_ar,]ned me, the day after my arrival, and frankly told me
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his "impression," _ observing that it could not yet be called an

opinion. The impression soon became an opinion, as I knew it
would, because he would not have told me of such an impression

without the strongest ground for it. He requested me to see an-

other physician ; and Dr. Watson's opinion, formed on examina-

tion, without prior information from Dr. Latham or me, was the

same as Dr. Latham's. Indeed the case appears to be as plain
as can well be. It appears that the substance of the heart is de-

teriorated, so that "it is too feeble for its work ;" there is more

or less dilatation ; and the organ is very much enlarged. Before
I left London, the sinking-fits which are characteristic of the

disease began to occur ; and it has since been perfectly under-

stood by us all that the alternative lies between death at any
hour in one of these sinking-fits, or by dropsy, if I live for the
disease to run its course.

Though I expected some such account of the ease, I was rather

surprised that it caused so little emotion in me. I went out, in

a friend's carriage, to tell her the result of Dr. Latham's visit ;

and I also told a cousin who had been my friend since our

school-days. When I returned to my lodgings, and was prepar-

ing for dinner, a momentary thrill of something like painful

emotion passed through me,- not at all because I was going to

die, but at the thought that I should never feel health again.
It was merely momentary ; and I joined the family and Mr.

Atkinson, who dined with us, without any indisposition to the

merriment which went on during dinner,--no one but my
hostess being aware of what had passed since breakfast. In the

course of the evening, I told them ; and I saw at once what sup-

port I might depend on from my friend. I did not sleep at all

that night ; and many were the things I had to think over ; but

I never passed a more tranquil and easy night. As soon as my

family heard the news, a beloved niece, who had repeatedly re-
quested to be allowed to come to me, joined me in London, and

gave me to understand, with her parents' free consent, that she

would not leave me again. I sent for my Executor, made a new

will, and put him in possession of my affairs, my designs and

wishes, as fully as possible, and accepted his escort home to Am-
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bleside. As there was but one possible mode of treatment, and

as that could be pursued in one place as well as another, I was
eager to get home to the repose and freshness of my own sweet

place. It was not only for the pleasure of it ; but for the sake

of my servants; and because, while prepared, in regard to my

affairs, to go at any time, there were things to be done, if I could

do them, to which the quiet of home was almost indispensable.
The weather was at that time the worst of a very bad winter j
and it was a very doubtful matter whether I could perform the

journey. By the kindness of a friend, however, the invalid car-

riage of the l_orth Western Railway was placed at my disposal ;

and we four,--my niece, my _xeeutor, my maid and myself,

travelled in all possible comfort. The first thing I saw in my
own.house, --the pale, shrunk countenance of the servant I had

left at home,- made me rejoice that I had returned without

further delay. I found afterwards that she had cried more than

she had slept from the time that she had heard how ill I was,

and what was to happen.- That was three months ago: and

during those three months, I have been visited by my family,

one by one, and by some dear friends, while my niece has been
so constantly with me as to have, in my opinion, prolonged my

life by her incomparable nursing. The interval has been em-

ployed in writing this Memoir, and in closing all my engage-
ments, so that no interest of any kind may suffer by my depart-

ure at any moment. The winter, after long lingering, is gone,
and I am still here, --sitting in the sun on my terrace, and at

night going out, according to old custom, to look abroad in the

moon or star-light. We are surrounded by bouquets and flower-

ing plants. Never was a dying person more nobly "friended,"

as the Scotch have it. My days are filled with pleasures, and I

have no cares; so that the only thing I have to fear is that,
after all the discipline of my life, I should be spoiled at the end
of it.

When I learned what my state is, it was my wish (as far as I

wish any thing, which is indeed very slightly and superficially)

that my death might take place before long, and by the quicker

process : and such is, in an easy sort of way, my wish still. The
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last is for the sake of my nurse, and of all about me ; and the

first is mainly because I do not want to deteriorate and get
spoiled in the final sta_ of my life, by ceasing to hear the truth,

and the whole truth : and nobody ventures to utter any unpleas-

ant truth to a person with "a heart-complaint." I must take my

chance for this ; and I have a better chance than most, because
my nurse and constant companion knows that I do not desire

that any body should "make things pleasant." because I am ill.

I should wish, as she knows, to live under complete and healthy

moral conditions to the last, if these can be accommodated, by
courage and mutual trust, with the physical conditions. --As to

the spoiling process,- I have been doubting, for some yeal_

past, whether I was not unde_oing it. I have rived too long to
think of making myself anxious about my state and prospects in

any way ; but it has occurred to me occasionally, of late years,
whether I could endure as I formerly did. I had become so

accustomed to ease of body and mind, that it seemed to me

doubtful how I might bear pain, or any change; for it seemed

as if any change must be for the worse, as to enjoyment, t
remember being struck with a saying of Mrs. Wordsworth's,

uttered ten years ago, when she was seventy-six, m that the

beauty of our valley made us too fond of life, --too little ready
to leave it. Her domestic bereavements since that time have

doubtless altered this feeling entirely ; but, in many an hour of

intense enjoyment on the hills, I have recalled that saying ; and,
in wonder at my freedom from care, have speculated on whether
I should think it an evil to die, then and there. I have now

had three months' experience of the fact of constant expectation

of death ; and the result is, as much regret as a rational person

can admit at the absurd waste of time, thought and energy that

I have been guilty of in the course of my life in dwelling on the
subject of death. It is really melancholy that young people,

(and, for that matter, middle-aged and old people) are exhorted

and encouraged as they are to such waste of all manner of power.

I romanced internally about early death till it was too late
to die early ; and, even in the midst of work a_d the busiest

engagements of my life, I used to be always thinking about
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death,-- partly from taste, and partly as a duty. And now that

I am awaiting it at any hour, the whole thing seems so easy,

simple and natural that I cannot but wonder how I could keep
my thoughts fixed upon it when it was far off. I cannot do it

now. :Night after night since I have known that I am mortally
ill, I have tried to conceive, with the help of the sensations of

my sinking-fits, the act of dying, and its attendant feelings ; and,
thus far, t have always gone to sleep in the middle of it. And
this is after really knowing something about it ; for I have been

frequently in extreme danger of immediate death within the last

five months, and have felt as if I were dying, and should never

draw a_other breath. Under this close experience, I find death

in prospect the simplest thing in the world,- a thing not to

be feared or regrct_d, or to get excited about in any way.-
I attribute this very much, however, to the nature of my views

of death. The case must be much otherwise with Christians,-

even independently of the selfish and perturbing emotions con-

nected with an expectation of rewards and punishments in the

next world. They can never be quite secure from the danger
that their air-built castle shall dissolve at the last moment, and

that they may vividly perceive on what imperfect evidence and

delusive grounds their expectation of immortality or resurrection

reposes. The mere perception of the incompatibility of immor-
tality and resm:rection may be, and often is, deferred till that

time ; and that is no time for such questions. But, if the intel-

lect be ever so aeeommodating, there is the heart,--steady to its

domestic affections. I, for one, should be heavy-hearted if I

were now about to go to the antipodes,- to leave all whom

I love, and who are bound up with my daily life,- however

certain might be the prospect of meeting them again twenty or

thirty years hence; and it is no credit to any Christian to be
"joyful," "triumphant" and so forth, in going to "glory," while

leaving any loved ones behind,- whether or not there may be

loved ones "gone before." An unselfish and magnanimous person

_annot be solaced, in parting with mortal companions and human

sufferers, by personal rewards, glory, bliss, or any thing of the
sort. I used to think and feel all this before I became emanci-
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pa_ed from the superstition ; and I could only submit, and sup-
pose it all right because it was ordained. But now, the release

is an inexpressible comfort; and the simplifying of the whole

matter has a most tranquillizing effect. I see that the dying

(others than the aged) naturally and r%o_larly, unless disturbed,

desire and sink into death as into sleep. Where no artificial

state is induced, they feel no care about dying, or about living

again. The state of their organisation disposes them to rest ;
and rest is all they think about. We know, by all testi-

mony, that persons who are brought face to face with death by

an accident which seems to leave no chance of escape, have no

religious ideas or emotions whatever. Where the issue is doubt-

ful, the feeble and helpless cry out to God for mercy, and are in
perturbation or calmness according to organisation, training, and

other circumstances : but, where escape appears wholly impossi-

ble, the most religious men think and feel nothing religious at

all,- as those of them who have escaped tell their intimate

friends. And again, soldiers rush upon death in battle with
utter carelessness,--engrossed in other emotions, in the presence

of which death appears as easy and simple a matter as it does to
me now. -- Conscious as I am of what my anxiety would be if I

were exiled to the antipodes, -- or to the garden of Eden, if you

will,- for twenty or thirty years, I feel no sort of solicitude

about a parting which will bring no pain. Sympathy with
those who will miss me, I do feel, of course : yet not very pain-

fully, because their sorrow cannot, in the nature of thinG, long
interfere with their daily peace ; but to me there is no sacrifice,

no sense of loss, nothing to fear, nothing to regret. Under the

eternal laws of the universe, I came into being, and, under them,
I have lived a life so full that its fulness is equivalent to length.

The age in which I have lived is an infant one in the history of
our globe and of ]_an ; and the consequence is, a great waste in

the years and the powers of the wisest of us ; and, in the case
of one so limited in powers, and so circumscribed by early unfa-

vorable influences as myself, the waste is something deplorable.

But we have only to accept the conditions in which we find

ourselves, and to make the best of them ; and my last days are
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cheered by the sense of how much better my later years have
been than the earlier ; or than_ in the earlier, I ever could have

anticipated. Some of the terrible faults of my character which

religion failed to ameliorate, and others which superstition bred
in me, have given way, more or less, since I attained a truer

point of view : and the relief from old burdens, the uprising of
new satisfactions, and the opening of new clearness,- the f_esh

air of Nature, in short, after imprisonment in the ghost-peopled
cavern of superstition,- has been as favourable to my moral

nature as to intellectual progress and general enjoyment. Thus,

there has been much in life that I am glad to have enjoyed; and

much that generates a mood of contentment at the close. Besides

that I never dream of wishing that any thing were otherwise
than as it is, I am frankly satisfied to have done with life. I
have had a noble share of it, and I desire no more. I neither

wish to live longer here, nor to find life again elsewhere. It
seems to me simply absurd to expect it, and a mere act of

restl_eted human imagination and morality to conceive of it. It
seems to me that there is, not only a total absence of evidence of
a renewed life for human beings, but so clear a way of accounting

for the conception, in the _mmaturity of the human mind, that I

myself utterly disbelieve in a future life. If I should find my-
self mistaken, it will certainly not be in discovering any existing

faith in that doctrine to be true. If I am mistaken in supposing

that I am now vacating my place in the universe, which is to be

filled by another, --if I find myself conscious after the lapse of
life, -- it will be all right, of course ; but, as I said, the suppo-

sition appears to me absurd. Nor can I understand why any

body should expect me to desire any thing else than this yielding

up my place. If we may venture to speak, limited as we are,

of any thing whatever being important, we may say that the
important thing is that the universe should be ftfl/of life, as we

suppose it to be, under the eternal laws of the universe : and, if

the universe be full of life, I cannot see how it can signify

whether the one h,,mau faculty of consciousness of identity be

preserved and carried forward, when all the rest of the organisa-

tion is gone to dust, or so changed as to be in no respect properly
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the same. In brief, I cannot see how it matters whether my
successor be called H. M. or A. B. or ¥. Z. I am satisfied that

there will always be as much conscious life in the universe as its

laws provide for; and that certainty is enough, even fo]: my
narrow human conception, which, however, can discern that

caring about it at all is a mere human view and emotion. The

real and justifiable and honourable subject of interest to human

being, living and dying, is the welfare of their fellows, sur-
rounding them, or surviving them. About this, I do care, and

supremely; in what way I will tell presently.

Meantime, as to my own position at this moment, I have a

word or two more to say.- I had no previous conception of the

singular interest of watching human affairs, and one's own among
the rest, and actL,_gin them, when on the verge of leaving them.
It is an interest which is full even of amusement. It has been

my chief amusement, this spring, to set my house and field in

complete order for my beloved successor;--to put up a hand°

some new garden fence, and paint the farming man's cottage,

and restore the ceilings of the house, and plan the crops which
I do not expect to see gathered. The mournful perplexity of

my good farm-servant has something in it amusing as well as

touching ;-- the necessity he is under of consulting me about his

sewings, and his plans for the cows, -- relating to distant autumn

months, and even to another spring, w the embarrassing necessity
that this is to him, while his mind is full of the expectation that

I shah then be in my grave. In the midst of every consultation

about this or that crop, he interposes a hope that I may live to

see his hay, and to eat his celery and artichokes and vegetable
marrow, and to admire the autumn calf; and his zeal for my

service, checked by the thought that his services are in fact for
others, has something in it as curious as touching. --And so it

is, more or less, with all my ix_tercourses, -- that a curious new
interest is involved in them. Mere acquaintances are shocked

that the newspapers should te_d that I am "in a hopeless state,"

that "recovery is impossible" &c., while ray own family and

household have no sort of scruple in talking about it as freely as

I do. A good many people start at hearing what a cheerful, --
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even merry hlittle party we are at home here, and that we

smnetimes play a rubber in the evenings, and sometimes laugh
fill I, for one, can laugh no more. To such wonder, we answer

vehy not _ If we feel as usual, why not do as usual _ Others,

agaln_ cannot conceive how, with my "opinions," I am net

miserable about dying _ and declare that they should be so ; and
this ma_es me wonder, in my turn, that it does not strike them

that perhaps they do not comprehend my views and feelings, and
that there may be something in the matter more than they see

or understand. There is something very interesting to me in tha

evidences of different states of mind among friends and strangers

in regard to my "good" or "bad spirits," -- a matter which ap-

pears to me hardly worth a thought. As it happens, my spirits
are good ; and I find good spirits a great blessing ; but the so-
licitude about them, and the evident readiness to make much of

bad spirits, if I had them, are curious features in my intercourse
with acquaintance or strangers who are kind enough to interest

themselves in my affairs. One sends me a New Testament (as
if I had never seen one before) with the usual hopes of grace
&c_, though aware that the bible is no authority with me _ and,

having been assured that I am "happy," this correspondent has

the modesty to intimate that I ought not to be happy, and that

people sometimes are so "without grounds." It is useless to

reply that, as I have #aot pursued happiness as an aim, all this

kind of speculation is nothing to me. There is the fact ; and
that is enough.- Others, again, who ought, by their professions,

to know better, are very glad about this "happiness," and settle
it in their own minds that christian consolations are administered

to me by God without my knowing it. If so, I can only say it

is a bounty not only gratuitous, but undesired. Christian con-

solations would certainly make me any thing but happy, after my
experience of them in contrast with the higher state of freedom,

and the wider sympathies opened by my later views.

The lesson taught us by these kindly commentators on my

present experience is that dogmatic faith compels the best minds
and hearts to narrowness and insolence. Even such as these

cannot conceive of my being happy in any way but theirs, or
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that there may be views whose operation they do not understand.
In a letter just received, a dear friend says "I have seen no one
since I left you who is 'sorry' about you (about my ' opinions.')
Still I see that the next row, and the next, still more so, am

'very sorry' and 'very very sorry.'" The unconscious insolence
revealed in this "sorrow" is rebuked by the more rational view
of others who are no nearer agr_g with me than the second
and third "row." "Not agreeing," says my friend, "they still
see no more reason for lamentation over you than for you to
lament over them. ' II y a aussl loin de chez toi chez moi que de
chez me/ chez wi,' is the perfectly applicable French proverb."
Another, who professes to venerate martyrs and reformers (ff
only they are dead) is "sorry" again because this, that, or the
other Cause suffers by my loss of influence. The mingled weak-
ne_s and unconscious insolence of this affords a curious insight.
First, there is the dereliction of principle shown in supposing
that any "Cause" can be of so much importance as fidelity to
truth, or can be important at all otherwise than in its relation
to truth which wants vindicating. It reminds me of an incident
which happened when I was in America, at the time of the
severest trials of the Abolitionists. A pastor from the southern
States lamented to a brother clergyman in the North the intro-
duction of the Anti-slavery question, because the views of their
sect were "getting on so well before !" "Getting on !" cried

the northern minister. "What is the use of getting your vessel
on when you have thrown beth captain and cargo overboard_"
Thus, what signifies the pursuit of any one reform, like those
specified, -- Anti-slavery and the Woman question, -- when the
freedom which is the very soul of the controversy, the very
principle of the movement,- is mourned over in any other of
its many manifestations _ The only effectual advocates of such
reforms as those are people who follow truth wherever it leads.
The assumption that I have lost influence on the whole exposes
itself: Nobody can know that I have lost influence on the
whole, either in regard to ordinary social intercourse or to sub-
jects of social controversy ; and I have reason to believe that I

have (without at all intending it) gained influence in proportion
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to the majority that the free-_inkers of our country constitute
to the minority existing in the form of the sect in which I was
reared, or any other.

As to the curious assortment of religious books and tracts sent
me by post, they are much what I have been accustomed to re-
eaive on the publication of each of my books which involved
religions or philosophical subjects. They are too bad in matter
and spirit to be safe reading for my servants ; so, instead of the
waste-basket, they go into the fire. I have not so many anony-
mons letters now as on occasions of publication ; but some which
are not anonymous are scarcely wiser or purer. After the publi-
cation of "Eastern Life," I had one which was too curious to be
forgotten with the rest. It was dated "Cheltenham," and signed
"Charlotte ;" and it was so inviting to a reply that, ff it had borne
any address, I should have been tempted to break through my
custom of silence in such cases. "Charlotte" wrote to make the

modest demand that I would call in and destroy all my writings,
"because they give pain to the pious." It would have been
amusing to see what she would tMnl_ of a proposal that "the
pious" should withdraw all their writings, because they give
pain to the philosophical It might have been of service to sug-
gest the simple expedient, in relief of the pious, that they should
not read books which offend them. After the publication of the
"Atkinson Letters," anonymous notes came in elegant clerical
hand-writing, informing me that prayers would be offered up
throughout the kingdom, for my rescue from my awful condi-
tion, "denying the Lord that bought me," &c. l_ow, the con-
cern seems to be of a gentler sort, and to relate more to my state
of spirits at present than to my destiny hereafter. -- But enough
of this. I have referred to these things, not because they relate
to myself, but because the condition of opinion in English society
at present affords material for profitable study; and my own
position at this moment supplies a favourable opportunity. In
the midst of the meddlesomeness, I do not overlook the human-

ity thus evidenced. My only feeling of concern arises from see-
ing how much moral injury and suffering is created by the
superstitions of the Christian mythology; and again, from the
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chaoticstateofopinionamong Christiansthemselves,and among

thosewho would fainretainthename, while givingup allthe

essentials,and unfurnishedwith a basisof conviction,while

striving to make the fabrics of the imagination serve the pur-

pose. -- As for me, who unexpectedly find myself on the side of
the majority of thoughtful persons on these questions, I am of

course abundantly solaced with sympathy which I can accept ;
and I am more and more sensible, as I recede from the active

scenes of life, of the surpassing value of a philosophy which is

the natural growth of the experience and study,- perhaps I

may be allowed to say, m the progression of a life. While con-
scious, as I have ever been, of being encompassed by ignorance

on every side, I cannot but acknowledge that philosophy has

opened my way before me, and given a staff into my hand, and

thrown a light upon my path, so as to have long delivered me
from doubt and fear. It has moreover been the joy of my life,

harmonising and animating all its details, and making existence
it_Af a festival. Day by day do I feel that it is indeed

"Not harshand crabbedas dull fools suppose;
But musicalas is Apollo's lute."

A state like mine of late has its peculmr privileges, --the first

felt of which is its freedom from cares and responsibilities. I

have hitherto loved solitude perhaps unduly; partly, no doubt,

on account of my deafness, which, from its attendant fatigues, has
rendered solitude necessary, to husband my strength, -- (always,

I now suspect, below the average,) for my work ; but partly also
from the unusual amount of intellectual labour which it has

been my duty to undertake. Now, when my work is done, I

am enjoying genuine holiday, for the first time for a quarter of

a century. I relish, very keenly, the tending of affection, and
the lawful transference of my responsibilities to the young and

s_rong, and those who have a tract of life before them, and who

are pausing on their way to give me the help I necd_ I am now
free for intellectual luxury,--to read what charms me most,

without the feeling that I am playing truant from the school of

tec2mical knowledge, for which I sha]! have no further occasion.
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Again,, I enjoy the _me expendRu_e of my resources. It is som_,
thing pleasant,nog to have to e.on_iderlnoney, -- the money which

I have earned, and laid up to meet such an occasion. But it is

move and better not t_ grudge my time. My hours are now

best spent in affectiozmte intercourses, and in giving a free flow

to every passing da:_. I need not spare my eyes, nor husband

my remaining hearing. I may, in short, make a free and lavish
holiday before I go.

Suuh is the _lfish aspect of the case; and I am bound, having
begun, to tell the whole case.- Far greater are the privileges I

enjoy in mgsrd to the world outside my home. I need not say

that one's interests in regard to one's race, and to human lifo in

the abstract, deepen in+proportion to the withdrawal of one's own
personal implication with them. Judging by my own experi+

eric% one's hopes rise, and one's fears decline as one recedes from

the action and pe_onal solicitude which a_ necessary in the

midst of life, but whinh have a more or less blinding and per-

turbing influence on one's perception and judgnmnt. When at
the zenith, clouds am apt to oomo between one's particular star
and the wide world; whe_as, on _he clear horizon, at the mo-

ment of the star's sinl_ing, nothing intervenes to shroud or dis.

tort the glorious seen_. I was always hopeful for the world ;

but never so much so as now, when I am at full leisure to see

things as they are, and placed apart where the relation of the

pa_t and the future become clear, _nd the meeting+point of the

present is seen in something lik_ its due proportion. It appears
to me now that, while I see much more of human difficulty from

ignomnoe, and from the slow working (as we weak and transitory

beings consider it) of the law of Progress, I discern the working

of that great law with far more clearness, and therefore with a
far stronger confidence, than I ever did before.

When I look at my own count_, and observe the na_.re o£

_he changes which have taken place even within my own time,

I hav_ far mm_ hope than I once had that the inevitable po-

_econstitntion of our state may take pt_e in a peaceaMe

and prospetom mannBr. Thel_ have been times in my lif_

_t_m_ havi_ a f_ obecumr+ view than I xmw entortaAa of. tl_
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necessity of a total change in the form of government, I yet
apprehended a revolution in the fearful sense ih which the word
was understood in my childhood, when the great French Revo-

lution was the only pattern of that sort of enterprise. I now

strongly hope that, whenever our far-famed British Constitution

gives place to a new form of government, it may be through

the ripened will of the people, and therefore in all good will
and prudence. That the change must be made, sooner or later,

was certain from the time when the preponderance of the aris-
tocratic over the regal element in our state became a fact.

_rom the natural alliance between king and people, and the
natural antagonism of aristocracy and people, the occurrence

of a revolution is always, in such a case, a question merely of
time. In our case, the question of time is less obscure than it

was in my childhood. The opponents of the Reform Bill were

right enough, as every body now sees, in saying that the Con-

stitution was destroyed by that act ; though wrong, of course,

in supposing that they could have preserved the balance by

preventing the act of reform. A constitution of checks and
balances, made out of old materials, can never be more than

a provisional expedient ; and, when the balance is destroyed,

when the power of the Crown is a mere lingeringsentiment, and
the Commons hold the Lords in the hollow of their hand, while

no recent House of Commons has been in any degree worthy of
such a trust, the alternative is simply between a speedy revolu-

tion with an unworthy l:tonse of Commons, or a remoter one,

with a better legislature in the mean time. The circumstan-
ces of the hour in which I write seem to show that so much

"social change is near as may be caused by the exposure of a_im_n-
istrative incompetence under the stress of the war. It may be

this, or it may be something else which will rouse the people
to improve *he House of Commons: and under an improved
House of Commons, the establishment of a new method of

government may be long delayed. From the general state of

prosperity and contentment at home, the retrieval of l.mland,

the rapid advance of many good popular objects, and the raising

of the general tone of the popular rn_nd, we may hope that what
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has to be done willbe done well_ Meantime,the thingthat

causes me most anxiety, in regard to our political condition,

is the universal ignorance or carelessness about the true sphere
of legislation. Before the people can be in any degree fit for

the improved institutions, it is highly necessary that they should

understand, and be agreed upon, the true function of legislation

and government ; and this is precisely what even our best men,
in and out of parliament, seem to know nothing about. I

regard this as a most painful and perilous symptom of our con-

dition,--though it has been brought to light by beneficent

action which is, in another view, altogether encouraging. Our

benevolence towards the helpless, and our interest in personal

morality, have grown into a sort of public pursuit; and they
have taken such a hold on us that we may fairly hope that
the wretched and the wronged will never more be thrust out of

sight. But, in the pursuit of our new objects, we have fallen

back,- far further than 1688,- in the principle of our legis-
lative proposals,- undertaking to provide by law against per-

sonal vices, and certain special social contracts, while refusing
that legitimate legislative boon,--a system of national educa_

tion,- which would supersede the vices and abuses complained

of by intelligence more effectually than acts of parliament can

ever obviate them by penalty. If I were to form one hope

rather than another in relation to the political condition of

F_mgland, it would be that my countrymen should rise to the
level of their time, and of their intelligence in other respects, in

regard to the true aims of government and legitimate function
of legislation.

As to the wider political prospects outside our own empire, I

am of much the same opinion now as when I wrote a certain

letter to an Anti-slavery friend in America in 1849, which I
will subjoin. That letter was published in the newspapers at

the time by my correspondent, and it has been republished in

England since the outbreak of the war with Ru_ia.

October 1st, 18_9.

'_MY DE/_ ; We can think of little else at present than
of that which should draw you and us into closer sympathy than
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even that which has so long existed between us. We, on our side
the water, have wz_ched with keen interest the progress of your War
of Opinion, --_he spread of the great controversy which cau_ot but
revolutionize your social principles and renovate your social morais.
For fifteen years past, we have seen that you are _in for it,' and that
you must stand firm amidst the subversion of Ideas, Customs and In-
stitutions, till you find yourselves encompassed by' the new heavens
and the new earth' of whieh you have the sure promise and foresight.

We, -- the whole population of Europe, -- are now evidently enter-
i_ upon a stage of conflict no less important in its issue_ and proba-
bly more painful in its course. You remember how soon after the

conclusion of the Napoleonic war8 our great Pe_ce Mieister, C_n,W,g,
intimated the advent_ sooner or later, of a War of Opinion in Europe ;
a war of deeper si_fificanee than Napoleon could conceive of, and
of a wider spread than the most mischievous of his quarrels. The
war of Opinion which Canning fore_w was in fact a war between
the further and nearer centuriss, -- between Asia and F.urope_--
between despotism and self-government. The preparations were
begun long ag_. The Barons at Runnymede beat up for recruits
when they hailed the si_m_ture of Magna Charta ; and the princes
of York and Lancaster did their best to dear the field for us and

those who are to come after us. The Italian Republics wrought well
for us, and so did the French Revolutions, one after the other as

hints and warnings; and so did the voyage of your Mayflower,
and the Swiss League, and German Zollvereiu, and in short, every
thing that has happened for several hundreds of years. Every thing
has tended to bring our continent and its resident nations to the
knowledge that the first principles of social liberty have now to be
a_erted and contended for, and to prepare the assertors for the great-
eat conflict that the human race has yet witnessed. It is my belief
that the war has actually begun, and that, though there may be
occasional lull_ no man now hvi_ will see the er_ of it.

Russia is more Asiatic than European. It is obscure to us who llve
nearest to her where her power resides. We know only that it is
not with the Emperor, nor yet with the people. The Emperor is
evidently a mere show, -- being nothing except while he fulfils the
policy or pleasure of the unnamed power which we cannot discern.
But, though the ruling power is obscure, the policy is clear enough.
The aim is to maintain and extend despotism ; and the means chosen
are the repression of m_uc_ the corrhption ef consci_nce_ and t_e
reduction of the whole composite population of Russia to a brute
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machine. For a gre_tlargeof time,no quarterofa centuryhas
passedwithoutsome countryand nationhavingfallenin,and become
a compartmentofthe greatmachine; and,the factbeingso,the
most pesr_-1ovingofuscan hardlybe sorrythatthetimehascome

fordecidingwhetherthisistogoon,--whethertheAsiaticprinci-
pleand method of sociallifeare to dominateorsuccumb. The

strugglewillbeno contemptibleone. The greattarantulahas its

spider-clawsout and fixedat inconceivabledistances.The people

ofRussia,wretchedathome,arebetterqualifiedfozforeignaggres-
sionthanforanythingelse.And if,withinherown empire,Russia
knows alltobe looseand precarious,poorand unsound,and _dth

none but a militaryorganisation,sheknows thatshehas forallies,
avowedorconcealed,allthedespotictempersthatexistamong men.

_Totonlysuch GovernmentsasthoseofSpain,Portugal,Rome and
Austriaarein realitythealliesofEasternbarbarism;but allaris-

tocracies,-- all self-seekers, -- be they who and where they may. It is
a significant sign of the times that territorial alliances are giving way
before political af_n_ties,- the mechanical before the essential union :
and, if Russia has not for allies the nations that live near her frontier,
she has those men of every nation who prefer self-will to freedom.

This corrupted "patriarchal" system of society, (but little supo-
zlor to that which exists in your slave States) occupies one-half of
the great battle-field where the hosts are gathering for the fight. On
the other, the forces are ill-assorted, ill-ozganised, too little prepared ;
but still, as having the better cause, sure, I trust, of final victory.
The conflict must be long, because our constitutions are, like yours,
compromises,our governmentsasyeta mere patch-work,our popu-
larlibertiesscantyand adulterated,and greatmassesof ourbrethren

hungryand discontented.We havenotalittletostruggleforamong
ourselves,when our wholefo_e isneededagainsttheenemy. In

_o countryofEurope isthe representativesystemof government

more than a mere beginning. Im no country of Europe is human
brotherhood practically asserted. Nowhere axe the prin,iptes of
givilisation of Western Europe detarmined and declared, and made
the grouncl-wark of organised action, as happily your principles a_
as against those of your slave-holdlng opponenta But, raw an&
ill-organise_ m axe our forces, they wilt be strQng, sooner or later,
agaim_ the serried armies of the Asiatic policy. I_ on the one s'tc_.
the soul comes up to battle with a_ imperfect and ill-defended bedy_
on the other, the body is wholly wi_ a seul_ and must, in tim
end, fall to pieces. T_ best part of the mind of Western Eurolm
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willmake itselfa body by dintofaction,and the pressurewhich

must bringout itsforces;and itmay be doubtedwhetheritcould
become duly embodiedin any otherway. What formsofsociety
may ariseasfeaturesofthisnew growth,neitheryou nor I cansay.
We can onlyaskeach otherwhether,witnessingaswe dothe spread

of Communist ideasin everyfreenationof Europe,and thead-

missionby some ofthe most cautiousand old-fashionedobservers
ofsocialmovementsthatwe in Englandcannotnow stopshortof

"a modifiedcommunism,"theresultisnotlikelytobeawhollynew
socialstate,ifnotayetundreamed-ofsocialidea.
"However thismay be,--whileyour slavequestionisdominant

inCongress,and theDissolutionofyourUnionisbecominga famil-

iaridea,and an avowed aspiration,our crisisisno lessevidently

approaching.Russiahas Austriaunderher foot,and sheiscasting

a cornerofher wide pallover Turkey. Englandand Franceare
awake and watchful;and somany men ofeverycountryareastir,

thatwe may relyupon itthatnotonlyareterritorialalliancesgiving
way beforepoliticalaf_xities,but nationaltieswillgiveway almost
asreadily,iftheprinciplesofsociallibertyshoulddemand thedis-

integrationofnations.Let us not say,evento ourselves,whether

we regardsuchan issuewith hope orfear.Itisa possibilitytoo
vastto be regardedbut with simplefaithand patience.In this

spiritletus contemplatewhat isproceeding,and what iscoming,
doingthe littlewe can by a constantassertionoftheprinciplesof
socialliberty,and a perpetualwatch foropportunitiestostimulate

human progress.

_Whether yourconflictwillbemerelyamoralone,you canform
a betterideathanI. Ours willconsistina longand bloodywar-

fare- possiblythelast,but inevitablenow. The empireof brute
forcecan conductitsfinalstruggleonlyby bruteforce;and there
are but few yet on the othersidewho have any.ethernotionor

desire.While I sympathisewhollywith you astoyour means as

well as your end,you willnot withholdyour sympathy from us

becauseour heroesstillasserttheirviews and willsby exposing
themselvestowoundsand deathinthefield,and assentingoncemoro

totheold _ 8ec/u_/turaboutMightand Right. Let them thistime
obtainthe lowersortof Might by theinspirationoftheirRightp

and inanotherage,theywillaim higher.But I neednotthuspeti-

tionyou ;forIwellknow thatwhere thereismostofRight,them

willyoursympathiessurelyrest,
. uBelieve me your friend,

"HARRIET MARTINEAU."
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I have no doubt whatever of the power of France and ]_ngland
to chastise Russia, without the aid of any other power. I

should have no doubt of the power of F.ngland alone (if that
power were well administered) to humble Russia, provided the

case remained a simple one. But that is precisely what appears

impossible, under the existing European dynasties. I now

expect, as I have anticipated for many years, a war in F.urope

which may even outlast the century,- with occasional lulls;
and I suppose the result must be, after a dreary chaotic interval,

a discarding of the existing worn-out methods of government,

and probably the establishment of society under a wholly new

idea. Of course, none but a prophet could be expected to
declare what that new idea will be. It would be rational, but

it is not necessary here, to foretell what it would _,ot be or
include. But all that I feel called on to say now, when I am

not writing a political essay, is that the leading feature of any

such radical change must be a deep modification of the institu-

tion of Property;--certainly in regard to land, and probably

in regard to much else. Before any effectual social renovation

can take place, men must efface the abuse which has grown up
out of the transition from the feudal to the more modern state ;

the abuse of land being held as absolute property ; whereas in
feudal times land was in a manner held in trust, inasmuch as

every land-holder was charged with the subsistence of all who

lived within his bounds. The old practice of Man holding Man

as property is nearly exploded among civilised nations ; and the
analogous barbarism of Man holding the surface of the globe
as property cannot long survive. The idea of this being a bar-

barism is now fairly formed, admitted, and established among

some of the best minds of the time ; and the result is, as in all

such eases, ultimately secure.
These considerations lead my thoughts to America; and I

must say that I regard the prospects of the republic of the

United States with more pain and apprehension than those of

any other people in the civilised world. It is the only instance,

I believe,ofa nationbeing inferiorto itsinstitutions;and the

result will be, I fear, a mournful spectacle to the world. I am
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not t_inking chiefly, at t_i_ momeat, of American Eavery. I
thave shown elsewhere what I tb_nk and _ abont

_-Ne_m slavery in the United States, as xega_ls the a_ri_i_

Union, is near its end, I have no doubt. I _gard with _ deeper
Goncern the manifest retrogression of the American people, in

_beir pohtical and social character. They seem to be lapsing

from national readiness into childhood, -- retrograding from the

aims and interests of Y_henineteenth century into those of the
fifteenth and sixteenth. Their passion for territorial aggrandise-

merit, for gold, for buceaneering adventure, and for vulgar

praise, axe seen miserably united with the pious pmC_ensionsand
fraudulent ingenuity which were, in Europe, old-fashioned tinge

centuries ago, and which are now kept alive only in a few petty

or despised States, where dynasty is on its last lega I know
.that there are better men, and plenty of them, in America tha_

._hose who represent the nation in the view of Europe ; but
:those better men are silBnt and reactive ; and the national retro-

gression is not visibly retarded by them I fear it cannot be.
I fear that when the bulk of a _tion is below its ins_tutions,

whether by merely wanting the requis£te knowledge, or by

being in an immature moral cendition, -- it is not the i.atelli-
genee and vi_ue of a small, despairin_ inactive minority that

c_n save it from lapse in£o bambacism. I fe,_r tha_ f_e Ameri-

can nation is composed almost entirely of l_he vast majority who

_arsely boast, and the small minority who timidly despa_

,of the Republic. It appears but too. probahle that _be law of
Progression may hold good _ regard to the world at large
without preventing the retrogression of particular por_orm of tl_

zaee. But the American case is not ex_fly of this kind. I

_ather take it to be that a few wise men, nnd_r solem_u m_l

inspiring influences, laid down a lofbier po]itic_ _m_ t_m
_heir successors were able to §,l_l. If so, _he_e is, whatever

_disappointment, no retrogrcesio_, properly _klr_j, We

the .American chama_ter _nd policy _o be mpmsen_cl by

the _hiefs of the _evolution, and _ Declm_m _4' I_epen-
• le_ _nd _i_n _nsti_on ; _i no_ _ find _ve_

_ds_ke_ in oar aup_. It _ .adi_p1_in_nm_; but
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l_d _ather _dmit a disappoin_nent than have to witness an

_etrogr_ion.
lr_ff_cing these nationat distinctions, in regarding the peoples

as the human race, t_he condition of humanity appears to one

who is taking leave of it very hopeful, though as yet exceed-

ingly infantine. It is my deliberate opinion that the one essen-
requisite of haman welfare in all ways is scientific knowledge

of haman nature. It is my belief that we can in no way but

by sound knowledge of M_n learn, fully and truly, any thing
else ; and that it is only when glimpses of that knowledge were

opened,-- however scantily and obscurely, -- that men haw

effectually learned any thing else. I believe that this science

is fairly initiated ; and it follows of course that I anticipate for

the raae amelioration and progression at a perpetually accelerated
ran Attention is fully _ed now on the nature and mode of

development of the human being; and the key to his mental
and moral organisation is found. The old scoff of divines

against philosophers must now soon be dropped, --the reproach
t_Lat they have made no advance for a thousand years ;--that

flaere were philosophers preaching two thousand years ago, who

have hardly a disciple at this _ay. In a little while this can
never .more be sam ; nor could it be said now by any one

who understood the minds of _he people among whom he lives.

The glorious aims and spirit of philosophy have wrought for

good in every age since those ancient sages lived ; and the name
_md image of each is the morning star of the day in which each

lived. In this way were the old philosophers truly our masters ;

and they may yet claim, in a f_turc age, the discipleship of the
whale human race. Bat to them scientific fact was wanting: by

them it was ana_taSnable_ Their aim and their spirit have led

recent generations to the discovery of the element wanting,-
the scientific fact; and, now that is done, the progression of

tfllitosophy is secure. Tim philosophy of human nature is placed
on a _ien_i_ basis ; and it, and all _ther departments of phi-

losophy, (fur all de_end mainly on _is one) are already spring-

_g fca-w_rd so as be be wholly incomparable with those of a

t_o_ y_ ago. There _ no need to retorLthe scoff of
VOI_ IL
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divines, as facts are against them. There is no need to inquire
of them what is the state of Christianity at the end of 1800
years, nor what it has done in regenerating human nature, and

establishing peace on earth and goodwill among men, according

to its promise. Leaving divines on one side, as professionally
disqualified for judging of the function and prospects of phi-

losophy, and looking at the matter in a speculative, and not an
antagonistic way, I should say that the time cannot be far off

when, throughout the civilised world, theology must go out

before the hgh_ of philosophy. As to the fact, the civilised

world is now nearly divided between gross Latin or Greek

catholicism and disbelief of Christianity in any form. Protes-

tantism seems to be going out as fast as possible. In Germany
the Christian faith is confessedly extinct ; and in France it is not
far otherwise. The Lutheramsm of Sweden is, in its effects,

precisely like the catholicism of Spain or Italy, and will issue in

"infidelity" in the one country as surely as in the others. In

England, the lamentations of the religious world, and the dis_
closures of the recent Census, show how even outward adhesion

to Christianity is on the dechns: and if they did not, the

chaotic state of religious opinion would indicate the fact no less

reliably. In America we see Protestantism run wild,--each

man being his own creed-maker; and the result,- a seeking

erelong for something true and stable,- is secure.- l_ot only
is such the state of the civilised world, but it must be so. Pre-

cisely in proportion to Man's ignorance of his own nature, as

well as of other things, is the tendency of his imagination to
inform the outward world with his own consciousness. The

fetish worshipper attributes a consciousness like his own to

every thing about him ; the imputation becomes more select and
rare through every rising grade of theology, till the Christian

makes his reflex of himself invisible and intangible, or, as he

says, "spiritual." His God is an invisible idol, fading away
into a faint abstraction, exactly according to the enlightenment

of the worshipper, till he who does justice to his own faculties

gives up the human attributes, and the personality of that First

Cause which the form of his intellect requires him to suppose,
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and is called an atheist by the idolaters he has left behind
t_m. By the verification and spread of the science of human
nature, the conflict which has hitherto attended such attainment

as this will be spared to our successors. When scientific facts

are established, and self-evident truths are brought out of them,

there is an end of conflict ;--or it passes on to administer

discipline to adventurers in fresh fields of knowledge. About
this matter, of the extinction of theology by a true science of

human nature, I cannot but say that my expectation amounts
to absolute assurance ; and that I believe that the worst of the

conflict is over. I am confident that a bright day is coming for
future generations. Our race has been as Adam created at

nightfall. The sohd earth has been but dark, or dimly visible,

while the eye was inevitably drawn to the mysterious heavens
above. There, the successive mytholo_es have arisen in the

east, each a constellation of truths, each glorious and fervently
worshipped in its course; but the last and noblest, the Chris-

tian, is now not only sinking to the horizon, but paling in the
dawn of a brighter time. The dawn is unmistakable; and the

sun will not be long in coming up. The last of the mytholo_es
is about to vanish before the flood of a brighter light.

_'ith the last of the mytholo_es will pass away, aider some

lingering, the immoralities which have attended all mytholo-
gies. l_ow, while the state of our race is such as to need all

our mutual devotedness, all our aspiration, all our resources of

courage, hope, faith and good cheer, the disciples of the Christian
creed and morality are balled upon, day by day, to "work out

their oH salvation with fear and trembhng," and so forth.

Such exhortations are too low for even the wavering mood and

quacked morality of a time of theological suspense and uncer-
tainty. In the extinction of that suspense, and the discrediting

of that selfish quackery, I see the prospect, for future genera-

tions, of a purer and loftier virtue, and a truer and sweeter

heroism than divines who preach such self-seeking can conceive

of: When our race is trained in the morality which belongs
to ascertained truth, all "fear and trembling" will be left to

children; and men will have risen to a capacity for higher work
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than saving tJaemselves,-- to that of "working out" the welfare
of their race, not in "fear and trembling," but with serene hope
and joyfizl assurance.

The world as it is is growing somewhat dim before my eyes ;
but the world as it is to be looks brighter every day.
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MEMORIALSOF HARRIETMARTINEAU.

INTRODUCTION.

IT was about the New Year's time of 1855, being then resi-
dent in Paris, that I wrote to my most valued friend, Harriet

_¢[artineau, expressing the natural feelings of the season, and the

hope that she would soon visit me. Knowing that she had been

even more than commonly occupied, and not in her usual health,

I entreated her to spare herself the fatigue of writing to me, un-
less she had more leisure at command than I supposed. A few

days brought me the following letter :--

LO_rDO_,January 24th.

MY DEAR FRIEI_D,-- YOU are generous in desiring me not to
write to you if too busy. I need not say that keeping up my friend-
ship with you is more important than any business, and dearer than
most pleasures. I must tell you now why I have not written before ;
and I wish I could spare you, by the way of telling, any of the pain
which I must give you. The last half-year has been the gravest, per-
haps, that I have ever known. I think I told you of the sad cholera
season when I was at Sydenham, and some of the best people at work
among us died, and others were sick, and I had their work to do
while ill myself, and sore at heart for the world's loss in them. Two
months later died my very dear friend, the editor of the "Daily
News," a --cut off by a fever at the age of forty,- a man whose
place cannot possibly be filled. Since Dr. FoUen's death, I have not
had such a personal sorrow; but in sight of his devoted wife and
his four children, and the gap made in our public action by his loss,
I could not dwell on my own sorrow. And now it turns out that I

* FredericKnight Hunt.
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need not ; for I am going to follow him. My clear friend, you are a
brave woman_ and you have shown that you can serenely part with
comrades and friends, and work on for the cause ; and you must do

the same again. I will try to work with you for such time as I
remain ; but I am mortally ill, and there is no saying for how long
this may be. For many months past I have had symptoms of what
now turns out to be organic disease of the heart ; -- symptoms oeca-
sionlng so little trouble (no pain), that I did not attend sufficiently to
them_ _othing cot_ld have been done ff I had. The anxiety and
fatigue of the autnmn increased the ailment, and for a month past,
and from week to week, it has become so much worse that I put my-
self under the charge of Dr. Latham, the first man for heart-com-
plaints. After a little correspondence, we met yesterday. He made
a long examination by auscultation, and did not attempt to conceal
the nature and extent of the mischief. He made me observe that he

gave me his impression,- reserving a positive opinion till he should
have watched the case ; but the ir_Fre_;o_ was one which he would
not have communicated if he had not been very sure of his ground.

From his being unable to feel the pulsation of the heart in any direc-
tion, while it is audible over a large surface, he believes that the

organ is extremely feeble in structure, -- "too weak for its work,"
and very greatly enlarged. The treatment prescribed only show_
the desperation of the case. We do not yet know when I may return
home, -- I wish to be there ibr the latter period, --which may be a
long one for anght I know, but I think not, from the great progress
the case has made within a month. If I should be living when you

are in England, I am sure you will come and see me : you will meet
me if I am alive, and we can manage it. If not, my beloved friend,
take my blessing on yourself and your labors, and my assurance
that my knowledge of you has been one of the greatest privilegesand
pleasures of my life.

This is not the answer you are loo_ing for to your charming invi-
tation ; but such is life, and such a marplot is death ! I think you
can ha_x31ywant much information as to my state of feeling. My life
has been a fuU and vivid one,--so that I consider myself a very old
woman indeed, and am abundantly satisfied with my share in the
universe (even if that were of any real consequence). I have not

the slightest anxiety about dying,--not the slightest reluctance to it.
I enjoy looking on, and seeing our world under the operation of a
law of progress ; and I really do not feel that my dropping out of it_
now or a few years hence, is a matter worth drawing attention to at
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all,--my own or another's. Your friend's book arrived safe,- you
must have it aguin, dear friend. Your name is on it, and it shall
return to you. I have. as yet, only looked at it. When I go home,
I will see whether or not I can read it, and serve it by notice. I
hope to work to the last in the "Daily News," which is easy work,
and the most important possible; and now the more so because the

present editor is more up to American subjects than any Englishman
I have met with. It is really a substantial comfort to find how
sound and enlightened and heartily conscientious he is about the
vices of Yankeedom and the merits of your true patriots.

And now, dear friend, farewell, at least for the present. If you
w/sh to write, do so. But I do not ask it, because I desire that you
should do what is most congenial to your own feelings. If you do
write_ address to Ambleside, for I cannot at all tell how long I must
remain here, and your letters will be constantly forwarded.

My love to your daughters and your sisters, and best wishes to
your son-in-law.

I am, while I live,
Your loving frienc_

HARRIET _IARTINEAU.

After the reception of this letter our correspondence became

very frequent ; for we felt that her hold on life was so precari-
ous, that every interchange of thought or feeling became doubly

precious. Her letters to me were all charming in their tone of
elevated good sense, deep and tender feeling, and natural cheer-
_Luess.

On the 26th of _/Iareh I received one which did not fail to

produce all the effect that from her long knowledge of me she
was so well able to foresee.

"I take courage this fine morning to write to you on the subject
ne_u'estmy heart. It will come very near to yours too ; and that is
why I feet a sort of shrinking from exciting so much emotion as my
proposition will awaken in you. Also I shall rather dread the
quenching of a new hope by your reply. The matter is this. You
know I am writing my Autobiography. While it was an infant mat-
ter, and there seemed reason to suppose I should not live to do much
of it, I yearned to ask you to undertake to finish it. But there
seemed too much English literary work. Now, the case is altered.
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I have done so mucl_ and seem so likely to do more, if not even the
whole of the interior life, that I may fairly indulge my first wish,
and look to you .... to render the last services to me."

She went on to speak of my peculiar qualifications to treat of
the whole remarkable American period of her life, which had so

largely modified all that remained ; and she mentioned three
misgivings she felt in making her request.

First, that I should not have time to flllfll it, in the midst of

the antislavery labours in which I was always fully engaged ;

second, that I might decide it to be injurious to the cause for

me to issue the biography of "such an infidel as herself :" and

third, that I might praise her too much. -- "You greatly over-
rate me."

In case of my acceptance, she placed at my discretion the

whole immense mass of journals, memoranda, letters, papers, and

manuscript studies of her whole life.

There is no need to say what I felt of sorrow and of inade-

quacy for the service demanded. But I could not hesitate ; and

I replied, while combating her choice with all the arguments I

possessed, that, in case it remained unchanged, there was noth-
ing she could ask that I could refuse : I was wholly at her dis-

position, living or dying. Her mind remained unchanged, even
after the part undertaken by herself was completed : and thus it

was that it became my duty to take up the parallel thread of her
exterior life,- to gather up and co-ordinate from the materials

placed in my hands the illustrative facts and fragments by her
omitted or forgotten; and to show, as far as I may, what no

r,_nd can see for itself, -- the effect of its own personality on the
world.
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"THE poorDucklingwas huntedabout by everyone..... And the Cat said
to it, ' Canyou bendyourback and purrand give out sparks_' ONe.' _Then
please to haveno opinionof yourownwhile seuslble folks are speaking.' And
the Duckling sat in a corners and was melancholy,and the freshair and the
sunshine streamed in, and it was seizedwith such a longingto swim on the
waterthat it coulclnot help telling the Hen of it. 'It is so charmingto sw_m,
and so refreshing to dive down to the bottom.' _A mighty pleasure,' said
the Hen. ' I fancyyou must havegonecrazy. Ask the Cat ; ask our mistress
the old woman,the cleverestanimalI know,and whoso cleverasshe? Do you
think they haveany desireto swim, andlet the waterclose over their heads._'
'You don't understandme/said the Duckling."

I_A.N8 CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN.

FOR a thoroughcomprehensionof the eminentpersonageof

whose interior lifo we have been thus made sharers, it is neces-

sary to cast a single retrospective glance over the land into which
she was born_

It was the isolated, Tory-governed England of more than sev-

enty years ago,- the F_ngland of agricultural, commercial, colo-

nial, and manufacturing monopoly; the England of religious
disabilities, feminine disqualifications, and sharp class distinc-

tions ; the ]_ngland of unquestioned universal taxation; the

England of poor-laws, game-laws, corn-laws, tithes, and slavery.

Who could have foreseen, in this delicate, suffering infant the

influential opposer of all these great national evils _ And yet

one cannot help observing, in the current of her early feelings

and thoughts as exhibited in the kutobi%oTaphy, the very charac-
ter which should mark the great reformer and legislator. What

she was as a child she continued essentially to be as a woman.

Never was a human being more of one piece through life. The
few authentic anecdotes of her childhood that are to be found
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beyond the limits of the preceding Autobiography show the same

groundwork of character as her most recent experience. There
is development, improvement, progress,- but not change.

In order to appreciate justly the powers of a human being, we
must note the obstacles to be overcome; and the circumstances

of Harriet M_rtineau's infancy were sadly obstructive. An_{ous,
nervous, and timid from ill health, plain in feature and awk-

ward for lack of self-esteem, her great powers found neither rec-

ognition nor sympathy. Had they been as tenderly hailed and

cherished as they were systematically humbled and denied, what

a waste of energy had been avoided, and what unnecessary sufo
feting spared l Had she been the eldest child, to have been

praised by a vain mother, or the youngest, to have Been pett_l
by a fond one, she would not have been so painfully deprived of
the natural current of hope and joy that lilts human nature so

happily over the entrance of life. But at the period of her birth

children had ceased to be a novelty in the household. The sixth

of a family of eight, she was neither petted nor praised. It was

her lot to be disciplined, and that not wisely. The feeble, hum-
ble, grandly endowed child was alternately neglected and tor-

mented, and all her welfare and happiness sacrificedby the

high-spirited, clever, conscientious mother, whose sense of duty

far outstripped her power of sympathy.

Thus hardly dealt with by her mother, and subjected to the

arrogant q, iz_ng of the elder children, the first words of en-
couragement she ever received came to her in the guise of

severity. She was suffering from a fly having got into her eye.

"Harriet !" said the mother, firmly grasping her for the opera-

tion, "I know that you have resolution, and you must stand

still till I get it out." Thus conjured, the startled, nervous little
creature never stirred till the obstruction was removed.- And

was she, the trembling little one, "with cheeks pale as clay,"
"fiat white forehead over which the hair grew low," "eyes

hollow,- eyes light, large, and full, generally red with crying,
--a thoroughly scared face,"--was she, then, resolute ? She

ran to the great gateway near the street, and beckoned to a play-

mate, to tell her what her mother had said. "Is t]_2 all you
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have made me come to hear _" It was the first encouraging word
she had ever heard, and she could find no one with whom to

share the new joy. Till now she had never thought herself

worth any thing whatever. Her whole infancy confirmed the

profound intuition of Madame de Stall, that suffering carries

trouble even into the conscience. She had natm_ally thought,
because she was miserable, that she was stupid, wicked, and dis-

agreeable. Henceforward, scoldings always cheered her when
they implied a recognition of any value in her character or ac-

quirements. An accusation of carelessness was in this way con-

yerted into a sort of moral support. Her tippet slipped awry

one Sunday morning before chapel ; and, while pinning it

straight, her mother sternly bade her remember that superior
book-knowledge will never make up for being troublesome. All
service-time and long after did she ponder whether she had

book-knowledge. To such a child "the taking-down system,"
as she has called it, might have been fatal. And it seems to

have been England's fatal mistake, --the mistake of a race as

well as that of a family ;-- in education, in criticism, in legis-
lation. :New England, though more lax in educational disci-

pline, has been thought by strangers no less cold and dry of
heart than Old England. The distinguished French statesman

and author, Gustave de Beaumont, observing upon the extreme
rarity of any demonstrations of tenderness in American house-

holds, declares that the few families in which he noticed them

were called in derision "the kissing families."
The probability seems to be that an examination of French and

English domestic life would prove the happy childhood of Mar-

montel and the wretched one of Lady Jane Grey to be tolerable

representative cases for each nation. The "little hearts palpi-

tating with joy" to the bubbling of the boiling chestnuts, "the
best of grandmothers and the most temperate of women making
us all gluttons by dividing among us the quince she had so much

enjoyed roasting for us beneath the ashes,"-- is the French pen-

dant to the English picture of Lady Jane Grey, rigorously held,
"with pinches, nips, and bobs," to do every thing "even so per-

fectly as God made the world ; "-- till, for very wretchedness,
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she wished herself well out of it. In such national pictures,

rank makes no difference. The whole is a matter of race ; and

the advantage is so manifestly with the gentler one, as to demand
a reform in the other. The sterner one claims that its hardness

and coldness are merely exterior. Be it so. But there are some
overt acts that warm and tender hearts should debar themselves :

--flogging, fagging, and "taking down." Harriet Martineau's

opposite nature rose up in afar times against it, in all these
departments of human life. The sweet, protesting Huguenot

blood seems to have been concentrated in so large a measure in

Harriet Martineau, and so combined with her other great endow-

ments, as to make her a mystery to her family. This a child

could not, of course, suspect or comprehend; and she went on
blaming herself at every instance of incompatibility. Well

might her affectionate, sympathetic nature cry aloud from that

time forward for gentler methods of discipline and a freer

effusion of heart; since only twice in all her childhood could

she remember to have received any demonstrations of tender-
ness.

One among many anecdotes which come to me perfectly

authenticated shows how impossible it was for Harriet Marti-

neau to conceive of those class distinctions which are so generally

, uppermost in the thoughts of her countrymen, as to have drawn

satirical rebuke from minds utterly unlike her own, in being by

no means too grandly made to be instantly classified.

A distant cousin, of a branch of the family which had fallen
through poverty into a social position inferior to the rest, became

the subject of conversation in Harriet's hearing. "After all,"
observed the mother, "she is the handsomest of the clan."

When her mother and ]VIre. Opie were talking over the annoy-

ance of the begging relation, Harriet repeated the remar]_ about

the solitary beauty of the family. "_rhy should she not repeat
it _" was her reply to subsequent reproofs. "Indeed, Harriet,

if you do not see why, it is of no use to try to explain to you."

Of no use, in truth. Her choice and treatment of subjects in her

whole literary career show that she never attained the power of
attaching ideas of disgrace or honour to mere social conditions :
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and she transcended them in every direction, from childhood
onward.

Whether all be for the best or no, one thing is certain, --that
the best may always be made of it. Heart-breaking as it is to
see the noblest germs of human character treated as weeds to be
eradicated, and the broad, deep sympathies that knew no limita-
tions of egotism mistakenly repressed, and their necessary reac-
tion strangely stigmatized as arrogance and obstinacy, there is a
consolation in the thought that all this weight of suffering in-
flicted on a being so conscientious and sensitive, however hurtful

as personal discipline, wrought a preparation for incalculable
public service. The affections so outraged and repressed did
but flow the stronger and deeper. Injustice could not pervert a
natural rectitude so true, nor oppression harden into selfishness
a sympathy so tender. They did hut render "metal-strong" the
poet heart that gave itself to life's great organ-music in the after
years, so early, so gladly, and with so full a consciousness.

'VOL. II.
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r,Lookscommercingwiththe skies."--MILTOn.

"The intellectualpowers throughwordsandthings
Wentsoundingon."

WORDSWORTH.

"Into-dayalreadywalksto-morrow."--SCH_LER,Wallens_eln.

I AS indebtedtofriendsofheryoutholderthanherselffor

a pictureof HarrietMartineauasshewas inher school-days.

"She was,"saysone of them,"what iscalledamong us in

Englandanold-fashionedchild,--sententiousandthickofutter-

ance.""A littleprimthing,withaverygravecountenance,
thecompanionand care-takerofher youngerbrother,who was

an irritablechild."The same sketchgivesan outhneof her
mother. "It was thefirsttimeIhad everseenher,and she

frightenedme. She appearedtome toordereverythingand

everybodyrightandleft,andthoughby no meansanindulgent

mother,shewas yeta proudone,and had confidencein the
resultsof herown managementand systemof education.I
wassomuch impressedby hercleverness,and feltthatshehad

suchacontemptformyselfandtheway inwhichIwasbrought

up,thatnever,tothedayofherdeath,did I failtobe taken

by surpriseby any expressionon herpartofconfidenceinmy

judgment,pleasureinmy company,orapprobationofmy house-
hold. The apprehensionofthisformidablevisitoron thefirst

occasionmade me ill.It was thesetting-downwa_ shehad,

whichwassoterribleto sensitiveyoung people,and whichher
own childrenfelt,thoughI do notknow thatthetwo eldest

everexperiencedittothe samed%Tee. Perhapsher young
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mother prideand instinctsuppressedit. _'hen she was atthe

age ofthLrteenI saw much ofHarriet.I remember _otenderness

towards her,but the same severityand sharpnessof manner,

clevernessof management, and sarcasticobservationof other

people's management. I thought Harriet at that time a clever

child, but an odd and wise one. She used then, I remember, to

be left much by herself,- put aside, as it were ..... At that

time she was occasionally a little deaf. After this time I do not
remember hearing of her except at school at Bristol,- of her

being happy there, and a great favourite. What a good thing, I

thought, for Harriet, that she has found friends of her own, and

encouragement : for I had a vague and private idea that she was

not developed at home. _Next I was gratified and surprised to
receive a most affectionate letter from her, on an occasion of

severe affliction, and I was pleased to think I might find a

second friend in that family,- her elder sister and myself

having been intimate for years. Then Harriet visited me, and
I began to like and understand her." This same friend saw
Harriet Martineau in various circumstances of trial and sor-

row, and says thereupon, "I frequently saw her own cheer-
ful simplicity and fortitude construed by others into cold-

ness and indifference. I did not generalize at the time as I

have since done, but I then learned that the heart runs the risk

of being thought cold which does not overrule and outstep
every other faculty and power. Folly, with a display of selfish

feeling, is excused; but the tenderest heart obeying a higher

command is not appreciated, except by those who know it inti-
mately."

Amid all the obstructions of this period of her early youth

she was in one thing most fortunate. Her strong intellectual
powers were committed to the training of a schoolmaster who

was a scholar, and in companionship with his boy pupils. Both

these circumstances insured her the inestimable advantage of a
thorough classical and mathematical groundwork of education,

freed from the mistake that there is a female road to knowledge.

Her delight in reading found its satisfaction in the best English

poetry, history, critical literature, and a political newspaper.
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Thus deeply and soundly were laid the foundations of her liter-

ary life.
l_either does her boarding-_chool life at Bristol seem to have

been weakened down to a supposed inferiority in the needs of

woman. One of her schoolmates thus gives me her impressions
of that time.

"Harriet was considered among us as especially the good girl,
always working diligently and conscientiously, and never seeming to
think pleasure possible till duty was performed. Her companions
thought her very clever, but I think she then showed no signs of
_brilliant ab_ties. She was perhaps more respected by them than
loved ; but liked by all ; for from her they never felt any inconven-
iences of ill-temper and selfishness. She was not ambitious of shin-
ing or pleasing; was sometimes thought conceited because she was
not content with a low aim in any thing, nor ever seemed to doubt
]aer power to learn or to do what she proposed to herself. She had
much reverence in her character, and I always thought a true humil-
ity. Her manner was quiet and reserved, rather than melancholy or
timid. She appeared self possessed, but was very silent and uncom-
municative, except in quiet conversation with a friend, when her
thoughtful and affectionate nature came out freely. She seldom or
never talked of herself on such occasions ; rather of her family and
her friends, of whom she always spoke in such a way that it became a
i_overb among us that ' all the Norwich geese were swans.' Wo_s-
worth's line would have more correctly described her, I

cTrue to the kindred points of Heavenandhome '

"She was graver and laughed more rarely than any young person
I ever knew. Her face was plain, and (you will scarcely believe it)
she had no light in the countenance, no expression to redeem the
features. The low brow and rather large under lip increased the
effect of her natural seriousness of look, and did her much injustice.
I used to be asked occasionally, 'What has offended Harriet, that she
looks so glum ?' I, who understood her, used to answer, ' Nothing ;
she is not offended ; it is only her look.'

"She was fond of poetry, Milton and Wordsworth especially. She
first made me acquainted with Lycidas. I can now recs]l her tone and
manner in many passages of that poem, as well as in certain parts of
the New Testamenh which we used to read at night together in our
bedroom.
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"I do not supposethatsheshowed promiseatthattimeof any
thingremarkable.Some weregreatlysurprisedwhen shepublished,
some yearsafterwards,a volume of medltationsand prayers.The

lateDr.Carl)enter,who knew httle'ofherexceptasastudentinhis

Sundayclass,expressedsomuch surpriseatthattimeastoastonish
me, who saw nothinginitthatIdidnotkalowtobeinher."

Harriet Martineau speaks in her Autobiography of her infant

concealments occasioned by fear; but the declaration of all her
early friends whom I have known is uniform as to the beautiful

sincerity of her character and the habitual truthfulness of her

intercourse in youth. The expression of one of them is, "She

seemed, above all, to desire truth in the inward part."

All her family and friends were, at this time, disagreeably
impressed with the first evidences of that integrity of mind and

impartiality of judgment which made her in after life the chosen

umpire and advocate of all classes and conditions of men who

desire to have wrong righted. When, piercing through appear-

ances to the very heart of thin_, she stood by the royal family

against the Martineau family, # she was met by a shout of de-

rision and a reprimand for immorality. Unlike the :French
statesman who "passed his life in coming to the rescue of the

strongest," her true and heroic instincts always drew her to the

side of the most defenceless, wherever that post might chance
to be. One of the latest acts of her life was an endeavour

to procure the correction, by the editor of the "Nation" (an

American newspaper she very highly esteemed), of a misrepre-
sentation that had crept into it about the Prince of Wales and

Dean Stanley's sermon on his departure for India.

Thus passed the thoughtful, dutiful youth of Harriet Marti-

neau, in serious studies, as well as others that were in that day
called accomplishments. Her delight in music and in modern

languages, so soon to receive a check from her increasing deaf-

ness, was still unalloyed. Her resolute spirit bore down by
method and industry, even at that early age, all weakness of

the flesh. To her classical and belles-_tres studies she joined
biblical and metaphysical ones. But the influence of Unitarian-

• See Vol. I. p. 61.
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ism proper seems in her case to have been, in a sense, an ob-

structive one. It releases from authority without committing to
reason, and is therefore obliged to rely upon routine, which

fetters the imagination. Its chief excellency in England (cited

by Dr. Channing as its great defect) had by this time, too, be-

come obscure : it was no longer the synonyme of political pro-
test ; though the reflected light of Priestley's hfe still illuminated
it to the eye of Harriet Martineau.

All the above-mentioned studies, not customarily permitted to

women at that period in England any more than in the Umted

States, were planned for and encouraged by Mrs. Martineau.
Her own superior mind bore to her unmLstakable inward witness

that the education which was good for her sons must be no less

beneficial to her daughters ; and Harriet profited by that convic-
tion to the utmost, while cultivating to the highest degree every

household accomplishment, and fulfilling every domestic duty.

All this while she never suspected her own superiority, and

continued to suppose herself in the wrong, or at least to be pain-

fully puzzled, as often as she felt the sharp pain of a sphere too

contracted for her faculties, and unrelieved by sympathetic appre-
ciation. Still, she was not entirely without support of this kind.
Her gentle and loving aunt and her other Bristol friends fathomed

somewhat of her nature, and one of her early and elder frmnds
in another quarter, afterwards the wife of her beloved brother

Robert, reports to me the impression she made at that time,

the period of her leaving school. "I was an only and indulged
child," says this friend, "and my mother took pleasure in seeing

me surround myself with my young friends; so I filled the
house with them as often and as much as I liked. She used

frequently to say to me on occasion of their visits, 'Ah, my

dear, Harriet Martineau is the one of your friends whose society
is really a benefit to you.'"

To the world of readers of her Autobiography, which enables
them to comprehend her whole compass of character, there

remains no such mystery as shrouded it in those early days
from her own household, when she seems to have been like the

"ugly duckling" of Hans Christian Andersen, and made her very
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transparency the most incomprehensible mystary of all. They
already see how her life at this p_riod, and ever after, must per-

force turn on two main points_ the causes of all its joys, its
sorrows, its conflicts, and its vast and happy influences: her
love of truth,- the desire to come into real relations with the

world of things ; and her power of sympathy_ _ the need to

come into real relations with the wo_ld of per_ons.
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_rLady,that in the primeof earliestyouth
Wisely hast shunnedthe broadway and the green,
And with those few arteminently seen

That labourup the hill of heavenlyTruth,
Thebetter partv_th Maryandwith Ruth

Chosenthou hast."
M_TO_.

"Her open eyesdesirethe Truth.
The Wisdomof a thousandyears

Is in them."
TENNYSON.

AT the age of nearly seventeen Harriet Martineau's school life
closed. It had been very favorable to the development of her

powers. It had strongly ministered to her affections, hitherto

so painfully repressed, awakened the faculty of admiration, and

sthnulated her hnagination by glimpses of a beauty in nature

and a power in art tilt then but imperfectly felt.

It is impossible, indeed, to look down on Bristol from Bran-
don Hill, and watch the creeping gold that catches spire and

tower as the mist gives way beneath the morning sun, till St.

Stephen's, St. Mary Redcliffe, and many another precious rem-

nant of antiquity shine out from the belt of trees and bristling

masts, without feeling how it was that here the deeper spell of
poetry should have been fully opened to a mind already awak-
ened to its marvels and its charm. No wonder that here, about

Leigh Woods, King's-Weston, and the Downs, she should have

been transported, as she has told Us, "_o a rapture that knew no
bounds :" for these are the very "beaked promontories" where

Milton made Lycidas the ge_us of the shore; and when she
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read the promise "of his large recompense," it was with a pas-
sion so deep that her early friend was haunted by the tone aider

the lapse of wellnigh forty years.
The circumscriptions of the English Unitarianism of that

period were thus met by so strong a counteracting force as to

make them an unmingied benefit. She was not, indeed, one

that could be imprisoned in the ordinary Sunday-school routine

of its Scripture commentaries, Gospel harmonies, sacred geogra-
phies, or Bihhcal lessons ; but all these were fused by her active

mind to a sort of basis on which her devotional feelings and her

poetical conceptions alternately wrought; and where by means
of scientific investigation and philosophical study she was con-

tinually adding, rejecting, and rectifying as years went on. She

was always as diligent and persevering as ff she had not pos-

sessed quick and brilliant faculties ; always accepting at all risks
whatever she found to be true.

There was little in the old cathedral city of Norwich, with its

narrow, ill-paved, winding streets and uninteresting antiquity, to

distract her mind or give variety to her life. It had nothing of
the bustling character of the business cities of the North of Eng-

land. Its very manufacturing celebrity dates from times before
the Norman Conquest. These woollen manufactures have since

received improvements from age to age, as religious persecution

drove hither from France and Flanders the men of thought, skill,
and energy, who were the leaders of the spirit of their times,

Among them came the French Huguenot ancestor of the English

Martineau family ; and that name is among those which appear
most frequently on the records of the little Protestant church
founded at Norwich in 1564, at the instance of the Duke of Nor-

folk. The crest pertaining to the name is a water-marten.

An engraving of Harriet Martineau's birthplace is given in
this volume. The house was in a court in Magdalen Street, and
she was born in the upper bay-room. But it was never her
dwelling-place after the time of her removal from it at three

months old. It was to her home in Magdalen Street itself that

she returned from Bristol,- to the household and family duties,

the manly studies, the literary pursuits, and lady-like accomplish-
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merits, which she so much enjoyed, as one does the things in

which one greatly excels.
The prevailing tone of mind in England at the beginning of

the present century was far more opposed than in the United
Stat_s to the education of women. Public opinion on that sub-

ject had, in fact, gone backward since the times when the daugh-
ters of families assumed to be "the best" studied with their

brothers the learned languages in which knowledge was then

locked up ; while it has been tree of :New England, as it still
continues to be, that, among its inhabitants generally, the wo-

men possessed more literary culture than the men. Hence the

idea of a professional career for women who desire it meets

with so little comparative opposition here. In Miss Martineau's

youth, to say of a lady in'England that she was a learned wo-
man, was to convey a disparaging meaning; while to say in
New England, in its old-fashioned phrase, "She has good ]earn-

ing," was to express something greatly to her credit. I well

remember the London tone of 1825 on this subject. It was the

e_ho of twenty years before, when Matt Lewis took his mother
to task for writing a novel, enjoining on her "whatever might

be its merits, even if she had already made a bargain with the

publisher, to break it ; for he held that a woman had no busi-

ness to be a public character, and that in proportion as she

acquires notoriety she loses delicacy ;" he "always considering
a female author as a sort of half-man." It was this feeling in

the moral atmosphere that made Mrs. Martineau, naturally am-
bitious of social success and distinction for her daughter, direct

that her serious studies should be carried on out of sight and

with reserve, putting the music, fancy-work, and _rench, Ger-

man, and Italian literature in the foregToLmd, till the time when

the pecuniary misfortunes of the family absolved its daughters
from this obligation and left them free to fulfil a better work

for society than obedience to its injurious whimseys. Much

power now begins to be saved among women on both sides of
the Atlantic that seventy years ago was wasted (and worse than

wasted) by concealment and the disadvantage of indirect exer-
cise. To no one of the intervening period is this so greatly
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owing as to Harriet Martineau. _ter life tells upon her own and
after times with a power quite unexampled, l_eeause it was a

not only true and noble, but irreproachable.

Meanwhile, obedienceand humility(toomuch of both,had

theynot been prompted by filialaffectionand occasionallyabated

by good sense)continuedtomark her characteras in her earli-

est years. Her tendencies continued as strongly religious, an¢l
the intellectual preponderanee to be more strikingly marked than

ever. She was more favourably situated in her own family than

young ladies in general, for the cultivation of her mental powers;

for her mother's fine sense, and strong consciousness of the hid-
den man in her own heart, were on the right side. So was the

feeling of the brothers who encouraged her first literary efforts.

"Go on and prosper, dear !" says the beloved eldest brother,

Thomas, writing from ltladeim, after receiving her first work,

"Devotional Exercises ;" "you are engaged in pursuits that bring
_vith them true pleasure, and confer real advantage ; may you be

abundantly rewarded." This was great encouragement to one so

_ensitive and self-distrusting, and encouragement was what her
mature especially needed. He had already determined her ca-

reer by the manner in which he received her first article in the

"Monthly Repository." "My dear, leave it to other women to

make shirts and darn stockings, and do you give yourself to

this." I do not believe she ever forgot a single one of the rare
words of family appreciation she received ; and I have heard her

relate with much feeling the effect produced on her mind by an

encouraging word from her mother, when, at ten years old, she

sat trying to learn to sew, under the heart-sinking apprehension
that she should never succeed. She stood wit3a her face to the

window to hide her tears, as the needle squeaked through the

dingy gusset she was stitching, her sister Rachel at play with

a visitor, and Harriet longing to join. Her mother entered the

room wi_h her eldest sister, both dressed for making visits, and
approaching the suffering, stitahing, striving child, said cheerfully,

as she examined the work, "Why, Harriet I if you go on in this

_vay, you will soon be the best needlewoman of us all." She

always described the revulsion of feeling conseqnen_ on this ex-
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presaion of maternal satisfaction as a ray of light and life ; and
she dated from it her success in all those little feminine handi-

crafts which then went by the name of "fancy-work," in which

she so greatly delighted and excelled.

I should have related this recollection at an earlier period, but

it matters the less, that her childhood was womanly and thought,
ful. She herseff says, "I had no spring." I never, indeed, met

one like her for wholeness of character through life. She always

seemed to me to have been, so to say, of one piece. It was in
part the secret of her groat educational power. She not only

remembered the feelings of her own childhood, but felt them

over again, through life. "Why did they dress us so ill ?" she

once said, in talking over the griefs of childhood. "It has a
dreadfully depressing influence, when it is a thing that can as

well as not be helped."

I have never been able to find the essay, "On Female Writers
on Practical Divinity," in which Dr. Thomas Martineau saw the

promise of her future greatness, and which her mature judgment

treats with so much contempt. The title indicates the turn of

her thoughts at that time. With her fervent reli_ous feelings,

there was a moment, at this period, such as sends a gibed young

Catholic devotee to the cloister to be a lady abbess, and bids

a young man of similar genius become a bishop. One of her
early and most beloved friends recollects the great regret she

expressed at the marriage of a young lady, the friend of both,

"because it would deprive her of larger opportunities of useful-
hess to the world." This idea seems to have had but a momen-

tarT existence. It was one of the visions of eighteen.

In searching for her earlier writings I have no difficulty in

Kuding the little book of Addresses which she valued on account

of the pleasure it gave her father, _ and for that alone in after
years. Very recently frienda of hers have expressed to me their

astonishment that she should since have entire]_y forgotten the

book of which edition after edition passed the press, not only

in _England, but in America. The wonder, however, would have
been had she remembered it; for the form is wholly traditional,

This was the "Addresses," the second"Book of Devotions,"1826.
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and the devotional sentiment, true and beautiful as it is, would

necessarily be lost in the first influx of original thought and
deeper feeling that accompany the real life. But many go no

further in experience than this book ; and to all that thus stop

living at the threshold it will supply a want.

The book which preceded this- "Devotional F,xereises "-

is admirably compiled, in conformity, as she says in the Preface,
with "the prayers I have been accustomed to form under the

_midanee of able teachers for my own use ;" and it differs from

the customary tone of Unitarian teaehings only in a more poeti-

cal way of presenting them, and in a certain perfume of ortho-
doxy inseparable from her greater use of Scripture phraseology.

The book is, in fact, a digest of favourite passages from the Bible

poets, prophets, and apostles, cemented together by expressions
which show that her fervent spirit had found prayer "under

guidance" too dry a task. It is the effort of a superior mind

to lift its religion out of the region of commonplace. "Being

yet young," she says (the date is 1823), "I hays a vivid remem-

brance of the ideas and feelings which in early youth I found
to be most impressive, and to excite the most powerful emotions,

and which are by no means the same ideas and feelings which

produce these effects at a more advanced age. Possessing these

remembrances, I must believe that the young are best fitted to

write for the young in most eases where the feelings and affec-

tions are concerned; and therefore I have written down the
thoughts which used to present themselves in a natural train

of reflection." To the young, forty is old age; and she thought

the absence of warmth which Evangelical Christians always

complain of in Unitarianism, the consequence of the advanced

years of its advoeates. She determined, by pouring in her own

glow of heart, to make the dry bones live ; and not without sue-
eess, as the call for the book attests. Its feeling is genuine, and

the ocoasional escape from the traditional form is very touching ;

as, for example, when, after condemning those who are wholly

engrossed in the ears of their own happiness_ she says: "O,
surely the spirit of love is the noblest and best that can dwell

in the human heart! it is a portion of God's own spirit! it i_
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themindwhichwasinChristJesus! O nobleexampleofthis
gloriousvirtue!letthatmindbeinme also! May thylabours,
thysuffering,thystrivingstopromotethegoodofall,not he

lostupon me! M_y theyanimateme to followinthy steps,
topressforwardtothegoalwhichthouhastreached,likethee

seekingno reward."Thereisalsoaverybeautifulandeloquent

passagerespecting"thoseloftyandsublimeaffectionswhichcan

findno fitobjecton earth;thatadorationof perfection,that
aspiringaftersomethingnoblerand betterthanistobe found

among men" Thus herheartand mind wroughttogetheron

the threshold of life. She was soon to seize the true purpose
of these affections and aspirations ; and once having clearly per-
ceived it, the strenuous constancy of her endeavours to create
among men the goodness and the nobleness she found wanting
was something astonishing in its efficacy.

Her remarkable self-control had nothing of that divine hard-
_zss the ancients tell of, that makes invulnerable by pain. She
was quiet and silent about her own distresses, for the sake of
others, not that she might have the credit of appearing happy
or unmoved, but that she might avoid giving them annoyance.
This exposed her to the misconstructions of superficial observers.
They called her unloving and unfeeling at the very moment
when greater warmth and depth on their own part would have
enabled them to fathom the reality ; just as they pronounced her
hard whenever her yielding and tender nature, like water sud-
denly struck, made one effort to maintain itself against the blow.
And, although in affliction she was so nearly able to appear
unmoved, I never knew her to pass a day without that frequent
swell of unshed tears from which the sympathetic observer never
failed to learn what she felt. An instance of devotedness or

endurance, a tale of suffering or of wrong, a touching verse or
song, a trait of the moral sublime, always show us in her eyes
no idle tears ; all that know/_r, know what they mean.

These years of her early womanhood, full as they were of
grief, anxiety, and laborious preparation, had yet the comfort
of an increasing maternal sympathy and appreciation. Her
mother's character was directly opposed to her own_in not being

O
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strong enough on the side of the imagination for the exo_cis_

of sympathy, except, so to speak, in a straight line on her own
level. Her daughter, having now grown up to that line and

level, came within the field of her affectiona

I regret inexpressibly that Miss Martineau's long journ_li_ug

letters of this period cannot, in consistency with her introduc-

tory principle, be made public. # With but _ew exceptions, such
confidential family letters must needs co_tain too much that is
common property to admit of their being printed. But one

cannot help wishing this whole collection came within the terms

she has laid down. Every letter is full of charm and instruction

in various ways, as well as finely illustrative. So far as she is

concerned, they might all go to the press as they stand, without
a word of omission. They show, not the hidden springs of life,

but the severely beautiful life itself. There are all the occu.

pations of each day of absence from her mother, whether at

London and vicinity, Newcastle, or Norwich ; the failures and
successes of each fresh effort for a maintenance, or endeavour aftaz

excellence ; the little plans for making each member of the fan_

fly happy in his or her own way ; the kindly thought for the
servants; the anxious solicitude to please and satisfy all; the

passionate devotion to the young sister, to whom she was mother,

sister, and teacher in one; the ever-new contrivances by which

to increase her income and economise her expenditure ; the con-
sultations about the shawl or bonnet, which, by good manage-

ment, she might continue to wear another year ; and the presont_

by which she hoped to surprise and please the shildren, -- all am

charming in their simpli_i_y, and from the absorbing family feel-
ing that dictates the recoil.

Profoundly at_cting is the oontmllod agony of the letter that

trios to tell how her lover died, so as not to awaken anxiety for

herselfinthe heartof hermother. Very touchingaretheoce_
sionalallusionsto attentionsand eommendations of herworks

received from those whose opinions she zesp_ted; "because,
my dear mother, it is your right to know, or I could not be so

vain as to mentio_ such things." She never _h to notice with

* VoL L p.L
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disgust any thing like flattery. She had already become a com-

petent critic by means of the "Monthly Repository" and its
editor, l_Ir. Fox, and uses her newly acquired power on her own

productions ; saying, "they praise this too much, but not so

egregiously as the other," with a love of justice entirely above

personal considerations.

Here, too, are occasional gleams of Unitarian satisfaction or dis-
comfort, as the case might be. She loved Unitarianism as the

faith of her own family, without having so closely analyzed it

as to have ascertained in it any want of essential stability, and
she identified herself with it, without having assimilated it. Its

high standard of morality was very dear to her, and stood in-

stead of much that she missed. "Mr.. ," she says, "has

been guilty of a forgery. What a disgrace to us ]" Such and
such writing, she goes on to say, "are a credit to us Unita-

rians." Copies of the last poems she had written occasionally

help to fill the enormous letters of those days,- the shilling

sheet of unlimited size before the discovery of penny postage.

One of these poems, written for music, and afterwards set and

admired, may have a place here, because, apart from the music,
it has never been printed before.

WINTER.

True heartsI truehearts!thetimeischeery:

Who saysthedaysarechilland dreary
The frozen winter through ?

Come_ skim the deep blue ice so free ;
Or away with me beside the tree
Where the robin chirps _om day to day,
While tinkle the rocks with his song alway

The gladsome winter through.

True hearts ! what though the sun full early
Goes down with blink or frown so surly,

The hazy winter through !
We have the lady moon so fair,
That showers through the air her diamonds rare,
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While the waiting earth is hushed and bright,
So delicate in her vestal white,

The frozen winter through.

True hearts ! come change your cares for folly ;
The bowl is brewed and green the holly

The cheery winter through.

Now age and childhood share their mirth_
And love hath birth beside the hearth.

O, no more can our way be waste and dead
While the sprin_ of the soul are found and fed

The heartsome winter through.

Another of these little poems seems never to have been printed.
It was written in 1822.

Bright shines the sun upon our spreading sail,
And flashes o'er the foaming crested wave :

And briskly blows the spirit-rousing gale,
And laughing waters our light vessel lave.

But now the orb has sunk below the verge
Which parts the sea and sky,- is lost to sight.

The dying winds no more the vessel urge,
But a deep calm succeeds ;--a softened light

Melts into one vast whole the sky, the deep,
And the far-dlstant shore : how still they sleep !

So when the deepening twilight of my day
Succeeds my early youth's more brilliant light_

No more careering on my joyous way,
But each subsiding wave as still, as bright_

May heaven's calm hues so in my spirit shine
As to illume my path ; may heaven's pure breath

Still waft me on ; and may the fading line
Be scarce discerned which parts 'tween Life and Death :

While Hope's soft voice shall every fear control,
And her sweet strain shall soothe my listening soul.

Her poetry (all of it at least that I have been able to col-

lect) is very correct and flowing, but, like most early versifica-

tion, entirely imitative in its form. No one eotfld infer from
it what she afterwards became. It is the voice of one who, in
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the vision of the poets, has drunk of the first pool, and heard

the first bidding, "Be holy and cold !" She was to drink, long
afterwards, of all,--world's use, world's love, world's cruelty, #
--that she might fitly lead, not chant, the world's great battle_

march againstwrong.

She thoughtitsingular,on revisitingin afterlifethe large,

plain,comfortablehouse where theseand the succeedingyears

were passed,thatitshouldhave been thespotwhere herimagi-

nationwroughtmost strongly.Yet,notwithstandingtheabsence

ofoutwardstimulants,thisdoesnot seem otherwisethan natural,

inthe circumstancesof her greatlyincreasingdeafness,and the

severityof her sufferingsfrom what one cannothelp seeingto

have been a most wearingdegreeof frictionin the familylife.

l.esssensibility,lessfilialpiety,or more experiencewould have

neutralizedthislastsoureeofpain;but experienceitisimpossi-

bletohave attheseyears; and she preservedher bestfeelings

unimpaired,by takingrefugeinthe world of dreams when the
world of lettersand of actuallifebecame too severea trialto

her slenderstockof health. Itwas thenaturalsanctuaryof a

mind too largefor itscircumstances.It was not an aimless,

diseasedwandering of thefancy,as she seemstohave supposed

in those days,but a stateof renovatingaspirationand high

resolutionwhich greatlyaidedin overcomingallobstacles,par-

ticularlythoseher deafnessthrewinher way.

Her coursewith regardto thisgreattrialwas the same she

alwayspursuedin allcasesof trialand suffering.Though she

oftenwrote of it,she nevermade ita subjectofconversation.

She was silentrespectingitwith intimateand familyfriends,to

whom talkingof itmight provea sourceof afflictionand misun-

derstanding,-tillsuch a time as she might seek the allevi-

ationof thatnot toopainfulsympathy which theworldatlarge

neverfailstogiveto them that use theirown suffe1_ingsas a

means of ministeringto itsrelief.During the whole courseof

our intimatefriendshipand correspondenceshe never once

mentioned to me what,with her career,duties,and aspirations,

couldnothave been any thinglessthan a continualpressureof

* Mrs.Browning's"VisionofthePoets"
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heavy calamity. I have reason to think that the simple and

affecting statement in a preceding volume as to the labour of
living a life of undiminished usefulness under such a deprivation
will be a revelation to most of her friends. _

The peculiar anxieties and responsibilities of womanhood were
now at hand. It is not for me to do more than mark this as the

heart-wearing period of long uncertainty which preceded her
engagement with Mr. W ; of the loss of property that
involved a change in all her parents' hopes and prospects for

their daughters ; of the death of her dear elder brother and his
infant child ; the death of her father ; the death of her lover, in

the moment of happy union of heart ; and, heaviest blows of all,

coming as they did from a quarter which should have given only

sympathy and furtherance, the evil offices which, by creating delay
and misunderstanding, contributed to his death. They who had

the privilege of being her personal friends during these terrible

hours have told me that her demeanour was nobly calm and com-

posed ; but she seems, notwithstanding, to have been still, from

time to time, beset by the idea that suffering necessarily proves

something blameworthy in the sufferer.

c,I have been soabovethe commonlot
Chastenedand visited, I needsmust think
That I was wicked,"

is always the thought of the heart that has been tormented by

fault-finding, whether with itself or with human nature. This

superstition is one of the most difficult to be eradicated, because
i_ springs out of the deep and real grounds whence come oltr best

intimations for the government of life.
These were times of terrible toil as well as of terribl_ sorrow.

Besides the labours performed for discipline, preparation, and

maintenance, what she wrote in one year, 1826 - 7, under the
influence of thoughts and feelings that would be expressed, an

imagination too active to keep silence, a high sens_ of duty, and

some stirrings ef ambition, would amount to volumes. I will

hereafter give a list of their subjects; and now need mention

See ¥oL I. p. 57.
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hue one, -- a httle tale caned "The Rioters," which was the true

precursor of the coming fame. Of her other stories of this period

none strikes meso much as the one called, I think, "Mary and her
Grandmother." I found it in the Mansarde of a Paris friend, and

stood reading on the spot where I took it up, without the least

idea of its authorship. It seem_l a Sunday-school book, but

how different from its class in general ! It was crude and strange

in a sense_ and impressed one, as so many of her after works
have done, as a plant that has ou£_own its bed ; but the sacred

tire was there. She did not, however, remember it, and thought it
could not have been written by herselfj still I was assured of the

authorship by those whom I might suppose t_) know. It was

beginning to be a work of experience. "Five Years of Youth,"

written some time afterwards, leaves the same impression. But
"The Rioters" leaves no impression of inequality or discrepancy
on the mind. It came home to the business and bosoms of the

lace-makers of Derby and Nottingham with so much power that
they instantly put themselves in communication with Miss

Martineau, requesting a second story on Wages. These tales are
remarkable, not only for their deep political insight and even-

handed humanity; not only as coming from one of her youth
and sex, on subjects hitherto £hought the special province of

elderly members of Parliament ; not merely as able illustrations

of political economy. They are the first examples of a new ap-
plication of the modern novel. To the bio_aphical and the

philosophical novel, the descriptive and the historical novel,
the romantic and the domestic novel, the fashionable and the

religious novel, and the novel of society, was now to be added
the humanitarian or novel of social reform. These tales are the

pioneers, not only of the thirty-four monthly volumes of her
illustrations of political economy, but of the multitudes of social-

reform novels tshat have since followed, up to the time of ]Vim.
Gaskell and Mrs. Stewe.

Among the papers of the time immediately succeeding I find
many that more perfectly illustrate Harriet Martineau's nature

and character than could possibly be done by any recollections of

hers or any statemen_ of mine. Written without any thought
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that they could possibly meet the public eye, we have in them
the actual reflection of what she then was ; and they differ from

autobiography and from narrative, as the object from the pieturej

as life itself from the story of a life.

17irst in the order of time is the following paper, written at
Norwich, and dated June, 1829 :--

FRIVATE.

For some years past my attention has been more and more directed,
towards literary pursuits ; and, if I mistake not, my capacity for
their successful prosecution has increased, so that I have now fair
encouragement to devote myself to them more diligently than ever.
After long and mature deliberation, I have determined that my chief
subordinate object in life shall henceforth be the cultivation of my
intellectual powers, with a view to the instruction of others by my
writings. On this determination I pray for the blessing of God.

I wish to hold myself prepared to relinqlfish this purpose, should
any decided call of duty interfere ; but I pray that no indolence or
caprice in myself, no discouragement or ill-grounded opposition from
others, may prevail on me to relinquish a resolution which I now
believe to be rational, and compatible with the highest desire of a
Christian.

I am now just twenty-seven years of age. It is my wish to ascer-
tain (should life and health be spared) how much may be accom-
plished by diligent but temperate exertion in pursuit of this object
for ten years.

I believe myself possessed of no uncommon talents, and of not an
atom of genius ; but as various circumstances have led me to think
more accurately and read more extensively than some women, I
believe that I may so write on subjects of universal concern as to
inform some minds and stir up others. My aim is to become a forci-
ble and elegant writer on religious and moral subjects, so a_ to be
useful to refined as well as unenlightened minds. But, as I see
how much remains to be done before this aim can be attained, I
wish to be content with a much lower degree of usefulness, should
the Father of my spirit see fit to set narrow bounds to my exertions.
_)f posthumous fame I have not the slightest expectation or desire.
To be useful in my day and generation is enough for me. To this I
henceforth devote myself, and desire to keep in mind the following
rules. (A frequent reference to them is necessary.)
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I. To improve my moral constitution by every means; to culti-
vate my moral sense ; to keep ever in view the subordination of
intellectual to moral objects ; by the practice of piety and benevo-
lence, by entertaining the freedom and cheerfulness of spirit which
results from dependence on God, to promote the perfection of the
intellectual powers.

II. To seek the assistance of God in my intellectual exertions, and
his blessing on their results.

IlL To impart full confidence to my family respecting my pur-
suits, but to be careful not to weary them with too frequent a refer-
ence to myself ; and to be as nearly as possible silent on the subject
to all the world besides.

IV. To study diligently, 1. The Scriptures, good commentators,
works of religious philosophy and practice, --for moral improvement ;
2. Mental philosophy,--for intellectual improvement; 3. Natural
philosophy and natural history, languages and history,--for imlrrove-
ment in knowledge; 4. Criticism, belles-lettres, and poetry,--for
improvement in style. Each in turn, and something every day.

V. While I have my intellectual improvement ever in view, to
dismiss from my thoughts the particular subject on which I have
written in the morning for the rest of the day, i. e. to be temperate
in my attention to an object.

VI. By early rising, and all due economy of time, and especially by
a careful government of the thoughts, to employ my life to better pur-
pose than heretofore.

VII. To exalt, enlarge, and refresh my mind by social intercourse,
observation of external nature, of the fine arts, and of the varieties of
human life.

VIII. To bear in mind that as my determination is deliberately
formed and now allowed to be rational, disappointments should not

be lightly permitted to relax my exertions. If my object is conscien-
tiously adopted, mortifications of vanity should prove stimulants,
rather than discouragements. The same consideration should induce
patience under pai_tful labour, delay, and disalrpoln_m_nt, and guard
me against heat and precipitation.

IX. To consider my own interests as little as possible, and to write
with a view to the good of others; therefore to entertain no dis-
taste to the humblest literary task which affords a prospect of useful-
negs.

X. Should my exertions ultimately prove fruitless, to preserve my
cheerfulness, remembering that God only knows how his work may
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be best performed,and that I haveno right _oexpect the privilege of
eminent usefulness,though t_rmlt_d to seek it. Should success
_anted, to take no honour to myself, rememberingthat I possessno
original power or intrinsic merit,and that I can receivea_x&accom-
plish nothing, except it be given me from Heave_.

June, 1829.

Such were the sheet-anchors: no wonder the vessel never
drifted in any stress of weather. By comparison of dates it must
have been these of _vhich she says, " I premised myself that
nothing should ever draw me away from them." I now recall
to mind the seal,- a present from her grandmother. It was one
then in fashionable and sentimental use,--an evergreen leaf,
with the motto, "Je ne change _u'e_ moura_." But her friends
were often surprised in this way to find that what with others
might be a matter of fancy or of course, was with her a thing of
solemn significance. I shall often have occasion to tell of such
instances. One sees by such a record as this in the early life of

such a person, that stability of character is affected by change of
"views" exactly as the dropping of the bark affects the tree.

After reading these ten resolutions, no one would fear to pre-
dict admirable results. One of the first was the "Traditions of
Palestine." The title and the treatment of the stories indicated

a more than Unitarian severance from authority. This was more
felt in America than in England ; and in the Boston reprint, the
beautiful title was changed to fit the new meridian. The same
self-constituted editor had caused the latest edition of the "De-

votional :Exercises" to be republished, with an apology on his
own part for an able additional essay on the study of the Scrip-
tures, "where in one or two instances the writer may be thought
to have expressed herself incautiously." The American Unitarian
public knows the "Traditions of Palestine" under the name of
"Times of the Saviour." The "poetical expressions," as the
editor called some of the beauties of the book, are cut out, and

the whole structure of one story spoiled ; but it matters little, as
the "Traditions" still are continually republished in their original
form in England.

It was this book which first brought l_Iiss l_Iartineau fairly
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before her own Unitarian public. Her studies, tastes, and feel-

ings all combined to make it interesting, and it still _ves great
delight to all, especially to those whose interest in the Scriptures

has been impaired by injudicious methods of reading. It is a

successful effort to give actuality to the past,- to make her

imagination the ally of the unimaginative faith into which she
was born.

But whoever desires to watch the progress of her mind and

the effect of her literary education should read the fifty-five

miscellaneous papers of this year. I will mention one especially,

--the review of the Essays of Bailey, of Sheffield, on the Pur-

suit of Truth, Progress of Knowledge, and Principle of Evidence,
h because it was the one which more than any other showed to

Mr. Fox, then editor of the "Monthly Repository/' her value as
a contributory and made him predict that she would "be one of

the first of the age by and by." It was the old (and in her

latest, mature judgment, unsound) argument against Hume's treat-
ment of the miracles. At that time, however, it was not only

new to her, but mainly original, being wrought out by her own

mind ; and she gave me an account of the circumstances under
which she wrote it. It was in June, before the Municipal Reform

Bill, so that the old Norwich Mayor's feast was still in existence,

the guild feast,- a dinner in St. Andrew's Hall, to about six

hundred gentry of the county and city, with a ball at the assem-

bly-rooms. "I was never," she said, "at one of those dinners,
nor wished to be. I regularly avoided them. On that occasion

all the family were absent from Norwich but brother Henry,

Rachel, and myself. They went : I stayed at home, to their great

amazement, to write my review. It was a convenience, because

the servants always expected to go out and see the shows of the

day. So I dressed Rachel, and saw them off in their hackney-
coach before four o'clock ; had the tea-things set out on the

sideboard and the kettle filled in the kitchen, sent out the ser-

vants, locked the doors, and wrote. When the servants returned

at ten, they set cold meat and bread on the sideboard, and I

sent them to bed and sat down again. I remember that the
time seemed but five minutes, till I was startled by the ring of

VOL II.
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the door-bell.I opened it,and lo! itwas daylight,between

threeand four. Rachelwas wearyand outofcurl,and I was as
freshastwelvehoursbefore.That reviewdid more forme with

Mr. Fox thanany one article,and he did not thinkitsounsound

as he doubtlessdoes now. But the thingwhich makes me so

vividlyremember thisday was themiraculouspassageof twelve

hours,and especiallyof the lastfive. I doubtwhether I have

ever sinceexperiencedsuchabsorptioninwork,though I have
made a similarstretchmore than once. The mere work will

appearnothingremarkabletoyou,but the experiencewas really
sotome._'

This "mere work,"which she supposedwould appearsolittle

remarkableto me, may be foundin theAmerican editionof her

Miscellanies, Vol. II. p. 174, through twenty pages onwards,-
a train of close, steady, and condensed thought on philosophical

necessity, the limitations of human testimony, causation, possi-

bility and probability, and the various abstruse considerations
involved in a treatise on the Principle of Evidence. The limita-

tions of her field of thought at this time are plainly indicated,

but the vigor of her thinking faculties is very strikingly demon-
stinted. The exercise of them in this way was her true voca-

tion ; and she says, in a letter to her mother, written at this time,

"Writing is a more delightful employment to me than ever,

and I could sit all day at it." There were periods, about this
time, when, after writing ten hours a day for six weeks, she

says, " Never be uneasy, dear mother, about my writing so much.

It is impossible to give you an idea of the increasing facility and

delight which come with practice. It is the purest delight to
me, when there is a fair prospect of usefulness ; and it is easier
than the mere manual act once was. How I once marveUed at

the manufacture of a volume! Now I wonder that those who

once write do not always write."

It is worthy of notice that even in these early writin_ there

is that strong grasp of facts, and correctness in drawing infer-

ences from them, which want of opportunity for study and
observation makes uncommon in the works of women. From

the be_nning, Harriet Martineau's anonymous writings have
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always been attributed to a man ; her industry, judo_nent , and
insight went so far to supply the want of what men learn in the

university and the market-place.
What are the elements of that strange _ of influence that

some human beings possess in addition to all their other gifts

I notice about this period the first instance of the great power
possessed by Miss Martineau to lead and control human affairs,
sometimes without the thought or purpose of doing so,- an

article on India, which occasioned a sermon on Indian abuses,

and a consequent investment in East India stock, to enable the

holder to influence the Company's doings by his vote. Yet these

were the times in England when so many prejudices existed

against women's thinking and acting in conformity to their
natural endowments, that on the publication of the " Traditions

of Palestine," Miss Martineau, in writing to Norwich about ad-
vertising it there, felt the necessity of breaking it to her mother.

It was ever a peculiarity of Harriet Martineau's writings that

their reality operated as a personal introduction to her readers.
The first thought was, " She will know exactly lmw we feel and

be able to tell us exactly what we wish to know and what we
ought to do." The second was, "What is she like _ how does
she took _ I m_ see and know her."

She is described at this period of her young ladyhood as

plain and unattractive in appearance, and many of her own
pleasantries in conversation confirm it. She was pale and thin,
rather above the ordinary height, with abundant dark brown

hair. "I never had but one civil speech about my looks," she

used to say, "and that was a compliment to my hair. As a

child, I used to take the matter into eonsideratiom ' What did

I take myself to be _' l_ot pretty, certainly. But was it a hope-
less matter altogether_ The chin was not bad (advancing and

retreating before the glass), it had rather a nice point, I fancied.

But at fifteen a saucy speech of a satirical cousin--' How ugly

all my mother's daughters were, Harriet in particular' -- settled

the question for me. I never doubted my ugliness after that. I
tried to think I danced well, and my feet did go well enough.

But I was too weak to be a good dancer, and all my complacency
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in dancing was destroyed on being told by my sister (an admi-
rable dancer herself) of a quizzing clergyman who got behind me
and imitated me till every body laughed."

She was herself very serious in these days of humiliation;
like the ugly duckling, so superior in nature to those about her,
that, jud_ng in the only way possible to them,- by compari-
son,- their self-love looked down contemptuously upon the future
swan. Colonel Radiee, an Italian of the emigration of 1822, a
favourite with her mother, said of her at the aM of twenty, in
his foreign English, "James [her brother] lauch [laughs] seldom ;
ttenriette /auch never." Of this brother Colonel Radiee re-

marked, " Henriette is always his defendart."
By and by the weight of Norwich began to lift. Occasional

visits to ih'ewcastle, London, and its neighbourhood showed her
what provincial opinion is worth. As appreciation gave her
more freedom, and more. freedom made her more and more ap-
preciated, the singularly attaching quality of her character was
consta_ltly made manifest. Especially did persons posse_ing
any superiority of ability become strongly interested in her.
She was, during these years, more than a great general favourite :
she was also held in admiring respect by the most remarkable
persons in the society she met. Ladies of great musical genius,
elderly gentlemen of business, the clerical, the legal, the literary,
the learned, all became in their several ways what is called ro-
mantically attached to her : they felt, to wit, without analyzing
the causes, the comprehensiveness of her intellect and the power
of her sympathy. All that they were she could have been in.
a gre_.terdegree.

In estimating her powers at this time, one should think not so

much of what is commonly considered literary and critical ability,
as the quality and depth of thought that measures human life
aright ; and one finds the means for making such an estimate
in her remarks on biography, written at the age of twenty-
seven.

"And yet, in no departmentofllterature_perhaps_is there so much
imperfection; in none somuch errorand deception. The causes of
this imperfection are so obvious, and so many curious discoveries
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have been made here and there_ that a pretty general distrust of
the fidelity of biographers now exists ; and few but children and
the wilfully credulous now believe all that is told them of the
great and good and wonderful people whom they long to resemble.
This distrust, however unavoidable, has a very demoralizing effect ;
and it is worth a serious inquiry whether there is any probabil-
it-y, or at least whether there is not a possibility, of its being re-
moved .....

"I-tave we ever met with a representation of character supported
by facts at all approaching in fairness to those chscusslons of the char-
acters of our friends which are held in conversation while they are
alive and active ? For ourselves we can answer, never. In the long-
est and most fair-seemlng narrative of a life we have always found
something deficient, something unsatisfactory, something which we
cannot reconcile, or which it is impossible to beheve. Much as we
grieve, we do not wonder at this, for we see where the difficulties
lie; and these difficulties are so various and so nearly insuperable,
that we consider the position of a conscientious bio_apher one of the
most perplexing that can be conceived. Did he know intimately the
character he is going to describe ? If he did, how can he bring him-
self to notice the weakness, the follies, the peculiarities, which he de-
sires should he forgotten in the gTave, and which, to the eye of friend-
ship, have already faded away into shades too slight to be caught ere
they vanish ? If he did not know him, how is he qualified for the
task he has undertaken ? Did he love the departed ? If he did, can
he form an impartial estimate of his virtues ? If not, how came he
by the knowledge of those finer qualities of soul which can only be
revealed to a kindred soul, and which yet must not be omitted in a
delineation of the mind ? It is obvious that no delineation of the

m_nd can be complete. The obstacles are too many and too great.
But true philosophy can argue from things that are known to those
which are not known ; and here we have a method by which we may
surmount many difficulties. For this purpose, the facts with which
we are furnished must be true, the details faithful, the materials of
unquestionable originality. If we cannot have the whole truth, we
ought to be told nothing but the truth ; and if this rule be observed (as
in common fairness it ought), we will contrive to make out for ourselves
whatever it is of material consequence to ascertain. But can we ever
feel entirely satisfied of the fidelity of the meagre relations which are
afforded us _ Alas ! in very few cases ; but in a few we may. How
do we know, how do we distinguish such cases from the many 7 By
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thepresenceofasimplicitywhichcarriesconvictionwith it;by an
impressoftruthwhichcannotbecounterfeited;by a verisimilitude
analogoustothatbywhichwe areenabledtopronounceontheresem-

blanceofaportraitwithouthavingseentheoriginal.Where arewe
tolookforsuch? Not involumesofpanegyricwhich assumethe

form ofnarmtive_Not inquartoswhose chapterscontainone fact

envelopedina multitudeof observations,where theauthorforgets
hissubjectwhilestrivingtoimmortalizehimself.Not among the
equivocations of timid friendship, or the mysterious iusinuatious of a
writer who sports with the interest of his readers, and seems proud of
knowing more than he chooses to tell n

This remained her permanent judgment ; as one may learn by
reference to the Preface of her "Biographical Sketches" in 1869,

forty years later, when expressing her satisfaction at the exten-
sive appreciation which had attended her endeavours to discharge

a biographer's duty,-- a satisfaction greater than any literary suc-

cess can yield ; for tiffs appreciation was to her an assLurance that
the dehberate judgment of society pronounces for an ethical

standard of character in the first place, and in the next for fidel-

ity to that standard.
_V__rlyand late, she thought men's characters a more impor-

tant possession than any thing they could do. More than their
deeds is what they were, and how they came to be what they
were.

She by no means absolved a biographer from presenting the
whole truth because it was unacceptable or painful. "It is high
time that some one should set an example of intrepid fidelity."

Later she confirms this ; and, remarking the confusion of thought

and the unchastened feelings which occasion so many readers

to misapprehend altogether the purpose and character of biog-

raphy, she asks if readers do not feel that there is no right way
but to tell, in the spirit of justice, the whole truth about the

characters of persons important enough to have their lives pub-

licly treated at all

And now, after so much toil and conscientious preparation, as
laid down in the resolutions ; after having written in the course
of it the matter of at least half a dozen octavo volumes, with
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fancy-work, needful needle-work, and German literature crowded

deep into the "night, the way seemed to be opening to a suc-

cessful literary career, when the very next month brought
the failure of the l_orwich manufacturing house of which her

father had been formerly the head.

She has told how her hopes were disappointed ; but how she

bore the disappointment the following letter tells better. She
writes thus to her mother, absent at Birmingham :--

NogwicH, July 5, 1829.

MY DEARF,ST MOTHER,- I am glad that our good friend Mr. HuN
ton goes straight to Birmingham, that we may make him the bearer
of some comfort to you. He will tell you that we are well and cheer-
ful, and I am sure we shall be yet more so when we have heard of
you. This is our great anxiety at present, and we can scarcely turn
our thoughts to the future, till we know how you have borne what is
past. It must, indeed, be a very heavy blow to you ; and all other
considerations, we find, shrink to nothing compared to this. I wish
it were possible to transfer to you all the comfort we derive from the
circumstances which are happemng every hour; but I am afraid
there are no means of assuring you, till you come home to witness it,
how manifold are the consolations which arise from the respect and
kindness of friends. Still, there are better consolations than this,

and you possess them ; and if it will gratify you to hear it from your
children, I have pleasure in expressing what we all feel, that if we
should be found able to go through this trial better than some, it is
to you chiefly that we owe it. We have by you been trained to
habits of industry and economy, which will now prove our best
wealth. We may thank God that, instead of wealth, he has given us
more durable ble_in_, various and abundant. Our best comfort,
dearest mother, will be to hear from you. I am sure fresh trials in-
spire fresh love, and in this belief I sign myself more than ever your
dutiful and affectionate

HARRIET M.ARTINEAU.

Your letter has just arrived. What a blessing it is to us ! Our
greatest anxiety is now at an end.

Mrs. Martineau having decided that her daughter's hopes of

a literary career should be crushed, the daughter wrote thus.

Talking over with old friends this obedience of hers (this
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"going back with them and being subjected unto them"), one

of them said, "How could she be so foolish _" "_everth_"
replied the other, " it was Christlike."

The following letter is the story of that time, told at _at
time :-

STAMFORDHILL, January22, 1880.

MY DEAR MOCKER,--I received your letter yesterday, and the
purpose of my answering it already is to prevent - 's having the
trouble of writing. He knows how I like hearing from him, but his
time is very fully occupied, and I shall be glad to save him trouble.
I have read yours to my dear aunt, who has been my confidante in the
business, and we agree in seeing that there is not a shadow of doubt
as to what I am to do. We chiefly regret that such painful feelings
should have been excited, where my sole intention was to offer a
confidence which is your due. I could not but let you know how
entirely my prospects are declared to depend on certain circum-
stances ; but once knowing your wishes, I have no other desire than
to comply with them, reserving to myself, however, the liberty of
changing my plans when I find my resources fail, as Mr. Fox say_
they inevitably will, if I remain at a distance from town. There is
no periodieal work ever sent into the country, and my choice lies
between the little stories for Houlston and Darton, and original
works, wlnch I have neither capital nor courage to undertake. Mr.
Fox is exceedingly sorry that I am obliged to decline the three offers
which have been made me,--the Westminster, the later engage-
merit for the M. R., and Mr. Hill's assistance. If Mr. Fox can get his
work done under his own eye, I cannot expect him to send it to a
distance_ and he declines doing so. Mr. Hilt has asked the essential
question, whether I have continual access to the Museum and other
libraries, and literary society here ; and finding that I live in the
country, can do nothing for me, and "Pemberton v_ is coming back
to me. I must try if Baldwin or somebody else will take it. Mr.
Fox will keep his eye upon my interests, and, ff anything offers, I
shall be sure to have the benefit of it. A better and kinder friend

I cannot have ; and he shows his kindness in not puffing me up with
false hopes. He says _£100 or _ 150 per year is as much as our most
successful writers usually make, with all the advantages of town : and
I must not expect any such thing except in particularly lucky years.

• I think"Pemberton and its Politics" is the "Brook Farm" of the Political .
Economyseries.
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Neither he nor I dreamed of writing to dispel selfish doubts in you,
my dear mother, but only to show that my change of views arose
from no fancy of my own. When I came, I believed as firmly as you
do that my means of subsistence were in my own power at home.
Now I see that they will probably not be so ; but I am not anxious,
while I have any prospect at all of useful employment. I have given
up Derby. We see no use in going to Bristol, as there are no literary
people but Sydney Smith, who is but a slight acquaintance of Aunt
K.'s and has little literary influence, and there I should not have the
leisure for writing which I should enjoy at Derby. So, if you please,
I will remain here for a few weeks, and make the most of my time
and opportunities. My aunt insists on my remaining here, as being
near Mr. Fox. One thing more, -- I never entertained so preposter-
ous an idea for a moment as that of going alone into lodgings, and
must have expressed myself very ill if I led you to think so. It
would be positively disreputable. I thought of boarding in a family.
So the conclusion of the whole matter is that you will see me in two
or three months, quite inclined to be happier at home than any where
else, as long as I can maintain myself there in a useful way ; but
holding the power of seeking emplo_nent elsewhere, should my
resources fail. I camlot regret (and here my aunt bears me out) hav-
ing mentione<l to you the proposals I have received ; but if the man-
ner has caused you pain, I ask your forgiveness, and beg you to forget
the matter as speedily as possible. We know well how far you are
from being selfish on such occasions, and this consideration made me
the more ready to be perfectly open _4th you. And here I make an
end of the subject entirely.

I have been enjoying myself exceedingly since I last wrote, and
some very pleasant things have happened. The thing which was
more wanting to my peace than any one circumstanae lJesides has
been granted me. Albina W * ca[led on me at Chiswell Street
on Monday; and we had a very long and satisfactory explanation
of past mysteries, the" particulars of which you shall hear when we
meet. There is nothing so delightful as coming to a clear under-
standing in such cases, and a load has been taken off our minds by it.
She is a very sensible girl, and talked in a way that I liked very
much. She is not in the slightest degree like her brother in counte-
nance, which disappointed me. I think I never before failed to trace
a family resemblance .....

My aunt is so pleased with the basket making that she has given

• Thesister of her betrothed.
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me two dozen pieces of braid and cord, satin, -- lilac, blue, and pink,
paper, etc. How very kind ! I have seen a most beautiful new sort
of bag, which I find I can imitate ; and I have several orders already
in this family, and shall probably make two or three guineas by
them. .... As I write much and often to you, I am obh_o_d to hurry,
which I hope you will pardon.

Farewell. With dear love to all, believe me, dear mother, your
very affectionate

H. MARTINEAU.

This disappointment was a severe one, but it was not in her

nature to stay disappointed. The very next day after her return

from London she began to prepare for the competition proposed

by the Unitarian Association, as a means of obtaining the best
effort of the denomination for the promotion of its views among
Catholics, Jews, and Mahometans. Instinctively placing her-

self, with her own belief and opinions, as far as possible in their

point of view, and seeking whatever agreement existed, with a

courtesy and sympathy rare in theological writing, she avoided

controversy, and strove to make Unitarianism an affirmative
faith. These essays placed her at the head of the denomination.

They are able and complete in all Unitarian learning, and in the

clear order and arrangement of the arguments and the appropri-

ateness of the style give proof that she had thoroughly accom-

plished herself as a writer. In execution they answer exactly to

what the French call des travaux admirables et serieux. They

are not works of experience, but beautified traditions, such as
youthful "piety receives unquestioning from the beloved elders,

and delights to worship and adorn. One fruit of her own

thoughts, however, as well as the heartfelt .respect for the right

of opinion, is to he seen in them all, --that doctrine of necessity,

predestination, election, or by whatever name men call it, whose
inconsistency with other par_s of Unitarianism seems to have

struck neither herself, her judges, nor the denomination at large.

The tone and handling of these three subjects are so excellent as

to take attention from the anatomy and the perspective. They

were immediately translated into French and Spanish, and the
Catholic one was circulated on the Continent. Whether or not
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it made converts there I cannot learn. She herself seems to sup-

pose not. But it certainly must have struck strangely on the
ears of the persecuted ]_nglish Catholics of that time to be ad-
dressed as "our Roman Catholic brethren." This truly catholic

tone subjected her afterwards to insult from one of the Anglican
Church who had long lost all notion of the meaning either of

brotherhood or protest.

It was ever one of Harriet ]k[artineau's strongest characteristics
that nothing in life came to her void or left her profitless. This

seems to have been the compensation of her great misfortune of

deafness, which, in conjunction with her actual faculties, com-

pelled so much closer observation and reflection than others
exercise. It was at this period that the distinguished Hindoo
1Lammohun Roy visited England ; and I gather from her corre-

spondence of this date that his character, appearance, and, above

all, the manner of his reception, afforded a lesson soon to be of
essential service to her. She honoured in him the high qualities

of the man, set off to advantage by his high position, and was

astonished to see persons striving selfishly to use his celebrity for
their own illustration ; and she was thus prepared to rate at its
true value much of the general homage that waits on greatness.

She was now to share with the great Hindoo convert the

regards of the English Unitarian world. She writes thus to
lqorwich on the occasion. The letter begins with a preface from

her cousin, certifying to her health, and prudence in exertion.

LonDon, Wednesdaymm_ing.

There, dear mother! will this do _ I thank you a thousand
times for your friendly and tender warning, but I do assure you that
I am in perfect health. I have been resting at Maidstone, and I fur-
ther assure you that I know too well what it is to want health, to
venture to trifle with the very unusual portion now granted to my-
self. On Nelly's affairs I will write when I have seen her. In the
mean time, this glorious meeting to-day is engrossing all our thoughts.
We had such a crowd this morning, and are expecting a greater to-

night ! The Rajah was there. Little as I had reckoned on the mere
sight of him, I shall never forget it. Never did I see any thing so
touching. He looks spirit-broken and wasted by illness. I believe
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hisdomestictroubleshave beenverysevere.Someltinganexpres-

sionofmeek sufferingwas never seen. I couldnot have pressed
upon him foran introduction,asa hundredladiesdid. I had rather
waitand seehim in peaceand quietness.The peopleactuallystood

onthebenchestocatcha glimpseofhim. What a moment itwas
to me,when themostbeautifulofthe hymn-tuneswas beingsung,

when the Rajah was bendinghishead on his breast,and my old

friendDr. Carpenterwas sittingnext him! With thesefeelings
mingledsome formyself,forIhadjustheardthatthecommitteehad
talkedofinsertingmy name inthe report,and had determinedthat

the winningof theprizeswas tooremarkableand honourablean
achievementtobe passedoverinsilence,and thattheyhadjokingly

saidtheyshouldput theRajahon onesideofthe chairand me on

the other.I was afraidI must stayaway to-night,but my friends
say itwould be a sad pityto losesuch a meeting. How little

couldI have imagined,hutlately,thatI shouldbe publiclynoticed
asthebenefactorand advocateofa causewhichIhavealwayshad at
heart,butscarcelyhopedtoaid! The resultto-morrow.I beginto

be afraidthatdearNelly_ willnotcome. Itisscarcelytobe ex-

Pected,but Ido especiallywishit.
Wedne_y mght.

And now tomy narrativeagain,dearmother. Iwent veryearly,
and asIleftthegategavea sightopoorEllen,who,I thought,could

not be coming;and itwas easytoseethatthismeetingwould be
infinitelygranderthan allformermeetings.There was a crowd

abouttheunopeneddoorswhen I arrived,and when we gotin,Mr.
Fox,who stoodalofton theplatform,directedme tothecornerofa

qmet pew. Ina veryfewminutesthewhole place,excepttheplat-
formand thercporteFsseat_was filledtooverflowing.The windows,
even,werecrowded. Then Mr. MardonJ"came tobeintroducedand

make hisobeisanceaboutthe essays.His wifesatbesideme and

pointedpeopleout whom I did not know. Mr. Asplandmade a
capitalchairman.After the money-mattershad been discussod_

the reportwas read by Mr. M_rdon,who stoodon my side,so

thatI heardeveryword. My cornerwas soquietthatI thought
nobody saw me ;but Iwas mistaken,forwhetb aftera pausein the
midst of the book part, Mr. MC.rdon cast an instantaneous glance
at me from the corner of his eye, I saw them all on the platform
turn half round and away again, to see whether I was attending.

* Her youngest and favourite sister.
t Rev. BenjaminMardon, Secr_mryof the UnitarianAssociation.
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Then followed this, which Ellen thlnk_ is nearly word for word as
delivered.

" It will be remembered that three premiums were offered last
year for the best essays whose purpose should be the introduction
and promotion of our faith among Cathohcs, Jew% and Mahome-
tans. The first of these prize essays was printed some months
ago under the title of 'Essential Faith of the Universal Churel_'
The other two have been so recently adjudged, that your committee
must leave to their successors the work of printing and publishing,
and of causing translations of them to be prepared in the various
European languages in which it is intended they should be circulated.
For the purpose of fulfilling to the utmost the intentions of their
predecessors, your committee appointed three distinct committees for
this special purpose, three judges being provided in each department,
The result is, that after the strictest and most impartial investigation
the premiums are all awarded to the same individual. It cannot but
be thought most honomable to the successful competitor, Miss Har-
riet Martineau of Norwich, that her compositions have united all
suffrages."

Then came a round of loud applause. I was glad enough when
Mr. 1Kardon went on to other things. When all the business was
discussed, and two or three of the resolutions, a buzz announced that
the Rajah was coming. He seemed very feeble, and was quite per_
plexed to know what the clapping and cheering meant, and very sim-
ply asked Mr. Aspland. He does not object to it, however. Then
Bo_ng made a capital speech about him. I wonder he could
say so much before his face, but it really was beautiful, pm,ticularly
the parallel between the Rajah and Peter the Great. There is some-
thing about Rammohun Roy that melts one irresistibly, and the more,
the more one looks at him. He spoke briefly on account of his chest,
and was heard only by a few. Two sentences, however, reached the
ears and hearts of all. "I have done nothing to cause all this,-
nothing for your Association. What I have studied in the Gospels was
for my own salvation. I have done nothing for you." His upward
look at Mr. Aspland, the meek expression of his countenance, his
majestic bending figure, and the peculiarities of complexion and cos-
tume_ made it such a picture as I shall never again behold. The
enthusiasm was beautiful ; and when the chairman requested assent
to the resolution of welcome to the illustrious stranger by rising
iustead of the usual method, the instantaneous compliance was start-
ling. The Rajah may well "never forget it till his latest breath," as
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he says. After the resolution had been unanimously carried, the
place suddenly thinned almost to emptiness. It was over by a quar-
ter past ten, and all agree that such a meeting was never before held.
The Rajah left (through inability to remain) about an hour and a
half after he came in. My party were in the gallery, and when I

joined them at the foot of the stairs, I was delighted to see Ellen with
them. She had set off in bare time7put herself into an omnibus, and
arrived just before the business began. She had leave of absence till
breakfast-time, so we t_l_ed over all affairs during the late night and
early morning.

She writes again about the Rajah :m

He always leads the conversation, and expects others to follow ;
and he talks to people in their own way or what he thln_s such, with
exquisite politeness, and a knowledge which appears almost miracu-
lou_ With all this eultivation_ the most remarkable thing about
hlm_ his finest characteristic, is his intensity of feeling. Nothing sur-

prises me more than the notions of some folks at a distance who seem
to think the Unitarians must all be on intimate terms with him ; or

that we may be kind to him as we might to refugees. They forget
that he is, by rank, a companion of our Royal Dukes, if they had the
minds of a Brougham. .... Feeling as I do about him, I was better
pleased to hear of his advancing to sweeten Mr. Fox's coffee on Sat-
urday, than of any of his sayings about us ..... He looks as if he
had gone the round of human griefs, to perfect in himself the dignity
of meekness.

I am sure this letter, in spite of the egotism, will give you great
pleasure. I hope to become more steadily and reasonably industrious
in proportion to my encouragements ; and having been granted the
honor of spreading my favourite principles in so many strange lands,
to cherish them up into their full perfection in my own spirit. How
few women have had so extraordinary a stimulus !

Farewell, dearest mother.
Ever yours most affectionately,

HARRIET MARTINEAU.

Few women indeed ! This was ths full, complete measure of

sectarian and provincial fame, m won at the first grasp. Here was

the door flung wide open to that tempting missionary ground where

the youthful imagination loves to revel. The chosen expositor
of the faith to foreign lands, the main pillar of its periodical
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literature at home, the leader of its devotions in song and

prayer,- where she began, aged doctors of divinity am content
to utter their nunv dim_is. Why could not _he have sat down

with Carpenter and Chalmers and Rowland Hill and Robert
Hall, a crowned ruler in her denominational realm_ I find

nothing among her papers of this date foreshadowing any higher

destiny. She would then have avoided life, and enjoyed an

industrious repose ; escaped the pain of that growth that bursts
the bonds of family traditions and fraternal dictation, the hold of

friendship and the habits of thought induced by society. There

seems evidence to show that she had very nearly b%o_u her

work for the world in the cramped church-fashion that can

reduce the strongest powers to its own narrowness. To one

sect it would hardly have been possible to confine her ; but to all
dissenting ones, she might have been an oracle, if not indeed

a centre of union. About this time she began to be sought by

"highly evangelical" and "very superior" men. Students of
Oriental literature, first attracted by the "Traditions of Palestine,"

were now mere deeply interested by the essays. Her "para-
bles," '" tales," and "musings" were cited by divines as ministra-

tions of imagination to the cause of religion. These were the

days when the artificial method of sermonizing seemed to her the
most natural and effectual mode of approach to the minds of edu-

cated persons ; and when she could utter exclamations of delight

at fanciful dogmatism. "0 this sermon !" she says of one she
was so fortunately placed as to be able to hear. "The text was,

' He hath made every thing beautiful in its time,' and after the

adaptations in the beautiful objects of nature were pointed out, we

had the whole survey of all the principal religions in the world,

with suggestions that each was beautiful in its time, and that there
is one whose time of ceasing to be beautiful can never arrive."

"I was much struck with J. J. Tayler's ' Evidences of the Resur-
rection.'" But Biblical science soon took the lead of Biblical

literature, and she now thought of preparing a work on the

natural history of the Bible; and meeting the excellent Dr.
Stokes, who had given up a professorship for conscience' sake,

he offered to place at her disposal his valuable body of manu-
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script notes on the subject. !Kr. Kenrick, too, "has sent me
J_hn's Biblical Archmology, from the York library, to keep
till the close of the vacation. It would cost three guineas ;

and, necessary and valuable as it is, I could not afford that.

Little did I think to make such a use of German already.

I am busy now, reading the Bible through in course for my
work."

Singularly enough, with these alternate workings of fancy and

matter-of-fact within their ordinary range, comes a single glance

into the less frequented re,on of thought which became long after-
wards so delighthfl to her. "In conversation with Mr. Fox he

spoke to me of his illnesses, and their effect on the nerves and on

the mind. It is well worth while for philosophers to be ill, that

we may have the benefit of their observations." In a similar
spirit was written her review of Major Carmichaers "Physical
Considerations connected with Man's Ultimate Destination." It

is the forerunner of the philosophical studies of her after years.

It is a stretching after proof on subjects where assumption had

been deemed sufficient, and will be extremely interesting to all
who are curious to see the first workings of a great mind in

search of reality below the traditional limits. This paper was

afterwards read with great interest in America, and was much

sought for at the time in England. A High-Church clergyman
immediately ordered the "Monthly Repository," and employed
another, his friend, to find out the author. This latter was so

much struck by the article that he thanked Miss Martineau in

the church porch, where they first met, for writing it. Such

things were the be_nnings of the discontent springing up in

England with the diseased ghostly element in religion.
The essays, meanwhile, were at work, and she writes thus to

her mother in relation to the work they did.

August 28, 1831.

"O my mother, one of the greatest joys I have in success is in your
share of my pleasure and gratitude. And now I have something to
tell you which far exceeds all I have had to relate. I was not sure of
all the facts till this hour, or I should have told you before ; and even
now I am bound not to tell names at present. A Catholic priest, a
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young, talented, educated man, has been converted by my tract, and has
nobly renounced his office and all his expectations, and avowed him-
self a Unitarian. He has now but _£5 ill the world, and no prospect.
His case is under the consideration of the Unitarian committees in

London and here. They will probably send him to York for two
years, to qualify him tbr our ministry ; but this is uncertain, and not
to be repeated, therefore. He belongs to a large city, where he is

well known, and where his conversion, when fully understood, may
produce a gre_t effect, and probably emulation of his conscientious-
ness. I cannot describe what I feel when I read the letter which says
that this is all true, and that the'essay is the cause of it all."

One cannot help remarking the main elements of this joy over
her convert to Unitarianism. It was the noble conscientious-

ness, the resistance of authority, the renunciation of office and

expectations by one who had not _ 5 in the world. Righteous-

ness was stronger in her soul than sect. But one is obhged to

admit that, in ceasing to be a Unitarian, she burst as strong a tie
of denominational consideration, sectarian attachment, and theo-

logical training as ever held a confessor to the shrine of his
faith.

Why, why could she not be content to let her spirit sleep

upon her fame, and live on, -- half fancifully, half studiously,
an imitation life, such as would have sent her down to her grave

crowned with Unitarian blessings,- a mother in the httle Israel

into which she was born _ ¾rhy could she not have taken
warning from that "look of one who had gone the round of

human griefs," that sunk so deep into her heart from the coun-

tenance of Rammohun Roy,--to escape the bitterest grief of all,

as well as to distrust the noisies_ praise

It could not be ; for real life now opened before her, strenuous
and grand. And, happily for the world, she shrunk from none

of its high obhgations.
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"Fame is the spurthat the clearspirit dothraise
(That last infirmityof noblemind)
To scorndelights and ]avelaboriousdays.

• °

Fameis no plant that growson mortalsoil,
Nor m the glistening foil
Set offto the world, nor in broadrumour lies."

_TON.

"The dlgaity of this end (of endowmentof man's life with newcommodi-
ties) appearethby the esthnatlon that antiquitymade of such asguided there-
unto." -- BACON.

"They that Bewise shall shine as the brightnessof the firmament; and they
that turnmany to mghteousuessas the stars, for everand ever."

Prop_cy of Daniel

A_D how did life present itself to the young lady of twenty-
eight, so quick to see and feel, so clear to think, so sound to

judge, so skilled to express, thus suddenly emancipated by

acclamation, and freed, so to speak, by imposition of hands, from

the family authority to which her strong affections always dis-

posed her too readily to yield _ We ought now to call to mind
the daily events which she had been reading from childhood

up, in the distressed looks of the people in the streets, in her

father's anxious face at home, in the evening sky righted up by

riot and rick-burning, as well as in the parliamentary and police

reports and leading articles of the "Globe" newspaper.
Only a hand's breadth before and after, like the section of a

battle-field seen through a mountain rift, is allowed by biograph-

ical limitations to the eye that follows through the fight the

course of one iltustriou_ life : yet the narrow opening is sufficient
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for the same vision of a land in agony, knowing neither why nor
wherefore, that set her strong, statesman-like mind and feeling
heart at work to find the cause and the remedy. The sight was
terrible indeed. To French statesmen and histol_iaus it then

seemed as if England could not much longer hold together as a
nation. To the few American observers who better knew the

quality of the blood themselves had sprung from, the whole
condition-of-England question was a frightful enigma. There
were bloodshed and famine in the East Indies, and slavery in
the West. There were twenty-five millions of people shut up
to starve in the small area of the British Isles, exhausted by
war, and taxed up to the war-point after the peace, in ways so
distressing and vexatious as to be almost past belief. They were
dying for want of bread, while hindered alike from producing
and importing grain, as well as from going to live where it grew.
The straitened manufacturers were compelled to witness the de-
struction of their property by the starving workmen, whenever
they attempted to economize by means of machinery. Enterpris-
ing merit was condemned to the lifelong hear_sickness of hope
deferred, by that prestige of rank which enabled the great fl_mi-
lies to appoint their own members, dependants, and supporters
to the posts of profit and honour. Class wrought against class,
and every man's hand was against his brother. Coast-guard and
smuggler, parson and parishioner, press-gang and peasant, land-
lord, tenant, and poacher, rioter, rick-burner, and cabinet minister,
soldiery and mob, chill by turns with terror or hot with the
sense of wrong, stood ready to clutch each other by the throat.
Men in power saw no cure but in killing, and they caused the

masses, driven into the streets by ignorance, starvation, and
despair, to be fired upon where they stood for sedition, or de-
stroyed individually by legal process for crime. The hangman
had a fearful work to do ; for men were put to death in rows at
Newgate and all over the kingdom for five-shilling crimes com-
mitted to sustain life. A half-naked youth might be taken to
the gallows for stealing a strip of cloth from the bleaching-
ground. The only remedy iu use besides the gallows and the
bayonet was the old poor-law of _limbeth's time, so unequal to
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the case of the nineteenth century that it operated as a millstone

round the necks of the virtuous and industrious, and as a bounty
on idleness and crime. England claimed to be a Christian na-
tion, but Catholic, Churchman, and Dissenter each denied the

other the name _ and Paul's description of Pa_ns applied at this
time to them all,- "hateful, and hating one another."

In the midst of all this disorder government itself was com-

ing to be considered a curse by the bulk of the people ; for class-
l%o_islation had caused the poor--the many- and the rich-
the few--to consider each other as natural enemies. What

wonder, amid the sharp fermenting of such a state of mutual

misapprehension, that Treasury, Council, and Chancellor, Privy

Seal, Admiralty, and Exchequer, Boards of Trade and Control,
and all the "departments," should have been at their wits' end,

and all sense of mutual obhgation between them and the people
have been seen melting away

In such a crisis it was that Harriet Martineau set herself to

consider the cause. She found it in the utter ignorance of the

highest and the lowest classes, and the half-informed apathy of
the middle one, in combination with the selfishness of all. And

why might not all be led to feel for each other as brothers, and

to perceive the universal applicability of the principles she had

from childhood been studying _ She was sure of their power,

and felt the wisdom and greatness of the minds that had dis-

covered them. She would assail the general prejudice against
political economy and its sages which stigmatized both as par-

tial, hard, and cruel. She would appeal to that appreciation of

the noble, the heroic, and the holy, beating so high in her own

breast, which she felt sure had not yet died out of the British
heart. How safe and happy might the nation become, if it could

once be made to know and adopt the course and the principles

so exactly fitted to that time and that people! They would
Secure the welfare of all ; and to all she therefore addressed her-

self, in the thirty-four little volumes of "Illustrations of Political

Economy," which she sent to the press monthly during the
ensuing two years and a half. She has told us the circum-

stances of their issue, and we have seen how her resolute despair
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conquered every public and private obstacle, as she undertook
to bridge the gulf of ignorance and class exclusiveness which

kept Englishmen at enmity, and to show them how all things

contributing to the support and enjoyment of life might be pro-
duced and conveyed to all. "The people want this work, and

they shall have it !" she said, at the darkest hour of her under-

taking, before the attainment of the means. We know from
the Autobiography _ what was in her heart at the time. Let us

see if there are tears in the tone that reached the public ear, out

of such depths of trial and difficulty.

The Preface to the "Illustrations" that tells us is eighteen

pages long, and so close-linked in statement and reasoning that

it can with difficulty be divided or shortened. It declares the

everlasting truth on the chosen subject. A short extract will

show the tone and temper of the mind that, in view of the

darkness of the past, was determined to brighten the future.

" _Example is better than precept.' We take this proverb as the
motto of our design. We declare frankly that our object is to teach
political economy ; and that we have chosen this [narrative-plctorial]
method, not only because it is new, not only because it is enter-
taining, but because we think it the most faithful and the most com-
plete ; .... and when we dedicate our series to all to whom it may
be of use, we conceive that we are addressing many of every class. To

address it to all whom it may concern would be the same thing as
appealing to the total population of the empire.

"Is there any one breathing to whom it is of no concern whether
the production of food and clothing and the million articles of human

consumption goes on or ceases I whether that production is propor-
tioned to those who live ? whether all obtain a fair proportion _ Is
there any one living to whom it matters not whether the improvement
of the temporal condition of the race shall go on, or whether it shall
relapse into barbarism ? Whether the supports of life, the comforts
of home, and the pleasures of society shall become more scanty or
more abundant _ Whether there shall be increased facilities for the

attainment of intellectual good, or whether the old times of slavery
and hardship shall return _ Is any one indifferent whether famine
stalks through the land, laying low the helpless and humbling the

• Vol. I. la 100.
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proud ; or whether, by a wise policy, the nations of the earth benefit
one another, and secure peace and abundance at home, by an ex-
change of advantages abroad ? Is there any one living, in short, to
whom it matters not whether the aggregate of hnmau life is cheerful
and virtuous, or mournful and depraved ? The question comes to
this : for none will doubt whether a perpetuity of ease or hardship is
the more favourable to virtue. If it concerns rulers that their meas-

ures should be wise, if it concerns the wealthy that their property
should be secure, the middling classes that their industry should be
rewarded, the poor that their hardships should be redressed, it con-
cerns all that political economy should be understood. If it concerns

all that the z_lvantages of a social state should be preserved and im-
proved, it concerns them likewise that political economy should be
understood by alL"

The effect was instantaneous. The wise and benevolent few

felt that they were comprehended and appreciated by a master
spirit. Political leaders grasped the helm of state with a firmer

hand. Leaders of parties struggled to get possession of the new

influence. The poor, selfish little publisher felt his bark float,

and laughed for joy that from the king to the cobbler every body

was buying the Series. The reviewers read up Smith, Malthus,

Mill, and Rieardo, and qualified to the best of their ability to

help or hinder, as their respective party badges required. The

little-_eat strove to illustrate themselves by the reflected light

of the famous author of the "Illustrations." The really great
and good gathered round the new luminary, rejoicing in its
radiance and its warmth. Half the world read these books

merely as novels (as, indeed, they were, and of the rarest origi-
nality and merit) ; and while statesmen and members of Parlia-

ment hoped readers would not lose sight of the political problem

in the charm of the characters, the witty and the frivolous
boasted to each other that, be she clever as she might, she could

not sift in the science so cunningly as they could contrive to

skip all but the story. Publishers in other lands and languages
sent to demand biographical notices to prefix to their editions,

one of which came back to the author in an absolutely unknown

tongue. Newspapers at home gave her pedigree, and newspapers
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abroad her history. Doubts were not unfrequently expressed
as to the real authorship of the series ; and it was always attrib-

uted to some leading statesman of the time, being thought far

beyond the political ability, not merely of a woman, but of

any except a great legislator. The editorial world fell to advis-

ing, in common with the moral world and the religious world ;
all seeming to feel personally responsible, lest so great a genius

should go wrong for lack of counsel. Half the gossiping world

gave her in marriage to the other half. Great historians, divines,
and church dignitaries made her the homage of their works and

sought the honour of her acquaintance. She was thanked in

every possible form, publicly and privately, by every body who
was the better for her work of justice and mercy. Compli-

mentary letters came from all quarters like a storm of snow.

These she uniformly destroyed, except when it was necessary

to preserve them on account of their connection with moral
business and legislation. Some such remain, showing how deep

and decisive was the effect she produced on the minds that led

the political and literary life of the time.

Tile public at large soon knew its favourite by sight, and she
could not walk in public places without being followed by a

deeply interested crowd. It is, perhaps, the strongest charac-
teristic of her works,- one distinguishing every word she has
since written,- that, as it came, full strength, from the depths

of a heart filled with "the spirit of love and of power and of a

sound mind," so it went as deeply home to every reader's bosom.

This sort of public homage was painful to one so constitutionally

timid and retiring. Sometimes, when it drew the curious and

the self-seeking into her train, it gave rise to comic incidents for
which she was not responsible. The unavoidable draught on

her time and stren_h became so great that it was necessary, at

length, to avoid the mere idlers who sought a selfish gratifica-

tion by obtaining an introduction. A Mr. Burke begged to be

presented to her. "What is your qualification l" asked the
quick-witted friend to whom he proposed it. "Sir!" "I
mean what purpose have you to answer _ Have you any thing

to tell her _ or do you want to know any thing from her _ Only
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give me your qual_cation." "I know no better than that I am
the last descendant of Edmund Burke." "That won't do. That

is not in Miss Martineau's way. She has to talk to far too

many people already, with a better title than that. I cannot

introduce you."

So great a personal popularity is ever a severe trial of the
strength and of the character ; but hers bore a threefold strain

uninjured. She was novelist, political economist, and philan-

threpist in one, and constantly receiving admiration in each
capacity. It was perpetually said of her, not by fools, but by

wise men, that she was the first woman of the age. By those

who are neither fools nor wise, the people at large, she was

equally appreciated. Dean Milman could have told an amusing

instance of it; and how he was cheered at a sad moment by
the mirthfulness with which she related to him, at a dinner at

Mr. Rogers's, when the conversation drew it from her,- the

amusement she had had from a letter received by that day's
post. It was scribbled all over, in the way that lost letters are.

It was addressed to "The Queen of Modem Philanthropists" ;

and the post-office had put in the corner, "Try Miss Marti-
nealL" It reached her in Fludyer Street; and one could set

Dean gilman laughing at any time with, "Try Miss Marti-
]teau."

Such is fame in one of its aspects. A look into her letter-bag

on any single morning of her London life will tell us something
of its toils and temptations, and give us the pungent aroma of

the mingled incense, ordinarily so intoxicating to the novice,
which was daily offered up to her. Here are five invitations to

dinner for the same day_ at houses where the splendour of the

appointments "always suggests to me, by contrast, the idea of

the factory-children. Not that I blame the rich and noble for
their enjoyments, but I would have no huge inequalities." "It

is the charming freedom from stiffness and pretension that, after

all, delights mo; not the blaze of lights, and the double doom,

and gold plate, and rare coffee." Here are patronesses' tickets
to their fancy-balls at Willis's rooms, --if she can be prevailed

on, they add, to give herself the recreation. Ahaack's has no
VOL IL
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restrictions of costume for her. Hero are cards of barristers,

parliamentary commissioners, and cabinet ministers. Here are
all manner of prospectuses and plans for her to "honour with
her sanction." Here are invitations from editors, to favour their

reviews and magazines with her contributions. Bulwer has a

quick eye for literary power; and hers shall grace "the new

monthly" as well as the rest. Little "V." of the little "Re-
pository" has achieved greatness among the magazines. Then
come heaps of concert tickets, museum tickets, library tickets:

loads of blue-books, reports of sanitary, factory, and poor-law

commissions, -- tZaere is no end to the variety. "Here is a

curious arrival, come just in time for you, my dear mother ; an

honourary diploma from the Royal Jennerian Society, 'who, thB
Duke of Wellington in the chair, have done themselves the

honour of unanimously voting to Miss Harriet Martincau the

diploma which constitutes her a member of their body.' They

are right if they think I can help the spread of vaccination, and

I think I can." These recognitions of her character as a labourer

for the welfare of society were ever far more valued by her than
testimonies of mere literary estimation. And yet in after days

she made light of this : "I am afraid such things are sometimes

a push for subscriptions to declining funds."

She now began to feel the embarrassments of greatness in

being expected to dispense patronage. :Every one-sided char-
acter of her acquaintance looked to her to bring his particular

insanity into a reputation for soundness. In reviewing the
number of opportunities for benefiting others now laid before

her, one cannot but think of poor Marmontel, oppressed in like

manner by his native village after the success of his first piec_ ;

"And all this depends upon me !" But she early became aware

of the risk to independence from incurring obligations to patron-
age, and she never hesitated to utter the unwelcome "no" which

her conscience prompted when solicited to obtain advantages to
which no claim existed but her request. The claims of benevo-

lent associations with whose objects she warmly sympathized
were never resisted. The Polish Association, in particular, owed

much to her and to her family for the protection and mainte-
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hence of their orphans as well as the promotion of their cause.
Her hymn written for their exiles, set to very touching music,

made a profound impression :--

PRAYER OF THE POLISH EXILES AT THE PATRIOTS'ALTAR."

God ! scorched by battle-fires we stand
Before thee on thy throne of snows ;

But, Father ! in this silent land,

We seek no refuge nor repose :
We ask, and shall not ask in vain, --
"Give us our heritage again !"

Thy winds are ice-hound in the sea ;
Thine eagle cowers till storms are past ;

Lord I when those moaning winds are free,
When eagles mount upon the blast,

O, breathe upon our icy chain,
And float our Poland's flag again !

'T was for thy cause we onee were strong ;
Thou wilt not doom that cause to death I

0 God ! our struggle has been long ;
Thou wilt not quench our g]hnmering Faith !

Thou hear'st the murmurs of our pain,
"Give us our heritage again !"

The party struggle for her political influence bad by this time

become so vehement that she was obliged to write a special
Preface for the Corn-Law tales, declaring her determination to
defend from party what she meant for mankind.

These few emphatic words, it is to be hoped, satisfied the
"Examiner," the " Critic," "Tait's, .... Fraser's," and all the

newspapers : they certainly did the public at large.

It was not merely the actual merit nor the positive utility of

fllese publications that gave them a world-wide celebrity ; neither

was it their exquisite adaptation to the wants of England at that

time ; nor their novelty in execution, or originality in design:

• From "The CharmedSea," IliustrationsPolitical Economy,Vol. V.
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although the idea of conveying the facts of moral science by
this method was so little familiar to the public mind that multi-
tudes supposed all science might be taught in a similar manner,

and felt wronged, as by a feminine caprice, that Miss M_artineau

refused to move their souls a second time by a series of illustra-

tions of natural philosophy; while at the same time, although some

of the tales are comic in parts, they remonstrated against the
great preponderance of painful interest in what she had written.

They needed to have it explained to them that the evil institu-

tions that wring the human heart are the only subjects of a nature

to permit a scientific demonstration in the form of fiction ; that
although an imperfect smelting apparatus may be as fatal to

the purity of gold as mistaken methods of government are to
national virtue, yet fiction cannot be made the vehicle of metal-

lurgy; nor the miseries of mistaken legislation be gayly set

forth in a story of happy conclusion. There had been tales

before these, awakening sympathy with suffering ; but tales

showing the causes of suffering in the neglect of those principles

of government which men in given circumstances must adopt
in order to be happy were a new thing under the sun. To

this especial originality of purpose they owed a part of their

unprecedented popular success.

These books were also new in their special literary aspect, as

_vell as the beginnings in England of a science of sociology.

A feeling of resistance had long been gathering in Harriet
Martineau's mind against that law of the kingdoms of poetry

and romance, generally observed by all their rulers, from Homer

to Scott inclusive, of filling the scene with the great and the

powerful, -- the occupants of thrones and the leaders of armies ;

and .bidding the intricacies of the plot bear them along through
"high feastings of kings with nobles and dancing of knights

with ladies;" till a reproach from the majority of middle-aged

readers had gone forth against novels and poetry as untrue
to any life that came within the observation of whole-minded

human beings then living. Going to the root of the matter, she
found thera untrue, by reason of their one-sided partialities and

aristocratic prejudices, l_ow, as on so many subsequent occa-
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sions, she showed the genius that directs public thought and
feeling ; pointing out in advance the way in wlnch she took the
lead, and proving while proclaiming the power of fiction as the

agent of morals and philosophy, --the servant of the poor and

the lowly.

I need but refer to certain passages from those remarkable

productions so much talked of in their time as "the Scott pa-

pers ;" in which, while giving to Walter Scott, with all the
enthusiasm of a grateful heart, his full due, and more than he

himself ever dreamed of claiming, she points out his lack of the

deeper moral insight, and calls on his successors in the field of
romantic literature to make good his deficiencies. Every reader's

_emory will bear witness to the effect her criticism and her

example have had on novel-writing since that time ; but few,

except the watchers by the springs of great social changes, can

tell upon what multitudes fell the awakening music of her

affirmation of all that is great, noble, and heroic in woman. It

met a response in the universal heart. America above all felt
the grandeur and beauty of the appeal. Ella of Garveloch,
Cousin Marshall, Mary Kay, Letitia, little Harriet, with all the

troops of the high-minded poor and the high-hearted lowly that
rose from every pictured page, became the friends and educators

of the young matronage of the United States. As manuals of

political economy, the "Illustrations" were not then so much

needed there. The Transatlantic world was already in possession

of all (save one) of the blessin_ they demanded. But as illus-
trations of high character and lofty virtue and heroic endurance

and uncompromising integrity, they possessed an incisive power,

as welcome as it was timely, to restore the features of the antique

virtue of our earlier New England time, fast softening and

wearing down beneath unmarked abuses. The observation of
English critics was that she understood the springs of the
machine of state. American ones said, "she knew how to

'Opa the sacredsourceof sympathetic tears?"

As far as criticism can be a benefit, she was to be congratu-

labed ; for no writer ever received a larger share of it. From tha
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leading reviews and great London dailies, down to the most
obsct_re provincial and sectarian journals and magazines, all were
full of the "Illustrations." The "Edinburgh Review" was per-

fectly amiable in the spirit of its criticism, though utterly incom-

petent, in this instance, to its function, for want of breadth and

power to comprehend the mind of the writer. The editor had
at first admired Harriet Martineau as a lady, and afterwards

esteemed her as a friend ; but his attempts to reconcile her
action with the feeble, narrow social views of the time were

amusing instances of unconscious insult, tie hardly knew how

to excuse her as a student and a teacher of what he had thought

exclusively manly truths. He was obliged to justify her to
himself by a syllogism. "Women might, and it was becoming

they should, protect and comfort the poor ; pohtical economy has
an immediate connection with this ; therefore a woman may be

a political economist without being supposed to have abated any

natural and right horror of Amazons in politics." But he con-

demned any thing which could be called public life out of her

own village,- the circle of a Lady Bountiful among her poor.
A certain kind of knowledge is even here necessary, and so

political economy _n/ght come in. He shuddered a little at

Miss Martineau's sense and spirit, but he "rejoiced to acknowl-

edge that she had more than the fancy and feeling of Miss

:F_xlgeworth," and he thought he had saved his admired author's
credit. How far was he from seeing that the most public of all

public life was the one on which she had just entered! The
life commonly called public of an ordinary member of Parliament

was private in comparison. Her very thought's were fast becom-

ing of more public importance than all their doings for the

public weal. Their doings were of importance as the comple-
ment of her feelings and thoughts.

The criticisms were as various as the powers and purposes of
the men.

A critic is but a man like another ; and when he chances to

be the man of some specialty, most likely proves less able than

another to pronounce a general judgment. He is so often obliged
to "cram" for all but his own special questions, he is so ellen
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tempted to cover with a strain of brilliant sarcasm his want of
power to appreciate his author, and, above all, he so often permits

the actual power of judgment he may possess to be blunted by
the retaining-fee of a party, or at best imperceptibly worn away

by the continual suggestions of self-interest, that, in the field

of real thought and action, he becomes a hindrance rather than a

helper to both author and public. In the field of mere literature

he may promote public pleasure by the perpetual attrition that
polishes and perfects the individual writer, whose works thus
formed and finished react in refinement on the public mind;

but it is not in the field of literary criticism that the man capa-

ble of appreciating the great ethical natures of any time will be
found: for the sympathies of such a man will draw him into
their field of action. Hence it was that, with all Harriet Mar-

tineau's immense popularity, she found but little competent

criticism at this period. The crowd of review and newspaper

writers were competent to only one half the case. They were

profuse of eulogy because, without embracing the whole, for lack

of depth and grasp, they were honestly and enthusiastically
pleased with all they could comprehend. They welcomed her

exactly as they might a great painter or musical artist who had
charmed and won the public mind in taking it by surprise.

Here was something at once out of their way and beyond their

limitations ; but they were pleased, with the rest of the world,

and it was safe and agreeable to s_y so. In conquering the
public she had conquered all the critics except the unscrupulously

partisan ones. Without comprehending her nature or object in

life, these felt, by mere oppug_aancy, one quality of her power, --
its freedom. It was neither to hold nor to bind nor to buy.

They were afraid of it, and they tried to destroy it. Empson
and Lockhart--" The Edinburgh" and "The Quarterly" --
were fit types of the professionally critical power of that time.

To the shallow but highly cultivated mind that could dwell in

the tents of the Whigs, Harriet Martineau was a puzzle. How

could she work month afar month, and year after year, upon the

most abstruse problems of civil polity and legislation, g_rowing
fresher and fresher as she wen_ on _ How could she make these
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dry bones live and dwell in the scenes and cities of all lands,
painting them into picture_ in which the beauty of the colour-

ing and the force of the feeling were all used to prove the accu-
racy of the perspective, and yet remain so rich, so full, so free

Mr. F_znpson could not even imagine the power gained by living
for the truth. She herself was tess clear as to cause and effect

(perhaps merely less precise in nomenclature) at this time than
she afterwards became ; while occupied in serving the world in
this strenuous manner, she called the great source and stimulus of

her life by the names of "principles" and "science" alternately.
Loekhart, as the editor of the Tory Quarterly, was of course

hostile ; that w_ only to have been expected. But he disgraced

himself and the review by an utter want of decency and hon-
esty. The p_eceding Autobiography is not very clear as to the

precise point of Lockhart's evil doing. The sensitive and the
high-minded shrink from the details of falsehood and abuse

which they have endured, till to do so passes into a habit of

mind, almost into a principle of duty. Their great thoughts

and great objects bear them above and beyond the sphere and
feeling of insult. They do not care even to understand the

meaning of a vicious animal's attempt to throw them. The

biographer has a different duty.

The worst feature, then, of Lockhart's servility to his party-
the party to which, as a hanger-on, he looked for literary patron-

age and pecuniary support- was his attempt to crush the rising
young advocate of the people, by identifying her by all the

weight of the great Tory party's organ, with the advocacy of

vice and crime. Because one political economist was said to

have circulated papers encouraging young servant-girls and their
seducers of rank to licentiousness9 l_r. Lockhart thought to

fling his mud and dust so dexterously as to attach to Miss Mar-

tineau the same imputation. The reaction of the indignant pub-
lic mind against this basenees waa such that this article of the

"Quarterly" greatly promoted the popularity of the series of
"Illustrations of Political Economy" it was in_nded to destroy.

Aside from its falsehoods, there is nothing that strikes one so

singularly in Mr. Leckhart's criticism of Miss Martineau's "Illus-
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t-rations," or in the subsequent criticisms of the " Quarterly," as

their strain of ironical eulogy. His severest attempts now seem
simple historical statements. It is curious, too, to remark at the

outset the two-edged appeal to bigotry whetted sharper by mas-

culine assumption, -- well known as Loekhart was in those days
as one of the orthodox who believe in nothing.

"This young lady has the high recommendation of being a

Unitarian." "Her theological works are all published, we be-
lieve, at the expense of the Unitarian Association ; at least,

such is the case with the ' Essential Principles of Christianity,'
addressed to her' dear Roman Catholic brethren.'" It shows the

coarseness of his nature that in this very article he calls Ella of

Garveloch -- one of the most nobly and beautifully conceived
beings in literature -- "a bare-legged Scotch quean !"

:However unable to appreciate, even such a man is compelled
by mere intellectual conviction and a politic reference to the

same in other men to acknowledge "the praiseworthy inten-

tions," "benevolent spirit," "varied knowledge," "acute discrimi-

nation of character," and "power of entel_ng into and describing
the feelings of the poorer classes."

"Demerara," he admits, is powerfully written, "but the picture

is drawn from the imagination, and from the accounts of anti-

slavery missions ;" and he scoffs at the "notion" that man is not

property, as one who considers the claim of ownership in man
founded in the eternal laws of nature, to which those of states

cannot but conform. And this very year, helped to the work

by this very tale, which popularized the principles of freedom as

the only sound political economy, while painting the slaves as

outraged human beings, the British Parhament abolished ¾rest

Indian slavery. And so in hke manner the three great ques-
tions touching the factories, the poor-laws, and the currency,

were successively a_tated, and the question of the corn-laws
fairly roused. To one so absorbed in successful public service

as to be personally important to all the wronged and suffering

classes, and proportionately beloved and honoured by them,

criticism was what it ought to be, -- desired as a thing to learn

by ; and abuse, when its purpose was once understood, but of
the slightest moment.
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By this article of Lockhart's I seem to see thrown into the

mind of Harriet Martineau the first germ of her afterthoughts

on the general subject of property. Quoting from the summary

of principles in "Demerara," he says: " Property is held by

convention, not natural right. As the a_eement to hold prop-

erty in man never took place between the parties concerned,
i. e. is not conventional, man has no right of property in man."
On this he goes on to comment : "Why, by this rule, what/_

we a right to hold as property l .... Let M_s Martineau say

where the convention sat which agreed to make the Marquis 6f
_estminster a present of his stud or his streets. Miss Marti-

neau is said to be high authority in t_he law courts. Let the

next thief plead at the Old Bailey that he never agreed the

prosecutor should hold property in his silk handkerchief, and
therefore he has no more right to it than he, Timothy, the
thief."

Miss Martineau was never one to stop thinking because an

enemy of tmlth (so ignorant of it at the same time as to be
unable to discriminate between a just inference and a reductio

ad abstcrduTn)found it for his interest to come forward to pre-

vent, with a mixture of sophistry and defiance like this; and
we shall see hereafter tb what conclusions she came on this

matter of property in after years. The blank astonishment of
conservatives at such plain incontrovertible statements of facts

as these,- that, shut up in an island, population going on at
geometrical rates, and production in arithmetical ones according
to their wont, there will, without prudence, be famine, is in the

mean time amusing. Neither could they comprehend any more

clearly that their poor-laws were degrading and self-defeating,
their lying-in hospitals a bounty on improvidence, and their alms-

houses a temptation to idleness. They dreaded, apparently, to
see the feudal system broken up by the development of a ca-

pacity in the people to do without it ; and seemed to mourn the

lost occupation of Lord Lansdowne and the Duke of Devonshire,
when Ireland should become well educated and industrious.

The attempt to confound Miss Martineau with the low and

criminal distributors of demoralizing publications and the like,
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was fatal to his gentlemanly character. He concluded by adjur-

ing Miss Martineau to burn her little books ; and, after quoting
in a scurrilous way a quantity of ridiculous doggerel, winds up

thus: "Did Miss Martineau sit for this picture _ _No. Such
a character is nothing to a female Malthusian: a woman who

thinks child-bearing a crime against society; an unmarried

woman who declaims against marriage: (! ! !)a _/oung woman

who deprecates charity and a provision for the poor. (! ! T)"
This was the sort of moral gauntlet to be run in undertaking

to illustrate a principle "as undeniable as the multiplication-

table;" and this the tendere_st and most keenly feeling heart I

ever knew did not shrink from ; because to teach prudence as
one among many means of chasing away pauperism was to do
the nation service. What the excellent Malthus had been seen

to undergo of calumny and abuse (and it seemed to her so

repulsive as to make her ask him how he bore it) would have

been sufficient to deter one less high-minded than herself. But

now seems to have begun to take ultimate shape that heroic
type of character which became in after life so recognized a part

of her greatness, that the persecuted for whatever right's sake
felt the glorious reproach of their cross to be a claim she could

not set aside. Her infant visions of martyrdom, little as she

respected their memory, as mingled with childish vanity and
unbalanced by the sound knowledge and vigorous judgment of

the after time, were yet the basis of the noble temple of life she

was always at work in building. Whether this stepping to the
front under fire, publicly to express the reverence and gratitude
felt for those who have aroused to noble work or shown the

excellent way, be, as church and cler_oT claim, a special trait of

Christianity, or as nobles feel, an evidence of nobility, is of

little consequence to decide. That it was the only way that
became her to " fulfil all righteousness" was, in brain and blood,

a part of Harriet Martineau's being. As Gibbon says of Bayle,

"Nature meant her to think as she pleasod, and to speak as
she thought."

All the reviews of this period, hostile as well as friendly, took

for _uted the fact of her great genius. Unquestioned as it was
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by the world, by herself it was always steadily denied, not only
at this time, but ever afterwards. Her friendly critic of the
" Edinburgh Review" was so impressed by her as a woman of
genius, that he vigorously contested the point with her in argu-
ment. And surely if genius be the faculty called divine, of
creating in literature, from what life actually is, the vision of
what it may be, -- if it be the intellectual force or creative inspi-
ration in life itself, which brings forth, directs, and organizes,
whether by "a special instinct or faculty," by "grace from

on high," or by "superiority of organization" (as different
schools might express the same fact), -- if it be that inspiration
of great thoughts and great things which instantly distinguishes
from the crowd and arrays inferiority against itself, -- if it be
that power in action which, to whatever department of human
hfe it come, seems to change the nature of things, or that power
in utterance which drives a keener tide of blood through them
that read or hear,- then surely Harriet Martineau was in truth
the genius that popular enthusiasm declared her to be. l_or the
less so because the popular definition of the word has taught her
countryraeu onboth sides of theocean(if I may say so) that" genius
is that talent or aptitude that men receive from nature to excel in
any one thing whatever," while she excelled in many. Nor is
she the less "a genius" because the Sheridans, the Fieldings,
the George Sands, have habituated the world to associate genius
with selfishness, disorder, and licentiousness, and caused a doubt
whet3xer it can exist in even balance with perfect self-control and
wise and steady self-devotedness. Thus I have often argued with
herself, but, I am bound in truth to state, without effect. She
always persisted in the same final reply, "I am pained and
ashamed when any body I care for talks of my possessing gen-
ius." I think the difference between her and others on this

point arose from her want of general self-esteem, of which defi-
ciency I have seen a thousand instances ; she held so tenaciously
to the French proverbial opinion, that "le g_nie doit fair¢ 8e8
preuves," that she obtained at this time of a reviewer whoso
article came to her knowledge before publication, that his high
estimate of her genius as a write_ of fiction should be sup-
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pressed. "Not," she said, "till I have succeeded in making a
plot." Thus much I was willing to ooncede in the argument;

that a character less truly proportioned, faculties less accurately
balanced, might, even while weakening its actual effect, have pro-

duced a higher general estimate of her genius, --just as we are

most struck by the disproportion, the deformity or caricature that

lessens the goodness of a face or the real value of a portrait ; for
I observed this known effect of perfect proportion in reducing

the popular estimate of size, in her elder and grander time;

and as her faculties were taking a wider and stronger range, I

seemed to see them less generally, though more worthily appre-

ciated. But if genius be the perfection of good sense, she pos-
sessed it as few others have done. How many have we seen

proclaimed geniuses, on the American side of the ocean, by mere

chat of deficiency or irregularity, who would never have been
named in that category, had they been, like her, subjected to

the remorseless English higher-middle-class training which at
once grinds down oddity, nor likes to spare even originality,

and which only true genius can survive and profit by.
Had Harriet _artineau been only a reviewer or essayist,

only a great reli_ous, political, or philosophical writer,--only

a novelist, traveller, or historian,--she would have necessarily

seemed greater as an author to the generality of readers. They

love to see power pushed in one direction. They can only judge

of it so. They measure only length, so to speak, and take little
account of breadth and depth. They have been so accustomed
to minute subdivision in men_al as in other labors, as to

have enehained their minds by a proverb, that "the Jack at
all trades is good at none ;" and this very means of exclusive

application which they .take to avoid mediocrity is the reason

why this century affords so few universally admirable per-
sons like Harriet ]VIartineau. This variety of mental accomplish-

ment, this natural and cultivated capacity to meet each man

on his own ground, made her one of the most popular, while her

overflowing sympathy of the hear_ made her one of the most

beloved of authors. She pleased and amused the public, though

she never made it an object to do so.
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She was thus early the most substantially successful author
of her time, without ever having sacrificed to success. She had.

deliberately chosen her part,- to utter, as fast as she attained

it, what seemed to her good and true, let the personal result be

what it might. Her works had brought round her the leading
men of her time, and she began to judge them as fit or unfit for

the times, with continual porsonal and political effect. Her in-
fluence many a time put the right man in the fight place, who
came to thank her and ask her advice as to how he sho_dd best

fulEl his duty in it. She could and did sway from time to time
the administmUon, while counselhng the leaders of opposition.

A less comprehensive mind could have done but one of these

things. But both sides felt that she was warmly with them as
men, while free from "entangling alhancc " with either as par-
ties. l_Tow came the moment when, strong in her knowledge of

the general public mind,- its tastes, its habits, its views, its

leaders, -- the temptation might have come to her that wrecks so

many first-rate writers,- the temptation of _ving to the public
sentimental expressions and a_eeable drollery signifying noth-

ing, but all the more enriching, in the pecuniary sense, for its
want of reality. Now might well have come the temptation to
leave unturned the last uncompromising screw that takes the

writer out of the hands of his readers, and lays upon him the re-

sponsibility of leading, instead of leaving him in the exercise of
the subaltern function of amusing them. But she never seems
to have felt it. Literature remained ever to her a sacerdocy ;

and through its most trying phase,- that of becoming through

its means world famous, -- her sheet-anchor of secret resolutions _

never dragged. She does not need, like Dr. Young's man of the

world, to "resolve or re-resolve." Without doing either, she will

clearly " die the same."
Before inserting such of the few letters as I rightfully and

dutifully may, from the great mass of those of this period which

now he before me, I will gather up a few of the recollections of

that time. Some of her old frmnds (not the most intimate) were
astonished at her coolness in these new circumstances; while

• See page of resolutions, anta.
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others, superficial observers, pronounced her, on account of it,

the proudest person living. Of these she said, "They little know
how utterly I sometimes despise my work,- its execution, I

mean. But not the less do I mean to avail myself coolly and

amply of all the advantages of society it brings me." And this

wor]¢, of whose execution she speaks, was the one thing the world

was so delighted with. Mrs. Bellenden Ker tells of a pretty
littlewillustrative scene, which shows how it seized the minds of

the least impressible. "My father came in to dine with us just

as dinner was served. ' How do you do, my love _' says he, and

takes up "Demarara." In vain did we call him, and remind him

that dinner was waiting. He was like one under strong posses-

sion, and never thought of dinner or laid down the book till he
had read it through."

I must not forget to say that the "Series of Illustrations of
Pohtical Economy " was printed at a cheaper rate than it would

have otherwise been, on account of the clearness of the writing;

a thing worthy to be put on record in vindication of the rights

of printers.
All the compliments and admiration of the early period of

these years of fame, -- phrenologists declaring her head incom-

parably the best female head they had a east of, both for size and

harmony ; admission for the first time, in her person, of a lady

to the distribution of prizes at the London University (this year

by Lord John Russell), the head professor's family declanng "her

presence gave it a consequence which they wished to secure for
it ;" huntings-up of her early writings,--" the Chancellor wants
the 'Traditions' sent after him to :Bath;" Coleridge watching

anxiously for the numbers ; family consultations in so many dis-

tir_oxfished households about who was sufficiently distinguished
to make one with herself at the same dinner-party, and what

great previous celebrity sholfld be spared such a wound to his

self-complacency as witnessing the homage paid to the new
one, and tlle like sweet social flatteries ad infinitum,--all this

had no ill effect on her appearance or character. At the end

of her first London year Sydney Smith said, "She has gone

through such a season as no girl before ever knew, and she has
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kept her own mind, her own manners, and her own voice.
She's safe."

And so the _st year of the first London life left her ; though
the trial, from being merely superficial, as at first, and such as

literary ladies and gentlemen were all in their lesser measure

subjected to, had become the deeper one that statesmen only, in

conscious possession of the nature that is a power in the land,
can feel. _ow there was much buzzing and flino_ug the s$und-

ing-line about a pension. Lord Brougham evidently did not

like the result. He clearly saw the inconvenience to the govern-

ment of having one standing in the relation of pensioner on
whom it could never reckon with any greater security than its

own adherence to the people's interests might claim. The lan-

guage of friends whose characters had been moulded by personal

aspirations and political expediency was not likely to bring her
own mind into a state to be pensioned. "Provided," said one

of them, "that you do nothing in the mean time to upset your

dish with the government, you are sure of one." Without com-

ing to any decision on the general subject of literary pensions,

the thoughts such experiences suggested made her only the more

solicitous to preserve her own independence as the advocate of
the people's interests, and naturally pointed out her course in

_r years as often as the time for decision came.
Appreciation in the highest quarter was not wanting to her.

"' Lord and Lady Durham told me," she said, "how delighted

the Princess Victoria was with my series, and this took place.
I told Lord Durham that that particular young lady's reading

was of some consequence, and that it was worth something for
her to know what the inside of a workhouse, for instance, was

like; but that I did hope she did not read for the story only.

In her position it really would be a very good thing that she
should understand the suramarles and trace them in the stories.

He agreed, and in a few days he sent me a note to say that my

hint had been well taken and was attended to. Lady Durham

told me how, one evening, the little glrl (then eleven years old)
came with hop, skip, and jump from the inner drawing-room to

show her mother the next paper, with the advertisement of the
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'Elustratious of Taxation,' whereby her pleasure was extended,
when she thought the series was just done. Th_ Queen has

always said that ' Ella of Crarveloch' was her favourite.'_'_
Harriet Martincau's Autobiography gives the impression the

world made upon her: a memoir ought to give the impression
she made on the world. Of this there would be no end of

books :-- a few traits must suffice in the space afforded by one.
She was, Mr. Carlyle used to say, an instance, and the only one

he knew, of clear activity being compatible with happiness. He

could not talk before her, he added, about every effort being pain-
ful and all labour sorrow. "You are," he said to herself, "like

a Lapland witch on her broomstick, going up and down as you
will Other people, without broomsticks, drop down, and can-

not come up when they would ; and that's the difference between
them and you. Hartley Coleridge declared her to be "a mono-

maniac about every thing." Sydney Smith was of a similar

opinion. "A true heroic nature," he said. But it was not re-
markable men alone who were stirred to admlratlon She made

a profound impression on every body she met. The busy mother
Qf a family of a dozen children, cumbered with much serving,

with whom she was one evening taking tea, forgot every thing

else in the charm of her conversation, and said, while following

her to the door as she took leave, "I am so sorry,-- so sorry you

came, for I cannot bear to have you go !"

It was after the completion of "the series" that Monsieur
Guizot, then Minister of Public Instruction in France, was estab-

lishing a new periodical for its promotion. He directed that the

numbers should each open with a biographical sketch, as always
sure to interest the readers, and he ordered the first to be a

memoir of Harriet Martineau; she, he said, affording the only
instance on record of a woman having substantially affected
legislation otherwise than through some clever man.

The public action of this period directly to be traced to Harriet
"Martineau's political influence may be seen in the reform song,

sung wi£h uncovered heads by what were called the "monster

meetings,"--the immense assemblages of the people that in

1831 shook the kingdom into a speedy hut pacific and consti-
tutional reform in 1832.
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"Demeram" told upon slavery ; "Cousin Marshall," upon

strikes, in conjunction with the author's constant testimony
against them to the people. The "Charmed Sea" was influential

upon the Polish cause. The Corn-Law and other tales told

upon monopohes. For the influence of "The Tenth Haycock"

upon tithes, and for the effect upon the house and other tax_s,

the new postage and Canada, reference being had to the Auto-
bio_phy and to the "History of the Peace," there need be no
further mention of them here. An amusing dlalogue between

Lord klthorp and "an adviser" may be found in the "History of

the Peace,"-- the adviser being IEIarriet Martineau herself.

Some of her letters to her mother here subjoined were written

during the publication of the "Illustrations."

Lol_o_, Tuesdaymight, June 11,1833.

I thought I should have nothing to tell you, dear mother, for some
time, so quiet a life as this fortnight is to be ; but some little matters
usually turn up which it strikes me you wo_fld like to hear, and you
see I always fill a letter somehow.

Yesterday I read diligently for the Corn-Laws. Mr. Malthus, pass-
ing the door at nine o'clock, inquired when I was to return from
Par/s, where he saw by the papers I now am ; and to-day he came
and stayed an hour. Mrs. Coltman sent for me to dinner, and Mrs.
Malthus and I had much pleasant talk, and at dinner I sat between
father and son. This morning I corrected proof, made summary of
Corn-Laws, and drew out some of my story. It is to be in the pictu-
resque part of Yorkshire, near Sheffield, where there are hills for my
miller, foundries for my artisans, meadows for my farmers, sheep-
walks and farms for my land-owners_ black moors and grouse for
their sons, and so on. I do believe that as an illustration it will be

perfect, whatever it may turn out in other respects. I will give free
course to my feelin_ and opinions on this tremendous subject, and it
shall go hard with me but I will make others think and feel too. I
wonder whether you ever heard the story Mr. Potter tells of a college
companion of his, who blundered dreadfully under his examination
for ordination. As a last resource, he was asked if he could repeat
any one text from the Old or New Testament. He readily _,ot_d
"And Moses said, when he was in the whale's belly, Almost thou
persuade_t me to be a Christian." It is long since I heard a jumble
that tickled me so much. And now good night.
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Wednesday.

It is late, dear mother, and I have had a hard day's work ; but
I cannot let my birthday pass without a line to you. I was reminded
of it by a sweet letter from _., thought of and written with her
accustomed grace of sisterly love. I never passed so quiet a birthday,
and never, assuredly, so happy a one. I had set it apart for work, and
much work I have done with pen and needle, and much more with
thoughts. These are the days when I can scarcely believe my own
destiny, and when I feel that I can never work too diligently or dis-
interestedly for my own great responsibilities. Good Janetta writes
her congratulations and wonder at my not being altered. If she
was here she would see that them is that in my office which forbids
levity as much as it commands cheerfulness, and that I have more
need than ever of old friends and their supporting love, as gazers and
admirers of my efforts crowd round me. When my efforts relax,
these last will retreat ; and then what would become of me if I was
" altered," or had lost my old friends ? What a year this has been !
"Ella" was published this day twelve months, but how little way
had I made compared to what I have now! I trust this Corn-
Law story will carry me on further ; and if it helps to open eyes and
soften hearts on the tremendous question which involves millions
of lives and centuries of happiness or misery, my birthday will have
been well spent in working upon it. To make quite sure, I have for
the half-dozenth time compared the summary and the plan, and I am
certain that the summary contains the whole question, and that the
story illustrates every bit of the summary. I am also sure that the
characters are characters, if I can but keep them up. I mean to get
it all into one number if possible, and shall therefore condense the
emotion into great depth and retrench the description as much as
possible. Every page shall tell How singular is the faculty of con-
ception ! That Yorkshire vale with its people is become as perfect a
real existence to me since yesterday morning as if I had lived there.
May it soon be so to you ! And may I be permitted for yet another
year thus to handle God's works for the good of those who so
unhappily and unconsciously abuse them! To-morrow is to be
quiet too, the only engagement being to take William Stoker _ to
see the model of the copper-mine in the Strand. This we can do
between dinner and tea. Cresson called to-day ;t so did Mr. ..-,
bringing me a pretty coffee apparatus for malting my own breakfast

• William Stoker, then aboy of thirteen, the only son of her landlady.
"_Elliot Cresson,who tried to deceiveher about the colonizationsociety.
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without a fire, in first-rate style. He also offers an order for the
opera for Monday or Tuesday next, which I accept. Mr. Evans
called to fix on to-morrow for a final sitting.* I have done a chapter
to-day of "Sowers _ot Reapers." Now for tea_and then fining up my
frank, and to bed. One of the flmn_est things is the number of trades-
men's cards that pour in, beautifully sealed and directed, puffing
a hundred things I shall never want, -- lamps and stays, china, shoes,
and soaps, harps, divine oils, and celestial essences.

Mr. says I should suit h_ purpose as a critic much better if I
was more vain. If he could find a sore place he would rub and rub,
as he declares he delights to do. But I see all the faults of my
books, he says, as plainly as he does. I tell this only to you, as I
know it will please you. I do believe more has been done for me
and my books by my being glad of enlightened criticism, than by
any one part of me besides.

Pardon this, dear mother, and take it not as vanity, but the
communicativeness which you ever comm_ud from your most affec-
tionste

tL MARTINEAU.

P.S. I find the newspapers report me as in Paris; and Mr.
Fisher has just sent to know when I am expected to return fi'o_
Par_s ! The Jei_reys have just called, and are kind and plemsant,
The Lord Advocate is in a thorough panic about the country. The
Queen t and royal family are behaving abominably. The King
_l _ot make peers, and the House of Lords can and will throw out
the Ministry. Will they get back as quietly as before 7 Every body
is full of this to-day. Lady Mary Shepherd was surprised to hear
yesterday that I am not in Paris. Had told Lord Henley I was.
Now I am to meet him there next week.

Monday.

O, but do you know Coleridge told me yesterday that he watches
"a_ly," for my numbers from month to mouth? Can it be that
I am paying him in any measure for what he has done for me _ He
now never stirs from his Highgate abode. He is not sixty, and
looks eighty,--and such a picture of an old Poet! He is most
neatly dressed in black ; has perfectly white hair ; the under lip

quivering with the touching expression of weakness which is some-

* This was the unsatisfactoryfull-lengthportrait that hung solong at Lord
Londonderry's; andwhichwas pronuuncedby brotherpainters'_an atrocity."

•_QueenAdelaide.
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I£mes seen in old age ; the face neither pale nor thin ; and the eyes-
I never saw such I--g//tter/ng and shining so that one can scarcely
meet them. He read me (most exquisitely)some scraps of antique
English; and, talking about metres, quoted some poetry so as to
make my eyes water. He talked some of his transcendentalmm,
which I wanted to hear. He talks on and on, with hm eyes fixed full
on yotb and distinctly as possible. He told me wherein he differed
and wherein he agreed with me ; but this is too transcendental tbr a
letter ..... He begged me to see him again. I must go.

Mr. Hallam has just been giving me a comfortable, long call. I
like him much, with all his contradietiousness. Did I tell you how
popular the whole story of Vanderput is ?- i. e. Mrs. B. Wood, Mr.
William Smith, Mr. Hallam, and many others love "Christian" to
_ny heart's content. Fir. Hallam says the whole story is one of my
best,- the idea new, the picture faithful, and Christian exceeding
almost any thing preceding. I hope he is right. But Whately and
the poor-law commissioners pronounce " The Parish" _ the best thing
] have done.

I am delighted at the number of people who now ask me about
Mr. Fox and Finsbury Chapel, and go to hear him. Nothing could
exceed him yesterday, and there were plenty to hear him. It was on
the different ways of loving Che world, -- the duty and delight of lov-
ing _t in its upward tendency, and the guilt and despicableness of
seeking it in its defilements and sinking into them. Paul and *
Demas were the examples. This is a good thought to sleep upon ;

so good night, dearest mother.

You see more notices of me than I do, I believe. I have not seen

the " Spectator" for months ; and the "Englishman's" dedication has
not met my eye.

And now my candle is just burnt out, and it is bedtime ; so good
night, dearest mother. Fancy me always, in the midst of clamour
and applause, merrily at work by "my ain fireside." When I first
lose five minutes' sleep by night or tranquilli_y by day from any thiltg
the world says, I shall think myself in a bad way. I sleep "like an
infant," to use your own expression, and am as happy as the day is
long. This once for all.

Dear love to your home _arty, and love abroad where due, from
2rout most affectionate

H. MARTII_EAU.

• Thepoor-l_wtale.
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What between the scoffing of the "Quarterly" and the scepticism
of the "Edinburgh," the hungry people are ill fed. I hope a third

, quarterly will some day arise, wherein the people may be grounded
in the grand truth that faith in God--in his PRINCIPLES m is
inseparably connected with faith in man. This will soon happen,
now that circumstances are teaching us the utter helplessness of a sys-
tem of expediency. Meantime I have chosen my lot. It is to teach
Trinciples, let what will come of it. Nothing but good can eventu-
ally come of it, and I have and shall have many helpers. ....
Dearest mother, never mind the "Quarterly."

-- called, and requested me to mark out the line of inquiry
I wish him to pursue. I have promised to ponder the matter. The
idea was not only my own. and others suggested -- -- to
me as the man ; but my having written on factory-children gives me
a sort of claim to suggest.

Wednesdaynight.

I breakfastedwith _ thismorning,and have sincehad a

letterfromthatpreciouslittlelady. She sendsher kind regardsto
your party.Old Niemcewiezcalledyesterday,which heisfondof
doing. Fine old man ! As a poet he is pleased, he says, with "the
rare union of imagination and lo_c" in my tales, and would fain
translate them into Polish, ff there were any book-market in that

• unhappy land. They are actually translated into German, which you
will be glad to hear. A large party to-morrow.

Thursdaynight.

It was a sort of compromise. The Chancellor was there, but went
away early. I was placed between the Chief Just:ce and Malthus,
both of whom were very talkative to me. What a fine face Denman's
is ! We were eleven. Mr. Wishaw was going to Holland House, and
offered to bring me home, calling by the way on Mrs. Mareet at the
Edward Romil]y's. They are just home from Ludlow, of which place
Mr. E. R. is member. Mrs. Marcet is sorry to find that Mr. E. R.
and I are of the same opinion about the Factory Bill, and I am very
glad. She ought to hold the same, namely, that legislation cannot
interfere effectually between parents and children in the present state
of the labour-market. Our operations must be directed towards
proportioning the labour and capital, and not upon restricting the
exchange of the one for the other, -- an exchange which must be volun-
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tary, whatever the law may say about it. We cannot make parents

give their children a half-holiday every day in the year, unless we also
give compensation for the loss of the children's labour. The case of

those wretched factory-children seems desperate ; the only hope seems

to be that the race will die out in two or three generations, by which

time machinery may be found to do their work better than their mis-

erable selves. Every one's countenance falls at the very mention of

the evadence which has lately appeared in the papers.

June 17.

A note from Lady Mary Shepherd this morning, to say she wonld

send the carriage for me between three and four o'clock, wlnch was

done. I have had a long, pleasant confab with Lord Henley, whom I

like very much. We had lunch, coffee, and much talk,- we two,

Lady Mary, and her daughter. The real object of the interview evi-

dently was to urge me to America instead of on the Continent,

when the series is done. Lord Henley says that however inferior the

Americans are in some respects, in others they have got down to prin-

ciples of justice and mercy in their institutions better than we have.

.... He thinks our Church, in its we.sent state, the dead-weight on

our improvement, and instances our cathedral towns as being worse
than others. He told me that till he read "Cousin Marshall" he

never thonght of any thing more in the way of charity than easing

sorrow when it was before him, and had at first much difficulty in

reconciling me with his Christianity.

Wednesday.

Now the plot of my extraordinary life thickens, dearest mother !

I can give you no idea of the scramble which is going on for me

among l_art_es ..... The poor-law informatmn on which I proceed

is ten times what is published, and the publication was not contem-

plated when I undertook the work. The Chancellor tried in vain to

persuade Lord Melbourne to delay it till mine was out. I am glad it

was published, as it corroborates me, and leaves me plenty of material

which cannot be published except in nay tales ..... However it may

take away my breath to see my early guides and friends taking away

my supports from under me, and leaving me to stand or fall by my

principles alone, I will not allow my weakness to overcome me, while

I see clearly what those principles are, and feel that they are trust-

worthy ..... But what strength they must suppose in me while they

bring these conflicting principles to hear upon me ! It would not be

politic in the Radicals thus to prove me if they did not believe I
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could stand it ; and they s_l end in respecting me for my independ.
ence, as the Tories do under all their sarcasms, and as the Whigs do
amidst all their regret for my "exaltation of sentiment" and what
not. Mr. Fox's mission is to lead a l_ty, and nobly he discharges it.
Mine is to keep aloof from party, to take my stand upon SCIEnCe.and
declare its truths, leaving it to others to decide whether these be Tory,
Whig, or Radical One by one I shall surmount hindrances if I
live. Ridicule has been tried, has failed, and is done with. I trust to
disprove Whig prognostications by completing my work regularly,
rationally, and consistently ; and the Radicals will presently find I am
not under their control. Here I am, placed in an unparalleled posi-
tion, left to maintain it by myseli; and (believe me) ab/e to maintain
it ; and by God's grace I will come out as the free servant of his
truth. This language is not too high for the occasion The more
my connections enlarge, the more I see the eagerness of speculation as
to what I am to turn out ; and (for your sake I add) the more affec-
tionate is the respect and the more cordial is the confidence of my
reception wherever I have once appeared. There is no misinterpre-
tation of me by any who have seen me. They see and admit that the
ground of my confidence is lrrlnciples and not my own powers ; and
they therefore trust me, and eagerly acquit me of presumption .....

I send you the Preface to the Corn-Law story. I dare say you will
find an opportunity of sending it back before printing-time next
month. I Sink you will all like it.

Farewell, H.M.

I am confident it is not the partiality of friendship which

makes me see in the package of letters from which I have made
these random selections material for a most interesting and in-

structive volume. But the writer meant them only as material

for something which I might write, and I do not know enough

of the private or public relations of the vast numbers of persons

whose lives at this period touched hers, to venture to give this

revelation of them to the press, even if I were doubtful as to
her intentions. But my instructions left no doubt. "Read

them," she told me, "as throwing light upon my life at that
time. How much or how little I cannot tell, for I dare not read

them myself; and I dread to think that you may find them

full of egotism and vanity." I do not so find them; what

would be so, if s_id to another, is only dutiful to mother, brother,
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and sister, husband, child, or next friend. And for the rest, it
is a self-confidence as rare as well deserved, when one on the con-

fines of age can thus confide to another's eye the records of youth.
But she knew they were all right when they were written,-

tree, that is, to her light and judgment of that time : and this

committal of them to help my knowledge of her before we met

seems to me in fact an illustration of her courageous inte_ity.

The pride and satisfaction of the mother, so constantly kept
informed of the happenings of each day, was too great to remain

satisfied at a distance, and the hazardous step was taken by Har-
riet Martineau of adding to all the public cares and private labours

of her London life the care of a household. I find, by reference

to these letters, how trying the position became, to which she so

tenderly alludes in the Autobiography as a "troubling of the
affections." The more she loved and honoured her mother, the

more truly she estimated the many really admirable qualities that

made her character, the more she must naturally have suffered

from a fretful and domineering temper which claimed continually

what it was absurd and wrong in the daughter to yield. She
was not a second time _filty of the folly of sacrificing her career

of life and duty to her mother's insufficient judgment, but she
suffered profoundly from the pain of resisting it ; and in com-

bining her mother's wishes and her own loving sense of filial

duty with the exigencies of her position as one owing a duty to

the world, took every proper precaution against the readily fore-
seen ill consequences of the new step.

TO mRS. MARTINEAU.
July 8, 1833.

DEAREST ]_¢I'OTHEI_ -- I have rather put off writing, feeling that I
have much to say, and now I must write after all more briefly than
usual. Mrs. Ker has told you that I am well, and so I go on to
what you most want to know next. About our future. I know of no
risks that you are not at present aware of, and I have no fresh doubts.
You are aware that I must travel, after 1834, for a year or little short
of it; and we all know that my resources depend on health, and
in some degree on popularity. I say "in some degree," because I am
pretty mn_ that I can no_¢ never be without employment unless I

• OX_ IX.
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choose. I wish to put the pension out of the question because, though
it is as fully designed for me as ever, I am just as likely to refuse as
to accept it ; and besides, it is intended for purposes of i_pro_t,
unless sickness should oblige me to live upon it. But I incline more
and more to refuse it, though I need not make up my mind till I see
how I am clrcumstanced with respect to the people when it is offered.
I have every hope of being able to supply my annual £ 150, and you
are as well aware of the chances against it as myself. I shall be very
happy to invest .£ 200 in furmture, m addition to that of my own two
rooms, and you can take it out, if that plan will make you easy, at
your convenience. If not, we shall not differ about these matters, I
am sure. My advice is that we be_n modestly,- wath a house
which we may keep after a time, when our income may be reduced.
With prudence I think we may hope to live comfortably on our
means, while I may be laying by something against a time of rest, if
it should please God to preserve my health. I see no other plan
which promises equal comtbrt for the three parties concerned, and ff
you are willing to trust to our industry and care, so am I ; and I have
no doubt we shall make one another happy, if we at once be_n with
the change of habits which our change of position renders necessary.
I fully expect that both you and I shall occasionally feel as if I did
not discharge a daughter's duty, but we shall both remind ourselves
that I am now as much a citizen of the world as any professional son
of yours could be. You shall be most welcome to my confidence, as
ever, and to any comfort that may be derived from living in the same
house, and meeting at the same table, and taking frequent walks, and
having many mutual friends. My hours of solitary work and of
visiting will leave you much to yourself ; this you know and do not
fear ; so now the whole case is before you, and you know exactly
under what feelings I say "Come." I may just mention that I see no
si_n of disapprobation on any hand, though there are naturally doubts
here and there as to how a removal from a place where you have
lived so many years may affect you. We, however, know that re-
moval to be necessary, whether you come to London or fix your abode
elsewhere ; there is another chance, dear mother, and that is, of my
marrying. I have no thoughts of it. I see a thousand reasons against
it. But I could not positively answer for always continuing in the
same mind. It would be presumptuous to do so ; and I especially feel
this when I find myself touched by the devoted interest with which
some few of my friends regard my labours. I did not know till lately
any thing of the enthusiasm with which such services as I attempt
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can be regarded, nor with what tender respect it could be testified.
I mean no more than I say, I assure you ; but, strong as my convic-
tions are against marrying, I will not positively promise. As for my
money prospects, the sale cannot now fall below the point of profit,
and large profit; and there is the cheaper edition to look to, which
every body says will yield an income for years to come.....

Do not trouble yourselves about the vagabond who took my name
at the police-office the other day. Nobody but "The Age" will take
her to be me.

Then follows the usual journal of the week. Visitors, dinners,

evening parties, work completed. It was at this time that the

fine incense of the eighteenth century was made to smoke around

her by Mrs. Berry and her friends. It appears to have been
delicately done ; for, after a long l_st of distinguished names, --

"a charming little party to meet me,"-- she acknowledges that

it was very pleasant, "though I was made the principal person,

quite." She goes on : --

I have been do/rig again about the factory business. What a sweet
letter from Ellen! I am much obhged by Aunt Rankin's bag.
Dear love to you two from

Yours most affectionately,
H. MARTINEAU.

The above letter is dated "July 8," from the house of a lady
who tells her mother, on the same sheet, of the merry time they

are having together, -- "rather noisy, sometimes romping even,
but on the whole reasonable," -- "freaks of opera-dancing," etc.,

which Mrs.-- wishes might last a month. This lady

always saw with the most painful sympathy how sad a thing it
was that one like Harriet Martineau, with a head so clear, hands

so busy, and a heart so tender, -- constantly devoting herself for
her family, and fee]hag as if, in fact, she could never do enough
for their interests and pleasure, -- should have been subjected to

the trial, to her the greatest possible, of a deficiency in tender-

ness. :But "that which is wanting cannot be numbered." ]_Irs.

:Martineau, always a severe mother, had now become an exacting

and jealous one, and no precautionary measures could avail. As
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her daughter's sphere of duty outgrew her own, she again became
as really unable to sympathize with her as when, in childhood,

she had so fatally mismanaged her.
A loving, dutiful, and reverential nature never sees at the

time where the cause of such a difficulty as this lies, especially

when, as in this case, the place of the string wanting is filled

with all the vigour and activity of a strong character.

It is wide of the present purpose, the harmonious, mournful
verse of the finely endowed Felieia Hemans, that

"Bought aloneby gifts beyondall price,
The trustingheart'sreposepthe paradise
Of home, withall its loves, doth fate allow
The crown of glory unto woman'sbrow" ;

since the same, as far as it is true, is equally so of illustrious

persons of both sexes ; as the lives of so many great men show,

notwithstanding the public opinion of these centuries; which,

favouring the notion that it is man's exclusive privilege to do

great thin_, has hindered woman in doing them by abundance
of morbid statements like the above.

But greatness, in man or woman, must bear its special bur-

dens. They are neither heavier nor widely different from those

imposed by littleness. It is a very common thing to see family

peace wrecked where there is no greatness to awaken jealousy.
Though all her devotedness failed to satisfy her mother's un-

reasonable requisitions, one thing could be and was done by
Harriet Martineau at this time. She relieved literature of the

reproach of making human character undomestic and irritable,

and showed, in her own instance, that public duty does but fit

the better for private lifo. It needed as high a motive, joined to

all her filial tenderness, to go on to the very end of possibility

with this suffering family life. It was not (as we who look back
upon it can now readily see) the best thing to have done for

the parties concerned ; but it shielded literature and the charac-

ter of woman from a reproach which, at that period- the birth-

day of a new public question -- it was of the utmost consequence
to avoid. Her "unvarying sweetness of temper," so often men-
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tioned by early friends, enabled her to f_11_!to the utmost the
domestic duty of this period.

Happily, the heavy trial of the time was divided to Harriet
:Martineau by her American life. On leaving London she seized
the opportunity of visiting her good elder brother Robert and
his wife, her early friend, with their numerous young family, at
Birmingham. It was an hmtr of delightful heart's ease and
recreation. Before leaving them for Liverpool, to embark, she
begged the beloved little flock to say what they wished her to
bring them from America The same shy, dutiful answer from
all, --" whatever Aunt Han_et pleased," except the little Maria,
who said, "Bring me a humming-bird's nest." It was this child
who, twenty years after, joined her in London, at the time that
her recovery was pronounced hopeless, with the devoted deter-
ruination of never leaving her again ; who was unto her as a
daughter, and who died by her side.

But I must not anticipate.
Meanwhile, amid present anxieties and future hopes, proofs of

the success of her labours for the public welfare were continually
reaching her. Not only did the Manchester workmen declare
that "her here was their hero," and their eonwction that "she

must have passed her life in a mill," to have written of their
hopes and wrongs, their sorrows and temptations, their fights
and their needs, in a manner so experimental and effectual. The
most influential among the employers were of the same mind,
and co-operated to their utmost in the way she indicated. Her
mind was of the high mediatorial character that c_n seize the

truth and the ri_ht amid contacting interests, and make it seen
and felt of all About this time her friend, Lord Durham,
wrote to her thus :m

;,A_TO_ C_,STLS,January 18, 1834.

DEARMISS_ARTINEAU, -- I have desired a Newcastle paper to be
sent you, with an account of someobservations of mine on the unions
of this district, and of the steps taken to counteract their bad tendency
by the institution of an associationcarrying into effectall the good
objects of the old unions, without their accompan_ng evils. I will
send you the rules,etc., when they _rel_rinted. Hithertothe attempt
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has succeeded well. There were 1200 members when I addressed

them, and many have joined since, on the mere hearsay report of what
I had said. i_o doubt it is expensive, for it will cost me £ 200 per
annum at least ; but so much is at stake that I do not grndge it. I
hope to en_aft on this association schools and libraries. The funds
are flourishing ; at the end of this their first year they have a balance
of more than £ 500.

I assure you when I was addressing the men I could not help
thinking how much more effective it would have been had I merely
read to them an extract from your Manchester strike.

I hope you will, however, enable me soon to circulate amongst them
that which will compensate for my deficiency.

Yours very truly,
DURHAM.

The members only subscribe 4d. a week. They collected, in 1833,
._ 1,170 13s. 2d., and spent .£663 15s. 9d., leaving a balance on hand of
.£506 17s. 5d. I, as proprietor, name the president, and the mem-
bers elect the committee and stewards.

LAMBTO._CASTLI_,January 1st, 1834.
DEAR MISS MARTINEAV,-- I have read your excellent paper with

great pleasure, and thank you most sincerely for having spared us a
portion of your valuable time. I shall see Mr. Morton to-day, and
arrange with him as to the best mode of circulating it. Its style and
tone is perfectly adapted to win the confidence and convince the un-
derstandings of the working classes. No time is to be lost, for on
the Tyne the combination is spreading rapidly, and the most violent
and bloody measures are openly avowed.

I leave Lambton to-morrow, and expect to be in London on Mon-
day night ..... I am endeavouring to unite our three great parishes
of Chester, Houghton, and Gateshead under one overseer, with a lib-
eral salary, to carry into effect the Southwell principle of administer-
ing the poor-laws, --in fact, that which is illustrated in your works.
If I succeed, you might perhaps tell me where I could find the proper
person. The salary would be large enough to tempt a first-rate per-
son to undertake the office.

Yours very truly,
DURHAM.

The fearful "Condition-of-England Question," which Harriet
_Iartineau thus confronted in her active timep was not without
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cause ; one of its causes was the ignorance and apathy of the
middle class.

Persons of the highest intelligence, literary cultivation, and

religiously trained thought, like Sara Coleridge, took such a mis-
taken and merely hterary view of the matter as this :--

"What a pity it is, that, wuth all her knowledge of child-nature, she
should try to persuade herself and others that polmcal economy is a
fit and useful study for growing minds and hnnted capabilities,- a
subject of all others reqmring matured intellect and general informa-
tion as its basis ! This same political economy which quickens the
sale of her works now, will, I think, prove heavy ballast for a vessel
that is to sail down the stream of time ..... And she nught have

rivalled Miss Edgeworth I .... And then, what practical benefit can
such studies have for the mass of the people for whom, it seems, that
Miss M intends her expositions 1 They are not like rehglon,
which may and must mould the thoughts and acts of every-day life,
the true spirit of which, therefore, cannot be too much studied and
explained. But how can poor people help the corn-laws, except by
sedition _"
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,cRoughare the steps, slow-hewnin iiintiest rock,
States chmb to power by ; slippery those with gold
Downwhich they stumble to eternalmock :
No chafferer'shand shall longthe sceptre hold,
Who, givena fate to shape,would sell the block."

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL

,, Henceforththou artthe genius of the shore."
_hLTO_.

"Hs that would bring back the wealth of the Indies must

carry out the wealth of the Indies :" and the knowledge of this

was what caused the unusual excitement in the public mind of
America when it became known there that Harriet Martineau

was about to visit the United States. They had been annoyed

by incompetent persons assuming to be their factors and inter-

prefers to Europe, but here was one of a different type ; and the

single thought was of the return freightage. :No English traveller
had before visited the country with so brilliant a prestige. She

brought out such a reputation for learning as well as genius,

for piety as well as power, for trained critical ability as well

as natural observing faculty, for thorough knowledge of Eng-
land as well as kindly dispositions towards America, that the

statesman-like acquirements and literary success which had con-

stituted her greatness at home were but few among many of
the considerations that made her fame abroad.

She came with a social prestige to the showy dwellers of

Atlantic cities. These were the persons whose ambition, or

rather lack of genuine self-esteem, was shown by their efforts, in
humble imitation of the obnoxious class distinctions which the
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best :Englishmen think the least worth perpetuating, to keep up
among themselves dim traditional notions and literary illusions

unrecognized by the land at la_e. Her aristocratic friendships

were better known to them than her democratic s)unpathies;
and they desired the reflected hght of such glories. She came,

too, with an unequalled religdous prestige to her own denomina-

tion ; which, unlike Unitarianism at that time in ]hlgland, was

here an influential one for its wealth, social position, and hter-
ary culture. She came with unexampled claims on the minds

of leaders in national and state politics ; while our "millions,"

the reading public, who were to succeed to this leadership in

their turn, were longing to express their grateful acknowledg-

ments for the pleasant awakening she had given to their moral
sense.

For the thing that had principally marked the few years im-

mediately preceding her arrival was a singular moral apathy or
paralysis of the public mind, which made its literature, politics,

and religion all seem either formal and unreal, or dispropor-

tioned and extravagant, -- the smooth, relenting movement of the

spent engine, with great noise and bustle among the conductors.

Lifo was fast degenerating into insipid sentimentalism or ridicu-
lous caricature among all who were not actually struggling for a

living. There was no advance, for that part of the nation that

ought by position and cultivated intelligence to have led had

lost the way.

:But popularly accepted and borne onward by the admiration
of all, Harriet Martineau enjoyed unequalled opportunities

for coming to just conclusions about .America. She landed

in :New York in the middle of September, 1834, and travelled

first in the states of New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts,

and Pennsylvania, examining their cities, villages, and manufac-
tories, visiting friends and making pilgrimages to every scene of

interest, from its sublimity and beauty, or from its moral associa-

tions. She remained six weeks in Philadelphia, where there are

as many circles of society as at Geneva, each personally unknown

to the other, having constant intercourse with most of them ;

and she stayed three weeks in Baltimore before establishing her-
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self at Washington for the session of Congress. While in the

capital of the nation, she was earnestly sought by all the eminent

men of all parties among senators, representatives, and judges of

the Supreme Court, and was on terms of friendship and intimacy
with the leading minds of the whole Union. She enjoyed the
advantage of intimate and confidential intercourse with a class

of men of whom none now remain, -- the founders of the Republic
and their immediate successors. She was in Richmond while

the Virginia Legislature was in session, and then made a long
winter journey through North and South Carolina. Thence she

traversed the State of Georgia to Augusta, and from that capital

to Montgomery, Alabama, descending the river afterwards to

Mobile. Her route led thence to :New Orleans and up the Mis-
sissippi and Ohio to Nashville, Tennessee, on the Cumberland

River, and to Lexington, averaging a fortnight in each place.

After visiting the wonderful Mammoth Cave in Kentucky she

descended the Ohio to Cincinnati, and after making a visit of ten
days there, and again ascending that river, she landed in Vir-

ginia, visiting all the natural wonders and beauties of the re-
gion. She arrived a second time at :New York about the middle

of July, 1835. The autumn she spent in the smaller towns of

Massachusetts, not neglecting to visit its principal cities, making

a long visit in the family of Dr. Channing at Newport, and an

excursion to the mountains of New Hampshire and Vermont.

All this time the newspapers were zealous heralds and homagers,
so that it might have been a refreshment to her to take up one

that did not follow her pro_ess with praise. One winter she passed

in Boston, during the session of the Massachusetts Legislature,
always in the houses of persons who had become intimate and

dear friends; who, though of opposite parties, sects, and aims,

had the common feeling of affection for her, and the common

wish to put in her possession every means of information, or
opportunity for becoming acquainted with New England. Plym-

outh, the landing-place of the Pilgrim Fathers in 1620, she

saw at the celebration of "Forefathers' Day," December 22,

1835 ; and the day completed two hundred and fifteen years

since the ancestors of the people she had been studying emerged
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from their little vessel with that independence of mind which
made of their posterity

"A church without a bishop, and a state without a king."

Another two months' visit in New York, with another month

of _New England farm-house life, and then came her last Ameri-

can journey into the West by ship across the _eat inland seas,

and along to the prairies beyond the far lake-shore ; again,
through the State of Ohio, taking the river at Beaver and visiting

Rapp's Communist settlement, thence onward by Pittsburgh and

the canal route through Pennsylvania, and by railroad over the

Alleghanies, reaching New York in time to sail for England on

the 1st of August, 1836.
An amount of life was crowded into these two years which

her six volumes on America could by no means fully tell, nor

her Autohi%oTaphy, nor her voluminous private journal, now lying

under my hand. She had entered by sympathy and insight into

the lives of so many families and the secrets of so many hearts,

as to have been to them like a sister, daughter, and next friend

and counsellor. The society of a forei_omcountry is to few trav-

ellers more than a stage procession, to most an enigma ; but to
her it was a field of action and a host of friends for life. She

had formed no special plans of American travel, not even the

common one of not venturing to take a living interest in the
land while she remained in it, nor to write a book about it when
she should return. She came for rest and the refreshment of

change ; and in order to learn what were those principles of jus-

tice and mercy towards the less fortunate classes which the Ameri-

cans had been thought by good men in her own country to have

more truly ascertained than themselves.
"As to actual knowledge of their country," she says, "my

mind was nearly a blank. I remember the va_o_e idea I had,
before this expedition to the United States, that there were thir-

teen of them, and that was almost the only idea about them I
did possess." Her journal is a full memorandum of facts, events,

statistics, experiences, and all those special "happenin_" of

which some persons have to a proverb more than others; and
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she was one of those who have most. The best knowledge ever

is the knowing how and what to learn: and this she possessed
in such an abundant measure, that her two American years were

better than the ignorant and careless lifetime of many another.

Her letters and journals are filled with sketches of personages,
traits of character, and pictures of scenery,--jottings of the

salient points of the new life she was living, and its consequent
ideas, thoughts, and queries. They are not a record of feelings

or opinions, but texts for the long running commentary of con-
versation with family and friends on return.

Her first care is seen to be the ac_tnirement of a thorough
knowledge of American parties and American pohties, and the
morals of both as shown in all the action and inaction of the

country. She studied the theory and the apparatus of the gov-

ernment, she watched the office-seekers and the office-holders,

and the state of the citizens' minds, as shown in speeches and

conversation, in silence, and in various pubhc life. She observed

to what motives the newspapers appealed or dechned to appeal,
what were the sectional and caste prejudices shown in the politi-
cal non-existence of certain classes. In looking into the social

economy of the United States she shared the life of the solitary

pioneers of civilization, and the hfe of the fashionable watering
places; the various life of the far West; the plantation and

city life of the South; the life of the _ew _gland farming
and manufacturing populations and fishing villages; the life of

the leading statesmen, ma_strates, and hterary men ; the family

life of its fashion, of its gentry, and of its ministers of reh_on.

She especially studied the agriculture of the country, and all
the land and labour questions it involves, with its markets,

means of transport, and internal improvements.

This was a time of masonic and anti-masonic strife ; of bank
and anti-bank excitement; of tariff and anti-tariff: and she

enjoyed every possible facility for life-studies of the commerce,

manufactures, and currency of the country. Slavery, as a part

of its economy and as interwoven with its morals, a subject too

on which she had so recently written and thought, she could not
of course overlook.
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But what most deeply interested her was, what new type of
civilization is to evolve from these new institutions _ Is suffrage
to remain subject to its present restrictions_ Is woman to remain
subordinate _ Is property to remain subject to its present laws,
or shall there be better mutual arrangements _ Does the evident
dissatisfaction of all classes with the present prophesy a reorgan-
ization of society on a better basis in the future _ She looked to
see what are the points of honour among the people ; what the
position of the women; what the standard of elegance and polite-
ness ; what the treatment of children ; what dega_e of happiness
is the result of marriage as existing among them. She was full
of thought about the suffering classes, -- whether through crime,
or by reason of deficiency or infirmity of organization, or misfor-
tune of position. One of her main objects was to observe the
workings of slavery. The reli_on of America in its science,
spirit, and administration was closely observed by her ; and the
book of which her mind was then full, and which was published
after her return, is entitled "How to Observe." It gives her
methods of obtaining facts and coming at the truth by their
means. Her powers of observation were enlarged by greater
exercise than other persons undergo, for her deafness compelled
a persistent course of inquiry, -- a more careful inspection and a
more thorough examination than they think of exercising. It
obliged her also to take the precaution of being always accom-
panied by a friend. This gave a double strength to her testi-
mony ; for although one may be presumed to be sometimes mis-
taken, in the mouth of two witnesses every word is established.
She was thus obliged to know every thing at first hand, and too
soon and too certainly learned how little persons in general know
of their own country, to feel any temptation to take second-hand
information. Previous to coming to the United States she had
written that letter to the deaf, which brought her very near the
hearts of all afflicted like herself with that exclusion through the
failure of the sense of hearing of which none but the sufferers
can know all the sadness. One natural reward of the frank, self-

regulated course which made her example so powerful a seconder
of her precepts was, to be placed on all public _ca_ons so as to
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hear the speakers. One natural consequence of her inability
to hear general conversation was that intimate interchange of

thought and feeling which made her the confidential friend of all

the eminent persons she met ; and their number was very great.
There was not an eminent statesman or man of science, not an

active politician or leading partisan, not a devoted philanthro-

pist, not a great jurist, nor university professor, nor merchant-

prince, nor noted divine, nor distinguished woman in the whole
land who did not to the fullest measure of their natures pay

homage to the extraordinary compass of hers. At the South she

was in every city she visited the honoured guest of its most dis-

ting_aished families. The Madisons and the Olays, Calhoun and
the Porters, were especially devoted to her. Her visit to the Mad-
isons was never to be forgotten by them or by herselfi All parties

possessed the eminent social gift of talking and letting talk. Of
this time the whole of each day was spent in rapid conversation.

Mr. Madison, for his share of it, discoursed on the principles and

history of the Constitution of the United States ; and his insight

respecting the condition of foreign nations, and his dispassionate
survey of that period, with his abundant household anecdotes of
Washin_on, Franklin, Jefferson, were an invaluable privilege.

Judge Marshall was the daily guest of Mr. Madiaon during these

profoundly interesting days. Their interest was not confined to
the past nor to the present, but stretched far into the future, and
Harriet Martineau always spoke of this period with delight : she

came at a happy hour, -- the last possible one for the enjoyment

of these privileges, which brought her into the line of our American
traditions, while yet these founders of the state were living to give

her the key-note of the American Republic. Of Judge Marshall

she never spoke without emotion. He had at once feit in hers a
kindred mind; and she had instantly reverenced in him that

majestic grace of departing days that attends the close of a grand
and virtuous life. There was too much of mutual respect in their

first meeting; and it was not until succeeding ones had made
them intimate friends that she learned, in addition to her general

knowledge of his character and services, how rare were his
individual merits: and in after times she was never tired of
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describing"the tall,majestic,bright-eyedoldman." "Old,"

she somewheresays,"by chronology,and by thelineson his
composedface,and by hisservicestotheRepublic,butsodigni-

fied,sofresh,so presenttothetime,thatno feelingofcompas-

sionateconsiderationforagedaredtominglewiththecontem-

plationofhim."Of theadmiringfriendshipthatshesawexisting

betweenhimselfand Mr.Madison,so stronglytried,yetnever
touchedbytheirlongpoliticalopposition,and ofhisreverencefor

woman,seldomseensoimpressiveinkindorinsohighadegree,

founded on his extensive knowledge and experience as the father
and grandfather of women, she never spoke without enthusiasm.
"Made clear-sigh_A by his purity," she said, "and by the love
and pity which their offices command, he had a deep sense of
their social injuries, and a steady conviction of their intellectual
equality with men." One cannot find space even to name the
multitudes at Wa_hingten with whom she became intimately
acquainted. She was, among many other such happenings, in-
vited to assist in doing the honours of the British Legation
to the seven judges of the Supreme Court and seven great
lawyers besides: "The merriest day that could well be.
There is no merrier man than Mr. Webster, who fell chiefly to
my share, and Judge Story would enliven a dinner-table at
Pekin."

The letter of moral credit, so to call it, which Judge Marshall
gave to Harriet Martineau on every inhabitant of the land,
expressing in advance his gratitude to any and all who should
do her service, was with him no customary form or idle compli-
ment. It was the expression of his sense of the value of her
character to the nation through which she was passing.

Without a reference to .the map of the United States, and a
sketch of their origin, chronology, and modes of life, I could not
give to a :European an adequate knowledge of the wide sections
of country visited by Harriet ]_artineau during the ycars of her
American life. It is a nation as various as its territory is vast ;
and such geographical particulars as I have found space for are
given merely to show the great opportunities that her genius then
opened to her, and which she had the eye to see and the tact to
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seize. It is impossible to give an adequate idea of the influ-

ences she set in motion, both by origination and sympathy.
She visited the prisons, the hospitals, the asylums, the educa-

tional institutions : the factories, the farms, the plantations, and

the courts of law were equally familiar to her. She was in ball-

rooms and drawing-rooms in alternation with senates and legis-
latttres. She was the beloved and venerated guest of the richest
and the poorest,- dwelling by turns in all America }lad to show

for palaces, and in the log-houses of the pioneer settlements.

She saw the two proscribed races- the negroes and the Indian

tribes--in all their aspects, and the dominant one in all _its

forms. She met men in their families, churches, and markets,

at their festivals, funerals, and weddings, at their land-sales,
pohtical gatherin_o% and slave-auctions.

There are persons whose gift it is to teach, lead, influence ;

persons of so loving a nature that, without a thought of popu-

larity, they make themselves generally and passionately beloved:
and of these she was chiefest. I could not count the American
families who held her dear as one of their own members : and

who ever spoke of her as one whose intercourse brightened their

whole past. In some instances there was a tone of regret that
she had not always remained as they knew her first. Like dot-

ing families who dread to see their youth outgrowing youth's
peculiar charm to man and womanhood, they wished her always

to remain an inquirer into their institutions. They were ready
to weep on seeing her depart from the region of Sabbath rest
where she found and left them in this season of refreshment from

toil and preparation for battle. But this feeling of course dimin-
ished in exact proportion as her influence made them worthier ;

and at len_h even slaveholders seemed, in after days, in some
instances to have forgotten their anger at the time when her care-
fully formed judgment was pronounced upon the agitating and

in after years successfully solved problem, though the conse-

quences of delaying the solution are still strongly felt in Amer-

ica. They began to fancy her philosophy the only bar to friend-

ship between them and herself.
The subjoined letter from one of the Southern cities in which
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she passed a delightful period will show how she was esteemed
there. It is from Mr. and Mrs. Gilman of South Carolina, to

her mother, in England.

TO MRS. MARTINEAU.

CHARLESTON, S. C., 1835.

DEAR MADAM,- An hour before parting from your daughter I
offered, in the fulness of my heart, to write to you. Knowing the
feelings of a mother, I send you this letter as I would give a piece of
bread to a hungry man, not because it is the most savoury thing in
the world, but because a good appetite will make it sweet.- The
fortnight Harriet passed with us (you know she loves that appella-
tion) we shall never forget : not from the development of her fine
powers in general socmty, but from the winning manner in which she
gave and inspired confidence at home. I love to remember the frank
and hearty alr in which, when we had fought through a day of varied
and sometimes exhausting engagements, she threw aside her cloak and

said to my husband and myself, at eleven o'clock at night, "Come,
now, let us have a little talk !" How far we looked down into each
other's hearts in those winged midnight hours ! and what a treasure
of friendship was garnered up, not for this world,--for, alas, we shall
probably never meet again,- but for another, where no wide sea
shall separate us!

I had written thus far when an unusually rapid scratching of my

husband's pen attracted my attention, and peeping over his shoulder
I perceived that he was writing on the same subject as myself to his
brother, E. G. Loring of Boston. It saves me a little embarrassment
to copy his letter, because I cannot pour out my thoughts as unreserv-
edly to you on your daughter's merits as I would to another.

" DEAR FRIEND AND BROTHER_--I have been for some days

meditating a letter to you on the subject of Miss Martineau. It was
a true and happy impulse which caused both Caroline and myself to
think of sending her a letter of invitation to stay with us as long as
she remained in Charleston, The letter met her in Richmond ; and, as

she has since repeatedly said, gave her great pleasure. We expected
an elegant, talented, good woman. We did not expect, in addition
to all this, a lively, playful, childlike, simplicity-breathing, loving
creature, whose moral qualities as much outshine her intellect as
these last do those of the ordinary run of mankind. But exactly so,
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and without any exaggeration or enthusiasm in my picture, we found
her. On account of the necessary irregularity and dissipation of her
present mode of life, I gave her full hberty to keep her own hours,
and to be free from the rules of the family. But no ; she found out
our hours of family prayer, and always came in most punctually with
her favourite Bible, the Porteusian edition, which she reads more than
any other book. In fact, though intending to be with us only a fort-
night, she at once domesticated and ensconced herself among us as
quietly and closely as ff she had come for ten years. Dining out fre-
quently and passing the evening at one or two parties, as soon as she
came home at night, and had read at my request a devotional hymn in
her own sweet and primitive manner, she would take Caroline on one
side and me on the other, and there, fixed eye to eye and soul to soul,
would she enchain and enchant us until long after midnight, when
we were obliged to tear ourselves away, only out of tenderness to her.
I do not think a woman ever lived who had such power to inspire
others with affection. So you will say when you know her ; so every
body says who has passed two hours in her society.- 0ne peculiar
bond of interest between us was that all her early attempts at publica-
tion, which laid the foundation of her subsequ'ent fame, were issued

in the _Monthly Repository,' just about the time when I used to con-
tribute to that periodical a series of papers called the Critical Synop-
sis of the _Monthly Repository,' consisting of remarks on every piece
inserted in that work. We passed several hours in looking over those
volumes. She never knew the author, or his name ; but told me she
used to figure him as a fat old gentleman in New England, sitting in
his easy-chair, with a blue coat and yellow buttons, pronouncing de-
cisions on her youtlfful compositions. On the second of the two
Sundays she passed with us I taught her a part of John's first chapter
in Greek. Her accuracy and determination to pass over not a single
principle in grammar or criticism, however minute, was astonishing.
--When I asked my Caroline, who was with us at the time, if she
was not jealous of my growing too fond of Harriet Martineau, my glori-
ous wife_ said, '0, no! take all the comfort in her that you can.' She
has a wonderful power of inspiring confidence, and extorting irom those
in whom she is interested the whole history of their past lives. This
power was exercised over several of our leading politicians at Wash-
ington and elsewhere, as well as over us. Mr. Calhoun took infinite
pains to indoctrinate her into the system of nullification. When we
dined with General H. we were invited an hour before the other

• ,, I tell the tale as 't is told to me." -- _Voteby Mrs. Gilman.
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guests, that he might give her, at her request, his views on slavery.
She studiously avoided arguing on these subjects, but quietly and
keenly directed her attentions and questions to gentlemen of all
parties in such a manner as to bring out the whole scope of detail of
their several opinions. She made no secret of her aversion to slavery.
She perceives and acknowledges, however, that the movements of the
abolitionists have injured and retarded the cause of slaves here.
Many little presents were sent her and Miss J. while here, and the
mode of attention would probably have been manifested much more
frequently had she remained longer. Mrs. W's. gift (your Louisa will
be interested to know) was six linen cambric handkerchiefs, marked
with various emblems of Harriet's character and fame. She threw out

many little pleasantries on the six carriages that were offered for her
use (one of which stood regularly at our door at eleven o'clock daily)_
threatening to make a procession of them and sit in the first. We
gave her no party on account of our accumulated engagements, but
invited friends to bre_]_f_._twith her. She loves children, and children

love her. She has brought ours a Bible play for Sunday evenings, in
which adults join with great interest. On the last day of her being
in Charleston she resisted several invitations in order to comply with
our girls' desire to have her visit their dancing-school. Caroline and
I accompanied her eighteen miles out of town, where we spent the
day in rambling in the woods or reading her works. We could not
have done any thing else. On our return home at night we found
that our Louisa (fourteen years old)had beguiled the time by com-
posing her first piece of music and calling it the ' Martineau Cotillon.'
I have purchased the Boston edition of her _Illustrations' for my
wife, and Miss M. has written, after a little coaxing from her, one or
more sentences in every number, giving a precious bit of history or
remark respecting the tales. She could hear most of my sermons
through her horn, and has, I trust, benefited me by her remarks and
eneom_gements. She is a deep adept in the philosophy of Carlyle,
the reviewer of Burns, and the characteristics, in the Edinburgh.
She devoted several reading evenings to these articles for us and
Colonel C.'s family, our charming neighbours. She will speak of
Coleridge and Wordsworth and spiritual growth to your heart's con-
tent. Colonel P., the senator from Columbia, who says to her in a
recent letter, ' How can you make people love you so ?' has purchased
her portrait, by 0sgood. General H. sent her a set of the ' Southern
Review,' and we had a delicious evening after she went away marking
the author's names and talking her over with the C.'s.-- She contrived
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to run through several books in one fortnight, besides writing to her
numerous correspondents and brining up her journal ; yet she never
was in a hurry, never kept people waiting, and seemed only to hanker
for long, sweet, private conversations with Caroline and myself. Her
friend, Miss J., is an original, keen, frank, intelligent young lady, and
secures friends in every quarter ; my wife abandoned herself to the
pleasure of intercourse with them. Her deportment to them was that
of resistless hilarity, while mine was more solemn, under the painful
consciousness that our interview must soon be over. My letter is a poor,
faint idea of what you will find her. Her laugh is exquisitely amia-
ble, frequent, and joyous. Wile is going to write to Harriet's mother.
She adores her brother James, a young Liverpool minister, more than
any body else in the world, _ and next to him Mr. Furness ; but E. G.
Lorlng will step in between brother James and Mr. Furness."

My long extract, dear madam, will give you a correct impression of
the nature of the intercourse with your daughter on our part. I will
only add that her journey through the United States hag thus far
been one of triumph, -- the best kind of triumph too, for she has been
berne along on our hearts.

Remember us to "brother James and sister Ellen" and the other

members of a family whom "not ha_ing seen we love."
Yours respectfully,

CAROLINE GILM_.

Harriet ]_artineau was deeply impressed, on arrival in the

United States, with a society basking, as she somewhere says, in
one bright sunshine of good-will. Such sweet temper, such
kindly manners, such hearty hospitality, such conscientious re-

gard for human rights, received from her a warm tribute of

admiration. Her journals and letters record it all; and room

should be found for a few passages, all in harmony with the pre-
ceding letter.

65 BROADWAY,NEWYORK,September 22, 1834.

.... General Mason and family are loading us with attentions. He
is one of the most finished gentlemen I ever saw ; and, if I am not mis-
taken, one of the most sensible of men ..... He is guiding us as to
our route, and insists on our whole party to Niagara taking posses-
sion of his country-house on Lake Erie, which he writes to direct his
son to prepare for us. His son is governor, and lives at Detroit.

• Except her mother.---_ro_ by Mra. Gilman.
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How shall I ever tell you what we are doing 7 At the table of
honour appropriated to us I am compelled to take the highest place.
Half our day is taken up with callers. Such trains of them ! The
late mayor, to hid me welcome, members of Congress, lawyers and
candidates for office, interested in poor-laws and what not,- you
must fancy all this. Some of my honours are, ha_ng three special
orders issued for my things to pass the custom-house untouched ;
tributes from Bryant and others ingeniously placed under my eyes ;
a letter from the principal booksellers of the State, asking leave to
negotiate for any work I may think of pubhshing, and begging me
to designate from their book-list what works they shall have the
plca_ure to present me with. And every copy of my books is
snapped up ..... To-morrow we dine with the Carys ..... Mr.
Furuess preached at Mr. Ware's chapel on Sunday. It was most de-
lightful. The chapel is large, cool, and well planned and welt filled.
The pews are beautifully disposed, and the white building with its
large green blinds might tempt in wanderers on a hot day .....

• The quiet, deep tones of Mr. Furness's fine voice suited my ear so well
that I heard every syllable without effort ..... Mr. Furness came
straight down from the pulpit to me, in much agitation,- begged me
to accept the hospitality of his house first when I go to Philadelphia.
He was almost in tears, and so were we, it was so like a brotherly
meeting. I have had divers invitations to Philadelphia, but _fr.
Furness is to entertain us first.

I am told that the violence about the slavery question is all among
the Irish and low labourers, who are afraid of the coloured people
being raised to an equality with them. If this is tru% it alters the
state of the case.

There is no brining away any thing about Jackson_ they contradict
one another so flatly.

Within five minutes after I had crossed the threshold of my Broad-
way lodgings I was informed that the institutions of the country will
have fallen into ruin before I leave ; that "the levelling spirit" is
desolating society here ; and that America is on the verge of a military
despotism I Such were the first polities I heard in America ! I need
not tell you my informant was not over wise.

JOURNAL.

NEW YORK, September 24. -- Mr. Gallatin called. 01d mare Be-
gan his career in 1787. Has been three times in England. Twice as
rainwater. Found George IV. a cipher. Louis Philippe very differ-
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ant. Will manage all himself, and keep what he has. William IV.
silly as Duke of Clarence. Gallatin would have the President a
cipher too, if he could, i. e. would have him annual, so that all would
be done by the ministry. As this cannot yet be, he prefers four
years' term without renewal, to the present plan, or to six years. The
office was made for the man, -- Washin_on, who was wanted (as well
as fit) to reconcile all parties. Bad office, but well filled till now.
Too much power for one man : therefore it fills all men's thoughts to
the detriment of better things. Jackson "a pug"aacious animal."
This the reason (in the absence of interested motives) of his present
bad conduct.

New-Englanders the best people, perhaps, in the world. Prejudiced,
but able, honest, and homogeneous. Compounds elsewhere. In
Pennsylvania the German settlers the most ignorant, but the best
political economists. Give any price for the best land, and hoht it
all. Compound in New York. Emigrants a sad drawback. Slaves
and gentry in the South. In Gallatin's recollection, Ohio, Illinois, (_)
and Indiana had not a white except a French station or two : now a
million and a half (7) of flourishing whites. Maize the cause of rapid
accumulation, and makes a white a capitalist between February and
November, while the Indian remains in statu quo, and when accu-
mulation begins, government cannot reserve land. The people am
the government, and will have all the lands. [Ponder this.] Drew
up a plan for selling lands. Would have sold at $ % Was soon
brought down to $1_, with credit. Then, as it is bad ibr subjects to
be debtors to a democratic government, reduction supplied the place
of credit, and the price was brought down to _ dollar.

All great changes have been effected by the democratic party, from
the first, up to the universal suffrage which practically exists.

Aristocracy must arise. (?) Traders rise. Some few fail, but most
reta___n,with pains, their elevation. Bad trait here,-- fraudulent bank-

ruptcies, though dealing is generally fair. Reason, that enterprise
must be encouraged, --must exist to such a degTee as to be liable to
be carried too far.

Would have no United States Bank. Would have free banking
as soon as practicable. It cannot be yet. Thinks Jackson all wrong
about the bank, but has changed his opinion as to its powers. It has
no political powers, but prodigious commercial. [Is not this political
power in this country ?] If the bank be not necessary, better avoid
allowing this power. Bank has not overpapered the country.

Gallatin is tall, bald, toothless, speaks with burr, looks venerable
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and courteous. Opened out and apologized for his full communi-
cation. Kissed my hand.

Van Buren is the chief of the tor/e_. Clay is the father of the

tariff system. A hearty orator. Is it the Irish and low labourers
who riot against abolition

September 9.4, 1834.--Rode to the James Kings, at High Wood,
two miles beyond Hoboken. Saw bullocks yoked ; ridge of rock and
wood ; splendid sunset, with crimson sky ; pretty white wooden cot-
tages, with thatched verandas. ¥iew from Mr. Kin_s garden beauti-
fill ; down to the Narrows, and up twelve miles. Glass-factory flaming
among woods opposite, and elegant sloops moored in soi_ red light on
river. Pretty and free-and-easy young people. Once made a quali-
fication for office that the candidate should .never have fought, and
should never hereafter fight, any duel. Got rid of by moving that
promissory oaths are unlawful. Fight at Hoboken, and escape into
New York. Robert Sedgwick thinks Webster equal to Demosthenes,

and Clay's warmth external. Saw Miss Sedgwick's picture at his
house,- fine expression, thoughtful and sweet.

September 9.5.- Colonel Johnson maimed in war. Likely to be
President, General M. says. Saw Cuss, Secretary of War. Shrewd,
hard-looking man. Once vehement in politics, but tongue stopped by
Jackson. Has been Secretary only this term. Irish driving of stage.
Civility and freedom of manners. Rail-cars very comfortable. Snake
Hill beautifully wooded. Many butterflies. Profusion of other animal
life compared with human. Dwellings dotted. Indian corn. Hay
left on ground to be carried in frost. Smooth Hackensack and Pas-
saic. Alternate salt plains and wood. Fine weeds and elegant poke-
berry, used (and hops too) as asparagus when young. Cattle feeding
in enclosure where stumps are gray and like rocks. Paterson stands
in a basin ; but basin above level of stream. Rough and good people.
Most immoral before manufactures were estabhshed. Now, drunken-

ness, but great improvement in other respects. Stand made by Mr.
Collet against factory immorality. When currency troubles came, and
all but three factories closed, young folks dropped into parents' farms.
When business was gradually resumed, dropped in again, so no want
of hands. Difficult to get servants, from girls preferring factory-

work. No place to deposit money ; so often lost. The maid to-day
with no cap. Pretty girl of fourteen nursing baby. Tall, and not
awkward. Very simple. All seem to think that repeal of our corn
laws would break up aristocracy. Also that they themselves are be-
coming too democraticaL ])iust educate the People_and not legislate
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against democracy. All think Brougham mad or drunk. Cooper
vain and petulant, Mrs. Griffith says. Lady fell from rocks at Passaic.
Husband married again, and proposed bringing his second wife the
day after their marriage ! Fire-works at the falls; little water
to-day; but wooded hills and rocks beautiful Different levels
of water, some turbulent, some still. Stumps in field. Fine fern.
View of Paterson_ under amphitheatre of ridges. Fine situation.
Figures crossing turf,--" plodding homewards." Young girls earn
three or four dollars, and can board for one and a quarter. Talk on
female education, &e., with Mr. Collet. Curd and preserves, cheese
and fruit, for dessert. Raw beef and cakes and biscuits for tea. De-
licious ice at eight.

October 10. -- We must remember this day for having seen our first
log-hut, and got some idea of forest sights. O, the dark shades of
those thronging trees, with their etherealized summits ! The autumn
woods have hitherto seemed too red and rusty ; these were the melt-
ing of all harmonious colours. And the forms ! drooping, towering, --
all sorts : and the tallest bare stems with exquisite crimson creepers.
The cleared hollows and slopes, with the forest advancing or reced-
ing, but ever bounding all, is as fine to the imagination as any natural
language can be. I looked for an Indian or two standing on the
forest verge, within a shade as dusky as himself. I have written of
utility being transmuted into beauty as time modifies tastes. This

country must be the scene; for here, while utility is _advancing
gigantically, there is no time to impair the wild beauty of nature_
The two will be found in new and natural combination. Should

there not grow up from this a new order or period in the fine arts ?
Ought the Americans long to go on imitating ? Ponder how much,
and speculate on new orders of architecture, &c.....

No beggary, but universal decency. I have seen girls barefoot,
but they carried umbrellas ! To-day we saw a pig-driver in spec-
tacles ! Reached Auburn in the middle of the day, and walked about.

New houses on outskirts pretty, as usual, and beautiful bounding
forest. 6,000 inhabitants ; many of them contractors for prison manu-
factures, namely, clocks, combs, cabinet and chair work, weaving,
tailoring, shoemaking, machinery, making carpeting, stone-cutting,
&c. The contractors furnish the materials and superintend the
work.

October 14.

Niagara. You must not expect a description from me. One might
as well give an idea of the kingdom of heaven by images of jasper

VOL. IL
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and topazesasofwhat we havebeen seeingby writingofhuesand
dimensions.Exceptthe hurricaneatsea,itistheonlyeightIever
saw thatIhad utterlyfsaledtoimagine.Itisnot itsgrandeurthat
strikesme somuch ;but itsmlimaginablebeauty.All imagesof

softnessfad beforeit. Thank of a doublerainbowissuingfrom a

lockone hundredfeetbelowone,and almostcompletingitscircleby"

nearlylightingon one'shead. The slownesswithwhich thewaters
rolloverismostmajestic.Thereisnone o!thehurryand tumbleof
common waterfa]le, but the green transpax_nt ma_s _eems to ooze over
the edge. The ascent of the spray, seen some miles off, surprised
me ; it did not hang like a cloud, but curled vigorously up, like
smoke from a cannon or a new fire. We have crossed the ferry, and

done more than in my present state of intoxication I can well re-
member or tell you of. On the spot, I felt quite sane, -- sure-footed
and reasonable ; but when I sat down to dinner, I found what the
excitement had been. I could not tell boiled from roast beef, and

my only resource was to go out again as soon as we could leave the
table ; and now I am very sleepy. I expected I should be disap-
pointed, and told Miss Sedgavick so. She was right in saying that it
was impossible. If one looks merely at a cataract, it would be easy
to say, "Dear me I I could fancy a rock twice as high as that, and a
river twice as broad," but I do not think any imagination could con-
ceive of such colouring ; aml I was wholly unprepared for the beanty
of the surronnding scenery. Fragments of rainbow start up and flit
and vanish, like phantoms at a s_,nal from the sun. We have watched
the growth of this moon, "the Niagara moon ;" and there she is, at
her very brightest I What pleasure there is in a wholly new idea I
tt never occurred to me before that there can never be a cloudless

sky at Niagara. A light fleecy rack is always in the sky over the
falls ; and the watcher may here see the pmoess of cloud-making.
No more now. Rejoice with me that I have now seen the best that

my eyes can behold in this life. ....
Yours most affectionately,

H.MARTINEAU.

M_aDVIL_. HOTEL, Odobar 29, 1834.--Waiting for breakfast,

and then sitting down with labourers, but civil and respectable men.
Then most hearty reception by the Huidekopers; father, and fme_
handsome son and daughters. Pretty situation of the house, with
woody hills opposite. A walk to the college. Mr. Huidekoper anti-
Jackson, --strong. Gave a list af things that J. has protested against,
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and then done. Patronage can't be done away. 150,000 interested
persons, with all their influence to contend against.

Methodist _ollege (purely literary) finely placed ; has been opened
just a year. Poor students pay by working at increasing the build-
ing, which is not new (twenty years old about). The Rev. --
is a ple_ant specimen of Methodist minister. Library of 8,000 vol-
nmes_ presented by Winthrop, and seems choice. Some Omental
specimens. Beginning of museum: Indian axe and arrow-heads.
Peep into store in coming home. Drover raised from being a very
poor boy, and likely to be wealthy. Now making $4,000 per month,
of which half goes to the friends who advanced money to set him up.
Meadville is on French Creek; has cana]_ and about 1,400 popula-
tion. Good tea ; English news in American papers, inundation of
ladies, unexpectedly. Beautiful Miss -- Fire in comfortable
room ; journal amid much sleepiness, and now to bed.

October30. --Glorious weather. Talk and callers during morning till
noon, when Mr. Huidekoper, Anna, and Mr. Wallace and I went out,
A fine rapid walk of five miles, over opposite hill and through wood.
Two black squirrels. Sweet, rich fields stretching under shelter of
woods down to creek. Drive in afternoom Long covered bridge,
once shattered by a freshet ; but children of two years play safely.
Accidents don't happen to little Americans. Walked to the C.'s vo
tea. Pleasant evening, with few strangers. Bad cold, and so to bed_
Gentleman from Philipsburg says it is a forced settlement ; poor land.

October31.- Read Norton's excellent, but supercilious, truth-telling
Preface to work in disproof of Trinitarian doctrines, and some of the
chapters. He gives up Revelations as a prophecy. Read some of
Palfrey's sermons. Read Reports of Blind Institution at Philadel-
phia : of House of Refuge, interesting, (why are not the children kept
longer than from a few months to two years ?) and of Penitentiary ;
interesting. Came down and found Mrs. -- --, Mrs. H.'s deaf
sister, a cheerful, shy woman, very good, I should think. Lent her
my spare tube for two days. Sweet drive after dinner. Rich valley,
and the softest woods when the red evening sun shone ouL Saw good
house building for a farmer who lost his by fire last winter. Neigh-
bouts bear the loss among them, so that he is better off for a house than
before. Much talk on politics and morals in evening, with Messrs.
It. and D. Horror here of ministers meddling in politics beyond just
voting. Mr. It. a dismal looker-on in politics. Believes that thirty
years hence they will be under a despotism : now coming under mob
law. Asked him why he did not go elsewhere ; answer, where could
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he bebetteroff? CannotcutoffPresident'spatronagewithoutalter-
ingtheConstitution,and,besides,oppositionistoostrong.Surethat
alltheintelligenceofthecommunityisagainstJackson. Attributes

the evilto umversalsuffrage.Would have propertyrepresented
insteadof bothpropertyand person.Thinksilloftrialby jury.
Here juryarepaidadollarperclay,besidesmileage.IIenceneedy

men say, "Put my name in the wheel," -- thirty-six names for petty,
twenty-four for grand jury. Lement to criminal so far as to encourage
crime. Also, protection wanted for prosecutor. If he fails to con-
vict, culprit brings action for false imprisonment. (Dr. Follen dis-
believes this, as a general statement.) Mr. H. upholds tariff system.
During the war, America prospered from large markets for her corn.
Then, no country would take it, and there was extensive ruin from
want of subdivision. Relief brought at once by tariff, and since, New
England has bought more corn than all other places, while she has
been better employed than in growing it. This is the argument which
Mr. H. seems to think will hold good for ever. Mr. Huidekoper says
Jackson would give away lands, which are already sold too low.
Thiswould affordanotherpremium ona_oviculture,whichistoomuch

pursued(hethinks)already.He saysitisimpossib]etogeton with-
out a Centralor NationalBank,which must necessarilyhave great

commercialpower; but Jacksonwantsthatitshouldbe political
power,and wouldhavea treasurybank. (Ifitbetruethatthenation

isvergingtowardsanarchyand despotism,canI doanythingtoshow

them whattheyhavebeen,what theyare,what theymightbe?)
We aregoingto visitMissSedgwickfortwo days. I wishMiss

Mitfordknew thatwe weregoing.

Afterspeakingof theAmerican women she had met, "some

perfectladies,""some pale-faced,indolentfolkwho make a

point oftheirshoesabove allthin_,""some pedants,"--she
says:--

"It seemsright,dearmother,totellyou thattheyarenotatallshy
ofme. In alltheletterswe carryfromone placetoanotherthesen-
timentisamusinglyuniform,namely:'The authoressand instructress

of statesmenisforgottenin the,'&e.,&c. Thislooksasifpedantry

was the common consequenceofacquirementamong the women.
Miss J 'scheerfulintelligencemakes her friendseverywhere.
We have begun a regularplanofBible-readingand discussionto-

gether,and are quitedisposedto restinvariablyon the Sundays.

When I toldthe Generalwhat isthoughtamong us (andespecially_
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by Lord Durham) of the American Report on Sunday travelling, he
was highly delighted, the author being his most intimate friend. He
will introduce him to us at Washington, and thinks he has a good
chance for the presidency next time ; but every man thinks so of hrs
particular friend.

"We have been exquisitely happy at Stockbridge, with the Sedg-
wicks. Miss Sedgwick is all I heard of her, which is saying every
thing. All these Mr. Sedgwicks, her brothers, with their wives and

blooming families, are an ornament to their State. They are among
the first people in it, gracing its literature and its legislation, and
spreading their accomplishments through the fair cotmtry in which
they dwell Such a country, of mountain and lake and towering
wood l I was 'Layfayetted,' as they say, to great advantage. All
bu_ne_ was suspended, and almost the whole population was busy in
giving me pleasure and information. I never before was the cause of
such a jubilee. If Ellen thought much of my mode of leaving Liver-
pool_ what would she think here ? We were carried to Pittsfield, to an
annual agricultural assemblage, where I learned much of the people,
and was made to drink the first out of a prize cup. 0, the bliss of
seeing not a single beggar, --not a man, woman, or child otherwise
than well dressed i Captain Hall says no women appear at these
public meetings, and that they are dreadfully solemn. We saw as
many women as men, and few but smiling faces; but Captain Hall
went to one meeting, on a wet, cold day, and drew a general con-
clusion, as is his wont. I am told he was asked if he would take a
tri_ce of something at dinner, and answered that he would have a bit,
--that was the proper word ; piece sounded very improper to English
ears ! What a traveller !

"I have learned more than I well know how to stow, at Stockbridge,
the unrivalled village, where the best refinements of the town are
nfingled with the wildest pleasures of the country. We are to go
again and again if they say true ; and this morning at six we departed
from amid a throng of tearful friends, feeling that we shall never meet
with kinder. I never saw so beautiful a company of children as were
always offering me roses, or lying in wait for a smile or an autograph,
or to bring me lamp or water, or whatever I znight want. Miss Sedg-
wick is the beloved and gentle queen of the little community. They
gave me letters to Van Buren (the Vice-President, and centre of all
the political agitation here), expecting that I should meet him at
Washington ; but on arriving here I found that he has just returned
from the Fall% and had been inquiring for me, and after dinner he
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called with his sore He is simple in his manners, and does not
the wily politician he is said to be, nor as if he had the cares of

thin great Republic on his shoulders. He lml_ to welcome me to
Washington."

LETTER TO H_ FAMILY.

PB_,AB_IA, December 12, ]834.

I do not know where to begin, dear ones all, in my pleasant story,
but seem to have lived half a lifetime when I think of my intercourse

with these friends, and yet it appears but a day since I sealed my
last to England. Briefly and from my heart thanking you for your

full communications, I proceed to give you a few scraps of my de-

lights. First, we are still here and likely to be. I should have

been torn to pieces, or I should have set people by the ears together,
if I had gone elsewhel_. We are also so ineffably happy together,

that we all banish the thought of partivg as often as it obtrudes itself.
All Philadelphia has called upon me, -- people of many ranks and all

opinions, religious and political. We have been to e]inners and bails

among "the high fashionables, _ while through our host we have seen,

I fancy, more of the enlightened men of the city than we could have
met elsewhere. The Biddies and other gre_t men have made much

of me for my Political Economy, and the best of the Quakers on
account of "Demerara." So that I do believe I have been in the best

circumstances for accomplishing my object, while I cannot imagine

that I could any where else have found the deep repose with which I
solace myself in this blessed house, after the vanities and toils of the

day. [Then follows a charming description of a charming family.]
0, those precious children ! I must not now write. Our days are,
breakfast at half past eight (after worship), a lingering breakfast,

and more talk than eating. Out early, to see sights, return calls, and
escape callers, a pack of whose cards daily awaits us when we return

to dress for dinner. We dine somewhere, drink tea somewhere eIse,

and then go to an evening party, finishing with a delicious talk, till
twelve or one, over the fire. A lady here placed a carriage and black

coachman at my command the first day I came.

We stay here over the twenty-third, which is the anniversary of

the young, admirable blind school, for which I have, by request of
the patriarch _Taughan, written a prologue.

We see no difficulties before or behind, or on either side of us, and

are full of happiness. Yet I have seen much sorrow here. If I haw

been much among the great and the gay, I have been also among tho
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wretched. Not only have I been much in hospitals and such places_
but there are daily appeals to me to visit some who are sick, that
want to talk to me about the "Traditions ;" or some who are deaf,

that want to follow up with me the letter in Tait ; or the managers of
the insane, who want to know more about Hanwell Lunatic Asylum.
If I did not know the vanity of all these things, I should think I had
been able to do more good here than in any year of my life before.
There is such an ordering of tubes from Baltimore, such a zeal to get
a copy of our Poor-Law Bill, and such an earnest seeking after my
opinion about their public institutions ! The best of all is, that after
one interview we all forget that I am a fore,her. The inquiries
about my "impressions" are dropped, and we get at once to our sub-
ject, without any tendency to institute comparisons. The honours of
a stranger are offered me without the penalties. The neazest place
(that I may hear) is left for me every where ; but there is a thorough
union of hearts as to what is going on. I have now intimate inter-
course with two or three valuable people, who had vowed to keep
out of the way of the English, but who, finding others dropping all
mention of the book I was to write, have come out of their holes, and
laid open themselves and their country to me. I really believe this
never happened to Hall or any other of our travellers ; and I am
truly thankful for it, for more reasons than I can mention now.
Patriarch Vaughan and the venerable Bishop White (called here the
bishop of all the churches) have done me the honour of seeking me ;
and when they are gone (as they must soon be), it will be a tender
pleasure to think of it. I have presents of books and flowers, and
tickets to public institutions, &c. ; and this morning I have been
touched (in spite of the absurdity) by a letter from an insane gentle-
man_ of Ohio (gone mad on high subjects)_ appointing me high priest-
ess of God and nature, if I dare undertake the charge.

The most interesting, perhaps, of my employments has been visiting
the penitentiary, for the sake of discovering the causes of crime hem
I am almost the first who has been admitted alone to the solitary

prisoners. The board ordered that I should do as I pleased at all
times in the prison, and I have been shut up with murderers, burg-
fats, forgers, and others, listening to their eager and full confidences
about their crimes and their miseries. It is all I can do to command

my feelings for them when I see them look up in amazement at my
unexpected entrance, and straggle with the teaa_ which spring at the
first kind word I speak to therm What revelations will I give you,
some day, of the lives of these poor creatures ! But it is too large a
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subject for this letter. The worst thing is, that the relations of the
prisoners sometimes hear of my visits, and they come and insinuate
family tidings to me, which I am bound in honour not to communi-
cate. It is hard upon me to refrain from telling a prisoner how his
wife _ and how she is labouring for his release. My rule is to tell
all this to the governor, who can do as he thinks proper, and to keep
the confessions of the prisoners to myself. It is a noble institution.
But what must be the state of society where it is humanity to prepare
such an elaborate apparatus of human misery l

Of slavery and public affairs I cannot write to-day. Only take care
how you suppose you understand the case of the Bank till you hear
from me at full leng_a. I have never given an opinion on their poli-
tics since I came, nor is there any need. People bring theirs to me
abundantly ; but when they question me, it is not of their politics, but
something which they rightly suppose I know more about. I have
fully ascertained that at Washington one may mix freely with the
leading men of all parties and not be liable to the charge of treachery
or partisanship.

Farewell, all my precious family ! Dearest Helen, kiss you bairns
for me, and don't let them forget me I God bless you, and keep you
allashappyasIam !

Yours most tenderly,
H._I.

And now, furnished with half a hundred letters from every

body worth having known to every body worth knowing, and
anxiously expected by Webster, Calhoun, Clay, and all the rest,

Miss Martineau took leave of Philadelphia, where she had been

so much beloved. " I am sure I am a more virtuous person for
all this happiness," she said at the time.

I have succeeded in my search for the "prologue" which Miss

Martineau wrote, at the request of Mr. Vaughan, for the anniver-

sary of the Philadelphia institution for the blind, because it
"would save Mr. Furness the trouble."

The blind man sat beside the way
Hopeless and helpless, day by day,
While joy and music passed him by,
And all the shows of earth and sky.

And while he listened, they were gone,-
He could not follow_ -- dark, -- alone.
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And so the He complain -- that they
Linger and listen by llfe's way,
And painfully their tidings glean,
And wonder what all thin_ may mean.
Almost as weak and bhnd as we,
They long to follow on and see.

But He who heard the beggar's cry,
And raised his wondering gaze on high,
Calls on us also to arise, --
Alike the helpless and the wise, --
And, hand in hand, not faint and slow,-
Learn whence we come and where we go.

'T is by the love that Jesus taught,
And by the wisdom that he brought,
That we are shielded here from harm,
And roused to life's and mnsic's charm ;
From stren_h to strength our way can win,
And feel our hearts grow glad within,
And gather light from day to day,
To follow in that living way
Where purest pleasures throng and dwell, --
How pure, how rich, no tong_ae can tell.
Pleasures too fine for ear or eye,

That perish nob though every sense should die.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE, AND
WASHINGTON JOURNAL.

It seems to me that reporters of the state of society here forget
how heterogeneous it is, and what a marvel it is that there is any
common mind at all, among so many. If the bigotry that marks the
religious world extended to other matters, there would be no living
in such a Babel as it would be.

G'hr/_tmas. -- Called on the Fortina Mr. Fortin dusky, with white

hair. Told us his history. By sa'fl-making he has raised himself to
competence. His son-in-law, Mr. Purvis, has been to England. Told
us of O'Connell's greeting. Would not shake hands with an American
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till he knew what part he had taken about slavery, but held out his
hand instantly to one of the proscribed race. It is painful to hear them
speak of their proscription. Purvis is a fine young mare The number
of coloured people in the States in Mr. Fortin's youth was 350,000 ;
now between two and three millions.

January 1. -- Snow piled up every where and the sleighs, with their
belled horses; very lively. Mr. Read gave me for a New-Year's gift
an original letter of Washington, and has sent me Washington's ac-
cotmt-book, presented to Congress, containing his account of expenses
during the war, when he would have no salary. Very small mem-
orandums, and characteristic from their exactitude and justice.
Mr. Latrobe means to inform me fully on colonization,- from this
State.

January 2. -- Sight-seeing,-- infirmary,-- medical school Subjects
almost exclu_lvely supplied from the coloured people, because they
can't resist ;--taken chiefly from the graves. So these dusky bodies
are not contemptible when they are dead. Home. Found Mr.
Read and Mrs. Ctunberland Wdliams, who won my heart by her
praise or rather love of my Philadelphia friends. She was Pinck-
ney's daughter. Met Governor Barbour, Dr. and Mrs. Collins, and
Mr. Kennedy at the Skinners'. A merry party of little folks at
the Shaws' in the evemng. Plenty of the little beauties came and
gossiped with me.

January 6. --Sleighed round the outskirts for an hour. Pleasant par-
ty, and Mr. Latrobe full of infomation about colonization. He knows
what he is about. It is plain that the North has one set of interests and
the South another, and that the Colonization Society loses by trying to
reconcile the two. Maryland is interposed, and what she do_ is most
important. Mr. Latrobe wants to establish a cordon san, tazre of colo-
nization States rotmd the worst ; and believes they are ready. In-
dividuM State action is the way ..... If abolition were ordained in
any Stste, the blacks would only be sold into the South ; and ff every
where, they would die of vice. The rule here is that all freed slaves
must go away ; so the more m_umhsion there is the more oppo-
sition from the slave States, unless colonization be provided as an
outlet .....

The state of feeling about these poor creatures is monstrous.
There seems no rest for the soles of their feet ..... O, what

a retribution! Very pleasant day if I had been well; but I
would have incurred worse illness for the sake of what Mr. Latrol_
told me.
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January 14. -- Mr. S. C. Phillips took me to the Senate Chamber,
where Sir C. Vaughan welcomed me heartily. A beautiful room and
forty-eight fine heads. Webster conspicuous. He and Clay spoke.
It was the French Question_--against the President's recommenda-
tion of reprisals. Webster's voice beautiful. More to my ear than
Clay's. My head ached vehemently, and so we wezlt home. Mr.
and Mrs. Calhoun and Colonel and Mrs. Preston called, and were

most affectionate. Mr. Sprague ; -- model of an American legislator.
Thinks Calhoun not practical, though theoretically complete. After-
noon, calls,-- caUs, -- calls. Evening, Mr. Palfrey, Judge Story,
Mr. Everett. The rest went to a great party which we declined,
and Mr. Everett remained. We talked on Furness, Dewey, Chan-

ning ; on the Senate, on English reviewing, on Mr. Gallatin, on Jack-
son, on prisons. Mr. Phillips tells me that Massachusetts hopes to
get Edward Everett to be either governor of Massachusetts or senator
with Webster.

Read Carlyle's article on Bums. Was mightily cheered and lifted
up by it. I must read it again when I find myself growing worldly.

So few travellers feel at home in a foreign laud, so many

make it a principle to suspend actual life till their return, sub-

s_ting meanwhile as spectators, and hardly feelmg the odd, unac-
countable beings by whom they are surrounded to be fellow-

creatures, that one cannot help wishing for the publication of all

Harriet Martineau's American letters ; for they are all filled with

the same live element of personality which shows, as in these

few that can with propriety be copied, how differently she took
foreign life. She stood in no need of Voltaire's reminder to his

friend on the eve of sailing for Japan: "l_ever reset, mou
enfant, that the whole world are exactly like your father and

mother ;" and this makes the peculiar charm of those ingenuous

outpourings of the worshipper of nature and the lover of humanity,

sharing with her kindred what she reserved for them alone,
the innocent satisfaction of her nobly earned success, and the joy

of new friendship.s, scenes, and thoughts in the new half-civilized
world.

What the old over-civilized world would think of it all was

the natural anxiety on both sides. Harriet ]_Iartineau was the

representative to all, of the mother country, which stood to them
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as the representative of civilization. The United States seemed
for the moment a mere whispering-gallery for the transmission of

her opinions. In addition to her English fame, she had by this

time attained an American popularity, and made herself every-
where felt by an especial adaptation or natural fitness in her

character to influence that of our people. One gentleman "had

heard from her such striking thoughts on prison discipline and

criminal legislation as would modify his whole future political
life." Another "had found the Bible a new book since reading

it in the light of what she said to him of its depth and power."

"The whole subject of family discipline has taken a new aspect

to me," said a lady to whom she spoke of the power of love

and the evil effect of punishment in creating in a child the spirit
of fear and bondage. She awakened whole societies to new and

important ideas about health. She had sown deep in a thousand
hearts new and grand thoughts of the nature, sphere, duties, and

rights of woman ; and wherever she went, the splendour of truth

and the value of reli_ous liberty and the importance of moral

independence were talked of and felt as never before. All these
things came daily to our ears,- every one telling with a sort of

rapturous veneration what an awakening to the spirit her con-
versation had been. But with all this came from time to time

reports of her condemnation of the abolitionists. "She says

they have done the cause of the slave great injury." " She

says your language and your measures are unjustifiable." "She
says you do not understand the matter." All this made no im-

pression on my mind to her discredit, for how should one com-

ing to learn, see these things otherwise than as presented by the
authorities on such subjects :--the first people, --the best peo-

ple, -- the leading people. But one of her penetration could not
be sent out of the country hoodwinked, however she might be

led blindfolded through it; yet it might well take long to
understand this "mystery of iniquity." We had lived all our

youth under the benumbing vassalage of slavery, and never
dreamed it was so, till Garrison's voice "broke the deep slumber
in our brain." How should she see at a glance what had been

so skilfully wrapped up in darkness for wellnigh half a eentnry
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One of the clearest minds connected with the cause took the

responsibility of entreating her to delay judgment till she should
have examined thoroughly, in the following letter.

ELLIS GRAY LORING TO HARRIET MARTINEAU.

BOSTON, April 18,1835.

My brother, the Rev. Mr. Gilman of Charleston, S. C., has encour-
aged me, in a late letter, to venture the invitation I make to you of
being my guest during your expected visit in Boston. He tells me he
has spoken to you of his sister, my wife, and of myself, and I therefore
take this way of recalling to you our names, and of expressing the
hope, which would otherwise have appeared to me only a fruitless
wish, that we may know you intimately. We have heard much of
you personally from our correspondents, and we are as ready to love
you cordially as a friend as we have long been to admire and respect
the author of your works.

Your tour through the United States is contemplated with great
interest by all who know the weight your opinions of us and our
institutions will have both in Europe and America. A continual
attempt will be made, and is, I know, now made, to prevent your see-
ing them in any but their most becoming attitude. I trust you will
duly estimate the amount of compensation this circumstance requires.
All that hospitality can do to win the heart and to seduce the judg-
ment will of course be done. But your head as well as your heart
is to act an important part in marking the destinies of this young
empire. You know your responsibilities, and will observe, judge, and
act accordingly.

You must see all around you illustrations of my meaning,--but
one is so near my heart that I cannot but suggest it. The apelo_sts
for slavery in this country are thoroughly alarmed at your journey of
observation. The author of "Demeram "is a formidable personage
in the Southern States. Your coming was hailed with delight by the
friends of the slaves and of the true interests of the country, and was
looked to with dismay by those whose interest here is oppre_ion.
What is the course taken by these last ? You are received with the
most marked attention, writer as you are of the best antislavery tale
ever written_ -- while a New England man who should have written
that work would have been (pardon the truth) indicted and im-
prisoned_ if nothing worse_ had he set his foot for the next twenty
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years into South Carolina or Georgia. The highest literary rank and
worth could not have wholly saved one of *_ from the consequenee_
of such an unpardonable offence. But Miss Mal_ineau is the world's
property, and as she cannot be crushed, she must, if possible, be
bhnded. -- Forgive my zeal if I say to you, do not judge of slavery as
you see _t in the drawing-rooms of the men of refinement and perhaps
of principle whom you visit, -- of course the very _lite of the South-
ern country ; but look at it among the fie/d s/ayes of Carolina, the
semi-eivihzed back settlements of Alabama and Mississippi, or in
the New Orleans slave-market- Alas! you cannot see it in these
aspects ; --your standing with its inevitable associations, but far more
your sex, must prevent your catching more than partial glimpses
of what it is not meant you should see. I might better ask you
to keep in mind the dreadful statistics of our domestic slave-trade :
6,000 (chiefly young persons)annually exported from Virginia
alone, away from relations and home, to die in the unwholesome
Southwest-

You will have heard, before you return to the North, stories of the
fanaticism and indiscretion of the antislavery party, from many
sources, -- from the ambitious statesmen, who wish to serve and be
rewarded by two masters, who would stand well with the North
and the South ; from the "wise and prudent," who think the whole
truth on any subject inexpedient, and regard it as more dangerous
even to talk of remed_ng an abuse than to wait for it to tumble
down destruction on their own heads. You will, of course, be asked
to measure the violence and recklessness of our Northern attacks on

slavery by the irmtation they cause in the slaveholder. Most of
these accounts are exaggerations or falsehoods. But this would be
comparatively unimportant, except as it may insensibly affect our
view of the great controversy of principles which is awakening
throughout the land. For the sake of the cause, I ask you to suspend
your opinion of the antislavery measures and men till you can look
at them for yourself. ....

I live in a retired and quiet manner at 671 Washington Street. Your
welcome there would be most cordial It would be a true gratifica-
tion to my wife and myself to have you come to our house on your
arrival in Boston, and to make it your home as long as we could suc-
ceed in making you happy there.

I feel tha£ I have taken an unusual liberty in writing you a_r_hand
80 long a letter. I lmve no apology to offer but the gratitude and
regard I feel for one to whom I have owed both delight and ira-
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provement, and who has done so much to make society wiser and
happier.

With renewed apologies and the truest esteem I am your obedient
_an_

ELLIS GRAY LORING.

Between the time of her receiving Mr. Loring's letter and the

date of this reply her private journal is extremely interesting.
It was at this period that she was applied to to make a con-

stitution for Texas, and there one sees all the passion of her

enjoyment for natural scenery. The record all along, of each
day, ends thus: "Read the :New Testament."

Subjoined is Miss Martineau's answer.

LEXINGTON, K_VrUCKV, May 27, 1835.

DEAR SIR,--Your kind and gratifying letter followed me from
New Orleans, and has, at length, met me here, at Mr. Cla);s. Mrs.
Gilman led me to hope that I shonld hereafter have the pleasure of
becoming acquainted with yourself and Mrs. Loring ; but I did not
anticipate so early an intercourse as you have kindly offered me the
means of holding with you. I have already eng_ed myself at Boston
to Dr. Tuckerman and to your namesakes, Mr. and Mrs. Charles G.
Loring ; but I hope to remain there long enough to avail myself also
of your offered hospitality, and shall consider myself engaged to spend
a little time with you when I have passed a week with each of these
friends I have mentioned. I am sure we shall have a great deal to
say to each other, and I shall say my share with peculiar ease and
pleasure under your own roof. We should no doubt have known
each other without the intervention of our dear friends the Gilmans ;

but that we share their love is a sufficient reason for dispensing with
the usual preliminaries of a friendship.

We shall spend many a hag-hour in talking over the principal sub-
ject of your letter. It is too copious a one to be entered upon now,
but I cannot honestly let you suppose that I agree with you in think-
ing that there has been any attempt or wish to blind me as to the real
state of things at the South. I have been freely shown the notoriously
bad plantations because they were bad, and have been spontaneously
told a great number of dreadful facts which might have just as well
been kept from me, if there had been any wish to deceive me. I
have seen every variety, of the poor creatures, from the cheerful, apt
house-servant, to the brutish, forlorn, wxetched bein_ that crawl
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along the furrows of the fields. The result has been a full confirma-
tion of the horror and loathing with which I have ever regarded the
institution, and a great increase of the compassion I have always felt
for those who are born to the possession of slaves; a compassion
which has something of respect mingled with it, when I see them
persecuted by a foreign interference, which is now the grand hindrance
to their fleeing themselves irom their intolerable burden. How
Christians can exasperate one another under the pressure of so weary
a load of shame and grief I can scarcely understand ; and I have
been fancying, all through the Southern States, how, if Jesus himself
were to rise up amidst them, he would pour out his compassion and
love upon those who are afflicted with an inheritance of crime_ If
his spirit were m us all the curse would be thrown off in a day ; and
as it is, I am full of hope that the day of hberty is rapidly approach-
ing, notwlthsUandmg the mutual quarrels of colonizationists aald abo-
htionists, and the hard thoughts which the friends and masters of the
slaves entertain of each other. The reasons of my hope, --my con-
fidence, I will tell you when we meet. I have had the honour of a
slight correspondence with Mrs. Child, and look forward with much
pleasure to meeting her. Dr. and Mrs. Follen are well known to me
by name, which is the same thing as saying that I want to know
more of them. We (my friend Miss J. and myself) have had the
pleasure of travelling over many hundred miles with Mr. and Mrs. C.
G. Loring. They are now at Cincinnati, and are going to the Vir-
ginia Springs, while we turn westward as far as St. Louis at least.
We hope to be at Cambridge by Commencement, and then to travel
through New England during September and October, previous to
our settling down in Boston for a long visit.

I beg to present my respects to Mrs. Loring, and to assure you that
I am truly your obliged

HARRIET MARTI NEAU.

Here were reproduced the very sentiments, and for the most

part the phraseology of the more decent slaveholding world and
its allies, -- yet with a difference. None of them had ever said

that "if all had the spirit of Jesus the curse would be thrown off

in a day." That they would have rebuked as "immediatism,"

--a thing impossible to be so explained as not to be liable to

misapprehension, and therefore not proper for the time. As
to the spirit of Jesus in itself considered, all their logic went to

prove that the slaveholders unquestionably possessed it; while
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the abolitionists were destitute of it in the precise proportion of
their devo_dness as such.

For the rest, these ideas were identical with the American

ones. Just so the world that hated and despised the aboli-
tionists viewed with mingled compassion and respect the men

born to the possession of slaves. Just so it called our anti-

slavery efforts, justified by our own guilty complicity, through
the constitutional compact, "foreign interference." Just so it

laid the crime of the longer continuance of slavery at our

door. Just so it claimed the peculiar love and compassion of
Jesus for a blameless set of men, loaded down with the shame

and grief of a burden they could not get Hd of;--not

sinners, but afflicted with the consequences of anterior transgr_o
sion.

All this wrought somewhat painfully on the minds of many

of the abolitionists, particularly when they found it gave intense

delight to every body but themselves. Every body "hated and

loathed slavery" too, but that was all. It was the step farther
that was to cost, and therefore could never be taken. So men

went on talking of the gentleness of Jesus ; and of the Sunday

schools for slaves, which antislavery violence had put a stop to ;

and of the revivals of religion at the South, which showed how
Christ owned and accepted as his people the persecuted slave-

holders: "And so Miss Martineau thought, and she had been
through the whole Southern country ;" and they never failed to

inquire, thereupon, what we thought of the pious John :Newton,
"who had sweet seasons with God while he was engaged in the
slave-trade." "I think he was an old Antinomian!" was the

reply furnished us by the Rev. Dyer Burgess, one of our

excellent coadjutors from Ohio, who had been assisting at our

five-o'clock morning prayer-meetings for the cause. There might

have been seen representatives of every shade of opinion, from
rationalism to the most extreme Calvinism, drawn together by

the strength of a common desire. Dr. Watts's description of
heaven would in a sense have characterized these assemblies :

'_Tenthousand thousandare their tongues,
But all theirjoys areone."
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The humanitarian said amen to prayers offered in the name of

the Holy Trinity, for the triumph of the principles. Evangelical
Orthodoxy embraced as brethren in the cause the Unitarians and

philosophers who were ready to shed their own blood for its

sake. One after another, with but little variation of form, they

prayed the same prayer. "Bear with our many repetitions,"

prayed the hater of sentimental religion, faith without works,
the antinomianism of a slave-trading piety, -- "Thou who didst

pray unto thy Father, in thine agony on man's behalf, three time_

saying the same words/" We only wished Harriet l_Iartineau
could have heard.

Then, too, the "quarrels" of colonizationists and abelition-

ists! So she understood "that death-grapple in the darkness
'twixt old systems and the Word !"

It was a great breach of conventionalism to thrust in at this

stage of the correspondence between herself and Mr. Loring, but
I felt sure of the real character of the illustrious personage, and

that she would not fail, after having seen all, to discern the

unusual stress of the time, and to find in it a reason and an
excuse for so unusual a procedure.

I returned again and again in memory to her declaration,

"If all had the spirit of Jesus it would be abolished in a day ;"

for I knew that to her mind "the spirit of Jesus" was the

synonyme of all that was authoritative by reason of excellence.
I did _mt build so much as others upon her having written the
best antislavery tale. It would not follow because Mrs. Behn

and Steele and the Duchess de Duras were equal to the concep-

tion of" Orinoko," "Inkle and Yarico," and "Ourika," that they
could be true to human nature, under the severest ordeal, -- as

that certainly was to which slavery in the United States sub-

jeered every foreigner of distinction. But the writer of "the
Scott papers," the true painter of woman, the exalter and

eonsoler of poverty,- no, I never could doubt that she must

eventually see things as they really were. I wrote _ her, but I

have no recollection of her reply as differing in tone or spirit

from her letter to Mr. Loring, nor do I find it among the collec-
tion of her letters to myself. I suppose it was lent at the time,
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and worn out, as the other letters had wellnigh been. They
were not private letters. Whatever it was, it did not shake

my faith in her, and I awaited her coming with undiminished
interest.

How well I remember the first sight of her so long ago !
We had, as it were, a long sitting, for we first saw her at

church,--Dr. Channing's. It was a presence one did not

speedily tire of looking on, -- most attractive and impressive ;

yet the features were plain, and only saved from seeming heavily
moulded by her thinness. She was rather taller and more

strongly made than most American ladies. Her complexion was

neither fair nor sallow, nor yet of the pale intellectual tone that
is thought to belong to authorship. It was the hue of one

severely tasked, but not with literary work. She had rich,

brown, abundant hair, folded away in shining waves from the

middle of a forehead totally unlike the flat one described by

those who knew her as a child. It was now low over the eyes,

like the Greek brows ; and embossed rather than graven by the
workings of thought. The eyes themselves were light and full,
of a grayish greenish blue, varying in colour with the time of

day or with the eye of the beholder,--les yeux pets of the old

French Romance writers. They were steadily and quietly alert,

as if constantly seeing something where another would have found

nothing to notice. Her habitual expression was one of serene
and self-sufficing dig-nity, -- the look of perfect and benevolent

repose that comes to them whose long, unselfish struggle to

wring its best from life has been crowned with complete victory.

You might walk the livelong day in any city streets, and not

meet such a face of simple, cheerful stren_h, with so much light
and sweetness in its play of feature. And the longer one knew

her the more this charm was felt ; for it was the very spMt "of

love and of powe of a sound mind."
In intimate conversation she was free and winning beyond

any one we had ever seen. Her one great gift seemed then to

be utterance; not rhetoric, not elocution, not eloquence, not

wit,--though her talk was full of short corner-touches,--but

the faculty of rapidly communieating thought and feeling. Her
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fulness of sympathy made it natural to her to meet every mind
in private society just as she unfailingly did the public mind in
her writings, -- exactly where it laboured. She could not help
saying to every person something not to be forgotten ; and see-
ing how many there were whose after-lives she acted upon by a
word, her one great gift seems to have been to influence and to
teach. There was something in her which broke down the
American caution and reserve. Give her t_n minutes, and it all

melted away. She was surprised to find the New-Englanders so
merry a people ; but interchange of thought in a free country,
where each is sovereign, was then less safe than under a despot-
ism; and a paid government-spy in every social circle less a
check on intercourse than the American dread of public opinion
under the rule of slavery ; and so we laughed together, because
we could do that without risk. We had a jesting spirit in

conformity to our institutions, when slavery was one of
them. It was neither the English humour nor the French wit,
but a droll narrative humourousness of our own,--wit forced

out of dangerous channels into safe ones. It was our refuge
from the dulness of "non-committal" intemoume. Ladies

might not avail themselves of it without so much of limitation
that it then made them seem stiff and pedantic. And though
at that time we were a friendly hearted, we were not, on
the whole, a social people_ And all this made Harriet Marti-
neau's cheerful, free simplicity like a fresh breeze in a stagnant
place. Discussion, debate, monologue, and dialogue are all more
natural to us than conversation. So httle, in fact, was it then in

our nature or habits, that we thought conversible Europeans must
have been trained to it as an art. Parties not being permanent,

no protection existed for the one-sided freedom of intercourse

which could exist in England.
Then, in addition to whatever there was of natural inapti-

tude_ increased by whatever might be the effect of institutions,
came in the check of incessant strife between our theory and

our practice. All this made a comparatively wintry state of
heart ; which, however it might warm up in the actual conflict
of life, could seldom cast off in society the conversational mufflers
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of health, weather, light literary criticism, fine-art pedantry,
and fun.

The passage through our society of one so full and free was a

season of refreshing. Harriet Martineau did New England good

wherever she went, entering with the liveliest pleasure into all

the interests of the hour. At Salem, where she was the gxlest of

Mr. Stephen C. Phillips, then our Massachusetts member of Con-
gress, she became the influencing friend of many. It was for

the Sunday school there that she wrote a new "tradition of Pal-
estine," the little story of "Elec and l_achel ;" and the children

gathered round to touch her dress unawares, as if she could put
them in nearer communication with Christ. And she could not

only, on occasion, make the young serious, but their elders gay.
The annexed jeu aVesTn'/tpleased her so much on account of its

ingenuity, that, much as she herself deprecated flattery, she pre-
served it for her mother. It was given her after an evening's

conversation, by Dr. Flint, a Unitarian minister and a poet, who

had made numberless inquiries about English living authors.
It was of these lines that an amused friend remarked, "They

would have been capital for the nonce, ff it had not been so dif-

ficult to read them effectively."

DR. FLINT'S SONNET TO MISS H. _IARTINEAU'S EAR-
TRU_IPET.

Thrice precious tube ! thou faithful voice-conveyer
Through thy accomplished mistress' outward ear
To that within, -- wont other sounds to hear
Than those of earth ;-- for all the Nine obey her
Oft as she wills their promptings to rehearse
In tale, or tract, or choice _wrceaux of verse : --
Through thee, quick, clear, and sweet response I win
From more than Delphic oracle within.
For spirits o'er the vasty deep I call
Through thee ; and Endor's witch to royal Saul
The prophet's form not sooner brought than she
The gifted minds of her fair isle to me.
My hearfs warm thanks to her I fain would speak,
But words to tell their warmth are all too poor and weak.
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We gathered, from the surprise she seemed to feel at finding
the abolitionists to be persons of good sense and education,-
freer than the rest of the world from narrowness, violence, and

fanatmlsm,-- through what a course of misrepresentations of them

she must have passed. Indeed, it could have been no other_dse.

The whole land rung with the abuse of them that preceded and

prepared for violence, and not a voice had spoken for the absent.
" Mr. Clay ought to have told me," she said, " of such a man

as _Ir. ]3irney, living within thirty miles of hun." This was

Judge ]31rney of Alabama, in poverty and exile in a free State

for having emancipated his slaves, although surromlded by a

young family dependent on him for.education and support ;

and, what was far more a trial of faith and principle (as he, alas !

afterwards found), he had joined the antislavery movement, to
which he owed the happy impulse.

She was told the abolitionists were unsexing woman, so that

good men found it necessary to republish in America good little

:English books on her appropriate moral sphere.
"But what is her appropriate moral sphere ]"
"Why, certainly a special and different one from man's."

"But if so, she would have had a special and different Christ."

"But, dear Miss Martinean, is it possible you think women

have the same duties and rights as men _"

"I think their powers ought to settle that question."
Circumstances coeval with the settlement of the country had

been preparing it for that question, but it was Harriet Martineau

who took the initiative in presenting it for a practical solution in

the United States, by her conversation and example, seconding

her writings.

Then, the abolitionists were "people of one idea." "But you
Americans," she replied, "all seem to have a special mission. Is
it not natural we should all have one, in accordance with our

individual capacities ] Some devote themselves respectively to

temperance, education, peace, or the propagation of the gospel in

foreis-a parts; why should not Freedom be the mission of oth-
ers ?" This made so wide an impression, that we became at

length wearied with the echo of this saying about a "mission n
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among persons who still refused to let abolitionists have the hens-
fit of it.

Once the conversation falling upon endurance, and what men

might be called by a sense of duty to encounter in consequence

of doing right, and what prospects the mind could be brought to

dwell on with composure, she said, " I have often thought that
the worst thing that could befall me would be to die of starvation
on a doorstep ; and (gleefully) I think I could bear it,"

Talking of the difficulties that beset iNecessarianism as com-

pared with the Boston Unitarian ideas, she said, "I find no dif-

ficulty so great as a God that did not hinder what happened
to-day aml does not know what is going to take place to-morrow,"

Once when atheism was the subject of conversation, she was
told there was but one avowed atheist in the State. " I wish

there were a thousand," she said ; "for what depths of conceal-

ment and suffering the fact implies !"

This one avowed atheist, Abner Knoeland, was then under

prosecution for blasphemy, for having declared in his newspaper,
"The Investigator," that he thought " the God of the Univer-

salists, with all his moral attributes (aside from nature itself), a

chimera of their own imagination."
tlarrmt Martixmau's conversation with her fl'iend, Mr. Ellis

Gray Loring, on the subject of freedom of speech and of the
press in connection with this case, resulted, on Mr. Kneeland's

subsequent conviction, in the preparation of a petition, sig_ed

by Dr. Channing and a hundred and sixty-seven others, all
Christians, and some of them evangelical Christmns, for the

pardon of the offender. * This petition was rejected by the gov-

There was great diificultyin obtainingthis number of signatures. Not a
single one was furnished from anytheological seminary, while a cmmter peti-
tion was numerouslyand spontaneouslysigned by most prominent and influen-
tial men in the community. In Mr. Loring'soriginal draftthere weretwo addi-
tional grolmds of opposition to religmus prosecutaons: 1. That belief, not
being voluntary, cannot rightfully be rewarded or punished; 2. That in so
important a matter as what a man believesto be true, on subjects of a practical
bearing, the expression of it is not onlyhis right, but a clear duty to others.
These seemed to Dr. Chanuiug, who headed the petition, to savourtoo much of
the metaphysicsof Unitarianism to be admiesible in a document intended for
general signature.(!) To one neither metaphysiciannor Unitarianit would
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ernorand council,but the end was not yet. l_otonlywas it

thelastprosecutionof a theologicalopinionin Massachusetts;

itsetinmotion a demand forequal legalrightsirrespectiveof

theology; and what ispopularlycalled"the AtheistWitness

bill"-- agitatedfrom timetotimeinour MassachusettsLegisla-

ture for tw@and-twenty years--passedbeth branches,to the

statute_beok,and was only preventedfrom formalrecordas a

law,in accordancewith the publicconvictionof itseverlasting

need,by theelectioneeriugnecessitiesofthe moment.
At thistim_therewas no discordancebetweenherselfand our

Umtariaus generally on the subject of a First Cause other than

the approximation to the Orthodox world occasioned by her

:Necessarianism. Yet I think her mind must have begun to
transcend their usual forms of thought. To one who spoke to

her of the importance of sympathy with God she replied,
"Yes!-- for it is the love of truth." "We must be true to

our own consciences," continued the first. "Yes,--but con-
viction is not truth."

She was puzzled about our "harsh language," as it was called
by the" tender-hearted country at large, that bere to look on

torture and dare not look on truth. "Why don't they prose-

cute you for defamationS" she said. "Because we don't de-

fame." That then was not /t; and she finally seemed to settle
into the opinion that it was our bad taste that made the diffi-

culty,- an unfortunate defect on our part to be deprecated as

lessening the force of the idea. We were not prepared to make

oltr defence on the score of taste. "Tastes differ," to so pro-

verbial an extent, that Lord Chesterfield forbade so rude a thing

in society as finding fault with them. We only stated the fact

that ours was the accepted mode of preaching of the vast ma-
jority of the clergy of the eountry, the evangelical custom,

not to say fashion; though to :English Episcopacy and Unita-

rianism, and all who "never mention hell to ears polite," it

certainlyseemthatffthereeverdidexistpracticaluniversaltruths,makinga
Isartoftheverynatureofthings,thesearethey.Indeferenoetohim,they
were,however,omitted.Butthiswastheeharaeterofthatgoodman'smind.
He constantlyneeded the admonitionof the French statesman,conveye_ in his
¢leflnltionof a _, -- _'C'est onblierla chosees_ntielle."
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of course seemed to be removed from the category of profane
swearing only by being couched in Biblical language. And
though we loved the Hebrew sound of it, she might he allowed

to find fault. But we refused to grant the same immunity to

Andover and Princeton, whose mother tongue it was, without
a scorching exposure of their hypocrisy.

"Now tell me how much of the 'Liberator' you really write_"
said she, seeing I had defended it on both principle and

expediency, and on the very grounds for which it was generally

condemned. "One would think, to hear you, that there was
but one duty in life,- rebuke." "Exactly so," I was about to

say ; "these are of the times when rebuke is ' wisdom, holiness,

goodness, justice, and truth.'" But something of elevated emo-
tion in her look stopped me; and I only said, "I desire no

further special conversation with you on this subject. I am

sure of your determination to see and know all thin_ for your-

self, and of your determination to act rightly and justly in every
emergency." Again she had used the very words of the ene-

mies of the cause, but with a spirit' so foreign to the moral
toadyism of Unitarian sentimentality and evangelical hypocrisy,

that one could only hail it with satisfaction. The abolitionists

had been reviled without exception for their sweeping, unmiti-

gated censures, but always most unjustly. The blessing be-

sought by the old Massachusetts divine had been vouchsafed to
them,-" Lord, grant us thy crowning mercy to discriminate

between things that differ." By their fruits we knew men.

Their words were merely their disguises at this time ; and

often plausible enough "to deceive, if it were possible, the very
elect."

I only added that I wished she knew ]Cir. Garrison, whose
journal I had been defending as a means of the highest degree
of excellence and adaptation in American affairs and character.

I had no long conversation with her after. Previous to her

accepting our invitation to attend the antislavery meeting of
wMch she has given an account, she asked if the ground we

had taken, of opposition to slavery, had cost us many friends

We said yes. "Remember not to be unjust, and say that they
VOL,, LL

\
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deserted you ; for it is you who have deserted them. It is yott

who are changed. They remain the same." It was very true ;
only men do not long remain the same under such circumstances,

they inevitably grow worse ; and that she had opportunity to

see afterwards, though the time was not yet.

We have seen what England was when she came into it; now
let us look back to the condition of America when she entered

it. It was during her first sojourn in Massachusetts, at the time

such thoughts as these were revolving in her mind, that we made

our first attempt to see Harriet Martiueau. We too, with the

rest, were drawn to meet her, whose way it had never been, as a

family, to seek strangers of distinction, and who were now too

busy with our antislavery conflict to have taken up an ordinary
guest. But in this case our family elders encouraged us. Was
she not of their own faith,--the "essential,"" unfolded,"" mani-

fested" faith of the prize essays ? Had she not established a claim
on them, and so on us, by her letter to the deaf? Had she not

created Cousin Marshall, and Letitia, and Ella of Garveloch, and

Cassius of Demerara ? &nd while the Tories had been taunting

the English abolitionists, up to the very hour when dawn broke
into the windows of Parliament upon their victory, with having

done nothing all these forty years, was she not one of them ?

Her they encouraged us to seek, and leer we determined to see.

Chiefs of all parties and advocates of all schemes were throning

to her for sanction, and what should hinder us ? They had en-
tln.oned her under the palm-tree (and even under the palmetto),
and all our American Israel was trooping up to her for judg_nent,

and why not we among the rest ? Nay, I inwardly felt, why

not we especially, of all the rest_ for, being what her works

proclaimed her to be, I knew our lives could not fail to be of one

substance, nor our lot of being east in together.
But the hearts of some misgave them on the way. "We are

young," we said, "and unknown." "No matter," we made

answer to ourselves, with all the preoccupation of Sisera's mother,

"we understand her! and all these troops of homagers do
not." Here we were doubtless mistaken. We did but feel, in "

COmmOnwith the rest, the lift and sway of the powerful nature
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that was passing by. We went, in the joy of our hearts, to meet
it, forecasting the coming interview as we went.

"But the trumpet!" said one of the young girls of the

band; "how shall we venture to speak to her through that ?"

And our ignorance and our ima_nations of what we had never

seen magnified it into an instrument of dreadful resonance,
drawing every eye upon the speaker. But we were not in a
state of mind to be daunted by trifles, and quickly gathered up

our courage. "No matter how much noise it makes ; we shall

have altogether the advantage of othem, for we have something

to say. O_zly we have hold of the root of all American problems,

--' we few, we happy few !' Others will take the trumpet
as she presents it, and in their confusion will fail to make them-

selves understood. (We had previously had minute accounts of
the manner of her receptions, and how gray-headed statesmen

lost their presence of mind as they took it from her hand.)

'What did you observe _' she will inquire. ' I merely re-

marked that it was a very fine day.' It will _ve no such uncer-
tain sound when we take it in hand ! ' I said they are men-

stealers / ' will bear repeating twice ! "
Since the Vision of Alnaschar there had not been so clear a

foreshadowing of what was not to come to pass. She was not at
home : and Mrs. Tuckerman, her hostess for the day, told us that
she would be able to see no more visitors till after her return
from the South.

It was no freak of calling their elders names that, just before

Harriet Martineau's arrival, had unaccountably seized a set of

welt-bred young people of much hope and promise ; no sudden

fit of insanity, destroying their usefulness and blighting their

prospects in life. A grander prospect was opening to them, and
the most exalted uses. To a nation blindly wandering to no

end, after blind guides, or deluded by deceivers, a leader had

now arisen,--it was hoped in season to amuse the United States

to a sense of their condition. They had been delivered over,
bound hand and foot, to the service of slavery, and they neither

knew nor felt the ruin and dishonour of submitting to such a

tyranny. Under its corrupting influence the country had actually
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lost the sense of moral distinctions. The terms good and evil,

right and wrong, sin and holiness, vice and virtue, no longer
represented the original ideas when Garrison, the first to whom

this fresh inspiration of freedom came, undertook to awaken in

• the people a feeling of gnflt and danger, l_ow for the first time

was heard, on the soft of the New World, an appeal to the higher

and exclusively human instincts,- mightmr than penalties and
arms:

"I determined to lift up, at every hazard, the standard of emanci-
pation, within sight of Bunker Hill and in the birthplace of liberty.
That standard is now unfurled -- till every chain be broken and every
bondman set free ! Let Southern oppressors tremble, -- let their secret
abettors tremble,- let their Northern apologists,- let all the ene-
mies of the persecuted blacks tremble !

" I am aware that many object to the severity of my language ; but
is there not a cause for severity ? I wiU be as harsh a_ truth, and as
uncompromising as justice. On this subject I dp not wish to think,
or speak, or write with moderation. No ! No ! Tell a man who_
house is on fire to give a moderate alarm ; tell him to moderately
rescue his wife from the hands of the ravisher ; tell the mother to

gradually extricate her babe from the fire into which it has fallen ;-
but urge not me to use moderation in a case like the present. I am
in earnest, -- I will not equivocate, -- I will not excuse, -- I will not

retreat a single inch- and I will be heard.
"It is pretended that I am retarding the cause of emancipation by

the coarseness of my invective and the precipitancy of my measures.
The charge is not true. On this question my influence, humble as it
is, is felt at this moment, to a considerable extent, and shall be felt
in coming years, -- not perniciously, but beneficially ; not as a curse,
but as a blessing ; and posterity will bear testimony that I was right.
I desire to thank God that he enables me to disregard ' the fear of
man which bringeth a snare,' and to speak his truth, in its simplicity
and power."

At first not more than a Spartan three hundred heard and

heeded,- small force to battle for three millions, against

the whole land on the other side,- but they did not shrink

abashed in their insignificance from the magnitude of the under-

t_king, although its ultimate iml_rt loomed up brighter and
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broader every instant before their gaze, till it speedily took the
grand proportions of the salvation of a world, -- involved in the
question of human freedom. All questions, all rights, all futurity,
became visible in its radiance. These were strong hours in a
land's destiny, but not a doubt or fear perplexed them that
came forward to give it shape. The intimate conviction of each
one of them seemed to be,

"For this,amongsttherest, wasI ordained1"

and they gave themselves to the work with a joyful disre_rd of
the personal cost, which entirely took from their deed the charac-
ter of sacrifice. They wrought their righteous will, and took the

consequences. " One to a hundred thousand" (they were told),
"you are mad to expect success." " We should be worse than
mad to doubt, for that one is in the right." " _Nobodyelse sees
a chance of success for you." ":Nobody else knows what we
are willing to pay for it."

The work they had undertaken was to them not only an
enterprise and an association : it was also a principle, a cause, a
religion. :Every heart and brain was under the charm of all the
great thoughts and feelings that have ever stirred humanity. As
they battled with the thousand shifty pretences men took to
escape the truth and avoid doing justice to the slaves, it was to
make an enemy and meet a calumny at every blow ; and thus,
amid church-craft and state-craft, and over all the crafty special
defences of slavery, built up around it by a pe'ople it had utterly
corrupted and subdued, tbe fight went on. France is logical,
and England is compromising; but free, slaveholding America
was both: and hence the keen scholastic strife, the energy of
holy warfare, unknown in union in the day of Peter the Hermit,
Abeillard and William de Champeaux. :But it was no barren
subtlety or mad crusade that occupied our minds. Though each
was for himself in search of absolute truth and absolnte right,
yet all were as one in refusing longer to brook that broad gross

insult to a Saviour-Christ, that outrage a_inst the moral sense
offered by the reigning public opinion of the land, -- the justifi-
cation of slaveholders as good Christians. They pronoun.ced a
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slaveholder a blot upon Christianity, and condemning the Ameri-
can slave system as the vilest that ever saw the sun, they de-

manded that it should be immediately abohshed. "but the

nation is not ready." "The slaves are ready. :Every good man
is ready." " But the obstacles!" "There are none but your

selfish injustice." " But the preparation ! " "The demand is

the preparation; and the only preparation indispensable:" and
they made it;--in every form of argument, appeal, entreaty,

reproof, statistics, petition ; through such a variety of instru-
ments, all tuned to concert-pitch, as left nothing to be desired for

the completeness of the harmony. They claimed for the slaves

liberty and equality before the law. "You are amalgamation-

ists." They demanded the abolition, by the nation, of all slavery
within its jurisdiction. "You are disunionists and incendiaries."

They demanded the withdrawal of all religious sanctions from

the system. "You are infidels." And the reverend and ap-

proved good masters of the South became furious and lawless,
and the hollow hearts and cardinal sins of the North felt rebuked

and outraged, and both took courL_el together how they might

destroy us out of the land, before we should succeed in implant-
ing in it a hatred of slavery.

At this time it was that Harriet Martineau was telling her

mother, and noting in her private journal, what she saw of the

"theory and practice of society in America." Among merchants

speculating in Alabama lands, or involved by mortgages in the
ownership of slaves; among planters, with their capital in cotton-
raising and slave-breeding; among tender-spirited clergymen,

enjoying the spaniel's privileges in the midst of such; among

politicians, gambling for the high offices which give the means

to buy their tools with petty places; among manufacturers and

land-owners, possessing wealth enough to make tools of rival sects
by paying the heaviest proportion of the preaching-tax,- among

these and such as these she was likely to find better theory than
practice. The former can be learned in a day : the latter is less

obvious. The rending antislavery battle then going on had for
its object to show the world how the whole land was sown with

invisible sharp instruments to wound whatever feet should press
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too near the political and religious machinery of despotism in
Americm It took years of severe conflict to carry these out-

works and lay the springs of slavery bare.

Meanwhile, the very best men Harriet Martineau met,-
whose natures should have instantly kindled at our call,-

seized with misplaced modesty, were breathing a quieting senti-

mentalism over the country; while others, of hardier spirits,
while they trampled down this true revival of reli_on, were
setting in motion the idle machinery of sectarian "revivalism,"

with strictest care to put nothing between its millstones to

grind. The more compassionate, the more cunning, and the

statistically given, were busy with that lie with circumstance,-
the Colonization Society. It was difficult, indeed, to rouse such

men to the burden and heat of so great a day. The curse of
knowing better than they lived came upon them ; and the few

who laid the cause of liberty to heart were left to stand by it

alone, and bide the brunt of every calumny that could be heaped

on "ignorant and mischievous fanatics," -- "the vulgar and de-
based dregs of the land."

And men who could have undeceived Harriet Martineau at

every step, because they personally knew the honour and excel-

lence of the persons thus maligned on account of their best qual-
ities, R men who would themselves have been abolitionists but

for the loss and glorious shame of the thing to which they were

not equal, --were meanly mute when their silence endangered the
lives of their best fellow-citizens: and when at length they
spoke, it was to endanger them still more. The model states-

man and scholar suggested their indictment at common law,

and sold their rights of speech, and of the press, and of associa-

tion, to his slaveholding dictators for a future senatorship and
foreign embassy. The pattern saint authenticated the street cal-

umny that the abolitionists were in favour of cruel vengeance on
the part of the slaves. The leading jurist said law was not for

the protection of abolitionists,--only for the safe guarding of

slave-property. The model gentleman sneered at them as very
low in the social scale,--" ancillary," he thought, for he was too

much a gentleman to call the ladies, his neighbours, servant-maids,
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-- and he suffered himself to be driven stupidly with the rest into
this disgrace, by in.famous editors, hired to do the work of mer-

chants whose Southern land-speculations and carrying-trade might

he more or less productive as slavery was more or less firm in the

market. And all the wealth, official station, literary prestige,

religious authority, in short (to use a New :England provincial-
ism), "all the property and standing" of the country, rose up

against the abolitionists. They thought of that strange, impres-
sive utterance--satire at once and psalm--of ])avid: "The

mighty are gathered against me,- no_ for my tra_bsgression, _or
for my d_."

Harriet t_artineau used to laugh at us Americans for our

habit of be_nning at the beginning in our talk. " I ask a

queation here," she said, "and you begin at the creation and go
on to the day of judgment." But yet what we did in talk she

always did in reality. She was, I think, the most whole-

minded, large-minded, right-minded person I ever met in any

country; the most capable of discerning the end from the

beginning in human affairs ; and hence her instinctive power
confiding and free from suspicion as her nature was-- to discern

halfness, untruth, and insufficiency in human character.

She had, I think, but one personal interview with Mr. Garri-

son (then unknown, except in an unfavourable manner, as a
tenant of the Maryland state-prison, and as the " low criminal"

on whose head a price of $5,000 had been set by the State of

Georg-_a), while she was long the favoured guest and beloved

friend of Dr. Channing, and the admired and honoured guest or

associate of Mr. Clay and Judge Story, Mr. Webster and Mr.
]_verett and a hundred others,- the representative great men

of America. But her mind carefully and surely discriminated

between the good great man and the good men who were not

great ; between the grand, uncompromising spirit, working, giant_

like, to turn the current of an evil age, and the bad great men
of the hour, whether hold or timid, who did but float upon it to
some selfish end.

Dr. Channing, between whom and Harriet Martineau a true

friendship subsisted to the day of his de.ath_ was a good man_
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but not in any sense a great one. With benevolent intentions,
he could not greatly help the nineteenth century, fo_ he knew

very little about it,- or indeed of any other. He had neither

insight, courage, nor firmness. In his own church had sprung

up a vigorous opposition to slavery, which he innocently, in so

far as ignorantly, used the little strength he had to stay. He

was touched by Brougham's eloquent denial of the right of prop-
erty in man, and he adopted the idea as a theme, but he dreaded

any one who claimed, on behalf of the slaves, that their masters

should instantly renounce that right of ownership; he was

terror-stricken at the idea of calling on the whole American peo-
ple to take counsel on so difficult and delicate a matter in anti-

slavery associations ; and above all he deprecated the admis-
sion of the coloured race to our ranks. He had been selected by

a set of money-making men as their representative for piety,

as F.dward Everett was their representative gentleman and

scholar, Judge Story their representative gentleman, jurist,

and companion in social life, and Daniel Webster their repre-
sentative statesman and advocate, looking after their business

interests in CongTees.

And herein lay the secret of these great American reputations.

Not one of them was of power to have made his way against
public opinion. The public acclamation that sustained them

was not hero-worship, but self-adulation. "Surely" (it meant,

being interpreted), "the vigorous money-making power is the
greatest of all, and we ourselves as good as great preachers, ora-

tors, lawyers, and scholars ; since they act according to our direc-

tions, and never transcend our convictions. These are our prox-

ies ; and while we drive them along before us in the sight of the
world, we too are famous in their fame."

Herein, too, lay the secret of the public rage when the fact

appeared that the illustrious stranger--however drawn to one

by a like conscientious piety, to another by similarity in social,
scientific, or le_slative powers, and to a third by appreciation of

b_hs-h._r_ scholarship--had not found these men themselves

illustrious ; while she bore wi_h the greatest composure to be

laughed at for pointing out the despised youth Garrison as the
great man of the age.
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It was a pleasure to see her honest, earnest abandonment of
her mind" to the power of evidence, and how patiently she

would settle herself to listen to another side of a question of

which she thought she had already seen enough to justify her

conclusion ; ready to go over again with the whole ease as

affected by the new element. You saw she had but one desire,
the fact : but one object,-- the truth. "Is it so, or is it not

so ? " was the unmingled expression of her face while listening to

the various testimony that came before her.

She possessed a singular mobility of countenance. It was sim-

ple, compound, or changeful, with the occasion, keeping exact
pace with the movement of her thought. I recollect once read-

ing to her a few verses I had written expressing the feelings of

three hundred delegates of antislavery societies in the country
towns of New England, for whose reception we could obtain no

hall in Boston, their Mecca, their Jerusalem, "the city of

their solemnities." I have forgotten entirely the verses, but I

remember the change of her face with each as I repeated them,
as something extraordinary for sincerity and stren_h. But I

was speaking of her impartiality. It was from experience that
she wrote at that time her essay on Moral Independence--as

one of them that "know what it is to rise ill the morning with a

strong persuasion of something, to be shaken before noon, to per-
ceive a troublesome amount of evidence on the other side before

night ; .... who know what it is to mix alternately with the
friends and foes of some institution, and have their sympathies

engaged by each, till they begin to wonder if there are any

bounds to the conflicting evidence which may be offered, any

unity of principles in the case, or any power of judgment in

themselves. They know that the only hope of rational and
steadfast conviction lies in diligent study, patient thought, and a

faithful comparison of new facts with old principles,- a process

which few are able and fewer still are willing to carry out with

perfect fidelity ..... If such be the weakness of the strong-
est, such the difficulties of the most resolute, what is authority

.... It is only by taking our stand on principle, keeping

ourselves free to act untrammelled by authority, that we can
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retain any power of resolvin_ and working as rational and
responsible beings.

"Not only does individual peace depend on freedom from
authority, but the very existence of society rests on individual
rectitude." *

In this essay she speaks of those who for various reasons for-
feit their moral independence; "Those who are so overpow-
ered by an idea of the greatness of man in the abstract that
their own individuality shrinks, and they submit to authority
under the idea of doing homage to humanity ; .... those who
relinquish it by moral perversion of some kind, whether called
selfishness, timidity, or mistake as to the right objects of pur-
suit; .... those who fail for lack of nerve, taking pledges
they know they shall forfeit, deny principles they know to be
true, hide truths confided to them to be revealed, uphold insti-
tutions their Maker's hand is pulling down, hold their peace
when they should speak, and shut their eyes a_inst the light,
and all ' because they cannot meet the questioning eye, or
bear the pointing finger, or contemphte the petty instruments
of man's persecution' ; .... those who uphold with clamor a
barbarous institution, if it only keeps up a demand for their mer-
chandise; .... the office-seekers who, in reptile degradation,
prey upon the honours of society ; .... those who act for fame,
profaning with the breath of men the power that ought to be
sanctified to the service of truth, putting their manhood up
for sale, and actually begging a place in the great slave-market of
society."

Eloquent, beautifiil, and true ; capable of making the pro-
foundest impression : but all this and more, covering their whole
ease, New England men could bear, at any time, of a writer or
a preacher, and remain entirely unmoved,- nay, boast mean-
while, in virtue of having listened to it, that they were "as
much anfishvery as any body."

Harriet Martineau was soon to learn what it was they would
not bear.

Although it seemed to us at that time- what it really was h

• Essayon MoralIndependence.Miscellanies,p. 179,Bostoneditmn.
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the greatest possible privileg_r to serve the antislavery cause,
we should have shrunk as from dishonour from dragging any one

unwittingly into its service ; and in gffering to Harriet Martineau

every opportunity for observation and information, it never

darkened my mind that it would bring her into the same position

of danger and difficulty with ourselves, to make use of them. I
thought her immense personal popularity would be her protec-
tion in obtaining personal knowledge of the crisis, even at an

antislavery meeting. I wished her to see, that she might be

able to say in _ugland, after her return, that the abolitionists,

though few in number, were a fair specimen of all classes and

conditions of Americans ; and I thought she might do so safely.
I was mistaken. My country was even more corrupted by

slavery than I had thought. I did not know what the paper
contained that was given her to read at the antislavery meeting

which she has described, at the house of Mr. Francis Jackson,

but I never saw severer pain (with a touch of displeasure too)
on any human countenance than was then expressed for a

moment by hers ; and once more I saw that there are two
different hours of righteous witness for the truth : one glad and

joyful like our own, and one like His who said, "If it be possi-

ble, let this cup pass."

It was whispered round the room that this was a request on

the part of Mr. Loring that Miss Martineau would address the
meeting. I remembered words of hers to which I had listened

in a previous conversation,-- "The martyr's real trial is the doubt

whether he is right,"--and I rejoiced to see that hers was not

that trial. It was but a moment, and she was ready, with no

trace of pain or displeasure on h_r face. She spoke with un-
equalled simplicity and dignity; and the few words she uttered

conveyed the grounds of that momentary look of reproach
(which, if legitimate, she never afterwards felt or made), and

marked the limitations of her testimony to the exact degree of

her feeling and knowledge.

"I have been requested by a friend present to say something, if
only a word, to express my sympathy in the objects of this meeting.
I had supposed that my presence here would be understood as show-
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ing my sympathy with you. But, as I am requested to speak, I will
say what I have said through the whole South, in every family where
I have been_ that I consider slavery as inconsistent with the law of
God, and as incompatible with the course of his providence. I should
certainly say no less at the North than at the South concerning this
utter abomination ; and I now declare that in your _ip_ I fully
agTee?

A sublimer act of self-renunciation for the sake of right it had

never been my happiness to witness ; for never have I seen, be-
fore or since, one who had so much to renounce. I had not

thought to afford occasion for it, nor did I suppose my friend

Mr. Loring to have acted in foreknowledge of the immediate
consequences to herself. But this I know, that one circum-
stanced as Harriet Martincau then was may well bless the chance

and thank the instrument that malres way for dealing so effectual

and heroic a blow for a land's redemption. She took her life in

her hand and deliberately cast it from her into coming time, and

the nobility of the deed will give light to all in need of the

strength of a bright example forever!
The country was again in arms, and against her as an indi-

vidual. Abuse was exhausted. The organ of the Boston self-

styled aristocracy, the "Daffy Advertiser," "the respectable

daffy," as it was then for distinction's sake called, heading the

vulgar pack. A harder thing to bear was the grief of the timid

good at the immediate consequences of an action whose scope
and nature they no more comprehended than the born blind

the day ; while the obtrusive and officious betrayed, by their

anxiety to nullify her testimony, their own opposition t_ the
cause.

Very few beyond the thin ranks of the abolitionists ventured

to approve, and efforts were made to persuade her that they too
were regretting the step she had taken. Of these few the ex-

cellent Stephen Clarendon Phillips, who had hung her portrait,

painful for the place, at his home in Salem, when she bade that
town farewell, wrote thus to her from Philadelphia, on his way

from Washington, where he had lei_ the question of slavery agi-

tating Congressthroughall its ranks:--
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We shall have an agitating session, but what of that 7 Do you
not already understand enough of our institutions to know that
excitement is often salutary, and may always be rendered so ? Let
there be free discussion ; give us the power of truth and moral

courage, just as much as is wanted, and the more excitement the
better. I have no fears from bringing the slavery question/n_o Con-

gress ; my only fears are from its being kept out. The sooner the
opposite opinions can meet each other the better. Till then, truth
cannot vanquish error. But the question cannot be long kept out.
The votes for laying upon the table, and for the previous question,
will grow weaker and weaker. _he project of rejecting petitions ex-
pired in its first attempt to breathe. Petitions will crowd in upon
each other, knocking for admission, and presently they will be heard,
discussed_ and granted. I care not if it be the work of years. I re-
joice that I have lived to see the work commenced .....

I meant to acknowledge the receipt of your letter_ and to have told
you what I thought about your speech. But it is of no consequence.
I believe that you are fulfilling your mission. Is that enough ? May
I not hear from you very shortly ? Believe me sincerely yours,

S. C. PHILLIPS.

The Rev. Ephraim Peabody, of whom at his death, twenty

years after, it was told in the journals of the succeeding
day, as his greatest distinction, that he was "the friend of
Ham'et Martineau," wrote to her thus from his sick-bed in

New Orleans, weighed down by thoughts of the opposition

of his fellow-Christians every where : --

NEw ORL_.ANS,February17, 1834.

MY DEARmISS MARTINEAU,- I received your letter just as I was

starting South, and I pray that sickness may never make you know
the worth of such a letter, nor of your kind acts and words at
Watertowm You warn me net to answer your letter.--It was
kindly done ; but the truth is, that in the feverish wakefulness of long
nights and days too I have written in thought more than a hundred
letters to you, and I wish (and shall I not ?) to write one, on paper,
to say how large a place you fill in my mind and in my heart ; how
much I would give for the sound of your voice,--and that not so
much for the wisdom or beauty of what you might say, but for the
same reason that in this city of strangers my wife's voice or sister's
would be music from heaven, because I love them. I know you will
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pardon me for saying this, as it is very likely the last time I may
speak or write to you. I wish to write also to say that the little and
contemptible newspaper persecution you were subjected to ior speak-
ing your thoughts of abolition has made me think of the subject till
all my sympathies, and to a very great extent my judgment, is with the
abolitionists,--entirely so, if Dr. Channing is one. I know you acted
from a good conscience, and conscience is "a strong-siding champion,"
that needs not the aid of others ; but if others have criticised what
you did in attending an abolition meeting, I also may say that,
though at that time _ my opinions were very different from yours, I
could not but from the bottom of my soul honour you for what
you did ..... May God bless you and prosper you ; it is the prayer
of your friend,

EPHRAIM PEABODY.

Others there were who expressed, like l_icodemus, by night,

the feelings it would have cost too much to proclaim by day.
I would here fain group together the words of glowing charac-

tery from a hundred strong minds and hearts, each of so different
a strain that their combination would show better than the best

words of the most graphic description the impression this great
heart made while it dwelt among them. A few, at least, I may
preserve.

Of us, though not among us, he who had years before made

himself first known to the world as of all things best judge of

bravery and truth, -- Emerson, -- now approved himself a judge
once more. "Joy," he said, "that you exist. Honour to your
spirit, which is so true and brave."

Mary Ware, the last of that fine race of New England women

that was true to New England's noble old standard of womanly

excellence before the proclamation of a nobler, wrote thus :--

"I know not how to be grateful enough that I have known you.
That you have given us pleasure you cannot but know; but you
cannot know how much good you have also done us."

Dr. Follen, the patriot hero of Germany, the student, the

poet, the philosopher, the victim of the Holy Alliance, the

Christian teacher, the American abolitionist, and the victim of

• Threemonths previous.
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American despotism, had undergone an experience which enabled
h_m to appreciate that of Harriet Martineau. He was one of

those rare great spirits that find no alternative at the can of a

great cause but obedience. He was the only European exile of

that vintage who declined to prosper as an American by flatter-

ing the nation's sin, --so rare is the virtue that can pour out its
life-blood twice. While suffering proscription from the land of
his birth, he identified himRelf with Garrison among the earliest,

and suffered, with the rest, a fresh proscription from the land of

his love and his adoption. When the venal journal of Boston

corruption was used to persecute and insult Harriet Martineau

as the friend of freedom and the friend of the slaves' only advo-

cates, as the practical defender of the imperilled right of speech
and of association, he saw, though without help from the example

of his friend, Dr. Channing, that it is no sin a_oainst the freedom

of the press instantly to cease to support a tool of slavery. His

charming American wife, no less devoted to the cause than him-
self, strove, like him_ to turn the tide of malediction, but in
vain.

Their friend's popularity among the outraged ladies and gen-

tlemen was gone.

This is Dr. Follen's letter to her on that strange occasion, when

the most highly bred nation on earth, in its treatment of women,
rose up as one man to insult and injure the most distinguished
woman of another land for an act that would have saved it from

the curse of slavery ff any one act could.

EXTRACT OF LETTER FROM DR. FOLLEN TO H. MARTINEAU.

NovemberSO,1835.

.... You are now experiencing what cannot be new to you,
though you may not have met with it in this country : how little in
times of trial we can rely on those whose affection for us is grounded
on other things than our principles; who cannot bear to hear any
evil spoken against us; who fear our influence may be impaired by
an ill-timed assertion of unpopular truth, 8m. ! Those principles in
which we live and move and have our being, though as old as the
creation of man, are still a new doctrine, the elements of a new coy-
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__naut_even in civilized, republican, Christian America. They are as
the bread and wine of the altar, to which all are invited, but of which

few partake, because they dread to si_a in their own hearts the
pledge of truth which may have to be redeemed by martyrdom. For
is it not true that those who maintain that all men have an innate

divine right to all the means of improvement and happiness within
the reach of many and that all have a corresponding divine obligation
to claim that innate right for each human being, are either shunned
with silent condemnation as abolitionists, democrats, agrarians, or
hailed with the cries of "Crucify I Crucify !" as falmtics and incen-
diaries _ But if the world separate itself from us, it leads us to find a
world in ourselves and in each other ; not to form a new aristocracy
of a somewhat higher stamp, but to unite our strength to break down
every wall of our partition that interferes with man and our fellow-
nl_n.

Our meeting with you, dear Harriet, was a Messed recognition_
rather than a new acquaintance ; our friendship had a pre-existence in
kindred principles. Were it otherwise, I should tenderly regTet that
yaur late conscientious "indiscretion" should have brought upon you
censure, and acquainted you with the weight and measure of many
professions and sentiments, t_ut you have "settled your points and
acted thereupon," and that is sufficient to compensate you for all the
world can give and take away .....

Yours very truly,
C. FOLLEI_.

We were never able to perceive a shadow of dissatisfaction or

impatience under all this outcry and clamour; yet she was one
who delighted in public sympathy, and desired approbation as

much as she disliked flattery and the homage of selfishness. All

the more serious inconvenience of the derangement of her travel-

ling plans, by the risk of life incurred if after this she attempted

to carry them out, with the continual disquiet of a threatening
danger, --all were borne with a perfect composure.

Dr. l%llen, her most intimate American friend of that time,

who knew her by parity of greatness as none other could, said

she was like Joan of Arc ; and so indeed she was, by a thousand
traits of resemblance. There was the same great public sp:rit,

with the same strong domestic affections and skill in all domestic

arts, yet unsustained by family appreciation. There was the
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same keen political sagacity, with the same infantine _andour
and simplicity that historians tell of, in every look and gesture.
There was the same obedience to her "voices," the dictates of

her combined faculties personified by a reverential imagination,
in conformity with the teachings of the time, with the same
initiatory anguish in view of the consequences of obedience ; and
with a final sense of so great a joy in that obedience as in like
manner to wish the interior monitor might never cease to speak.
She was attended, too, in like manner, by the adoration of the
many and the hatred of the few ; and the sign she gave of her
mission was the same, -- always to raise the siege. There was in
her nature the same sensitiveness to suffering, and the same
inability to avoid it by unfaithfulness. There was the same
bravery in conflict, the same avoidance of controversy, _ the
same tenderness to the vanquished. There was the same rare
unconsciousness which can only accompany that genius in action
which is an inspiration of the heart i and there was the same
power of sacred companionship-

'"Holy amid the knighthood of the land "--

with all, of whatever sect or sex or race or nation, to whom the
welfare of mankind was dear. And while she was thus un-

consciously informing, enlightening, and, so to speak, inspiring
those to whom real interchange of thought and communion of
heart was a new thing, --unconscious of mere feature, they felt a
presence like that of the Maid of Orleans, radiant with joy and
fame.

It fell often to my lot in those days to defend the right of
woman to do whatever good she could ; and I used, in speaking
of woman as she should be, the words of Beattie when he charac-
terizes Scotland,-

"Zealous yet modest, innocent though free,
Patient of toil, serene amidst alarms_
Inflexible in faith."

* "Je sais bien ClUebatailler n'est l_as mon ouvrage_" says the old chron-
icle, of Joan of Arc.
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The words exactly described Han_et Martineau.
The time of her departure was now at hand, and the whole

country awaited anxiously her next words from the other shore.
For ourselves, our uncertainties were over. The mission of her

life to the United States of America had begun ; and with her,

words are nothing distinct from life. The symphony predicts

the coming strain.
With all the confidence we felt in knowing her so well, we

yet knew her with so little personality that we could not, like
others, follow her to the last with blessing and adieu. We could

but say in our own hearts, as she departed, "Farewell, stead-
fast-hearted one,- so wise, so tender, so simple, grand, and
true !"

And we turned to meet the coming battle with a loftier joy.





CONSEQUENCES OF FOREIGN LIFE,-
WITHOUT.

"But when one is attempting noblethings, it is surelynoble also to suffer
whatevermay befallus to suffer."-- _RUS.

_rAR_'ED by her saying about be_nning at the creation and

going on to the day of judgment_ I am not going to anticipate

the final consequences of Harriet Martineau's American life.
The ultimate rehabilitation of a race and the redemption of a

continent are events in which these after times are tracing dis-

tinctly her influence as one important link in the chain of
causes still producing happy effects. I have only to relate the

consequences to herself_ and show the impression she made on

her contemporaries.

It seldom happens that men reap precisely what they expect
from any carefully planned course. Harriet Martineau's Ameri-

can harvest was certainly to her an unexpected one. She had

merely hoped to gather seed for English sowing,- to scatter in

her own land those principles of justice and mercy to the least

favoured classes which ours was thought to have discovered;

and she found herself obliged, by her alle_ance to all that is
just and merciful, to put her hand to the breaking of our stub-

born clods, for the implanting of the common principles of mercy
and justice to a sixth part of our whole population, composing

a class utterly overlooked except in the estimate of property,

or in the scramble for office, when planters must be propitiated

in proportion to the amount of their human stock.
Such an experience as hers in America, besides being incalcu-

lably blessed to our people, was influential on all her after life.
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In the first placer it could not but gl_atly modify all the opinions
she at first formed, when she took our prominent Americans
on trust, for what they seemed to be, as travellers always natu-
rally do.

She said, in the frankness of her admiration of the American
celebrities as she first saw them,- men of parts, standing tall

upon the institutions placed for them, like pedestals, by their
great fathers,--" It is such a substantial comfort to find that
the American great men are great men." But the same experi-
ence that deprived her of so comforting a persuasion gave her
also to know that (to use the Hebrew Scripture, which is as the
mother tongue of the American people) "the Lord did not lack
a man to stand before him," although those whom the land
culled its great ones were so manifestly unequal to the emer-
gency. With the exception of the Rev. S. J. May, and those
she has named in a previous volume, she was in like manner
disappointed in the Unitarian ministry. The first year, her
journal says of such:" They seem superior men." "They all
seem like fathers and brothers." "They take such broad
ground, not preaching against specific sins, but enunciating great
principles!" Not the least of the great benefits of her life
among us was to show by its contrast with theirs the unmeaning
character of the inanities which these fathers and brothers were

in the habit of uttering, _dth a tender, laborious emphasis which
they culled "earnestness," at a moment when an earnest man's
conscience would have flown in his face at such a paltering with
manly duty. But the observing world, translating these pulpit
manoeuvres into the language of the corrupt of old time, --" put

me, I pray thee, into one of the priests' offices, that I may have
a piece of bread,"--never failed, while it left their few high-
minded brethren to starve, to throw them the morsel they had
so richly merited. They compelled Harriet Martlneau to recog-
nize in them at last, not the emulators of the mobbed and
exiled Priestley, not the peers of the Synod of Uls@r, who
"loved the light of truth more than the praise of men," not
the Christians of the New Testament stock, whom the truth
had made free, but, in the newer testamentary phrase of the
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South, "the slaves of the church and congregation." The
nobler Unitarians never ceased to feel the direct influences of her

spirit of benevolence and activity. A Channing was informed
and stirred by it to stay for a short time the enslavement of

Texas : -- the South mistakenly thought his wealthy townsmen

and parishioners --_ their fellow-_mblers for place and profit --
were crowding behind him. A Furness came far in advance of

the cowardly ranks of American Unitarianism, into practical fel-

lowship with the American abolitionists; but the vast majority
of those she met she was obliged to leave as she found them,
and their last state was worse than their first.

Harriet _artineau has been sometimes called dogmatic and

opinlated by incompetent acquaintances and opposition politi-
cians, in both countries ; but I think it would be difficult to cite

an instance where her preconceived opinions, however warmly

cherished (as her high ideas of prominent Americans certainly

were), did not immediately yield to facts. Pride of opinion she
had not : it was clearness of sight and consequent strength of

conviction. But till insight and experience came to justify the
conclusions of sight, she held them subject to correction, with a

readiness to renounce error that I have never seen equalled.

A clear vision of what is fatal to humanity, like a view of the

fabled basilisk, is very dangerous to them that obtain it ; but it
is a sight worth all the risk as a preparation for future service.

Full of mingled hope and anxiety for the country whose inter-

ests she had so truly made her own, somewhat worn by all the
risks, responsibilities, and fatigues of what she had undergone in

this new stage of her progress, distressed by its many revelations

and pained by its many partings, and, notwithstanding all, fur-

nished with the humming-bird's nest for the little Maria, she

reached her family in safety before the end of the month of
August, 1836.

As the scenes and sayings and doings and personages began to

settle into their true perspective in her mind, and while she went
over with her home friends the masses of inforraation she had

accumulated, separating what stood the two years' experience from

what had fallen, she began to feel herself competent to write the
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American book she had been so many times questioned about,
and so often had doubted whether she should ever feel qualified
to give to the world.

"Society in America" is not only by far the best book of
travels in that country, in the judgment of the best qualified
Americans and Englishmen, but it must needs remain of perma-
nent value as a picture of the United States towards the middle
of the nineteenth century. Painted at a moment when the land
dared neither to see nor to know itself, and when ordinary travel-
lets -- whose knowledge and vision is of course limited by that of
their surroundings--walked as blindly with the nation in the
road to its destruction as the hosts of Sennacherib against Israel,
it is the only existing "portrait of the times" of any sufficient
degree of completeness, and must, as such, become more and more
valuable with the passa_ of time. Her own recent valuation of
it, in view of its American metaphysical foundation and its essay-
like style, does not touch this estimate. Its fairness, its large-
neas and accuracy, the truth and beauty of its impartial repre-
hension of all that was bad and its sympathetic admiration of all
that was good, are not only universally acknowledged among
mtelleetual Americans at the present time, but they were so at
the very period of publication, when moral opposition was at its
hottest. Hostile as these critics were, and able as they will be
seen, through their madness of the hour, to have been, there is
scarcely one of them (except the mouthpieces of Philadelphia
fashion and Boston trade and manufactures, collectively called
"property and standing ") who did not afterwards, like Balaam
rising on Zophim to curse, find himself constrained altogether
to bless three times over.

Those old newspapers and reviews, yellow and dusty with
years (records of a hot moral battle of which so many of the
ranks are dead and so many more buried out of s_ght and past
resurrection by their proslavery course at that time) bring to
mind the melting away of the embattled foes of Israel before the
invisible powers that stood across their path.

They are all gone,-- the Websters, the Everet_ and the Clays ;
themayorsofcitiesthatpresidedatsuchenormousgatheringsas
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that in Fanenil Hall, convoked at the demand of the governors of
Southern States by fifteen hundred of the leading gentlemen of

Boston, to guarantee slavery against the abolitionists. It was to

oblige the South that these outrages and those of the newspapers

were perpetrated, which I find in the great folio collection now
under my hand.

The following letter gives Harriet Martineau's state of mind on

the reception of her book in England :

LETTER TO MRS. CHAPMAN.

"When I was just beginning my book some Quaker acquaintances
of ours introduced George Thompson to my married elder sister,
with the express des_n of having him and me brought together, in
order that he might keep me up to my resolution on the slavery
question. My sister very properly refused to introduce any dis-
turbing influence into my mind on 'an occasion which she knew
was considered by me as one of the most solemn of my llfe. She
knew that my testimony would lose half its value if there was the
least colour for supposing that I had given it under dictation or stimu-
lus from without. So I have not seen Mr. Thompson. All alone
and in the religious quiet of my study it has been written, and in it
you have the reflection of my very soul ; as for my expectations from
it, I am ashamed of them already. I tlaought the book would ruin
me; and tlds thought was confirmed by the importunity which has
been used to prevail upon me to keep back some things which it was
supposed I might say. I kept back nothing which it was in my
heart to say. The book has been out only ten days, and its success
seems to be quite complete. It has received the warmest welcome
from those whom I think the most valuable part of our society, and
a generous construction from the timid, second-rate people. All
seem to trust me, and do me justice even when they most differ
from me. My hopes are therefore strong that I have not been
working for you in vain. I do not think I should have had one
dark hour if I had failed to help you and had ruined myself ; but
I own that my heart is very light at this conclusion of the _eatest
affair I was ever engaged in. Not that it is yet concluded here, and
I shall be some time yet in hearing from your side of the water. I
know that the stings wll come when the honey is all had ; but
whatever happens, dear friend, do not feel one moment's concern for

VOL.II.
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me. Let us work on, and trust eacJa other for bearing as well u
doing. _ Thank you for all the interesting things you have sent me.
! do not like to delay writing till I have read them, for I think you
will consid_ the good reception of my book good news."

Good news indeed ! The book reached George Thompson as

he was sealing a letter to America of this same date. The letter
lay on the table while he read, and it reached the American
friends with this exclamation written round the seal, "Well

done, Harriet !"

We had none of us doubted that it would be so. In propor-
tion to the satisfaction of the abolitionists was the discomfiture

of her slaveholding friends. A storm of disapprobation came
from that quarter quite sufficient to nullify any undue serf-

esteem which their previous enthusiasm of affection for her
might well have excited.

It will be easier to learn how America received this true

presentment, from the aforesaid heap of reviews and newspapers,

than in any other way ; and the colour of Philadelphia fashion
may be first learned, by giving precedence to the "American

Quarterly Review,"--whig in politics, orthodox in religion,

which reflected the opinions of its patrons in an article of some

thirty pages. After asserting that Miss Martineau had declared

in the most unequivocal terms that she did not mean to write,

while a part of her book was actually ready for the publisher
before she leXt the country, (!) the revie_ver goes on thus:

"No stranger since the days of Lafayette was more cordially enter-
tained,-- the more fools we for our easiness of access !-- and Miss
Martineau adds another to the list of her spiteful predecessors. This

work of hers makes us _uits, as the children say_ and we shall there-
fore imitate her freedom of remark. The book has a ready sale in
these dull times,-- duller, perhaps, to booksellers than to any other
class. They at least should thank her for this diversion in their
favour. She will hear from us more than once ; for she cuts right
and left, sparing none but abolitionists and negroes."

After several pages of extremely low abuse of Miss Martinean
for being deaf, and for having spoken of the food of the country t
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the reviewer proeeeds to speak of "that unwomanly act of hem,

the delivery of a speech at an abolition meeting. ')

"The consequences of th/_ made her put gall in her ink) and raised
that unjust, imbecile, and untrue statement when speaking of Mr.
Everett's oration to the ' handful, ) or small flock) in the field. As she
could not by any possibility h_v what he said, she must have been
indebted to some of Mr. Everett's malignant political opponents for
the subject-matter of the discourse, who must have insinuated that
'Mr. Everett was an anti-abolitionist and anti-amalgamationist_ an
anti-Malthusian, and an anti-half-and-half-woman-man:' It was to
th/_ that Mr. Everett owes the honourable notice that this Mal-

thusian lady took of him. The abuse has certainly rendered him
more conspicuous, but in a way which Miss Martineau never can-
jectured nor intended; she would have consigned him to silence
and oblivion rather than have added to his popularity. We have
not many to look up to in cases of extremity, but when we find such a
man as Everett expressing his olJinions honestly, even to the discom-
fiture of a woman, -- a circumstance which is more distasteful to an
American gentleman than anything which could occur, -- we know to
whom we can resort if the evil theme of sudden emancipation should
ever be gravely discussed."

It is well to note, for the better comprehension of this, that
those "opinions" Mr. Everett expressed in those times to the

discomf_ure of women were the ones which obliged them to

send their children from their houses for safety when threatened

with mob-violence ; which subjected them to showers of stones
in the streets of their own city ; which filled those streets with

a mob of his friends and supporters when women said slav-
ery was a sin, while he declared from the Senate that he

was ready to "buckle on his knapsack" to def0nd it, and sug-

gested from the governor's chair, to a community ready to lynch
the abolitionists, a resort to indictment at common law as suffi-

eient to convict them, while the Southern gentlemen were de.

manding special legislation by which to crush them, and the

Phil_lelphia gentlemen pledging him their support for any

appointment they could influence, as one trustworthy in his
alIegianco to Southern interests.

After going on to reproach miss _J_arfineau with her "robust
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health and tough nerves," with "being able to race through the

country with the frame of a moss-trooper for toughness of mus-
cles and wiriness of frame, with being able to wade through
a stream and sit in her wet clothes without fear of disastrous

consequences, and ovelmoming difficulties which the stoutest male
travellers considered almost insurmountable, the reviewer pro-
coeds :-

"We do not object to Miss Martineau's health. We wish every
woman on earth could boast of such hardiness. But we do object to

such scamperings over strange lands for the purpose of procuring
materials for a book which is to vilify the very people who give her
the freedom of the country."

Then follows much reprobation of Miss Martineau's "cruelty"

and "disrespect."

"She sneers at the metaphysics of the Boston women, and speaks
disparagingly of their talent ; shows her malignant feelings by say-
ing that there exists a whine and a twang in the voices of American
women, -- and that in the very d_str_ct where she happened to be on the
fnost cordial and intimate footing with some of its inhabitants .....
How she vents her malignant and bitter feelings against all who
have shown her hospitalities, and treated her with such marked
respect and kindness! .... How could any but a heartless and
cold-blooded being finish off her anecdote against duelling by say-
ing of the young man of nineteen, whose family decided that he
should accept a challenge, ' that a lesson of low selfishness and moral
cowardice was thus impressed upon him by the guardians of his
youth, and the society in which he lives has seen the strongest
testimony to false principles borne by two of its most respected
members ' I .... We protest against the hateful practice of duelling.
It is not to extenuate that offence that we condemn this woman.

It is to show how she vents her bitter and malignant feelings
toward all who have shown her courtesies and hospitalities. She
well knew that the eminent families of any one State are known to
the whole Union. Every person in the United States who read_ her
book will know to whom she alludes ; and to have an affair, now con-
signed to oblivion, ripped up with a harsh hand, for no earthly pur-
pose but to inflict a sting upon the hearts of the parents, is so great
an insult to civilized feelhlgs, that all who read will shrink from the
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hand that penned it. She might deem herself called upon to reprobate
duelling, and describe its horrible consequences ; but to point out the
parties almost by name, and to give such an offensive personal turn
to her remarks_ deserves the severest reprobation."

This last paragTaph illustrates the condition of American mor-

als at that period. The reserve on the subject of slavery which
mingled shame and good faith had compelled at the North

on the adoption of the Constitution, and which a continually

strengthening claim of self-interest more and more increased,
ended in subverting the reli_ous and political principles under

which the country had existed previous to the Revolution ; and
men with the Bible in one hand and the Declaration of Indepen-

dence in the other sold slaves to raise money to evangelize the
ttindoos and to send standards to the Poles. Common-sense was
considered madness when it noticed these inconsistencies which

had almost reduced the nation to moral idiocy, and yet men had

the instinct left to reckon with the difficulty under any name

but the right one. The word slavery, through this whole Re-
view article, is almost as carefully avoided as it was in the Con-
stitution of the United States.

An immense effort was at this time being made to settle the

ease of slavery on general principles. Dr. Channing was tri-

umphantly dragged into this field of ethical distinctions, and the
work to be done in the slaveholders' behalf was to separate the
sinner from his act. Because no man can judge another's heart

or accurately proportion his punishment, it was claimed that,

though slaveholding was a sin, the slaveholder was not necessa-

rily a sinner. These were the most advanced moralists ; for the
bulk of the Northern money-making metaphysicians claimed

that slavery was only an e_/l, while the Southern money-making
theologians had already received the hint from statesmen to claim

it as an unmingled good. The average of opinion stood thus :

that though "slavery in the abstract" (as it was the fashion scru-

pulously to say) ought not to be justified, yet slavery in the

actuality ought not to be condemned. It was a national calam-
ity (to be borne as such with resignation), but not an individual

8in, to be repented of and forsaken. This is the principle or
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problem the American Quarterly was dealing with under the name

of duelling, being straitened by the times in its vocabulary.
The sight of moral methods that went straight through all

these niceties, as through cobwebs, to the work of removing the

evil by awakening to the nature of the wrong, always stimulated

the Americans to frenzy.

It goes on to say :--

"Does a woman of ciremnseribed education and recluse habits feel

herself competent to teach a whole nation, -- a nation that did not
think the wisest and the greatest in her land capable of giving them
sound instruction ? Did we not separate ourselves from them because
we felt in advance of them _ Did we not show ourselves superior, in
physical strength and moral strength ? And up to this moment have
we not outstripped them in wholesome laws and in many of the arts ?
Until their demoralizing Malthusian and agTarian principles infected
our land, introduced here by these itinerant lepers , were we not pros-
perous beyond example ? Does this poor flimsy tool of a nest of
poisonous radicals suppose we are to look upon the impertinences of
her pen as a standard by which we are to regulate ourselves ? ....

"We must pass to other portions of her precious patchwork, -- for
patchwork it may be called, -- as every one will perceive at once that
the arrangement of her work into chapters and sections is a mere
sham. The theme she has chosen, to be sure, has a be_nning, middle,
and end ; Aristotle himself could not have objected to it on this score.
The beginning i8 agrarianism, abolition, amalgamation, Malthusian-
ism, and radicalism, with a strong dash of egg-and-mitk-ism ; the
middle, ditto, with a still stronger mixture of humbngism ; and the
end, ditto, with a componnd of conceit and maudlinism which sur-
passes all that has gone before it."

After a _eat deal of personality about her English friend Lord

Durham, not only as a "deep, double-dyed radical," but "to let her

know about his temper, -- his morose temper, -- not so morose as
exciting and uncomplying, nay, not so morose, exciting, and un-

complying as harsh and passionate," and her American friend

Dr. Follen, as "eating the broad of this people for seven years;

and yet not having disabused the "poor insolent foolish wo-

man;" the Quarterly proceeds to call her many names on

account of her visiting the prisons. "Conceit and imperti-
nence," "nauseous exposure," "finding sat'mfaction in coming
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in contact with the most foul and detestable of criminals," are
its gentlest words. It goes on thus :--

"We do not believe that another woman could be found, who, out of
mere curiosity, -- which any r_aa was as capable of exercising if she
wanted information, -- would choose to come in contact with such ruf.

fians. If prisons were conducted as they used to be in the days of
Howard or Mrs. Fry, a woman _night be found who would step out
of the sphere of her sex and ad_finister relief to that ' great amount
of suffering ' which economists always talk about. But that a woman
out of mere Malthusian curiosity should pollute her person and her
trumpet by the breathings of the depraved of humanity, and merely
for the purpose of asking a foolish question to wlnch she might be
sure of getting a lying answer, is one of the most outrageous insults
her sex has ever received."

To her suggestions about the care of the physical, moral, and
mental health of the prisoners by instruction and sympathy the
Review remarks :

"It is in vain that we check our indignation at the revelations of
such a crude and mischievous mind. It is in vain to say it is but idle
dreaming and should pass unnoticed. We cannot do it ; we must
speak, and in the strongest terms that propriety will admit. We
must warn our readers to consider this woman's advice as mischiev-

ous and pernicious in the highest degree."

She is reproached also with having given "their first lessons
of rebellion to wholesome restraint to many a female servant
and underling," and with having stimulated young men who

deprecated the tyranny of a moneyed mob by approbation when

they "proposed to show a cold front to the insolent and power-

ful rich men of the country." This is an allusion to Charles

Sumner and others of his young contemporaries,- friends and
admirers of Harriet Martineau.

"If there were really such a yonng man, we should say he would
be very much ashamed of such whining cant when he comes to have
a feW dollars in his pocket. Poor young mer_ with a slender stock of
sease, are very apt to hate the rich ; but if it so chance that they
ever get rich themselves, they are the first to assist in quieting such
bnsybodies as Thompson and Martineau. It was by a hard struggle_
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pledging our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honour, that we suc-
ceeded in binding the States to the close union which now exists_ and
the pledge remains in full force still ; we are not about to sit quietly
down and see a few turbulent, needy foreigners,- bad subjects at
home and impertinent visitors abroad, -- and a few of the discontented
feeble-minded of our country, sow the seeds of disunion, without
gaving them a rough shake or two to bring them to their senses. But
we should never have done, if we were to touch at every point on
which this Malthusian butterfly,- no, dragon-fly, has alighted."

This allusion to "rough shakes," in order to account for past
mobocratic violence, was a threat of it for the future.

How such an article as this could obtain publication awakens

fresh astonishment after tile passing away of the fn_t amaze-
ment at the fact that such an article could have been written.

These are not things that a man would utter who had any

thing else to say. They reveal the impeccability of Harriet

Martincau's work in its general scope and bearing and execution.

They can only be accounted for by stating how near Philadelphia

was to the slave States in space, and how identical in spirit. And
this was a grave American review of forty years ago, which in

its normal state, the year before, had expressed itself on the

appearance of her two volumes of Miscellanies as follows :--

"A comprehension of the principle of social responsibility is the
great and rare merit of Miss Martineau's writings, reappearing every-
where in them, and always bringing with it an eloquence of humanity
which rejoices the heart. It is this which gives the glowing spirit to
the essays on Sir Walter Scott, at the commencement of the first
volume. This also gives their beauty to the Sabbath Musings, which
in their expression of this principle and feeling stand quite alone and
peculiar among devotional papers.

"In no place in these volumes, however, does she do herself more
justice than in the noble essay on Moral Independence.

"That the principle of social responsibility is struggling for expres-
sion in political events is evident from the revolutions in Europe and
America; the reform of the English Parliament; the struggles of
Ireland for eqtmlity with England ; of the Greeks for independence
of the Sultan ; of the Poles for freedom from Russian tyranny. ....
"We donothappentoagreewithMissMartineauinallherprinci-

plesof politicaleconomy:ononeofthem we wouldmake openwar.
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:But we cannot be insensible to the wonderful talent she has shown in

her series of Illustrations ; to the glow of moral life and beauty she
has shed over those sad tales which show the baneful effect of human

errors in le_slation ; and to the strong-voiced and deeply breathing
humanity which pervades them all."

Glancing over the surpassing beauty of the Illustrations as

works of art, and confirming Miss Martineau's idea of the impor-

tance of political economy as a branch of moral science, the

:Review goes on to the importance of literature in awakening
new life and purpose in the present age ; and quotes Miss Mar-

tineau's thought in the " Scott papers" : --

"' The grandest manifestations of passion remain to be displayed ;
the finest elements of the poetry of human emotion are yet uncom-
bined ; the most various dramatic exhibition of events and characters

is yet unwrought, for there has yet been no recorder of the poor.'
"In. this new literature of the people Miss Martmeau takes a high

rank. Inspired with the finest affections of a woman, and taking
her stand on all in human nature and the counsels of God which her

affections reveal, her clear understanding gives her wide and true
views of social relations and duties."

Two of the essays-- one on the agency of feelings in the forma-

tion of habits and one on the agency of habits in the regeneration
of feelings- are particularly commended as the most valuable

in the book for practical wisdom, and the Review commends

them especially to young women, because the question between
principle and feeling is very practically considered and satisfac-
torily settled in them.

Then follow the reviewer's remarks on Miss Martineau as a

metaphysician, or psychologist, or philosopher, expressing entire

dissent with great comparative courtesy, and pointing out im-
perfections in the best temper and spirit.

"Thus much for the logic of a materialist who has the feelings of a
Christian in her heart and that faith in immortality which she may
not let go, even for her system : for she is a true and humane woman.

"We cannot leave these volumes without a tribute of respect to
several articles that can come neither under the head of philosophical
nor moral essays. We allude to the very interesting letter upon the
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Hanwell Lunatic Asyhun, -- the letter to the deaf, which inspires a
profound veneration for the writer ; to the article on Salem Witch-
craft; to much of the articles on prison discipline. 'Nature and
Providence to communities,' and' Romanisln and Episcopacy,' -- prac-
tical subjects which call out her good sense and truly moral character,

"But we would repeat it, in the department of fiction alone is Miss
Martineau great : we would willingly write as much again as we have
done in setting forth the claims of her 'Illustrations' as works of
art.

"It is this conviction of ours that has made us say what we have

of her want of philosophic genius [meaning, as is clear from the con-
text, metaThysical ] ; perhaps we have been vain enough to feel that,
should her eye ever fall on these pages, an idea might bedeposited in her
mind (to use her own phraseology), that she had better devote herself
exclusively to that department of writing in which she is unquestion.
ably a genius, and reahze the idea of a new class of novels, rivalling
Scott's inJ_eauty and interest_ and grounded on a more universal con-
dition of humanity than the feudal system. As she herself says ;--

"' Why not now take the magnificent subject, the birth of political
principle, whose advent has been heralded so long _ What can afford
finer moral scenery than the transition state in which society now is
Where are nobler heroes to be found than those who sustain society in
the struggle, and what catastrophe so grand as the downfall of bad
institutions and the issues of a process of renovation 7'"

And the article winds up with the whole animated passage
respecting the part which the same human passions swaying the

same haman hearts, and the same virtues working to higher ends,

will have to play in the new order of thin_, in which love will
be more than ever before lovely, and heroism more heroic.

Thus it was through all the showy front ranks of American

literature, politics, and religion. Slavery had brought them to

that degree of moral degradation that their normal condition was
hypocrisy, when Harriet Martineau's sincerity and reality com-

pelled the casting away of the moral disguises, the ancestral habits

of expression, so untrue to the lives of the existing generation.

The "North American Review" answered to the Quarterly's

abusive article in spirit, though it was far from being so amusing;
for it wanted to see what the rest of the world would say, and

the New England world was not in sufficient harmony with th_
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Quarter].y to warrant the same expenditure of epithets. In
the "North American Review" the excess of caution forbade not

only the mention of slavery, but of abolition too.
It was in the columns of the "Daffy Advertiser," hight "re-

spectable," that Boston answered to Philadelphia. There was

the same inability to discriminate between a great public scandal
before the world, N legitimate ma_ter of publicity, -- and private

scandal of no importance to any one ; and therefore while the

temperance societies, the temperance advocates, and all the tem-

perance physicians, including the most eminent in the country,

were making strenuous efforts to stay an acknowledged national
vice, which was creeping in among women even of the first

classes, Miss Martineau was taken to task by both these publica-
tions_ as if she had betrayed private confidence, for saying that

she had witnessed examples of excess known to all the world

about them. She was seeking for the cause, in order to find the

cure, in such openings of various careers suited to women's capaci-
ties and education as should furnish them with a truer stimulus

than the hours of pernicious excitement which varied the dul-
ness of their lives. She had fathomed the cause: American

women were then educated, and bad been for half a century,

beyond the sphere of action permitted them ; and while some of
them were strenuously labouring for the temperance cause as a

safeguard from the danger of such a life, others were yielding to
its temptations. Society in America was then as distinctly
though less violently divided on this question as on the question

of slavery itself. All that Miss Martineau had said (and there

was not the slightest personality in it) was matter of public

notoriety. But the men of the wealthiest classes were, notwith-

standing, opposers of the temperance cause,- less as bon v/_a_
than as distillers and wholesale importers of wines and brandies,
the mere advertisement of which was a revenue to the news-

papers. Miss Martineau, meanwhile, was looking deeper than

the temperance societies had then done into the necessity in
human nabure for occupations interesting to the mind and to the

heart, if healthy action and development of the powers are to be

secured, and intemperance banished from society.
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One cry of indignation rose from all the Whig political organs
at Miss Martineau's disappointment in !_[r. Everett as an orator.
But it always was shared, during his whole career, by all who

were awake to the condition of the country, wl_le hearing him

speak on any but the purely classical and literary subjects
which he so much loved and adorned. On these his speech

wa_ as the voice of a far-off Grecian past; hut it never mused
to march a_inst the invading Philip of the day, nor was it like

the low, soul-cleaving lyric harmony to which

"The Spartan from his sheath
Drew his devoted sword, and gut himselffor death.*'

There was no time in his political life when Mr. Everett did

not necessarily seem like a mountebank, as he stood to talk of

freedom and the great forefathers before a people whose liberties

he had betrayed.

In excuse for the impeachment of her exactness as an ob-
server by the editors who took exceptions at what she said about

"the little flock of his auditors in a green field at Bloody
Brook," it should be remembered that none of them knew any

thing about the size of the monster meetin_ in England, where

her reform-song was sung, on which her ideas of a great crowd
were formed.

To allay the pain of these remembrances, needful to the
understanding of Harriet Martlneau's character and the im-

pression it made, let the American patriot call to mind how

nobly Mr. Everett acknowledged that his propitiatory course
towards the South had been a mistaken one when the im-

pending war with the South aroused him to the fact; and how

many persecuting Sauls of this period became the self-sacrificing
Pauls of a later one.

Harriet Martineau had been scoffed at by some of the baser sort

in England. England rebuked and silenced them, and profited

by her instructions, and covered her with renown. The press

of the United States was wellnigh unanimous in taunting
_ngland with her goodness and greatness, which it called by

every abusive name, and took the occasion to brand her per-
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sonally with every ill epithet which she least deserved. She
was a "hard, .... cold, .... pitiless, .... Amazonian," "masculine,"

"incendiary," "radical" "amalgamationist," and it went back

to the defunct abuse of the "Illustrations," combining the whole

for daily use ; and insinuating threats of mob-vengeance on future
visitors from England, unless they avoided any disapproval of

"our institutions," meaning slavery. Future travellers were

thus furnished with a ridiculous vade mecum, which they
laughed at, but obeyed during the succeeding half-century.

But the Ameriean press was not quite unanimous. It would

be doing injustice to the editors of that time in the towns of

Plymouth, Lowell, Salem, Lynn, and Haverhill in Massachu-

setts, and Keens in New Hampshire, besides the antislavery
journals, not to remember that they paid sensible and able

tributes to Harriet Martineau as having "rightly divided the
word of truth." Her admiration and affection for their country,

her appreciation of its sublime and beautiful scenery, her
sense of the hxcellence of its institutions and the amiable

and energetic character of its inhabitants, her perception of its
advance before the Old World in all but arts, her appreciation

of the grandeur of its struggle with wrong, the fervency of her

trust in its ultimate success, her fidelity to right, and her love

of human beings irrespective of any thing but their deserts,

unmindful of any reproach it might subject her to of being the
friend of little aristocracies or the friend of criminals or slaves, --

all made in the New England towns a profound impression.
Her mission to America had begun.
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"'CreseitsubpondereVirtua"

DU_ING the time that Harriet _/[artinean was at work upon

her books of American experience, with two nations waiting for
what she should say, and while she in her turn was listening for

their reply, one cannot help desiring to know with what feelings
she worked and waited.

Those six volumes of "Society in America" and " Retrospect

of Western Travel" give her previous outward life and her
opinions of men and things at that period with a fulness that
neither this ]_emoir nor her Autobiography can find space for ;

but great effort was made on both sides of the Atlantic to fit
those volumes to the spirit of the time.

All the kingdoms of literature and fashion and religious dis-

tinction in American cities, and in English complementary ones
too, where, as in Liverpool, cotton was a bond of union, were

loroffered to her on these simple conditions ; and "Vade retro"
was her persistent reply. It was a costly, though so willing a

sacrifice; for the slaveholders were not to her what Dr. Chan-

ning used to say they were to him, while he was striving to quiet
the abolitionists of his own congregation, -- "very much of an
abstraction."

"I was unworthy of our cause at that time," she used after-

wards to say, "but they were no abstractions to me. They were

my dear friends; and I thought, as then I said, that they were

disciples of Christ burdened with an inheritance of grief and
crime ; and I believed what I was told, that they were hin-

dered from emancipating by the intermeddling of abolitionists."
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Her valued friend Macready, whom she so highly esteemed
because of his efforts to his own loss to make the British theatre

what it ought to be, did not encourage her, as he himself tells us
in his journal, to make her forthcoming books the transcript of

her feelings and her knowledge :--

Lo_Do_, Nove_.ber 3, 1836.--Called on Miss Martineau, who told
me of many friends she had seen in the United States, and of her
intended book upon the country. She liked Clay the best of the
American statesmen. She is a very zealous abolitionist, but, I think,
has got some illusive notions on the actual state of opinion on that
perplexing question.

There was a way to have avoided all perplexity, and to have

made the American people as much her worshippers after their

publication as before. It was the way urged upon her by the
timid good and the timid who were not good, as well as by the

ignorant and by the thoughtless. She need but have said, as

they did,-

"I cannot but shrink from the denunciation of slaveholding as a

private immorality. It is the _izfortu_ of the individual,- the
crime of the State.

"I am far from being satisfied that emancipation has any tendency
to diminish the ag_egate of _lflt and evil of slavery.

"If I had tidhl_ to-morrow of a bequest to me of an estate with
fifty slaves on it, I am not sure that I should not regard it as a crim-
inal evasion of responsibility to manumit them."

" Channing himself says there are masters who see slavery as it is_
who hold the slave chiefly if not wholly from disinterested considera-
tions ; and these deserve great praise."

Happily not so thought John Gotham Palfrey, who gave his
inheritance of sixty slaves their freedom, not considering Ms

responsibility discharged till he had placed them all in suitable
situations at the North for obtaining their own living; nor

Angelina and Sarah Grimk_, of South Carglina ; nor James H.

Them of Kentucky ; nor James G. Birney of Alabama ; nor
Mattie Griffith.

And, more happily still for after times, not so thought Harriet
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MartLueau, who so steadily and meekly took her stand with
Garrison and with them.

But full and unhampered as her American book_ are, a parallel

record exists, to which one may have recourse, that tells of much
besides,- not only what she saw and thought, but what she

heard, resolved, and felt.

It is a series of small unlettered volumes, thick and closely

written, -- the diary of the years between 1836 and her retire-
ment to Tynemouth and afterwards ; in which the most interest-

ing entries are of things she provides no place for elsewhere, and

which was furnished with this motto by those who knew her so
well,her intimate friends the Kers.

"All my mind was set,
Serious to learn andknow, and thenceto do
What might be publicgood."

Her own prefatory sentence is as follows :--

"I have long been uneasy at the thought of how many valuable
things I suffer to go out of my mind for want of energy to record
them. I have dreaded beginning to keep a diary, for fear of increas-
ing my great fault, -- bondage to rules and habits. I will try whether
I can reconcile journallzlng with ease and freedom of mind."

This journal bears on every page the fullest proof that it was

kept for her own use and behoof exclusively; and she would
then have been startled at the thought of its being seen by other

eyes or after times ; and, excepting only as given by the friend
to whose judgment she intrusted it, this feeling was paramount

as long as she lived.

Such a trust binds to the nicest reserve in selection, and

indicates the thoughts and the little self-confidences as the

portions rightfiflly at command, with such other occasional
entries as betray the confidence of no one.

The date of the beginning is at a friend's house in Hertford-

shire, August 31, 1839. After many other foreign matters, is
the following :q

"A friend [named] tells me that another friend [named] tells hir_
that I am now too great to notice her. I great! She might have
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takenthe troubletoascertain.Yet I believeshecaresforme ;but

prejudice,--the prejuchceof a coterie,comes in the way. Her
coterieentertaaustheprejudicethatpeople'sconvictionsalterwith

theircircluust_nces.The mdlcalswant faith,and willtrustnobody
from themoment ofelevationtotit]e_wealth,or fame. I do not

feelmyselfalteredinthisway.
" We went to Haileybury,and dinedwith Mr. Empson. Two

arguments: whetherLockhartisjustifiableornot,inprintingthe
letterswhich haveloweredScott'sfame. I sayheisrightingiving
usallIfany thing.Mr..- wouldkeepbacksolitarydiseredit_ble-

nesses.The otherargument,--whetherornotthingsshouldbesaid
beforethedeaf,or done beforetheblind,which itwould beincon-

venientforthem toknow. The pointwas afterwardsyieldedtome,
thatsuchthingsshouldnotbedone.
"Macaulay'sarticleonBacon,goodastothelife,butsuperficialand

low astothe philosophy.But itseemsto make a noise.Macaulay

has no depth,but much glitter.He won'tcome to any thing.
Monday evening,totown. Mrs. foundher poordog dead. A

favourite dog /s a loss. Brisk old Lady Cork, now ninety-three,
complains to Rogers, ' You never take me any where.' Rogers re-
plies, _O, I will take you every where_ -- and never bring you back
again.'

"Letters from William Ware and the Follens about the reception
of my book m America. They like it, but the whole newspaper
press and public seem out against me. I do not care for this,--it is
temporary, --nor for these friends' objections to my having mentioned
female intemperance, because I do not a_oTee with them. But
my having hurt C. Sedgwiek is more pain to me than all the rest can
compensate. I really thought I was right, and am not sure now but
I was; but I will look into it. I must be brave about the conse-

quences of my own mistakes as well as about undeserved blame.
I have ordered the note to be cancelled (Vol. III. p. 261).* Dr.
Follen says there is a split in the Democratic party between the self-
seeking professors and the true lovers of freedom. This will seem
to give an advantage to the Federalists ; but it is very well Took a
sweet walk on Monday, and felt my spirit revived by the beauty and
the exercise. I have been less joyous than usual this sunnner. It
maust be from some physical cause, for my lot is wholly bright. The
last week, however, has been very cheery. Mr. Basil Montagu
defends not only Bacon but Swift in morals, pleading that en-

° Engli_ _lition.
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lightened men must be judged by other rules in morals thaa common
men. If by auy other, surely it should be by higher.

Thursday, 31st.--Finished my first volume of "Retrospect of West-
elm TraveL" Mr. Ker says it would not do to take duelling out of the
nmrder class, in criminal law. A man asks his friend to go out
with him, knowing that, if he is tried for murder, he will be acqmt-
ted. But no man couhl ask this if he expected his frmnd to be
actually transported for hfe. What would be the consequence1
Assassination, or a lonely duel (unfair tighthlg), or manly conduct of
the true sort ? Colonel Fox came to dinner. He brought me from
Lord Holland, his father, a capital motto for my chapter on Mount
_rernolL

When Mr. and Mrs. travelled in Italy, they were attacked by
banditti, who meant to carry Mr. into the mountains tbr ran-
sore. Mrs. was bent on going with him ; and rather than have
her the banditti let him go. Rogers says he did not believe _t till
Jae saw her ; when he no longer doubted. How like him !

Friday, September 1. Talk at breakfast about schools and govern°
essing. One family has had seventeen governesses.--Lady impe-
rious. Must put a governess into a novel, -- a good one ; and show
how bad it is at best.

Wednesday, 6th.- Invitation to go out into the sun, but I must
work first. Can't enjoy at ease tilt work is done. I read Gibbon. It
makes me dread a single literary life, so selfish, so yam and blind, as
this great man grew to be ! How hke a bully and coward are his let-
ters to Priestley, and how honourable the good man's answers I ....
In telling them how I am met and discouraged by ignorance and mis-
take at every turn, I went off into tears, which I could not stop for
long. It is wonderful how much less unhappy one often is in tears
than at some times when one is laughing and seeming gay ! Since
nay memorable crying-fit in Chiswell Street, in December, 1831, I
.have cried only three times heartily, that I remember : at Cheshunt,
at something Mr. Ker wrote (which I had quite forgotten till he put
_ne in mind of it to-day) ; when I bade the Follens good by ; and
this morning. I wonder when the next will be. Finished "A Month
at Sea." Read Gibbon's correspendeuce. Selfish, vain creature!--
.beyond almost all I ever read of. His intentions of adopting and
subjugating Charlotte! Celibacy is very bad, especially for men.
Walked out gathering blackberries in the field. I love a real field.

Friday, 8th. -- Now going to write an account of the Shakers : had a
_aleasant walk in the lanes when my work was done. Rather nervou_
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and tired over my work,-- so resolved to rest for aday or two. Looked
over frescos from the l_iebelungen Lied, in penny magazine. Schnorr
is painting them splendidly at Munich. Mr. Ker told me an idea
which I mean to evolve : Eastlake opened it to him : what is fit for
poetry is not for painting ; painting must be form and colour, which
does not do in poetry : poetry is motion and sound, which of cour'_
will not do in painting. Eastlake followed thts out from all poetry,
leaving only a thing or two in Ariosto which will serve for both, N
(Jamilla's running over the wavy corn, Eve's every gesture digulty
and love, and so on. This all came out of my mentioning St. Chris-
topher in the Danube, which Mr. Ker says won't paint. They call
Hogarth delightful, but false; but this seems to me arbitrary. If,
like the Exhibition artists, he had had to label his pictures, it
•#ould be false ; but as his pictures tell themselves, surely the proba-
bility is that the division is arbitrary. Eastlake's own pictures are
full of action, and tell themselves ; you see the very heaving of the
chest in the Greek mother. We speculated on the past and future
in art. The department of religion is closing, or being completely
changed. The Virgin, Christ, and John have by their fixed general
character become types, securing the beholder's recognition and sym-
pathy, and enabling the painter to bestow his care in conveying
new and more complicated expressions under the advantage of the
recognized form. This is over. There is no more worship of these
beings, and the intellect is beginning to contradict and will by and
by dissolve the old associations. A republication of Christianity will
take place,--is taking place. A new school of poetry--the meta-
physical -- has begun ; and mental acts are taken as illustrations of
nature, instead of the reverse. Old poetry will remain, by virtue of
its tnlth ; but a new kind is rising up. Will it not be so in painting
too ? Because painting of the highest old kinds did not represent
action, nor even, as Mr. Ker thinks, abstraction, is the art never to do
_o, though Hogarth has proved that it may _ I remember telling
Eastlake that he must be a metaphysician to have painted his Sciote
picture, and he spurned the idea Singular !--if he works out the
disproof of his own theory. The K s have always told me that I
did not understand art. I see now what they mean. We have dif-

ferent pleasures in pictures. I love them as types of human feelings
they, as idealized outward (what they call real) beauty.

Saturday, 9gt. -- Talked of the bigotry of strong reasoners; of John-
son's bigotry and charity, his cruelty and kindness mixed. Mr. .
remarks how he elucidated prison discipline, imprisonment for debtt
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and other things which our reforming wise men and philanthropists
have said poor things about since. How he would have stalked over
Channing and every body about slavery, if he had been here now !

Two brothers, F. and E., have sat in the same office for three years,
and never spoken to each other. What a waste of the fraternal rela-
tion !--Not F.'s fault. At a dinner about South American independ-
ence some years ago Wilberforce and Mackintosh spoke. Wilber-
force carried all away by his impulse,--looking out at the setting
sun, and alluding to the extinction of slavery in that part of the West,
rejoicing that the freed thought first of freeing others. Mackintosh's
was elegant and complete, with a touch about the chairman, a touch
about trade, &c., but a failure, and felt by him to be so. How
precious are these glimpses t Mr. says Brougham is the first
great statesman who has brought philosophical questions relating to
the general good into the House. Lord Chatham was much of a hum-
bug, after all ; Fox despised political economy and other philosophy ;
Pitt knew nothing of the sort. Brougham was the first who intro-
duced the new, substantial kind of public speaking or action. If so,
this will .be his title to immortality. I see the Newcastle folks have
raised £ 5,200 tbr baths in their town ; -- Bravo, Gralnger ! What a
benefactor that man has been!

Sunday, 10th.--Read Gibbon. Selfish, vain, unhappy man I but then
we know nothing of his happiest tinms,- his times of study. He
must have enjoyed these, for no toil in getting facts was too hard for
him, while his power of generalizing was at the same time gTeat. He
studied law a year, for the sake of writing one chapter. He was a
good specimen of the human being as to its alternate power and
weakness, menjoyment from its involuntary excellences and suffer-
ing from its lowest tendencies. All Gibbon's sufferings, almost, came
from his selfishness and intense desire to be happy, -- or rather fear
of not being so. How he pla_led Lord Sheffield about his money-
matters when he had enough already ! And as soon as all was settled
to his mind, he died. He seems to have behaved well about his last
illness ; but then he liked life ; and much might be owing to his
.being willing to persuade himself that little was the matter. -- His
neglect of writing to his old aunt was very bad. Happily he felt
this. .... We three ladies talked over the situation of housemaids ;

and I am to be Mrs. 's whenever I want bread. I stipulate that
if she takes a second it shall be Lady Mary Fox. She talked as ear-
nestly about it, obviating difficulties, &c., as if it were to take place
to-morrow. Read to Mrs. my last chapters of my first volume
of" Retrospect." She says the book will do.
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Thursday, 14t_.--We went to town. A very pleasant drive. I told
them of Lady Ann Coke's (Countess of Leicester's)child, who kept
saying in the queen's (Adelaide's) presence, "Mamma, what an ugly
woman the queen is!" and of Lady Stafford's, who asked after
dinner about a laced officer, " Mamma, can that silver thing talk __
They told me of a child, who, being shown some curiosities at a geno
tleman's house, asked, "But where is the long bow papa says you
shoot with ?" Found my mother well and cheerful.

Letter from Dr. Channing. Dispassionate,--somewhat cold,
partly wise and partly mistaken,--like his letters usually. Very
true and wise man, but wanting knowledge of actual life and sympa-
thy with other people's views.

Eveni_g.- Read my mother all the lette_ I have had lately.
Very pleasant' Quiet days on Friday and Saturday. On these days,
when there is nothing to set down, how full is the life of the mind !
Mine revolves the character of work done, and anticipates the fate of
future doing_ The faults of my work rise up and depress me, and my
mind dwells far too much on myself. An alternation of work and
society is, I think, best for me. When I am with the 's I feel
the most how small a space my labours really fill I don't get flattered
with them.

Thursday.--I bustled among my books, making room for the
Quarterly Review which is coming. It has such exquisite literary
articles, I hope to improve by the study of it. We had company in
the evening. Carlyle was in fine spirita He made a great laugh at
the scientific people. He calls them _luacks and what not. I wish
he had more sympathy and less cynicism. He has a terrible deal of
the spirit of contempt. -- -- told of M. saying to Mrs. Austin
that the five most ill-natured men in London were made criminal
commissioners : of whom she named four, and could not remember

the fifth. It was Mr. Austin. We had a charming evening with
these friends round our table.

On Friday, Mr. Child _ called. He says the Americans in Paris are
frantic aguinst me and my book. He agrees in the whole of it, except
Dr. Follen being the greatest man I s_w in the United States, yet
he loves him much. He expects the admisaion of Texas will be the

question on which the South will rise. He fears about the integritT
and oourage of the North.

_nday, Septe_er 24. -- Revelled in Lamb's lettera What an ex-
ql_tgite spechnen ie that _- of our noble, wonderful, _ humanity !

$ DavidLee Child,Esq., of the United.States.
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These letters are somewhat unreal, also egotistical, but a harmless
egotism;and the genius,the exquisitefancy,thehuman love,the
clingingtothefannliarand thedear,aredelicious.What a lessonis
theseries! His disgustatwork and regularity;and thenhisennui

when released.Let us be thankfulfornecessarytoiL With what

horrorhe speaksofa dependenceon literature,and ofthe book-
sellers! I feelnothingofthis,but mine isnot a common case,I

suppose;and women finditdifficulttoearna subsistenceinother
ways. But itshouldbea hinttosecureanindependenceassoonas
I can. I am vexedathishumilitytowardsSoutheyabouthiscon-

troversy,and atSouthey'sacceptanceofit,and atTalfourd'sletting

itpass.Lamb was clearlyright,and the letterisa rarebeauty,--
fulloftruthandgentleness.

JEvening.-Read itoveragaiutomy mother,and alsomy Sedg-
wickarticle,_ whichshelikes.

Monday,_5th.-These brightautumns,with pleasantwork,and

not toomuch companywithindoorsand sunshinewithout,arede-
lightfulseasons.My spiritshavecome backagain;thatis,IsupposeI

am quitewell;the influxand varietyofworkstimulateand do not
oppressme.

Receiveda rousingnoteaboutour Woman's Friendscheme,the
successofwhichisthoughttodependwhollyonme ;and Iam asked
togivethechiefofmy timeandattentiontoit. Thistroubledme :

thoughtsofsacrificingmy novel;ofenteringintonew bondage,&c.

But, meditating, I found that my conviction about the object requires
me to make this sacrifice of money, ease, and purposes. If Mr.
is to be relied upon for his judgment, and all looks well, I hope not
to i_l in my part. Went to sleep resolving to do right about it, what-
ever that right might be.

Tuesday, 26_h.- Wrote private note of inquiry about Mr. 's
character for judgment and steadiness. Wrote to Dr. Channing. To
the Carlyles. John Sterling there. A young man next door to death,
they say, but if he lives a few years sure to be eminent ; so wise, so
cheerful, so benignant I I wish Carlyle would learn somewhat of him,
for his views are deplorably dismal, and very unreasonable in my
eyes. He doubts not all being for the best, but believes in a pre-
ponderance, -- a saturation of misery for the best of the race, and that
the stupid and sensual only are happy. He does not pretend to care
or px_s_tme to inq_dre whethex there is another life to compensate.
I asked him what was his idea of good, if he is sure all is well, bat

• Westmln_terReview.
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the best men miserable. He says he can give no clearer reply than
that it is found in the New Testament, " The Worship of Sorrow."

Received a silly tract against usury, based on the Mosaic law.

Author would have my opinion, so I referred trim to Calvin (in
Dugald Stewart's chssertation on the origin of political philosophy)
for the destruction of the Mosaic part of his argument, and to Bentham
for the rest. A Frenchwoman has lately petitioned the Chambers for
a participation by women in the rights of citizenship. Women are
not excluded, and must therefore be supposed to be included. Mr.
Child says her positions are unanswerable, her logic the closest.
Accordingly there was much "hilarity on the c2te gauche." They
could only laugh, for she left them without a plea. On this quarter-
day I find myself at liberty to go on with my book, as, indeed, it is
high time. How I love life in my study, --all alone with my books
and thoughts! Books are not sufficient companions if one only
reads. If one adds writing, one does not want the world, though it is
wholesome to have some of it.

September 30. -- Mr. Madge came to tea, and brought some expens/v6
American letters from Liverpool,--strips of abuse and vindication
from newspapers, in whole blank sheets of paper. R. Sedgwick sends
a paper with a vindication of his sister,--straightforward and unen-
cumbered. She did alter, however, leaving out the sailing part, so I
was not far mistaken. Discouraging account came in reply to my
inquiry into character in the Woman's Friend business. I am sorry,
but when the drawing back is once done, cannot help being glad of

having tinm for my uovel. I shall write for it, if the scheme goes on,
but not make myself responsible.

October 1. -- Find myself utterly unaffected by blame of my book
where I feel myself right ; deeply wounded when I am suspicious of
having been hasty and careless. I made up my mind to suffer retri-
bution cheerfully, as well as insult, and so I will. But I have still
much pride and some fear. I felt myself turn pale when I found
what those American letters were last night ; but I immediately
recovered. This morning I read the antislavery documents. The
women are doing bravely, and thereby coming at a conviction of the_
rights. Bless them t I don't mind the bad taste of their orthodox
mode of expression. In Angelina Grimk6's there is an interesting
account of the intellectual achievements of the blacks. But are the

Egyptians and Moors fair specimens ? Sent Mr. Fox the women'B
report.

E_i_7. -- Read some of Pascal's _4ea. They show great knowl-
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edge of men, -- of their weaknesses and faults : they are very gloomy ;
hut I do love these speculative writers. It is strange that Voltaire, in
his notes, cheers him up,- actually seems to have more faith and
more benevolence. I don't beheve we do half justice to Voltaire. I
was struck with the pense_ on our hiding our sins, and not being able
to bear the benign ordinance of confession, so that the Catholic re-
ligion is rejected on account of it. Could he not see that it is un-
natural if faithful, and, where natural, sure to be unfaithful ? No
human virtue can survive the degradation of being perfectly known
to another ; or rather, laid open ; for if your confessor knows of a
bad thought of yours, he does not know how it came there, which is
the chief thing.

October2.--Wrote to engage our places at Covent Garden. I
walked in the park and found it warm as June, and altogether deli-
cious. A letter from Lissey, with a sweet account of Harry's first
wound from the wickedness of the world. Some boys stole his and
Willie's kites, and told lies. The kites were recovered. But Harry
thought he never could be so happy again, from grmf for the boys
and dislike of them. Could not sleep, but cried in the night; but
has recovered. Fine little fellow !

Mrs. objects to " Maltravers" as immoral : says she cannot give
it to her young people. But novels are not to be judged by their fit-
ness for children. I object to no real subjects into which pure moral
feelin_ of any kind can enter. Whether they are, when fimshed,
moral or immoral, depends on the way in which they are treated;

whether in a spirit of purity and benignity, with foul gusto, or
with a mere view to delineation. Wrote a good day's portion of my
second volume of "Retrospect," Mississippi voyage, which it is deli-
cious to go over again.

Was surprised to find the mixture of error and truth in the opin-
ions in natural philosophy attributed to Anaxagoras. Penny Cyclo-
p_lia. -- Now tired. A bit of gTave reading, and to bed.

Thursday, 5th.--To-day, while I was writing "Madison," in came a
glorious letter from the Follens, full of heart, of wisdom, and of news.
Dr. F.'s criticisms on my book are mostly just ; how honest, pure, and
wise ! It made me more sure of them than ever. The Union is in a

great stir. The separation of Bank and State is confirmed by this
time, I suppose. Then comes the tug of war. The South is silent, --
the North growing more clear-sighted every day. Dr. Channing has
put out a capital letter to Mr. Clay, on Texas,--sound and bold.
Bravo! The Americans may always be trusted to do right in

VOL. IL
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Mr. Fox has made a fine leading article of the report of the Wo-
men's Convention: and I ahall send it to America to be reprinted
there.

Mr. Macready, who called on her about this time, mentions it

thus in his journal :--

"Called on Miss Martineau: on the arrival of the carriage drove her
home, talking the whole way. With the exception of one walk round
the garden, talked away the whole evening. The only subject on
which I did not cordially agree with this fine-minded woman, and on
which I do not clearly understand her, is her advocacy of the restora-
tion of the rights of women. I do not see wh_t she would have in
point of politmal power, nor for what.

"July 22, 1837. -- Sent a note to Miss Martineau, informing her of
her box for Monday, enclosing her a book of the ' Bridal,' and men-
tioning our purpose of naming our little babe after her."

Friday, 6th. -- Wrote to Robert Sedgwick to make my public atone-
ment to Catherine. Evening to Covent Garden, and saw the ":Bri.
dal." O, the _uty ! Macready acted admirably. There was an air
of hilarity about him which I like to see. Success to him ! Home
to supper and Spectator, where there is a shameful article against the
abolitionists.

Sunday, 8th. -- Woke with the idea of sending a letter to the Spec-
tator. After breakfast did it. After dinner copied it. Showery day,
and did not go out.

Mouday, 9th.-- Letter from America which cost 3s. 9_/. ; only a blank
sheet with a ._lipof newspaper,- an insulting copy of verses. Poor
malice ! A letter from a young man, consulting me whether to go
to America Simple, fervent, and interesting. He is obviously the
darling child of parents from whom he will have money, kept at
home without sufficient employment, and longs to be doing. A note
from Macready, offering me my box at Covent Garden, whenever I
llke to go. Tnlly kind and gentlemanlike in the way in which it is
done. Miss made a long call, her place for Paris being taken
for the afternoon. She has lived in Paris since she was five years old.

She says we should not tolerate Napoleon if we had lived under him;
if we had had to open our room door constantly to see that the ser-
vants were not listening, w half the servants in Paris being spies ; if
we had seen the youth of the noble families of Italy brought to
France and placed in the military schools, _ some too young, so that
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they pined and died. She says the great fault of the French is their
disregurd of truth ; and that it is difficult to make other nations believe
and ieel that people have very good qualities with this one great vice.
She likes the Germans. Says Guizot understands elevation of soul,
though his own woEdliness prevents his elevation. I read Felkin's
excellent report on the working-classes of Nottingham, showing
dearly that there are resources enough for all necessary comfort
if there were good management, but that fathers spend all their
resources, alinost, on themselves. Wrote fourteen pages with much
ease and pleasure, --" Country life in the South." What a blessing is
this authorship ! It is pleasanter than my gayest pleasures ; and it
helps me over indisposition and failure of spirits better than any holi-
day. The thing is, can I now live without it _ This is always my
doubt and dread ; but I will dread nothing.

Tue_lay, 10t3_.--A good day's work done. Whately is the author of
the "Utopia" edited by Lady Mary Fox. He wishes this to be known,
though he could not, as archbishop, publish it himself. Who would
be an archbishop ? When I came in from my walk I found the first
proof of my "Retrospect." Pleasant, the beginning this sort of frui-
tioa againl Read some of Channing's "Texas." I wish I could write a
review of my book, I see so many iaults in it. There is no education
like authorship, for ascertaining one's knowledge and one's ignorance.
What light is thrown into my dark places by every thing I publish,
by the convictions of error that follow ! What entirely new ideas are
opened to me! It is the case with this last book. I dreaded it
beforehand, but I enjoy it already. I do hope to grow wise by ntis.
takes, -- one way of being made perfect by suffering.

Thursday, 12th. -- A bustling day, and not a line of my book written.
I am too anxious on this score. It is good for work, -- this scrupulos-
ity, -- but bad for freedom of spirit. I wrote to Mrs. Macready, and to
the young man who has made me his confidante. A note from the
Review saying that my article is postponed. It is vexatious ; but I
try not to be troubled when my pride or my wishes are mortified.
Yet I do prefer publishing myself to being at other people's disposal.
I wonder what ruling one's spirit is. I never show mortification. Is
this right or wrong ? There is pride in these, my ouly concealments ;
yet they save ray mother pain, and help me over things which would
trouble me if dwelt upon in words. I really think I do acquiesce in
both great and small troubles ; a_d none sting, but where there is
lelf-blame. Wrote at length to the Follens, which always does me
good amd make_ me happy. Wrote to several friends with the pro-
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spectusontherightsofunmarriedwomen. Channing_s"Texas"isvery
fine;bold,solemn,eloquent;and I fancywiserinthe-matter-of-
factpartsthan he usuallyis. Itwilldo the nation_eat service_
by raisingthem toseethetruth.Now, astoDr.Channinghhnselfi

Ihked hislettertome aboutmy book verywelltillIsaw this.But

he shouldnothavespokenshghtinglyofmy book asamere bookof
travels,and urgedme togetontosomethinghigher,ifhe thinksas
hedoesoftheTexasquestlon,and ifmy book rousedhim towrite

uponit.For hisown sake(nevermind mine)heshouldnot. Isthis
a returnto hisoldhabitofbeingshy ofwhathas moved hfin,and

shrinkingfromacknowledgmentwherehehasbeenmoststimulated?
I hope Iam doinghim no injustice,yetoughtI not tohope thatI

am ? Why isthistheonlyoccaslon,sinceI knew hlm,when he has
beenwhollys11entaboutwhathewas doing,and hasnotsentme his

publication_ Mr. Turnbullcalledwiththreelettersofintroduction.
He was alwayshospitabletothe Enghsh in Paris.He hasseenbut

oneAmericantherewho likesmy book. The Spectatorhasmy letter
aboutthe abolitionists,with a comment so weak that,thoughthe
factsaremisstated,I thinkitbesttoleaveitunanswered.The world

may betrustedtojud_ betweenthem. E.dinedwith us. Charm-

ingchildren.The changesweptaway allmy trumperylittlecares
and anxieties,unworthy of one who reallylives.Read some of
Beaumont's" l_arie."Sentimentaland un-American.Littlemore

likeAmericathanhke China. Mrs. praiseda singlelife,so as

tosurpriseme much. Ihave a verybad opinionofitforotherpeo-

ple,thoughhl_ng itformyself.Yet thechancesIbrhappinessare
rareand feeble.The onlyway isnot to careforone'shappiness.
Mrs. - urged my answering the Spectator's comments on my let-
ter ; or, rather, setting right their false facts. Did not like it_ but
found it my duty'. I must uphold the right at the cost of trouble,
time, and unpleasant feeling. May I never shrink !

Tkursday, 19th.--Went to town with my mother, and answered the
Spectator, avoiding all self-reference, and being as brief as I could.
Corrected proof. At night, read some of "Arehy Moore." A terrible
story, which stirred me deeply. I was ashamed of having any
troubles when others are suffering so tremendously. I looked round
upon my luxury, physical, intellectual, and spiritual, and wondered.
I felt as if I could throw them all away for one solace to the negro.
It is truer than any slave-story I ever read. Mr. I-L C. Robinson
came to dinner. I like his opinions of people ; that is, his and my
opinions agree. He never knew but one American gentleman to
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laugh[--the Americans cannot be known out of their own country,
any more than any other people. Joanna Baillle is very unhappy
about the revelation of the true Walter Scott in Lockhart's Life.

Scarcely any one seems to see what I think the true principle,-
that it is better to have truth than any particular ]dnd of opinion of
great people. Truth, or silence. If great men fall below our expec-
tation, let it be remembered that there is another point of view from
which the matter should be looked at,--that we gain thus a new
sense of the glory and beauty of virtue and incorruptibleness in the
humble matter of every-day life. The Spectator has my letter, with
comments which require no answer. This is over, for which I am
very glad.

Monday, 23d. _ Mr. Sheridan Knowles begs me, through Mr.
Turnbull, to accept a stage-box to see his new comedy at the Hay-
market,- with arrangements about dinner where we meet him at
the Turnhull's, next door to the theatre. Very kind in both, and
very pleasant. I read Whately's rewew of Miss Ansten. Good,
but not particularly strfldng. She was a glorious novelist. I th_nk
I could write a novel, though I see a thousand things in Scott and
her which I could never do. My way of interesting must be a
different one.

Saturday, 4th.- Resolved upon doing the Channing chapter in my
book. The English ought not to be deprived of an account of the
man they most care about, by any difficulties arising out of my
friendship with Dr. Channing. Settled to work, and found it not at
all difficult to do Channing.

Monday, 6th. -- Finished Channing : hope I have done him and the
subject justice ; but it/s difficult to write of one's intimate friends.

Tuesday, 7th. -- A note from William Ware, in which he says some
pleasant and some very kind things, and one which convinces me by
its effect how sensitive I am about my friends' opinions of what I do.
He observes that a thorough reading of my book convinces him of
what he did not once think, -- that I am greatest in the purely inven-
tire ; in other words, he does not like the book sowell as he expected.
It is astonishing how this stung me, and longer than for the moment.
I was convinced, from the first, of the absurdity of the feeling, my
motives and aims being what they were and are; but I think this
kind of pain has no influence on my doings ; and that the best way
is to let it alone, as if it did not exist. Why should I object to pain
What harm will it do, if it does not affect action ? Read Waldo
Emerson's oration. Though fanciful, it has much truth and beauty.
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It moved, roused, soothed, and consoled me. At all events, he is
a flee and courageous man, and I wish him God speed !

Frutay, 10th.- Corrected proof and wrote notes. H. Crabb Rob-
inson called. He gave me the good news of the American President
having declared against the annexation of Texas. How much have
Mr. Child and I and Dr. Channing, in successmn, had to do with
this ? Never mind who chd lt,--it is done, thank God! tL
Crabb Robinson wrote Goethe and Schiller in the Gallery of Por-
traits. Saw the aurora, in going to Carlyle's. The others did not see
it. Every one should look at the sky in the middle of November.
It is a shame to miss these sky-sights.

Tuesday, 21st. -- Mr. . called. A kind-hearted man, but dread-
funy mean. He complains of poverty; which means that he is
always increasing his real estate, so that he has not a guinea to spare.
.... A bury life, and somewhat profitable, I trust, I am now living.

Saturday, 25th.--Was too busy, till to-day, to walk out. I must
cure myself of being so busy as this. It is desirable to walk, I always
feel in the middle of the night, I don't want to be selfish about
health, but I am selfish the other way, thinking my doin_ of too
much importance. A most beautiful account of herself from .
I must secure time to answer such in the way they deserve. She
• ays truly, that she thinks she never did study. I scarcely ever
have. The giit of us all is more imparting than gaming from books.
Saw Werner. It made me sick, and struck upon my very heart, and
it got worse every moment. After all was over, _Iacready came to
our box door, all glittering under his cloak. I could not sleep well
This morning, very heavy ..... The "Leave me," and "I would
not send you forth without protection," haunted me so that I resolved
to go out for a walk. Corrected proof first, and then went. Met Mr.
C. Buller, who walked with me. The liberals are wholly taken by
surprise by Lord John, who speaks warily, too; no sudden fit. C.
Buller calls Macready a very great actor. Does not like his Othello,
which certainly moved me least. Complains of literary people, that
they give in to aristocratic doings, and are unworthy of their callings.
This is too true when I come to think. May it never be so with reel
What have I to gain thus ? Letter from Mackintosh. Nice note from
Talfourd. Letters from co-operatives, thanking me for my book_ and
aeeotmt of the Shakers, and giving me books and papers. Very good,
true, and hearty letter. Wrote thirteen pages in course of the morn-
.ing ; had an afternoon talk and half an hour's reading. On Monday
.CrabbRobinson',toldme he did nat careifhe neversaw Carlyle
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ao_ain_ he talked so against antislavery and philanthropic exertions.
Very withering to any young persons who might have heard him.
That contempt of all open movement is a diseased part of Carlyle's
mind. Told by Robinson of the complaint in the North American
of my insisting on the majority being in the right, which Robinson
calls the great spot in my book. The answer fluttered me at first,
but foolishly. Patfrey's is the Federal version of the matter. The
saying that the king can do no wrong is drawn from the monarchical
function ; but the saying that the majority are m the right is neces-
sarily founded on the general truth, literally taken, or the function
must be a wrong one.

Evening. -- Robert and I went to Covent Garden to Macbeth.
Tuesday.- An immense letter from Margaret Fuller. Sad about

herself, and very severe on my book ;-- righteously so, but with much
mistake m it. The spirit is very noble. Do I improve in courage
about learning the consequences of what I do _ I commit myself
boldly, but I suffer a good deal. But I do not think I go back. I
suffered a good deal from her letter.

Evening. --A party at home ; several Americans. I talked a great
deal, -- some with every body. I hope it went off well.

Thursday.- The books for the blind arrived, in fine order. I wiI1
do my utmost to get these introduced into the daily life of the blind
here. It is surely a good work, worth trying for. Why was I so
worried about getting my book done ? The difficulty is in me, and
wmlld be about something else, if not that. I do struggle against it,
but the true way is to put myself into the way of being convinced
how small our doings are, and how we must have our affections and
anxieties out of ourselves. This winter I will read, and see what a
vast world it is that I have nothing to do with. Especially let me
fill myself full of the gospel. How one thirsts for it, after a bu T
interval

Friday. -- Finished the composition of my book. Bustled and put
away pamphlets, snatched a brief walk in the Park, and really felt my
book was done ; but did not feel much relief, because of the paper to
be done for "The Christian Teacher"so very soon. Lord Durham
still gives a high character to Nicholas, saying that he is coerced by
his nobles. But what great or good man would not, instead of yield-
ing to the circumstances, overcome them or die _ If Nicholas were a
good man, he would rather be strangled twenty times over than have
_raed that order abont the six hundred Polish women. Mr. Brew-
ster, one of the seven liberals of the kirk of Scotland, came. He is a
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delegate to the Exeter Hall meeting against the apprenticeship sys-
tem. Revised the remainder of my book, and quite finished it. Read
some of Brougham's education speech, but not all ; so have no judg-
ment to give. Walked in the Park. Letter about a Pans review of
me in contemplation, which makes me think I care less abouV praise
than 1 did,-- probably from satiety. Determined to say nothing about
it to any one. Browning came to tea I like Browning. I care httle
about this book of mine. I have not done it carelessly ; I believe it
is true : but it will fill no place in my mind and hfe ; and I am glad
it is done. Shall I despise myself hereafter, for my expectations from
my novel ?

_Ionday, 4th.--Mended linen with much gusto. It feels like leis-
ure. Mrs. Opie called. A spice of dandyism yet in the demure
pecuharity of her dress. She never interests me much, or makes me
approve her highly. Richard Martineau called with bank-notes for
_£1,020 for me. Took the numbers of the notes and locked them up.
Hope we shall have no burglars this week. Browning sent me "Rob-
inson Crusoe,"an original copy, very venerable. Although I have
read it, I am going to sit down to it and be a child again.

Tuesday, 5th. -- Read the newspaper aloud. Mended black stock-
ings. Now write to the Manchester co-operatives. Before I had well
be_un_ came ]_Ir. Saunders, with bad news ; _ but somehow I did not
care about it. How much more fear of wrong-doing affects than any
money loss or any provocation l

I_:ednesday, 6th.--Mr. Brewster brought his two sermons for me.
He told me of his standing alone in the synod about church-rates.
All were unwilling to give them up, fearing to lose tiends (tithes_
next. He showed that church-rates were not property, while tiends
were (national property). He declared that sooner than have dissent-
ers burdened unjustly with church-rates, he had rather see the church
come down. There was a cry, "Take down his words !" Also, "Give
him time to explain." He declared he had nothing to explain. He
meant what he said, and would abide by it. A committee was ap-
pointed to confer with him (supposed previous to deposition), but he
heard no more of it. Last October the minute was read at the General

Assembly ; but still no notice taken, though he was present_ Sound
man. Sannders sent a letter, showing means of getting the sheets of
"The Retrospect" off to America by these packets, that I might get
terms from a publisher there. But I know no American publisher
whom I should like to ask, and I have declared that the book is writ.

Misconductof the ageatof the firmin America.
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ten for England. So I think it better to forego my gains. It will
not matter much if I keep my own counsel, so as not to make mF
own family vexed. I could not satisfy myself to do this with the
present feelings of the Americans towards me, for any money. I
think I cannot be decel_ng myself. I think I must be right. Read
some of Hall in afternoon, till time to dress for balL--First to 's,
--a gay party, and very large. A New Zealand chief, tattooed, and
gentlemanly looking, notwithstanding. Mr. -- asserted that every
thing in society is wrong. Mr. -- showed him that there are degrees
of superiority in all societies, from New Zealand to England. Is there
any better than England _ Are there not many worse ! How then

can all be wrong t Have we not co-operation in various ways already
Every insurance, turnpike, and social achievement is from so much
co-operation:why then begin de novo, when we have so much
ready to our hand ? The rooms were beautifully dressed with ever-
greens and flowers. O, how tired I was ! But I always think after-
wards that I might keep it more to myself. ....

Monday, ll_h. -- How little do we foresee ! I finished my last entry
supposing the events of the day done with. Thought that nothing
more was likely to happen, when a note from Mrs. W. came, tell-
ing me that her husband could no longer struggle against his convic-
tion of the unlawfulness of oaths, and that he is going to resign his
office. Such a testimony to the supremacy of conscience ought to
make one rejoice ; yet I cannot help grieving. Such a household
broken up ! My head was full of them all the evening and in the
night.

Evening.--Read aloud Southey's famous article in the Quarterly on
British Monachism. Entertaining, but with a vain attempt to prop
up Lady Isabella King's institution. I should like to see the economy
of association made use of by women ; to see them living in a sort of
club-house, enjoying comfort and luxury, rather than dispersed in
poverty among boarding-houses and schools: but there must be no
royal patronage, no distinction between rich and poor_ no ostentation
about schools attached. Simple, living without other restraints than
as to hours and one or two other particulars. It strikes me to write
on this.

Almost as soon as I had written this, Saunders came, and filled my
head with what will continue to fill it for long. I had been darning
stockings and brushing gown and cloak tails, not doubting in my easy
mind that I was to have holiday for the whole winter, when he came.
After some little talk about business_ he said_ "Did you not once say,
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ma'am, that you should like to edit a periodical ?" Then he opened
his scheme of an economical magazine, to strike into Knight's circu-
lation and that of my series. We talked over the details a good deal ;
I talked it over with my mother and aunt. It is an awful subject ;
such facilities for usefulness and activity of knowledge ; such certain
toil and bondage ; such risk of failure and descent from my position !
The realities of life press upon me now. If I do this, I must brace
myself up to do and suffer like a man. No more waywardness, pre-
cipltaUon, and reliance upon allowance from others. Undertaking a
man's duty, I must brave a man's fate. I must be prudent, indefati-
gable, serene, good-natured; earnest with cheerfulness. The possi-
bility is open before me of showing what a periodical with a perfect
temper may be : also of setting women forward at once into the rank
of" men of bnsine_. But the hazards are great. I wonder how this
will end. Went to the 's : they are serene, after their conscien-
tlons sacrifice about the oaths, as they deserve to be. I trnst I di-
verted them from going to America. It would never suit them. The
children are very raerrv, but Irma was concerned at the weeping of
the servants, when warning was given them. She said the maids
were crying very much, but she thought it was not naughtiness but
sorryness. I found them so little engrossed with their own affairs,
that, in the evening, when conversation paused, t told them mine.
Two gave no opinion,--two said rather yes than no. Found notes
and letters at home. One from Mr. , with fine metaphors. If
I can "get good collegians,_colleagues, I suppose, and "be their queen-
bee," he will "enlist under my banners."

Tuesday, 12th.--I thought I must give up this scheme in the night;
but it was brighter in the morning. Went to consult Richard Mar-
tineau. He is rather in favour of it than not, but will consider of it
and let me know. Wrote to James about it, and begged an answer
in the course of the week. Mrs. called, m This is a bad affair

about the London University. Dr. Arnold proposed a sort of relig-
ious test: an examination in the Greek Testament. Otter ° and

Malthy, ° as churchmen, thought they must suppert it. Dr. Roger
did not like to be the only one to oppose it ; and Empson thought
he could not, because Arnold was his intimate friend! Lord John

Russell is very angry, and Booth, Strutt,t and Romflly are trying
to get it rescinded.-- The distinctive principle of the University is
violated. Shame ! Joined the Macreadys at the theatre to hear the

Bishol_ of Chichesterand Durham.
? Lord Belper.
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new opera It is indeed exquisite. Some of the airs will soon be m
every street in England. "Joan of Arc" followed. Scenery splendid
above every thing. I never saw any thing like it before. I had the
thought of this periodical heavy at my heart all the evening ; but
slept pretty well.

Wednesday, 13th. --Wrote a set of queries for Saunders. I find that
in the morning I am pro and at night con the scheme. I see such an
opening for things I want to say ; I seem to be the person to under-
take such a thing; I can toil very hard; I am persevering, and in
the habit of keeping my troubles to myself. If suffering be the worst
on the con side, let it come. It will be a fine discipline of taste, tem-
per, thought, and spirits. But I don't expect Saunders will accede
to my stipulation for money for contributors. If so, there's an end.
If he does, I think I shall plunge. Walked to Chelsea to dine with
the Carlyles. Found her looking pretty_ in a black velvet high dress
and blond collar. She and I had a nice feminine gossip for two
hours before dinner_ about divers domestic doings of hterary people,
which really seem almost to justify the scandal with which hterary
hfe is assailed. The Carlyles are true sensible people, who know
what domestic life ought to be. -- I felt myself compelled to decline
meeting the Sterlings.* They have just found out that I am not the
sort of person the Tmles has been making me out to be, and "_dsh to

me. But it would be mean in me to appear to like persons who
have offered me a long course of public insults. I have no means of
declining insul% but by declining to meet those who sanction it.
Leigh Hunt nod Home came to tea..

Thursday_ 14th. -- Wrote note% settled busines% and am now going
to darning and thinking ..... Darned, but did net do much sober
thinking. I cannot really think without pen or pencil or book in
hand. Delicious weather. Met Mrs. -- in the Park. She and her

husband like Mr. Harness's tragedy exceedingly, and praise it for its
finish. How very narrow these classical people seem to me to be ! I
do not find in them any s_mpathy with the high and true, but only
regard to style and "finish." After tea, sat down before my fire with
pencil and papers, to make out a hst of subjects, contributors, and
books for my periodical. Presently came a letter from Saunders,
which must much affect my fate in regard to the project. I distinctly
felt that it could not hurt me either way_ as the pros and con._seem so
nearly balanced that I should be rather thankful to have the matter
decided for me. Saunders and Otley grant all I have yet asked_ and

• Editorof the Times.
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it looks much as if we were to proceed. So I went on with my
pondering till past ten o'clock, by which time I had got a sheet full
of subjects.

Saturday, 16th.--A busy day. Morning, read one of my o_m
stones,-- "Loom and Lugger." Was quite disappointed in it. ]t has
capital material, but is obseure, and not simple enough. Too much
matter for the space, and not well wrought out. Could do better
now, I hope. Mr. Finlalson came at one, and we went into the city
about my annuity business. He told me by the way about the re-
ports of the ecclesiastical commissioners. Said that the supposed
average of souls to a parson i_ six hundred, and the income under
_300, but that in Norfolk the average income is £800 and the
souls to each cure seventy. In Norwich the average income is £800.
This bears out the worst that has been said against the church. Took
up my schedule at the national debt office, and walked to the bank.
Never was there before. What a bewildering state of large rooms,
full of busy men ! Glad to see a boy carrying pewter pots out. It
looked some relief from business. Watched the carefulness of the

transaction between Fmlaison and the clerk. Fmlai_on thrust nearly
a thousand pounds' worth of notes into my hand, as if they had been
waste-paper. I watched the process of weighing the gold and shovel-
ling into bags, which were carried away by the porter. We then
walked to Mr. Nobeare's (or whatever his name 1,,)to purchase the
annuity for a term of twelve years; having already pnrchased the
deferred annuity of £ 100, to commence at the end of that tram. For
£906 ls. 3d. I purchase a twelve years'annuity of £95 7s. 6d., which
being paid over yearly to the national debt office, purchases the an-
uuity of £ 100 to begin in April, 1850. I have also made the first
payment to the national debt office, so as to have spent £ 1001 8s. 9d.
If I die before the twelve years are out, my heirs will receive the
remains of the temporary annuity. I think this is good, and hope I
have done righ[. Back to the bank, and si_aed the transfer of stock.
Mended my satin gown and dressed to go to the Grotes'. Met a
pleasant party, mostly M. P.'s ..... James is altogether against the
periodical plan, and I think his reasons good. After getting off my
thin_ and settling, I wrote to Sannders to dechne the enterprise. So
this vision of an enterprise is over, and I am once more at hberty to

spend my winter as I like. It feels very delicious at present. Re.st,
reading, thinking, and a new enterprise (a novel) when I like. Read
Midsummer Night's Dream in the evening. Surprised to find how
completely I remembered it. How delightful to have time to read
what one likes !
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Wednesday, 20th. Afternoon. -- Read in the Pictorial Bible, which
is to me very interesting.

Evening.--South's sermon,--Adam in paradise. Very beautiful
as a picture of perfect man, but how Adam came to fall if he was such
an one South does not explain. Read "Katherine and Petruchio," with
the soane effect that that play ever has ; with wonder at its fun and
cleverness, and much enjoyment thereof, but intolerable pain at the
treatment of Katherine. Such a monstrous infringement of all rights,
leading to such an abominable submission, makes one's blood boll as
much as if it were not a light comedy, but a piece of history. I have
always found myself more sad at that comedy than at any tragedy.
Robert Owen called. His delusion about the adoption of his plans is
as great as ever. Metternich hstened to him, and said he was right as
to the present evils, and got his secretary to copy Owen's documents.
Owen takes wonder and sympathy at the moment, and an admission
of grievances, for an adoption of his plans. Wrote five long letters.
Wrote too much, and had slight sick-headache at night.

Saturday, 23d.- Read the news from Canada. My heart is with
the Canadians. Letters from Dr. Chanmng, Mr. E. G. Loring, and
Mrs. Child. Affairs in the United States seem most critical. Love-

joy just murdered for abolitionism. Heaven aid the right I Brown-
ing called. "Sordello " will soon be done now. Denies himself
preface and notes. He must choose between being historian or poet.
Cannot split the interest. I advised hun to let the poem tell its own
tale. Why do long and full letters always make my heart heavy ?
Is it the dislike to new and grand ideas, that Watts talks of ._ The
amount is oppressive.

Monday, 25th. -- The Polish children dined here. They spent the
afternoon with me in my study, I showing them the American views,
and telling them about Niagara, and my going behind the sheet ; and
they telling me about their school and the little they remembered of
Poland. At Warsaw the back of their house looked into a park, to
which they had to go some distance by the street. They remember
that when they spent the morning playing in the park their mamma
used to let down a bottle by a piece of tape, for them to drink when
they were thirsty. I love these traits. After tea I found up some
little presents for them, and gave them each a chain of my own
making, and some odds and ends for them to make knick-knacks of.
They were clever at the pictures, and examined American coins with
much interest. They are fine children. Heaven protect them! A
Polish gentleman came for them. Reading ..... A pleasant, quiet
Christmas-day ; blest enough, it the children were happy.
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Tuesday, 26th.- Our breakfast gladdened by good accounts from
my aunt. Talk of people going through life without being under-
stood. I don't beheve they ever do, except by their own fault.
There is always, I think, some fault of temper or some deficiency in
frankness and simplicity in such cases,- if, indeed, they are more
than imaginary. But the unselfish never seem to fancy themselves
misunderstood_ It is the jealous who make the complaint.

_Tednesday, _7th.- Dined with the Kers ; met there Colonel Fox,
Captain Beaufort, Eastlake, and Mr. Pettit. Colonel Fox told me of
poor Mr. Barrington having been in great grief at seven years old, at
the loss of a younger brother. His nurse comforted him with saying
that his brother was happy in heaven. The boy said, "If he is happy
in heaven, God Almighty must have made him forget me." Mrs.
KeFs little mece asks if Adam is not the man who was in a pigeon-
house and let out a pigeon. Curious exhibition of the "pride of life"
in Mr. 's servants and his next-door neighbours'. They laugh at
his odd pair of horses, and his men stand on the steps when there is a
party next door, crying out the number of the cabs,-" No. 249,
cab t ,, " Nice party I plenty of cabs."

Thursday, 28th. -- Mr. Kcr begs me to write "How to Observe,"
but I recoil from it. I don't think I can or ought. I want rest, and
to keep out of the pubhe view till my novel is ready. Urges me to
read Smollett for his force ; but I cannot, it dls_lsts me so utterly.
Read Defoe's "Pla_le." Was somewhat disappointed. Robinson Crusoe
has all the matter-of-fact-hess, with a world of beauty beside. The
best part is where he describes the reception of the news of the de-
crease in the bills of mortality. Settled the accounts of the year.
Went to bed very tired.

Evening. -- Company. A pleasant evening of talk. The Vicar of
Leeds, brother of Theodore Hook, has come out against town missions
on account of difference of reli_ons opinion. O, this Church of Eng-
land ! What a stumbling-block it is now ! What is there of the
gospel in the reh_ons world I The Archbishop of Canterbury's
answer to Dr. Hampden in to-day's paper is cool, cowardly, and
church-like altogether.

Sunday, 31st. -- I have just shut out the last daylight of the year.
What a last day ! With a September breeze and a May sun. In the
park, how gay the children looked, and the water-birds splashing in
the blue and gleamy waters. How busy the ripple looks, when the
wind sweeps over ! What a busy year it has been I On many ac-
counts a happy one : lint not so much as the last. Every one is kind,
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and I love my lot. But there is nothing here like the character of
some American friends, or the sympathy of others [Follens and Fur_
nesses named]. Surely, if we meet hereafter, we shall not be subject
to these impracticable separations. I have had a good deal of disci-
pline this year about opinion,--from the pubhcation of my book ;
but have not had to suffer nearly so much as I expected. Praise
seems to have lost its power of giving me pleasure, which is well. I
sadly fear growing selfish, --fond, not of money, nor even of fame,
but of ease and my own favourite pursuits. May I keep before me
the single desire to do what is right, without longing or repining ! I
may soon have need of this. People with aged parents have. May
I balance my duties without thought of self !

Thus passed the first year after Harriet Martineau's return

from America. Except the omission of what was in its nature
unstated for publication, I have passed over nothing but repe-

titions of the same incidents of daffy recurrence, and the

record of domestic occupations which overloaded each day, and

thus occasioned a constant difficulty and anxiety in getting
through with the daffy authorship. This journal, with that of

the succeeding year, marks the time while the English public
was finding out the real character of its favourite writer. The

world had learned already that she was not born for its amuse-

ment. It was now learning that she was not born to serve and

save it in its own inefficient ways. Take up any small scheme

of doing individual good, -- carefully following in footsteps
that have previously broken the path, and you will receive ap-

plause and support, from the throne to the poorest dwelling;
but follow the indications of the times, with the large principles

of statesmanship which settle all questions and remove all abuses,

and men's ignorance, self-interest, and wounded pride take the
alann. If there has been so much prudence in the course, power

in the intellect, and charm in the character of the person whose
views run counter to the public ones, as to make fa:ilt-finding

manifestly absurd, there will nevertheless have been a check

given to applause. Harriet Martineau had long entertained the
thought that persecution and opposition might be as much the
fault of the reformer as of the times. "Why should not a

perfect being go through the world to serve and save it honoured
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and beloved in the exercise of those functions _ .... What hin-

ders each one of us from being such an one _" _ She was indeed

that being, and it could not be hindered. But she formed no

4 exception to the general rule, that the greater the knowledge
and goodness that is brought into contact with wrongs and

abuses, the greater the momentary misapprehension and mis-
liking. Hence the book that made Americans foam at the

mouth only made the corresponding classes of Englishmen shake
their heads. Time sets all right,- time for a little change in

individual hearts, and a great consequent change in public cir-

cumstances, and the person who feels the chill of a public terror

is soon warmly visited again by the approbation of those who

through the same selfish impulse seek their share in whatever
good may result from whatever risk has been taken. This book

suggceted by America did not make its author less popular in

England, but it changed the basis of her popularity, the general
view of her character, and the course of her after life. The effort

of writing it, with the experience that qualified her for the work,

set her above and beyond the world, and necessitated the mould-

mg and directing it, with a single eye to its benefit. Hence-
forth she instinctively sought its contact where it is most plastic,

-- at the point of confluence of private with public life, before

the materials have hardened inte act of parliament. "Society,"

technically so called, was neither contemned nor renounced ; but

being outgrown, her relation to it was changed.
Let us know what men worship, and we may know also what

they will become ; and the world could foresee in Harriet Mar-

tineau the consequences of a worship exceedingly unlike the

popular one. We have in the "Miscellanies" (Vol. I. p. 190,

American edition) a vision of her ideal. Multitudes of minds
felt that she was herself the realization of her own ideal and

they sought her guidance, and were influenced by her life. The
thinking mind of that time was perhaps more profoundly exer-

cised by her chapters on property and on woman than on the

re_t of the book, which had so violently agitated the shallower

currents : and while her personal popularity was for a time un-

to See Misc_lanies.
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thought of in the conflict of principles the book excited, and her

personal admirers were less conscious of her personal impress, in

the very change their minds were undergoing from the workings

of her great thoughts, she was writing thus in her journal, on

observing that with all the success of her book, the manner of it

was very different : "If my book does not succeed, I am not

so popular as we thought I was ; that is all."

I find at the end of this year's journal the following page,

which throws hght on the domestic economy of the popular

political economist :-

ACCOUNTS OF THE YEAR 1837.

RECEIVED.

s. d

Interest from Harriet Martineau 8 0 2

From Fox, for sale of series . . 21 6 7
From London and Westminster Review. 18 0 0

Own funds. 224 2 0
£ 271 8s. 9d.

SPENT
$. d

For board . . . 150 0 0

Dress and conveniences . . 35 2 7½
Postage and coach-hire 18 2 10

Books and stationery . 14 3 2_
Travelling . 9 15 6
Given away . . 22 3 8
Sundries 11 13 5

£ 261 ls. 8d.

Balance £ 10 7s. 6d.

Many portions of her journal of the next year, 1838, show the

tone and temper to which the sharp changes of English praise

and American blame, worldly success and unworldly aspirations,
had brought her mind. The reader will not need to have them

pointed out.

This diary, which is contained in one of Letts's volumes of

four hundred pages, is accompanied by lists of books read in

each month, remarkable events of the year in relation to herself,

and, like all her years, with a statement of receipts and expendi-
tures.
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Monday, January 1st, 1838. --A fine bright morning to begin the
year with. I had read in bed last night, to watch the year in, and
thought of my beloved Follens, to whom I think this hour of the year
will be ever consecrated. I am making myself anxious already about
my novel. I must learn to trust the laws of suggestion, having had
good reason to know how well they serve me. My plot will grow as
I proceed. Wrote the rest of my paper on the Catholics in America.
Was sorry to leave it for a call, yet enjoyed the call. Heard it said
" If Macready's enterprise _ is not a high Christian enterprise, it is
something better." Bravo l Heard of a lady's marriage with a young
Irishman of half her age, and with no practice. What follies women
of forty-eight do I

Aflerrwon.- Finished my paper with great joy. Now going to
read for the evemng. O, what leisure I am going to have, I hope !

Tuesday, 2d. -- Mr. Roebuck called early and gave me facts about
Canada, which I wrote down as soon as he was gone. They are vel;y
strong in favor of Canada. Finished the tables of last year's diary,
and went out to walk. How summer-like did all look! Count

Krazmski called, and dear Miss Mitchell, whom I had not seen for
above six years. She is unchanged. Carlyle called; says he has
peace of mind now he has no writing to do. Very kind. Looks
finely, and it is worth while watching his entrance into a room full
of company. So modest, so gentlemanly ! The Polish children dined
with us. I wrote notes, dressed, coffee, and off to the theatre. A fine
row of children in the next box. Our children were well pleased,
drumming with their fingers to the music. The pantomime was ad-
mirable, and I was surprised to find how I enjoyed it. We all got
pretty well tired before it was over, and it was past twelve when we
got home. Found a paper, sent me by Robert Sedgwick, with my
letter to him about "Home."

W'ednesday, 3d. -- I certainly have great sympathy with shy people.
Such odd fits of shyness come over me now and then. People can't
see it, I think, except from my face. Mrs. Booth called, Rev. Mr.
Hunter, and Browning.

Friday, 5_h.-- The meeting held yesterday in favor of Canada was
very striking, and must awaken the people and the ministers surely.
A letter from the Follens, very loving, but conveying news of ridicu-
lous charges against me in America; among the rest, of my being
insane. I don't mind pure calumnies. A mixture of the truth is
what infuses the sting. Wrote to Dr. Channing. _Ir. Porter called,

For the reformof the theatre.
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and we went to his house. Had a very pleasant day. Mr. and Mrs.
Ricardo were there, and I liked them very much. Mr. Urquhart, late
ambassador or something to Turkey. He is one of the great fearers
of Russia. When all were gone we talked till eleven. I like such
visits as this. They are the true pleasure of society.

Saturday, 8_.- Talked over low morals in novels. -- fully
agrees with me about Miss Edgeworth's. Read, in Blackwood, article
on Mademoiselle Gautier, a devotee,- much like other devotees,
whose tales are, however, very instructive.

_unday, 7th. -- Carlyle sends me a full list of his writings for Mr.
Loring. How nmeh may happen to American minds, from this one
sheet which lies beside me ! Heaven's blessing on it 1 Read Life of
Scott, Vol. VI. It is far more interesting than the former ones ; and

here his pride takes the form of despising money, which _ far better
than grasping at it. But this pride was a great snare. While his
diary tells of sleepless nights, so many that he fears becoming unfitted
for work, he writes to Lady Davy that his troubles have not broken
and will not break his rest. It amuses me to see how his chary reveals

a state of mind and way of working like mine. The pride, too, is like
me, and the insouciance about things which cannot be helped.

Monday, 8th.- Lazy, in bed; partly from Scott's eulogium on
thoughts before rising. They are very ingemous and clear then,
certainly. Biended and quilted till noon, very much enjoying my
quiet over my own fire. Then .Mr. and Mrs. Macready called, very
full of Drury Lane. The Exanfiuer, I hear, has gone against the
Canadians altogether, bidding them be patient, like the Irish. How
can Fonblanque ? Read Scott till I finished. Very interesting. It
seems as if one might trust to a novel growing out as it proceeds, in-
stead of having the whole cut and dry before the beginning. Scott
speaks of writing out the plot, and carefully weaving the story, ff it
should prove necessary to try something new. How he reveres Miss
Austen l He never knew what poverty really was. He always had
carriage, house, grounds, pictures, butler, &c. Only restriction, never
privation. I have all to-day and all to-morrow disengaged, which is
exceedingly pleasant. It must be good for me to be idle, and I'm
sure it is very pleasant. I do not find just now, as formerly, that all
unpleasant thoughts come back to pla_mle my leisure,- thoughts of
angry, backbiting Ame,icans, and of all the wrong and awkward
things I have ever done.

Tuesday, 9th. -- Read "Pride and Prejudice" again last night. I
think it as clever as before. Cold night. Read the Follens' letter
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and answeredit,on accountofthecalumniesagainstme. These
scarcelytroubleme atall;Isupposebecausetheyaresowhollyfalse.
Ithinkpraiseand blame ata distancescarcelymatteratall.Itis

a good lesson,though,toseehow thesame peoplewho sogreatly
flatteredme when thereareabusingme now. I bound and mended

two pairofshoes,and darneda handkerchief.FinishedJudges,in

Pictorial Bible, which is a great treat to ._mished "Pride and
J Prejudice." It is wonderfully clever, and Miss _usten seems much
u'nfraid of :pathos':_ I long _o_r_.totr . Brushed my hair by the fire, for it

is very cold, and slept ])_om cold. But how do the poor live
through such weather ? I cannot forget them in their brick-paved
cellars, without fire. I know that the human lot is more equalized
than we are apt to think ; but yet I fear sometimes lest my faith
should give way,- such an abode of various misery, much of which
might be obviated, does the world seem.

Wednesday, lOth.--Cold I cold ! Walked in the Park. Thick snow
drove me home. Put lace in my satin gown. Nobody came, it
snowed so. Reszt "Les prdcieuses Ridicules," which did not amuse me
very much ; though acted I can fancy it capital. Dressed and went
down to tea. Put pretty books in the drawing-room. Delightful
party,--Milmans, Lyells, Beauforts, Montagues, Proeters, and Bab-
bage. Osgood asked Procter to tell him which was Barry Cornwall
Miss Beaufort agrees with me about Miss Sedgwick making opinion

too strong a sanction. No hope of her coming here at present.
She is active, but not very strong. Lent the Mflmans Miss Sedg-
wick's "Home." Several of us had a great bout of praising Mrs.
Barbauld.

Thursday, llth. -- While we were sleeping some folks were hot and
busy enough. The Royal Exchange was burned down. There is no
telling the extent of the damage. My first thoughts were for the
Fishers. I shall soon know how it affects them. The fine bells

chimed their last while the framework on which they were hung was
catching fire. The clock showed twenty-five minutes past one when
the dlal-plate was red hot. The stock-brokers' offices are burnt, with
their contents,--all the books and papers at Lloyd's. The kings and
queens all tumbled into the court,- all lost. The Gresham com-
mittee must rebuild. Mr. Lyell* called. Told me of absent geo-
logical gentleman who never knows how the world is going ; who
stared about him when told of the throwing out of the Reform Bill :
"What decision ?" "What hill _" "What reform _." So he scarcely

* Afterwards Sir CharlesLyell.
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seemed to know this morning what the Royal Exchange was. Buck-
land's Bridgewater Treatise sold off six thousand immediately, and
the second edition of five thousand is far gone now. How much
greater sale than novels! There is some great mistake about the
public being so fond of fiction. But Buckland united the religious
and scientific world, probably. Read "Northanger Abbey." Capital :
found two touches of pathos.

Saturday, 13th. -- Bright morning. After mending several things
walked in the park. It was a busy scene, with skating and sliding.
Never saw cheeks so red as some of the bairns'. My mother's manner
on hearing of an invitation to her set me thinking on the question
which occupies her a good deal,- the quahty of our acquoantance.
She is surely right about so,me; and why should not I make acquaint-
ance, too, among those of nnddle rank _ Surely I am right in think-
ing that if I enlarge ray acquaintance at all, it shall be among those
below rather than those above me. I want insight into the middle
classes, and to communicate with the best of them can surely do one
nothing but good. If, as my mother says, the high quit me on that
account, let them. They will not be worth the keeping. But I don't
believe it. I must keep my mission in view, and not my worldly
div-mity. Miss Mitchell dined and slept here. She and I had a nice
talk over our fire at mght. She told me how people insist that I am
helped with my books. A bad compliment enough to the sex.-
How is it that I do not get into perfect peace about my communica-
tiveness _ I ought either not to communicate so much, or not to fear
my mother's opinions and remarks about it.

Sunday, 14th. -- Kept up too much talk about the Pictorial Bible
and prayer-book with my mother. I should have let her prejudice
pass with a simple protest. I often think I ought to do this, yet it
would be really paying less respect to do so. How different, in such
a case, to reconcile truth, respect, and peace! Read Channjng's
"Texas," and found it nobler than ever before. Was animated and
shamed to-day to think I should have spent a thought on what peo-
ple are thinking of me, however unjustly, in Boston, when my book
and my po._ition bear the relation they do to the great subjects Dr.
Channing grows warm on. What matters it what is done to me, if
I can give the faintest impulse to what is right, true, and permanent ?
Let me place myself above these things. Read aloud Southey's arti-
cle in the Quarterly on cemeteries ; much learning, but little interest.
How little I guessed what might come of my selecting that particular
volume of the Quarterly !
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Monday, 15_.--We little know, indeed, what a day may bring forth !
Probably this is the greatest day of my year. While I was reading
one article in the twenty-first volume of the Quarterly, on Grecian
philosophy, there being an article in the same number on Hayti, it
flashed across me that my novel must be on the Haytian revolution,
_nd Toussaint my hero. Was ever any subject more splendid, more
fit than this for me and my purposes 7 One generally knows when
the right idea, the true inspiration, comes, and I have a strong per-
suasion that this will prove my first great work of fiction. It admits
of ronmnce, it furnishes me with story, it will do a world of good to
_he slave question, it is heroic in its character, and it leaves me Eng-
ish domestic life for a change hereafter. I spent the morning busily

•_ookmg out materials, which abound. Dined out,- evening party.

iAt my mother's earnest desire, told her my Haytian project. This
,extreme cold puts one out of all one's habits ; but it is not for us to
complain, but rather to consider the poor.

Tuesday, 16th. -- Lord Eldon dead,--obliged to leave his hon-
ours and his fears and his money l Poor soul l how will the next
world look to one so narrow ? And yet, when we come to think of
narrowness, there is but little difference as regards the whole of truth
between the wisest and the foolishest of us. Went to call on Miss

Beaufort. Then dear Erasmus came, and was delightful. Wrote notes
and letters, then sat down to read Smedley. What a tale of pri-
rattan and suffering! total deafness first,--then gradual incapacity
of every sort, all most meekly and strongly borne. Here lay his
strength,- in his piety and constitutional cheerfulness, for his intel-
lect was nothing remarkable. He was a hack writer and small poet.
His powers of style were much impaired by his deafness, I think ; a
consequence which had never occurred to me. But between the open
mid the shut eye, great difference.

Wednesday, 17th. _ Met at dinner Mr. H. (2. Robinson. I was
silly at dinner in offering some sort of answer to Mr. Robinson's ques-
tion about the Se_neurial rights of the French (2an,_lians, when I
knew next to nothing about them. I dare say I talked nonsense, but
I declared I did not understand. Mr. Booth does not care much

about the grievances, but thinks the question whether Canada is
capable of self-government or not. If the majority think they are,
let them try. Then came the question, what majorit_ ? I say the
majority of the electors who have chosen so wise a set of legislators
as the Assembly.

The Searles came to tea. Fir. Scarle says he remembers Dr. Chan-
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ning, a young man, morose, low-spirited, repulsive. Long may he
live, growing more genial every day.

Thursday, 18th.- . . . Letter from an unknown lady remon-
strating against the preierence I have given to Chrlstlamty over nat-
ural religmn in my book. It is a clever, frank, moderate, and lady-
like epistle, which I must answer. The unbelief must surely be of
a reasonable character : rea_ '_Emma" this evening, and
looked out for information about Hayti. I love this leisure, but still
feel as if I did not sit down to think enough. Heard of another un-

wise en_ement. Surely women ought to love and marry early;
if they do not, how many make fools of themselves after forty !--I
suppose as they grow older and friends drop off and they feel the
want of protection and companionship, and, above all, of affection.
With what an air did Crompton pronounce against the Pictorial
Bible, not having seen it ! Do we not all do likewise- I, espe-
cially ? Called on the s ; found a most affectionate welcome,-
such a one as makes me think of the importance of human beings to
each other. How were these stimulated and moved by me, ignorant
and almost utterly weak as I feel myseff to be, and as dependent
upon the wise whom I meet I But these are meek and affectionate,
not ignorant and weak. Read _!Emmaj": most admirable. The little
complexities of the story are'beyond my compp_'ion, and wonder-
fully beautiful. Corrected proof of my "Letter to the Deafi" I
would not alter it, even where the expression seems to me poor. It
was written in the full flow of feeling, and so let it stand. May it

bring some comfort to some who have suffered as I have ! But where
is all the suffering gone ?

Saturday, 20th.- The sun shone. Dressed and set off for Chelsea.
Walked it within three qnarters of an hour. Mrs. Carlyle looked llke
a lady abbess ; black velvet cap with lappets, white scarf, and rosary.
Very elegant creature.

Sunday, 21st. -- Dusted my study furniture, and brushed and rubbed
for near an hour. Sarah is hard pressed in her work this severo
weather, so I bestirred myself to make things nice. Then read Tous-
saint in the "Blo_aphie Universelle," making notes as I went. Leigh
Hunt tells Carlyle that his troubles will cease at five-and-forty ; that
men reconcile themselves, and grow quiet at that age. Let me not
wait for forty-five, but reconcile myself daily and hotlrly to all but my
own curable faults.

Monday, 22d. -- The "Morning Chronicle" says Roebuck will be
heard at the bar of the House to-day, bat cautions people against
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believing his statements Shameful !-- to prejudge. I think it likely
the matter will end in all his suggestions being adopted, while he is
Mlowed none of the credit. Mr. Ker called and took me to his house,
and I had a dehcious day there. We talked over every species of
lovel. Rogers observes that m Scott's the story stands still during
:he dialogue, while in Miss Austen's, as in a play, the story proceeds
)y means of the dialogue. Mr. Ker says Scott's characters are not true

nature, -- only the vestments of nature. Miss Austen's, you know
_very one. Told me of Brougham's promise to Lady Jersey to let her

t.&-rrow just the contents of the Reform Bill. Had a messenger to
bring word when Lord John Russell was on his legs, and then sent
in a letter to Lady Jersey, next door, with an outline of the bill. She
had a large droner-party, and read it at the head of the table. Every
one beheved it a joke, except the Duke of Wellington, who pro-
nounced,- "'T is daumed true." We sat over the fire, talking of my
novel, till half past twelve -- objects wholly to Toussaint. Vic-
tor Hugo has a story of St. Domingo. Mrs. -- thinks such a story
hazardous, to begin with. Talked over Joe Miller at breakfast with
much admiration and affection.

Saturday, January 28. -- I think the prison chapter will prove the
most interesting of my book. I do not think it is waste of time to
look over one's own works thus. It is necessary, to see how they
appear.

.February 6.- Note from Carlyle, most hearty, about my book,
and advising me to keep clear of theory, and cling to giving pictures
of facts. What a true heart he has, v/ith an insane horror of moral

and political science I I want to find out how near he comes to wish-
ing men to live without any mutual a_eemeut whatever.

Mr. Wedg_'ood called. Is busy trying to get a law to exempt scru-
pulous persons from judicial oaths Showexl how, after all, you
depend on a man's affirmation that he beheves in a God, &c. ; as Mr.
W. says, like the Hmdoo belief that the world rests on an elephant,
the elephant on a tortoise, and the tortoise on nothing. Read and
lunched, and read again and dressed till just seven, and then offfor Cap-
tain Beaufort's. Met a host of naval officers and travellers. Also C.

Darwin, Mr. F. Edgeworth, and Mr. Hamilton, brother-in-law of the
Duke of Wellin_on, who had been reading my hook up to dinner-
time, and took a good gaze at me. Mr. Edgeworth's belief that dia-
ries are always written to be read, and does not like Scott's. Surely
th/s is for my own future eye and not for others, for my own futuro
instruction, and for suggestion.
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Sunday, February 18.- Read beautiful speeches at the Lovejoy
meeting in Boston, in the "Liberator." Edmund Quincy's is fine. His
father must have been touched with his hope of speedy departure, if
departure might aid cause, rather than living in loss of freedom.
What a different aspiration from the ordinary run of young republi-
can citizens, with the world before them I Mr. Lormg told of Ar-
nold yon Winkelried, at the battle of Sempach, who chtsped an al_n-
ful of Austrian lances, which transfixed hnn. He cried, "I will
make a lane for you!-- faithful, dear companions! remember
my family." The Swiss rushed in over his body, and conquere_l ;
and his death is conmmmorated to this day,- nearly five hundred
years.

Finished Toussaint with a _eat relish. How I have enjoyed doing
this, and how infinitely do these emotions transcend all pleasures of
sense and all gratifications of vanity !

Wednesday, April ll. -- Erasmus Darwin and Browning called,
who is just departing for Venice to get a view of the localities of
Sordello. He is right.

Afternoon. -- I dozed for an hour, and then went out into the Park,
and saw the yellow sunset, and the troops of shouting children at play
on the fresh grass. The peliceman seemed sorry to give them notice
that the gates were going to be shut. Home to tea. Gave orders for
framing Follen and Garrison. Dressed for the Bullers', and walked
there through the Park. Roebuck was there, -- ]ong talk with him ;
the Gaskells, Carlyle, and Lady Harriet Barhlg, who came to see me
again. Bullet thinks her superior to He can sympathize
with all in turn. I told him I could with Voltaire, F_nelon, &c.,
seeing that the truth is that all of us are right and all are wrong.
Does it"follow that there is no truth ? Surely not.

Thursday, April 12.- Finished my " Maid of all Work." Walked
in the afternoon to library for the Edinburgh review of me. Poor and
stupid, except a good passage o1'two, -- such as a clever woman getting
at the minds of foreigners better than men.

June 26.- The Duke of Wellington wrote repeatedly to Croker
and Lockhart to get the article on Soult suppressed. They would
not. He said, "That is the way with these literary people. They
al_ so pig-headed they will have their own way." A pretty large
generalization. When introduced to Soult, he said he was happy
to meet him, and had not seen him before except through a tele-
scope.

June 30.- Wrote ten pages of "Lady's M_dd," though --
_'OL. II,
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and -- -- called and sat some time. I love them both. Then a

long list of others. My cold nearly gone to-day. How much less I
think of illness than I used to do ! I used to make the most of it,
from vanity and want of objects ; now I make the least of it, for fear
of being hindered in my business. I suffer nmch less for this. But
I am not near so happy as I was. I want inner life. I must take to
heart the "Ode to Duty," and such thlng% and do without the sympa-
thy I fancy I want. If I am not happy, what matters it _ But I am
happy, only less so than I have been.

June 30.- Wrote to the antislavery ladies, who have made me

one of their sisterhood. Read the Gospel of John in Porteusian Bible.
Happy day, on the whole.

The idea of still further serving the antislavery cause in Amer-

ica never left her. It went with her through her Scotch tour, and

is filtered through the whole year amid f_tes by the way and moun-
tain scenes and continual attentions from distinguished persons,

in a way that shows how it came between her and rest.

"Very happy," she journalizes on August 26, "in reading Amer-
ican newspapers. Lovejoy's speech a few days before his murder was
sublime ; it sets me above every thing, to read of these people. It is
the grandest affair now transacting on earth."

Again, on the 30th of November :

"Sat down in earnest to finish my article, which I did with a glow-
ing heart an hour after midnight. I am glad I have told this noble
story. O, may no mishap befall it l"

"Deerbrook," a fruit of 1838, was republished in America

immediately, and is to this day highly esteemed, and seems

likely to live. ]_frs. Gaskell in an especial manner was moved
by it, and thanked her for it as a personal benefit. John Ster-

ling wrote thus of it to Mrs. Fox :--

"By the way, do you ever read a novel ? If you ever mean to do
so hereafter, let it be Miss Martineau's ' Deerbrook.' It is really very
striking, and parts of it are very true and very beautiful. It is not se
true or so thoroughly clear and harmonious among delineations of
English middle-class gentility as Miss Austen's books, especially as
' Pride and Prejudice,' which I think exquisite. _
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This remark of Sterling is jusk Harriet t_Iartinean's writings
are true to _o class. Though so true to humanity they overleap
its subdivisions, and, like oaks planted in flower-pot_ are sure
to outgrow their limitations.

Long afterwards, on the appearance of Mr. Macmillan's edition,
Sir Arthur Helps writes to him thus :-

Yes, my dear Macmillan, I shall have much pleasure and much
honour in being the medium of presenting to the queen anything
written by Miss Martineau. She is a great writer. I have lately re-
read "Deerbrook " with exceeding delight. I certainly should care
to have a copy of Miss Martineau's book for myself.

In great haste, yours always,
A. HELPS.

In the journal of 1839 is this entry :m

Wednesday, Jura 12, 1839.--My birthday. This day twelve
months I began "Deerbrook," and I shall not forget what I have
done to-day. Who would have thought then that I should spend my
next in Venice 7 Am much better, and enjoy it. J. and I out be-
tween six and seven walking about St. Mark's, and over the bridge

below the Bridge of Sighs, examining the marbles and looking about
us. People do not seem to be very early here, and the Piazza was
quiet. The three red pillars are of wood, with cords for raising the
ensigns, of Cyprus, Candia, and the Morea. Remember the Lion's
Mouth at the Ducal Palace ; and the two red marble pillars amid

the white in the little piazza, whence criminal sentences were read.
Beautiful canal laving the walls under the Bridge of Sighs. Break-
fast, and then off to the Campanile, which we found mighty easy to
climb, an ascending path round the four sides. Spent above an hour
on the top, most charmingly. Heard the quarters strike four times
and the chimes play, so melodious as to make the noise tolerable.
How the great green bells swung! Looked down with infinite
pleasure into the shady, dim court-yards of many a noble house,--
upon the Ducal Palace, upon the royal gardens ; upon the myriads
of pigeons ; upon the bronze horses ; upon the domes of SL Mark,
with their _telon-branches for weather-cocks; upon the folk in the

piazza,--the water-carriers, the people walking in the shadow of
the Campanile, or sketching in the niches of the church ; upon the
]sdlliant mosaics in the porches ; and upon the many isles. Saw the
Lido, where Byron rode ; the Arsenal ; traced the Grand Canal, and
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the Campe di Rialto. The mountains were delicious, afar off. The
city from above looks v_t, sun-dried, and old. The old man and
another live at the top all the year round, and ring the quarters and
hours. .... To the Ducal Palace again. Sat on the Golden Stair-
case while the keys and permla_ion were sent for. Remember the
well, round and of bronze, -- the birds came to it, and the men and
women to draw ..... Stood on the Bridge of Sighs. Did not go to
the common prisons, but back to those of the Inquisition. One floor,
containing eight cells, belonged to the Council of Ten. Horrible
dungeons! .... Saw the vestibule and council-chamber,- nothing
remarkable. Council-chamber empty of furniture ; marble floor, all
cubes and painted ceiling. Went through many rooms in the palace,
--very splendid. Saw the Titian,- liked St. Mark and a boy on
guard, but not the woman angel. Stucco figures in ceiling very
fine. Paul Veronese's four pictures exquisite, especially Mercury
with the Graces, which J. fell in love with. Ceiling of Collegio
very fine, -- an amst on a high stage copying one compartment well.
Have not seen the senate-chamber yet. Home at twelve. What a
morning !

She expressed as follows her gratification on receiving the cer-
tificate of membership in the Massachusetts Antislavery Society,

in a letter to Abby Kelly,* through whose hands it came.

FLUDYER STREET, WESTMINSTER, June 20, 1838.

MY DEAR MADAYl,- On my return from the country I find the
certificate of membership of the Massachusetts Antislavery Society,
which the members of the Lynn Society have had the kindness to
forward to me. I accept the valued gift with feelings of high gratifi-
cation. The generous interpretation which my American sisters put
upon the small efforts of those who have done less than themselves
shows that the spirit of disinterestedness is strong among them ; and
my great pleasure in this mark of kindness arises, not from a con-
sciousness of merit in myself, but from an appreciation of the gener-
osity of my correspendents. I do not wish to enlarge on the subject
of myself and my doin_ ; but I must just remind you that, in bearing
my testimony in print against slavery, I have incurred no risk and
no discredit. Here public sentiment is wholly with me on this sub-
jeer. The only sacrifice I had to make was of the good opinion of

* SinceMra Foster.
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some of my friends in America ; and I cannot but trust that the time
is not far distant when they will forgive and agree with me.

You and your sisters, my dear madam, have a far harder battle to
wage, in which I beg to assure you that you have all my sympathy,
and, I believe, the sympathy of this whole nation. Not one of your
efforts is lost upon us. You are strengthening us for the conflicts we
have to enter upon. We have a population in our manufacturing
towns almost as oppressed, and in our secluded rural districts almost
as ignorant, as your negroes. These must be redeemed. We have
also negroes in our dominions, who, though about to be entirely sur-
rendered as property, will yet, we fear, be long oppressed as citizens,
if the vigilance which has freed them be not as active as ever. I
regard the work of vindicating the civil standing of negroes as more
a_tuous and dan_rous than treeing them from the chain and the
whip. Both you and I have a long and hard task before us there,
when the first great step is, as in our colonies, sately accomplished.
But this is a kind of labour which renews strength instead of causing
fatigue; the reason of which is, that a sure and steadfast hope is
before us. May this hope sustain you ! I think it snrely will ; for
nothing was ever to my mind more sure than that there is no delusion
connected with your objects ; that they are sanctioned by the calmest
reason and the loftmst religion, and that in the highest condition of
wisdom in which you may find yourselves in the better world to
which you are tending, you will never despise your present action in
your great cause.

We have heard with mingled feelings of the outrages at Philadel-
phia Upon the whole, we hope for great good from them ; but, till
I hear more particulars, I shall not cease to wonder at the extent and
intensity of the bigotry still existing in that city. I should have
supposed that your enemies had seen enough, by this time, of the
fruits of persecution. While earnestly desiring that God will advance
the cause in his own best way, we cannot but hope that no more
struggles of this nature, involving so much guilt, may be in store for
you. It is a severe pain to witness so cruel a worship of Mammon,
however strong may be our faith in the persecuted. By whatever
means, however, the cause is destined to advance, God's will be
done !

It gives me heartfelt pleasure to remember that I am now one of your
sisterhood, in outward as well as inward relation. If I should ever
be so blessed as to be able to assist you, you may count upon me. At
least, you will always have my testimony, my sympathy, and my
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prayers. I fear there is no prospect of visiting your country aga_
I have both domestic and public duties here which I cannot decline ;
but my thoughts and hopes will be with your people, though I must
continue to live among my own.

Believe me, dear madam, with t_h respect for the body in whose
name you have addressed me,

Gratefully and affectionately theirs and yours,
HARRIET MARTINEAU.



COI_SEQUEI_CES,--TO LIFE P_S_IVE.

"A goodbookis the preciouslife-bloodof a master-spirit,embalmedand
treasureduponpurpose_to alifebeyondtime."-- M_TOI_.

SORROW, suffering, fame, foreign travel, danger, had always,
up to the time of her return from America, kept Harriet ]_Iar-
tineau's health below the degree she might otherwise have.en-
joyed.

Now, added to all these, was the preparation and putting
through the press of so many important volumes.

Though she was not then fully aware of the too great exertion,
she did afterwards make efforts for rest and refreshment. But

a tour among the lakes and a journey with an invalid cousin to
Switzerland were so filled up with various work and thoughtful
planning for more work, that she returned to London in a state
of health that, perforce, put a stop to ful_her exertion until she
should have consulted with her brother-in-law, the physician
at Newcastle. The result of a month's visit in his family,
and under his care, was to confirm the need of rest and quiet-
ness, and she went thence to the lodgings at Tynemouth, which
she did not leave till long years afterwards.

It seems on a mere glance at the outwaM facts a very strange
life _-- but it is accounted for. There was for her at this period,
as ever previously, the heaviest family grief and responsibility,
mingled with real family affection and care; a life of thought

and industry in the midst of patient suffering_ a life of loneli-
ness, yet of much solace from the friendship of many.

These _'tx_a_ o£_ufome__tmut sh_ a_wa_s c_lle_ th_ pas-

siveperiod of her life. And one desirous to fallow this passive
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period in all its suffering and solace, should fill in the preceding
Autobiog_-aphy from such journals and letters as are permitted.

The hterary works will be found recorded in the first, but the
work that told upon the world will be better shown from the
two latter sources.

After the Swiss journey there related, the breaking down of
health, the return to Fludyer Street, Westminster, and the visit
to l_e_astle, the journal begins :-

December15, 1839.--Strange but pleasant to begin again after
five months' interval. I shall not have much to put down at pres-
ent, but it may be useful and pleasant hereafter to see how it was
with me when thus confined,with a near future wholly dark and
uncertain.

For the better lmderstanding of this journal, let it be noted
that the " Oberlin," as Harriet Martineau always called it, is
the college founded for the Western States of America, when
it was found that "Lane Seminary" would not allow its students
to be abolitionists. Eyes of farther reach into futurity than
those of any of the presidents of American colleges at that
time, saw the pressing need of immediate effort to place edu-
cation on a better basis; and we sent two of our number to
England to raise funds there for the purpose of founding a
new institution, which should afford instrnction irrespective of
colour and of sex. It was to this effort that she gave herself
till the object was accomplished ; all the while revolving in her
mind the practicability of coming to live in America, to sham
the life of the abolitionists. In her journal at Tynemouth is
thefollowing record :-

Am much disposed to live for the great enterprise. I opened it
to-day to -- -- Must consult. At present it seems much like
an inspiration. God grant it, through whatever suffering.....

I wrote the" Dress-Maker" during this and the next month, a little
at a time, with slownessand uncertainty. At the timethought it hardly
worth the pains,- the doing it so painfully. But when done glad
to haveundertaken.Greatsatisfactionina finishedthing.This
onemuch approved.Healthmuch thesame.No sufferingworth
speakingoffrombeinglaidby,whichmy distantfriendsconcludeto
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be a very hard trial. My future will be provided for somehow, and
the present is full of comforts. Bodily suffering not great just now,
and kindness of friends most cheering. Out of doors once this month,
and do not mean to try again at present. Lord Durham asked me
over to Lambton to meet the Duke of Sussex. Could not go, of course.
Much enjoyed some talk on polities with Mr. Hawes and Charles
Buller, who came over from Lambton- Striking review of Carlyle by
Sterling in the London and Westminster. Carlyle writes to me that
it is hke the Brocken Spectre, -- a very large likeness and not very
correct.

December 15.--Tbe Mayor, Mr. Carr, called and got interested
about the Oberlin.

Dece_ber 16. -- Mr. McAlister spent the evening to hear all about
ObeHin and the abolition. I hope a sermon may come out of it_

January 17.- Miss F. came to bring me a contribution of £ 10, and
to tell me of Dr. Winterbottom's delight at the "Martyr Age." Madame
Goethe is charmed with my America. I rejoice thereat. Letter from
Lord Murray about the Oberlin. The article will be reprinted, I
trust. Letter from Wicksted. Will do what he can for the Oberlin.

Letters from Mflnes, Mrs. Reid, and a lump besides. Also letters
from Mr. Keep, the American delegate. There was a burst of tearful
joy at the Oberlin, when they received the first instalment (_600) of
our contributions. Mr. Dawes called,- an Ohio man, good-looking
and hearty : says the corporation of London were unanimous, and pro-
posed giving £1,000, first and last, but they were tampered with, he
snspects, by the American Minister, Stevenson, and made to believe
that helping the Obeplin would be flying in the face of the American
government. When Dawes came in I was practising quadrilles for
the children's dance in the evening. It is curious to middle-aged
persons to see little boys and girls dancing quadrilles perfectly and
gracefully, and out in a country-dance. The gallopade step in a
country-dance is a great improvement on the old jigging step. Our
frivolity in comparison with the interests of the Oberlin struck
me much, yet it is right enough in its way. Merry dance in the
evening.

Decanter 27. -- Mr. Dawes called, and gave charming view of the
Oberlin. The mischief-maker in the London corporation has lost his
election in consequence, and they hope for a good vote from the reac-
tion. The American Antislavery Society ask to reprint my article as
a cheap tract. I am very glad of this. A dweller in Ohio, eleven
miles from Oberlin, took in some seventy of the students and boarded
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them for a year. _nother, ,_y miles off, took in thirty. In like
manner a farmer drove a cow a long way to present her to them.
Some students are sons and brothers of slaveholders, and lose all
their resources in going to Oberlin. So much for slavery being
charming on the spot. One of the professors was offered $2,000 to
preside at the proposed hall for free inquiry in Boston, but, as Dawes
says, they might as well have tried to get one of the great Western
oaks up by the roots. He went back to toil and poverty. Bad head-
ache. Mr. Dawes, with capital facts and paper_. His simplicity is
very moving.

December 30.-- Set about the Oberlin business after breakfast, when
Mr. Dawes came in. He melted us all presently. It gives me great
pleasure to recognize the fine American qualities which I used to
admire there, -- the glorious faith and piety, together with the shrewd.
ness and business-like character of mind, sublime when applied to
philanthropic instead of selfish affairs. Wrote some pages for them.

-- came in. Thlnl_s the Misses Grimk_ go a great deal too
far in sell-denial. So people thought in the days of the early Chris-
tiaus, no doubt. _ came in. Very solemn about the "Times 'p
having taken up its song with Captain Marryatt against me ; is earnest
with me to answer. Shall not. Wrote a valentine for the boys.

Deecn_oer31.- Wrote for the Oberlin as long as duty would allow.
That subject warms one's whole heart. Mr. Frederic Hill called to

know if I could point out a person fit to be governor of the new
prison at Perth (He is Inspector of Prisons.)

December 31, 1839.-- The year is within an hour of its close, na
year of little work, yet of some value, though I doubt having
voluntarily improved. I have neglected some of my best means and
encouraged my selfishness. _ invalid state will not improve me in
this. How long will it last ? Who of us will depart this next year ?
There is a strange list at each year's end. Now for joining heart wi_h
the Follens over the sea. They are thinking of me this midnight_ I
knOW.

On the next page, headed "M2sce]]_neous 0bservat_ions," I find
this description :-

Chateau de Joux lies in the Jura, on the French side. Toussaint
must have approached through the defile, winding round a rocky hill,
and disclosing the tiny valley,- the little basin of fertile fields, with
the clear stream winding through it, which was the last bit of green
earth he ever saw. He must have walked or gone on horseback up
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the winding path to the fort. Dreary rocl_ crested by the fort.
Grand rock opposite, and four roads meeting beneath. Perpendicular
rock on the back side, part of which he might see from his window.
Dark firs above, and a snowy summit behind knolls, with firs sprin-
kled about, and glimpses into two valleys ; patches of enclosure ; ditto
of pasture in a recess, with a few cows and children. Cow-bells ; --
boys ;--singing;--church-belL A bird or two. A flock of goats.
Small running stream beside the road.

Two drawbridges and portcullis. Great well, court-yard, long stair-
case, on the right ; past the wheel, door to the left : damp and dark
by vault and passage, and then Toussaint's room on left hand. Is
vaulted, low, with charcoal drawings on the ceiling, about twenty-
eight feet long and thirteen wide, window breast-high, deep and
grated, with some view of the court-yard and the perpendicular rock
opposite. Floor planked, very much decayed, and quite wet. Drip-
ping of water heard all round, and wet clay in the passages, and
flakes of ice from the roof and walls lying about. Door by one cor-
ner ; window opposite ; fireplace in middle of left side ; and formerly
(they say) a stove opposite. Touseaint was found dead, lying by his
fire_n they said on some straw alone ; but the woman gave another
account. Fire burning when he was found. High up, not under
ground (but not the leas damp for that. Dim light, but no sunshine
ever).

Woman's account seems to me not to be true. She was clearly
opposed to other testimony in most of her story ; but here it is. She
never saw him ; but her first husband was in St. Domingo, and died
there. She says Tonssaint was caught by being banqueted by Le
Clerc, on board a ship (at the farther end of two hundred men),
which sailed away while he was at table : that his servant remained
with him to the last. (The old man in the village says the portvr
waited on him.) She says the commandant Rubean, or Rubaut, had
orders from government to treat him well, supplied him with books,
and had him daily to his house because he saw that "il avait du cha-
grin" : that Toussaint went, daffy ; and the last night excused him-
serf as being unwell. It was proposed to have his servant with him;

he refused it, --was left with fire, flambeaux, book, and fauteull,
and was found dead in the morning : that physicians e_amined him
and declared it to be rupture of a blood-vessel in the heart. He had
liberty to walk about within the drawbridge, -- need be in his room
only at night ; was small, had "du g_nle," spoke negro language as
well a_ French, sad had a ¢_.xemmfioas faneraL She showed ul
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where he is buried. It was in the church, but alterations have lately
]seen made.

This story is much what might be expected to be put forth, in the
case of a murdered or neglected prisoner. How came he to be in
such a vile dungeon ? This is irreconcilable with the rest.

Toussaint hved among "the skeletons of the earth,"--the recks
(as Julia says): contrast with the warm and hying scenery of the
tropics. What time of year did he arrive ? How much snow ?

Make him speculate on how Napoleon would like to be fixed on a
rock.

January 1, 1840. -- Read Examiner and tried to write forthe Oberlin,
but could not write at all. Made a cap, therefore. C T came
in to wish me good wishes. How charmingly she looked ! My grand-
mother very ill, but likely to be better. Read Rahel (Varnhagen).
Unsatisfactory. Went on with the Oberlin appeal. Writing fatigues
me much. But what a cause it is ! How it warms one as one proceeds !
In Wilberforce I meet with a few facts about Toussaint. Curious,
when it seems a dead subject, -- one left for me to revive.
to dinner. She became anxious to read about the Oberlin the moment

she heard that Lords Brougham and Morpeth were interested in it.
called. Odd, sometimes, to see thoroughly vulgar peo-

ple. It enlarges one's ideas.
January 3.- Wrote for the Oberlin. Mr. Dawes called, and all

were charmed with him. He listened, deeply affected, to my addi-
tions, with moist eyes, as if the story were new to him which I had
learned from himself "You have had great assistance," was his
characteristic way of approving what I have done.

Evening.-- Read Wilbefforce, and looked over Dr. Crowther's book.
All envious of Sir Wilham Elhs. Says I wrote on Hanwell at their
dictation : whereas I had never seen them but once, and they knew
nothing about it. Read an account of a case hke my own. While
every body seems to conclude that I shall get well perfectly in time, I
feel far from sure of ever being well again, and that this complaint,
mild as it is now, will not be my death. If so, it will probably be a
few (very few) years of increasing ailment, ending with my sinking.
There is nothing agitating in this thought,- much owing to my
insensibility to some immense realities, partly to long experience of
great events and change, and partly to habitual confidence that all is
ordered well.

January 4.--Finished appeal for the Oberlin. Felt raised an_
joyful, as this subject always makes me. Quiet day, very haPPT-
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Charming letter from my mother, and from Lady Coltman telling me
of £ 20 more for the Oberlin.

Read Mr. There's account of the Oxford theologT, drawn from

their own writings : good, The irrevocable concessions, -- concesslous
they have made for the sake of their plea of authority, which must fail,
so the good will remaan when the fallacy is overthrown. I feel a
strong sympathy with them. Saving their premises, I go with them.
Have been reading Wilberforce: grows twaddling in his old age,
through want of cultivation of nnnd. Very noble, however,- his
keeping back Brongham's pledge about the queen, and silently suffer-
ing universal ceusure.

January 5.- C T • and I had a sweet, long talk. Some
chance through her of good to the class of unhappy women. If I
live, this too must be my work. If not, some one else will do it,
I doubt not.

January 13.--Mr. Dawes came on business about the Oberlin
tract, which completely tired me, and made a bad day of it. Mr.
Dawes is gloriously buslness-like.

The following letter shows that the antislavery problem was

not the only one she bore in mind.

TO MRS. HENRY G. CHAPMAN.

¢rYNEMOUTH, NOR'tt_UMBERLAND, APRIL 24, 1840.

MY DEAR FRIEND, -- I must send you a word of love, thanks, and
blessing. You know, I dare say, that I have been very ill for nearly
this year past, and that it is very doubtful when I shall be better, or
whether ever. Instead of writing to you, I have been writing for
the Oberlin, -- doing the little I could, -- and not in vain. Messrs.
Keep and Dawes hope and believe that the institution is safe. But
for our national immoralities, which have brought on, as a part of

their retribution, visitations of poverty almost amounting to famine,
we should have sent you more ample aid. If, however, the Oberlin is
safe, we are humbly thankful. Mr. Dawes has endeared himself to
us, and I thank you for introducing him to me. I have not yet seen
Mr. Keep, but I hear that he is much beloved .....

Living and dying I shall be in spirit with you and your cause. If
I can do any thing, however little, for your work, ask me, and while
I have breath in my body, I will work for you. I am now about a
book which I hope may do some good if I am permitted to finish it.
The harest hope of this would cheer my days if they wanted che_
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ing, -- which, however, they do not. You need feel no sorrow for

me, my dear frmnd. How often am I full of joy for you, and yet
I am sensible of your trials. They are very great, but they bear their
own death-warran h while the stren_h you oppose to them is im-
mortal.

My kindest regards to Mr. Chapman. I should like to think that
Mr. Garrison remembered me with regard.

Farewell, my dear friend. Many prayers rise for you and yours,
from this land as well as you_rown.

Ever your affectionate
HARRIET MARTII_EAU.

How goes your mind about a community of goods, and yet an ino
violate personal freedom 7 .... When you see light, give it me.

July, 1840, Harriet ]_artineau writes to America thus :--

TO MRS. CHAPMAN.

DEAR FRI_, -- I have seen Garrison ; and among all the pleas-
ures of this meeting I seem to have been brought nearer to you. If
I were well, and had health, and if my mother's life were not so fast
bound to mine as it is, I tlnnk I could not help coming to live beside
you. Great _fs, and many of them. But I dream of a life devoted to
you and your cause, and the very dream is cheering. I have not
been out of these two rooms for months, and now I begin to doubt
whether I shall ever again step across their threshold. I may go oa
just as I am, for years, and it may end any day ; yet I am not worse
than when I last wrote.

We had a happy day, we four, when Garrison was here. I am sure
he was happy. How gay he is ! He left us with a new life in us.

Garrison was quite right, I think, to sit in the gallery at Convention.
I conclude you think so. It has done much for the woman question_
I am persuaded. You will live to see a great enlargement of our
scope, I trust; but, what with the vices of some women and the

fears of others, it is hard work for us to assert our liberty. I will,
however, till I die, and so will you; and so make it easier for
some few to follow us than it was for poor Mary Wollstoneeraft to
begin.

I must not begin upon Convention subjects. I am so tired ; and
there would be no end. You know what I should say, no doubt.
The information brought out will do good, but the obvious defiaieno
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ties of the members in the very principles they came to advocate will
surely do more.

Garrison brings you £2 from me, which I have earned by my
needle for your society, being fond of fancy-work, and fit only for it,
in this my invalid state. I feel in my soul the honour of the appoint-
ment of delegate. You know that I could not have discharged its
duties, even if the others had been admitted. But there is in me no

lack of willingness to serve our cause in any capacity.
Believe me ever your faithful and affectionate

HARRIET MARTII_EAU.

Again she writes to America, to the same friend :-

We are fighting many battles here,- great and important. We
are doing away with the punishment of death. Yesterday morning I
told a government man that Parliament and people are forwarder than
he (who is a commissioner on the question) had any idea of ; and last
night he got Ins gradualism assented to in Parliament, by a majority
of only one! All the best men, almost, came out against capital
punishment altogether.

Well, my dear friend, live long as we may, there is no prospect of a
want of work for us. We have a scope and a call such as few women
have. W_nat can there be in the world's gift to tempt either men or
women aside from such a destiny ?

My kind regards to Mr. Chapman. He is always sure of my love
and sympathy.

Ever your affectionate
HARRIET MARTINEAU.

In a letter to Mr. Empson, dated December, 1840, friendly
and familiar, and which he had no idea would ever reach her

eyes, Lord Jeffrey writes thus of "The Hour and the Man" :

"I have read Harriet's first volume, and give in my adhesion to her
Black Prince with all my heart and soul. The book is really not only
beautiful and touching, but noble; and I do not recollect when I have
been more charmed, whether by very sweet and eloquent writing and
glowing description, or by elevated as well as tender sentiments. I do
not at all believe that the worthy people (or any of them) ever spoke
or acted as she has so gracefully represented them, and must confess
that in all the striking scenes I entirely forgot their complexion, and
drove the notion of it from me as often as it occurred. But this does
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not at all diminish, but rather increases the merit of her creations.

Toussaint himself, I suppose, really was an extraordinary person;
though I cannot believe that he actually was such a combination of
Scipio mid Cato and Fdnelon and Washington as she seems to have
made him out. Is the Henri Christophe of her story the royal cor-
respondent of Wilberforce In 1818 ? His letters, though amiable, are
twaddly enough. The book, however, is calculated to make its readers
better, and does great honour to the heart as well as the talent and
fancy of the author. I would go a long way to kiss the hem of her
garment, or the hand that delineated this glowing and lofty repre-
sentation of purity and noble virtue. And she must not only be
rescued from all debasing anxieties about her subsistence, but placed
in a station of affluence and honour ; though I believe she truly cares
for none of these things. It is sad to think that she suffers so much,
and may even be verging to dissolution."

:Miss Edgeworth also sent a fervent and enthusiastic assurance
of her admiration of " The Hour and the :Man." The title of

the book was chosen as the one best calculated to conceal the

hero's colour, as this complexional prejudice was running high

in the United States, and she hoped the work might tell in
favour of her cause there. It was repubhshed there immediately,

and has since been republished at different intervals, in different
forms; and our most admired and impressive orator, Wendell

Phillips, seizing the subject for lecturing-tours on behalf of the

cause, bore it through the whole land, deep into the prejudiced

hearts of the people.
The next year Harriet :Martineau addressed, from her sick-

room at Tynemouth, the subjoined letter to her friend Elizabeth

:Pease of Darlington, _ on the occasion of what were at that time

called by careless observers "the divisions among the abolition-
Jsts 7' :

TYI_EMOUTH, NORTHUMBERLAND, February 27, 1841.

MY DEAR :FRIEND_--I have read the statements in "Right and
TVrong among the Abolitionists of the United States," with respect to
the differences between the two antislavery societies in America,
with a strong and painful interest. I wish I could adequately ex-

i Daughter of Joseph Pease of Darlington, and afterwards the wife of Dr.
INichol,theastronomer.
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press my sense of the duty of every one interested in the cause of the
n%oTo,--of human freedom at large, -- to read and deeply mechtate
this piece of history. I am not more firmly persuaded of any thing,
than that those who, on the present occasion, hsten to one side only,
or refuse to hear either, are doing the deepest injury in their power to
the antislavery caus% and sowing the seeds of a bitter future repent-
ance.

I am a_are how distasteful are the details of a strife. I know but

too well, from my own experience, how natural it is to turn away,
with a faint and sickening heart, from the exposure of the enmlues
of those whose first friendship sprang up in the field of benevolent
labours. I fully understand the feehngs of offended delicacy which
would close the ears and seal the lips of those who have been fellow-
workers with both the parties now ahenated. Among all these causes
of recoil, I see how it is but too probable that the antislavery parties
on the other side of the AtlanUc may be left by many of their British
brethren to "settle their own affairs," to " fight their o_m battles."
But if I had a voice which would penetrate wherever I wished, I
would ask in the depths of every heart that feels for the slave
whether it should be so; whether such indifference and recoil may
not be as criminal in us as dissension in them ; whether in declin-
ing to do justice to the true friends of the slave (on whichever side
they may appear to be), we may not be guilty of treachery as fatal as
compromising with his enemies.

Those who devote themselves to the redemption of an oppressed
class or race do, by their act of self-devotion, pledge themselves to
the discharge of the lowest and most irksome offices of protection, as
much as to that of the mo_t col<lial and animating. We are bound,
not only to fight against foes whom we never saw, and upon whom
our sympathies never rested ; not only to work for millions of poor
creatures, so grateful for our care that they are ready to kiss the hem
of our garments,--this kind of service, however lavish it may re-
quire us to he of our labour, our time, our money, is easy enough in
comparison with one which is equally binding upon us ; -- it i_ also
our duty to withdraw our sympathy and countenance from our fellow-
labourers (however great their former merits aud our love), when
they compromise the cause. It is our duty to expose their guilt when,
by their act of comprom_s% they oppress and betray those brethren
whose nobleness is a rebuke to themselves. This painful duty may
every friend of the negro in this country now find himself called
upon to discha_% if he gives due attention to the state of anti-
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slavery affairs in America. If he does not give tins attention, it
would be better for him that he never named the negro and his cause ;
for it is surely better to stand aloof from a philanthropic enterprise
than to mix up mlustice with it.

The first movers in the antislavery cause in America, those who
have stood firm through the fierce persecutions of many years, who
have maintained their broad platiorm of catholic principles, who have
guarded their original ConsUtution from innovation and circumscrip-
tion,- Gall-ison, and his corps of devout, devoted, and catholic fellow-
labomers, with the Bible in their heart of hearts and its spirit in all
their ways,--are now in a conchtlon in which they need our support.
The)" have been oppressed, betrayed, pillaged, and slandered. Not
they, but their foes, are the innovators, the bigots, the unscrupulous
proselyters, the preachers of a new doctrine, modified to propitiate
the proslavery spirit of the coImtry in which they live. No one
will call my words too strong, my accnsations exaggerated, who will
read the evidence relatmg to the transfer of the "Emancipator" (for one
inst,'mce), or, casting an eye upon the statement of accounts of the
American Antislavery Society, will perceive who voted into their
own pockets the money by which the "Emancipator" might have
been sustained, under whose commission the assailants of the Old Or-
gamzation crossed the Atlantic. and at whose expense they travelled
throughout our country, sowing calumnies against Garrison and his
faithful companions through the length and breadth of" our land.
When the friends of the slave here are told of treachery, pillage, and
slander, will they hazard being a party to the guilt, for want of in-
quLry, even though the London Antislavery Committee, and their
organ, the "Reporter," at present appear to stand in that predicament ?
]f they would avoid such a liability, let them read and consider the
statement by which the case is placed fully before them.

No one is more ready than I to make allowance for lapse in the
friends of the nero in America. I have seen too much of the suffer-
mg (not conceivable here) consequent upon a profession of anti-
slavery principles, to wonder that there are but few who can endure,
fi'om year to year, the infliction from without, the probing of the soul
within, which visits the apostles of freedom in a land which main-
tains slavery on its soil. From my heart I pity those who, having
gone into the enterprise, find that they have not strength for it, and
that they are dra_al by their weakness into acts of injustice towards
such as are stronger than themselves; for those who are not with
the thoroughgohlg are necessarily against them. We must regard
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with even respectful compassion the first misgivings, before they have
become lapse. But what then must we feel, --what ought we to do
-- for tho_e who have strength, for those who can suffer to the end,
ibr those who are, after the pelting of a ten years' pitiless storm, as
firm, as resolved, as full of vital warmth as ever, as prepared still
to abide the tempest, till the dehlge of universal conviction shall
sweep away the iniquity of slavery from the earth _ Shall we refuse
to hear the tale of their injuries, of their justification, because others
have refused, or because the story is painful _ May we dare to call
ourselves workers in the antislavery cause while thus deserting the
chief of its apostles now living in the world ?

All believe that the truth will finally prevail ; and you and I, dear
friend, have a firm faith that therefore the Old Organization, with
Garrison at its head, will prevail, at length, over the base enmity of
the seceders. But we ought not to be satisfied with their prevailing
at length, till we see whether they cannot be enabled to stand their
ground now. Not a nloment is to be lost. Not for a moment should
their noble hearts be left uncheercd ; not for a nmment should the

slaveholder be pernutted to fan his embers of hope; not for a
moment should the American slave be compelled to tremble at the
adversity of his earliest and stanchest friends, if we can, by any
effort, obtain a hearing for the cause. Let us urge and rouse all who
are about us,- not to receive our mere assertions,--not to take our
convictions upon trust,- but to read, search out, and weigh the evi-
dence, and judge for themselves.

This is all that is needed ; for I believe there is not a friend of the
slave, in any part of the world, who, knowing the facts, would not
make haste to offer his right hand to Garrison and his company, and
his voice and purse to their cause.

I am yours very truly,
HARRIET 2_iARTINEAU.

In a brief review of the year at the end of this volume of

journal is the following :-

Two things occurred at the beginning of Deceraber which cheered
me _eatly. Lady Byron, being pleased with my refuses of a pension,
placed £ 100 at my disposal for the relief of cases of desert and dis-
tress. It was done in the most delicate way, and the plenitude of
my charity-purse will long be a comfort to me.

R. Monckton Milnes, the poet, I had felt to be on cordial terms
with me, though a Puseyite and a Tory M.P. I had no idea, how-
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ever,ofwhat hecoulddoforme. He heardofme throughmutual
friends,sentme has"one tractmore,"and abeautifulletter,and those
most truthfullines,'ChristianEndurance,'"which have sincesup-

portedme much and often.They willbearpondering,and well
]naveI ponderedthem. Itwas a good deedofa young man tosit

down tospeaktothesoulofonelikeme.
SeTtember24.- SirC. Clarkecame. Icouldnotbutadmirethe

franknesswithwhichhe toldme thatmy illnessisincurable;and I

canneveragainfeelhealth,ifhisjud_gmentbetrue.
Itisstrangethatthisdid not move me in the least,and doesnot

now. I have longdisbelievedthatI shouldeverbeinhealthagain,
and I have no wish thatitwere otherwise.How my motherwill

grieve! I neverspoketoherofthehopeofrehef,butothershave.

Thatwas toolow a hopeforme,thoughIam farfrom sayingthatI
may not some time sink for want of it. At present I fear only the
intellectual and moral consequences of a life of confinement. If
they cannot be obviated, I must meekly bear them too.

Mr. Macready visited her about this time, and thus records in

his journal the impression she left upon his mind :--

"March 28, 1841.--Intended to post to South Shmlds and cross the
ferry to Tynemouth, but stopped and turned the postboy, and made
him go to Newcastle, from thence to take the railway. Was half
an hour before the train started; lunched; wrote a note for Miss

Martineau. Went by railway to North Shields. Walked to Tyne-
mouth, and inquiring at the post-office Miss Martinean's address,
called on her, sending up my note; she was very glad to see me.
We talked over many things and persons. She is a heroine, or, to
speak more truly, her fine sense and her lofty principles, with the
sincerest religion, give her a fortitude that is noble to the best height
of heroism."

Writing in 1842 to console her friend under severe bereave-

ment, she says :--

"I know that you will endure, -- you are experienced in death.
What would it be to you in this hour, that he had gained wealth, and
hved in the praises of the vulgar part of society ? What comfort is
there not now, in the truth that he has sacrificed his wealth and his

repose, and put his reputation to hazaM, from love to the helpless !
We are of one mind_ dear friend_ about these things. You do not
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perplex yourself with repining at the loss of your dearest friends, and
I am satisfied to be confined to two rooms for a long time or a short,
--and there the matter ends. We can smile an understanding to

each other, and proceed to our business. When you hear me in-
quired for, just state the main truth, that I am not hkely to d,e yet,
but can never recover if the physicians are right. I am so unfit now
for authorship, that I close with the fourth volume of the 'Play-
fellow.' I thank you for what you tell me of the first volume,-
The Settlers at Home. It rejoices me always to hear of children
being moved by any thing I write. You hear of the awful position
of our public affairs. How are our starving multitudes to be fed ?"

]Vriting again a letter of consolation for the loss of Henry
Grafton Chapman, who sent his love to her from his death-bed,

she says,-

"How kind, how beautiful in him it was to leave me those
words. :'_

Dr. Channing too, who died at the same date, spoke of her

frequently to his family with much affectionate admiration during

the time previous to his death.
These lines, sent to her on learning her hopeless condition,

are by Lord Houghton.

CHRISTIAN ENDURANCE.

Mortal ! that standest on a point of time
With an eternity on either hand,

Thou hast one duty above all sublime ;
Where thou art placed, serenely there to stand.

To stand, undaunted by the threatening death,
Or harder circumstance of living doom ;

Nor less untempted by the odorous breath
Of hope, that issues even from the tomb.

For hope will never dull the present pain,
Nor fear will ever keep thee safe from fall,

Unless thou hast in thee a mind, to reign
Over thyself, as God is over all.
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'T is well in deeds of good, though small, to thrive ;
'T is well some part of ill, though small, to cure ;

'T is well with onward, upward hope to strive ;
Yet better and diviner to endure.

What but this virtue's solitary power,
Through all the lusts and dreams of Greece and Rome,

Bore the selected spirits of the hour
Safe to a distant immaterial home ?

But in that patience was the seed of scorn, --
Scorn of the world, and brotherhood of man ;

Not patience such as, in the manger born,
Up to the cross endured its earthly span.

Thou must endure, yet loving all the while ;
Above, yet never separate from thy -kind :

Meet every fradty with a tender smil%
Though to no possible depth of evil blind.

This is the riddle thou hast life to solve ;
And in the task thou shalt not work alone ;

For wMle the worlds about the sun revolve,
God's heart and mind are ever with his own.

These are the hnes that Dr. Channing so much admired, and

after reading which he bade her be glad that she was the inciter

of such holy thoughts and generous sympathies. His letters
were a solace during her long exile from active life, and their

fliendship was constant to his latest hour. Their opinions oil

the doctrine of necessity and other philosophical subjects were
unlike. "I am less and less troubled," he said, "about the-

ories which I disapprove when adopted by the good and true,"
and his affection for her was undiminished by opinions which
he could not abide. "You can hold them," he said, "and hold
your moral judgment and sensibilities too. You are unharmed

by what would be death to me." Of "Toussaint" he said, " I

thank you for ' The Hour and the ]klan.' You have given a mag-
nificent picture, and I know not where the heroic character is
more grandly conceived."
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The annexed letter to Mrs. Chapman, dated March 29, 1842,

gives the mind of Harriet Martincau on the _American politl_al
leaders of that time.

"One way or another I ]earn all the important feature_ of your en-
terprise, and keep up with the history of your country. Just now,
the best lovers of your country here are covered with shame. Web-
ster's instructions to Everett about the Creole have arrived, and the
ludicrousness of the transaction rs as remarkable as the shameful-
hess .....

"For many years your writers and ours have exhibited Webster as
your cheval de batadle, and have thrust him forward as _HE great
American, so that his disgrace covers your whole country in English
eyes. I am glad now that I bore my testimony against him m print
so long ago. Those who believe in me and my book will want to
see whether there is not yet something better than Webster on your
continent. I hope he will be stung to the quick by the papers on his
instructions. The Spectator, such a sinner generally against us abo-
litionists, is capital on that head. But I should wish him a more sol-
emn retribution and a more corrective one, than wounded vamty for the
tremendous sin of treason against reason ; of laying aside such logical
faculties as he has, to put false cases, out of the insincerity of his
heart .....

"I feel it much to gain time before our inevitable revolution comes.
If it could only be put off to another generation, our educational plans
expanding, our aristocratic institutions relaxing meanwhile, there
might be an immense diminution of the guilt and nfisery which must
more or less attend such a bouleversement as must take place."

TYNEMOUTH,March 30. -- The majestic unchanged posture of the
faithful is impressive and cheering, but what an uprooting of the
poison-tree there must be which is ramifying under the walls of the
Supreme Court, and exhaling its venom into the eyes and brains of
the Judiciary l

On the 15th of September, 1843, stands this entry in her
journal : --

"A new imperative idea occurred to me,- Essays from a Sick-
Room."

Of this book her friend Henry Crabb Robinson said, that no
praise could be too strong for the integrity of the work, as of

some earlier ones ; that a very few lines or phrases inserted,
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with a reserved sense of her own, a very trifling amount of con-
cession, would have gained her the praises and the custom of "the

rehgious world," so that she would have been comforted and
made much of, and have made her .£ 30,000, like Hannah More.

This grated upon her temper, and she almost felt as if she had

been praised for honour in not reading an open letter if left alone

with it, or with a purse of gold without stealing. She " shud-
dered at the idea of the religious world laying its paws upon
inc."

" The new and imperative idea" came to her on the 15th.

The entry in the journal on the 19th is, "Wrote first of the es-

says on ' :Becoming Inured.'"

So it was ever in her life. Thought and action were simulta-
neous, and the sound followed the flash to the beholders.

"Life in a Sick-Room" was republished in America, and called

a blessing to humanity in all English-speaking lands; and it

was said that all who read it found their thoughts and their

hearts visiting her sick-room with grateful love. Great numbers

of persons prefer it to any of her works. Philosophers are less

impressed by it.
Again the poet, and by this time the friend, sends consolation.

TO HARRIET MARTINEAU.

Because the few with signal virtue crowned,
The height_ and pinnacles of hunmn mind,

Sadder and wearier than the rest are found,
Wish not thyself less wise nor less refined.

True that the small delights that day by day
Cheer and distract our being are not theirs ;

True that when vowed to virtue's nobler sway,
A loftier being brings severer cares :

Yet have they special pleasures, -- even mirth,
By those undreamt of who have only trod

Life's valley smooth ; and if the rolling earth
To their nice ear have many a painful tone,
They know man does not live by joy alone,

But by the presence of the power of God.
R. MOI_CKTON"MILNES.
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But at length endurance reached its bounds j and after her

recovery _he writes thus:-

TO _IRS. HENRY G. CttAP_IAIq.

BIRMrNGaa_jMarch 15, 1845.

_¢_YDEAR FRIEND,- Once again I write to you from the midst of
life, --from a house full of busy, gay young people, where there is no
check upon occupations, talk, or mirth for my sake. It feels very
strange, but very delightfuh I am glad you have had some personal
knowledge of mesmeric effects. I like that those whom I love should
know something of the wonderful influence whereby I have been re-
stored, and by which my present duties are marked out. My case has
made a great sensation ; and similar cases are being told, said the knowers
are comparing notes, and consulting how best to concentrate and use
the powers put into our hands by our knowledge. A_ld the sick and
their doctors write to me, -- a multitude of them ; and my business is
thus put under my hand very clearly. In addition to this, I have
now to write a tale,- a little book for our great League Bazaar,-
being too well and busy to do the fancy-work I had intended to send.
It is all I can do "to keep my stockings mended." [An allusion to the
popular proslavery charges to American women: " Go spin, you
jade, go spin!" and "Better be mending your stockm_!'] To
finish about myself, I am, as far as all kinds of evidence can show,
perfectly well. I now doubt whether I was ever well before. I have
a very unusual degree of strength, shown not only in my daily long
walks, but in my going through daily business, and much odious
persecution from the doctors, with entire ease and composure. It is,
however, a clear duty to take care that this good state is confirmed,
before entering on the hurry and fatigue of my old life in London ;
and I have agreed to a charming plan suggested by some friends at the
Lakes, that I shall settle among them for some months, and lead an
open-air and holiday life (as far a_mine can be) for the whole summer
and autumn. The Arnolds, Wordsworths, Grew, and Fletchers will
be my neighbours and companions. From the first of June my address
will be, "Ambleside, Westmoreland." Till then, "Robert Martineau,
Esq., Birmingham." To whom shall I give this direction about the
"Standard"? _ I value it highly, and I should like still to have it come
as hitherto. It was a delightful surprise to me last week to see what

• The organ of the American Antmlavery Society, at that time and after
edited by Sydney Howard Gay, Edmund Quincy,and James RussellLowell.

YOL. II,
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had been done about my table-cover. No such destination had ever
occurred to me_But I will now own I did feel a little sorry on sending
it off, as the thought that that which held inwrought so many of my
deepest 1dens and feelings would probably go into the hands of some
entire stranger, who would be wholly unconscious of the real value
of the work to a friend. I say this just to indicate to you what must
have been my gratification whell I saw what had been done. How
amusing it i_, m face of such facts, to remember the contemptuous
charge of ordinary folk against you, that you are "people of one
idea!" You seem to have a good many feelings, at all events.

I do long to see what is to happen next among you. While your
well-wishers here are mournful, and think your condition low and your
pr_pects dark beyond repair (I mean those of your country), I cannot
help recurring to my old ground of hope and cheer for you,--that your
people (never beginning to do their best till they are at their worst)
do rise up in moral might when the danger is pressing, and discharge
their duty better than any other people when once they set about it.
I cannot conceive that the North will succumb to the South in such

times as all men see you are now entering upon. I have such faith in
your count'rymen as to expect from them that they will surrender
their false pride, and gdveup their idolatry of the existing form of the
Union,--now become a malignant and obscene idol,- in order to
apprehend and do homage to the true spirit of which it was once the
representative. If you (m or out of the " Standard ") can justify this
hope by your testimony, it will make me very happy. I have, myself,
no doubt that the whole matter is in the hands of the Nortlu With-

out calling the South a bully or a coward, or other hard names, I
suppose it is an indisputable fact, that the South is actually power-
less, if the North do but think so, and act accordingly. Its not acting
accordingly is the impediment I find on every hand, when I try to
make your case understood here as well as my small knowledge
permits. Another difficulty that I meet with is from your (the aboli-
tionists) being, _ a matter of course, mixed up with our Antislavery
Society here_ which is now disgraced almost to the lowest point;
your true alhance is with our League, as you all know through George
Thompson. And there is now the most absurd and shocking virtual
alliance between the antislavery folk and the West India interest.
I protest, with all my might, against your being classed with your
namesakes here, showing the while how different your work is, even
if they were in the way of their duty. But argument and explana-
tion do little with people who do not know your country. The only
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effectual evidence will be your enforcing a clear demand for a reno-
vated and purified Act of Union. But I am always vexed with
myself when I write m this way to you, my ignorance may so easily
make it all a waste of your precious time ; yet, even so, you may hke
to see where those who love your cause want enlightening. We are
doing well in our public affairs, -- morally better, I think, than ever
before within my memory. The prosperity is pleasant, but the
awakened spirit of society is good. The sugar question is all wrong,
but must erelong be better treated. In other matters, fiscal and
moral, I do think we are pretty rapidly improving. The Anti-Corn-
Law League is, I do think, a noble body, with a glorious function.

And now, my dear friend, for this time farewell. I bless you for
all your acts of love towards me. I need not tell you that my heart
is with you.

Yours affectionately,
HARRIET MARTII_EAU.

This brother, whose address she gives in the foregoing letter,

is he whom Harriet Martineau always spoke of as "my good

brother." tie died in 1870, leaving a name so much respected

in Birmingham as to need no eulogy, whether as chief ma_strate

or as a public benefactor.
Besides the immense amount of writing done at Tynemouth,

during those years of pain which she called her passive period,
she used to fill in the chinks of time with fancy-work. She

made pretty baskets of braid and wire-ribbon, which sold for a
sum sufficient to found a library for the Barracks. She sent

them also to the National Antislavery Bazaar in Boston, United

States. But a really remarkable piece of work, both for its great

beauty and the amount of time bestowed upon it, was a table-

cover, "the four seasons," of Berlin wool wrought into fruits
and flowers, which was bought by subscription by her anti-

slavery friends, and presented to Mrs. Follen. Thus it was the
means of raising one hundred dollars for the cause, and gave
those friends the occasion for expressing what they felt of affec-

tionate gratitude for all her works and her labours and her

patience.
This residence at Tynemouth during her long severe illness

she always called her "passive period, "--but with small show
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of reason, seeing that head, heart, and hands were so full of
activity. ]_Iuch has been told of what she did, but more must

remain untold. For example, in her journal this note fre-

quently occurs: "Wrote Grainger paper," " Grainger came,"

" Wonderful man." From after writings of hers it appears that

his great public works in _ewcastle bear witness to him. He

had Harriet l-'_artmeau's best help in carrying on his enter-
prises.

With the money placed at her disposition by Lady Byron

she caused a drain to be laid the length of Tynemouth Street,

and ordered a well to be dug in the garden of her lodgings, that

served the whole row of houses and "kept the maids from bad
company."

It was after many years of suffering from illness that Harriet

Martincau's mind was exercised a second time by the proposal
of a pension. It was then a period of public distress, and her

means of livelihood were failing with her power to write. She

however preferred to share their privations with the people to

being supported by ministerial patronage.

Her decision was appreciated by the people, and they held a

public meeting in London, Colonel Perronet Thompson in the
chair, by which it was resolved unanimously,-

1. That this meeting fully appreciates the moral and political
honesty which led Miss Martineau to refuse the pension offered by
the late Whig administration ; though they think there has rarely
occurred an instance in which the royal bounty would have been so
well bestowed.

2. That it is the opinion of this meeting that the answer of
Miss Martineau involves a great principle, since if the people were
fully represented, the act of the executive would be the act of the
people.

3. That this meeting holds Miss Martinean to have pre-eminently
deserved well of her country, and that it respectfully and cordially
recommends and urges upon the public at large meetin_ like the
present, to show to her, in an unequivocal form_ public appreciation
of her conduct and character.

4. That a copy of the foregoing resolution be transmitted by the
chairman to Miss Martineau.
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The thanks of the meeting were then given to the chairman for
his conduct in the chair, and to the proprmtors of the hall for the
grattutous use thereof, for the purposes of the meeting.

P. PEI%RONET THOMPSON, Ohair_mau.

I received a long time since from i%[rs. Henry Turner of Not-

tingham, a frmnd and relative of Harriet Martinean, a letter con-
taming an interesting narrative of the circumstances attending
her restoration to health ; but as it does not differ flom her own

in a preceding volume, except in incidentally giving the names
of many witnesses, I need not here repeat it.

Now came her removal from Tynemouth to the neighbourhood

of %Vindermere, where she first saw l%[r. Atkinson, a gentleman

who devoted his fortune and life to philosophical pursuits and
studies, and who afterwards became her coadjutor in the pubh-

cation of the philosophical work called, for brevity's sake, " The
Letters."

When she afterwards made an inquiry about him of Dr.

Samuel Brown, a deep student of philosophy, whose name is

always associated with his "Atomic Theory," his reply was as
follows :--

" I think him the noblest man I have known. If his attainments

in positxve knowledge and his culture in the art of expression were
equal to the nobleness and magnitude of his proper genius, he would
be the foremost man of the age. His acquirements are not small,-
his gift of speech is excellent and even admirable of its kind. But a
soul of such capacity and fineness shouhl know as much as Humboldt
and Comte, and be able to write itself out with as much strength and
delicacy as Carlyle and Tennyson. But I ask wondrous things of
him."

This unexpected acquaintance hetweeu _[iss Martineau and
Mr. Atkinson became a firm and lasting friendship. Being so

much younger than herself,- brother at once and son in years
and in reverential and sincere devotedness, he received and gave

furtherance in their scientific studies; and was induced by her

to give the world the benefit of those studies in the work they
published in coneert, -- the "Letters on the Laws of Man's

Nature and Development."
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Harriet Martineau's works during this "pass:re period" were,
"Deerbrook," " The Hour and the )_Ian," " Settlers at Home,"

"Peasant and Prince," "Feats on the F:ord," "Crofton Boys,"
" G:fide to Service," " The Dressmaker," "The _¢Iaid of all

Work," " The Housemaid," " Life in the Sick-Room," "Letters

on _esmerism," or sixteen volumes by Enghsh publication
estimate.

This was what Dr. _Valter Channing presented to the Ameri-

can faculty in a medical pubhcation, m warning against pam-
pered idleness, as a bedridden case.

The opinions of the readers of "Deerbrook" have been as va-

rious as possible ; one thinking it a proof of the inferiority to
themselves to which great writers somet:mes sink, and another

declaring :t to be " one of the eight great novels of the world,"
while the reading world dehghts in it up to the present time.

As one good deed or thought helps another, so her home

deeds were strengthened by her foreign aspirations. _itness

the following letter to an American friend at this time.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM HARRIET :_IARTINEAU.

Our greatest achievement,-of late, has been the obtaining of the
penny postage, l question whether there be now time left for the
working of beneficent measures to save us from violent revolution ;
but if there be, none will work better than this. It will do more ibr
the circulation of :deas, for the fostering of domestic affections, for
the humanizing of the mass generally, than any other single measure
that our national wit can devise. Have you read the evidence before
the Bankers' and Merchants' Committee ? D:d you see, for one
instance, the proof that the morals of a re,meat depend mainly on
the readiness of the commanding officer in franking the soldiers'
family letters ? We are all putting up our letter-boxes on our hall
doors with _eat glee, anticipating the hearing from brothers and
sisters, --a line or two almost every day. The slips in the doors are
to save the postmen's time,-- the great point being how many letters
may be delivered within a _ven time, the postage behlg paid in the
price of the envelopes or paper. So all who wish well to the plan
are having slips in their doors. It is proved that poor people do
write, or get letters written, wherever a franking privilege exists.
When January comes round, do _,dveyour sympathy to all the poor
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pastors' and tradesmen's and artisans' families, who can at last _yite
to one another as if they were all M. Ps. The stimulus to trade,
too, will be prodigious. Rowland Hill is very quiet m the midst
of his trmmph; but he must be very happy. He has never been
known to lose his temper, or be in any way at fault, since he first
revealed his scheme.

In consequence of words like these from her in a letter to

himself, Mr. Hill, the prime mover and conductor of this great

achievement, replied thus : "An expression of approbation from
you more than repays me for whatever I have done."

It was just after the publication of "The Hour and the Man"
that Garrmon wrote thus of Harriet Martineau in remembrance

of all her _eat devotedness :--

SOiYh_ET.

England ! I grant that thou dost justly boast
Of splendid geniuses beyond compare ;
Men great and gallant, -- women good and fair, --

Skilled m all arts, and filling every post
Of learning, science, fame, -- a mighty host l

Poets divine, and benefactors rare,-
Statesmen, --philosophers,- and they who dare

Boldly to explore heaven's vast and boundless coast.
To one alone I dedicate this rhyme,

Whose virtues with a starry lustre glow ;
Whose heart is large, whose spirit is sublime,

The friend of hberty, of _'rong the foe :
Long be inscribed upon the roll of Time
The name, the worth, the works of HARRIET_L_RTI._EAU!
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" I felt my browstrike against the stairway, andm an instant my feet were
on the steps..... I perceived that each successivestep, as my foot left it,
broke awayfrombeneathme..... And thus did I for a few secondscontinue
to ascend..... T_I, happy as a shipwrecked marinerat the first touch of
land, I foundmy ieet on firmground."-- MOOR_.

HARRIET ]_ARTINEAU'S health restored, and with it her restora-

tion to what was always so precious to her, -- the socmty of her
family and friends,- her mesmeric mission accomplished, her

house built and time taken to confirm her cure, the way then

opened for the best use of her renovated powers.

She had hved the life of her time, in sympathy with its every

variety of human being, and she was now, by sympathy, to enter
into the life of all time ; passing successively, by means of modern

travel, through the fotmfold life of Eastern antiquity. The book

she subsequently wrote, combining as it does the deepest studies,

thoughts, and feelings with the interests and acts of daily life in

the lands called "blest " and "cursed" and "holy," -- the lands

of the pyramids and of the desert, her thoughts meanwhile sweep-
ing through all time from lV[enes to Moses, and from l_azareth to

_ecca,- fully merits the title of "Eastern Life, Present and
Past."

It harmonizes what is perdurable in the four faiths of Egypt,

Sinai, Palestine, and Syria ; and shows how the main ideas of
moral obligation, strict retribution, the supreme desire of moral

good, and the everlasting beauty of holiness are ever passing

through all systems from age to age, gathering to themselves all

with which they are in agreement, and finally annihilating all
besides, and crowning with blessings the whole human race.

As Harriet l_Iartineau's life was a continual progress, it might
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be expected that, after such far-reaching thoughts as she has

recorded, she should begin to cast back a depreciatory glance
upon what was transient in her life in America and her life in a

sick-room, -- as, for example, upon the metaphysical disquisitions

and the traditional forms, -- while seizing with an ever-strength-

ening grasp on what is everlasting. Philosophy was superseding
metaphysics.

]_esides being a standing benefit to Eastern travellers, the

book keeps its place as a way-mark and stands as a philosophical

stepping-stone in the public mind. On its first appearance, thirty
years ago, it was warmly praised, with a reservation. Now, its

reappearance is hailed with unreserved satisfaction. One of her

latest acts was to write a preface for the new edition. Of course
theI_ are never wanting those who stigmatize this work of a

good heart seeking and appropriating its own through the past,

as an unpardonable deviation from the present ; but the book is

generally felt to be one of those things which survive their day,

to light the path of those about to enter upon a serious search for
truth. It is a preparation of heart, and the mind soon follows
the heart's lead.

To know the impression it made on its first appearance on

minds qualified by literary cultivation to appreciate it in part,

one should turn back to the "Edinburgh Review" of 1848,

where one of the representatives of literature spoke thus warmly

of it, selecting for commendation the description of the temples
of Philce.

"A work giving fresh interest to the beaten track of Egyptian travel
and researches was put into our hands, -- Miss Martineau's ' Eastern
Life,' of which the first vohune and part of the second relate to
' Egypt and its Faith.' Excellent as a book of travels, it is equally
excellent as an adjunct to history. Miss Martineau unites the ob-
servant with the learned traveller, sees for herself, even after Eothen ;
and has put spirit into the dry bones of Champollion, Wilkinson, and
Lane. The bustle of Cairo and the solitude of Thebes are sketched

with equal power and trnth ; even the desert has its gorgeous hues,
and the silence of centuries becomes eloquent in her pages. A single
extract is all we can afford at present. Were we looking out for a
merely descriptive or a merely reflective passage, or for one startling
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from its speculative boldness, we should be at a loss where to begin
and where to end. But as we must begin and end with a single ex-
tract_ we have selected the following observatmns, as not only true in
themselves, when properly hmlted and understood, but of general
apphcation to all researches which have for their object the practical
moral and intellectual hfe of antiquity. The tendency of Europe, at
the revival of classical learning, was to idohze the past We now
inchne to desecrate and depose it. The earher propensity was that
of the bookworm ; tile latter is that of the Sclolist. Surely there is
a medium in which scepticism may acquiesce and faith repose • in
which research and reverence may he reconciled, and the present
illustrate without disfiguring the past. Detur h_ecve_ia a_tiquitatz
ut, mzscendo hu_nana d_vinis, pri_wrdia augustiora faciat."

In order to possess at first hand the vivid descriptions and
penetrative thoughts from which the book on Eastern Life

was made, one must search the voluminous Eastern Journal.

It is filled not only with w_yside adventures and interviews

with persons of all nations, but also with citations from p_st

writers in comparison with present conditions, accompanied by

pencil-drawings illustrating the temples and architecture, the
rocks and various changes of scenery through which the httle

party passed, amid the bustle of Cairo and the sohtude of Thebes,
--and so onward. One should travel in imagination m com-

pany with these closely written pages in h_fle boats and on cam-

els' backs to the journey's end_ for it is but here and there a
glance that can in this place be afforded, whether at things or

thoughts. But these are not countries, as she herself says of

Egypt, to go to for recreation.

"All is too suggestive and too confounding to be met but in the
spirit of study. One's powers of observation sink under the perpetual
exercise of thought; and the hght-hearted voyager who sets forth
from Cairo eager for new scenes and days of frolic, comes back an
antique, a citizen of the world of six thousand years ago."

EASTERN JOURNAL.

.... I used to be surprised to find how much less preternatural
Shakspere appeared after I became acquainted with some of the
elder dramatists ; and for a long time I have been becoming aware
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how much Judaism owes to Egyptian predeeession, and Christianity
to both ; and to heathen wisdom mingled with it, -- not by Christian-
ity, but by the recorders of the Gospel. And I see much less advance
upon the wisdom of heathemtom than I used to suppose ; the chief won-
der to me now being in the comprehensiveness of mind which existed
in a Jew, and m the popular purport of his mission and instructions.
And the farther I go in an Easteru country the more natural and
accountable seems the whole matter, m the more easily supposable in
the ordinary course of human thought and action. And to me it is
much more animating and encouraging to see that, in natural course,
and by ordinary operation of universal faculties, prophets and say-
1ours arise, and will doubtless continue to arise, than to believe that
by a special intervention one Redeemer was once sent, whose influ-
ence has certainly_ thus far, not been adequate to so singular an
occasion and office. What I already see and learn of Oriental life
and modes of thought takes as much from the marvellousness of the
Bible as it enhances the hopefulness of its purposes and of the des-
troy of universal man. It does not follow from this that the best

prepared and exercised imagination will not on the spot see the deep-
est and the most clearly,--even as Lord Byron could see more of the
beauties of Lake Leman than a dolt, though he found it impossible
to write poetry in the actual scene, and had to wa_t till he got within
four walls, as all writers have to do who write any thing worth
reading, unless they have power of abstraction enough to enable them
to abohsh their surrounding. Surely the destroy of man is secure
and clear enough under these great conditions,- that he shall be for

ever living in the presence of and in general allegiance to great ideas
as historical facts, till he can entertain them fitly for their own sake,
and that by the natural structure of the htmmn mind such great
ideas must for ever be arising in the succession needed; the order
being, Need, Appliance, Superstition, Philosophy, Wisdom,- a new
Need having meantime arisen to ammate, a new Gain through the
same process.

Then follows a rapid wayside story of interviews with Selim
Pasha ; and the description that gives local colour to her book :_

Yellow beaches, shady palms, rugged Libyan Hills, glowing red
and orange sunsets with green and lilac shed between upon the
waters, the young moon meanwhile so bright behind the branches of
trees that any one would have noted it, notwithstanding the surround-
ing brightness, as a hazy heavenly body. ]lioored to an island for
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the night. The country fertile and much tilled ; the people in good
condition. Many water-draughts. The men work only two hours at
a time. A voice along the banks proclaims the resting-tune. They
are mostly small proprietors. Much tobacco and millet. Mr. Yates
gathered what seems to be cotton. The yellow flower beautiful.
Castor-oil plant beautiful too. I suppose the dogs of the peasantry
are really formidable, t¥om the warnings given to me of them. But
I never remember to be afraid of them. The excitement about Thebes

now began. We were looking towards the L_byan Hills which con-
tained the tombs of the kin_. We got into a wind which carried
us nnnbly on towards the great point of our voyage. To the east
spread a wide, level country, backed by peaked mountains, quite
unlike the massive Arabian rocks with which we had become so
familiar.

Alee pointed out some of the heavy Karnac ruins behhld the wood
on the eastern bank. Yery large and massive they looked. But the
chief interest, as yet, was on the other shore. There we saw through

glasses, and pretty clearly with the naked eye, traces eve_ where
of mighty works, which seem to show that, if one could blow away
the sand, a whole reahn of architectural grandeur would apl)ear.
Long rows of square apertures indicated the vast burying-places.
Straggling remains of buildings wandered down the deeliwtles of
sand. And then the Memnonium appeared, and I colfld see its pil-
lars of colossal statues ; and next we saw-- and never shall I lose

the impressmn -- The Two r__ the Memnon and his brother, -- sitting
alone and serene, the most majestic pair ever, perhaps, conceived of
by the imagination of art. No description of this scene can ever
avail ; it cannot convey the vastness of the surroundings, the expanses
of sand, the rear-guard of mountains, the spread and flow of the river,
the sparse character of the remains and the extent which they claim
for themselves. The lines of the scenery seem to enhance the vast-

ness ; the almost uniformity of land-colouring, of the natural and
artificial features, with the vivid green of the intermediate shores,
where Arabs and camels and buffaloes were busy (the modern world
obtruding itself before the ancient), the blue or gray river, reach be-
hind reach where divided by green promontories, -- the softness of all

this is not to be conveyed to a European conception. I like the old
name for this part of Thebes,--"The Libyan Suburb." I first
stepped ashore at Luxor. Alee had to buy a sheep and some bread ;
so we took a guide who could speak English, and set off for the ruins.
First were conspicuous the fourteen pillars which front the river in
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a double row. But we went first to the great entrance of the temple.
No preconception can be formed of these places. It was not the
vastness of the buil(hn_ wlnch strikes one here, but their being
dnnly covered with sculptures, so old, so spirited, so multitudinous !

The stones are in many places parting, for the cement is gone, and
the figltres of men and horses extend over the cracks, as full of life
as if painted. But the guardloal colossi ! What mighty creatures they
are l The massive shoulders, and bend of the arm, and serene air
of fixity, how they make one long to see the whole ! A third helmet
is visible, and a fourth among the Arab huts elsewhere,- those mis-
erable round patches which destroy all unity of impression about this
awful bmlding. I was much struck with the nearly buried columns,
with the melon or lotus (or what ?) shaped capitals, which are hardly
seen from the river. What vast stones rest on them i One of these

architrave stones of the other range (the fourteen) has fallen upon the
rnns of the cup composing the capital without breaking it. Yet the
stone is not gramte. These last capitals were all pahlted, and the
blossoms, buds, and leaves which adorned the flower-like capitals
were very distinct.

The one sensation, after all, was the sight of the Memnon pair on
the Gournon side. To conceive of the avenue of sphinxes from the
mare entrance here at Kamlac, and then to look from another face
over the river to these sitting statues, and think of them as the out-
posts of the great temple there,--what a chain of magnificence was
this ! Certainly no work of human hands ever before impressed me
with any sense of the sublime like these statues. There is an air of
human vigilance about them, amidst their desert and the vastness of
the scene, which is truly awe-striking. And one wonders that works
so primitive should reach the sense of the soul more effectually than
those which are the result of centuries of experience and experiment.
These and many wondrous detached portions of the temple, dispersed
among Arab ovens, stables, and dwellings, were all we now saw. The
rest, on our return.

The people looked well, intelligent, and sleek, for the most part.
They crowded around us .....

The rank held by the women in old Egypt is a most striking con-
sideration. Are there any other instances ? The Germans were dis-
tinguished for this, but in quite a different way. There seems to
have been a real equality among the old Egyptians which indicates a
degree of enlightenment which may make their lofty mythology not
a s/ng/e marvel.
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Then Phflce in descriptive fuluess, with ground-plan and all

its special temples, courts, corridors, and avenues, omitting only
the lateral chambers ; "but this," she says, "is from memory

only ; and quite untrustworthy."
Doubtless since she asserts it, so it is ; but her memory, as a

general thing, was wellnigh unexampled. Those who knew her

best say she outrivalled Macaulay. " She never forgot any
thing." She goes on, with an expression of satisfaction at what
she has done :--

"The satisfaction of the clearing up of my mind about the contents

of Phflce is greater than I could have supposed ; and it has left
imagery, and old processions by water to the sacred isle, such as I
could not have had by any meaner experience than that of this day."

Here she met l_r. Findlay and Prince Czal4oryski, between

whom and herself there was the bond of deep interest in
Poland.

Evening. -- Settled myself ; saw the Creykes, relations of Wilber-
force, and received Count Zamoyski. I omitted to mention an inscrip-
tion in French_ in the side of the large propylon, relating the arrival
here of the republican army under Dessaix in 1799 ; and over it is a
line printed, --" La page de rhistoire ne dolt pas _tre d_li_."

For a delightful chapter of Eastern life one has only to turn

to the preceding volume. Sufficient in addition to say, that after

Harriet Martineau's return, her "dear aunt Margaret Rankin"
did not wait in vain for the story of wonders which she had

bespoken ;--"from your own lips," "with bottles of water

from the Jordan and from the Nile; for I cannot expect you

to purloin a step of four feet long from the great Pyramid."
This book was the occasion of some comical experiences. A

lady whom she had mentioned with reproof, though not by

name, for having purloined specimens of Egyptian antiquity
from some cave or temple, accused her in the "Times" of false

witness, the lady having never been at the plate mentioned.

Miss Martineau promptly replied that, having become aware of
that fact, she had already ordered a correction to be made in the

next edition. :For the rest, as the spoliation remained a fact,
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no correction was needed. The lady responded at much length,
awaiting a reply. Miss _Iartineau repeated her assurance o5
a correction as to the locality, reaffirming the fact. The lady

threatened a libel suit, and there the matter ended.

A second experience was no laughing matter, for it concerned
the feelings of a young churchman, who feared to lose the

approbation of his bishop ff he should become involved in-her

account o£ "a young clergyman of the church of England carry-

ing candles in a procession" during some ceremony at Jerusalem.
In this instance she was fortunately able to obviate all mischief;

but unforeseen risks, it seems, beset the path of Eastern as well

as Western travellers. In compensation, however, she had often

been able to do individual good by the way. "You have
probably heard," says Mr. Edward W. Lane, the author and

Oriental scholar whom she met at Cairo, "of the patronage

accorded me by our government. It is most highly gratify-

ing to me; and for it I feel that my thanks are due to you as
well as to others."

She entered her newly built house, that was to be for years
the home of health and happy industry, of study and of strenu-

ously active benevolence, of which we have her own description,

on the 7th of April, 1846.

The mental field that had as she thought been lying fallow

during the passive period at Tynemouth now showed the germs

it had been unconsciously cherishing ; and, while scattering into
the field of the world such seed-growths as "Eastern Life, Fast
and Present," and "The Letters on the Laws of Man's 1Yature

and Development," she was busy with her great works, "The

History of the Thirty Years' Peace," "Comte" (PhilosopMe Posi-

tive), and constant leading articles for the "Dally News."
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'_Hands full of hearty labours : paros that pay
And prize themselves, -- do much that more they may
No cruel guard of dihgent cares, that keep
Crowned woe awake, as things too wine for sleep :
But reverent dlsclphne, rell_ous fear,
And soft obedience find sweet biding here.
Silence and sacred rest, peace and pure joys, --

Kind loves keep house, he close, and make no noise ;
And room enough for monarchs, while none swells
Beyond the limits of contentful cells
The self-remembering soul sweetly recovers
Her kindred with the stars : not basely hovers

Below, -- but mechtates the ammortal way,
ttome to the source of hght, and intellectual day."

CRASHAW

How many travellers from all lands have visited this dwelling

among the Westmoreland mountains, as a shrine ! Yet varied and

beautiful in its grandeur as the surrounding region is, one was

always too much absorbed in listening to the genius of the place

to be able to observe the scene without or the surroundings

within. For the first, I need only indicate her "Guide " to the

land she loved so well, and her papers in "Sartain's Philadelphia

]V[agazine," where are to be found incomparably accurate and

beautiful pictures of the Lake country. But she has not men-

tioned "The Knoll," restrained by that same sentiment that

made her refuse to gratify the friends who entreated her to allow

her initials to be drilled into the stone above t-er door: "I

think such things savour of vanity." On enk_g it, guests

were merely aware of being in a dwelling of the utmost con-

venience and comfort; in a home pervaded with the subtle

influence of well-ordered and elegant hospitality. And although
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one could not then, at first, have told the cause, it is made clear

by that passage of her Autobiography which tells of the purchase
of the land and the building of the house, why the whole seemed

so worthy of her : she had fashioned it after her own likeness.

And one desiring to gratify many feels bound of course to note

the particulars by which the general effect is produced, as ob-

served in the leisure of an after day. The house is perfectly
planned for all her purposes, being roomy and convenient. It is

built of the dark gray Westmoreland stone, in the fashion of the
houses in Elizabeth's time, with large bay-windows, gables, and

clustering chimneys, and overgrown to the very eaves with ivy,

jasmine, the snowberry plant, passion-flowers, and climbing
roses, which make a harbourage for the birds. Scores of them

fly out of it at sunset, if you do but open the door, returning

instantly to their perch among the leaves ; so safe and quiet are
their lives here. The house is built on a little knoll,- and

hence its name,- in the valley of the Rotha, nearest to the

village of Ambleside, a mile beyond Lake Windermere.

On approaching from the _llage, no part of the building can

be seen from the road _ and you pass in between massive lozenge-

built gate-posts by a drive well planted with larches, beeches,
holly, and a thicket of hawthorn, laurel, and laurustinus,-

incredulous and uncertain where it may be. But following the

gravelled sweep, a few steps bring you suddenly upon the terrace

before the house, which fronts upon the valley ; and thence you
look down upon the parterres bright with a. thousand flowers

between. The greater part of the httle domain-- "our farm of

two acres"--is flanked to right and left by an oak-copse, and

enclosed by a cross-pole fence of larch-wood entangled with rose-

bushes,- a luxury to see. Almost concealed by the copse, at

the foot of the steps to the left, below the terrace, is the farm-
servants' cottage and the cow-house ; while the little root-house,

farther down, by the lower gate, with its young pine-tree and

pollard willow, makes a pretty accident in the sketch.
Standing before the charming woodbine-covered porch, on

your left, in the middle distance, lies the village of Ambleside,
at the foot of Wansfell. Farther on, beyond the church-spire,
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in the valley, rise the more distant Furness Fells, and through
the near wide-branching oak-tree of a thousand years, which
helps to draw the boundary of the property, you catch a gleam

of Windermere. Thence the eye climbs the steep, well-wooded
end of Loughrigg ; and, following the high horizon line in front,

notes the charming variety of heath and shrubbery, and green
fields and forest-trees, along its side as far as Wordsworth's house

in the Rydal pass, through which in early spring a gush of wintlT

sunshine comes down towards evening, flooding it with beauty and
splendour. All along on Loughrigg side are the sheep and cattle

pastures_ and it is a pretty sight to see these white and dark

moving spots, that seem placed there merely for beauty, while

they constitute so important a part of the wealth of the country.
On a mild, breezy day there rises a most sootMng sound of the

wind on its way through the clumps of trees in the valley, min-
gled with the rushing of the mountain streams. The continual

strengthening or fading of the hills as the mists grew denser or

were swept away, and all the changes of their colour from dawn

to sunset, none but herself could describe.

The low stone-wall aromld the terrace is marked by a hedge
of eglantine ; and I know not whether its flowers in summer or

its hips in winter make the prettiest effect. The large bay-win-

dows, still more embayed without in ivy, subjected the proprietor

to a tax of five guineas a year at the time they were planned.
But Harriet Martineau knew she had not laboured in vain for

the abolition of the window-tax, and she built in the secure

determination that her successors, at least, should enjoy the

mountain landscape and the play of clouds, the sunlight and

the air, which she had so zealously laboured to make the heritage
of every cottager. Her faith was justified. The window-tax

was long since commuted for a very moderate house-tax.

On the right of the terrace, a flight of some thirty or forty
stone steps takes you easily down to the orchard-slope below,

where stands the costly sun-dial, of light gray g_ranite, the gift
of her friend, Miss Stureh of London. It is fashioned like a

Gothic font, affording seats on its octagonal base ; and catches

the eye like a gleaming speck from the opposite side of the
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valley, whence you see The Knoll relieved against Fairfield, and
instantly distinguished by its dial from the other dwellings.

And surely the apostrophe to intellectual illumination, her own

device, inscribed upon the base,-- "Light ! come visit me !"-- has
not been made by her in vain.

On the same level is the stone-pine planted by Wordsworth ;
and before you reach the swarded field,, from which you are

separated by the iron fence, is a little nook or grotto quarried
into the knoll itself, and furnished with comfortable rustic seats,-

the gift of her sister ; and having taken sanctuary there you may

feel safe though all Westmoreland were in pursuit of you, and

listen undisturbed to the cawing of the distant rooks.

In view from the terrace of this "well-neighboured house," as
Emerson in those old times called it, curls the smoke of Fox

How, the residence of Dr. Arnold's family ; and farther on lived

Mr. Qufilinan, the son-in-law of Wordsworth. Thus there were

strong human interests and a strong local glory around the Rocky

Knoll when she made it her own, for Wordsworth and many
another well-known name still dwelt there.

But not only was Harriet Martineau's house well-neighboured :
by the most important principle of decoration it was well.fur-

rushed too ; for of every thing within it one might affirm that,

for the best possible reasons that thing should be there and no

other,-- almost every picture, object, and piece of furniture uniting

elegant convenience and adornment with some family remem-

brance or token of friendship. The drawing-room was especially

enriched by them. There was placed the collection of lighter

and contemporary literature, mostly the homage of the authors.

The beautiful carpet, of the time I am telling of, was the gift of

her friend Jacob Bright, who procured the dimensions and had
it placed in her absence, to _ve her a pleasant surprise. The

whole furniture of the room illustrated the points of Harriet

Martineau's character by bringing to the thoughts of beholders the

persons, so numerous and so various, who, separately and stran-
gers to each other, had this one experience in common,- that

they were each drawn into sympathy by one of the many sides

of her peweff_ nature. At the entrance, on the right, stands
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the marble-mounted sideboard, sent by her friend It. Crabb
Robinson, the eminent English and German student, the phi-

losopher of the Unitarians, the admired and cherished friend
of so many distinguished persons of the last century, that he

modestly said of himself, " Some men are famous on their own

account: I am famous for my friends." The little silver alma-

nac was a present from her frmnd Mr. Darwin. The stone
jardinikre was given by the proprietors of a neighboring slate-

quarry, on the occasion of her visit to them described in her
little volume of Letters on Ireland. Richmond's fine crayon-

drawing of Hal"riet Martineau, of nearly hfe-size, the engraving
from which adorns so many dwellings, placed nearly opposite the

door of entrance, was a homage from himself. What touching

stories ought to be told of so many another useful and orna-
mental object, all brought together from different nations and

kindred and tongues and people ; but a few more must suffice as

illustrating parts of her own experience. On the sideboard

stands her brother Robert's g_ft,--the household lamp that

hghted her evenings. On a little table is an ebony papeterie,
the gift of _'lorence 2gightingate. The gold inkstand on another

was the expression of her friend Lord Durham's grateful appre-

ciation of the restraining power she exercised over a riotous

population. The tea-caddy was bought of a poor and suffering

neighbour at its full price the day before a sale at which the
rest of the furniture was sacrificed. The pretty French clock, on

the centre bookcase (which covered one side of the room, filled

with works principally of belles-lettres given by the authors of

the day), m_rks the sense her family entertained of her generosity
in influencing her mother to omit all mention of Harriet in her
will. The Prie-Dieu of Berlin tapestry-work, begun by herself

at Tynemouth, was finished and presented to her by her nieces,
her brother Robert's daughters. The statuettes, Aristides and

Niobe, were placed there by her sister and her aunt ; and the

square, Egyptian-modelled oaken pedestals were a part of her

furniture at Tynemouth. The engraving of Scheffer's "Christus
Consolator," which she enjoyed and understood so thoroughly,
was the consolation of he_ sick-room at Tynemouth, through the
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kind thoughtfulness of Miss Adelaide Kemble. _ Between the

engraved portraits of her friends, Lord and Lady Durham, hlmg
a pastel of one of the Norwe_dan Fiords (described in "The Play-

fellow "), sent her by Lady Byron ; and above it, Eastlake's gift
of his "Byron's Dream." The full-length engraving of Mrs.

Fry was there, presented by Richmond, whose work it is. The

engraving after Raphael was a token of regard from Mrs. Carlyle.
In her own room hung Miss Stephen's gift,- a water-colour by

herself,-" Woodland." The other souvemrs in the drawing-

room are "M_rs. Calmady's Children," from her friend Evans,

the artist ; Goethe's "Mignon," from her friend Mr. Knight. The

"Pet Antelopes" is from Mrs. Mackintosh; the portrait of

Admiral Beaufort, a present from the Beaufort family. "Corwen
Inn," a charming oil-painting by Baker, was presented by Mr.

Vincent Thompson ; an engraving of Sir William Napier is from

Lord Aberdere, his son-in-law; "Christ and the Tribute-Money,"

from Mrs. Jameson; " A Heathery Moor in Yorkshire" is by

sister artists, the Misses Gittings; the Prie-Dieu is from her
early friend and sister-m-]aw, ._[rs. Robert Martineau. The solid

reading-desk is from )[rs. Richard Martineau; the work-box,

from her dear and early friend, Mrs. Ker.

The flowers and plants with which the room was always filled

were also offerings from far and near.
The large photograph of Colonel Shaw, first white colonel of

the first black regiment raised during the civil war in America,

was sent to Harriet Martineau by his mother, Mrs. Francis

George Shaw of Staten Island, N.Y. It was placed conspicu-

ously; "and it always melts my heart," she said, "to look at

it, and think of that great deed that proved two races worthy

of each other, and helped to save your land for both ! "
Across the hall, to the left as one enters the house, is the

study, two sides of which accommodate the more voluminous

and useful of her books ; probably the best woman's library ex-
tant,- certainly the best I have ever seen, consisting of between

two and three thousand volumes. They are books of art, biogra-
raphy, education, general literature, geography, voyages and

t

Mrs. Sartoris.
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travels, history, morals and politics, political economy, the-

ology, and works of reference. This last department was pecul-
iarly well chosen. There were all sorts of aImuarms : and first

the annual register, of a hundred volumes ; American ditto and

American Almanac, a present from Judge Story; the vari-
ous American constitutions of nation and States ; reports of the

poor-law commissions, annuaries of astronomical observatories,
Almanach de Gotha, annual reports of the antislavery societies,

Gorton's Biographical Dictionary, B'io#ralohie Universelle in

eighty-three volumes, census returns of the British Empire, all the
concordances and dictionaries,- Bayle's, Johnson's, Lempri@re's,

dmtionaries of all the classic and modern European languages.

Then there were eneyelop_echas of a_iculture and essays on all

subjects; books of jurisprudence and prison discipline ; school-

inspectors' and sanitary books, and all possible hand-books;

with Hone's popular works, and all the useful works of reference
on Ireland. The M$moires of the French Institute were a

present from Ampere. Then there were the reports of all sorts
of commissioners, -- on education, mining, criminal law, poor law,

idiocy, and pauperism ; juvenile books ; and catalogues of pub-
lic hbraries. The purchase of these valuable works, necessary

for a political writer who would fain make known what the
world has been, the better to make it what it ought to be, was a

great but satisfactory item of her occasional expenditure. There
were all manner of books on woman's duties and rights. Knight's

weekly volumes which she had planned with the Countess of

Elgin, Biographical History of Philosophy. Hardly an eminent
name of her time that is not affixed to some presentation copy.

A guest deeply interested in education took pains, with her con-
sent, to obtain a catalogue in order to be enabled to aid social-
science efforts in the formation of town libraries.

On the walls hung two views of Lambton Castle, from the

Countess of Elan. In each of the twelve paneIs of red pine round

the bay window was a cartoon of Raphael in wood-en_aving,
from her friend l_{r. Ker. "I '11 tell you how to treat this red

pine for doors and wainscoting," she said to one who was ad-

miring it : "varnish when new_--leave it two years, mthen
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another coat, and you have it as you see." The colour of the
carpet and curtains, the han_ngs being then in red velvet with

a touch of gold, were in harmony with the tint of the wood-
work.

Ima_ne,- between globes and little stands for precious ob-

jects, with here and there casts of Clytie and the Huntress
Diana, -- the bay-window, filled with geraniums, and the library-
table with her cha_se-lougue behind it, and you have a general

idea of this room, which seemed less a library than an oratory,

consecrated as it was by a devotedness to the world's welfare so

instinctive as to have become unconscious; but visitors were

always conscious of it, and stepped softly and spoke low, as if

the place were holy.
" Voila ses saints/" said one of them, standing before the

chimney, where was placed a bust of l_[r. Atkinson and over it
the bas-rehef of a friend which Harriet Martineau had procured

to he executed by Foley. On each side were the engravings of
Dr. Follen and hir. Garrison. Over these was the proof before

the letter of the engraving of himself sent her by _M.r. Ma-

cready.

Here stood the ]ibrary4ahle, and I must confess to have shared

the general feeling in no ordinary degree as the drawers of this

table were opened for me : the records of a hfetime-- and such a

lifetime !--placed in my hands and at my discretion.
There, sitting in the seat which illness had obhged her to quit,

I begin with the drawer at the right hand. There are three on
each side. These are the labels on each great package of pa-

pers : --

1. Accounts and correspondence with booksellers.
2. Letters of pecuniary business.
3. Letters of moral business.

4. Letters from strangers or otherwise curious.
5. Letters from deceased persons.
6. Letters to be returned unopened.
7. Correspondence with reviews and newspapers.
8. Letters of literary business.
9. Letters of family business.

10. Letters of Testimony and American Intercourses.
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No. 11 was two cardboards tied together wlth tape, inscribed

" Unpaid Bills." ]_ut there were no papers between them, and,
as I learned, there never had been.

Beneath the table was a stack of tin boxes containing years of

journals, diaries, jotting note-books, sketch-books, and accounts.

"Take away with you every thing you want when you go!"
And that dear friend of mine who "was unto her as a daughter,"
her niece, Maria Martineau, aided me in the selection.

In every other part of the house tokens of love and reverence

and family affection were as abundant. Of the more general

"Testimonial," that the preceding Autobiography tells of, £ 120

were expended by the subscribers in a tea and dinner service,
the principal piece of which was inscribed thus:--

_rat_iaL

OF •

_,_timoniu[.

H.M.

I find allusion in her journal to the first use of it, on the

happy day when the Ladies Lambton came to Tynemouth, and
"it was a testimonial f_te."

Harriet Martineau's life in this little paradise was manifold.

As mistress of a family and as a domestic economist, one may
know some of the particulars by referring to her tittle book,

"Our Yarm of Two Acres," which is so constantly in circula-
tion, and reprinted in America, "in the conviction," say the

publishers, "that the local character of the experiences will not

affect their value to American readers." This agricultural ex-

periment of hers was so successful as to attract a great deal of

notice, and influenced some proceedings in the neighbourhood.
A heavy package of letters under my hand proves the burden

of correspondence that the accidental publication of her letters

on cow-keeping in the "Times" occasioned her. Her papers in

"Sartain's Magazine" (Philadelphia) show her passionate enjoy-

ment of the glorious nature by which she was surrounded. ]7_
made her strong and happy in her influential political work, to,

YOL. I_
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theeventualextentof which more thansixteenhundred leading

articlesinthe"London DaffyNews" bearwitness.The subjects

ofthem areasvariousasthe interestsofthe world,ofwhich she

watched the fluctuationswith the same calmnessof deep emo-

tion thatshone in her eyeswhile enjoyingthe cloud-shadows

chasingeachotheracrossthe valley.

We know how she lookedin childhoodand youth. There

was a remarkabl_ change in her appearance in mature age.

Every one noticd it. "How handsome she looks! .... One
of the handsomest old ladies I have ever seen !" ".Does n't she

look like a sovereign princess !" and such like notes of admira.

tion were continually heard ; and, indeed, as she sat in thought

at her daily hour of rest, with her Berlin embrmdery by her

side, and her beautiful hands (" hands that the rod of empire
might have swayed!") folded across the newspaper on her

knee, her whole presence instinct with high thinking and good-

will, her whole expression so full of restful activity, it would

have been difficult to find so impressive yet fascinating a pres-

ence. When comes such another! Happily a trace--neces-
sarily a faint one- yet remains in Holl's excellent engraving

of Richmond's admirable portrait.

One great secret of this new beauty was the joy of mental

progress. She had ceased to make her God in human image ;
and, following the path that stretched before her from childhood,

had thought and felt her way to a more satisfactory worship.

Her celebrity had always been a tax in many ways, and the
difficult problem was how to bear it aright.

It was about this time that she was so overwhelmed with the

ever-increasing amount of correspondence drawn to her by a

general sense of boundless sympathy conveyed in all her writ-

ings, that she found it impossible to answer its demands.
Her own generation, with its questionings and plans, she

still had time for ; but the young pressed so thickly around her

that it seemed as if they could neither do well nor ill; do good
or repent of evil ; marry, choose a path in life, or die, without

looking to her. Sister of charity and spiritual counsellor as

by nature she was, she now found herself under the absolute
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l_essity of letting it be generally known that her whole life

would be insufficient to meet this continual call. "They all so
evidently think I am of their own age! I must try to show
them their mistake, and be to them even as I am. Wasn't

there l_rs. ttannah More and Mrs. Edgeworth ? I see there

were reasons for it: I will be Mrs. Harriet Martineau, which

will, besides, obviate mistakes in the delivery of letters, there

are so many Misses Martineau!" This arrangement so soon
occasioned a sensible relief, that she had reason to congratulate
herself on having so easily diminished the inconvenience with-

out wounding the sympathies of the elders : many old friends
soon fell in with her wishes, and numbers of them wrote prom-.

issory notes, as it were, beginning their letters, "Dear Mistress

Harriet ;" but the public at large were true to their first love,
and, unaware how many were the misses of the same name,

would never acknowledge her but as Miss Martinean.

It was at The Knoll, at about this period, that, in the midst

of many lighter books, her most laborious works were written.

One was the Thirty Years' Peace, all after the first book ; and it
was that unexampled thing, a history on moral principles of the

time not yet passed away.
Mrs. Martineau entered The Knoll in 1846, on the 7th of

April ; and it was while preparing to do so, on the 25th of March,

that her friend 5{acready

"Saw a brown-faced looking woman watching for the coach ; thought
I knew the face ; looked out of window ; it was Miss Martineau. She

came to the inn where we stopped ; a few words passed ; she told me
to get my dinner at the inn, as she had but one room, and then come
to her. I got a very bad dinner and set out to her old lodgings, to
which the servant had misdirected me ; met her on my return in
search of me, and walked with her to her newly built or building
house, -- a most commodious, beautifully situated, and desirable resi-
dence in all respects. I could not but look with wonder at the brown
hue of health upon her face, and see her firm and almost manly strides
as she walked along with me to Fox How, Dr. Arnold's place, from
which the family are at present abroad. We walked on to Rydal
Mount, to call on Wordsworth, who was ill in bed, and had had
leeches this morning. I left my r%oard%&c., took a walk along his
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terraces, and, retm'ning to my inn, soon after rejoined Miss Martineau
at Mrs. Davy's, with whom and Mr. Greg I took tea and passed a
very agreeable evening. I had received a pamphlet and long letter
from Professor Gregory on the subject of mesmerism, on which we
had talked a little at Major Thorn's, on Saturday last ; it is a trans*
latlon of Reichenbach, and, with some curious facts mentioned by
Miss Martineau, certainly made me pause in my utter rejection of
this hitherto inscrutable and mysterious power, if power it really be."

Of his next day's visit to The Knoll :--

"I do enjoy the air, the hills and streams, that are keeping up their
gentle noise all around me ; the morning was one of the best of early
_prin_s. I planted two oaks for Harriet Martineau, which, with her
small spade, cost me some strain of the back. The more I see of her
pretty house the more I am pleased with it ; it has not, that I per-
ceive, one point of objection, with an infinite number of recommend-
able qualities. We walked to the chapel over the Brathay, took a
lovely view of Windermere, and walked home, talking hard all the
way. I read to her Willie's account of the shipwreck ; it was to me
a very pleasant morning.

" I spoke to her of my wish that N_na • should hereafter spend some
time with her, which she appeared to concur in very heartily."

_Vhile Hawthorne was in England he saw l_Irs. _/Iartineau,
and recorded his impression of her in his no_e-book : --

".... I saw Miss Martineau a few weeks since. She is a large9
robust, elderly woman, and plainly dressed ; but withal she has so
kind_ cheerful, and intelligent a face, that she is pleasanter to look at
than most beauties. Her hair is of a decided gray, and she does not
shrink from calling herself old. She is the most continual talker I
ever heard ; it is really like the babbling of a brook, and very lively
and sensible too ; and all the while she talks she moves the bowi of her

ear-trumpet from one auditor to another, so that it becomes quite an
organ of intelligence and sympathy between her and yourself. The
ear-trumpet seems a sensible part of her, like the antennm of some
insects. If you have any little remark to make, you drop it in ; and
she helps you to make remarks by this delicate little appeal of the
trumpet, as she slightly directs it towards you, and ff you have nothing
to say, the appeal is not strong enough to embarrass you. All her

• His daughter.
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talk was about herself and her affairs ; but it did not seem hke ego-
tism, because it was so cheerful and free from morbidness. And this
woman is said to be atheistical I I will not think so, were it only for
her sake. What ! only a few weeds to spring out of her mortality,
instead of her intellect and sympathies flowering and fruiting for
ever !"

Dr. Samuel Brown, the philosopher and friend of such ex-

tremely opposed theolo_cal opinions, with whom she so often
held the high argument that high-minded disputants alone can,

wrote as follows at this period :--

" .... And my ' beautiful enemy ' in theory, my noble friend in
life (Harriet Martineau), is condemned to death! The physicians
pronounce her incurable. She writes us a long letter, a sort of last
farewell ; but, sooth to say, it is like the abdication of a queen, this
dying ! Without the faith of a Christian (or even that of a Mahom-
etan in God), and with a philosophical scheme most defective, this
great woman seems to me endowed with certain of the most eminent
religic41s virtues,--fortitude, self-possession, resignation, the having
no will of her own, and perfect trust in the optimism that is at the
centre of things, to say nothing of her many fine moral quahties.
And what a life of virtuous industry ! ' Well done, good and faithful
servant ! Enter thou into the joy of thy (misknown but secret) Lord.'"

Perhaps the following letter of a later date, from a visitor at

The Knoll, while Harriet Martineau's life seemed to hang each

day in the balance, may serve better than any narrative to show
what effect she produced on the minds of her inmates.

THE KNOLL, AMBLESmE, 1855.

_[Y DEAR FR1-END, -- Here I am at H. M.'s ; and I must needs say,
that an hour in death may be worth a year of life. Not that she is in
ar_culo mortQ as yet, but she may die at any moment, in one of these
fainting or sinking fits, which are so distressing to see. Let the pulse
stop a second or two longer, and all would be over, --just as the last
drop sinks the ship. She is now engaged in writing her life, -- her
inner life that is, -- and the changes her mind has undergone, and the
reasons of them. Don't mention this, for I do not wish to have any
thing go out of this house which she has not seen. :Not that she would
have any objection ; she has vexed and perplexed the world, during
her fifty years, to the greatest extent, by her unexampled sincerity ;
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but I do not choose to supply matter for possibie misrepresentation
of any thing I say. I never saw such transparency in all my experi-
ence. The French are, as a nation, far beyond the most open English
in this respect. But she is like a diamond, -- hard and solid, bright
and sparkhng, and you see through and through it, and the stronger
the hght the brighter it shines. But then she is like water, too,-
soft, yielding, puritying, and gentle or overwhelming, as the case
may be. She talks of your friend -- --., to give the outside of her
life. It needs no great literary ability to do it. Any body would
have capacity enough to hold up so precious a stone to the light, and
shift it about a little, although no lapidary or jeweller. To know its
value would be the great qualification, and that, I think, -- --
does.

TH_ K_OLL,AM_LF.SmE,1855.
.... I am still here ; and here is death at the door ; but Harriet

Martineau is the happiest person in her enjoyment of life and her
anticipation of its immediate close, that I ever saw. I see what it is

to have lived,--not under the exhausted receiver of ladyhood or

mere womanhood, -- but the life of a human being. Yet her _nsibil-
ities, risible or pathetic, are like those of early youth. Her laugh
is like that of a child, and in her sleep she seems like one, when not
disturbed by the heart-difficulty. It is impossible to describe the
beauty of the place here. The larches are not yet in bud, yet it is
lovely past expression. I will tell you, as I think of them, the things
likely to interest you, but do not mention them to friends less _ise
than yourself. There are people who should never hear a really
interesting thing; for they have not retention enough to keep it to
themselves, nor sense enough to transmit it unchanged. I mean,
too, the unfriendly, such as A , who hates Harriet Martineau
fiercely on account of moral oppugnancy, or B , who hates her
gently because of theological differences. You would be astonished
to know how all England and France are agitated by what I will
call the death-bed question.--Her death-bed seems to have set
them all on the qui vlve. The anonymous letters, that pour in,
wfrtrlaos or _Tu_l-atrroposof the Harriet Martineau letters are curious
indeed. Original verses on pink paper, entitled the "Folly of Athe-
ism ;" copies of the New Testament ; manuscript collections of texts
about immortality, and the like. The letters from "Christian f_ends m
are yet more curious. The kindest of them account for her peace of

mind by the supposition that God is especiall_ sustaining her and
aupporting her, although she does not know itd" In short," she aay_
"they can eas_y account for my being comfortable and happy hi
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mind_ by supposing me the special favourite of their God, whom I
reject." She will 11sethe word "religion" in the bad sense. I argue
for it_--hut no. Then her "views" ] I have been travelling in Eng-
land in the heat of the Crimean war, and I protest to you that her
"views" seem much more in the minds of all the people I have met
than the siege of Sevastopol. "_• "°°_4

I am so struck with her absolute, candid, real love of truth. She
seems utterly destitute of pre.iudlce. Then she is so womanly, in the
good sense of the word, and in some senses so sensitive. She some-
times suffers much from little things I could not possibly suffer from
at all. For instance, a story in the newspapers that she "hoed her
own cabbages," and the story of the old peasant at Ambleslde, who
said, "I should ha' liked one like she for my good woman ; for sh_
would ha' ploughed." This would be called feminine delicacy, I
suppose, but it really is human sensitiveness : I could hardly con-
eeive of such things as annoying to such a one as she, till I learned
from her that they were distressing to persons that she loved and
respected. How weak is the mind of a certain part of England ! I
could see, by this little incident, how her "views" must strike such
persons,- persons who, like one of her neighbours, expressed the
sentiment that "people owed it to their friends not to change their
opinions."

In the course of conversation one evening at The Knoll, )tire.
Martineau told us of a letter she had received in 1851 from Mr.

E. J. FurnivaL He said that in the judgment of William John-

son of Kin_s College, Cambridge, the development theory and

the doctrine of the non-existence of personality like man's per-
sonality, in God, are capitally answered by Tennyson, in his

"tn Memoriam," -- the first by Strophe CXIX., the second
by CXXIII. He did not like "The Letters." Some one re-

marked that he did, however, like "Deerbrook," and told all

his friends that he had made thirty men read it. "He wanted

to know," she continued, "whether I knew Austin's ' Jurispru-

clence,' and his distinction between the laws proper, of the
moral world, and the laws improper, of the outward or nat-
ural world, --natural laws. He could not brook the accusation

against Bacon (as of Moses, in ' Eastern Life '), he said, of being

what he should call a blackguard,- saying false things, when
he knew the truth."
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She gaveus an abstractof her reply; but asI finditin the

Athemeum, and as there is in it no confidential communication,

I subjoin it (in preference to my own recollections), as it gives
so many of her "views" in reply to objections to them.

ThE KWOLL,AMBImSmZ,October 5, 1851.

DEAR MIL , -- Your packet and I arrived here almost together.
I must beg of you to thank Mr. very heartily for me for the
wonderful pleasure he has sent me in this little volume. Like
most other people (whom I have met with, at least), I shrank from a
whole volume of published griefs; and the more, because I knew
Arthur Hal]am ; and, like every body that has read it, I forego my
objection (which I still think natural) during the reading. I began
to cut and read last night ; and I stopped at last, by a virtuous effort,
from the feeling that I ought not to be able to take in so much at
once, -- that I ought to spread it out, -- though, happily, I have the
volume to refer to at all times. I cannot honestly say that I had any
thing like so much pleasure from "The Princess." There are bits of
wisdom and of beauty, -- many ; but the impression of the whole is
more than odd;--it is very disagreeable,- to my feeling. It does
not follow that I am not glad to know it ; still less, that I am not as
much obliged to you for making me read it as if I had liked it ever
so much.

And now I am wondering how Mr. J. and you can see any
"answer" in those two poems of Tennyson's to anything Mr. Atkin;
son and I have said. Who has ever said that men are only brain ?
Does any one say that an orange-_ove is only carbon, silica, &c. ; or
the nightingale only a chemical and mechanical compound,- passing
over the product or result,--making no mention of the fragrance
and the music ? If any one did say so, and could establish it, would
he not be elevating the chemical and mechanical elements and forces,

and not lowering the blossom and the bird ? There they are!-
beyond his power to disparage. And so "we are what we are, m
however we came to be," as I said in that book. "Science" is very
far from pretending to say that men are "magnetic mockeries," or
any sort of mockeries; but the most real of all things that men
can have cognizance of, and therefore proper subjects of science.
Science goes to show us that there is ibx more in man than Tennyson
or any one else has ever dreamed of; and the one very thing that
science most strenuously and constantly insists on is that we do
not and cannotknow any thingwhateverofessence,but only of
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attributes or quahties, -- say phenomena.- As for the other poem,
we should scarcely object to any part of it, and eagerly agree with
most of it. You know we think it nonsense -- a mere jingle of
words--to profess to disbelieve in a'Flrst Cause. It is an inseparable,
an essential part of human thought and feeling to suppose a First
Cause. (See our book, pp. 240, 342.) It is only when men presume
to say what are the attributes or qualities,- making it out a mag-
nified human being (which Xenophanes so well saw our tendency to
do), that we decline to abet such hardihood, and to attach our awe
and reverence to an idol. -- As for our making Bacon a "blackguard"
(your word, you know), the question is one of fact, -- always remem-
bering that the avowal of convictions on speculative subjects is not
the same virtue in all times. I do not admit the "blackguardism"
of Moses, for instance, but rather regard his avowal of so much as he
did declare as worthy of reverent admiration. Bacon was awfully
faulty in that matter ; but, as you well know, far more crlmmal in
others; a thorough "blackguard" as Chancellor, if timid and cun-
ning as a philosopher. But you can satisfy yourself about this,
which is better than taking any body's word for it. Study him well,
ascertaining his bearings, and not forgetting to look into the dates
of his various writings, and see how the matter is ; and don't blame
us ior Bacon's weaknesses, nor yet judge him by the circumstances
of your and my station and time. (For that matter, however, do you
know no very good people who sanction what they believe to be
untrue, for other folks' good yet more than their own peace and

- quiet ?) As for your question about the grounds of our aspiration
after self-sacrifice, &c., our ground is much the same as yours, I
should think. If you were asked why you obey the will of God, you
would say that it is because your nature impels you so to do;
because you feel it to be best ; because you long, and yearn, and love
so to do. So we,- if asked why we prefer health to sickness, peace
to turmoil of mind, benevolence to self-indulgence,--reply simply
that we do. Our moral, like our physical faculties, indicate health

and happiness as our natural action ; and, as we incline to temper-
ance as the rule of health, we naturally aspire to a life of self-sacri-
fice, or, say rather, of active good-will, because it is inexpressibly
desirable in our eyes. This is one ground. But I think it is a
higher, and therefore more natural, state (when simply living, and
not arguing) not to think about the matter expressly at all, but simply
to _ve way to our love of oar neighbour, and act from it, without
reviewing any "grounds." As for the reviewers, they have been
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more fra_tu[_nt (in misquotations and the like) than I had sup-
posed possible ; but that is their affair, and not ours. As for their
wrath, we must bear in mind that most of them are divines,
doctors, or somehow concerned in metaphysics; and that we have
attacked the very staple of their thoughts and lives. Thus, great
allowance is to be made for them, and they really cannot do us
justice. We do not see that any one of them has touched any one
point of our book ; and they answer one another so effectually as to
save us the trouble of doing it. We have brought a great deal of
censure on ourselves through the form of our book,- its mere episto-
lary form, and lt_ stopping short in the middle. Some day we shall
probably give out our views in a more complete and orderly way.
Meantime we have the pleasure of some hearty sympathy; and,
where we are most abused_ it is a true satisfaction to sympathize the
more with our enemies the less they are able to do so with us.
There is nothing but the sheer dishonesty (of which I am sorry to
say there is a terrible deal) that afflicts us at all .....

Our field prospers. Every lot is sold; and all were paid for in
one day,- to the last shilling. The money is in the bank; and I
am thinking how to get up baths and a reading-room with it. The
roofs are on the two cottages now nearly finished; and very nice
houses they are. I find my ground will admit of two, and I have been
asking -- -- whether I may not venture on a second .....
I have lost (you kindly inquire, you know) some of my potatoes this
year, and nearly all my turnips,--from the absence of frost last
winter. All else is flourishing, and beautiful beyond description.
I come home, with work for two years on my hands,- in full health,

after a capital holiday with my family, and with not a care in the
world.

Now I think I have answered all your questions. Ancl what a
quantity I have given you to read !

Believe me truly your obl/ged
H. NARTINEAU.

O yes,--IhaveAustin's"Jurisprudence"onmy shelves.

But whatever she did, though in the most simple and private

manner, was sure to attract public attention in an inexplicable

way, both from her village neighbours, the labourers and me- ,

" chanics, and her country neighbours, the nobles and gentry.

The former sought her as a source of instruction, help, and
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information, and "the noble lords in the chair" gave her

health as such at public entertainments.

Nothing is more interesting to housewives than to know how

their contemporaries hve ; and nothing was more interesting to

the great writer on pohtical economy than the details of domestm

economy the world over. The world will repay to her the com-

pliment. Below are subjoined the accounts of one year at The
Knoll.

RECEIVED.
£ s. d.

Dividends and interest . 382 10 5
Earned. "D. 1_." 280 7 0

Periodicals 66 0 0
Old works . 30 17 9
Old papers, &c.. 1 0 9
Farm 42 0 3

£802 16s. 2d.

SPENT.

House and selves . . . . 230 5 3

}]igb¢st sums, beyond wages.
Meat. . 22 2 7
Wine and beer 12 4 9
Fuel.. . 13 8 6

Postage, &e.. 11 2 2
Gave away 261 4 8_
Farm . 108 6 7

£599 16s, 6}_d.

Balance . . £202 19s. 7td.

SERVICE.

SUCH was The Knoll, Harriet l_Iartineau's house, and such

was its mistress : no less admirable was her household.

All interests there were harmonized and welded into one ; for

she coLild not help treating her servants as if they were her

children, and their deferential duty was truly filial. They gen-

erally came to her young and lived with her long ; and friends

visiting her at intervals never failed to notice, from time to

time, their improvement in manners, general appearance, and
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intelligence. There were who made light of her knowledge
of the "higher classes," because in one of the "Illustrations"
a certain Lady F. is described as treating her servants with

affection. But she always thought it a libel on every class to
assume that they have not all one human heart, and she wrote

this tale as an example, and painted this portrait as a vindi-

cation of the higher class from the aspersion of being without
exception indifferent to the humbler. Yet she recommended

to all the dress and expenditure suited to their means and con-

dition. We have already seen that she understood so thor-

oughly the theory of domestic service, that persons who saw
her name for the first time on the little title-page of "The Maid

of All Work" supposed she must herself be a servant. Looking
over these little guides to domestic details in after years, how

many have been reminded of the words of Scripture : "Whoso

is greatest among you let him be your servant." Neither the

education nor the household training of her servants was neg-
lected, and their devotedness was the natural fruit of her loving
care.

I was authorized by the writers to print the subjoined cor-
respondence, seeing I so much desired it, as more illustrative

than any statement of mine :

MRS. MARTHA ANDREWS TO MISS MARTINEAU.

MY OWARMISS MARTI_EAU,- I write a line to say that I hope
dear Mrs. Mkrtineau is better this week. I have thought much of
her to-day as I was looking over a memorandum I have of our first
meeting. I think it will not be uninteresting to her, just as I put
it down at the time.

"September 24, 1847.- I met with the kindest reception from Miss
Martineau_ who was now become my mistress.

"We travelled together to Birmingham, and I shall never forget the
delight I felt in her company ; and the day was glorious. I enjoyed
the journey exceedingly, the country was so beautiful ; and we passed
so many country churches, and here and there a hill in the distance.
We were met at the station by Miss M.% brother. We stayed a fort-
night at Edgbaston_ and I was so happy !"

I hope I am not intruding by reii_rring to the past, but I had in-
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deed forgotten it till to-day, when I dropped upon it, and I just copy
it down, as I then wrote it, after getting to Ambleside.

With kind love and duty to Mrs. Martineau, I beg you to accept
the same from

Your humble and affectionate servant,
MARTHA.

It was to this servant, whom she always mentioned as "my

dear Martha," that her mistress wrote the following letter while
in near prospect of death.

A.MBLXSm_,March 81.

DEAR MARTHA,-- I have been anxious for some time to send you
a line under my own hand, and now I do it, partly to thank you for
your very interesting and gratifying letter to me, and partly to ask
your acceptance of a little gift from me which I hope to send by the
next post (as I cannot put in the packet on a Sunday). It is a brooch
containing a bit of my hair. We cut off ray long hair lately, and
I knew you would like to have a piece, so I had it set in a brooch ;
and I send it now, not at all knowing how long I may be able to
hold converse with you in any way.

You are fully aware of my state, I believe,- that I may live for
even many months ; but that it is more probable that I shall go off
suddenly in one of the sinking fits which occur every few days .....
But we all think the sudden and easier ending the more probable.
One does not think of having any personal wishes in matters so
serious and solemn; but when I consider my dear nieces (Maria
especially as head nurse), and the sacrifices they are making for me,
and the anxiety to so many friends of my being in so precarious a
stat_, and, I may add, my own former experience of long illness, I
certainly feel that the end, whenever it comes, will be a welcome
release.

I have no great suffering, though of course I never feel well, and
often very ill,- with the strange ailments which attend a disordered
circulation and an irregular action of the heart. But there is nothing
which prevents our being as cheerful a little household as you could
easily find. We have no concealments, and we do not wish any
thing in our lot to be otherwise than as it is. We employ ourselves,
and enjoy the beauty of the valley ; and one friend or relation comes
after another. Sister Higginson came first ; then Mr. Atkiuson for
a month; then my brother Robert, who left us to-day; and next,
my sister, his wife, will come in Susan's place. My sister Rachel I
saw in London. Elizabeth and Caroline are as kind and goodascan
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be,and soisyour brother.° I have takencarethatmy good ser-
vantsshallbe protectedand asslstedaftermy death,asI havetold
him. I am sohappy tothink,dearM_rtha_thatyou lookback

on your abodehereasa not unprofitabletime,- morally.Itisa

greatpleasuretobehevethat,atthatimportantperiodofyourlife,

you wereabletoderivebenefitfromyourposltlon,and I thankyou
forgivingme thepleasureoftellingme so. Of my affectionforyou,

you needno freshassurance.Ifthisshouldbe thelasttime ofmy
writing to you_ accept from me, with confidenc% the assurance of
the love of

Your affectionate friend,
H. MARTINEAU.

My kind regards and wishes to your good husband.

TO MRS. MARTINEAU.

MY DEAR MADAm,--It is with a great deal of feeling that I at-
tempt these few lines, as it possibly may be the last time. Still I
think that if you are able to be calm and cheerful in the near pros-
pect of death_ surely I ought not to be unhappy or selfish ; andVI
wish again to express my thanks to you for the many lessons I have
learnt from you. I only wish t was able to carry them out more
efficiently. All the instruction I received from you comes fresh into
my mind. One great principle was love and forbearance with others_
not to be so rash in judging others,--suspicious, &e., which I remem-
ber I was, very strongly, when I first came to hve with you. Then
the lessons on calmness and patience under trouble, -- the desire for
honesty in every sense of the word. These things I have endeavoured
to work upon, and now I try. to use the same influence on the minds
of those under my power. But your influence, of course, was greater
than I can expect to have, because I felt that strong love for you
which not many servants have or can have, because they and their
employers are differently situated. I have often thought of the great
dangers we were exposed tomhad it not been ibr your love and kind-
ness to us.

Then to act conscientiously to our own hurt. I earnestly wish
this noble principle was more taught. What a different state of
society there would be !%

I hope you will forg[v_ my troubling you. Please to accept my
warmest love. I hope you may yet be spared for some time to the

mMrs. Martineau'sfarm-servant.
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world and those that love you. I can say with truth that the kind
attentions I have received have not increased my pride or my ambi-
tion. I feel tbanl_ful and humble. This lesson also I have learnt
from you.

With many thanks for all the past, I remain, my dear madam,
Yours affectionately,

MARTHA.

The guests at The Knoll were often impressed by the devoted-
ness they witnessed of both mistress and maids. One of these,

a visitor from America, who had, as the friend of the mistress,
received much attention from the maid, wrote to her afterwards,

with a gift distinctively American, -- a gold eagle.

Twenty years of such service justifies such a reply. The

handwriting is that of a person of cultivation; and guests were
always prompt to say, in view of this devotedness,

"How well in thee appears
The constant serviceof the antique world."

May 15, 1873.

DEAR M_DA_, m I really de not feel equal to express my gratitude
for your beautiful letter. The contents surprised me very much.
Please accept hearty thanks for your handsome present, and for
what you so touchingly allude to in my long service at The Knoll.
I hope to spend it in "remembrance of you."

I feel sure it will be a comfort to you to know that our prospects
are getting brighter. I need scarcely add it has been a most trying
time since Miss Jane M. left us. Her illness has been a terrible

sorrow to my mistress, but I am happy to say she now begins to take
comfort and courage again. The last three months there is much
more ease and quiet. I had the pleasure of going over to Leamington
to see Miss Jane the week before last, and found she was really get-
ting on, and she assured me she felt conscious of returning strength,
and the great object of her life is to come back to us. She longs to
be by her aunt's side again : there is such a strong union of affection
between them, that I trust they will be united again.

My mistress is in real delight about the steady improvement, and
is quite content to wait. Of course we do our very best for her, and
she often tells me we are very kind to her, and there is hardly any
thing she does not praise in those around her.

I sometimes feel I should ill deserve many blessings if I indulged

in any regret, and daily I preserve a tranqufllity which I earnestly
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hope may not be construed into indifference. I regard my mistress
with as much reverence as I do affection, and look upon it as a bright
privilege to do all I can for her in my humble way ; indeed, it is a
pleasure to me !

I often wish you could see her, she is such a handsome old lady.
The cap you sent her makes her look almost divine. I 'm quite sttr_
she is muck better since taking the phosphate you sent. We go on so
regularly and comfortably ! but at the same time there is little strength
to struggle with difficulties.

With renewed thanks for your kindness, and wishing you health
and happiness,

I remain, gratefully and respectfully,
CAROLINE.

$

HOSPITALITY.

IT was not her fame only, but also her delight in the exercise

of hospitality, that drew around her so many guests. She was
most anxious to receive the friends of her American life. The

Hutchinson family--the sweet singers of our American Israel--
sung to her upon her own lawn at The Knoll the songs of her

other beloved land. :Either to Tynemouth or The Knoll came

almost all the early abolitionists. To her came Sumner in his

youth, and received from her an introduction to her numerous

London friends ; and so many others came that it were in vain

to try to name them all. " She is so -- well, fascinating ! " they
all said ; "there is no other word for her."

There are some inconveniences, however, attending a great

fame, a reputation for hospitality, and a general benevolence.

As, for example, when her maid saw carriages descending, the

occupants standing up with their heads stretched forward in

search of The Knoll, she could not help being impressed with an
idea that they must needs be admitted. "Caroline is so soft-

hearted!" said her mistress to an old friend, an inmate for

the time being; "visitors tell her they cannot go away with-

out seeing me, when I am too much engaged or too ill perhaps
to receive them." "But what can I do, ma'am $" interrupts Caro-

line. "What can I do when they tell me they worship you,
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ma'am! and that they were brought up upon your works !-

they have come from ever so far and from every where to see

you !" And Carohne could seldom help fairly yielding up the
castle.

__rs. Parkinson, the old woman who lived in the cottage near

the gate, used to say, "If I had a penny for every time they

stop the coachman to ask where Miss Martineau lives, I should
be a rich woman."

Hither it was that statesmen came across the country for an

interchange of thought with her; here it was that she wrote the

Autobiography ; and some few of them, who were trusted and
valued friends, were privileged to read it. One of these was the

Earl of Carlisle, who read it with the feelings he thus expresses,
for "such an infidel" as herself:--

LONDON,December 12,1855.

MY DEARMISS MARTINEAU,-- It is difficult to read your account

of yourself with a serenity like your own. I most earnestly trust
that the decline may be gentle and painless.

I should wish you to be entirely guided by your own judgment
and inclination in inserting or omitting any thing about myself, only
be assured I could never have the baseness or the blindness to shrink

from such companionship.
I should have much liked to see you again, and to visit you in your

gabled and terraced abode, but this must not be for the present, at
least, as I am just setting out again for my island.

May that spirit of love and justice to which I believe you have
always wished to be faithful be evermore with you.

Yours very sincerely,
CARLISLE.

Notwithstanding her suffering condition during the twenty

years preceding her death, and the amount of literary and other
work she did, I suppose no one ever welcomed so many visitors
of all classes, from the highest to the lowest. _-_The heart-failure
under which she laboured made it sometimes i_npossible to admit

those she most wished to see ; and to one of them she expressed

her regret as she felt it, strongly :--

"I would willingly die for the pleasure of seeing you ; but ff it
should kill me, it would make you unhappy for life." _
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Charlotte Bront_, for whom Mrs. iViartineau cherished a deep
affection, was previous to this time a guest at The Knoll. She

gives her sister Emily an account of that visit,- the second

event m their earlier acquaintance. She says :--

"I am at Miss Martineau's for a week_ Her house is very pleasant
both within and without; arranged at all points with admirable
neatness and comfort. Her visitors enjoy the most perfect hberty ;
what she claims for herself she allows them. I rise at my own
hour, breakfast alone ..... I pass the morning in the drawing-
room, she in her study. At two o'clock we meet, talk and walk
till five,- her dinner-hour,- spend the evening together, when she
converses fluently and abundantly, and with the most complete frank-
ness. I go to my own room soon after ten, and she sits up writing
letters. She appears exhaustless in strength and spirit.*, and indefati-
gable in the taculty of labour : she is a great and good woman ; of
course not without peculiarities, but I have seen none as yet that an-
noy me. She is both hard and warm hearted, abrupt and affectionate.
I believe she is not at all conscious of her own absolutism. When

I tell her of it, she denies the charge warmly ; then I laugh at her. I
believe she almost rules Ambleside. Some of the gentry dislike
her, but the lower orders have a great regard for her ..... I have
truly enjoyed my visit here ..... Miss Martineau I relish inexpres-
sibly .....

"She is certainly a woman of wonderful endowments, both intellec-
tual and physical ; and though I share few of her opinions, and regard
her as fallible on certain points of judgment, I must still award her
my sincerest esteem. The manner in which she combines the highest
mental culture with the incest dmcharge of feminine duties filled me
with admiration ; while her affectionate kindness earned my grati-
tude ..... I think her good and noble quahUes far outweigh her
defects. It is my hahit to consider the individual apart from his (or
her) reputatmn ; practice independent of theory ; natural disposition
isolated from acquired opinion. Harriet Martlneau's person, practice,
and character inspire me with the truest affection and respect."

After another visit at The Knoll she writes thus :--

"Of my kind hostess herself I cannot speak in terms too high.
Without being able to share all her opinions, -- philosophical, political,
or religious, -- without adopting her theories, I yet find a worth and
greatness in herself, and a consistency and benevolence and persever-
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anee in her practice, such as win the sincerest esteem and affection.
She is not a person to be judged by her writings alone, but rather by
her own deeds and life, than which nothing can be more exemplary or
nobler. She seems to me to be the benefactress of Ambteslde_ yet
takes no sort of credit to herself for her active and indefatigable phi-
lanthropy. The government of her household is admirably adminis-
tered ; all she does is well done, from the writing of a history down
to the quietest feminine occupation. No sort of carelessness or neg-
lect is allowed under her rule, and yet she is not over-strict, or too
ri_dly exacting ; her servants and her poor neighbours love as well
as respect her.

"I need not, however, fall into the error of talking too much about
her, merely because my mind is just now deeply impressed with what
I have seen of her intellectual power and moral worth."

There Charlotte Brontd saw Mr. Atkinsou, who had been de-

scribed to her as a combination of the Greek sage of antiquity

with the modern European man of science.

"But," she says. "he serenely denies us our hope in immortality,
and quietly blots from man's future, heaven and the life to come.
That is why a savour of bitterness seasoned my feehng towards
hiln. _'

No wonder that, with such a predisposition, she should herself

have been disturbed and distressed by the publication of "The
Letters."

They had talked of Comte, on whose lectures _[rs. l_Iartineau

was then engaged ; she had admired the laborious devotedness

which could compel into an English existence a work so utterly
opposite in character to the impressive fictions that occupied her

own mind, but she was too strongly bound to the past to be

willing to cast a thought beyond its vague shadows on futurity.

She accepted, as it was natural for a clergyman's daughter to do,
_he clerical declarations that philosophy was atheism ; and so she
told her friend. Harriet ]V_artineau's affection was in no way

impaired by this. She thanks her friend warmly for the frank-

ness of the letter, saying, --

"It charmed me, and I thank you for it. Only one remark. I
have no objection to words, when, as yon do, people understand
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things ; but I am not an atheist according to the settled meaning of
the term. An athemt is 'one who rests in second causes,' who sup-

poses things that he knows to be made or occasioned by other things
that he knows. Tins seems to me complete nonsense; and this
Bacon condemns as the stupidity of atheism. I cannot conceive the
absence of a F_rst Cause ; but then I contend that it is not a person,
i. e. that it is to the last degree improbable, and that there is no evi-
dence of its being so. Now, though the superficial, ignorant, and
prej udiced will not see this distinction, you will ; and it will be clear
to you what scope is left for awe and reverence under my faith."

This extract is from a very long letter, full of news and pleas-

ant thoughts, ending thus :--

"My lecture was upon Wickliffe ; was in raptl_res with it.
Now I must go to my proofs, my dear. How I hke to think that I
have you, be you any where from atheist to Latter-day Saint ; I don't
care, as long as you love me, without regard to the results of the un-
derstanding."

More correspondence there was, and it was not on this
ground that Charlotte ]_ront_ felt for a time repelled from her

friend. She had earnestly adjured Harriet Martineau to give her

a full and frank opinion of her novel, "Vilette;" and, how-

ever affectionately and thoughtfully given, it was only the more

painful to the receiver, seeing that it confirmed the current and

more roughly expressed opinion of the world. Greater experience
than Miss Bronte possessed would come to her, doubtless Har-

riet Martineau thought, in season to correct the fault in question.

It is painful to remember that Charlotte Bront¢ did not live

to profit by the just criticism she had so ardently evoked. More

knowledge of some kinds would in all probabihty have shown

her its justice. ]_ut death prevented the two friends from again
meeting.

The affectionate fear of the yolmger that the publication of
"The Letters" might deprive It. Martineau of valued friends

proved entirely unfounded.

Perhaps the best way of correcting certain mistakes that are

noticeable in periodicals, even to this day, is to insert this letter
from Harriet Martineau to the editor of "men of the Time."
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A._BLESmE,March22, 1856.

SIR,- Mr. Murray is always glad to receive information of mis-
takes in his hand-books ; and I presume you wish to be made aware
of all such serious errors in your "Men of the Time" as may dis.
credit a work upon so excellent a plan. The mistakes of fact in the
notice of myself are so numerous, and I must say so inexcusable, con-
sidering the means of information that exist in print, that you ought
to be informed of them on authority, in order to their rectification.
If allowed to remain, such mistakes discredit the whole work, as is
the case already with my family and friends, who ask how they can
trust any part of the book, when any one memoir is so unnecessarily
full of errors.

1. My forefathers were not manufacturers, but surgeons. It was
that profession which descended from generation to generation.

2. There was no silk mamffacturer in Norwich till alter my father's
death, and the removal of the family from the city. My lather (the
first manufacturer of the family) was a bombazine and cam]et manu-
factltrer.

3. This is the most important mistake of all, because it deprives
my parents of honour due to them. My education was not of the
"limited character" imputed. On the contrary, my parents gave
their children, girls as well as boys, an education of a very high order,
including sound classical instruction and training. What the family
have done is sufficient evidence that their education was not of "a
limited character."

4. It was in 1834 that I went to America.

5. "Deerbrook" has been more popular than almost any of my
works, and has gained a higher reputation than any other. It has
gone through two large editions (a rare thing for a novel) and I have
disposed of it for a third.

6. Lord Grey never offered me a pension. The one which was at

first proposed was not £ 150, but £ 300.
7. It was at the end of 1842, and not 1853, that my medical man

declared me incurably ill.
8. Rev. James Martineau was not of the party to the East, or ever

in the East at all The names of the party are given in my" Eastern
Life."

9. Mr. Atkinson is not a "Mesmerist," but a philosophical student,

and a gentleman of independent fortune. The standing of the
"Letters on Man's Nature and Development" is, in point of fact, as

different as possible from that groundlessly asserted in the memoir.
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10. My version of Comte does not close the list of my labours.

11. One of the best received and most important of my books is
not mentioned, --" Household Education."

12. Nobody has _dtnessed "flashes of wit" from me. The giving
me credit for wit shows that the writer is wholly unacquainted with
]ale.....

Now, what will you do ? Of course, you will not allow proved

errors to continue to circulate uncontradlcted. Will you cancel these

notices, or print this letter, or what will you do ?

You are probably aware that I am mortally ill. I have written and

got printed an Autobio_aphy, which will be published immediately

after my death. But this does not affect the case, as your notice will

then he withdrawn. It is the interval between this time and that,

that you have to provide for : and I hope to hear, before I decide on

a public contradiction, what course you propose to take.

Yours obedmntly,

HARRIET MARTINEAU.

It is hardly necessary to add that the editor of "Men of tho

Time" was much obliged by the corrections, and profited by

them immediately.
When I consented to Harriet Martineau's desire that I should

make such additions as I judged proper to her Autobiography,

I entreated her to allow me the publication of such letters as I

might select from her correspondence with myself. The follow-

ing is her reply, with this preliminary note :

"For publication If you wish it."
A_BLESm_, June 11, 1855.

MY DEAR FRIElqD,- You desire my permission to pubhsh, after

my death, certain letters of mine to yourself. Mr. Atkinson desire_

permission to give you some of my letters to him for publication. I

give you my sanction with entire willingness, and I hope you will

employ it as freely as you like in regard to these two sets of let-
ter_.

Such use of them is perfectly consistent with the principle on

wtnch I have forbidden, in my will, the unauthorized publication

of my private correspondence. That interdict is grounded on the

objection that all freedom and security in epistolary eorre._pondence

are destroyed by the hability that unreserved communication may

hereafter become pubhc, h'o such danger is incurred when writer
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and receiver agree to make known what they have said to each other.
There would be no fireside confidence if tdte-d-t_te conversation were

liable to get abroad, through some third pelion thinking what he had
overheard maght be useful ]3ut if the two talkers agree to say else-
where what they have said to each other, there can be no possible
objection to their doing so.

You have, therefore, my full permission to make any use you please
of any thing I have written to you ; and Mr. Atkmson has the same,
as I am going to tell hnm

Yours affectionately,
HARRIET MARTIlqEAU.
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"Christianity, I conceive, is to be re-established by clear development of its
original essential truths. No rehgion can now prevail whmh is not plamly seen
to mimster to our noblest sentnnents and powers, and unless Chrrstlamty fulfils
this condition I cannot wish it success."--Ca_NL_.

"There is no condition in hfe, no degree of talent, no form of principle,
which affords protection against an accusation [as of .4theism] that levels
conditions, confounds characters, renders men's virtues their sins, and rates
them as dangerous in proportion as they have influence, though attained m the

noblest manner and used for the best purposes."--W_,LTER SCOTT.

"But the commandment of knowledge is yet higher than the commandment
over the will : for it is a commandment over the reason, behef, and understand-
ing of man, whmh is the highest part of the mind, and giveth law to the will
itself. For there is no power'on earth whmh setteth up a throne or chair of

state in the spirits and souls of men, and in their cogltatlons, rmagmations,
opinions, and behefs, but knowledge and learning."-- BACON.

HARmET 1VIARTI_XC, by independent thought, study, and

travel having arrived at an ascent whence a wider view of ex-

istence became visible to her _ and 1VIr. _A_tkinson, after long

study and induction, having attained, by a new application of

an old method, the knowledge for which she was labouring, it

followed, after her cure by the means he recommended to the

lady whose mesmeric patient she had been, that he became a

personal acquaintance, a coadjutor in philosophical pursuits, and

ultimately a most valued friend. He was not "a mesmerist,"

but a philosophical student of all natural phenomena ; and, being

a gentleman of independent fortune, was at liberty to devote him-

self entirely to the examination of facts and the search for truth.

It was he who, Margaret Fuller thought, possessed "a fine

instinctive nature :" --

VOL. II,
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"A man of about thirty ; in the fulness of his powers ; tall and
finely formed, with a head for Leonardo to paint; mild and com-
posed, but thoughtful and sagacious ; he does not think, but perceives
and acts. lie is intimate with artists, having stuched architecture
hnnself, as a profession ..... Sometimes stational T and acting m
the affairs of other men, sometimes wandering about the world and
learning, -- he seems bound by no tie, and yet looks as ii' he had l"ela-
tmns in every place."

It ought, however, to be noted, that ]_[r. Atkinson, though

so rapid in thought, was pre-eminently a thinker; possessing
that faculty of clear, methodical explanation of the essence, the

nature, and the quahties of things, that Plato rates so highly.
The results of research on the part of Harriet Martineau and

himself, as gdven in "The Letters" they conjointly published,
were popularly called "views;" but having had warning suffi-

cient that common fame is as deceitful as the human heart, and

sometimes as desperately wicked, I determined not to rely upon
it; and I frankly asked Mr. Atkinson what were his "views."

Hers I had already learned : and it seemed but fair to ask the

question of himself, and thus avoid the mistake of asking one
person to nlake a confession of faith for another. " The Let-

ters" told what views were held in common ; but each being

independent in mind, it seemed needful and desirable to one

deeply interested in the premises to learn what each thought at
first hand.

This was _¢[r. Atkinson's reply both to my inquiries respect-
ing our dear friend's now failing health, and touching his philo-

sophical views :-

MR. ATKINSON TO MRS. CHAPMAN.

May '29,1856.

MY DEARMRS. CHAPMAN, -- Thanks for your kind note. I like to
see what you say of our dear friend ; and she is a dear friend, and I do
not know what we shall do without her. It seems almost unnatural

that such a fine nature and clear perception should be dying away
like a flower, astonishing us with its great beauty for an hour, and
then gone for ever.

But to question the ways of nature according to the demands of the
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human heart is the province of the poet, not the duty of the philoso-

pher. The philosopher must leave the little nook of his own nature,
and study and learn obedience to the chwne law discovered on a
wider view. It is this peeping out from under the cover of sell" that
has given to our friend Harriet Martmeau this wide range of view
and this superiority, in a corrected sense of the end and order of
nature. She is not an investigator, a discoverer in science, but she
is, strictly speaking, a philosopher, as a lover of truth in a highly
practical sense, for the sake of mankind. She is not an original
philosophic genius, but her artistic power and abihty to learn is
extraordinary : and more extraordinary still is the power of seLzing
on salient points, and reproducing in a clear form what has been
imperfectly stated by others.

But it is not my purpose now to go into the statement of what I
think of her intellect and character and the scope of her powers.
This is not what you have asked me. You may be sure that I quite
assent to your proposition that, had our friend possessed a less pure
and elevated nature, she would have been better understood, and
more certainly received the praise of the multitude ; more especially
in relation to that brave exercise of her free nature in expressing

opinions which she conscientiously believed for the ultimate good
of mankind. That the views promulgated should be mistaken and
maligned (as you notice) is of small consequence. It could not, in
the nature of things, have been otherwise. All improved and true
vmws, and almost all dmcoveries, have been at first opposed and
maligned ; so that Bacon very properly says, " There is no worse
augury in intellectual matters than that derived from unanimity,"
with the exception of divinity and politics where suffrages are allowed
to decide. For nothing pleases the multitude unless it strike the im-
agination or bind down the understanding with the shackles of vulgar
notions. Hence we may well transfer Phocion's remark from morals
to the intellect, '° that men should immediately examine what error
or fault they have committed when the multitude concurs with and
applauds them." Again, says Bacon, "to speak plainly, no correct
jud_o-mentcan be formed, either of our method or its discoveries, by
those anticipations which are now in common use ; for it 1_not to be
required of us to submit ourselves to the judgment of the very method
we ourselves arraign." Hence there is nothing for it but to submit to
the misinterpretation and disapproval of the old world we are leaving
behind us.

I hope it is no presumption to say this. I merely speak after the
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manner and spiritofLord Bacon,as one who has endeavouredto
carryforwardinsprmciples.But astothosewho speakorthinkor

writeina harshandpresumptuousspiritofmy views,Iwouldremind

them that"theywho liveinglasshousesshouldnotthrowstones;"for
theymay besuretheywillfinditdifficulttomake good thelrown

ground,eltherfroma moraloranintellectualpointofview.

If you ask what I am, I should say, a rationahst ; that I take my
view from the point of reason. Or I may say I am a naturalist ; as

opposed to the non-natural or supernaturalists ; that man is a reasoning
being, and that his progress in power and excellence depends on his
aequired -knowledge of nature ; -- of natm'e in general, but of hlmaan
nature in particular. I see and feel that logic or reason implies the
iixlty of principles ; and hence we speak of eternal truths, and of

universal laws ; and until we perceive the absolute necessity of things
being just what they are, and the impossibility of their being different
in law and principle, we have a sense undeveloped and are neither
philosophers nor, strictly speaking, natural beings. "Neither is it
possible "(says Bacon) "for any power to loosen or burst the chain of
causes, nor is nature to be overcome, except by submission." Becanse
the power of man over nature, and over his own nature, rests in his
knowledge of causes ; and the province of the philosopher is to trace
all effects to their causes in nature, to their material causes and con-
ditlons, in order to the discovery of the laws concerned. And there
is no possibility of an exception to causation. Hence the notion of an
interfering providence, acting by results and by a free-will, is sheer
nonsense ; the shallow and dangerous dreaming of unenlightened and
unphilosophic minds. But the study of human nature must be pur-
sued as a pure science: for the human mind in general, like the
separate senses_ is subject to error, the correction of which imperfec-
tion cannot arise out of meditation, but must be sought by experiment
in deep investigation into causes, and by the analo_es of knowledge.
We require a new mode of investigation, another range of facts ; for
the attempt to understand human nature by reasoning and by simple
abstract reflection, without a scientific procedure by experiment and
observation by which to trace effects to their causes, is absurd. We

may as well try to live by the study of the multiplication-table,
leaving out all respect of the loaves and fishes.

Bacon finely admonishes: "But if any individual desire, and is
anxious not merely to adhere to and make use of present discoveries,
but to penetrate still further, and not to overcome his adversaries by
disputes, but nature by labour ; not, in short, to give elegant and
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specious opinions, but to know to a certainty and demonstration, let
him, as a true son of science, join with us ; that when he has left the

antechambers of Nature trodden by the multitude, an entrance may
at last be discovered to her inner apartments." But then, granting
all this, our good friends or enemies of the old world may say, "What
becomes of those sentiments of our nature that have been exercised in
religion _." I reply, that those sentiments that have been nnsdirected

by error, and crushed by folly and degrading and hideous notions;
which have been httle better than a jingle of words, will spring up
again ummpeded,-- a new growth of beautiful flowers in our path ;
for our philosophy is-

"Not harsh and crabbed as dull fools suppose,
But musical as is Apollo'slute."

But in speaking of the philosophical method and of the develop-
ment of the sentiments, you must consider that I speak of myself
alone, and do not answer for our friend's agreeing with me nnplieltly.
For in using common terms, such as religion or spirit, she thinks I
shall be misunderstood.

In Froude's article" you will find a reference to Appendix 0 (of
"The Letters "), which I wrote purposing to soften any 111impression
and prevent misinterpretation. But our friend thinks the terms were
misinterpreted by Froude ; or, as she expresses herself to-day, in a
note in reply to what I told her I should write to you, that "they
will be supposing the old bottles to hold the old wme." "To be sure,
if they read you as a whole, paying due attention to every part, they
could not make the mistake ; but then people ave so run away with
by sounds and associations I" This is quite true, but we cannot in-
vcnt new term._ for the sentiments ; and by dropping such terms as
religion, spirituality, and the like, we shall be equally misinterpreted,
in another way, and be called dull, cold, unimpassioned atheists, dry
reasoning materialists, and indeed be found wanting in the faculties
and feelings more or less common to the human race. But with this
caution people must be indolent indeed ff they misunderstand me.
True philosophy, in an emotional sense, may be termed an affection
of the mind, obedient to the highest reason ; but this can hardly be
entertained by those who, as Plutarch says, "retain the foolish and
frightful opinions they received in infancy." And when I speak of
the o/d world, it must be understood that the old world is, in
reality, the young world. My opinion is, then, that philosophy
rightly felt as well as understood is deeply reverential, and a pro-

• In Fraser's Magazine.
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foundly pure religlon, and the only high and elevating religion ;
the only religion completely discarding idol-worship and _elfish
principles ; the only religion that distinctly excludes pride, in the
humbling sense of our being wholly dependent on causes, which, in
their effects, appear as a umform, perpetual, and universal miracle,
in the wondrous working of an incomprehensible something we term
power, or fundamental nature, or the nature of nature, as Bacon calls
it ; or the first cause, more commonly termed (or can be termed) mirac-
ulous :--this idea of power, meanwhile, in contradistinction to our
sensational experience, recoga_izing the course of effects ; which sen-
sational appearances (effects) again, from their order and beauty,
rivet attention and claim a tribute from the feelings. The contem-
plation, referring to the cause or power, is wonder, or knowledge
broken off. The contemplation of the effect is admiration and ex-
quisite enjoyment. But these sentiments with which I am so
solemnly impressed are not to be explained in a few lines ; may
easily, as our friend fears, be mistaken ; and are hardly to be compre-
hended by those tmder the dreary, slavery of old superstitions, where
power is personified and evil is personified, just as Beauty, Time,
Strength, and Fleetnes* were personified in the heathen mythology.
People still re_t among the same or similar delusions, the " spirit" of
power being shaded off into three distinctions, opposed by the Devil,
who really seems to have had it pretty much his own way ; and in
the last day is to get the hon's share of the poor human race, for
eternal damnation. Now I really don't think our view of things_
which excludes this fearful demon, and damnation, can be so very
offensive. But if I am to be damned here and hereafter for discredit-

ing the Devil, I cannot help it.
Yet if we would seek that spirit of excellence, of _dsdom, and of

power, that eternal reason or mind in nature, or the respired word
that is spoken from the depths of human nature, it must be, as it
were, by an invocation of the enlightened conscience ; by an appeal
to the untmmmelled understanding ; by a deep and devoted love of
all that is virtuous and most noble ; by a reverential love of beauty
and excellence in every form ; and by a strict fidelity to troth and
honour: for truth must be considered what Plato terms it, "the
body of God ; and light, as his shadow." The religion of philosophy
should pervade our whole being, and prevail throughout our whole
life, and under all circumstances : should be seen in the artist de-
voutly conscientious towards that nature which he so loves ; in the
atateaman's disinterested labour for the good of mankind ; in the mer-
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chant's undeviating honest course ; nay, in fact, must be seen in a
growth towards true magnanimity, and in the abn%oatlon of self, and
in the respectful feeling of every man towards his fellow-man.

The great privilege of the freethinker being in the pursuit of
knowledge as of an enterprise, and, freed from error, to learn wisdom
in a deeper devotion to truth, and for its own sake as well as for the
good of mankflld, depend upon it we shall not by any power in
reason, or, as it were, jugglery of the intellect, rob human nature of
its devotional feehng and hero-worship. We _nust love, though, alas !
that love may be often blind and misplaced. We shall retain self-
respect, though we cease to have pr]de. We shall retain the desire of
approbation, though freed from the slavery, of vanity. So also of the
devotional feelin_ : they will retain a sphere oi action and acquire a
more healthy vigour, when no longer perverted and misdirected by
the belief in the silly fables of the ancients. Be sure the devotional
feelings will not wither away and perish when we awake from the
long dream, and have cast down the idols that have so long disgraced
the altar, and trampled hell under our feet, and extinoo_lshed its
"eternal fires," putting to flight all the lies and blasphanlies conse-
quent upon those erroneous opinions established by the blind igno-
rance of the infant world.

Some mean by philosophy the being raised above, or the becoming
indifferent to, the accidents of life ; or the being, as it were, a law unto
yourselfi Thus we speak of a person bearing a matter philosophi-
cally ; we never say a person bears a misfortune religiously, because
few of the old religions teach fortitude, but chiefly compensation and
the low principle of reward and punishment for "poor miserable sin-
ners." But supposing I call the fortitude of philosophy the roll#on,
and the compensation doctrine a worldly and vain philosophy :-- shall
I be misunderstood ? And when I say that philosophy by knowledge

is erecting a strong mansion, while the old religions are but propping
up a tottering house that was built on a shifting sand-heap, let it not
for an instant be supposed that philosophy ends in the reasoning our-
selves out of ancient beliefs ; for a clearance from such beliefs is sim-

ply opening the way, and making it possible for us to pursue philoso-
phy, somewhat as the musician runs down the keys to make silence
ere he begins his song. And let none pride themselves in the good-
ness of their natures, though there be some that truly seem, by the
beauty of this form, to be a law unto themselves ; but let even the._e
remember that the best minds are most capable of being improved,
and that those who have pronounced on the value of philosophy
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have been the giants of the world, some of the noblest and the best
of mankinch The prude of supposing we can discern good from evil
without knowledge was the ignorant pride famed in the fall of Adam.

Granting, then, the beauty and the value of knowledge, the next
question is, what kind of knowledge it is we are chiefly in want of, and
how this is to be acquired : and for a reply to this I reter you to my
pubhshed letters to Harriet Martineau ; for the critics on those letters
have discussed what they do not like, but have not endeavoured to
comprehend that which would lead them to something better than
they at present like : and instead of their becoming, by the force of a
native and wild mason, sceptical of ancient beliefs, they shall become
acquainted with facts which will exhibit the nature of the delusion,
and the reason of those follies which have so beset and perverted the
human understanding. For by a new range of fact, and by another
method alone, is it possible for us to attain a knowledge of human na-
ture, and of those differences, similitudes, and orders which are the
elements of a true science ; but which attained, we shall then define
clearly the meaning of "the flesh warring against the spirit," and of that
inspiratwn speaking, as it were, out of the depth of our nature ; and
by the study of abnormal conditions, and by a new view and experi-
menting, learn the true laws of our being, and thence attain practical
rules for our guidance ; calmly considering the facts, yet patiently
waiting upon further discoveries ; earnest and attentive as a little child
beginning to learn, and hopeful as a child with the world of knowl-
edge all undiscovered before it, and humble as a child that, feeling its
own weakness, seeks knowledge and protection from without_ ever
from its " mother," -- that is, from truth,- and from knowledge,
which has been termed the mind of that nature which is our univer-

sal parent. And the man who thinks himself sufficient unto himself
is only a httle child who in sheer i_norance and folly thinks itself
wiser than its parents.

I have been called sceptical, and at the same time credulous ; and
certainly I am very sceptical of opinions derived from the dark ages,
and am somewhat credulous in respect of the value of knowledge and
the progress of the race when more enlightened ; and if people choose
to consider me credulous for relating simply, and without haste or
ostentation, what I have witnessed and carefully studied for so many

years, for believing, in fact, that which I knowto be true, I cannot help
it. But as I am not one who lives after the opinions of others, I can
very well afford to leave the matters I have advanced to be credited
and proved in due course, when men, instead of uttering indolent criti-
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cism, choose to investigate. And if I am not orthodox in science any
more than in religion, I cannot help it ; and I remember what has
been said about this: "Orthodoxy is my doxy, and heterodoxy xs
any body else's doxy." I have no doubt but Franklin was thought
credulous, in believing that he brought down electricity h'om the
passing cloud to ring the little bell by his side. And, it may be, he
was thought sceptical in not afterwards believing thunder to be the
voice of God. We must submit to the conditions of men's minds and

the jud_ueat of our times. But the philosopher need no longer
waste his time in contending with error and folly, but devote himself
entirely to the study of nature, and to the tracing of effects to their
natural causes in order to discover their laws of action, m which is

hidden power. Formerly men put lance in rest to uphold the vir-
tue of their wives or the beauty of their mistresses ; and engaged in
what were strangely termed holy wars, in defence of their rehgion ;
and philosophers were not wholly free from this contcnUou_ _pirit ;
simply because they were not yet free from the errors of the divine
and the metaphysician, and brought down upon their knees to the
study of nature out of the little world of their own thoughts, as nature
ought to be studied and in the only way in which it can be under-
stood and rightly interpreted ; and to the study of human nature in
particular as a pure science. And if philosophy was such a glorious
pursuit, as understood and practised by those noble minds in olden
times (before the forced paralyms of the understanding by theology
and its professors) by those first natural rulers of the race who shone
out like stars in the night and early da_m of the world's history, what
may not philosophy become when wholly purified of a debasing and
obstructive theology, with all the follies and dissolving-views and
phantasmagoria of metaphysics (as metaphysics has been as yet con-
sidereal) ; and when all truth shall be felt to be divine, and philosophy
to be divinity itself, that is, to be the science of divine things, --a
science exhibiting the nature and laws of man's constitution, and the
sure and only means of attaining to a higher state of existence, each
according to his talent and inherent capacity : and if all do not be-
come equally great, at least the rule for all will be the highest ; and
from the moral and intellectual assent to thi_ there will be no excep-
tion among cultivated and sane minds. 0nly think what glorious
old Socrates would be, were he now one among us,- learning his
misleading error about the clairvoyance of the oracles, which he could
not then suppose was any thing else but the word of a god, nor think

that voice within was his own nature prompting him. How could
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he thenjudgebut afterthepopularbelief,and concludeittobe an
attendantdemon ? For thegreatdifficultyintheprogressofmind
and thescienceofthemind is,thatthe errorand impedimentpre-

ventingclearseeingcanonlybeclearedaway bytheverylightwhich
isobscuredby theerror.Hence the courseofthe mind'sprogress,

untilfalrlyclearedofallsuperstition,couldnotbut bedeviousand
slow,--fallingupon truthstepby stepand from age to age,as it

wereby accident.
O, itwillbe a strangesightto watch the lastspasmsof dying

superstitlon,--the superstitionof the scientific!And the High
Churchwillgoaheadofthefreethinkers,asthetoriesoftengoahead

of the "liberals" m politics. We have Cardinal Wiseman in his
lectures now taking phrenology under his protection, preaching the

all-importance of philosophy ; but it won't do. New wine may not
be put into old bottles ; and it is vain to expect any great progress in
the science by the superinducing or ingrafting new matters upon the
old. An instauration must be made from the very foundation, if we
do not wish to revolve in a circle; but theolo_ans will be driven

to desperate efforts to reconcile new truth with their ancient belief;
and they will pretend to be the very first to welcome the very
matters they have been so violently opposing. Yes--we may well
smile to observe the shifts that are made to appear consistent and to

consider how it must all end, just by letting the responsibility slip
away,--leaving the priest of dog_na and of form and ceremonies,
a retbrmed man,--the deep-feeling and devoted priest of all holy
and virtuous natures; in a word, a true philosopher, sagacious and
full of wisdom,-- that empress of knowledge. He will have left the
shifting sand-heap for the solid rock ; belief for knowledge ; and in
a position demonstrably true, as founded on the clear lo_cal condi-
tion of the mind, and in the pursuit of truth, finding universal
evidence of that lo_cal position ; and, as the end of all, displaying
the true and natural bent, meaning, and realization of all man's
fondest hopes and highest aspirations.

It is now time to stop and apolo_ze for the bad writing. If I
have not rightly understood your question, pray ask me any thing
further you may wish me to explain.

I fear this our dear friend is something worse, but you will have
an account from herself by the post ,hhieh brings you this.

Believe me, with great regard, very sincerely yours,
HENRY G. ATKINSON.

P.S. I should like to draw your attention to Appendix O, in
"The Letters."
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The following letter from Mr. Atkinson finds its best place

here, though twenty years intervene, h'ot in vain is the appeal
to Time,-

"Sole philosopher,
For all besidesare soplusts."

BOULOGNE-SUI_-MER,AUGUST23, ]876.

DEAR MRS. CHAPMAN,--The enclosed document will show you
that Professor Tyndall's views, as given in his famous Belfast Ad-
dress, as president of the British Association for the Advancement of
Science, are precasely what was condemned in "The Letters" twenty-
five years beiore.

Agxin, the one method, as apphcable to all questions, physical and
metaphysical, exemplified in "The Letters," is now set forth by Dr.
Maudsley, in his opening chapter on Method, in his great work on
Man ; and by Mr. George Henry Lewes, in his "Problems of Life
and Mind ;"_ whilst the deep truth of unconscious cerebration or
atomatic mind, as fundamental to the conscious accompaniments, has
since been explained by Sir William Hamilton and Dr. Carpenter, as
discevenes of their own, though clearly referred to in "The Letters."

Then, again, all the wonders of mesmerism are being discussed in all
the many newly founded psychological societies ; whilst the late Mr.
Jackson, in his opening address as President of the Glasgow Psycho-
logical Society, referred to my discovery of phreno-mesmerism as a
matter of the deepest importance to psychology and the investigation
of man's nature ; and even Professor Huxley has at length expressed
his interest in mesmerism, which he says he heard so much of in his

youth.
And our friend lived to know all this. And what a true prophet

was her sympathizing friend Professor Gregory! And all this, I
think, ought to be referred to in your own Memoir, as most certainly
our friend would have been sure to do, and desired that you should do.

Yours very truly,
H. G. ATKINSON.

This was Professor Gregory of Edinburgh (long since dead),
who wrote to Harriet Martineau as follows, on the publication
of "The Letters :"

"Although you and I may not live to see it, yet you may feel
satisfied that, whether all your conclusions be subsequently estab-

• That there is but onemethod for aHsubject_
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lished or not, no work has ever yet borne your name fit to be com-
pared with ' The Letters ' in its ultimate effect for good on the human
race. We require to be roused from the lethargy of our priest-ridden
mental slumber; and a more effectual rousing than that given by
The Letters ' it is not easy to imagine."

In his letters to me Mr. Atkinson frequently expresses much in-
difference to any fame accruing from this priority of discovery :--

"What we do not discover somebody else will ; and when progress
is made the main point is secured."

It was during this period that Harriet Martineau became in-

terested in the philosophy of Auguste Comte, the great genius

to whom so many have been indebted who have not, like her,
acknowledged their obligations. She has told how she became

associated with his "Philosophie Positive," the great work of

his devoted, uncompromising, severe life of poverty and toil.

His hopes of ultimate success in thinking out his system and

presenting it to the world were at the highest, and his worldly
fortunes, broken and bhghted by the treatment to which the

theological cast of Charles X.'s reign must needs subject one

whose vocation it was to prove that the reign of theology was
over, were at the lowest, when Harriet Martineau became ac-

quainted with his name and works.

In consequence of the interest she expressed to me in his career,
I inquired among my gay ento,lrage in Paris who and what was

Comte. "A poor worthless lecturer to about five hundred of

the mggedest vagabonds in France," was the frequent reply.

The flower of the gcole Pol_echniT,e , whose professor he had

been till removed for his opinions, did not, however, a_ee in
this judgznent, and they taxed themselves at that crisis for his

pecuniary support. Every where in English-speaking lands his

philosophy was labouring under popular misunderstanding, though

so clear to students and the scientific world, whether accepted or
rejected.

The misunderstanding among those who only knew it by name
was in part owing to the different shades of meaning attached to

the word "positive," which in popular English we make the
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equivalent of "dog_matical" or "unreasonably peremptory ;"
while in French it would be defined as what can be rigorously
demonstrated from and sustained by facts. M. Comte used tho
term with regard to philosophy because it was the one that de-
scribed the method hitherto used in the investigation of the

special sciences which his system includes. When the perse-
cution that makes even wise men mad had told upon a delicate
frame, he was, in consequence of a brain fever, placed for many
months of the year 1826-7, in a maison de sant_; but he com-
pletely recovered his health, and went on with his deep and tngh
thinking till he had produced the works which have not only
immortalized his own name, but have opened the way for other
men to positions which they adorn in the world of thought.
This is not the place to say more of him than belongs to the
point where the circle of his thought touched that of Harriet
Martineau. She was drawn to the study of his works by the

philosophical integrity which refused the slightest concession of
his principles to the tyranny of his times, though under pressure
from loss of place and means. "What is a great life ?" is a
question to which she must needs reply, with Alfred de Vigny,
"A thought of youth realized in mature age." And when any
man on earth was seen struggling in adverse circumstances to
realize the thoughts he deemed sacred, he was sum to be followed
by Harriet Nartineau's help and blessing.

She has told how it came about that she was led to introduce

M. Comte to the English-speaking world, but she has not told
how he was impressed by the way in which she had interpreted
his grand original work, the "Philosophic Positive." But one
learns from his own letters how highly he estimated the upright-
ness, the exactitude, and the sagacity shown in the long and
difficult labour of translating and condensing a work which she
considered as one of the chief honours of the age.

lie is "grateful for the noble Preface," in which she says that
o_ reason for her undertaking the work is, "that most or all of
the English writers who have added substantially to our knowl-
edge for many years past are und6r obligations to this work,
which they would have thankfully acknowledged but for fear
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of offending the prejudices of the society in which they live ;"
and therefure, "though his fame is safe, it does not seem to me

right to assist in delaying the recognition of it till the author
of so noble a service is beyond the reach of our gu_titude and

honour: and it is, besides, demoralizing to ourselves to accept

and use such a boon as he has given us in a silence which is, in

fact, ingratitude. His honours we cannot share: they are his
own, and incommunicable. His trials we may share, and by shar-

ing, hghten ; and he has the strongest claim upon us for sympathy

and fellowship in any popular disrepute which, in this case, as in

all eases of signal social service, attends upon a first movement."

A stronger reason for her undertaking was, that M. Comte's
work in its original form does no justice to its importance, even
in France, much less in England ; and she gave in two volumes

what filled six volumes in the original lectures, with redundancies

and repetitions. IIe thanks her for these judicious omissions,

especially those which the advance of astronomical science made
imperative. He sees that her work makes the "Philosophie Posi-

tive" known in a degree that he could never in his lifetime have
hoped. And when it became a question of popularizing his

principles in France, he gave the preference to her work over

his own ; and long years after his death, BI. Avezac-Lavigne, one
of his friends, wrote to her for permission to translate her work

into French. The letter'is here subjoined.

LETTER FRO_I M. AVEZAC-LAVIGNE TO H. MARTINEAU.

BORDEAUX,le 23Mai, 1871.

MADEMOISELLE,- VOUS n'ignorez pas, sans doute, clue M. Comte
a placd, parmi les hvres devaut former la biblioth&lue d'un positiviste,
votre traduction de son syst_me de pbilosophie, _ l'exclusion des six
volumes qu'il avait composds. Cette substitution d'un hvre en
langue dtrang_re £ son livre fran_ais a dfl _tre amende par des motifs
puissants bien honorables pour vous. Mais, quoique parfaitement
justifide, la prdfdrenee de M. Comte ne pouvait pas avoir le rdsultat
qu'il s'en dtait promis ; car, en rdalitd, votre traduction_ malgrd son
eminente valeur, ne devait trouver en France qu'un nombre tr_s
restreint de lecteurs, et les personnes qui ddsiraient conna_tre la phi-
losophie positive continuaient _ avoir recours aux six volumes de M.
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Comte. Or, la longueur de cet ouvrage, son prix _lev_, et sa raret4,
avant l'_dition qu'en a donn4e Germer Bailli_re, 4talent des obstacles

son expansion; en sorte que, ni votre exeellente traduction, ni
l'ouvrage fran_ais ne devaient populariser la phfiosophie positive.
En presence de cette difficult6, je formal le projet de traduLre yes
deux volumes, et c'est la prenn_re livralson de men travail que j'aurai
l'honneur de vous soumettre prochainement, afin que, si ce specimen
vous a_e vous vouliez bien m'autoriser £ publler le reste.

Mademoiselle, si j'ai pris la hbert_ de livrer £ lhmpression le pre-
mier fascicule, de 100 pages environ, sans vous en donner avis, c'est
que j'ai pens_ qu'il vous paraitrait n_cessaire de pouvoir appr4cler, du
moins d'apr_s quelques pages, men humble travail, dent, soit dlt en
passant, je n'esp_re retirer ni honneur ni profits. Dans la malheu-
reuse phase que traverse la France, les esprits sent naturellement
d4tourn4s des gtudes abstraites, et cependant j'ai la convicUon que si
te livre de M. Comte avait _t4 plus r4pandu, beaucoup de malheurs
attraient ete _pargngs £ ,non panvre pays. C'est le motif que m'a falt
perseverer dans l'entreprise que j'avais commenc_e avant la guerre,
malgr4 les graves pr4occupations qui m'agltaient, et j'esp_re que cette
consideration contribuera a yeas faire accueillir favorablement la

demande que j'ai l'honneur de vous adresser.
Je suis avee respect, Mademoiselle, votre tr_s humble et d_vou_

serviteur,
C. AVEZAC--LAYIGNE.

With a refreshing unconsciousness of her own superiority m

scientific comprehension and expression, Mrs. Martineau caused

this reply to be made :--

M. AVEZAC-LAvm_E.

SIR, -- Your letter was forwarded to Mrs. H. Martineau by Messrs.
Trubner & Co., which she begs me to acknowledge with her kind
regards. I trust you will accept her reply through me, as she is un-
able to carry on all her correspondence with her own hand, and I am
anxious to save her what fatigue of writing I can. My aunt begs me
to say that she feels much interest m the subject of your letter, and
hopes that you may be able to carry out the project you propose.
On account of a long and suffering illness, from heart complaint,
she has for many years lived a most secluded and quiet life. She
has long given up public writing, and now with increasing weakness
and old age she is obliged to withdraw from business of all kinds.
I am therefore sorry to tell you that it is quite out of the question
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work.

My aunt begs me to say that she did not insert any thing new in
her version of M. Comte's Lectures. This being the case, she asks
whether it would not be a more simple plan for you also, instead of
translating her two volumes into French, merely to compress the origi-
nal _ It appears to her to be the most effectual, as well as the easiest
method to present the substance of M. Comte's own words ins'tead of
through a double translation.

With best wishes believe me

Yours truly,
J. S. M.

On first receiving her work, )/[. Comte had written at great

length expressing to Harriet Martineau his gratitude and admi-

ration, affirming that in sharing his labours she had become a
sharer of his fame.

So too said t_. Littr_, his biographer, who, as a profound

student of philosophy, and in every sense a saraut, besides

being an eminent physician, was in all respects qualified to make

him known to the world as he really was in individual life.
While appreciating his greatness and his wonderful powers of

thought till age and disease overtook him, he does not shrink

from such a detailed account of the latest phase of his life as

justifies the inference that it was through physical failure that

he fell back at last, -- not into theology indeed, as the word is

understood by the world at large, but into a theological method,
which his real self would have condemned, and which, of itself,

absolved his disciples, of whom iY;. Littr_ had been one, from

elaborate care to show that they no longer agreed with him in

his wanderings and retrogressions.
Harriet Martincau heard from a distance of his decline, and

however pained by the evidence of failure in a brain that had
been in middle life so strong, had ever the consolation of having

done him justice and given him aid at a time when he could

appreciate both. As the verdict of a qualified Englishman, it

may be well to note that, after examining her presentabion of
Comte, Mr. Grote wrote to her thus:--

"I tell you of this piece of work of yours, not only that i_ is ex-
tremely well done, but that it could not be better done."
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Dr. Niehol, the astronomer, qualifiedby his lifeof scienceto

form a judgmen_ .on such a work as this compression wlthout

loss (amounting, in fact,to a gain) of the " iDhflosophiePosi-

tzve,"gave the subjoined expressionof his opinion :--

]_Y DEAR MISS _[KRTINEAU,- _0st admirable[ It quite sur-

passes my expectation. Your success is complete.
Yours ever truly,

J. P. NICHOL.
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,t It is not wonderful,therefore, if the bondsof antlquity, authority, anduna-
nimlty have soenchainedthe power of man, that he is unable(as ff bewitched)
to become fanuhar with things themselves."--BxcoN, A_ov.O_rg.,Aph. 84.

"It does not become the spirit which characterizes the present age distrust-
fully to reject every generahzatlonof views, and every attempt to examine into
the nature of things by the process of reason and mduetlon."--Hu_oLDv_
Introdu.ction to Cosines.

"Atrocitata mansuetudoest remedium." -- PHAEDRUS.

ONE consequence of Harriet Martineau's publication of "The

Laws of Man's Nature and Development" was to bring most

painfully before the public eye the great sorrow of her whole
life, hitherto so well concealed from all but those who were com-

pelled by proximity to know it, that I never before suspected its
existence, intimate as the relation of our minds had been.

l_ow I learned, in common with the rest of the beholders, how

heavy and how steadily borne, for the sake of all it concerned,

this long-standing burden of private suffering had been, which
l_[r. James Martineau now brought before the world.

When in J_ne, 185l, I visited London during the great Ex-

hibition, I found in that circle of society most nearly in con-
nection with Unitarianism a httle buzzing commotion over "The

Letters." It surprised me, both as coming from a class pledged
by principle and taught by persecution to respect the rights

of opinion, and because accompanied in so many instances by

assurances that the speaker had not read the book, yet knew it
to be so very bad a one as to make it a subject of the deepest

reset that such a one should ever have been written. Not

having myseff seen it, I could only say in reply, that, at least
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until after reading, the character of the writer ought to be a
sufficient voucher for a book. I was assured substantially by

various persons in their various ways that so it would have been

of course in an ordinary case ; but this was a book which per-
sons did not like to read, lest it should undermine their faith ;

besides being too foolish to waste time upon. It was blank
atheism, and it removed all the barriers to vice and immorality

by denying moral obligation. ]_[oreover, it garbled and falsified
Bacon, in order to bring the support of his great name to what
he never dreamed of. It was Miss Martineau's act, inasmuch as

done by and under her sanction, for she had prefaced and pre-

sented the whole to the public ; and what was not her own she
had procured to be written by a very ignorant man, who had im-

posed upon her by mesmeric influence,- if there were such a

thing, which they did not believe.

This mixture of falsehood and nonsense bearing to an un-

prejudiced mind its own refutation, it was not necessary for me
to have read the book to be able, in talking with those equally

ignorant, to deny every thing and call for the proof.

"0, it was in vain to deny it ; it was only too true. Her own
brother, the Rev. James Martineau, had published an article in

which he affirmed all this ; and what her own brother felt thus

obliged to declare to the world must be true."
I hastened to procure both the book and her brother's review

of it (" Prospective Review," No. XXVI. Art. IV., "Mesmeric

Atheism"). Ignorance, with a mingling of worldly and super-
stitious terror, is capable of any degree of misrepresentation ; and

I thought it quite possible that both book and'review might

have been misunderstood among those who were thus trusting

to hearsay against their own be_ter knowledge of Harriet Mar-
tineau. I carefully read both, and found nothing in the book to

justify what report had given me as the substance of it. But

the review had presented Miss Martineau and her associate to
the world as atheists and reckless of moral obligation ; and a_

a time when members of the medical faculty were labouring

to brand mesmerism as immorality, the article was entitled
"Mesmeric Atheism." The review did present Mr. Atkin_on,
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Miss Martineau's friend and co-worker in the cause of philosophy
and progress, as both knavish and foolish, both vain and igno-

rant. Miss Martmeau and ]_[r. Atkinson had, in fine, "piled up
a set of loose and shapeless assertions, serving to mark, but not

to protect, the territory they open for all the black sheep of un-

belief." Further on, the review proceeds thus :--

"But enough of this hierophant of the new atheism. With grief
we must say that we remember nothing in literary history more
melancholy than that Harriet Martmeau should be prostrated at the
feet of such a master, should lay down at his bidding her early faith
in moral obligation, in the living God, in the immortal sanctitms ;
should glory in the infection of his blind arrogance and scorn, mis-
taking them for wisdom and pity, and meekly undertake to teach
him grammar in return. Surely this inversion of the natural order
of nobleness cannot last. If this be a specimen of mesmeric victories,
such a conquest is more damaging than a thousand defeats."

After this I came to know that Mr. Atkiuson was a gentleman

and a scholar, and a remarkably able, high-minded, and true-

hearted man, esteemed by all who knew him, and spoken of with
high respect as a devoted student of science, and also for his

reverential tone of mind, by other reviews adverse to hLs opin-
ions; and I learned, moreover, what all who saw for themselves

already knew of Miss Martineau, that, so far from denying, he
affirmed man's moral obligation and the existence of a funda-

mental cause, eternal and immutable,- the last as ineompre,
henslble to human nature, the first as the great business of life
to ascertain and fulfil.

But so little do people understand themselves and _beir own

creeds, that many who had plumed themselves upon their superi-

ority to image-worshippers were as startled on reading this book
as Tacitus tells us those Romans were at the siege of Jerusalem,

who, bursting into the Holy of Holies, found the fane empty.
For "The Letters," I found the book to be an inquiry or

search after the best way of studying the faculties of man, in

order to obtain a right understanding of his nature, place, business,
and pleasure in the universe ; and consequently not always within

the comprehension of minds not previously familiar with the
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authors' range of studies. For the review, I saw that it some-
times shared the general ignorance, and sometimes took advan-

tage of it, to destroy the reputation of the authors of "The Letters."

But it was the review that had garbled and misquoted Bacon, in
a vain endeavour to fix on them the charge of having done so :

and it exposed itself to some keen remarks, by scoffing at Bacon's

first aphorism, unwittingly attributing it to Mr. Atkinson, while
in the sequel misquoting Mr. Atkinson, to make him seem to the
unread to be ignorantly censuring Bacon. " The Letters" had

but represented Bacon as he really showed himself to be, -- not

latterly a theist ; and being stronger in intellect than in moral

principle, willing to advance his opinions at the expense of his

sincerity, in times when persecution made men more prudent
than true. The argument of "The Letters" is that what Bacon

said about Christianity was poetical, and by way of accommo-

dation, as seen, for example, in his " Christian Paradoxes." It

would seem that Bacon's views were like those of every other

thinker, -- changing with time, and therefore very much a matter
of dates.

I was astonished to find a Unitarian, whom the Catholic and

Anglican churches consider no Christian, so wrathful against

the "infidelity" of this book. The authors were faithful to
themselves : were the Unitarians more _ ....

"Could this reviewer possibly be a brother of Harriet Yfarti-
neau ?" I asked myself, and I felt confident it must be a mistake
to think so. The curious public in its talkative carelessness is

capable of almost any confusion of ideas, and surely, I thought,
there must be a misunderstanding here. I carried my doubts

to herself to be resolved, and asked her plainly, "_rho is the
author of that review ?"

"It is my brother James ; and you must not believe it, for it
is not so."

NO possibility of believing it for any one who would read and

compare ; no risk of it for any one who knew her. I was too
much afflicted to seek further conversation with herself at that

time on a subject so distressing. The circumstances must needs

compel so much denial, explanation, and self-defence, that I
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could not bear to add to such a pain even by expressions of
sympathy. I saw instantly the estrangement that Mr. James

_[artineau's course would make a duty to her cause, to the coad-

jutor whom she had associated with herself in its promotion, and
to herself as the vowed servant of truth. Private insult to her-

self she might choose to overlook, but a threefold fidelity for-

bade her any further choice. If there be any thing established
by the experience of mankind, it is this : while forgiving an ene-

my and doing him good, never to let him travel the world with

your sanction affixed to his evil offices. It is the dictate alike of

good sense, good feeling, and self-defence. No one proclaiming

unpopular truth at every risk but is compelled by self-respect
and self-preservation to take this course,- of letting the word

" brother" on no enemy's lips beat down this only effectual

guard against the dagger-stroke aimed under the fifth rib.
So near and dear a friend as Harriet Martineau was to me, it

became my duty to inquire carefully into this case; and every

body talked freely. This excuse was occasionally offered for the
reviewer, -- that it was his duty as a Christian minister, and his
duty to his God, to clear himself and Unitarianism of the burden

of imputed heresy. He had not been able, it was said, to pre-

vail on Mr. Them and Mr. J. J. Tayler, a his co-editors, to do i_

for him, and so he was obliged to forget that he was a man and

a brother, to discharge what seemed to him a higher duty.
But, as it would have been so much simpler, so much easier,

so much more effectual a way, to have disclaimed all responsibil-

ity for "The Letters" by a note in the review to the effect that

he had neither sanctioned the opinions nor approved of the pub-

lication, that part of the public which in such a case is amused
with looking on drew the conclusion, from this otherwise in-

comprehensible course on the part of an advocate of free thought,
that masculine terror, fraternal jealousy of superiority, with a

sectarian and provincial impulse to pull down and crush a world-

wide celebrity, had moved to this public outrage.

Happily for the authors of "The Letters," British literary usage

These gentlemen declared he had never tried; they were aghast at the
appearanceof the article.
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reqldred no reply. Men did not construe silence as consent to
the imputations of reviewers.

But in private it was not so. Miss Martineau was continually

obliged to encounter these misrepresentations: sometimes in re-

ply to direct inquiries of her friends; sometimes to counteract
the actual mischief which the review had stimulated and set at

work, and which threatened to put in peril her pecuniary affairs
by exciting a panic among the publishers.

Of this sort of painful duty thus devolved upon Harriet Mar-

tineau by her brother's course, it then seemed as if there could

be no end but the ending of life.

It was pitiable to behold the distress this whole affair occa-
sioned the short-sighted and the feeble, who wished to maintain

undisturbed relations with both parties, without in the slightest

degree appreciating Miss Martineau's moral obligation to protect

her cause and her associate from injury,- especially not to de-

sert her associate ; precluded by her relationship from defending

himself against these calumnies.

As to the general desertion of friends on occasion of this pub-
heatlon, which Charlotte Bront_ supposes,* it was not a fact, nor

was Harriet Martineau one to grieve, if it had been so, over the

sundering of false relations. It was the regard of those she really
loved and honoured that she valued, and I am not aware of a

single instance in which it was not ultimately increased by this
renewed example of her fidelity to what she had ever esteemed

the strongest moral obligation,- "the obligation of inquirers

after truth to communicate what they obtain."
Her friends outside of Unitarianism were not wrathful or dis-

tressed. I had the opportunity to see numbers of the mpresent-

ahve men and women of the great world in London meeting her
with undiminished cordmlity when she came thither immediately

afterwards, and her presence there speedily dispersed the mo-
mentary panic in which I had seen some of the Unitarian-

trained, minister-worshipping minds.

Few are qualified by previous philosophical, anatomical, and
phreno-mesmeric studies, any more than by love of truth and

• See Mrs. Gazkell'sLife of CharlotteBronte.
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faith in it, to pronounce on such a book as "The Letters." t_Tum-
bers who had been troubled by its publication soon began to

suspect as much. Some were fain to let the subject-matter drop,

for fear of finding out things in contradiction to established

usages. Some had not even understood what they were talking
about when the conversation fell on the merits of the method

recommended in the book. They had found it "sadly lmme-

thodical ;" while other some pronounced this old method of

question and answer not a successful one except in school-books.
The advantage of scientific investigation and careful study and

reasoning over taking for granted or taking on authority, was never
the idea suggested to such by the word "method," to wlnch deeper

thinkers sometimes begged their attention as the main thing in
this book. It gave more offence fur alleged want of reverence

among minds of exclusively Unitarian training than among those
of more hberal culture and biblical enrichment. Mr. Martineau,

fo_ example, seemed shocked as at blasphemy, that his sister

should have given the words "supreme lawless will" as a

definition of the Christian God ; while at that very time Chris-
tian Britain was employed upon its tenth million of Jonathan

Edwards's sermon, "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God,"

in which "God's mere pleasure," "his arbitrary will restrained

by no obligation," is, as by all Calvinistic doctrinal teachers,

insisted upon in every form Gf expression.
This is not the place for an analysis of "The Letters" or a

refutation of the review. "The Letters " are republished ; but

there is no call for abuse and calumny ag_ainst their authors.

To an intelligent and unprejudiced observer one of the most

painful things at that time, as at all times, is to see persons
mourning over what they should most exult in, -- the confession

and worship of what one behoves to be the truth ; blaming what

they should most admire,- the consistent, upright course of a
righteous heart in the consequent emergency. Although herself

keenly alive to such griefs as these, whether springing from
wickedness or weakness, Harriet l_[artineau was one in whom

they wearied themselves down. Sustained by her alacrity of
mind and her devotedness of heart, she outlived this, and kin-

VOL. II.
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dred blows. Public outrage is absolution ; and the cruelty of

eompelhng her in this way to choose between science and secta-

rism, prog_ress and pause, the seientlfic associate who was also
a friend and the brother who was no friend, wrought deliverance

from a hfe sorrow : her broken idol was removed from her path.

Although this is no place for analysis of "Letters" or review,

yet one undertaking to throw light upon the life of Harriet Mar-
tineau cannot with truth or justice or common sense ignore the

act by which "her own brother" placed himself in the same
category with the defamers of old times whom she must never

again meet.
So many mingled motives springing from the troubling of the

affections, family pride, forgiveness, pain, and magnanimity, must
needs arise in the heart of one so tried, that I am not surprised

to find, in her Autobiog_raphy, so few words given to this great

calamity of her life. ]_ut what in her is magnanimity in me
would be unfaithfulness.

I ought not to close this passage without stating that, as I

would never be guilty of the absurdity of showing a life over-
shadowed, and no object visible between it and the sun, so,
when she asked of me this final service, I only consented at

len_h (and in a sense reluctantly) on the understanding that I

should nothing conceal or extenuate which, either for joy or sor-

row, told strongly upon her life. Her reply, given thoughtfully,
slowly, and at intervals, was, "When you speak of my brother

James, be as gentle as you can."
The mass of communications that the publication of the "H.

M. Letters," as they were called, brought upon her from self-

styled friends and real friends after the misrepresentations of
the "Prospective Review," became at length utterly unman-

ageable, and she decided to address them all under one cover;
for although the degrees of their friendship, the variety of their

feehngs, and the tone of their correspondence were so very

different, yet in one thing almost all agreed, -- regret that she

had left the spot on which they had stood together; and the

following is the letter which I received from her, with a request
to send a copy to each of them,--knowing as she did in ad-
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vance, what actually proved to be the fact, -- that those to
whoso case it did not apply would make no personal applica-
tion of i_.

A.MBnEsmE,May 10, 1856.

MY ])EXRFRIE_rD,- It appears to me that you can help me in a
small embarrassment that I should llke to get rid of, if I can do it
without causing more trouble than the matter is worth. I call the
embarrassment of slight consequence, because a short time must put
an end to it; but the interest involved is not a trifle. You know
how much I value the confidence and affection of my more intimate
American friends ; and you will not need to be assured by me that
the recent letters I have had from several of them express the kind°
]lest respect and regard, as well as interest in my departing condition.
Yet these letters manifest°so extraordinary a notion of my state of
mind, and are so very wide of the mark as to our relation to each
other (theirs and mine), that I feel as if it were wrong to let the
mistakes pass in silence, while yet I have not strength to reply to
each correspondent. Some believe that they have touched so hghtly
on what is evidently uppermost in their minds that they spare me all
need to reply, and they would really reset having obhged me to
answer ; while the character of the light touch they do give is exactly
what makes me feel some sort of reply a duty. It is true they will
erelong see in my Autobiography (which I leave for posthumous
publication) what my philosophy really is; but it would be hardly
right to wait if, by writing one letter, I can enable them to under-
stand me better while I am still among you.

In all the letters I refer to it is clear that the supreme association
with me at present is, not my past life, present illness, or approach-
ing death, but my "views" on theol%dcal subjects. Again, all
the correspondents I am speaking of carefully and distinctly assure
me that they do not hold my "views." Most of them call me "seep-
tical" (even the phrase "the slough of scepticism" occurs in one
letter), and others write of "unbelief," "darkness," "doubt," &e.
All this shows so entire an unacquaintance with even the first
principles and main characteristics of positive philosophy as sur-
prises me a good deal, after the progress which I have hoped and
supposed it was making in your country. By positive philosophy
I mean not any particular scheme propounded by any one author,
but the philosophy of fact, as arising from the earliest true science,
and rehabilitated by Bacon's exposition of its principles. There
must be thinking mid educated men in all your cities who could
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tell my fi'iends that positive philosophy is at the opposite pole to
scepticism, that it issues m the most affirmative (not dogmatical)
faith in the world, and excludes unbelief as absolutely as mathemati-

cal principles do; that there is no "darkness" in it, but all clear
light, up to the welt-defined line which separates knowledge from
ignorance ; that positive philosophy is, in short, the brightest, clearest,
strongest, and only irrefragable state of conviction that the human
mind has ever attained.

You see, my difficulty in _eaking at all about this is that what
J say of my philosophy will, almost inevitably, look like conceit and
boasting about myself. I really must say that such an appearance
should be laid to the charge of those who, while meaning to be affec-
tionate and even respectful, write to me as to one somehow fallen or
gone astray, or in some way in an inferior _ondmon of faith to theim.
This conception is not true,- it is in lact the reverse of the truth ;
but you se_ how impossible it is to declare this without offending the
feehngs of persons who consider it a merit, rather than a weakness, to
rest satisfied in i_maoranceof the basis of the noUons or "views" they
hold. If fidelity to the truth on which I take my stand must bring
on me the charge of presumption, so be it! I cannot help it, oaid
must bear it as the lesser evil of two.

You, and others of my friends, and I myself may well be tired of
hearing questions or opinions about my "views." "Vmws" is not
the word for disciples of positive philosophy, but for those who are
stall within the dogmatic circle or the metaphysical wilderness.
They may speak of the "views" of persons who see through the eyes
of authority, like the dogmatic part of the theological world, or of
those who make their own "consciousness" their point of view, and
who therefore differ mutually as their consciousness differs. Among
these--the metaphysical "believers" or speculators--the views are
as various as would be those of the earth by the same number of
persons, each in a balloon of his o_m, all wafted by different currents
at different elevations, with no other mutual connection than trav-
elling in the same atmosphere. The disciples of positive philosophy
have no more variation of views than students of mathematics have

in regard to the mathematical field already explored. The truth
compels unanimous conviction in both cases. If difference of "views"
arises, it is daring the first attempts to conquer some fresh territory,
which, when annexed, will, like all that has gone before, become
unquestionable and leave no room for diversity of "views." I,o,
instead of the "vuews," peop]e asked about nay point of view, that
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would be sensible and practical. The point of view is indeed the

grand d*fference between the dogmatists, the metaphysical specula-

tors, and the positive philosophers. The first take their stand on

tradition, and the second on their own consciousness. Their point

of view is m their own interior, from whence it is mamfestly ml-
possible, not only to understand the universe, but to see the true

aspect of any thing whatever m it. H'e, seeing the total failure in the

pursmt of truth consequent on this choice oi a standpoint, tIy to get

out of the charmed circle of illusion, and to plant our foot in the

centre of the universe, as nearly as we can manage it, aud, at all

events, outside of our_lves. Copermcus has been the great bene-

factor of his race, m this matter; and by showing that our globe

is not the centre of the umverse, nor man its aim and object, he

overthrew theology and raetaphyslcs without knowing it. However,

this would lead me too far. I nmst keep to my own correspondents
and their "views."

The first great function of Baconian philosophy is to separate

indisputably the knowable from the unknowable; and the next is,

to advance the pursldt of the knowable. It is obwous that the

process of ascertainment first, and constant verification of knowledge

afterwards, is destructive of "scepticism." Scepticism is doubt ; and

the positive phdosopher is in a positron of direct antagomsm to it.

He may hold_ and must hold, his declsmn in suspense, m the inter-

val between the first conception and the verificatmn of new truth ;

but "scepticism" about old proposmons which he has duly attended

to is impossible to him. In the same way there is no wandering

in "darkness" for the posture philosopher. He walks in light as

iar as he goes. It .is_ to be sure, but a short way up to the blank

wall of human ignorance; but we can separate, on our own side

of that blank wall, what is actually known from what is becoming
revealed ; and both from what we never can know. I need not add

that the wall itself is destined to be forced, and the limits of igno-

rance to be set perpetually farther back, while we can never be any

nearer to knowing what our faculties are unable by then' constitutmn

to apprehend. While the disciples of dogma are living in a ma_ic

cavern, painted with wonderful shows, and the metaphysical l)hi-

losophers are wandering in an enchanted wood, all tangle alld bewil-

derment, the positive philosophers have emerged upon the broad,

airy, slmny common of nature, with firm ground underfoot and

unfathomable light overhead. So much for the "darkness," "doubt,"

falling away, "scepticism," &c.
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Among the unknowable thin_, the first we reco_ize is the nature
or attributes of the FLrst Cause ; and this is why we are called
atheists. We are atheists in the sense in which all reformers in

essential matters have always been called atheists. Like the apostles,
and the Lutheran reibrmem, and many more, the posmve philoso-
phers are called atheists, and for the same reason, -- because they
are disbelievers in the popular theology. For the same reason they
are insolently compassionated and insultingly grieved over. The
"interest" or corporation of the great Diana of the Ephesians pitied
as well as vituperated the reformers, no doubt ; pitied them for what
they lost, they themselves being disqualified for estimating the gain.
At the Reformation the Catholics sincerely, however insolently,
pitied the Protestants for their loss of the old resources and consola-
tions, the procurableness of indulgences, the comfort of absolution,
the resource of the interce_slon of saints, and the protection of the
¥irgin. In the same way now Christians, who have no more au-
thority from Scripture or reason for their personal fancies or general
dogmas about a future life and an adaptation of the universe to the
moral government of our world according to human notions than the
Cathohcs for their special comforts, insolently pity us for what they
consider loss, without asking themselves whether they are qualified
to estfirmte our gain. The case is one of constant repetition, world
without end. If disbelie_ung in the poptdar theology, therefore, is
atheism, then we are atheists, but not in the philosophical and only
permanent sense of the term "disbelief in a First Cause." To us the
only wonder is that men are so long in perceiving that they must be
wrong in "realizing" (as you would say in America) the First Cause,
more or less, in any mode or directmn whatever. The form or
constitution of the hmnan mind requires the suppositmn of a First
Cause. To go further than the supposition is to give an extension
to Fetishism which the nineteenth century might be ashamed oft
m its grown and educated men. Inihnt man--the race and the
indiwdual--instinctively (therefore constantly and necessarily) trans-
fers his own consciousness or experience to every thing his senses
encounter. Enlightenment constantly restricts this application till
the individual or the race, which at first concluded that every thing
in the universe had a hfe and a will of its own, arrives at the ad-
vanced stage of believing in one Supreme Being made up of human
attributes in a highly mag_ffied form. As Xenophanes described
men making gods in their own image in his day, so we see men
doing it still, for the same reason that Xenophanes gives, a_d whereby,
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"if oxen and lions had hands hke our own, and fin_rs, then wouhl
horses, like unto horses, and oxen to oxen, paint and fashion their
god-forms." In this way has the God of monotheists been in a
barbaric age a " Lord of Hosts" and a "God of Israel ;" and is now,
after a succession of phases, the Father of mankind, with the affec-
tions, powers, and intellect of man vastly magnified. He designs;
he foresees and plans; he creates and preserves; he loves, pardons,
gives laws and adnnts exceptions,--is, in short, altogether hunmn
in mind and ways. The positive point of vmw--that external to
man--shows that this conception cannot possibly be true in any
degree, no portion of the universe having, more or less, the charac-
teristics of the Cause of the whole. Throughout the universe, again,
nothing caused bears any resemblance to its cause, or can bear
such resemblance, because the functions of the two are wholly
different. What is knowable about a First Cause is stmply this,-
as any disciple of positive philosophy is fully aware,- that our
mental constitution compels us to suppose a First Cause, and that
that First Cause cannot be the God of theology.

I need not say how puerile, barbaric, and irreverent appear to us
the "views" of Christian Fetlshism in their whole extent, com-
prising that conception of a future life which is fetish in being a
transference of our present experience to other conditions. It is not
"another life" that people desire and expect, but the same life in
another place. Once regarded from the higher (exterior) point of
view, the folly and practical mischief of this superstition become
evident to a degree which it would startle some of my friends exceed-
ingly to become aware of. The belief was no doubt of use in its
proper day, like every general belief, but its proper date is past ; that
which was a subetantml faith (as when the early Christians looked
for the Millennium) is now (whenever it goes beyond a limited

dogma) a personal fancy, a bastard conception of unchastened imagi-
nation, and a sentimental egotism. The state of anticipation which
religious people try to establish in themselves appears to us in its
true colours, as a selfish egotism, like that of children who wouhl
have the universe ruled to gratify their fancies and desires. I need
spend no words in showing that the conceptions of no two people m
Protestant Christendom, as to a future life, can be made compatible,
if thoroughly examined. Christians find it difficult (and most diffi-
cult in the most anxious moments) to make out what view of a future
hfe can be right. Positive philosophy shows that there is no evi-
dence that any are right, while there is strong presumptive evidence
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• that all are wrong. As tor the effect on our minds of this kind of
recognition, I can no more hope to convey to theologmal believers
any sense of our privileges of emancipation, than the Lutheran re-
formers could show their Rolmsh trlends why they wele hal)pier than
when they beheved in the absolution of their sins, the protection
of the Virgin, and the intercession of saints. Whatever treedom my
more liberal Christian friends have gamed, that we possess ill greater
measure. Whatever sm and sorrow they see in the superstitions they
have lel't behind, that we are m a yet greater measure thanktul to
have been delivered fi'om. As for the sense of general health, intel-
lectual and moral, the full and joyous hberty under the everlasting
laws of nature, and the dlsappeal_nce of incongrmty, perplexity, and
moral &sturbance such as every theory of the government of the uni-
verse must cause to thoughttid minds, we can only enjoy these bless-
ings in sympathy with our iellow-disclples. It is only by attaining
them that the blessing ot them can be understood. What Chrlstmns
may know by observation, ff they will, is that we who have gone
through their experience (whereas they have not had ours) are
healthier m mind, higher in views and conduct, and happier in life
and the prospect of death, than we were before. Our old tnends
may wonder at it ; but that is their affam We know our own feel-
rags ; and the wonder to us is that mexpermneed persons should

pronounce upon them.
Perhaps my correspondents may now see how uunece_ary is their

careful and express declaratmu to me that they do not share my
views. How should they, when they have not even attempted the
re(lulsite study ._ An astronomer calculating an eclipse needs no
assurance from those who take the stars to be spangles, that they do
not share his views. After having gone through the prmr stages of
dogmatic and metaphysical belief, it was through ye_s of thought
and study, under able guidance, that I attained my present stand-
point ; and to me, who know what the reqmslte labour is, and how
gradual is the evolutmn of the way, my friends who have never pur-
sued it at all think it necessary to explain that they do not stand by
my side _ I speak thus confidently about their not hawng pursued
truth in this direction, because they entirely mistake my positron and
state of mind. If they understood either, they would feel and express
something very unlike the innocent compassion and the well-meant
insolence of their recent letters. It is impossible, and of course no
matter of desire, that every body should engage in the pursuit of
truth, which is the most labolious as it is the highest of human occu-
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pations ; but those who dechne the toil should be at least capable of
respect towal_ls those who achmve it. The whole matter _111 be
easier to a fature generation, who will have less to unlearn than _ e
have. If it should be thought an objection to the faith which I hold
that it takes long to attain, the obvious reply is that fresh truth is
always hard of attainment, because of the reqmslte amount of u_-
learning ; but that the hard acqmsitlon of one generation becomes
the easy inheritance of another. Thus, our Protestant world suffers
nothing now from dogmas which it cost the early retormers much
agony to expose ; and thus, again, every child will hold convicUons a
century hence which it costs the wisest men of our time much toil
and pains to attain. I say this, which cannot in a general way be
new to any body, simply to guard against its being supposed that a
life of scientific pursuit is always necessary to the attainment of
truth. The chief part of the business is only temporary, -- the tin-
learning of error, the chscrimlnation of the knowable from the
unknowable.

The d_epest chasm, however, which yawns between my correspond-
ents and me is an unbelief on their part which, while it lasts, ren-
ders mlpossible all mutual sympathy on the most miportant subjects
of hunmn thought and feeling. They are wholly indifferent to phi-
losophy as v_tal truth. Reality isnothing to the superstitious, m
comparison with the safety of their own dogmas and persuasions.
Science is to them a mere word m its highest relation of all, -- as
the basis of all true belie£ They approve of science and philosophy
as mental exercise and an immeent pursuit; and, in a utilitarian
sense, as conducive to human welfare in nmterial conditions. But
they do not recognize in _t the special and crowning duty and boon
of man's hie,- the source of all truth and the highway to all wis-
dom. They do not see in science the test of all other things, includ-
ing beliefs, theological and other; and till they do reeognfize this,
they will not see how philosophy- which is wisdom derived from
science- is good enough to hllfil our most ardent desires, and holy
enough to occupy our loftiest aspirations The levity and presump-
tion with which theological and metaphysical believers and specula-
tors treat the holiest and loftiest aim and pursuit open to us, is so
painful to my feelings of reverence, and discloses so broad a severance
between us, that I hope for nothing more from this letter, or from
any intercourse now possible on these topics, than to awaken some
sense in my old friends that there may be more than they see in the
great study of my life, and m its results, and possibly to fix the
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attentionofone oranotheronthedifferencebetweenan indulgence

in the use of Ume-hallowed words and mlages and the bona fide pur-
suit of everlasting truth. Perhaps I may at least have checked the
unconscious presumption with which those who rest upon tradltion_
or amuse themselves with speculation, are apt to treat labourers who
deal with a toll which they have declined.

I hope, and in my own mind I feel sure, that there is nothing in
•_hat I have said incompatible with real and warm affection for my
old inends, or with gratitude for the kindliness and efforts at respect
with which they have written to me. I am as sensible of their inter-
est and their fidelity (as far as their knowledge goes) as if our theo-
logical agreement was the same as of old, and they will feel, I am
sure, that I could not appear, by silence, to acquiesce in the position
they assign me, without betraying at once our mutual confidence and
the philosophy which is the reverse of wh_t they suppose. I believe
they will not be offended. If they are, I cannot take the blame to
myself'. If they are not, how much better is frank explanation than
concealment or silence !

I am, dear friend, yours ever_
HARRIET MARTINEAU.
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"He that to such a height hath bmlt his mind,
And reared the dwelhng of his thoughts so strong

As neither fear nor hope can shake the frame
Ofhis resoh 4d powers,nor all the wind

Of vamty or mahce pmrce, to wrong
HI_settled peace, or to disturb the same,--

What a fair seat hath he !-- from whencehe may
The boundlesswastes and wilds of man survey."

DaWmL.

'_And deeds of week-dayholiness
Fall from her, noiseless as the snow ;
Nor hath she ever chancedto know
That aught were easier than to bless "

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.

TI_E work of the years passed in her own home is so various
as to be with difficulty classified. There is room but for the

merest mention of the building-plans for cottages. The "Har-
riet Martineau Cottages," at Ambleside, stand as a monument

of the movement she initiated for the creation of comfortable,
economical homes and the lowering of rents.

The years of winter lectures, meanwhile, were building up
men's minds. The people highly appreciated them, and could

never say enough of the benefit and the pleasure these lectures

gave them. They were so carefully prepared, so effectively
delivered, and so widely attended by those for whom they were

gratuitously given, that they make a subject of conversation and

grateful remembrance to this day in the region round about.
Then the Berlin-wool work, which sometimes excited a smile

in those who "wondered how the great authoress could bear such

a frivolous occupation." It was not merely for rest and amuse-
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meritthat thesegroups of flowersand fruitand forestleaves

were wrought,thoughthatalonewere motiveenough;but each

of them was a gift of sohd pecuniary value to some greater
work.

"Result of raffle for Miss Martineau's needlework, -- fifty sub-
scribers at £1 each _ £50: amount to be added to the fund

for the rehef of the distress in the manufacturing districts." And

by a glance at the hst it would appear that the names most
illustrious m the worlds of rank and philanthropy were rival-

ling each other for its possession.

Many of these works were executed for the benefit of the anti-

slavery cause m the United States. One in particular (" The

Four Seasons ") was presented by a subscription of five dollars
each from the best-known of the American antislavery associates

to a well-known friend of hers, and was thus the means of raising

one hundred dollars for the cause. " So many of my thoughts
and feelings," she said, "are wrought rote that table-cover, that I

dreaded lest it should pass into unknown hands. But now--

How much pleasure this has given me ! Thank every one of the
' chivalry' for me ! "

Some fatiguing agricultural labours became a matter of neces-

sity in consequence of her improvements at the Knoll. tIaving
written an account of them to a friend, the letter by some

unknown means was pubh_hed in the "Times," and brought
down upon her an avalanche of letters of inquiries about small
farming and cow-keeping ; and as many of them were from the

heads of public institutions for the improvement of cultivation and

the care of the poor, and in the interests of the poorer and suffer-

ing classes, she could not refuse to reply. These letters came to

her from all the country round ; and "Not for me, but for the

poorer than I am, I hope, dear lady, to induce you to be at this

trouble," was sure to act upon her hke a spell.

The following is a specimen of the sort of reply she gave, and
the result of the whole matter, ultimately, was the repubhcation,

with addltmns, of her "Letter on Cow-keeping" and "Our Farm

of Two Acres." " I am not sorry it was published," she said,
"but I had nothing to do with it."
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"Mrs. Martineau's experience is, that nothing yields so small a
return to industry here ,as the land. As the art of tillage advances,
industry has less and tess chance against capital and land in masse%
while skilled labour commands better wages. In that part of the
country where she hves small land-tillage leads directly to poveity
in proportion as skilled agu'lcutture answers more and more. To till
waste lands some capital is necessary, and the cases are very rare ill
which subsistence can be obtained at all comparable with that which
can be had through wages in almost any occupation ; and labourers
who can till the soil in any way have a much better chance under
employment by the farmer than at their own nsk. Such is, in a
general way, Mrs. Martmeau's view, and she beheves that of most
people who observe the rapid advance made in agriculture."

She was always anxious to correct any mistakes which the suc-

cess of her own experiments might cause. "_'or n_/success," she
said, "is the sum of many elements, inchdmg home comfort and

accommodation, and the maintenance of two persons -- my farm-

servant and his wife--whom otherwise I should not employ."

Under this head of work at The Knoll come_ the "History

of the Thirty Years' Peace," which was projected in 1846 by

Mr. Charles Knight, the publisher. Having found it too much
for him at that time to undertake, he applied to another, whose

method showed that he would spin it out too long. It lay

nearly two years in abeyance, and this circumstance was most

injurious to its success. But Mr. Knight was pledged to a hst
of subscribers to whom it must be issued in numbers, and he

became very uneasy at the delay. At length it occurred to

him to lay the subject before his friend Harriet Martineau,
and to entreat her as the greatest possible favour to consider
whether or no she would undertake it. She did so,- this was

about the time of the Chartist outbreak in 1848, the Tenth

of April time, -- on condition of being herself responsible for the
whole history, after the first book; and,. as she says in the

preface to the history, "solely responsible."
The most careless observer can hardly fail to see what diffi-

culties lie in the way of a writer of contemporaneous history.

There are a thousand risks in taking time as it flies. It is some-
times a blindfold walk amid hot ploughshares, sometimes like
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the conducting of as hot a conflict. _Vhoever undertakes it
must charge over the fallen, alive or dead, and as often be ac-

cused of misapprehension, both by the vanquished and the

victorious. He must expect the blame, most like]y the ill offices,

of all who stand condemned as their deeds are placed in ]inc.

_Vho among authors is brave enough to risk what may befall
while standing under fire to identify the columns amid the battle-
smoke, and drawing them up in successive masses or files for

pubhc review _ So it must needs be for the writer who takes

the responsibility "solely," and yet such a writer was the one

the publisher must have ; for who will read the flat, unprofitable

tale of the moral craven _ Then the terror of inaccuracy, and

the va_m dread of the unknown, which may cause unexpected
explosion, to the author's detriment and pain, are alone enough to

stay his undertaking. ":But who,"--as Harriet Martineau used

to say on so many occasions, --" who could ever stir a finger, if

only on condition of being guaranteed against oversights, mis-
information, mistakes, ignorance, loss, and danger_" And she

courageously undertook the unprecedented task of casting ethics
into the stream of contemporaneous time. The work is written

throughout with reference to the principles of right, with no

yielding of judgment to the plea of political necessity, and is yet
most candid in all its statements of these necessities, as no par-

tisan could have been; thus merging the piquancy which is

always at the command of the pamphleteer in the judicial integ-
rity which is the grand characteristic of the historian. Hampered

as such a work must be by its linear, chronological necessities, i_
is most remarkable for its interest as a narration under its inevit-

able disadvantages. The historian of any former age can give

effect to his work by front lights and side lights, which the con-
temporary historian does not possess, the hght of its coming

time being wholly wanting. These helps to the success of a

Thierry with the _orman Conquest, of a Miguet with personal

delineations, or of a Motley with the Dutch Repubhc must of

necessity be wanting to a picture of the present times. These
grounds of critical judgment seem to have been overlooked by

some who considered this history as wanting in success. But
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all praised its rare exactitude, and its great value as a most lucid
and able arrangement of all classes of facts, and numerous edi-

tions up to the present time prove the pubhc to be in the right.

As far as the field of vision permitted, it dealt with the present as

truthfully and dispassionately as ff it were the past, -- a mode of

procedure not at the time to be popularly appreciated, but which
makes the work sure of its place in the public heart of the future,

and in tile treasury of facts and guiding lines for its historians.
But alt the author's care in guarding her sole responsibility

proved in one instance insufficient to contend with the terrors

of the publisher lest his pecuniary interests should suffer. This

is the story as I noted it at the time from the author's conversa-
tion_ which was not a private one.

"When a certain number was to appear, it being actually printed,
Mr. Knight came, in a great flurry of spirits. He told me he had
just had a letter from a Whig official touching this period, and he
felt in consequence great uneasiness and anmety. But I will give
you, I said, the proofs of the truth and correctness of what I have
asserted ; and I ran over the evidence. _Yes,' he said, 'no doubt of
its truth and correctness,-- I am satisfied of that, but its pubhcatlon
might rmn me. Government m_ght take from me the pnntmg' (of
the poor-law matter, &c., worth £800 per annum to him) ; and he
went on in a despairing, frightened way to complain of the position in
which it might put him. Long after, he told me he had taken the
responsibility of ordering that page to be cancelled. I then told him
he should never more pubhsh for me. Had he submitted the matter
to me, I would have consented to all reasonable change, but he did
not. And it was 'my sole responsibility' he took, without my
knowing it ! His frequent changes of mind as to time of publication
were very detrimental to the success of the History. In such a mode of
publication delay is eminently dangerous. I wrote kin twelve months,
and he paid me £1,000, which he thought moderate, for both parts.
)'or the last part, be_nning with the century to the Battle of Water-
loo, he paid _200. This last payment was made after the ' Letters
on Man's Nature and Development ' were published. Soon after this,
Robert Chambers came to take tea with me, and told me that Mr.
Knight, being pressed for money, had sold the whole, and the pur-
chasing house was delighted with the acquisition. But before the
seasonwas over Mr. Knight bought back _800 worth oftheproperty.
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"Robert Chambers after this entered into a treaty with me, -- for he
had bought the whole History of Mr. Kmght, -- to complete it up to
the present time, which my illness prevented my doing. But I ought
to tell you of Mr. Knight's most handsomely proposing to me to buy
back the first book, that I might have the sausfaction of the beginning
as well as the completion of she work."

She afterwards wrote an entirely new book for the Ameri-
can publishers, who were induced by a sense of its need, and

by a mamfest demand indicating the same in the public mind,

to republish it in Boston, in the heat of the slaveholding rebel-

lion. It was felt by the most observant of those Americans

who read it at the ume to be a fit medicine for the houri

and the anthor was entreated by the American publishers to

furmsh them with a preface of warning against the polieids that
have ruined nations in old times, and that should be accord-

ingly avoided by the statesmen of to-day. She immediately

consented, and not only wrote the preface, but the new part,

continuing the work to the Russian war in 1854. That edition
is entirely exhausted.

The publishers preface the AmelScan edition thus :--

"The reproduction of this work may be regarded as peculiarly
opportune at the crisis through which this naUon is now passing.
Our people are studying anew the great problems which have been
agitating England for more than half a century. The questions con-
nected with an extension of the suffrage, the emancipatmn of file
blacks, a paper currency, the removal of restriction_ on trade, the
increase of taxation and the national debt, have to-day their direct
analogies for the consideration of the citizens of the United States.
To a certain extent the solution may be found in these volumes .....
The persona/opinions of the distinguished author are forcibly stated_
but the expressmn of them is eharacterLzed by an admirable fair-
hess, _'

The same year--1846--that the History of the Peace was

projected the "Daily News" was started, under the management

of Mr. Charles Dickens, Mr. Forster being the chief editor. The
arrangements were of a very costly character, and the success of

the paper was by no means commensurate to its expenditure.
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Mr. Dickens retired in a few weeks, and Mr. Forster threw up
the editorship ; and the proprietors, under the advice of Mr.

D_e, determined to try the experiment of a cheap paper, and

to establish a daily paper at a reduced price. But after a trial of

two years the cheap paper was abandoned as unsuccessful, as the

circulation, at one thne 20,000 per day, had fallen off to scarcely

a quarter of that amount. Since the first of the year 1849 the
paper continued (till the very recent change to a penny) at the

ordinary price of daffy London newspapers, that of five pence with
a stamp. The polities of the paper have since be_n uniformly lib-

eral, and in favour of free trade. Its devotion to the latter object

caused it to be spoken of as the Cobden organ_ gut it was always

independ6nt, and it never followed the peace view nor the pro-
slavery tendencies of that party, and has in those respects been

its energetic opponent.
In view of Harriet Martineau's numerous leading articles, at

the rate at times of six per week, her valued friend, ]_Ir. Hunt,

said at that period :--

"Our contributors never wrote more than four articles a week at

most. It is all that the best of them could fairly do. And political
writers commonly deteriorate. The first article is excellent, and we
think we have found a treasure. The second is less striking, but we

are not surprised that so high a standard cannot in every instance be
maintained. At the third we say, 'Have we not read something llke
this very la_ely 1' The next is so manifest a falling off that we desire
_o more."

There was no such feeling or failure in the political career of

Harriet Martineau. "Do you know," said _ir. Hunt to one

of her family, "that your sister is a great political writer _" ]=ie

told, too, how these writings moulded public opinion through
Parliament. "They are read in the clubs ; they precede the

debates and modify the ' Times.' The ' Daily News' leads."

And well it might and must lead ; "for these," said a friend to

Mr. Hunt, "are not only newspaper articles, but poema" And

so they were, -- the full sweet harmonies to which

"The powers_militantthat stood for Heaven
Movedon."
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The subjects of these articles cover the whole field of national
and political action, philanthropic effort, and agricultural statistics.

In the department of agriculture no one had done so much, ex-

cept Sir John Walsham. Irish, Jewish, and American subjects,

Indian and educational reform, antislavery, geographical, and his-
torical articles, economical and West Indian interests, reviews

and miscellaneous writings, made up her sixteen hundred strong.
It was fortunate for all whom political knowledge and integrity

might concern, that, on the death of Mr. ttunt, his successor
should have been such a man as William Weir.

He had been early trained by classical studies at home, and

by the study and use of the European Continental languages
abroad ; and foreign travel and a University course in Germany
had completed his preparation for life. It was currently said of

him that he was master of the library of ]_urope. A man of

great natural abilities, a barrister by profession, and a fluent and

eloquent speaker, his career was arrested by a deafness which

increased with years, and he became a journalist. He brought

to the editorship of the "Daily News" long training in other
journals, and an extraordinary array of qualifications for the

post. Law, history, geographical research, literatm'e,--he was at

home in them all; and nothing in his experience had worn away

the native vigour of his mind or warped the rectitude of his
principles. It was his unalterable determination to hold the

"Daily News" in its independent political position, and to make
it the guardian of popular rights, needed reforms, and social

improvement; and his cosmopolitan tendencies disposing him to

believe that the field was the world, he was greatly gratified

to find in Harriet Martineau the same purposes and accomplish-
ments as his own. "When I returned from the Continent," he
used to say, "her writings took me between wind and water, and

went a long way towards determining the direction and character

of my mind for life." It was probably the same with his eel-

leagues in the office ; for it was by having more or less formed

the minds of her whole generation, that she was enabled so
greatly to influence her times.

When it fell, in regular succession, to Mr. Weir to reorganize
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the office, he at once recognized the supreme value of her col-

labomtlon, and wrote to her as follows : --

MY DEAR MISS MARTINEAU,- You are no Miss Martineau, but
a benevolent, indefatigable fairy, who knows instructively what is
wanted, and how it should be done. There is something supernatural
in the patness of many of your articles (that on the queen, for exam-
ple) to my views and wishes.

Semously, I do not know how I should have wrestled through this
last week without you. As we say north of the Tweed, " I owe you
a day in hairst."

Ever gratefully yours,
WILLIAM WEIR.

What most commended Mr. Weir to Mrs. Martineau (she had

now for good reasons taken the style that had been in use in the
last century ibr maiden ladies no less than married ones) was

his readiness to encounter the opprobrium that always attends

those who intermeddle for good with public affairs. She found

him always valiant for the truth.

In another letter, written during a suspension of her articles,

he says : --

MY DEAR I_ISTRESS HARRIET_ -- I shollld have answered your note,
but I have been severely indisposed, and at the same time more
severely tasked than usual. I have had to go more into public com-
pany than usual, and have had to take my daughter to school.

You cannot doubt that your aid will always be acceptable. In
political principles we are probably as nearly at one as two distinct
existences can be. The only modification I am likely ever to suggest
in any communication with which you favour me, would be when
the accident of position enables me to know some recent fact that
renders a different strat%oT advisable, or disproves some inference.

I have said before, and say again, your loss has been to me irrepa-
rable. I have never before met-- I do not hope again to meet -- one
so earnest to promote progress, so practical in the means by which to
arrive at it. My aim in life is to be able to say, when it is closing,
"I too have done somewhat, though little, to benefit my kind ;" and
there are so few who do not regard this as quixoti_m or hypocrisy,
that I shrink even from confessing it.

The "sold to the Ministry" story must be an American echo of
what was once said here. I cannot conceive how any person who ha8
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read the "Daily News" can immune such a thing. We are opposed
to them on all broad, general principles ; we nezther spare men nor
measures. There is only one way to get rid of such repol_s, -- to llve
them down.

My great object just now is, to stir up the more or less instructed
class to self-exertion; to assert its right to participation in adminis-
trative office, and to that end to be more carefnl in its selection of the
men to be sent to Parliament. I believe we are on the eve of a great
social revolution, and that cool-headed and earnest men are the only
thing that can carry us safely through it. But where are they to be
found 7 ....

Ever gratefully yours,
WILLIA_I WEIR.

Mrs. Martineau's objects being identicalwiththose of Mr. Weir,
their correspondence was one of mutual consultation as to means
and measures. At the moment when the affairs of India became

of paramount importance to Great Britain, she felt the necessity
to the general public of more information and a wider diffusion

of it ; and she wrote to inquire of the "B_aster of the Library
of Europe," whether any book calculated to convey the requisite
knowledge was in existence.

Mr. _vVeizimmediately replied :-

DEAR ]_ISTRESSHARRIET, -- There is no such book, and it is much
wanted.

There are only two people in England who could do it. One would
do it admirably, -- yourself ; the other very indifferently, -- myselfi
When I came to the bottom of your third page, I cried, "That is just
what crossed my mind when you first spoke of the ignorance of the
pubhe regarding India." I wish you would try it. I will strain
heaven and earth to get in two chapters (so call them)a week.

Much will depend on selecting the starting-point,-- not too far back.
As for a ballad or an epic, some epoch comparatively recent ought to be
selected ; and as opportunity offers, the growth of the army, admin-
istrative system, judicial system, etc., observed ab ini$w, so as to
render intelligible their actual characters.

Perhaps the present mutiny,-- apparently confined as yet to the
army,--the relation of the army to the presidency, the relations of
the three presidencies to each other, and so forth. I throw the_e
things out hurriedly; for I have no doubt you have already a plan
of your own sketched out, and this may hel !) to fill it up.
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You must have much matter, and many intelligent friends who will
aid. I will give what I can, and search for more.

Would it not be best to commence it from the beginning by
" H. M." I I will write again to-morrow.

I wish you were at work. W. WEIR.

Yl.r. Walker, known as "the friend of the United States,"

succeeding at the death of l_r. Weir, it is needless to say that,

under such management, the circulation of the " Daily :News"

continually increased.

It was vastly more influential than the "Times" with the

great middle class in England, from the time that Harriet Marti-

nean's spirit was moving in the wheels; and it is the great middle
class that ministers and cabinets watch with most interest for

the guidance of their course.

Besides what other authorship she might have on hand,

whether light or weighty, Harriet Martineau wrote for this

paper above sixteen hundred leading articles, at the rate some-
times, for months in succession, of six in a week,--all so valuable

that it was once proposed to her to have twelve volumes of them

republished. This idea she did not much favour. "Three
volumes would be enough," she said, "as so many of them are

merely temporary."

Through the kind offices of her friend 1_. Robinson, the

managing editor of the "Daily :News," the experiment was tried
long after with a volume of her biographical articles. She was

too ill to attend to the publication herself, and in the midst of

his own engrossing duties he assumed the whole labour of put-
ting this work through the press,-- a testimony of devoted friend-

ship for the author.
The volume on British India, of which she felt the public

need, published in 1851, is "beautiful exceedingly." In 1855
appeared her " Guide to the English Lakes," in another way no

less beautiful. In 1859 the book, "England and her Soldiers,"

for the promotion of army reform, was written in aid of Flor-

ence :Nightingale's objects. In 1861 came the volume entitled

"Health, Husbandry, and Handicraft," and also a volume con-
ta_nlng a collection of her contributions to " Once a Week," the
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periodical for which she wrote after she felt obliged, by the
refusal of" Household Words" to publish any article reflecting
credit on the Catholics, to sever her connection with Mr. Dick-

ens. In 1869 the "Biographical Sketches" reappeared, with

the same admiration as at first, and the same reserves on the

part of those who use some few words m a nalTower sense than
herself. One of these was the word "heart ;" and one of her

very latest utterances to a friend who inquired what she meant

by saying that Lord Macaulay was not a man of heart, illustrates
this difference. " I do not mean," she said, "that he did not

love his family, or that he was not, in a small way, benevolent.

But ff he had been a man of heart, could he have gone through
the world, without taking it in, with all its grand interests, its

sufferings, and its destinies _ He did not live on the high level

of the heart. ]3ut he was a most charming lltt_rateur, and as
such admired and rewarded."

It may be remarked of her appreciations of character in general,
that they suggest this conclusion,- that disinterestedness un-

fetters the judgment. Let almost any one try the experiment of
uttering his exact opinion as if in the palace of truth : it will be

found to differ materially from his utterances in other palaces.
But it was not so with her.

Her correspondence shows how every originator or promoter of

a benevolent plan looked to her for co-operation.
Mr. Rathbone of Liverpool, knowing how busy she always was

for the natives of Westmoreland, her proceedings there "sending

a sunbeam into his room" (as he writes to her), sent her a plan

for the introduction of penny banks among the people ; and

he tells her at the same time how much he has been stnlek by
her plan for better organization of life for single ladies, and of

the economies of life in general, that all the toiling millions may

have leisure to be good ; and all these thoughts make him sign

himself "respectfully and affectionately" hers.
Her very numerous articles in leading periodicals were all

written with some strong purpose of service to mankind, and

her biographical articles were written on the principles of fidelity"
and openness, as the only Becurity for a slm_lar result from them.
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Her method seems to have secured general approval, for almost
every newspaper in England hailed them with admiration, and

there was actlmlly a renewal of the enthusiasm attendant on her

early fame. Her object in writing them was to be true to what

she had known and observed of the life she was dealing with.

l_othing to extenuate and nothing to overcharge was her way.

To copy the portrait her subject had himself painted was her
endeavour ; and in observing the manners that indicate the

mind, she used to say the alert eyes of the partially deaf, so

constant in their watchfulness, learn many things unknown to

others. Harriet Martineau was for long periods of her life in
correspondence with her friend- I believe, too, her dmtant

relative-- Mr. Henry Reeve, so well known and highly esteemed

as editor of the "Edinburgh Review," in which many of her

most valuable articles from time to time appeared. The "West-
minster Review," the foundation of which she had prophesied in

the days of her early fame, was always at her command; and
when it fell into financial difficulties, she took a mortgage of it

as property, great as was the ultimate risk of ever being indemni-
fied. "But I owe that amount of loss," she said, "if it be one,

to the review that has so often been my organ of communication
with the world."

These review articles and pamphlets were no "paper capital,"

no "charming twaddle;" but all of heartfelt value and depth,

written becatme her intellect and experience told her the world
needed them, whether in great national interests or in defence of

individual rights. A narrative of the rise and progress of every

one of them would be a light cast upon her life. Those written

in behalf of desert or in deprecation of neglect or wrong were

always fifll of power. As when, for example, she studied so many
volumes in order to be qualified to take up the cause of the

Rajah Brooke,- that Sir James Brooke who devoted his life
and fortune to the service of the natives of the Eastern Archi-

pelago, and was made a prince by them because he had fostered

their industry, stimulated their commerce, counselled their foreign

policy, protected them from piracy, and ruled them in their own
native customs and ideas, _ming these meanwhile as a basis for
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l_forms, and resisting all efforts of the Dutch, English, French,
or Belglam to settle in the country in great bo_lies, or to make

of it a European colony. A man so high-minded and devoted,

a man of such practical genius and utter disinterestedness, a

born ruler, was sure to be maligned and cahlmniated. And

it was while he was striving under this load of calumny to ob-
tain such recognition by his native country as might best enable

him to serve his adopted one, that Harriet Martineau consulted

with his counsel, Mr. Templar, studied his case, received himself
at her home, and wrote that able article in the "Westminster

Review," which, showing her thorough understanding and strong

grasp of the whole matter, made him desire her action as a legis-

lator for the Eastern Archipelago. But her various other duties
precluded such an effort.

The rest and peace of home after Eastern life gave opportu-

nity for Western exertion ; and remembering the dust flung in

her own eyes by slaveholders about the "intermeddling" of the

North, and finding the same process constantly in use to blind
the eyes of England at large, she threw before the country, in

the "Daily News," a history of the American compromises. There
was an immediate demand for it in book form, as there had

before been nothing to which the people could refer, and the

ignorance of the people was profound. It made a great noise,

not only in England, where the work was speedily and loudly
applauded, but on the Continent. Four days after its appearance
in London the "Milan Official Gazette" was earnest in its recom-

mendations. It had a great circulation, gentlemen in various

parts of the kingdom ordering copies by the hundred for distri-
bution_

Mrs. Martineau wrote another much-needed work touching

the important theme of the true functions of government. Its

title was "The Factory Controversy : a Warning against Med-

dling Legislation." She had written it with difficulty, on ac-
count of the head and heart attacks, at this time very severe,

a_ a gift to the editor of the "Westminster Review," then in

pecuniary difficulty ; for she always felt it a duty to sustain it_ as
a medium for the fre_ expression of opinion of which she had
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frequently found the usefulness. The editor accepted the article,
but when he saw the manuscript he started back. He approved
of her doctrine, but dreaded the personalities it contained. Its

object was to show that Mr. Dickens, in "Household Words,"

and Mr. Leonard Homer as factory inspector, were in the wrong
in demanding of government what governments have no business
to undertake. She did not know, when she determined to take

the working of the factory acts as a most complete illustration of

the vice of the principle of meddling legislation, that an associa-

tion of factory occupiers was in existence. But learning it from

Mr. ttorner's report, she obtained all the evidence on both sides,
and wrote her article.

"My article won't do," is the only entry in her skeleton

journal on the day that she received back her manuscript from
the editor of the "Westminster Review."

She then placed it at the disposal of the Factory Occupiers'
Association, with a letter of which the following is an extract :_

I, for my part, cannot modify what I have said [of Mr. Dickens,
Mr. Homer, and others]. These gentlemen have publicly assumed a
ground which in the opinion of sound statesmen cannot be main-
tained ; and I believe my article proves that they have supported
their position by inaccurate statements, and in a temper and by lan-
guage which convey their own condemnation.

In a matter of literary judgment or taste, one may soften one's
tone of criticism and opposition to the gentlest breath of dissent ; but
in a matter of political morality so vital as this, there must be no
compromise and no mistake. Mr. Homer and Mr. Dickens, as inspec-
tor and editor, have taken up a ground which they do not pretend to
establish on any principle ; and they hold it in an objectionable tem-
per and by indefensible means. It seems to me, therefore, necessary
to meet them unflinchingly, and expose, with all possible plainness,
the mischief they are doing. They cannot complain, with any appear-
anee of reason, of any plainness of speech. I have judged them by
their own published staiements ; and the language of Mr. Homer's
Reports and of Mr. Dickeus's periodical leaves them no ground of
remonstrance on the score of courtesy. I like courtesy as well as any
t)ody can do ; but when vicious le_slation and social oppression are
upheld by men in high places, the vindication of principle and the
exposure of mischief must come before considerations of private feel-
YOL.II.
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ing. These gentlemen have offered a challenge to society, -- and cer-
tainly in no spirit or tone of courtesy; and they will not, if they
claim to be rational men, object to a fair encotmter of their chal-
lenge.

On these grounds I declined to modify my article, preferring to
publish it unaltered through some other channel. As the best means
of meeting the mischief it denounces, I offer it to your association,
to be published as a pamphlet, or in any way which in the judgment
of your committee may insure the widest circulation for it. In my
present state of health it has been something of an effort to write this
article, and if I had consulted my own ease, I should have let the

matter alone altogether ; but the struggle for the establishment of a
good or bad law in this total case L_so important, and the existence
of your association seems to me a social fact of such extraordinary sig-
nificance, that I could not have been easy to let the occasion pass
without an effort on my part, ibr no better reason than its occasioning
me fatigme and many painful emotions .....

I suppose and hope you will print this paper just as it stands, in
the form of an article intended for a quarterly review. It will insure
the reader against lapsing into a supposition that the wnter is the
agent or advocate of your committee, or in some way or other less
independent and impartial than I really am.

Believe me, dear sir, truly yours,
HARRIET MARTIh'EAU.

The result was the amendment of the objectionable law ; and

in communicating to Mrs. Martineau this welcome news, the
committee of the Factory Occupiers' Association informed her

that they had repeated evidences of the valuable service she had

rendered, especially in quarters where disinterested statements

were most needed. When they met for the first time after the

passage of the amended bill, they all felt and expressed the obli-
gation under which they lay to her, and it was suggested that

this feeling ought to have expression in some substantial form.
They considered her probable feelings in the matter,-- her known

feeling against being paid for doing good ; and they appointed

three of their number to ask her wishes as to the appropriation or

expenditure of one hundred guineas which was placed for that

purpose in their hands.
The chairman of the committee continues :_
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I am desired by my colleagues, Mr. Turner and Mr. Ashworth, to
make this intimation to you, and to assure you of the great satisfac-
tion it gives them personally to be the medmm of paying this small
tribute to your estnnable character and attainments. _hey further
desire me to assure you of the perfectly unammous request of the
committee that you will allow them, through thin medmm, to place
upon permanent record their appreciation of the service you have ren-
dered to the cause of good government ; and I can only add off behalf
of the sub-committee that they will be exceedingly happy to execute
your wishes m the appropriation of the amount in such form as you
may most desire.

I am, dear Mrs. Martineau,
Yours most faithfully,

HENRY WHITWORTH.

Mrs. Martineau caused the sum to be invested for others.

This work was done in 1855 ; and in consequence of the way

in which it was done, numberless wrongs were presented to

her for redress. Among those, she selected such as she could

best treat of, from present circumstances and past knowledge.
" Corporate Tradition and _National Rights," considered in con-
nection with local dues on shipping, she examined in conjunction

with the Liverpool Association for the right Appropriation of

Town Dues, in 1857.

One of the pieces of work at The Knoll (after the book on

" British Rule," which followed the mutiny) was the planning of

': Suggestions for a Yuture Government of India." Persons who
knew most about India, able men who had been trained in the

theory and practice of Indian government from their youth up,

declared they had never seen a work, not written by one of their

own number, which gave so clear an impression of every thing
essential to a wise solution of the great question then agitating

the public mind. Many, indeed, who had spent their hves in

India, and thought themselves especially qualified to treat of it,

were pronounced, by the really qualified, to be, in comparison
with one whom they called "this sagacious and thoughtful

writer," but as sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal.

"Thee," men said, "are the genuine, honest utterances of a

clear, sound understanding ; an understanding neither obscured
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nor enfeebled by party prejudice or persona] selfishness." A.ud

they wondered how any reasonable being could dissent from the

propositions, thus laid down in _tarriet _Iartineau's incisive
_vords :--

"The time has arrived which will soon determine whether we

shall lose India very soon, or keep it as a more valuable portion of

the British Empire than it has ever been yet. Events have hastened
the hour when we must take a new departure in our admin_._tmtion
of our great dependency.

"If we take time to collect, and reason from, all procurable knowl-

edge on the subject of India, we may make arrangements for which
the whole world will be the better. If we hastily decide that India
shall be a crown colony, ruled directly and entirely from England,
according to existing British notions and habits of colonial govern-
ment, we shall lose India speedily, dlsgraeefully, and so disastrously
that the event will be one of the most conspicuous calamities in the
history of nations. If it is true that this is the alternative beibre us,
every man's duty is plain, -- to exert himself to avert a hasty decision_
first, and to procure a wise one afterwards."

She goes on to deprecate the government of the great Eastern

Empire, not for India itself, but for a parliamentary majority ;

and dreads the total departure, dreamed of by some, from all tho

principles and rules of action which had up to that time enabled

England to maintain her Anglo-Indian government, at the very

moment when for the first time the nation is called upon to de-
cide on a method of dealing with that territory without aid from
precedent or analogy. She continues :--

"Even if we made no change at all in the apparatus of government,
it would be a new departure, because it would be a choice, -- a delib-
erate adophon of a scheme of rule ; and to such a choice there is no
parallel in our history, nor perhaps in any other. Our great privilege
as a nation is, that our British institutions have grown up, naturally
and inevitably, from our character and our circumstances together.
No man, or body of men, ever invented, or even foresaw, our consti-
tution as we are living under it now .....

"Already the nation prefers the company's generals to the queen's ;
and as other departments of service are laid open to view, the superi-
ority will every where appear on the same side. Important as this is_
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there is a consideration (before touched upon) which is more vital
still : that India has long been, and now is, governed on behalf of the
Indians ; whereas, from the hour when so-called parliamentary gov-
ernment should be instituted, that aim could never more be steadily
maintained and fulfilled. No practical citroen will assert that it
could ; for the steady maintenance of such an aim can be looked for
only from a special association (under whatever name) of men of spe-
cial and rare knowledge, cluahfied for their task by a hfetime of such
experience as no man can pick up in Parliamen% or attain any where
in a hurry. When we cease to rule India for the Indians, we lose
India ; and to vest the service of India in the Horse Guards and our

civil departments, is to hand over India and the Indians to parties
whose distinctive characteristic it is to regard all public service as a

patrimony of their own."

But in this whole regnant work of suggestion there is perhaps

nothing more true than the following :--

"Through whole centuries of irregular changes and frequent per-
turbations, which Englishmen could control and overrule at home,
but which made terrible sport of the interests of our colonies, the

government of India has been stab]% consistent, as immutable in the
eyes of its Indian subjects as a god ruling from a steadt'ast throne.
In so pecuhar a ease this has been an inestimable blessing. Its corpo-
rate character, and successions of various men, have redeemed its rule
from the curse of despotisms_ -- the power of self-will ; while its inde-

pendence of the politics of the day has protected its dominion from
the manifold mischiefs of party changes, -- mischiefs which we admit
to be evils at home, though we prefer them to the evils of any other
system. To Hindostan the non-political character of the company
has been absolutely a vital matter. Our rule there could not have
been maintained if the authorities at the India House had been

changed as often as the Ministry, and at the same time with the ins
and outs of the President of the Board in Cannon Row. But the ben-

efit has also been great to ourselves at home, though .we may only now
be beginning to understand the greatness of it. While subject to a
constant sense of nightmare under our painful efforts to get the na-
tional business done by groups of officials who always and necessarily
begin in an incompetent condition, and usually go out of office or
change their function as soon as they become equal to their work, so
that the conduct of public business is a perpetual irritation to middle-

_lass people who, in their private affairs, are accustomed to efficient
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performance, it has been a real blessing to have one publicbody in
the midst of us which did work effectively, as far as it undertook to
work at all. -No doubt, it was often jealous in its temper and restric-
tive in its policy, and repressive and vexatious towards adventurous
men; but whatever it undertook to do was done in an orderly,
prompt, liberal manner, and with a continuous force which would
have been nmposslble if it had been implicated with the Ministers of
the day. Before we abolish such an institution as this we are bound
to take care that the government of India is secured, as carefully as
hitherto, from being affected by party changes ; but so far from such
a precantion being a feature of the Ministerial proposal, the plan
actually is to bring India within that very sphere of fluctuations to
exclusion from which she owes her existence as a dependency of
England. Englishmen may now show that they value a blessing be-
fore they lose it."

The superiority of the officials of the East India Company over
any others possible was strongly set forth :--

"On this head the public are provided with a notion and a wish.
They see that wherever the officials of the imperial government and
those of the company come into comparison, the superiority of the
latter is conspicuous and unquestionable. The company's military
officers, or queen's officers, well practised in Indian warfare under the
company's arrangements, have achieved, wherever tried, successes as
brflhant as the failures of the other class have been int_)lerable. The

people of England have less opportunity of knowing how far a simi-
lar contrast prevails in the civil service ; but it is at least as striking
to all who have penetrated into the business offices of the two govern-
ments. It is generally understood that nothing, in the way of trans-
actmn of business, exists that can compare with the achievements in
Leadenhall Street, and in most of the offices in India, which are held
duly responsible to the central authority; whereas we are in the
habit of hearing a good deal of the opposite weakness, and feehng
something of the ,misfortune of it, in our home administration. The
natural inference is that in the highest office, as m both classes of
subordinate functions, a nominee of the company would answer bet-
ter than one appointed by the imperial govermnent. All eyes turn
at this moment to Sir John Lawrence as the right man. Whether he
be so or not, the general desire should operate as a popular nomiua-
tion_ to check an unpopular one. If it were duly attended to, neither
royalty, administration, nor aristocracy would venture to propose any
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ordinary home-bred Englishman as the ruler of a hundred millions of
men, while there are Anglo-Indians in existence who are familiar
with the country and the people, and have proved that they can ad-
nfimster the one and rule the other."

Such truths as these were eagerly studied by all honestly in

search of truth ; and some of the wisest men m the nation said,

"Take this book of suggestions to heart, earnestly and inefface-
ably."

It was written because the writer believed that Lord Pahner-

ston, then m power, would follow up with rash precipitancy the

wellnigh fatal apathy and procrastination of the past, and it

would be doing the nation a service to rouse it to active and pro-
found consideration and caution in so unprecedented a case. She
had been earnestly entreated to write this book, and she con-

sented, "because the leisure, quiet, and imparhal position of the
sick-room seem to render the request reasonable."

"Endowed Schools in Ireland " was demanded by a parha-
mentary need, and was reprinted from the " Dally :News " in

1859; and as "Life in the Sick-Room" at Tynemouth was a
blessing to individuals in numberless sick-rooms, so these four

works- a blessing so nations and cities in their corporate ca-

pacity -- might properly be lettered, in contradistinction, "Life

in a Sick-Room ;" for it is doubtful if there could be another of
such a character.

These grave political labours were occasionally enlivened by
narratives of previous experiences, which she had written out at

the time of their occurrence, under the following title : --

TWO TRUE STORIES ABOUT CLAIRVOYANCE.

FIRST STORY.

Early in 1849 I stayed a few days at Mr. S. Dukinfield Darbi-
shire's, at Manchester. One night, after a party, Mrs. D,_rbishire told
me that she had to go, the next morning, to Bolton, and she hoped
I would go with her. She had a question to ask of the girl Emma,
whose strange powers as a somnambule had just become known
through an accident. Mrs. D.'s question related to some missing
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property (not, I thi_l% her own, but a friend's). Emma's information
had recently led to the discovery of some mislaid bank-notes, and the
saving of the character of a clerk ; and this induced Mrs. D.'s experi-
ment. I shall say nothing about that business, however, but shall
relate only incidents within my own experience and observation. At
first I refused to go, being unwilling to countenance the practice of
exposing invalids (as somnambules very commonly are) to be mes-
merized for money, and urged beyond the natural exercise of the
faculty, whatever it be. At bedtime, however, _Irs. D. said, "I
think, if you consider that your going will make no difference to the
girl, that it will be merely two ladies being in the room instead of
one, you will see that you may as well use the opportunity." I was
very willing, of course ; and I went.

It was a bitter cold winter's morning ; and when we left the station
at Bolton Mrs. D. said she hoped we might meet brother Charles
presently, and not have to wait long in the street. She had sent him
a request to meet her at Mr. Haddock's (where Emma lived), but it
had now occurred to her that we had better meet him in the street,
that she n_ght caution him against mentioning either of our names
in Mr. Haddock's house. We did meet him, a few yards beyond Mr.
Haddock's shop ; he was introduced to me, and we agreed to mention
no name during the intervlcw. _¢[r.Charles Darhishire (I believe a
bachelor) lived eight miles from Bolton, and I think he and I had
met once before ; but we were quite strangers to each other. Of me
and my ways he knew nothing but that I lived at Ambleside, and
that I had been much interested in the facts of mesmerism. For

his part, what he knew of Emma was the recovery of the bank.
notes, by her information, he being one .of the witnesses of the
transaction.

We entered the shop,--an apothecary's shop. Emma was the
maid-of-all-work to Mr. Haddock. As we were not expected, we had
to wait in the shop while the fire.was lighted in the sitting-room, and
while, doubtless, Emma dressed. I will say nothing of Mrs. Darbi-
shire's business, but merely remark that she and I were the only per-
sons present, after Mr. C. Darbishire went away, except that Mr.
Haddock went out and came in, two or three times, as business called
him. He had nothing to do with Emma while she was under my
hands.

She was a vulgar glrl, anything but handsome, and extremely igno-
rant. It does not ma_ter to my story; but it is the fact, that she
could not read. What I saw disposed me to try what I could make
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of her when Mrs. D.'s business was done. I mesmerized her, and soon
saw she was fast. She exclaimed at once that "the lady had warmed
her."

After a good deal of very striking disclosure on her part, it suddenly
struck me that I might try her power of seeing about places and per-
sons. So I took a handful-- a large handful -- of letters from my
pocket, Mrs. D. asking me what I was doing. I told her she would
soon see : and so she did ; and so did Mr. C. D., who returned in the
middle of my experiment.

I was aware that the girl could not read : but to make all sure, I
chose a letter which was not in an envelope, and was altogether blank
outside. There was not a scratch of ink on it, and it was close folded.
I asked Emma who that letter was from. She clapped it on her head,
close folded, and said a gentleman wrote it who was then walling up
and down his parlour, with a silk handkerchief in his hand. Her
account of his appearance, ways, and habit of mind was as accurate as

possible.
"Who is it ?" asked Mrs. D. "Who is she talking about ?"
" I will tell you all about it by and by," I said ; "' surely not now."
Emma described the room ; but I need not, unless I mention one

particular. It was a London riming-room, one of hundreds which
any one might venture on describing. One article, however, Emma
mentioned as "a long-down picture," hanging in fact where she sa_d
it did. The gentleman was Mr. Atkinson, m his own dining-room ;
and the "long-down picture" was a part plan, part bird's-eye view
of Rome, two or three times longer than it was broad.

"Now," said I, "go into the next room, and tell me what you see
there."

"The next room 7" said she. " There is a room, but I can't get into
it ; there is no door." And, moving m a troubled way, "How can I
get into it when there is no door ?"

" I suppose somebody gets into it to clean it," stud I.
" O, yes ; they go in by the hall."
"Well ! do you go in by the hall."
" Yes, I can do that. Ah I this is a smaller room. There are some

cut stones stuck up, -- one, two, three."
"Cut stones !" said Mrs. Darbishire ; and I begged her to wait.
"And there are some book-shelves,- not many books: there are

boxes. Some are gray, some are green ; and they have large white
marks upon them,- letters, I think. They are in rows, a lot of
them, one on top of another between the shelves."
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"Any books ?"
" Yes, some ; only one shelf of them."
"Any thing else _"
She writhed m her chair, and shuddered, and spoke tmwillingly

and hesitatingly.
"Ye--s; there are some things on the top shelf. I don't like

them," shuddenng much.
"Tell rue about them."

"Well, there are SLXon 'era ; and one is very well ; but the oth-
ers-" And she shuddered.

"Go on."

"Well, there is one below in the shop, -- one of the sort."
This was true : I had seen it when we entered.

Mrs. D. could wait no longer. "What/s she talking about _" she
exclaimed. " She talks of ' things' and ' things' ; -- what things are
they ?"

I said to Emma, "You talk of ' things.' What sort of things are

they ?"
"Well, I can't tell you what they are."
"Are they apples and oranges, or what ]"
"0 no, no 1 nothing of that sort, I should say," w and she shud-

dered out her words, and spoke doubtfully,--" they are a sort of
heads. But one goes this way,"--putting up her hands, and de-
scribing a wide arch from side to side of her head,-" and one

goes that way," describing a great arch from the nape of her neck
to the root of her nose. This was enough ; and I reheved her from

her painful state of disgust by turning to other objects.
This may end my first story ; for I could have nothing more re-

markable to tell. As soon as we were out of the house I explained

it all to my companions.
The second room was the place of deposit of some curious property

of Mr. Atkinson's deceased father, as well as some odd things of his
own. The old Lord Elgin gave Mr. Atkinson, Sr., some of the most
fragmentary of the Elgin marbles ; and these "cut stones" were on
pedestals in various parts of the room.

Mr. Atkinson, Sr., was an architect of eminence, and the plans, &e.,
of the mansions and grounds of many noblemen and gentlemen were

kept by him, as deeds are by lawyers, in tin boxes, --in this case
gray and green, with the names of the owners and estates painted
outside in large white letters, -- the boxes being shelved as described.

Above them was a shelf of books ; and above them, on the top shelf,
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six "things" which, as it happened, I had forgotten, till the girl's
horrors brought them back to mind.

They were six casts of heads,--one, as she said nothing remark-
able, or "very well." The other five were casts of the heads of a
family of idiots in Norfolk, hideous beyond expression; and two
of them enormous, as Emma described, -- one in length, the other m
breadth.

Of course I told Mr. C. Darbishire that I should be ready to bear
witness to the reality of Emma's powers, at that date, -- so far at least
as (what is called) "thought-reading" is concerned,--in case oi her
meeting with the too common treatment,--the insult and imputation
of imposture which are the weapons of the prejudiced, the ignorant,
and people who are too indolent to ascertain facts for themselves. I im-
plored him, however, to do all he could to prevent the girl being over-
worked or over-urged ; and thus to save her from the danger of filhng
up her falling power by material from the imagination, and at last
resorting to tricks, deceiving herself and others, rather than give up.

SECOND STORY.

After I got home it struck me that it might be well to ascertain
Emma's faculty in regard to myself; to try in some way, which
should be indisputable if it succeeded, her power of clairvoyance in
the case of a person with whom mesmeric relations had been estab-
lished. I therefore wrote to Mr. Charles Darbishire, who was fre-

quently seeing her, to explain my notion. I told no person whatever
of my writing to him ; and he, living alone, told no person whatever
of my letter. Between us we managed so that com_nunication with
Emma--if anybody had known of the project--was impossible m
point of time. There was no telegraph within reach from hence at
that time, if there had been any body able to use it. I wrote on a
Thursday, saying that for a week from the hour when he would
receive my letter he had my leave to learn from Emma what I was
doing at any time between 9 A.M. and 9 P._.

The immediate method was put into my head by Mr. C. D.
having said, once before, that he was tempted to put a note of
mine on her head, to see what she would say; but that he con-
sidered that it would be hardly right to do this without my leave.
I-Ie had therefore never referred at all to me and my visit, and did
not know how far the girl was conscious of it. Mr. C. D. received
my letter the next-morni_ag-- Friday -- at his home, eight miles from
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Boltou. Very considerately remembering that it must be somewhat
genant to me to be under possible inspection all day, and seeing the
advantage of wasting no time, he determined to send me his report
by the same day's post. In the afternoon he made his call at Mr.
Haddock's, found Emma quite ill with a bad cold, and expected
nothing from her while so "stuffed" and stupid and headachy ; but,
as mesmerizing would do her good, he tried what she could do, giving
no hint of ally particular reason. He was so satisfied that she was con-
htsed, and talking at random, that he presently broke off ; and much
surprised he was to find her accotmts of things all right.

As I have said, he -knew nothing more about my position here than
that I lived at Ambleside. _ly house was just built ; and whether
I lived m lodgings, or how or where, he was entirely ignorant. Such
was the fact ; though it would have made no chfference in the .essen-
tial points of the story if he had known my house as well as his
own.

He put on Emma's head a folded paper,--blank except a few
words which told nothing and were not si_ed, and were written
merely to estabhsh the necessary relation. I had also breathed on the
paper, tor the same reason. Outside it was blank ; and it was never
unfolded. As soon as she put it on her head she said she could see
"the lady that warmed her" The lady was sitting at a round table
before the fire, and opposite the fire was a large window, and there
was on another side another window, that opened down to the
ground. The sofa, chairs, and window-curtains were light-coloured,
&c., &c., -- all correct. The only remarkable points of the description
were two : the sideboard having a white marble top ; and the book-
ease, which she called "a right-up" bookcase. It was a straight,
tall, narrow bookcase, made to fit in between two windows in our

house in London, and looking exceedingly ugly in any other posi-
tion.

"The lady" was fumbling in her work-box at the table, --turning
things over. All this seemed so commonplace, and yet so unlikely
(according to Mr. C. D's. notions) that the business stopped here ; and
he wrote an account of it after he got home, intending to call (unex-
pectedly) pretty early the next day, to see if the girl was in better
condition. He would carry his letter in his pocket, and finish and
post it in Bolton, whatever was the result.

The girl was right in every particular. The time was near five of
a February afternoon. I had come into the drawing-room from my
work in the study, and was sitting in the dusk before dinner. I had
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sent my maid out to buy a piece of canvas for a new enterprise of
woolwork; and I was looking out my needles and other needful
things, ready to begin.

This was Friday afternoon, my proposal having been posted on the
Thursday evening. On Saturday Mr. C. Darbishire paid his visit
some hours earher, -- from half past eleven to just one. He found
Emma not much better, and had no expectations whatever from the
interview.

"The lady that warmed her" was in another room to-day ; a long
room, with a large bay-window at one end and the fireplace at the
other. The furniture was black horse-hair, all but the sofa, which
was hght-coleured. (All true.) But the girl's interest was about the
books. Such a qumltity of books she had never seen before ; what
were they ibr ? She began talking to "the lady," asking why she
had so many books, and whether she could ever read the half of
them. At last she came to what "the lady" was doing. She had
a cloth m her hand, and she was wiping and doing among some
of the books. This upset the girl's credit with Mr. C. D., to whom
it seemed more hkeiy to be a servant-girl's dream than my occupa-
tion.

" Now she has got a book," Emma declared,--" a big, square, brown
book, and she is going to read it on the sofa. _'ow she is read-
ing it."

Presently she declared this "tiresome." She should not "wait
long" if the lady did not leave off ; and what a tune this reading had
gone on ! At last she exclaimed, "Well, I shall not wait any longer,
if you won't leave off." Then, with a laugh, "Ah! but you'd
better leave off. You are not thinking about your hook. You
have got some dust on your hands, and you are thinking you will go
up stairs and wash them ! Well, go ! You'd better go !" Fres-
ently, "Ah ! now she's really going."

She described my going up stairs, and my standing before the glass,
"smoothing her hair," said Emma ; "and there is a lady coming in.
2¢o, she has gone out again softly. I don't know that she is a lady
exactly ; but she is a nice-looking young person. And the lady never
found out she came in."

Here they stopped, Mr. C. D. as hopeless as the day before, it
seemed all so improbable, and the girl was really so oppressed with
her cold ! He left her at 1 P. _., went to a counting-house to finish

his letter, posted it himself, and went home to dinner. I received the
letter the next morning, -- Sunday, just after breakfast.
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The facts were these. I had arranged my books the day before
(Friday), and bemg tired, had left one shelf untouched. At eleven or_
Saturday, and on to about half past, I had a duster in my hand, and
wa._ dusting a_ld placing the books. Having finished, I took up one
of them,- a volume of M_moires of the French Institute, sent me
just before by M. Aml_re , for the sake of a paper on the Memnon at
Thebes (apropos to something in my "Eastern Life_" lately published).
The volume was rather large, square, and with a yellowish-brown
back. I read for a considerable time; but at length observed that
my hands were dirty, -- wanted to finish the paper, -- hesitated, but
presently went up to my room and washed my hands.

So far I could testify. When I had finished the letter I rang for
my maid. I asked her, "Do you remember whether at any time yes-
terday you came into my bedroom while I was there _"

After considering a moment, she answered, surprised, "Why, yes,
ma'am, I did. I was going to fill the water-jugs ; and when I went
in you were before the glass ; so I went out softly, thinking you did
not see me."

"What time was that ?"

After considering again, she said, "It must have been about a quar-
ter to one ; for I had just finished up s_irs before I brought in your
lunch at one."

This is my second story. Many have heard it ; and no one, as far

as I know, has ever treated it with levity or incivility. There is
nothing new or exceptional in the facts. Every one who has paid any
adequate attention to the subject is aware that such instances of cl_i_'-
_oyance are very common ; but it does not often happen that allega-
tmns of fraud or iancy are so completely excluded as in this case.
There may be people who, rather than believe facts that they have
stiffened their minds against, would ehar_ Mr. C. Darbishire and me
with having fabricated the whole narrative ; but, short of this, there
seems to be no escape from an admission that there are facts in human
nature which require a good deal of humble and candid study before
we can honestly claim to know the extent and character of human
powers.

Prince Albert might well wonder s as he said he did, what men of
science and physicians in England could mean by neglecting such a
department of study as this. And nobody ought to be surprised when,
as a natural consequence of such neglect, such ahell-feast as the witch-
hanging in Salem takes place, or amadness takes possession of a multi-
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tude of (professedly) educated people in the nineteenth century about
a supposed commerce wlththe spirits of the dead. When due observa-
tion is directed upon such phenomena as those of mesmerism, mankind
will take a great new step onwards ; and meantime the candid have
the advantage over the ignorant and scoffing, that they are in pos-
session of a very interesting and important knowledge of which the
others deprive themselves, not knowing what they lose.

HARRIET MARTINEAU.

Among the more voluminous works of the ten years succeeding

her entrance at The Knoll appeared her little book, "House-

hold Education,"--the oracle of so many homes; and the

papers afterwards collated by the suggestion of the proprietors,

under the title of "Health, Husbandry, and Handmmft," which
she calls "the results of a long experience and observation of the

homely realities of life."

It was at the early part of this period of what seemed impend-

ing dissolution that Matthew Arnold, the poet and the student

of public educational institutions, wrote the following lines after

passing an evening with Harriet _/Iartin_au and Charlotte
Bronte :N

HAWORTH CHURCHYARD.

_Vhere, under Loughrigg, the stream
Of Rotha sparkles, the fields
Are _een, and the house of one
Friendly and gentle, now dead,
Wordsworth's son-in-law, friend,
Four years since, on a marked
Evening, a meeting I saw.

Two friends met there,-- two famed,
Gifted women. The one,
Brilliant with recent renown,
Young, unpractised, had told
_Vith a master's accent her feigned
History of passionate life ;
The other, maturer in fame,
Earning she, too, her praise
First in fiction, had since
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Widened her sweep, and surveyed
History., politics, mind.

They met, held converse : they wrote
In a book which of glorious souls
Held memorial ; bard,
Warrior, statesman, had left
Their names, -- chief treasure of all,
Scott had consi_ed there his last
Breathings of song with a pen
Tottering, a death-stricken hand.

I beheld ; the obscure
Saw the famous. Alas !

Years m number, it seemed,
Lay before both, and a fame
Heightened, and multiplied power.
Behold 1 the elder, to-day,
Lies expecting from Death,
In mortal weakness, a last
Snmmons : the younger is dead.

First to the living we pay
Mournful homage ; the Muse
Gains not an earth-deafened ear.

Hail to the steadfast soul

Which, unflinching and keen
Wrought to erase from its depth
Mist and illusion and fear !

Hail to the spiut which dared
Trust its own thoughts before yet
Echoed her back by the crowd !
Hail to the courage which gave
¥oiee to its creed ere the creed
Won consecration from time l

Turn, 0 Death, on the vile,
Turn on the foolish the stroke

Hanging now o'er a head
Active, beneficent, pure }
But if the prayer be in vain,
But ff the stroke must fall,
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Her whom we cannot save

What might we say to console ?

She will not see her country lose
Its greatness, nor the rei_ of fools prolonged.
She will behold no more

This ignominious spectacle,-
Power dropping from the hand
Of paralytic factions, and no soul
To snatch and wield it ; will not see

Her fellow-people sit
Helplessly gazing on their o_wadecline,

Myrtle and rose fit the young,
Laurel and oak the mature.
Private affections for these
Have run their circle and left

Space for things far from themselves,
Thoughts of the general weal,
Country and public cares :
Pubhc cares which move

Seldom and faintly the depth
Of younger passionate souls,
Plunged in themselves, who demand
Only to live by the heart,
Only to love and be loved.

mATTHEW ARNOLD.
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"It is easier to change many things than one." -- LORD BACON.

,, Am I, therefore, become you_ enemy, because I tell you the truth ?"
PAUL to t_e GALATIA_WS.

I LEARN from allher journals and lettersof thisperiod,as well

as by her commumcations to myself, how deeply her American

intercoursestouched her heart and mind. _he feltthat they

were not mere formal or flattering expressions, but testlmomes of

grateful remembrance and regard from the members of the Amer-

ican Antislavery Society to their co-worker of so many perilous

years both in England and in America; and they kept ahve in her

mind the recollection of the years dunng which she had cherished

the purpose of living with them in their own land. The value

of that constant co-operation was mere and more appreciated, as

the news of her hopeless illness from time to tune reached the

United States; especially as communicated by her American

friend, l%Ir. Pillsbury, who enjoyed the hospitahtms of The Knoll

shortly after her consultations with I)r. Latham.

At the annual meeting of the Antislavery Society at Boston

in 1856, Mr. Garrison, on behalf of the business committee of

the meeting, reported the following resolution :--

"l_eselved, That, since the briefest historical retrospect of the last

quarter of a century would be imperfect without an expression of

feeling in view of one _eat and holy life which the world has seen so

unreservedly and strenuously devoted to the welfare of mankind;

and since that whole noble life, now approaching the term that give_

freedom to speak the whole truth concerning it, has a peculiar claim

on our hearts, we feel privileged by our cause, to express to Harriet

Martineau, while yet there is time, oar deep, affectionate, and
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reverentialgratitudeforthebenefitofherlabours,thehonourofher

frlendship,and thesublimejoy ofherexample."

And the wholeaudienc'estoodup inaffirmation.

Her illnessatthlst_e subjectedher toveryseveresuffering.

The frequently recurring suspension of the heart's action was

very alarming. Her recovery from each attack seemed at the
tnne as doubtful as resuscitation after drowning. " Really and

truly," said'her friend Lord ttoughton, who was accidentally
present at one of these sudden seizures, " we may use St. Paul's

words, ' She dies daily.' " She was more than ready, -- she was

even joyful m the prospect of sudden departure. All her affairs
had been settled, her will made, her friends remembered, as soon

as Dr. Latham's warmng was given, and whale her subsequent

condition was becoming more and more hopeless. But she

wrought on unremittingly, at every possible moment, with her

Autobiography ; and when that was finished, resumed her pohti-

cal, antislavery, and hterary labours, while more than cheerfully,

gladly, waiting for death. Thus life went on, kept in motion,

probably, by the quietness of her spirit as well as the great care
of her young family friends, ti]l 1859, when her American friends
felt the need of her more immediate assistance. :For with the

increase, in general estimation, of the importance of the great

enterprise to which their lives had been devoted, grew a new

responsibility,- that of making known on both sides of the
sea whatever in relation to it might concern the two gre_t
:Enghsh-speaking nations. To do the needed work effectually, it

was felt that the enterprise could no longer be treated topically.

It would require the trained power of thought and observation,

the political intuition and accomplishment, the historic faculty

and knowledge, which it is always the standing difficulty on
either side of the Atlantic to combine, and the common despair

of both to find umted. The great antislavery enterprise of the

century demanded, in addition, a universal and impartial sympa-

thy, and a proved power to forego all things else, for the oppor-

tunity of usefulness to the world. All these deeply felt needs
turned the antislavery mind to Harriet Martineau. She was

a member of the Antislavery Society, and it was one of her
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delights to look at her certificate of membership, forwarded in
behalf of the women of Lynn, by Abby Kelly,* their secretary.

Long before that time she had devoted herself to the cause. She
was one of the earliest abohtlomsts. She knew the ground and

the subject thoroughly in all its bearings; and the executive
committee entreated her once more to give the cause the benefit

of her co-operation in their own country. Signs of a coming

change m the affairs of the nation then began to be seen and
felt. The work of wellmgh thLrty years began to tell, and to

require additional processes m aid of old principles.

Harmet Martmeau's prehminary reply was that such was the

corruption that slavery had brought about in our country, and
such the defects in our statesmanship, that the difficultms in

the way of her compliance would be very great. The more
severe and uncompromising we had been m dealing with slavery,

its defenders, the apologists for its longer continuance, and its
tongue-tied mimons whipped into silence, the greater was her

sense of the responsibility that must devolve upon herself if she

accepted the proposal, t_ut she did accept it, only, however, on
condition that whenever her communications did not meet the

approval of her American friends they should at once inform her

of it. She rephed thus :-
March 10,1859

MY DEAR FRIEND, -- I have received and read with great pleasure
your letter of February 2"2,containing an invitation to me to write
semi-monthly letters to the " Standard" on political subjects, with the
object of inducing such interaction as may be possible between the
European and American peoples for the extinction of slavery. It
has long appeared to me that a hnk was wanting by which much
benefit to your cause was lost ; namely, a comparison of the doings
of the two continents, as _hey affect the destinies of the oppressed,
and of the negro race in particular. I perceive that our antBlave-
trade and West India debates and action are reported in your news-
papers without any apphcatmn to your o_m great national case, and
that American transactions are detailed in our journals without any

apparent consciousness that any universal interest is at all involved
in the case. It is but little that one person can do towards establish-

, AfterwardsMrs. Foster.
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ing any recognition of a common interest between the two parties,
and my power is much impaired by my state of health. But I have
experience. I have long endeavoured to make your ease understood
here ; and I am most heartily disposed to try what I can do on the
converse side. t will send a letter to the "Standard" by next week's
mail, and will devote my best attention to the consideration of how I
may most effectually carry out your wish. The drawback in this
transaction i_ the poan of taking money for my work. I would not
do it if I could help it. My friends oil the committee know me _'ell
enough to know that. If I were not ill and helpless (as to my mode
of living), I would beg you to accept my services as a free gift. As it
is otherwise, I can only engage to make my service as good as study
and care can make it, and entreat you to speak frankly, and without
the slightest scruple, if, for any reason whatever, you should wish
to dissolve our a_eement. I trust you to do so, with or without
reason assi_ed.

If you think proper, will you communicate to your committee (all
of whom I regard as dear friends) what I have now said.

Believe me, ever yours affectionately_
H. MARTINEAU.

Her mind and time were then very full of army work, and the

book she was just preparing for the press in aid of Florence
Nightingale's objects, and the critical state of affairs in Europe

bound her to the "Daily News." ]_ut it always seemed as if

her heart were large enough

"To take in all, and verge enough for more."

She accompanied her official consent with a private note,
urging still more strongly, in underlined sentences, her earnest

desire to be immediately notified of any change in their
wishes: --

March 10, 1859.

.... That letter of yours gratifies me much; and I am less
troubled than usual on such occasions, about my fitness and responsi-
bility. One great thing is that I absolutely trust your fidelity to the
cause, to say nothing of my claims on you tbr honest treatment, to
tell me in the plai_est and broadest way if I do not answer the commit-
fee's expectations, or aid the cause to such a degree as to make the engage-
ment worth while .....

Understand that you are simply to say _stop.'
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In another month my book will be out, and I can have some real
long talks with you. M will tell you that I cannot to-day.
You see how critical our European affairs are ; and I must give what
help I can here.

She always bore in mind Lord ]_acon's opinion,-" letters
are the things," -- and it was agreed between the friends that the

articles should appear in this form, as insuring greater ease and

freedom of expression, and as to plainness of speech and choice

of topics, the committee gave her carte blanche.
She wrote some ninety letters in " The _National Antislavery

Standard" during the three succeeding years, learning from time

to time, through the editor, "that the friends of the cause on
both side_ of the Atlantic might," in his opinion, "will felicitate

themselves, for the cause's sake, that the ' Standard' was in

future to have the benefit of her guidance in respect to European

politics." He adds :--

"Do not hesitate, I pray you, to utter any word of counsel that
may be from time to time suggested by the course of the American
abohtionlsts. Your intimate relations wlth the cause, and your long-
continued and faithful devotion to it, will command for you the re-
spectful attention of all its friends on this side of the water. Exercise
the freedom and frankness of speech that pertains to the most inti-
mate and friendly relations."

And he disapproves of a disposition to magnify mere differ-
ences of judgment as to individual character, and a too great

unwillingness to admit of sincerely offered aid for the cause work-

Lug ill political or other channels than the Antislavery Society.

"Any views which you may be moved to express in relation to
these matters would, I am sure, be well received by all concerned."

While the first year's letters were appearing, as had been agreed,

over the signature of "H. M.," the youth of the cause used to

call Harriet Martineau "Her Majesty," as an expression of their
satisfaction. But by and by some were offended.

The first occasion was the warning she gave that the friction

of debate about individual antislavery character, which was using

up the time of the meetings at a moment when change was ira-
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pending over the nation, was working ill to the society and to
the cause.

"Why could not these valued friends [and personal friends of her
own, too, some of them were] work apart by themselves, in their owa
way, if they found themselves unable to work any longer with their
own acknowledged and chosen leaders t"

:But these friends, being unaware of the technical parliamentary

use of the word " leaders " in En_ish politics, where it implies

neither disparagement of the members nor abatement of political

independence, were exceedingly indignant. "God is our leader!
we have no other !"

Other some felt it an indispensable duty to tolerate intoler-
ance ; and declared their conwction that the meetings would lose
their charm if these brethren shotdd not be sustained. It was

the duty of the hour. So the framing and debating of proscrip-
tive resolutions went on.

A very interesting debate followed on the presentation of one,

at a great meeting of the abolitionists. The :Rev. Samuel May

opposed them, and Mr. William Lloyd Garrison, the president of
the Antislavery Society, seconded him. "I agree with my friend

May," he said ; "as a matter of conscience and from a sense of
duty, I cannot vote for these resolutions." There was a long

debate, the result of which was, that the proscriptive resolutions
were ]aid on the table by a large vote, and the society adjourned

sine die ; and Harriet Martmeau congratulated those with whom

she was in correspondence upon the event. "It is a good thing

that your standpoint remains unchanged."

The society did indeed remain uncommitted to the incorpora-
tion into its records that ]_r. Greeley, the editor of the ":New
York Tribune," and Mr. Cheerer, the pastor of the :New York

Church of the :Ptrritans (the one active in the Republican party,
and the other engaged in organizing a :New York Church Anti-

slavery Society), were enemies of the antislavery gospel ; but the
movers and supporters of these resolutions felt it their duty to

carry them through the country, and so debated them as to

convey the accusation that Mr. Garrison, the founder, the leader,
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_he president, and the representative man of the society had, by
not acting in accordance with them, " lowered the standard" and

"betrayed the cause."
The next "H. M." letter was as follows : --

It is no part of the ob3eet of our correspondence that I should
engage in a controversy about any American affairs ; anti least of all
about what concerns your association. Justice seems to reqmre,
however, that I should say m reply to a suggestion m the "Standard"
that letters am written by our friends in the United States to bias our
judgments, that I, for one, refer altogether to the published reports
of your proceedin_ when I comment on any of them. I derived
my impressions from published documents, and the speeches on the
points they embraced. All I have to say is, that your friends here
have always understood the strong point of your association to be
that it was not doctrinal in any direction ; that it set up no test of
opinion and allowed none to be set up ; that (as Dr. Follen used to
explain to me) it had not even any plan, but that it left opinion
free, requiring only that its members should earnestly desire and
work at the abolition of slavery, by the means which should present
themselves at each passing moment, -- the object perdurable, the
aim steady, the means whatever time and change should offer. We
still understand such to have been the original character of your
organization. If we are mistaken we shall be grieved ; because the
failure of associations grounded on or subjected to opinion is assured
in the nineteenth century. When, therefore, a few members attempt-
ing to introduce a new principle and method require assent to points
of opinion in which unanimity is wellnigh impossible, it seems to us
that those who propose to change are the party to withdraw. They
say, "We believe this and that, and we must be faithful to our
convictions." By all means ; let them say what they think of per-
sons and parties ; but surely it is directly contrary to the principles
of your association that they should require other members to think
as they do, or say whether they do or not. To declare by resolution
the demerits of various persons and parties is a d_ect enforcement
of a test in a matter of individual opinion and an infringement on
the liberty of every member of the body. Any man has a right to
say, on his own account, that he believes A to be as bad as B or C ;
but when this opinion is pressed as a resolution, the natural objection
arises that it is no part of the business of the society to pronounce on
such a matter. If the movers go on to intimate that, whereas A is as

VOL. IL
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bad as B and C_ D is as bad as either of them if he does not admit it_
a further encroachment on hberty is made ; for this is forcing D and

his frmnds to assent or dissent. If they do not dissent, they may

create a false impression ; and if they do, they are COml)elled to appear

as opponents of those with whom they do not desire to dispute. This

seems to us a wrong on the one side and a hardship on the other.
In salaried agents of the socmty it seems something graver than im-

pohcy. To us there is no manner of doubt about the prodigious

advance of the cause. We see Americans enough, and read and hear

enough of _ hat goes on, to be able to compare the tone of tmited

speech at this day with what it was ten_ five, three years ago. An

association which has to work on through such changes as you have

experienced and we have watched, must necessarily be what we have

always been assured that yours is, free to act according to the circum-

stances oI the time, sympathizing with all who are doing any thing for
the abohtlon of slavery, and not concerned with the shortcomings of

any body else when once you have obtained an open course for your-
selves.

As I have said before, and as nobody will dispute, the church

stands on a different ground from any other portion of the community,

because it assumes to be master of the spmtual and moral situation

at all times and under all circumstances ; and its false pretensions in

the particular case must be exposed, because the abohtion of slavery

is its primary and express duty, and the omission of its proper and

pecuhar business is a perilous hypocrisy. There is and can be no

case analogous to this; and there is, I suppose, no difference of

opinion in your association about it. Those members who think it

right to "criticise" collea_es for opinions which they force them

to declare, or for a procedure on which every man must judge for

himself, cannot be displeased at criticism on such an occasion as their

attempt to shift your association to a new basis. That all are faith-

fully and fervently devoted to the object of your association, no one, I

believe, on either side of the water, ever had a moment's doubt.

H._I.

The foregoing letter, as well as the preceding one, had been

submitted to the editor of the "Standard" in the following let-
ter :-

August 1, ]859.

MY DEAR SIR, -- Let me beg the favour of you to consider care-

fully (with my friends of the committee, if you like) whether to
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print the last section of my letter, especially the parts in pencil
bra£kets. My desire is to aid in establishing the principle of your
association as we understand it here, and I should be heartily grieved
to do any harm. So allow me to put that part of my letter absolutely
under the veto of my friends. Of course I don't wish the part to be
altered. That is of course out of the question. But the olnisslon of
all that section, or of the parts I have marked, will not in any way
vex me. We all have one object. To _neit seems well to explain
thus far, but I may be mistaken, and unable to settle the expediency
at this distance, though I feel sure of my principle.

Yours very truly,
H. MARTII';EAU.

The editor's conclusion was :--

"I Coluldnot see that there was any thing calculated to do harm to
the cause or to any inchvidual ; and could see no good reason for
withholding what was evidently written in chanty to all concerned."

By this time the political signs were threatening in the United
States, and Mrs. Martineau became more and more careful to avoid

at such a crisis all small issues, while desirous to keep open
whatever communication might be deemed useful, and she again

took counsel, as follows :--

Am3L_SmE,August 15,1859.
MRS. H. G. CHAPMAN.

MY DEAR FRIEND,-- As you were before the medium of commu-
nication between your committee and myself on the subject of my
correspondence with the "Standard," I ask leave to transmit through
you an inquiry which new circumstances call upon me to make.

I do not suspect my friends on the committee of forgetting my
request that they would speak frankly and without the slightest
scruple, if for any reason whatever they should wish to dissolve our
a_eement. But it is necessary to my own satisfaction that I should
repeat this request at the present stage of the correspondence. I
hardly need explain that the occasion is the letters .... in the
" Standard" .... which suggest to me the possibility that the com-

mittee may think my correspondence no longer likely to be profitable
to the cause we all have at heart. It may be that they think so, or

that they think otherwise. I wish to -know their pleasure, which I
am ready and anxious to obey.

I have only to say this, further. If I go on, it must be in frank
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fulfilmentofmy engagementtowritewhateverI believedwouldpro-
mote a mutualunderstandingand interactionbetweenyourcountry
and mine in regardtothe antislaverycause.IfI stop,itmust be

publiclyand clearlymade known thatthearrestofthe correspond-
enceisby thecommittee'sdesire,andnotmine.

My single desire is to do what is best for the cause. On so great a
question as that of chan_ng the principle of the American Antislav-
ery Association I could not but remark, while obeying the invitation
of your committee ; but I am equally willing to speak or b'e silent,
as they may now instruct me. Till I hear from them, I shall write
as usual ; and under all circumstances and arrangements I shall re-
main their hearty well-wisher and affectionate friend in the cause.

HARRIET _iARTINEAU.

This ]etter having been read to the committee, the result was
the adoption of the following expression :-

Voted, That it is the unanimous desire of this committee that Mrs.
Harriet Martineau should continue her correspondence with "The Anti-
slavery Standard," exercising the largest liberty of thought and expres-
sion according to her own perceptions of right and duty, with refer-
ence to whatever may seem to affect the interests of the American
Antislavery Society, or the welfare of our cause at large ; and that her
continued co-operation is deemed of essential service to that cause on
both redes of the Atlantic.

From the records SAMUEL MAY, J_.

On receiving this vote, Mrs. Martineau immediately replied to
Mr. May, conveying her grateful acknowledgments to the execu-

tive committee, and expressing the satisfaction and pleasure it
would give her to continue the letters :--

I shall flflfil my welcome duty with fresh animation, now that I have
received decisive proof that my friends of the committee and I are of
one mind as to the necessity of a perfect freedom in our acts and
words while working for the gravest and greatest cause now agitating
human society.

With cordial esteem and regard, I am yours faithfully,
HARRIET _ARTINEAU.

The scene between antislavery and proslavery might have now

reminded the beholders of that at Bothwell Brigg, when the
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hosts were about to close in front while the preachers were
wrangling in the rear ; for the slaveholders' rebelhon, confusion,
and civil war were at hand.

First came the enterprise of John Brown. The "H. IV[."

letters deprecated the act, as precipitating the conflict and

placing the North at a disadvantage ; while deeply moved with

admiration for the saintly hcrmsm of the man, she questioned
his pohtical sagacity.

Then followed, as topics, the antislavery and friendly feeling
of England ; the duty of Amenean abolitiomsts to sustain the

United States government the moment it shmfld take its rightful

position; the importance to a nation, m process of being reno-

vated, of getting rid of a protective tariff ; the course of damaging

diplomacy adopted by Mr. Seward ; the neutrality of England
not hostility : on all of which a statesmanhke view was taken,

which, in the opinion of so many, time has since justified,

though some of the American coadjutors wero much dissatisfied
at the moment.

Still, as no official disapprobation came from the antislavery
committee, the " H. M." letters went on. _qotlcing, however, in
the "Standard" here and there, slight signs of the discontent,

the correspondent again sought information of the editor of the

" Standard" as to the desirability of discontinuance. "I trust,

for one," he rephed, "that the committee will never discontinue
them."

The next "H. 1_I." letter spoke "thus :--

"I had hoped that a recent paragraph of my American letters
would be noticed as an explanation of my method. I remarked that
I need say but httle of the discontent with myself ; I do not wish to
occupy your space in such a way. Every practical purpose will be
answered by a brief explanation of my point of view. My course has
always been to fight your battles on this side the water to the utmost
extent that truth will allow, while speakfllg the plain truth on the
other side on all matters which relate to the principle and conduct of
the cause of human freedom. This is not the way to gain popularity,
it is the way to insure displeasure on both sides. But that is a small
matter in comparison with the least good that may be done in either
country, I cortaialy ¢.hinl_ that it is the course most conducive to
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peace and a clear understanding between the two nations. I shall go
on as long as I live with that part of the work which lies here. As
to the other half, it rests with you, as you are aware, whether I con-
tinue it. You know that I wait upon your pleasure in regard to
correspondmg with the ' Standard,' as I have always done. A word
from you, at any time, will bring my tarewell, as I have repeatedly
reminded you and the committee."

Meanwhile, she had learned the empty condition of the Anti-

slavery Society's treasury, and thought, besides, that if dissatis-
faction existed in a single mind among her associates, it were

better to remove all pecuniary considerations out of the way ;

and she wrote to the general agent of the American Antislavery

Society declining further payments.
The reply to this was a vote from the committee assuring her

that "her generous offer to continue her correspondence without

pay if the committee will be pleased to accept the service, is

fully appreciated, and that she be requested to continue her

letters to the 'Standard,' but upon the same terms as during

the past year."
The secretary, Mr. May, went on to say that her "clear eye

and vigorous hand enable us to see many things which are

transpiring in Europe which otherwise we might not and proba-

bly should not see ; and we need," he added, "your continued
criticism here ; .... trusting you may long be spared and be

strong to do the work which so much needs to be done, of

encouraging and directing the labours of those who would build

justly and benevolently, and of watching and thwarting those
whose law is selfishness and whose measures are oppression."

Finally came the seizure of the Rebel commissioners from bee

neath the British flag. Confessional and State approbation

immediately followed the bursts of popular acclamation and the

banqueting in honour of the deed. The commercial newspapers
were forward in checking anxiety as to any ill consequences.

They knew "what Great Britain always does in such cases will

be done now: she will protract negotiations till the affair is

forgotten." Still anxiety did arise in some minds, and there was
talk in the outside row of politicians surrounding men in office,
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of sending acute observers to watch, in England, the temper of
the times;and Everett, Beecher, Thurlow _Veed, and others

were mentioned as the right sort of men to report from thence
the actual feeling of the hour.

Harriet Martmeau wrote instantly to the " Standard" that

England was arming; but with the deepest feeling against going
to war, and with the strongest self-control and the most earnest

desire--submitting passion to law--that Amerma might recede,
England awaited the alternative.

Thereupon the editor of the "Standard" says_ "You cannot
imagine the storm about my ears ! "

Remonstrants had rushed into the office, demanding the sup-

pression of the letter. It was the long, legal, just, eloquent, and,
above all, the much-needed one that should have been welcomed

by wise men, to turn back the tide of popular emotion that does

not ¢hstmguish between a casus belli and a self-gratification.

The editor was able, however, to clear himself from the charge
of "misusing the society's funds by paying for such letters."

"The letters are a gift," he said to such as accused him of mal_

appropriation of funds. But he was obliged to suppress the
very letter that would have given the needed information about

the public mind and assured course of England in case the action

of the American public as displayed in Congressional votes, popu-
lar eulogy, and the praises of the press should not be reversed.

Ansbstract of the suppressed letter will show that no abolition-

ist need have been di_atisfied. It was the very echo of the

antislavery voice and spirit, and it was no more severe upon the

American government and people in this exigency than the re-
form voice had been ever wont to be.

It affirmed that this was not a case for the protracted nego-

tiations that the commercial newspapers had predicted ; that the
right of asylum had been violated, and the English nation com-

pellad with loathing to become the champion and protector of

the slaveholding commissioners ; that, while awaiting the alterna-

tive of peace or war with controlled passion and earnest demand
for legal direction, England's dock-yards and barracks and hne.

of-battle ships were all alive with preparation; that a terriblQ
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condemnation was the due of the Everetts, the Websters, the

Sowards, the Bigelows, and all who in past times and present

had misled the American people on international duties and

morals ; with scathing rebuke of tho commander of tho American

naval ship whoso absurd folly the Amerman people seomod to

be hailing as "pluck" and "dash," closing with a fervent bless-
ing on the American abolitionists, and a call to them to come to
the front with such counsel for immediate emancipation as they

in England longed to hear. "This and this only can avail.

This and this only will secure foreign sympathy, while a foreign

war in the hope of thereby uniting l_orth and South would be

madness, and the negroes would be the sacrifice. If ever men
deserved the blessing of redemption from a national curse it is
the ahohtwnists."

But happily the "Standard" was not "H. M.'s" only Ameri-

can correspondent, nor her warnings confined to the antislavery

office ; and all English letters and despatches confirmed her in-

formation. The Washin_on government was wise in time ; and

they who had cried at banquets, "Off coats and fight!" now
cried, "Off hats and apologize !"

It would have been absurd indeed at such an hour of impend-

ing civil war for any antislavery committee to debate over this

or any other incidental action. The day of free speech was over,
and the day of martial law had begun ] and so thought Harriet

5iartineau. She merely said :-- •

"I am sorry for them that are so angry, but for myself ] have seen
a great many such American displays : they must, however, insert a
letter of leave-taking from me (as far only as writing for the ' Standard'
is concerned), but my work for you will go on here just the same ;
and, happily, I have great opportunities to do it."

And, in effect, her writings on behalf of the United States as

against the Confederates became more and more frequent and

influet_tial.

She wrote at this time, besides occasional articles in second-

rate periodicals, in four leading organs of English public opinion.

Her respect for Mr. Garrison was, if possible, increased by the
way in which he had borne himself under the attempts, which
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she had rebuked, to brand him as unfaithful to the cause. She

received many entreaties on both sides of the ocean to reprint
the "H. ]_[." letters in book form, but she constantly refused.

"It would defeat myplan to grant such requests. I see our friends
have not observed my previous paragraph, which would explain why
I refuse ; and they do not remember that I am one of their corn-
lades."

It should here be remembered that from her earliest political
action Harriet Martineau's method had been the same,--to
use her influence on both sides.

Previous to the exclusion of the "H. M." letters, their treat-

ment of the subject of "protection" had given to some readers
much dissatisfaction.

The letters had strongly urged the abandonment of the pro-

tective policy as the highest expediency and the truest morality :
"The sin of the North is 'protection,' as the sin of the South

is slavery." If the letters had said the guilt of the two sections
on these different grounds was equal, the mdigmation could

hardly have been greater ; and persons brought up upon the As-

sembly's Catechism to be aware that some sins are less heinous
than others, and yet classed as sins in the Ten Commandments,

were now laying it down as a grievous offence that here were

things mentioned in the same sentence that ought not to be
mentioned in the same week ; and although the committee had

given the letters carte blanche, it was loudly affirmed that they
were " off the platform."

Some of Harriet Martineau's correspondence of this period is

subjoined, in illustration of her opinions on the subjects of pro-
tection and American politics.

:Now, as ever, was manifest Harriet Martineau's unshaken reli-

ance-the consequence of her long experience- on the expe-

diency of the frankest communication between individuals and
nations in cases of misunderstanding. On receiving from Wil-

ham W. Story (the sculptor, the poet, the traveller, the biog-

rapher, the student of jurisprudence, and the son of her old and
dear friend, Judge Story) a long argument on the American side

of the pending questions, with the request to procure for it in-
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sertion in the " Dally :News," she immediately sent it to the

editor with an introduction from herself, urgung the importance
of a knowledge of the American view to England, as well as of

the English view to America ; and, long as it was, it was inserted
at full length. Her heart having been so long gdven to the

United States for their freedom and their peace, the " Daily
:News" did but become the more effectual m accomplishing these

two emls, as the change of standpoint made m the" Standard" re-

leased her from its columns. The benefit of her influence in Eng-

land in favour of the Union was felt and acknowledged by many.

In the words of "Harper's Weekly," a magazine of very exten-

sive circulation under the editorship of the Hen. George W.
Curtis,

"Our children's children may well gratefully remember this course
of the London ' Daily News.' "

It is time, before going further, to complete the story of the
Trent.

The Rebel commissioners were carried to the _orth, and im-

prisoned at Fort Warren in Boston harbour. One of them was

of that widely known Mason family which had received Harriet
Martineau with so much enthusiasm half a lifetime before, now

separated from her by her life of opposition to him.

A sumptuous banquet was prepared next day in Boston at the
Revere House (hotel), to do honour to the deed of Commodore

Wilkes in seizing the rebel commissioners. Among the men of
note who assisted at it were Governor Andrew of Massachusetts

and his staff, the Mayor of Boston, the president of the Board of
Trade, and other leading men. "Wilkes did right !" they all said.

When, long afterwards, Mr. George Thompson was demonstrat-

ing the friendliness of England before a great public meeting in
Boston, by statistics of the vast gatherings of Englishmen all

over their couutry; by the universal adhesion of the labouring

classes, especially the population of Lancashire ; by the unvary-

ing course (with but here and there an exception) of the press ;
by the steady refusal of the government to acknowledge the

Confederates; by the constant support in that refusal received
from Parliament, he added,
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" For certain Confederate s_anpathizers among our aristocracy, de-
feated as they were, I offer no excuse. You can afford to pardon
them."

Governor Andrew, who sat near Mr. Thompson on the plat-

form, here interrupted, half rising and touching N[r. Thompson's

arm : " Say no more, my friend ! We all have need of pardon."
A further portion of Mrs. Martineau's previous and subsequent

eorrespondenoe is subjoined, illustrating her pohtleal principles.

May16, 1861.

I am glad you encourage me to answer Greeley, and that you
think Mr. Johnson will print my reply. I don't want to throw away
a bit of work that I hope may be useful. I do wish your people
would attend a httle to a subject which nlvolves so much of moral
and material inlportance, and so affects their national repute. But I
doubt whether any body there has really stmhed the subject at all
Greeley certainly does not understand it. All his mistakes cannot be
dishonesty. A more flagrant piece of nonsense could hardly be pointed
out since men began setting up fancies against knowledge and science,
in political economy ..... It would be a great thing to bring your
nation up to simple principles which should preclude class legislation
and insure justice all round.

Tell me what you think of my answer when you see it. There
will be nothing for you to be ashamed of, for I decline noticing per-
sonahties. I see that -- and-- are both clearly un-
aware of my position in regard to political economy generally, and
free trade in particular, and I shall not in any way refer to it. True,
I ought to tell the editor, who may not be aware that I speak with
any authority ; but it is not a pleasant thing to do, and I had rather
not. Very likely you have.

Well ! I am glad you anticipate an answer. It gives me more
spirit to do it ; and I tnlst it may be of use. I don't understand the
objection to my criticism which you mention, -- " of my country being
a sinner hke the United States." This is not so. We have not a

penny of protective duty now ; and we began to reform the system as
soon as Adam Smith showed us where we were wrong. Your tariff

is a plunge back again into barbarism, when even the late king of
l_/aples and such like had been removing protective duties."

Her niece's postscript is to the effect _hat her aunt is more
than usually ill, but is at work on one of her articles.
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May29, 1861.

.... To day I am happier than I have been yet about your
war. Russell's letter to the "Times" ends with a paragraph -- dat%
May 2 -- which seems to show that the South wiU collapse on heanng
of the spirit of the North. O, the "instant turning taft" is delight.
ful ! ....

What a wretched figure the " Times" cuts in its leaders beside
Morley's exposition ! The latter is a gre_at benefit here ; just what
was wanted. It feels so strange to me_- every body now coming
round to me on American affarrs.....

Do you know I am very glad of your sort of assurance that my
answer to Greeley will appear. It is a very long letter_ but I shall
be really sorry if it does not appear entire, because of the importance
of the subject and the desirableness of showing that Greeley does not
understand it. The Spltalfields catastrophe must go into my next, --
the finest illustration of the case that events could furnish. The rapid
conversion of the French marmfaeturers is excellent too. It is regret-
able that the South should have this handle agahlst the North, owing
to (it seems to me) the blank ignorance of society on the question.
What does Greeley think of Motley's mention of it, I wonder.

I will say something about sanitary care of your precious soldiers
in my "Standard" letter of Monday next.

After remarking that ]Kr. Russell's situation precludes his

writing full letters :_

"One good consequence is, however, that, poor as they may he,
they will dispose forever of the cry that your rupture is the result of
' Democratic institutions.'"

June 13, 1861.

.... The feeling here is changed, -- not at all in favour of the
South ; but what a pity it is that your journalists and envoys and
others ha_'e no notion of political rationality and propriety! Cassius
Clay and Burlingame at Paris, and Seward at Washington, and bul-
lies every where, have made sad confusion of your cause and reputa-
tion ..... If it were the bigotry of a high-principled, narrow nation
there would be something respectable in the rancour, and it would be
appreciated here. But coming from the most profligate political
writers and speakers and actors in the world, it is wholly disgusting ;
and the good people and the best parts of your case are involved
in the general disgrace. Clay, Burlingame, and the speakers and
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writers on this question have not the remotest conception of the

principles of science on the one hand, or of honour oll the other, on
which government is carried on in a European monarchy. There is,
also, a style of imputation which shows the level of the writers' con-
ceptions. So it is in the motives found for me by Mr. Greeley and
others, tt really seems to be so with every speaker and writer on
any part of the subject. The conception of a principled, consistent,
independent lmtional policy, such as is a matter of course under a
constitution hke ours, and which our statesmen are bred up to, is

altogether beyond their ken. But you abolitionists will be able now
to abate these vulgar disgraces of the Republic. You mention Cob-
den and "protection."

You seem to lament that a very good man is not a very great one.
He is so far great, however, as to be equal to his work, a very high
order of work indeed,--a diffusion of social justice which tends to
international peace.

"Protection." Is not protection a sin ? It involves more sin, and
a greater variety of it, than any system I know of, except slavery.

It would astomsh some folk not a little to learn what relation the

system (in any form or de_ee) bears to s_n.
Mr. Adams is liked thus far, because less puerile, more moderate,

not frantic in preaching and proselyting ..... He must speak out,
decidedly and honestly, and then hi_ self-command will tell.

How I have run on pohties ! very needlessly, for I know you
think just what I have been saying.

Yours ever,
H. Iv[.

June 26, 1861.

.... As to the protectionist matter, I need only say that we see
more and more plainly that the subject is not understood ; which is

quite natural among a flourishing new people. Mr. Greeley ought to
understand it, if he tries to make tariffs ; bnt he clearly does not, nor
do those who have any doubt about the "sin." I wish they knew how
the degradation of our pe_mtry (who are now rising hourly), the crime
of our cities, the bmgandage of our coasts, the deprivation of our poor-
law system, and the demoralization of whole classes have been occa-
sioned by the protective system, which they seem to consider an
optional matter, with only some considerations of expediency, :_ro or
con. "Protection" has ruined more of our people, body and soul, than

drink. Your people cannot, in this age_ be so overridden as ours
was before the world was better; but ff you judge wrong on this
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point, you will settle the point of prog_ssion or lapse. You will
establish an influence, second only to slavery, in debasing the common
morals and manners. I know that this is not perceived ; but there is
our experience and the French ior younger iolks' benefit. The rowdy
and vagabond and plundering element will acquire a terrible ascend-
ency ff any ground is afforded ibr illicit trade.

July 11_1861.

About the "Standard." .... I am very sorry it is in need of funds.
Command me if I can do good by sVA1 writing. I will send you a
monthly letter (gratuitous) till you bid me stop. You see by this
tinge that there is no cotton-homage here. There is a total absence
of all regards to it m the conduct of both government and people.
Every thing has been sand and done as if no cotton existed. The
South has been as completely out in her reckoning, as the North in
her judgment and temper about us. The sympathetic interest is over
here,- in the publics I mean. Nothing can at present restore the
feeling of last spring, because nothing can restore the confidence m
American judgment or even perception of facts. Having made up
their minds that England would be mercena_, the North concluded,
without evidence, that she was mercenary. And then, finding that
she was not so, fancmd that she had altered! The despair of the
American case is in the vices of democratic govermnent, which render
steadiness and consistency impossible. This is more fatal than even
the quarrelsome temper ; and I cannot but fear great mischief from it
during this session of Congress.

Talking of low preconceptions, I observe every where, in all the
American newspapers, the same notion,- that we judge the Northern
policy of protection by the rate of' duty on iron and woollens that we
have to pay. It does not enter into the heads of even liberal and
moral writers that we can have any other objection to the principle
than its affecting our pt_rse. They are wholly ignorant of the aristo-
cratic and pillaging character of the system, and of its damning in-
fluence on the character and reputation of a democratic repnblie ; and
they see no further than the damage to Britishers, and assume that
that is what the Brmshers are thinking about.

It was no vagn_e impression, no mere wish, the parent of the
thought, that dictated this assurance that England would not
break the blockade on account of cotton.

She was then in the midst of the distress occasioned by the

blockade, and witness to the noble way in which it was borne; and
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while writing to her American friends assuring them of English
sympathy, she was daily engaged in such correspondence as the fol.

lowing, -- counselling, planning, co-operating, and giving money.
For example: correspondence with Blackburn about food

and clothing in mitigation of distress and abatement of the intol-

erance which was excluding Unitarian dissenters there from re-

lief; the same correspondence with Ashton-under-Lyne, -- the

intolerance, however, being oll the other side, mamfested by result-

ing resolutions excluding clergymen and ministers of religion;
correspondence, with aid to Denton Rectory; colTespondence,

with aid to Hulme, for Workmgmen's Institute ; correspondence,

with aid to relief fund, Bu.rnley Borough ; correspondence, with

aid to Stockport, through central relief committee ; correspondence,
with aid to relief fund, Oldham ; correspondence, with donatlon
of clothing, London; correspondence, with donation to Lanca-

shire Emigration Society, Manchester; donation to Denton Rec-

tory; to relief committee, Salford; to relief committee, Old-
field; to cooking-schools, Manchester.

Again from Manchester, entreating a letter of counsel about
the management of emigration.

The following was her appeal in behalf of the distress in Lan-

cashire, in response to the entreaty to "aid us with your pen and
influence."

To THE EDITOR OF THE _ DAILY NEWS."

SIR,- I have .lust seen something which impresses me so much
that I hope you will gran_ me space to describe it, and to commend
the facts to my countrywomen, on behalf of the sewing-schools of
Lancashire and Cheshire.

I need hardly explain that these sewing-schools furnish at once a
safe refuge for the unemployed factory-girls, a good training in domes-
tie needlework, and the means of buying clothing exceedingly cheap.
The plan is in every way admirable ; and to sustain and multiply
these schools is to do unmixed good. While some people send money
(and much money is wanted) others cannot do better than send mate-
rials for clothing. The co" for material is very urgent; and it is
about this that I write. Whatever is sent should be good and suita-
ble. It would be a cruel mockery to send rubbish, when cold weather
is coming on, and substantial warm clothing is becoming a necessary
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of life. But there are ways of getting good materials cheap. For
children's dress particularly this is easy; and the chlldrem have
the very first claim if Lord Palmerston's advice is to be taken,
and the present dreary opportunity is to be used for keeping every
boy and girl at school.

The other day a friend of mine went forth with £ 5 in her pocket,
to see how much good sound clothing material she could get for that
sum. I have just been looking over her package, before it goes to the
Blackburn Sewing-School, and I find the contents to be as follows :

15 Women's gowns, seemly and serviceable.
7 Frocks for young girls and children.
6 Petticoats, linsey and stuff.
4 Petticoats, woven.
5 Flannel petticoats, very good.
1 Child's pinafore.
2 Boy's blouses, dark blue flannel, very good.

11 Women's shifts, unbleached calico.

7 Caps, strong muslin, checked.
4 Bonnets, coburg, drab.

A good supply of tapes, linen, buttons, and hooks and eyes.
It will be asked how such a purchase was achieved, and this is

what I have to tell.

My friend went to a shop (kept by a good-natured tradesman,
which is an important element in the case) where there was likely to
be a remainder stock at the close of each season of the year. She ex-
plained her object, and was shown remnants of flannel and calico,
dresses out of fashion, out of season, or soiled (being washable) or
faded. Pieces too short for a gown would serve for a frock ; odd ends
of stuff would make bonnets ; the discarded fashions in linseys yield
excellent warm petticoats very cheap. There were no cheap shawls
in stock, nor cloaks ; but in a town these might probably have been
obtainable. So might the list and cloth selvages from clothiers' and
woollen-drapers' shops, from which wman capes may be made, in a way
which every needlewoman knows.

_*ow, there are good-natured shopkeepers every where ; and wher-
ever there is a draper's shop of any consideration there are remnants,
and faded and old-fashioned articles of dress. Ladies who have hour_

to spare can do much to serve their Lancashire sisters by trying, as
my friend has done, how much they can get for £ 5. Fifty ladies,
doing this, might go a long way towards clothing the women and
children of the suffering districts. And why should there not be fifty
mad twice fifty ladies doing tlm thing within a week ?
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I may remind them that there is little time on the spot, and httle

space and resource of convenience ; and that therefore every thing
should besent in readiness forthe needle. The unbleached cahcoshould

be washed out, the garments should be cut out, in breadths at leant, if

not to fit ; and each sort should be ticketed, each parcel of gowns, petti-

coats, &c., being separate, and tlcketed with the number and quantity.

It will be a great kmdness to put in half-worn clothes. As I said
before, no rubbish. ]3ut there are few houses in which there are

not some articles of dress which can be spared before they are nearly

worn out. I will only say further _hat every charge of carriage

should be paid by the sender, and as little trouble given as possible.

It will add a grace to the gift if every thing that can be wanted is put

into the parcel_ -- linings, tape, buttons, hooks and eyes, thread, and

even needles and pins. The very completeness will be a lesson to the

girls, and will give pleasure m places where pleasures are very rare at

present_ H.M.

HARRIET MARTINEAU TO MRS. CHAPMAN.

July 25

With regard to raising money in Europe to sustain the "Standard,"

I don't see any probability of success whatever. The people would

be astonished at being asked, at a time when the American nation is

up in arms (as ks understood here) on the very question, and when the

government asks such enormous sums wherewith to battle for the right

and £ 100,000_000 are being levied to sustain an annslavery revolution

and war; why should Europe send you a few hundreds ? So they

will ask, and I think it will not be easy to answer. ]_ut I shall not

desert the " Standard." I will, as I said, send a monthly letter (if

able) till you or the editor bid me stop. And I certainly shall not

take any payment .... no use talking about it. I wish you would

just forget it. I shall not, of course, be able to give my annual

£5 to the caus% but my letters I can give, and you will be wel-

come to them. As to Dr. Follen% saying of having no plan, -- which

I myself quoted last year, -- I think I know what he would have

said to the proposal that the managers of a revolutmn and civil war

should have no plan. I know what he would have said to applying

to such a ease a proposal statable enough for a little band of moral

apostles beginning to feel their way to the nation's heart. So, again,

-- --% notion that no serious moral principle is involved in the

financial regulation of industry and commerce V Supremely silly, how-

ever, is the contomlding a censure of a political system with personal
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impertinences. Of course there is no sort of doubt about it, poetical
action is a proper subject for discussion, censure, denunciation. Nobody
here comprehends such soreness as is shown by Greeley and others.
Every political scheme here is discussed with all possible freedom_
and nobody dieams of being offended. But the moment any man
passes from the matter in question to insult any body personally, he
is szmply regarded as a blackguard (excuse the term) and sent to
Coventry accordingly Nobody would speak to Greeley here after
reading those letters. You will see I have dealt with the whine
about personalities in two lines. I hardly hked stooping to do it,
but as they really did not seem to see the distinction in the case, I
just said there could be no personahty on qny side, as I did not know
who were the partms responsible for the pohcy.

Dear friend, don't either be or seem sensitive on my account. I
don't like being insultingly treated, so entirely as I am unused to it
here, but it is of no real consequence. I must keep clear of further
controversy ; not only that I am too ill for it, but I see it is useless.

As to what you say of Clay and Burlingame, I don't think any thing
of diplomatic traditions, etiquelte, court-manners, and all that. These
things signi_- less and less, and are not expected of republican min-
isters. It is the utter unfitness for pohtieal counsel that amazes us in
those men ; the absence of jud{,rment_temper, and decent manners.
They misapprehended the plainest transactions going on before their
eyes, went into a groundless passion, assumed the function of a_tators,
and tried to play upon the supposed jealousy between France and
England; getting on]y laughed at by both sides, because the two
were exactly of one mind. "A pretty sort of ambassador!" the
world cries. I need not say what quahties are indispensable in grave
negotiation and m protecting the honour and interests of one's
count_ ; nor need I say that B. and C. have shown a most remark-
able deficiency in those quahties.

The function of the " Tiraes" (self-assumed) which you speak of
I take to be, leading the most popular surface sentiment or notion of
the moment, without the slightest regard to truth or right or con-
sistency. As there is the utmost ignorance there, it is often getting
wrong and always supposing a lower class (morally)than the real
one to be the majority.
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"It was well said by Themistocles,that speech was hke cloth of gold,
whereby the imagery doth appear in figures ; whereas m thought they be but
as in packs.....

It is good m discourseand speech of conversahon to vary and intermingle
speech of the present oe_caslonwtth arguments, tales with reasons ; asking
questions with telhng of opinions." -- B_co_.

IS the most faithful sketches of animated conversation it may

well be that old friends should hardly find the picture true ; so

tame and ineffectual is all such reproduction, lacking the light-
ing smile, the penetrative glance, the eager or earnest or watch-

fully alert eye, the long look into far futurity, that go with a

visible unfolding of the heart in so transparent a being as Har-

riet Martineau ; but all will recognize the opinions.

Looking at the engraving of the Antislavery Society's certifi-
cate of membership, when the rights of the women who were

members were hotly contested, she said, "All that turmoil about
the rights of all your members to make speeches on your plat-

forms, while the very figure-head of your society is a woman

preaching !"

The word "truth" often raised a ripple in conversation:

"5Vhat do you mean by it ? Are we both meaning the same
thing _ Is it veracity, or aetualness, that you mean _ The corre-

spondence of thing to thing throughout the universe is what we
ought to reckon truth to be."

"True to our colours," "true to our convictions," "true to

ourselves," "true to our friends," "speaking the truth," were

texts as the talk went on. At last the inquiry was made whether
it were justifiable or not for philosophers to quote Scripture or
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enrich their intercourse with biblical phraseology. "Who finds

fault with us," said one, "for talking about

' The fair humamtms of old rehglon,'

or for quoting with gusto the old classics_ .... Why not in-

deed _" she asked, -- "why not _ Why, because every body has
transcended them as completely as you have done ; and there is

no danger m the case of becoming double-minded, or of being
accused of duplicity or insincerity. But about the Bible, and the

existing forms, we must be more careful. We can have respect
and sympathy for others in all their forms and all their books of

religion. But we must not give occasion for these accusations.
We must take care not to deceive our hsteners as to our real

mental condition, l_*o, no ! better forbear the phraseolog_ than
be constantly encumbered with explanations.

"But one accused of infidelity may rightly affirm his attach-

ment to religion _ Is it not the true name of all that binds

the human race together _ -- and ' piety' too _.... No, I shoulcl

hardly 81low you the word ; there is no piety without a personal
God in these days." ":But there was the pious 2Eneas?" "True ;

but you cannot use these words in m_y such philological, old-

world way, at this time of day, without being misunderstood."

" But is it not really so, if these words do really mean what we

define them to mean_ .... Look in your Johnson's Dictionary.
What you say may be true to you, but, as he would say, _such

is not the common opinion of mankind.'"

"I see the London correspondent of one of your American

papers says that he trusts the Grote Memoir will be 'racy'
and ' sprightly' It sickens me. Professor Bain shares the task

of Mr. Grote's aged widow, and is no less grave than she in re-
gard to the great scholar and philosophic historian whose labours
they record."

"Tell me about the ' Westminster Review,' was a question I

asked her. "It was mortgaged to me in 1854, " she replied;

"and if I had then known of the plots and devices going on in
the office, I would not have advanced the sum. It was .£ 500,

and the Westminster was in danger of stopping. A base attempt
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having been made to get it out of Dr. Chapman's hands in order
to give it over to an anti-Comtist, some indignant friends of
Chapman and of myself made great sacrifices to keep it in its

proper track. The three greatest of these friends were Mr.

Grote, Mr. Courtauld, and Mr. Octavius Smith ; the two latter

bought off _he conspirators, who would otherwise have made

Chapman a bankrupt and taken the Review out of his hands.
It was then necessary to disburden the Review of the mortgage ;
Mr. Grote offered to manage that business, I offering to surren-

der .£ 50 of my claim ; whmh, however, turned out but .£ 45, the

money contributed being _£5 more than was necessary. I believe

[she went on in reply to my inquiry whether Mill gives the his-
tory of the origin of the Westminster correctly] that his account
is correct. It was established as the organ of the advanced

liberals, but it never had capital enough to prosper."

Talking of forgiveness, she one day said, "I do not know

what people in general mean by the word. Some use it as if it

implied that they were to act against common-sense." "How

Pray exemplify." "Why, when Jack or Gill are persisting in
doing you a wilful injury and from no good motive, of course

you are to forgive them, till seventy times seven if you will ;

that is, you are not to revenge yourself, but do them all the good

you can : but does this imply that you are to expose yourself to
their malice _ You forgive such a one ; but can you respect, can

you esteem such a one _ Can you trust such a one _ You may
have forgiven one that it is not safe for you to meet except before

witnesses ; or to meet at all if you chance to be so low in health

as to be easily shocked, or if the enemy chances to be one trying
to take advantage of your society to put you in a false position."

"Do you agree with Dr. Channing in his preference for indi-
vidual to associated action _" "To a certain extent. I do hate

decent time-wasting work done together by many which could

be better done singly and apart. I am not fond of routine-

doings, -- work done to-day that had better cease, and for which
no other reason can be given than that it was done yesterday.

I oi%en see people preferring the spinning-wheel after the great
manufactories are in motion. All that I dislike. But we must
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each judgefor ourselves,and I thinkwe shallno doubtfollow

ournatures. When indlvidualactionisinsufficientforindivid-

ual enterprise and desire, one naturally seeks association. In

that case only is it likely to be other than a decent form. Asso-

ciations for the promulgation of ideas should have enterprises

involved, or they wSll soon die out, or be turned fie selfish pur-
poses."

Reading an article of Miss Alcott's, she says, "' Transcendental

Wild Oats' ! -- what a capital title I It has genius in it."

"Sara Coleridge's Life, at last. A melancholy book it seems
to me. What a contrast is Mrs. Somerville's! What absolute

serenity ! What low expectations from human kind ! But she

took things and people as they came, and supposed all was right.
She was a charming woman, and I am thankful the world has
had her."

"This vote of the members of Congress to enrich themselves

prospectively seems to me the most menacing dis_m_ace and dis-

couragement that has yet wounded the spirit of repubhcanism.
But nothing pleases me like what I hear of the awakening sense

in the United States of the need of a training in statesmanship.
I think hitherto the Americans have seen the Enghsb governing

classes in one light alone, -- as lovers of power and dignity, get-

ting grandeur and wealth by claims of birth and position ; as, in

short, a selfish aristocracy living for their own purposes. We

regard ' the governing classes' as a portion of society of very
great value, as qualified from the outset to render social services

for which no other class or order of citizens can be qualified. One

may meet with a man here and there in promiscuous society who

knows something of political history, or understands more or less

of political philosophy, but the cases are rare, and their worth
needs proving before it can be used, and they may never light

upon an entrance into public life. Whereas, where there is an

aristocracy like ours, educated at the universities, and connected
with statesmen on all hands, and with hereditary duty of states-

manship for their birthright, their country is tolerably secure

against moral corruption (political) on the one hand, and social
blundering on the other. The Americans have wonderful energy
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in bearing and vanquishing the mischiefs of misgovernment, but

it would be a happmr spectacle and a finer lesson for the rest of
the world, if the men in office were educated for their work."

"My beloved ' Nation' has just come to hand ; but the article

about Mill at the Carlyles' /as to the destruction of Carlyle's

manuscript by a careless servant] (p. 368) is lacorrect, and at

p. 372 I find a misunderstanding of Mr. Grote's action in the
matter of the philosophical chair in Umverslty College. It

would be a complete breach of the very principle which is the
raisou d'etre of the institution and of the chair itself, to install a

teacher whose philosophy is the product of his theology. The

college was largely founded, and has since been supported, by
Jews, for the education of Jewish youth; and there are many
Hindoos, and the sons of others ; and for special ideal ChIistian

philosophy people must go elsewhere. It is no question of tol-

eration or intolerance at all As we hoped, the result is admira-

ble. ' The Unknown Man' * was thoroughly known to Mr.

Grote, Mr. Bain, and others, and he is wholly successful and

highly valued in his office. I wish the ' _ation' could see this
matter as I do. Do you know who is the writer

"_ill's melancholy book is out; he is much overrated as a

man, but his book is the book of the season."

" We have heard of the great Boston fire," she writes to Yrs.

Chapman in New York, "and my first anxiety was for ]_[ary
Chapman, and whether she was safe, and whether you and she

had lost much endeared property such as no insurance could

compensate for. Then came the thought whether my chest of

papers had been perhaps consumed by the fire. Now, mind, I
am prepared to hear this ; yet it will not trouble me injuriously,
he assured. If the whole mass should be lost, do not heed it.

Be assured my mind is free from all care about it, or about any
thing, indeed. The truth is, I have been unusually glad and

easy at heart for above a week past. You will know at once

what this means, as you will feel that I am again worse. Yes,

that is what it means. I am too far gone for any thing but

humouring. I fully recognize the fact, and do not feel humbled

m ProfessorCroomeRobertsonholds the chair in UniversityCollege.
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by it. I have no pride about owning or denying the great suf-
fenng belonging to my present state. The truth is, it /8 great

suffering, and I am thankful for any soothing or intermission of

it. When your time comes, may it be easy and gentle,--this

process of surrendering life. Every body is so kind and watch-
ful ! I have had a sweet greeting fl'om Madame Mohl and from
Ehzabeth Pease."

The conversation turning on what is allowable in publication,

and on the shells and husks of lives given as biography, she ex-

pressed the opinion that what concerned the pubhc should in a

general sense be given to the public. "Not," she added, "but
what I feel myself suddenly turning hot, in sympathy for tho

pain they must feel, when I see persons praised in print more
than they deserve." I spoke of her own praise of Mary

Ware of Boston, the story of whose devotedness to an English

village ravaged by fever she had herself made public, and that
too in Mrs. Ware's lifetime; and of the pain that pubhcity

gave to Mrs. Wards daughter. "Yes," replied Mrs. Martineau.
"She found fault wiLh me vehemently,- unreasonably, as

I thought; but I said, 'My dear child ; your mother's high
character and noble life made a part of our riches before you
were born I '"

" Senior's Book of Conversations ] Yes ; with its journals and

talk with prominent men in France between 1848 and 1852 it
is the fullest representation yet given or likely to be given of
the interior life of the politics of both countries during an im-

portant period."

"Paulding_ No ; we never saw him, nor wished to see him,

nor thought of seeing him. Miss Jeffrey says the same. Some-

body has been falsifying. An odd thing to take up thirty years
after."

At another time, free speech being the topic, Mrs. Martineau

spoke as she always did of its necessity. "Yet," she continued,
"it is to be used with judgment. Free speech on a criminal ease,

for example, through the press, undisputed and universal when
the trial is over, must be mischievous, and may be and general]y

/_ illegal and unjust, while the trial is in progress. The Ameri-
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can correspondents of newspapers seem not to be clear in this
matter. They nnslead the American public upon the two great

points of the liberty of speech and the administration of justice

in English law-courts."
"How many times in my life have I virtually said the same

thing, -- that if we all knew that half the existing generation of
mankind would die, and half be immortal, who would not long

to be sure of being in the dying half I"

" The managers of the Mill memorial put my name, without
even leave asked, on their executive committee. I wrote a re-

monstrance, desiring it to be withdrawn. It was reason enough

to assign that age and illness incapacitated me for any duty of
the sort. But there are other reasons. I do not wish to impli-

cate myself with his repute. I have a great admiration for his
intellect, and a strong regard for his heart, and a full behcf in
his innocence of intention. But he was deplorably weak in

judgment, with the weakness, so damaging to a man, of being as

impressionalole as a woman.

" My contemporaries are dying off fast. I am thankful for

your sympathy about Bulwer's death. There was the making
of a great, good man in him."

Talking of the "Liberty Bell," an antislavery annual for which

she used to write and procure articles from her friends, I recalled
contributions of Milnes and others, written at her request.

"Yes," she said, " and I should have got you a sonnet from

Wordsworth, too, if Quincy had not been so witty and Lowell

so crashing upon his sonnets on capital punishment. I could

not ask him after one of you had called him ' the Laureate of

the gallows' and the other

'An old man, faithless to humanity.'"

Reminding her one day of her strenuous efforts in the United

States for an international copyright, "Yes !" she replied, I d/d

a work -- a vain one up to th/s time -- on that behalf m England
and in America both."

Before me lies the English circular on the blank page of which
she had written one of a sheaf of letters addressed to Judge

VOl_ 11,
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Story, Mr. Adams, Mr. Clay, Mr. Palfrey_ Dr. Follen, and others,
with whom she had consulted in 1836.

The letter is as follows :-
LONDON,November 8, 1836.

DEAR FRIEND, -- Here is our petition. Help us get up a similar
one from American authors. Rouse all Boston and Hew York. 1%
time for more.

H. MARTINEAU.

"I do admire Miss Thackeray's ' Old Kensin_on.'"

"The Ballantlnes were deceived by Scott and insulted by

Lockhart. I do hope Constable's third volume will do justice to
them."

_To sooner had the American antislavery cause been merged
in the national one, than the :Enghsh cause of social virtue and

national existence appealed to her whole nature.
"I am told," she said, "that this is discreditable work for

woman, especially for an olcl woman. But it has always been
esteemed our especial function as women, to mount guard over

society and social life, --the spring of national existence, m and

to keep them pure ; and who so fit as an old woman ]"
Being told that American ladies were shocked to think of

such personal exposure, "English ladies think of the Lady

Godiva 1" was her reply.

Speaking of herself, she one day said : "I have an inveterate
contentedness of disposition,- not constitutional, I think, but
induced, --which makes me satisfied from day to day, whatever

happens, and without the merit of much effort. How this would

serve if I had not so much to do, I do not know."

Referring to the invectives poured out in leading American

journals against Great Britain, by representative men high in

office, after the proclamation of neutrality and the escape of the
Alabama, she said: "How gladly would I die, to put a stop
to these senseless, fearful outburstn! Men do not know how

mischievous they are. One insulting word is sometimes more

dangerous to nations than even a hostile deed ; and always more
disgraceful to him who utters it. See what your wisest states-

men thought of such words in 1793! They are alarming, fear-

ful, for there is no telling where they will encl."
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Speaking of _'[argaret Fuller's regret that " Society in Amer-
ica" was such a hasty book, she said, "She ought not to have

said that. It had three years of the best of my life."

" Tell us," we one day said, "what was the condition of politi-

cal economy before your ' series' appeared _"

"It was never heard of outside of the Political :Economy Club,
except among students of Adam Smith ; but the ' series ' made it

popular, aided as it was by the needs and events of the time ;
such as strikes, the pressure of the Corn-Laws, &e. There was

cheering evidence of this in 1842, when the agitation of chartism

tested the relation between employers and employed, and proved

it clear and sound. Still more striking was the proof during the

recent American war, when the operatives throughout the man-
ufacturing districts braved the cotton famine, instead of seeking

escape at the expense of sound economical principles ..... But

I wish to impress it upon your Americans that these tales relate

to a state of things that has for the most part passed away,
though they did certainly contribute largely to that result. The

young people--a multitude of them--were interested and
instructed in what to strive for in politics in their school-

days."

"When the secularists applied to you to give them a sere'ice

for the grave, may I ask if you granted the request _"
"I have never done so: I have been busier with their lives

than their graves ; and I have my doubts about the utility of a

formal service, except in the case of great men, dying in pubhc
stations."

In the course of one of our conversations on the characteristics

and merits of her works and those of other authors, she said :

"My article on the census is the most marked thing I have ever
done," @

One day, after Lord and Lady Belper had sent to The Knoll a

magnificent basket of game and fruit, the conversation turned on

what Sydney Smith said to her on such an occasion: "They
who send you good things are sure of heaven, provided they

• Results of the Census of 1851. Westminster Review for April, 1854,

:No.CXX.
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also t_y her dues to the Church of England." This set all pres-

ent to considering how far the absolution extended ; and it was

thought to be an enormous act of indulgence, till philosophically

examin_l ; and then it was found to have a good foundation.

Harriet Martineau's heart being in the work of freeing the

Umted States from slavery and preserving peace between tho

two countries, the "Daily News " did but become the more effec-

tual in accomplishing those two ends, and the benefit was

acknowledged in America by many. The fear she felt on hear-

ing of the early disasters of the war was very Feat, as her letters

from time to time show.

EXTRACTS OF LETTERS TO MRS. CHAPMAN.

August 8, 1861.

I bear of Bull Run with an an_dsh of shame and discouragement

such as I never thought to feel again, .... yet I can understand

your Henry's even thinking it desirable (as cutting off all chance of

compromise). But it troubles my very soul. I am glad to be living

so apart. I groan over it on all accounts. ....

Davls's message makes one's heart sink and one's gorge rise. Well,

all this is better than previous hypocrisy. You are happily more

hopeful than I about the effect of the misfortune. I have no doubt

whatever about the eagerness to make sacrifices ; but there is no sud-

den cure for such an inveterate habit of rash and conceited judgment,

such unconsciousness of ignorance and insensibility to the require-

ments of the occasion, as have overborne military commanders .....

Every mail brin_ a bushel of letters from Northern citizens, insist-

ing that the only question is of the Umon, and that nothing will be

done about slavery.

And then the preference of passion to reason, and fancy to fact ! ....

Whether they really believe that nothing will be done about

slavery, or say so because they think it will please people here

(which is a mistake), the act is equally disgusting. :But such people

have not been truckling and trnaming all these years to be trusted

by you or me to-day.

October 2, 1861.

Mr DEAR FmX_D,- I have been writing this week to somebody

else in the United States; to whom, do you think ? Hon. Simon

Cameron, Secretary of War. "What about ?" Well, I had told
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F. Nightingale (glad to send her any word of cheer in her affilction)
that our book was known and read in America. She _ thankful,
and wrote at once to offer me, for your government, not only the
military sanitary reports (which I should have sent to Dr. Howe),
but all our war-office regulaUons arming out of them, some of which
are not yet under cogmzance of Parhament, and others are admitted
to be the best in existence, and are apphed for by foreign govern-
ments.

I thottght these ought to go straight to your war-office, and got
them packed in London, and despatched this week. In writing an
explanation, I took occasion to say that we should be thankful to
furnish the results of our experience and our reforms to all armies,
every wher% if we had the power. I also marked my letter "pri-
vate," lest the transaction should come out in American newspapers as
an act of "aid and comfort" to the North, preferentially, on the pal_
of England : whereas it is F. N.'s and my doing, and nobody's else ;
and we should have done the same by any other army, of course,
if we could. If duly attended to, I really hope and believe these
documents may save some of your good soldiers' lives ..... The
confidential part in them relates chiefly to dehcate and difficult con-
s]deratlons about the quality, attnbutes, conditions, and circumstan-
ces of nurses, nuns, seculars, married or single, &c., &c.

Mr. H. Reeve gives me the most cheering account of the effect
of free trade on the French, and on our relations with them.
Really there seem to be no hmits to the good to be expected in the
diminution of the false military spirit and evil ambitmn fostered by
discouragement at home ..... The extension of commerce for the
benefit of every body will evidently be enormous. I do wi_h I had
had Mr. Reeve's letter before I wrote the leader which appeared
yesterday (m this 1st October, on France). I could have made it
a brighter picture. The consumers are beginning to see how they
have been oppressed_ and the protected are so far consumers that
they are becoming free-traders as last as possible. I shall have to
speak of these facts in the "Standard" in their bearing on European
politics and African prospects, and in connection with the awful state
of society in Russia. I have not heard from Sumner since I wrote to
him ..... It is a misfortune to a public man, in such times, to
have the sort of egotism in his way (if it be so) which could make
him ignore me on account of my opinion of vituperative oratory from
a man in office. And we who are otherwise with him are bound to
dissent from his choice of a mode of utterance which we consider
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indefensible. However, he may be all right as to temper; and he
has sent me documents since I gave him that offence; and he may
reply as soon as he has news. I wonder if those poor Andersous
will ever see one another again .....

O, no! I do not get out on the terrace, nor ever shall, -- not
beyond the porch. As seen from the windows the valley is gloriously
beautiful just now.

October 17.

My news is, this week, that our ministers have the extremest diffi-
culty in holding back Louis Napoleon and Spain from breaking the
blockade. It is actually playing into the enem/s hands, to distrust
and insult a government which is doing its duty well in difficult
times. Your correspondent, -- --'s, letters, have been so exceed-
ingly good on the whole, that I the more reset this senseless freak of
his. Well as he judges of your affairs and of others which he has
the means of understanding, he really is almost always more or less
wrong about London doings,--Ministry and Parliament. He reads
scarcely any papers on general politics. He can please himself about
that, but he should not speak unless he will first qualify himself on
that set of subjects.

I hope somebody will tell me when either "yes" or "no " becomes
apparent about Anderson's family. Surely Sumner will tell either
you or me when he has any sort of notion whether there will be any
sort of result.

.... It/s mischievous for the cause that and and

do not know what a" personahty" is. Let them look for "personal"
in Johnson. It is the third or fourth meaning, I believe. Never
mind it all. I don't. But they, in their mood, will be likely to fancy
every thing sensitiveness. It is only to say "stop writing," and I
stop. I have no sort of personal interest in the matter, and all this is
to me simply an unaccountable spectacle. Very odd.

Harriet Martineau wrote during this period a series of papers

on Army Hy_ene for Messrs. Fields and Osgood's "Atlantic
_Ionthly."

There was a time iu England when the mistakes of American

envoys abroad, of officials at home, of editors undertaking mili-

tary movements, _vith expressions of i/l-will from popular journal-
ists de part et d'autre, -- added to the assurances of the American

government that the co_ffiict was going on for the _atns quo ante

ball,m,- had both irritated and depressed the English pubhc
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mind. At such a moment it was that the Rt. Hen. W. E. Fors-

for made his great speech at ]_radford on American affairs. He
was able to do a statesman's duty by both countries in the face

of all discouragements; for he had sympathy at homo and a
friend at hand able in counsel, with whose mind he had been

intimate during his whole pohtmal life. Yet at that moment of

national agitation he could not help saying that it seemed as if
Harriet Martmeau alone was keeping this country straight m

regard to America. Referring to this afterwards, she says :--

"It made my heart stop ; but I am sure it was not so exactly, because
I know how finely our ministers were and are putting forth their
whole power to restrain France and Spain from breaking tile block-
ade. But that any thhlg like what he said should hang on my life
makes me willing to hve longer."

Shortly after, in allusion to this incident, she writes :--

" It was not about the cotton that W. E. Forster was discouraged.
We shall do well enough for cotton. It is really surprising how very
little influence that question has had throughout. The feehng here is
owing to a lowness of spirk and conduct observable from hence where
better things were expected ; the ignorance of the many at the North,
and the concealments and falsehoods of the few."

October 31,1861.

I don't believe Fremont will do for a hero. A man who has done,

in such a way, what he has done, cannot be a statesman or a far-
sighted or adequate man in any way, unless a purely military way,
which remains to be proved.

I perceive you ground your disapprobation of the protective system
on the injustice and unkindness to foreign peoples. Th_s is a very
strong and quite indisputable ground, but it is not the one I have at
all had in view at this time, or wished to bring forward in discussing
the matter in the " Standard" or elsewhere. I protest against the
wcious aristocratic principle, and thc rank oppressmn exercised over
the American people at large, for the selfish interest of certain classes.
It is true your shippers and merchants are concerned in and injured
by every, injury inflicted on forei_a commerce; but it is a graver
consideration to my mind that every workingman in the country is
injured for the ilhcit benefit of wealthier classes. Popular ignorance
alone can have permitted it thus long. It is true the chsposition to
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tyranny and greed, which is conspicuous wherever a democracy exists,

has made Iorotectlomsts of all or most democratic assoclatmns, such

as the most stringent trades-umons, and other soclahsUc orgamza-

tlons ; but still, it is inconceivable that, m a country full of wor-king-

men hke yours, a handful of monopolists will be pernutted to saddle

and bridle the industrial majority, as at present. When the case is

understood, it is inconceivable that the majority will put up with it.

I wlstr some Member of Congress, or other man who would be hatched

to, would piopose, as a matter of economy, a handsome direct appro-

priation to the iron-masters and mill-owners, instead of preserving tile

tariff. It would be a vast, incalculable sawng to pensmn them in a

thoroughly handsome way and throw trade open. The proposal would

open people's eyes to the aggression they are submitting to.

I look anxiously tbr some sort of news of Anderson's wife. I fear

the poor fellow is in _ eanng suspense. C. Sumner has sent me his

speech, which I am glad of, (but, entre nous, how very bad it is :)
Your

It.M.

November 9.5, 1861.

Your letters make my heart ache, but it would ache ten times

worse ff they were any thing but what they are .....

That young Putnam martyl_s glimpse of the future * is dreadfully

painful, notwithstanding the saUsfaetlon from his devotedness. Ten

thousand precmus hves thrown away through bad government, in a

self-governing natron ! . . .

You and I attribute these calamities to the influence of slavery,

while ignorant and distant observers generaIly attribute too little

to that and too much to the denmcratic system ..... There is

cotton enough now for six months of three fourths thne, and plenty

coming.

It is pleasant to find that the temptation even will be less than we

expected, and that we can cut all connection with the South in future

if duty requires it. I never believed that we should act essentially
different on cotton considerations.

A_BL]gSm_, March 27, 1862.

MY DEAREST "FRIEND, -- I had pen and paper before me when your

letter and the "Tribune" came, and ill fared all the intended letters.

I wrote off a letter for "Dally News" on Schurz's speech as the

• Tins gallant, devoted young man said, ' ' Ten thousand of us must fall, and
all will then go right."
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happiest incident since Lincoln's accession. I yielded to the impulse
to tell the good news to the English. I need not spend space or
strength m telling yo_ what I think of ito only this, -- that even you
can perhaps scarcely coneelve the relief and pleasure it is to read a
pohtical speech which is wholly clear of adulation of any body, and
of self-praise (American). And O, how wise, and-- Well, we agTee
about ig_of course ..... It promises what we had been sickening
for want ot; --the uprising of men fit for the crisis, men made by the
time to make a new tnne .....

One cannot help laughing, shocking as the thing is, at the idiotic
notion we hear of, that we (the English) shah be grieved and mot-
tiffed at American virtue and happiness! On the very lowest sup-
position,--that we could spare, time and thought for our own little
complacencies, -- it is for our interest, our repute as the champions
of the North, that the North should justify our championship. Can't
they comprehend that? It is no laughing matter, however, that
there should be any where malice enough to make such a delu-
sion .....

I hear that Professor Masson, editor of " Macmillan's ]_Iagazine,"
desires me to write in it on American matters. Yet keep it to your-
self, please, at present, as it may not come to pass ..... This week I
have got "Pmrce and his Clients" into "Once a Week," but there is
not much satisfaction in treating of American subjects there, the editor
being too much of a "Times" contributor to like what I say about
America. It is only out of deference that he inserts such things.
To be sure, it is ground rescued from the enemy, and that is good .....

I am abundantly disgusted with Club and "Times" insolence and
prejudice, and I speak and write against them with all my might.
I also see that distaste to Americans and disappiobation aroused by
the instances of lowness of official conduct and national morality

have increased during the last year; but I do not believe there is
any ill-will whatever. It is a case of impaired esteem, and not of ill-
will ; and of course the esteem may be and certainly will be recovered
by good desert. The/deal of temper and manners is widely different
in the two nations.

Because we hear so little from the South, ignorant people suppose
the conduct and manners are better there ; you and I knew to the

contrary; but the inference is natural from the greater reticence
(or what here appears so) of the Southerners ; and then we do not
get from the South the petty spite which amazes tlm readers o_
_orthern newspapers.
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If your people would but abstain i_om boasting till they may put
off theLr armour ! ....

The finance is the doom which they evidently do not perceive.
Well, they wilt find it out ; and meantime the aspect of affairs has
brightened every way.

December 13,1863.

One of the American correspondents of "Daily News," I think,
concludes "S.," the letter-writer in the "Times," to be Slidell. But
it is Spence, as I dare say you know. If it happens that you hear the
mistake repeated, just set it right. Even the "Times" would not
admit a Southern editor to write letters as a contributor. You see,

according to Cobden, the "Times" has one tenth of the circulation
of the daily papers. Why should Northern people seem to believe
that the "Daily News," the organ of the great liberal party in Great
Britain, and to a considerable extent in Europe, has no subscription ?
I can't understand the sense of running down the best friend the
l_lorth has in the European press. But the delusion is even odder
than the impolicy. The superior order of the pres_ here is pretty
strong on the right side. But I suppose it is difficult for some to
admit any thing to be friendly, short of large dranghts of unqualified
praise.

The puzzle is to me that those who have been impressing upon
England for a quarter of a century, that the crowning evil of slavery
was its having deteriorated the national morale,--the very people
who have been denouncing the corruption of all but a very few of the
whole of Northern society, -- seem to have forgotten all this, and to
stand up for the vLrtue, on all points, of the society they condemned
before. Now, we cannot forget these lessons in an hour m that way.
We do believe such to be the operation of slavery ; and we see that it
has been so ; and a nation and its moral sense cannot be regenerated
-- made pure, and free, and steadfast in virtue -- in a day, or a year, or
a generation. But they are not satisfied unless every sort of American
people are admitted to be greater and wiser and better than any body
else ; and all the advantages to be owing to the excellence of the peo-
ple. We know this not to be true ; and we don't pretend to think it.
I am sure we recognize the improvement as far as it is apparent ; but
we do not believe, and we will not say we believe, that the moral

devastation caused by slavery in every part of the Union can be
suddenly and completely repaired. We see that it is not by this very
passion which has no patience in it ..... Look at the flagrant dis-
regard of truth in patriotic Americans. Look at Beecher's statement
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about the Trent in matters in which I for onecould teach him. Look

at Sumnefs speech, furious and lmtrue, wlnch any school-boy in
England would despise, and then look at the reckless statements that
Sumner's speech caused the stopping of the rams ; when the truth is
that Mr. Adams and the editor of the "Dmly News," and Mr. Forster
and I, and many more knew that the rams were stopped twelve day%
and the newspapers announced it on authority nine days, before Sum-
net's speech arrived in England. (I will put the dates down on
another sheet.)

I do not talk in this way to English folk, except to Maria and
W. E. Forster, -- to those who will help the more the more has to be
done.

About this Cobden turmoil ; I am very sorry Cobden is so cross, --
so often and so very cross..... One comfort is that the " Times'"
ways are exposed. It will do good in many directions; but it is a
pity that the injury to Cobden should be so great, after the vast ser-
vices he has rendered to both England and France. I must stop.

Yours always,
H._I.

July 8, 1862.

I think the very worst thing yet done on this side the water is the
" Times" leader on the 4th of July. I call every body I know to
_itness that if we have war with the Umted States the "Times" may
be considered answerable for it. It seems to me to be a sort of crazy
malignity.

.... We are so pleased that Professor Cairnes's book has had such
a circulation ; out of print a fortnight ago. This is beyond my hopes.

I meant to try to send you my second Historiette to-day. I wonder
how you will hke it. Amd I wonder how I shall hke it too, with
Millais's illustrations.

Hoo-ray ! here is your letter. It comforts me about the p]a[n
speech with which we go on together. Yes, we are agreed as regards
ourselves, -- plain truth spoken ; kindly, generously received, and do_
w/_h. Louis Napoleon zs in a mess about Mexico. He cannot be
quiet. He will be meddling with you, and in Eastern Europe, and
coaxing Russia, and teazing Germany. At home, however, and in
France, many things are improving. If Mr. Lncas's book should
come in your way (" Seeularia : Surveys on the Main Stream of His-
tory") do look at the chapter last but one,--" Absolutism in Ex-
tremis," -- for his revelations of the conditions and perplexity of
French politics. To my taste this book is channing, though he and
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I differ about American polities. Nearly all the rest is a very great
treat to me. But that is much owing to the work I do.

Yes, I am pleased, as you suppose, at my, or any body's, Political
Economy being read by any of your people. I hope_ however, that
some one will bid them remember that the abuses shown up am
nearly or quite all remedied here, m some mainly through that very
book. It really should be understood that the evils have long ceased
to exist.

Ever your
H.M.

July 22, 1862.

MY D_ARESTFRIE_D, -- Our hearts and heads are too full now for

writing_ since this bad news from the army.....
Before you get this you will have seen the debate on Friday last

(" Daily lqews," July 19). Mason was under the gallery during
Forster_s speech. Lindsay went straight up to speak to Mason on
fimshing his own dull, silly speech. You will be struck by the wari-
_lessof Forster (in one so impetuous_ especially). It produced a very
great effect, and I think Lord P.'s conclusion must have damped any
hopes of Mason's very effectually. I doubt not the French Emperor
is as eager for intervention as people say ; but I am confident there
never was an idea of it here. None but the cronies of the Southern

a_tators can ever have imagined it possible. As for the "small and
strong war party" that you hear of, if you will read instead hostile
party, I could agree ; but I know no person who believes there is a
man, woman, or child in the kingdom who desires war. There is a
singular recoil from American temper and manners, on account of the
newspapers there being mistaken for organs of the national spirit and
intellect. There is the gross mistake also of fancying the South more
sensible, practicable, and better behaved than the North. But this is
very different from wishing for war. The feeling is not pugnacious,
but rather of weariness and disgust; a wishing never to hear of
America again. The most insulting letters am sent to "Daily News"
as if from Lancashire, but they are understood to be a Southern
device. Our editor has been very ill, but is recovering, lie will not
be at the office till September, and I have promised to help all I
can. He was sub-editor when Mr. Weir died, and succeeded him_ of
course, having risen and risen to that post, and was for some time in
charge of the foreign department_ which requires languages and large
knowledge. He is now editor, and long may he continue so. They
write from the office thus : "The truth is, he takes his work very
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much to heart, and on the American question especially. There is no
editor in Europe, I am persuaded, so nobly conscientious and high-
minde&" Is not this pleasant 7 M.A. (I think I told you, -- the most
fastidious of men and scholars) met him at dinner, and was profoundly
struck by his power and earnestness. You ask how many arUcles I
have written for "Daily News." Well, there is a boxful of them
here and a lint at the office, all safe, if that were of any conse-
quence ; but all I care for is, not to he credited with al_icles I did
not write. Any body is welcome to the credit of those I did .....
Lord Palmerston I believe to have no principle, no heart ; he is
insolent, light, unscrupulous, and kept right about the United States
now by national opinion and by his colleagues ..... How on
earth can any body admire Louis Napoleon! I hope it is not
being illiberal, but I find it difficult to admire any body that does
admire him. "Daily News" is as far from doing so as can be, as
you must perceive .....

Abohtion I consider secure, in one way or another, but I see noth-
ing else cheering ; and the financial difficulties --

0 my friend, how I mourn with you over this bad news from the
army! I hardly venture near the subject, it is so overwhelming.
Day and night I am thinking of your suffering country and the ten-
sion upon you_

December, 1862.

MY FRIEND, -- I cannot let my mere envelope go without a line,
especially because you have answered my questions so distinctly and
openly, just as I wished. I must repeat just one ; because I really,
as an advocate, need the answer. What do your best citizens, such
as Mr. Jay, say at this time as to the clause in the Declaration of
Independence, that " Government derives its just powers from the
consent of the governed" ? Do they give up the doctrine as un-
sound ? If so, what do they substitute ? If not, how justify coer-
cion 7 You will see at once that this is a stumbling-block here.

As men say, " Who may have a will as to the government they
will live under, if not five, six, or seven millions of people of our
own race 7"

We do rejoice over that First South Carolina Regiment. It is the
only thing in the actual fighting that has given me any pleasure at
all. How manly and rational the good fel]ows were l

How few on your side of the water who do not seem crazy with
revolutionary passion I Some of the feelings are fine, and some of
the conduct ; but reason seems gone, and knowledge and philosophy
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of no effect. It m more than mourmfffl; it is fearful. You see that

there is no fear of English intervention, nor ever was. ,Scam2_ will
do you a mischmf if he cam

My best love.
H.]K.

Remarking upon the consequences of th_ Legal Tender Act,
she says :--

"I suppose there must be some people among you who know now
what to expect about finance. I w_sh they could influence the news-
papers not to mislead the people so cruelly. The prohfic character
of the country, the trmmphant industry of the people, -- it is all true ;
and m course of time these may create any amotmt of wealth ; but
this has nothing to do with the deficit of the case in hand. It
does not apply to the agony caused meanwhile to the people by the
creation of money whvch turns to dry leaves in the use .... actually
appeals to the briskness of trade and plenty of money as a sign of
Mr. Chase's wisdom and the prosperity of the country, when these
are precisely the symptoms of the coming destructmn. He wonders
that forei_mrs are not eager to lend their money, at the very moment
when the last chance of any security is destroyed by such a creation
of fictitious wealth as the world should never have seen again."

The annexed poem, an effusion of the heart whose sympathies

in joy as in sorrow knew no distinction of class or nationality,

ought to find a place at this date (March 10, 1863).

THE SISTER BRIDES.

The sun is up ; the cottage girl is springing from her bed.
The day is come, -- there's much to do ; and soon her prayers are said :
She feeds the chicks, she sweeps the house and makes the kettle boil ;
Once more, this once, she does it all, to save dear mother's toil

Now she puts on her Sunday gown, pets Dicky on his perch,
She knows her love is there outside, all ready for the church.
Her face tells what is in her heart in turning from the door, --
"To live with him all day 1 my love, my own for evermore."

The Danish maiden by the sea is looking far and wide,
She knows the boat will soon come in with this fresh morning tide :
And there it comes ; deep-laden sure, for well the nets are blest :
She could not stay within before, but now she xmmt be dressed.

* This washer abbreviationfor LouisNapoleon.
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tie lifts his oar, -- she moves her hand, and trips within the cot ;
'T is the last time he '11land without one waiting at that spot.
When evening comes those twain are one, and whispeiing on the shore,
"To hve together, 0 my love ! my own for evermore."

The factory-girl is up before the early bell is ringing ;
" The day is come, -- my wedding-day," her bu_y heart is singing.
The noisy mill is music now ; her secret is her own ;
The neighbours feel how gay she 1_,how kind in every tone.
The breakfast-hour gone by, they see the ring upon her finger,
They tell how at the factory-gate they saw her lover hnger.
She lets them talk ; she thinks all day, till that day's task is o'er,
"It is my husband now, my love ! my own for evermore.

The handmaid early comes to wake the daughter of the house ;
The slumber is but feigned, for she is still as any mouse, --
Is full of thoughts ; more silent she, the more her heart is singing.
What is 't to her that guests are come, that the church-bells are

ringing ?
The day is like a dream,--the feast, the flowers, the bridal yell ;
The blessing in the church and home. Who cannot read the tale
Her eyes relate to him who with her leaves her father's door
"To live my life with him, my love ! my own for evermore."

All England rings with wedding peals. The people cry aloud
Their blessing on the royal pair whose lot is bright and proud.
In sweetness all the pride is lost to her whose day is come ;
The brightness all is in the thought of husband and of home.
What though within the chapel throng the nobles of the realm,
Her in her bliss no splendour daunts, no pomp can overwhelm :
The bridal song in low or high is still, the wide world o'er,
" To live my life with him, my love ! my own for evermore."

HARRIET MARTINEAU.

March 10, 1868. (Wedtisg-day of Albert Edward and Alexaadra.)

LETTER TO MRS. F. G. SHAW,

A_MBLESm_,March24, 1864.

MY D_R MADAM,_ An hour ago arrived the precious portrait of
your son ; and it stands be]bre me now, as it will for many a day, to
cheer me for his country, and to melt my heart for you. I think you
must have perceived that no one feature of this fearful war has inter-
ested people so much as the career and death of your son. Many
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hearts have been touched and many minds enlightened by that sacri-
rice, which were blind anal insensible.

While I was _uuting Dr. Arnold's youngest daughter came in.
She had told me before that she could not look at the portrait (the
smaller one) without tears, for its singularly touching expression.
You may imagine her pleasm_e at finding here the larger one, where
she can come and see it whenever she likes. She and her mother are

the best sympathizers I have here in the American cause.
It is so good of you to send me this sacred gift, that I really do not

know how to thank you for it. I can only say that it is a sacred
possession to me, and that it shall go next to no one who does not
regard it as I do, after I am gone.

Believe me, with much respect and sympathy, yours,
H. MARTIIqEAU.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF THE "STANDARD."

AMBL_m%June 14, 1865.

SIR_m I beg to express my thanks for the kindness shown in send-
ing me the " Standard" up to this time ; and to say that I shall now
be obliged by your discontinuing to forward it to me. The American
Antislavery Society, having fulfilled its mission of rousing and con-
vincing the nation and securing the emancipation of the negroes, may
now work in fellowship with society, and no longer in opposition to,
or censure of it. The interest of the friends of the n%ovoes and their
rights now passes over to the efforts made on behalf of the freed
people. Neither that strong interest nor any other will ever in the
slightest degree impair the world's gratitude to the great leaders of
this moral revolution_ who have completed their great task, and are
now ready for the new labours in which the old have merged. Of
their many distinctions, none will be brighter in the eyes of future
generations than this partic'u]ar manifestation of their disinterested
patriotism. It is so profoundly impressive to old friends of the cause
watching from a distance. To such, of course, the "Standard" has
lost its interest, even if it does not become misleading ; and this is
the mason of my request to you. I am, sir,

Your obedient servant,

HARRIET MARTINEAU.

November27t1871.

What capital news New York is sending to the civilized world l
What a fine spectacle it is, -- the higher order of ¢itizens_ the men of
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culture, trained tastes, and gentle manners, repairing to the field of
political action because it is the field of patriotic duty ; the more
zealously the greater disgust they must encounter. If they now per-
severe, they will have regenerated their city and State ; they will have
done more to republieanize the world than has been done yet. They
will have exactly met the fatal doubt that has not yet been solved in
connection with genuine republican government.

March 6, 1873.

I think you had rather have a short, sincere letter, neither gay nor
comfortable, than none. I feared I must fad to-day. It is one of my
worst days. Meantime, this will be a busy mouth, with the spring
cleaning and whitewashing. (Do you remember the turning out of
the books on the terrace, which you thought so unnecessary ?) Then
the new carpet for the drawing-room for my successor, the l_illing
and curing the pig, and then my maid's journey.

March 20,1873.

The Life of Dickens is far too exclusively occupied by his personal
relations with Forster. The book must lower Dickens in popular es-
timation, and can do no credit to Forster. Yet it has an interest, aad
is worth reading. In the second volume I am much struck by Dick-
ens's hysterical restlessness. It must have been terribly wearing to
his wife. His friends ought to have seen that his bra_n was in
danger,- from apoplexy, not insanity. To how great an extent the
women of his family are ignored in the book ! The whole impression
left by it is very melancholy ..... At all times, in all his writin_
Dickens opposed and criticised all existing legal plans for the relief
of the poor. I had almost forgotten the "Historiettes" [her stories
in "Once a Week "]. I have no copy of them. You ask why they
should not be republished. If they and " Representative Men" are
worth it, I should be quite willing.

April 3, 1873.

.... If your statesmen could only be trained for their offices, better
qualified to meet and fulfil the wishes of the best republicans in the
commonwealth t No doubt matters will come to this. Rising disgust
at the evils of the present time bus risen a._high _ it will go. You
will again have real statesmen, as in the early days of the Republic ;
and what nation has ever been so happy as yours may be then ?

But I did not mean to scribble on in this way, and will tell you
something you will care for far more. I have just been in the midst
of our parting emotions with our friends the Arnolds, who are to be
away three months. I miss them more and more painfully every
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timetheygo;and the changesinmy stateofhealtharesomany,
that I have no expectation of being in my present condition when
they return. I am now putting before them the great enterprise
winch has grown out of the C. D. Acts agitation, and the national
Association for the Promotion of Social Purity, -- the combination of
people who believe porsonal purity to be as possible, as desirable,
as absolutely reqtusite, in men as in women.

I send you some letters and papers which will _ve you an idea
of what is doing ..... It is a blessing to see if one cannot help such
an enterprise, undertaken in the spirit of hope and faith by such
people as Mr. Shaen, Mr. Wart, Mrs. Butler, and the Sheldon Amos
family, and many more, who know what it is to go into a great
cause, into conflict _/th the passmns of the most unscrupulous men,-
the nffiuence of the medical profession in particular.

July 9, 1873.
I don't think there is much change in me. I am sure I don't

make blunders, but the i_effect_veness increases. I do not fancy
unreal things.

I am in a state of something like remorse about a visitor who came
last week,--Mrs. Wistar, once Anne Furness. That any Furness
should be here, and I not ready with such a welcome as I long to
give, and they so richly deserve from me ! But I was so much more
than usually ill and worn out, that I could with difficulty see or
hear. How beautiful was Mrs. Furness when I saw her! I like

to hear of her being so still.
I see in an American paragraph, commenting on a statement in

the "London Athenaeum," that Mr. Grote was the author of a work
called "An Analyqis of the Operation of Natural Religion." Now,
it was not written by Mr. Grote, but by Jeremy Bentham ; nor was
it pubhshed, only printed. If you should at any time or any where
hear of that atheistical work as written by either Mr. or Mrs. Grote,
please to contradict it. and I not only dechne being on the Mill
memorial committee, but keep back for the present our contribution
to the memorial fund. I would willingly pay my tribute to Mill in
certain capacities, but we have warning to wait and see what constrnc,
tion is put upon the act.

August 21,1873.

Worse than ever, _o delusions, or mistakes, or haunting ideas,
but the strange feelings I have tried to convey to you,--in vain ; as I
am aware one cannot convey a sensation. But it is no morbid fancy
that I am failing, and I don't object to the fact, if it is prohahte
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that the general power, the life, falls naturally and uniformly. I
will endeavour to occupy and amuse myself, and let the near future
take care of itself. I am not always unable to read.

October 21, 1873.
Worse in health. No second falntlng-fit, nor any loss of sense ; a

pretty complete consciousness ; but the days grow dml and uncertain
as they recede, and I seem unable, without exactly understanding
why, to get any thing done. Happily, strength and power of brain
diminish in about equal proportions, so that all who love me may
reasonably hope that the last stage, with its irksome characteristics,
will not be a long one. Surely your love, so falthfid and so strong,
will unite you with me in this hope. I am certain it would, ff you

could feel one hour what I am feeling always. )[y anxiety is to keep
exactly the right line between complaint on the one hand and con-
cealment on the other. Those who have th_ care of me ought to
know what I only can tell them, yet I dreacl troubling them with
evils which cannot be mended.

November 20, 1873.
Our chief interest now is the election of the school-boards at Bir.

mingham. The League has an immense triumph,- eight League men
and women heading the poll. Their association for religious edu-
cation apart from secular has set them rrght with those who fancied
them irreligious. My sister-in-law, aged eighty, went in a car, with
an invalid friend, to vote. My nephew Frank,* an official in the
League, was entreated by an elderly Quaker to write to his mother, a
Quaker lady of ninety, imploring her to come some miles into Biro
mingham to vote. I hope she did. No one election in the country
is of so much consequence. The League did a clever thing in printing,
as a prodigious poster, a passage from the Queen's book about the
Dublin schools, which her husband and she visited, ending with a
well-expressed view of the true Christian way of combining religious
education, where desired, with liberty of conscience. Household news :
Our superb meal-fed pig weighs nearly nineteen stone. I have had
the ivy clipped close ; in mercy to the small birds I do it in late
autumn, when the nests are found deserted, and in spring they new-
build.

TO MRS. F. G. SHAW.

A_Bn_sm_, July 17,1874.
DEAR MRs. S_AW, -- I wish to send you my thanks under my own

hand, _ if I can but do it, -- for sending me what I so much wished

• Mr. CouncillorR. F. Martineau,of Birmingham.
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to see as Mr. Curtis's "Eulogy" on his friend. It is very beautiful,
and in ways which are not interfered with by differences of opinion
in regard to its subject.

Nobody can have admired Charles Sumner more, in his day, nor
expected more from him, than myself ; and so many associations of
tins kind remain affectionately linked with his name, that it is a deep-
felt enjoyment to Ins oldest friends -- of my own generation -- to read
such an estimate of him as Mr. Curtis has given us. But it is re-
quired by self-respect, in such a case as my own, that one should dis-
claim any thing hke a full agreement with that estimate, or perfect
sympathy with the mourning of those who believed him to have been
greater than he really was.

I knew him well, from the time of his being a law-student,- a
favourite of Judge Story, from whom I took my first estimate of him.
Just after my return home he appeared in London, and my mother
and I had the pleasure of introducing him into some of the best
society that he saw. I was struck by the character of the remarks
made on him by friends,-- the same in the case of all eminent in
pohtical life. They found him morally delightful, and a thorough
gentleman in mind and manners ; but they could not understand the
ground of any high expectation from him in a political career.

When he came again, many years later,--some twelve or more
years ago, -- and spent a few days with me here, I was inexpressibly
surprised by his change of manner and air of assumption in political
matters. ]t was the saddest disappointment in the career of a politi-
cal aspirant that in my long and special experience I had ever known.
Then followed the dreadful Alabama speech,-- the introduction of the
"Indirect Claims," -- which might have plunged two nations in war
but for Mr. Forster's effective reply ; and it left no choice to Charles
Sumner's friends but to admit his absolute incapacity for political
action, or-- worse. I had no hope of him after that ; .... but here is
enough. It is a comfort to turn to the bright aspects presented by
Mr. Curtis, not only in all sincerity, but with actual truth.

And here I should like, if my strength holds out, to give you one
anecdote characteristic of two good men, in the vigour of their polit-
ieal life, and friends worthy of each other,--at that time. (After-
wards one lost ground, while the other continued to rise.) Charles
Sumner and Lord Carlisle wished to know each other, and I brought

them together. Lord Carlisle was then viceroy of Ireland, and Charles
Sumner became his guest at the castle at Dublin_ when he wanted to
see Ireland.
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On his return to the castle, after a tour in the provinces, he found
his host full of one subject, the "Westminster Review" having
just appeared with the article, "The Martyr Age of the Umted
States."

"Have you rea_l it ?" asked Lord Carlisle.
"Yes," said Sumner.
"Then you can tell me,--is it true ?"
"I believe it is true."

"Is it wholly true,- true, so that you could abide by it?"
"Except on two points," sad Sumner, "I could agree to it all.

I believe that would have been arrested ff he had not been an

abolitionist ; and I do not think Mrs. Chapman so beautiful as l_hss
Martineau does."

"So that is all ?" said Lord Carhsle.

"That is all," rephed Sumner.
"Then may I ask,--if such is the state of things with yOU,--WRAT

DO YOUPROPOSETO DO?" (very emphatically.)
Sumner's answer was, " Well ! I think we cannot stand the moral

blockade of the world longer than ten years."
Charles Sumner told me this the next time we met ; and it shows

him as he was then (in 1839), and I like to dwell upon it rather than
on later times.

Dear Mrs. Shaw, you will excuse the look of my scrawl,- if you
know into, what depths of illness I have sunk. My remaining days,

• we all think, must now be very few. There is infinite sweetness m
them, from the love which surrounds me ; but the fatigue does make
me long for rest. So you will not be sorry when you hear that I am
gone.

Mrs. Chapman still writes weekly ! Only think of it ! And she
has sent me the two best photographs of Sumner. I hke both, but
much prefer the one so pathetic and full of mind,- taken a very
short time before his death.

Kindly accept my warm thanks for what you have sent, and be-
lieve me,

Truly and gratefully yours,
HARRIET M.ARTINEAU.

TO MRS. CHAPYIAlg.
JanualT 14,1874.

Now let me try to say what I like ! Not that there is any thing
remarkable or new to tell, but I long at times to feel as I used to do
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and to write as of old, -- as if I were speaking. Certainly I am much
altered, though I could not point to any marked change at any par-
ticular date r and could not say that my "faculties are failing," in the
popular sense of the term. But it is mere waste of strength to de-
scribe what is so indescribable as my condition. I have jllst dls-
covered that I can still read as I used to do.
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"Sunt hominesqui cum patientia moriantur : sunt autem quidam peffeeti
qui cumpatmntiavivunt." -- ST. AUGUSrlWE.

"O, yet a noblerta_kawaitsthy hand."-- MILTON.

ALL misliking of sudden death was taken away from them who

years before had seen its approach at The Knoll in a form so con-

soling that they said, as did Madame de Motteville in attendance
on Anne of Austria, "La mort en elle sembloit belle et agr_able."

And so it did not fail to be during the ten years succeeding

her relinquishment of regular daily work, supported as she was,
under the severe and various suffering that slowly wears out life,

by the "still unfailing sweetness of temper" told of by all who
knew her earlier years ; by the imperturbable patmnce, the sub-

dued self-will, and the never-ceasing disinterested devotedness

to the highest purposes on the justest principles.

The necessity of the case, however, compelled the relinquish-
ment of the " Daily News." And to one so accomplished for

sage counsel whether best to preserve peace or to uphold war,

knowing what so few do know respecting civil and spiritual

powers and the limitations of each, the act, however unavoidable,

was a difficult one to perform. She had literally and truly sat
under the palm-tree for forty years, and all Israel had come up

to her for judgmaent ; and when the jud_omaent, ripened by ex-
perience, is at its highest pe_feetion, the suspension of the power

to wield it is the most deeply felt.

So thought Arago, when he told us of his readiness to die, with

a shade of regret as he realized that till now he had never been

so competent to live.
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With her this feeling was but momentary, and what it was
will be better seen from her own letters than in any other way.

LETTER TO MRS. CHAPMAN.

]_Y DEAREST FRIEND, -- I have never before, for above two years,-
never since ]_larla's deatlb -- shrunk from writing to you. I do now,
though it is a comfort to myself, for I know how you will feel when
you hear that my work m life--my special business--is done and
over. You will have been prepared for this by what I said and asked
of you about resigning my engagement at "Daily News," but no fore-
warning lessens the feeling when the parting moment comes, and the
signs and tokens of office and the materials of business have to be
cleared away. To me it is not the great pain that my friends sup-
pose. I am too far gone to feel it in that way; but I know what
it will be to you, and I have dreaded sending this letter more than
any thing. By last Tuesday week it had become impossible to doubt
that I must res_m all engagements, and free myself from all obliga-
tion and temptation to work. On that day, therefore, I wrote fully
to the editor, resigning my engagement, and telling him exactly the
state of the case about my health, and what my physician said, as an
honest man, and what he anticipated : "Why, you know the stormy
weather has been against you. It is possible that, with settled weather,
you may rally--A LITTLE." I believed that I had fully prepared
Mr. Walker by my preceding letter ; but it seems not. I am sure
hm reply will go to your heart, as it has done to all ours. I was
always sure he was a man of deep and warm feelings, but he is so
undemonstrative that even I bad no conception of what he and his
staff ielt towards me as a comrade; and I am not sure now how

much belongs to my leaving "Daily News" and how much to the
closing of my career of authorship,- for these men are of an age to
have been in a manner "brought up," as they say, on my earlier
works,--yet the stren_h of their regret and tenderness sm'prises
almost a_ much as it moves me. The most emotional, penetrating,
true, and exquisite letter I have received within the last remarkable
week, with many more, all kind and gravely tender, while otherwise
as various as possible, is from my sister Rachel .....

It is a great satisfaction to me that the effort fell naturally in the
time of my dear niece's absence. Not only was it her pride and her
joy to help me, but she fully believes that I cannot live without
working, or at least shall languish for want of it. I am not so sure
of this ; and I don't care a straw, except for her and you, whether
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it is so or not. But as she thinks so, I am glad she is spared all
details.

All is being done in her absence,- putting the peculiar paper and
envelopes out of sight,--and now I desire nothing except in the lan-
guid way which is all I ever feel since I lost Maria,-- I mean as to
daily life. I care as much for the great and the distant as ever.

Ever yours,
H.M.

The extracts given below are from the letter of the editor of

the "Daily l_ews," told of in the preceding page.

"DAILY NEWS"OFFICE,April 26, 1866.

DEAR MADAM,--.... I Was very poorly yesterday, from influ-
enza, when your letter arrived ; and it had such an effect upon me that
I was at the time quite unable to reply to it. The resohitlon you
announce is one which I cannot discuss, but only bow to, after the
grounds on which you put it. I showed your letter to Mr. -- and
to Mr.

There is only one feeling among us, -- regret that a connection
which has lasted so long under different administrations, and been
so pleasant and fruitful, should terminate. But let us be thankful
that it ends, as it has flowed on, in peace and mutual re_o_ard. I trust
that you may have before you a more comfortable future than you
apprehend. If there is any thing the office can do for you now, or
at any time, pray let us know, and you may always command ou_
services.

With kindest regards,
I am yours ever truly,

T. WALKER.

And this tender of service from the office was no mere com-

pliment. When the time came for the publication of "Ths

Biographical Sketches," her excellent friend Mr. Robinson, over-
whehned as he was by office duties, took upon himself gratui-

tously the whole burden of putting that book through the press.
His friendship found ample remuneration in the fact that it was

hailed by the public as if in renewal of her early fame. The
truth of her method commended it to the whole press of Eng-

land and America.

I was about to say from my own knowledge what Harriet
l_[artineau had been to the "Daily Hews," when I came across

VOL. IL
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the following letter from a man not accustomed to eulogize, on

the occasion of her ceasing to write for it any longer.

LONDON, May3, 1866.
1%{:DEARFRIEI_D,- I return you Mr. Walker's note. Nothing

could be better or more satisfactory on such an occasion. They must
have all felt not only your intellectual gifts, resources, and reliable-
ness, but your great womanly kindness, as a helpmate at all times,
when absent to recruit health, or really suffering from actual illness.
You conld not nurse them, but took extra labour on yourself to ena-

ble them to be nursed, and to give them repose. Nothing could be
more admirable than your relationship with the "Daily News" and
its different conductors, or more touching than the ed:tor's expres-
sions on your finding it necessary to withdraw after a joint and har-
monious action, enduring for such a length of time. And without
doubt, in now retiring, you have done the right thing at the right time,
and what was at once most prudent, just, and wise ; leaving a lasting
lesson to the world that even bishaps might take a hint from. You

have had a glorious reign of forty-five years, and now have abdicated
_acefully, at your own free-will and discretion, actuated by an abiding
sense of the highest law of moral action,- duty. You are one of
those who have always been supremely wise and r:ght in regard to
your own actions ; and your present resignation crowns the sequence
it will not, I trust, terminate. And now, my dear friend, you are
one of us ; and I hail you amongst the noble band of lookers-on.
The business of a philosopher, said Pythagoras, is to look on. How-
ever, it is not so literally, nor do I suppose you will ever be such
literally ; any how, you will do what is best, and be equal to the
occasion, come what may. And as for Death, he is a quiet,
kind, gentlemanly fellow, and will pay us all a friendly visit at
his own time and leisure, thongh in truth he is a person we need
not much concern ourselves about. At least, so preached the
wise Epicurus, who said, "Death does not concern us; for whilst
alive it is nothing to us, and when dead we no longer exist." I
am sure your kind and constant friends will highly approve the step
you have taken.

Sincerely yours,
H. G. ATKINSON.

There was now a widespread idea that spiritualism as well as

mesmerism had been studied by her. The following note upon

the subject will explain her position with respect to it :--
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H. MARTINEAU TO MA_Y CARPENTER.

A_LEsm_, April 17,1866.
.... What your friend has heard of my behcf in sp_rituahsm (so

called) is not true. As far as direct personal knowledge goes, I am
in a state of blank ignorance of the whole matter. I have never
witnessed any of the phenomena, nor conversed with any quahfie4
observer who had. This would be wrong if I could have helped it,
but the whole thing has come up (m a popular way) since my illness
began. Mr. Home endeavoured, through more than one channel, to
get permission to come and show me his wonders ; but I have been
in no condition for watching and testing such experiments, and
declined it altogether. Of course one has some impression or other
from what one hears ; and mine is this. From what I learned in my
experience and observation of mesmerism, I am so far aware of the
existence of rarely used and undeveloped powers and capacities in
the brain, as to disapprove very strongly the gratuitous supposition,
in the spirit-rapping case, of pure imposture on the one hand and
of the presence of departed spirits on the other. I see no occasion
or justification whatever for either supposition : and I observe thin
is the view of persons whose judgment is most respected,- persons
who have waited till the first excitement had passed off, and they
could look into the matter as philosophers should. About the facts
of mesmerism, my position is the same that it was twenty years ago,
--simply because I hold not an opinion based on any theory (for I
never had any theory on it), but knowledge of facts. If Cuvier and
other eminent naturalists justly insisted that no group of facts in
natural history is better established on observation and experiment
than those of mesmerism, it is not possible for any reasonable person
who knows the facts to have variable opinions on the case.

In Harriet Martineau's Tynemouth journal stands a passage

which records the strong feeling that moved her to the service

of unhappy women, and her conviction that it must be, if possi-
ble, a part of her future life. "If not," she says, "some one else
will do it."

This feeling and purpose never left her from that time for-
ward ; and I learned from herself the mingled dread and doubt

that wrought together in her mind when consulted by a sanitary

commission appointed under King William IV. to consider, with
regard to the case to come before it, whether the good of govern-
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merit r%,ulation could oyerbalanee the evil of government sanc-
tion.

The death of King William stayed proceedings, and they

were not revived under Queen Victoria, except by a mischievous

influence on the public mind through the press in 1859. :Har-

riet Martineau felt the coming danger, and met it by correspond-

ence with Florence iN'ightingale and other influential persons
who had like herself been long aware of the growing evil ; and

in 1859 she met it by a series of powerful leading articles in the

"Daily l_ews." The "Times" took service in opposition; and

thus, in 1864, the government was committed to the wrong side.

Her early prevision that some one would arise to do the work
that had taken such strong possession of her mind at Tyne-

mouth, was now amply fulfilled in the person of her honoured
and beloved friend Mrs. Josephine Butler, with whom she in-

stantly put herself in communication ; and they wrought together

through all the last suffering period of her life. Her leading
articles of ] 863 were circulated afresh, and, all the while aiding

this cause of social purity and national preservation by various
efforts, she went on in its service till 1869. It was during this

period that the interest she had taken in the abolition of com-
pulsory chnreh-mtes found its reward. She had been one of
Mr. Courtauld's most active fellow-labonrers, and had been threat-

ened with distraint ; she had circulated arguments and practical

directions how to proceed against them ; and she had worked as

an individual and in conjunction with others ; and now, August
11, 1868, she writes, "Accomplished at last!" It had been

a severe and protracted struggle, in which the patient and self-
sacrificing exertion of those who carried it on exposed them

to distraint, prosecution, and imprisonment, till at length Par-

liament put an end to the unrighteous system throughout the
kingdom.

It was during this last period of her life that the condition of

the London and Brighton Railroad threatened her with a, loss

of her principal means of living. This she took very little

notice of, merely giving the fact as news to a friend_ with this
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"I am surprised that I feel it so little. I shall go into small lodoc_ing8
and live by letting my Knoll, and am beyond the reach of anxiety in
any event, my time being so shortJ'

The railroad company ultimately retrieved its affairs, and

resumed payment so soon that she was not obliged to make any

change in her mode of living ; and the many friends in both
hemispheres who had entreated her to allow them to insure her

against inconvenience were met by thanks as warm as ff they
had been accompanied by acceptance.

Perhaps nothing will so well acquaint one with the current of

Harriet Martineau's days of waiting for death as a letter she

addressed at this time to Mrs. Chapman.

"A happynew yearto you and yours, my dearest friend. The
is in time, though you will be some way into the year before you get
it. We shall be almost more glad than usual to get past the anni-
versaries, -- i. e. into the new year,-- for our minds have been filled
full of business and interests (some sad), and a variety of ideas too
great for my now weak state. Instead of writing to you yesterday
(as I like to do on Wednesdays to make sure), I had to write three
other letters, as the day before and also on Sunday. It feels like a
holiday to be able to pour out to you to-day in the free way which
makes writing a relief. We have arather heavy secret,-- Jenny • and
I, -- and I am going to tell it to you. I fear it will be all out in a
few days ; but it will be a secret for you fill you know it is all
abroad.

"I told you something, but I forget how much, about the Ladies'
Association, founded to obtain the repeal of the Acts (Contagious Disease_
Acts) for establishing the French and Belgian system, first in military
stations, and then over nine times as large an area, comprehending a
large civil population. The members, headed by Mrs. Butler, are
working zealously to get up an irresistible demand to Parliament to
undo its evil work ; and they make great use of my name and Florence
Nightingale's. Mrs. Butler is familiar with the workingmen in town
and country ; her position as the wife of a working clergyman and
head of a great school, and her courage, enthusiasm, and intelligence,
give her great power. She has been visiting several of the great man-
ufacturing towns and addressing the workingmen, and, by their eag_
request, their wives. They are,'every man and woman of them, _a

• Herniece,MissJaneMartineau.
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the right side on this subject, and aware of the enormous importance
of the crisis." *

The work went on, of forming societies, calling meetings, send-

ing out agents, and signing petitions, and its objects were pro-

moted by her in the same fervent spirit that prompted her early
energies in and for America. The labour was exhausting, as it

threw upon her a weight ef private correspondence that she was
ill able to sustain. " But how can I refrain," she said, "when

A and B and C (all friends high in place and influence) need

to have principles exhibited to them, and doubts removed _"

More than a parao_Taph or two should be accorded in memorial

of one ef the noblest among the deeds that illustrate this great
life, -- in nothing more radiant than in its closing years of labour

for the classes whose degradation puts in peril the very existence
of nations.

There were, at this time, two Acts of Parliament,-- one passed
in 1866 and the other in 1869,--most oppresmve, insulting, and

outrageous in their application to women, while men in the same

conchtlons were wholly exempt from their penalties. A Ladies'

National Association for their repeal was formed, and a protest

signed by Harriet Martineau, with Florence l_ightingale, Jose-

phine E. Butler, Martha E. Baines, Ursula Bright, Margaret
Lucas, Jane Wigham, Elizabeth Pease Niehol, Eliza Wigham,

Mary Est]m. But so numerous are the names following that of

Harriet Martineau in protest, that it is impossible to do more on

such a page as this than to crown with thanks and blessing every

one of the great cloud of witnesses.

THE LADIES' NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE REPEAL

OF THE COI_TAGIOUS DISEASES ACTS.

There are two Acts of Parliament- one passed in 1866, the ether
in 1869--called the Contagious Diseases Acts. These Acts are in
force in some of our garrison towns, and in large districts around them.
Unlike all other laws for the repression of contagious diseases, to

• Mrs. Butler afterward said, '_When I mentioned Harriet Martineau as
sympathizing with them, a bright gleam passed over their faces, from town to
town as I went."
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which both men and women are liable, these two apply to women
only, men being wholly exempt from their penalties. The law is
ostensibly framed for a certain class of women, but in order to reach

these, all the women residing within the districts where it is in force

are brought under the provisions of the Acts. Any woman can be

dragged into court, and reqmred to prove that she is not a common

prostitute. The magistrate can eondenm her, if a pohceman swears
only that he "has good cause to heheve" her to be one. The accused

has to rebut, not positive evidence, but the state of mi_ud of her ac-

cuser. When condemned, the sentence _ as follows : To have her

person outraged by the periodical inspection of a surgeon, through a
period of twelve months ; or_ reslstlng that_ to be imprisoned_ with

or without hard labour -- first for a month, next for three months, --

such imprisonment to be continuously renewed through her whole

life unless she submit periodically to the brutal requirements of this
law. Women arrested under false accusations have l_een so terrified

at the idea of encountering the public trial necessary to prove their

flmocence, that they have, under the mtlmidatmn of the pohce, signed

away their good name and their liberty by making what is called a

"voluntary submission" to appear periodically for twelve months

for surgical examination. Women who, through dread of imprison-

ment, have been induced to register themselves as common prostitutes,
now pursue their traffic under the sanctmn of Parliament ; and the

houses where they congregate, so long as the government surgeons are

satisfied with the health of their inmates_ enjoy, practically, as com-
plete a protection as a church or a school.

We, the undersigned, enter our solemn protest against these Acts

1. Because, revolving as they do, such a momentous change in the

legal safeguards hitherto enjoyed by women in common with men,

they have been passed, not only without the knowledge of the cram-

try, but unknown to Parliament itself; and we hold that neither

the representatives of the people nor the press fulfil the dutms which

are expected of them, when they allow such legislation to take place
without the fullest discussion.

2. Because_ so far as women are concerned, they remove every

guaranty of personal security which the law has established and hem

sacred, and put their reputation, their freedom, and their persons

absolutely in the power of the police.

3. Because the law is bound, in any country professing to give

civil liberty to its subjects, to define clearly an offence which it pma-
ishes.
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4. Because it is unjust to punish the sex who are the victims of a
vice, and leave unpunished the sex who are the main cause, both of
the vice and its dreaded consequences ; and we consider that liability
to arres% forced sm-_eal examination, and, where this is resisted, im-
prisonment with hard labour, to which these Acts subject women, are
punishments of the most de_ading kind.

5. Because, by such a system, the path of evil is made more easy
to our sons, and to the whole of the youth of England ; inasmuch as
a moral restraint is withdrawn the moment the State recognizes and

provides convenience for the practice of a vice which it thereby de-
clares to be necessary and venial.

6. Because these measures are cruel to the women who come under

their action,- wolating the feelings of those whose sense of shame is
not wholly lost, and further brutalizing even the most abandoned.

7. Because the disease which these Acts seek to remove has never

been removed by any such legislation. The advocates of the system
have utterly failed to show, by statistics or otherwise, that these reg-
ulations have in any case, after several years' trial, and when applied
to one sex only, diminished disease, reclaimed the fallen, or improved
the general morality of the country. We have, on the contrary, the
strongest evidence to show that in Paris and other Continental cities,
where women have long been outraged by this forced inspection, the
public health and morals are worse than at home.

8. Because the conditions of this disease, in the first instance, are

moral, not physical The moral evil through which the disease makes
its way separates the case entirely from that of the plague or other
scourges, which have been placed under police control or sanitary
care. We hold that we are bound, before rushing into the experiment
of legalizing a revolting vice, to try to deal with the causes of the
evil, and we dare to believe that with wuser teaching and more capable
legislation those causes would not be beyond control.

HARRIET MARTINEAU. FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.

(And a great number of others.)

But other things fell to her lot than writing petitions, sum-

moning meetings, and raising funds. She had learned the use

of placards, when Joseph Sturge, after his exchange of flatteries

with the Czar of Russia, covered the walls of Birmingham with a

quotation from her writings in favour of peace, wrested to pro-
mote h/s "peace" at any price, at a crisis when she thought that

national honour demanded war ; and this gave her the trouble
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and expense of posting a strong denial below his every affirma-
tion.

To thismeans theReform Associationhad recourse; and this

is a copy ef theirplacard,writtenand firstslgmedby Harriet
_artineau :-

TO THE WO_EN OF COLCHESTER

As Englishwomen loving your country, and proud of it, as many
generations of women have been, listen to a word from three of your
countrywomen.

The most endearing feature in our El_g]ish life has been the reality
of its brines. Marned life is, with us, we have been accustomed to
think, more natural and simple than in most other countries, youth
and maidenhood at once more free and pure, and womanhood more
unrestrained, more honoured and safe beyond comparison, in person
and repute.

Are you aware that this eminent honour and security of our sex
and our homes are at present exposed to urgent danger, and eveu

undergoing violation ? You women of Colchester ought to be aware
of this fact, for the violaUon is going on within your own town. The
story is short.

Some fifteen months ago a bill was carried through Parliament, by
trick and under a misleachng title, and without awakemng the sus-
picions of the country, by which the personal violation of hundreds
of thousands of Englishwomen is not only permitted, but rendered
inevitable. And it is the aim and purpose of the authors of the law
and its policy, to have the act extended over the whole country. It
was asked for on account of our soldiers and ssalors. It is now sought

to be extended to the population of the whole kingdom. It was in-
tended to mitigate the disease occasioned by debauchery ; but it has
aggTavated it. It has not diminished the vice, but encouraged it by
a false promise of impumty. It gives a chstinet government sanction
to profligacy, and is d%_radmg to English society wherever it operates,
to the fearful condition of health and morals existing on the continent
wherever such legislation has been estabhshed long enough to show
its effects.

Foremost among the promoters of this fearful system and fatal law
is Sir Henry Storks, one of the candidates for the representation
of Colchester. tie was a candidate at the Newark election, some

months since ; but the Newark people knew what he had been doing,
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and they would not hear of him as a representative. He had no
chance when the facts were undemtood_ and he withdrew from certain
defeat.

Do the people of Colchester know these facts ? Let it be your
work to take care that your husbands_ fathers, and brothers hear
of them. Sir Henry Storks's own words are to be found in the
printed evidence offered to the Committee of the Lords on the Acts.
At Newark he complained of false accusations and libels; but the
following words written by his own hand, in a letter produced in that
evidence, are full justification for any efforts you will make to drive
him from Colchester :--

"I am of opinion that very little benefit will res_dt from the best-
devised means of prevention, until prostitution is recognized as a
necessity !"

This is the professed "opinion" of a man who is r%o_ardedas a
j Christian gentleman, who cannot but be aware how fornication is

denounced in the Scriptures.
Let his evidence be further studied in regard to the operation

of the legal outrage which Sir Henry Storks is endeavouring to
introduce wherever the sceptre of our virtuous queen bears sway,
and there can be no doubt of his rejection at Colchester by every
elector who values, as an Englishman should, the sanctity of his
home, the purity of his sons, and the honour ancl safety of his
daughters.

You surely will not sacrifice greater things to less by any indul-
gence of prude_-. The subject is painful, even hateful to every one
of us ; but that is not our fault, and our country is not to be sacrificed
to our feelin_ as women. We are not fine ladies, but true-hearted
Englishwomen ; and there are thousands at this hour who have proved
that in tins cause they can sacrifice whatever is necessary to save our
country from the curse of these Acts.

It is your business to lift up your voices within your homes and
neighbourhoods, against being ruled by lawmakers like the authors
of these Acts ; in other words, agMnst Sir Henry Storks as candidate
for Colchester.

HARRIET MARTINEAU.
URSULA BRIGHT.
JOSEPHINE BUTLER.

Sir Henry Storks's election was defeated.

The same process of election-placards was repeated afterwards,

abridged, as follows .--
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OLD ENGLAND

PURITY AND FREEDOM !

To the Elector8 of North 2_ottinghamshire.
W_., as Englishwomen, loving our country and our Old National

Constitution, entreat you, the Electors oi North Nottfllghamshlre, in
the name of Rehgion, of Morahty, aml of our National Freedom, to
vote for no man who will not pledge himself to vote for the total
and unc_)nditxonal Repeal of those un-Eughsh Laws, that Continental
abomination stealthily smuggled into our Statute-Book, called the
Contagious Diseases Acts, and to oppose any Future Legislation that
involves their Principles.

HARRIET ]_IARTINEAU.
JOSEPHINE BUTLER.
URSULA BRIGHT.
LYDIA E. BECKER.

Thus the kingdom was made aware of the earnestness of its
women in the cause.

In 1871 a correspondent received the following words of
rejoicing from Mrs. Martineau:--

" The conspiracy of silence is broken up, and the London papers
have burst out. Our main point now is, to secure every variety of
judgment inside and outside of the Commission. The ' Daily News'
came out clearly and strongly on the right side before any other
London paper broke the silence. The satisfaction to us all is im-
mense, to see the paper uphold its high character-- the very highest--
in this hour of crisis. I feel unusually ill fl_ consequence of heart-
failure, but I must make you know something of what you shall
know more of hereafter .....

"Samuel J. May ! -- how well I remember the snowy day he came
over to Hingham, to open the cause to me."

A_in, in 1871 :--

"I must tell you, though so feeble to-day, that our cause is, for this
time, safe. The packed Commission, supplied with packed ewdence,
comes out thirteen to six in our favour! The conversions under

every disadvantage are astonishing. Huxley's delights me. He and
two others -- Sir Walter James, military, and Admiral Colhnson, naval

made speeches on the Commi._sion, declaring that they had verily
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believed in the good of the C. D. Acts, but they have been compelled
to see that they are thoroughly mischievous. We never could have
dreamed of such a victory. As victory no matter. But what a pros-
pect is opened for the whole sex in Old England ! For the stronger
and safer sort of women will be elevated in proportion a_ the helpless
or exposed are protected."

At about this time Mrs. Butler received the following letter
from Mm. ]_iartineau.

LETTER FROM HARRIET MARTINEAU TO MRS. BUTLER.

THE _[NOLL, .A_M3LESIDE.

MY DEAR :FRIEND, --I am truly grateful to you for taking charge
of the chair which I have worked in hope of its bringing in some
money--more money than I could offer in any other form--towards
obtaining the repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts. I assure
you very earnestly that no one can be more thoroughly aware than
I am that this is the very lowest method of assisting the movement.
I can only say that I have adopted it simply because, in my state
of health, no other is open to me. While you and your brave sisters
in the enterprise have been enduring exhausting toils, and facing the
gravest risks that can appall the matronage and maidenhood of our
country, I have been content to ply my needle when I could do no
better, and thankful to witness the achievements of the younger and
stronger who will hve to rejoice in the retrieval of their dear nation.

It was no dream that I indulged in over my work. Nearly forty
years ago I saw and felt the first stir,--saw the first steps taken in the
wrong direction to suppress the evils of prostitution. After a long
enforced pause the attempt was renewed eight years ago, and with a
success which saddened a multitude of hearts besides my own. That
trktmph of wrong and ignorance has clouded the lives of some of the
best men and women of England since 1864 ; but I have seen, for
months past, from my easy-chair, as I looked abroad over your field
of action, the foul vapours dispersed before the strong breeze of the
popular opinion and will. and the clear light of our ancient domestic
virtue spreading from roof to roof among the homes of our land.
The few dark years that are past will be remembered as a warning
when the Acts that disgraced them are repealed. Once understood,
such legislation can never be renewed ; and therefore is it reasonable
for us to hope all things as we ply our task, whether our labours be
as high and arduous as yours, or as humble as mine.

HARRIET MARTINEAU.
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F_xperience is the great teacher in the conduct of reforms.

The first impulse of a mind deeply impressed with their neces-

sity is to seek the most powerful influence for their promotion,
whether from polities, pulpit, or press.

But there is a preparatory work to be done, before these,
such, can take the field. The devotedness of individuals must

alone bear the burden and heat of the day, and so it was with

this cause of national purity. One may cite in proof the "¾_est-
minster Review" of 1876.

The editor says that in 185fl an al4iele was prepared on this

subject ; but considering how strollg was the repugnance felt to
its general discussion, it was laid aside for ten years, as he was

convinced that the time had not come for dealing with the mat-

ter to good effect. It was imperative, however, on some one to
bring about that time, and therefore it was that Harriet Mar-
tineau and others -- the noblest women of England-- devoted

themselves to "break the conspiracy of mlence." So in the na-

ture of thin_ must such work ever be done ; and so was it made

practicable for the "Westminster Review" and other periodicals
to admit admirable articles, hke that of the July number of 1876,

combating the subtle, all-pervading, ruinous influence of govern-

ment sanction and copartnery in vice.

Writing to Mrs. Chapman in America, Yrs. _fartineau pro-
eee_ •

.... Day by day information reaches me which satisfies me that
this question of national purity plunges us into the most fearful
moral crisis the country was ever in, involving oL_rprimary personal
liberties, and the very existence, except in name, of the home and
the family. It struck me (and I was so cowardly as almost to wish
that it had not) that some "letters" in the "Daily News," explaining
the state of the case, and the grounds (eight) of the protest of the
women of England against the Acts, would do more to rouse the
country to inquire and act, than any amount of agitation by flldi-
viduals. It was sickening to think of such a work ; but who should
do it if not an old woman, dying and in seclusion, &c., &c. I felt
that I should have no more peace of mind if I did not obey "the
inward witness." So I did it last week, -- wrote four letters signed

"An Englishwoman," and sent them to Mr. Walker, who still manages
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the editing of the "Dally News" till the proprietors decide how to
fill the office for which he alone seems fit. He was ill in bed when

the packet arrived, and his wife read the letters to him. He says,
"At first she was horrified, but she ended by demanding the instant
publication of every word ot them." One of the proprietors was dead
against the insertion of any part of them ; hut Mr. Walker writes
that he approves them so strongly that he cannot but print them,"
but that he doubts being able to support them by any "leader."
Still I shall not be surprised if' he manages it when the op-
posing proprietor has seen the letters themselves. I could not have
_tnder_ken in my sick condition to _'rite them; and, though done
under impulse, they cost a dreadful effort. Happily I thought of
Godiva; and that helped me through. Two have appeared, and
I dare say to-morrow wiU finish them. Then the "Times" and the
"Saturday Review" and the "Pall Mall Gazette" and others will
open out against them. I do dread having to reply to the lies of
opponents ; perhaps Mrs. Butler and her colleagues may relieve me
of this, when they know it was I ; but Mr. Walker says he will not
enter into any general controversy while it is possible to avoid it.
I Icnowit was a right thing to do, and that it is the fault of the other
side, if modesty in others and myself is outraged ; yet it turns me
chill in the night to think what things I have written and put in
print. The -- s are here at Fox How, and I have ha_l a long
conversation with him about these Acts. He and are my two
friends in the Ministry. This subject belongs to the department of
one of them, but it is uncertain which. Both, I believe, certainly are
on the right side. instructs me how to proceed in Parlia-
ment_ and in preparation for it, and I had to write it all to Mrs. Butler
yesterday, instead of writing to you. I will say no more now on the
subject, of which I am compelled to think too much day and night.

One great interest just now to me is the future of that excellent
paper, the " Daily News." I cannot tell you any thing, because my
knowledge is derived from confidential letters ; but I may just say
that the importance of these great newspapers impresses me more
and more. This means chiefly, " Daffy News." The "Times" has
declined a good deal, though its inflnence is still vast. The "Star" is
dead and gone ; meantime "Daily News" quietly holds its course,
enla_ing its circulation from day to day, and becoming a really splen-
did property.

I think you must be much concerned, as we all are, at the corre-
spondence of Mr. Fish, and President Grant's message as far as regards
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England. The troublei% thatthe conductofthe UnitedStates
governmentdamagessofatallythe characterofrepubhcangovern-
ment. I (and others) don't at all believe that such utterances as
Seward's and Sumner's and Fish's and Grant's axe acceptable to the
substantial part of the nation; but that their rulers should beheve
it, and should be ever repeating all this, as if it were the way to
gratify the people, is the most mffavourable indication posbible of the
prospects of democratic government. Your cnizens ale well able to
see and feel the discredit of being courted in such a way. They must
see, as the rest oi the worht does, that the Washington government
makes no way. Its members take up the story again and again, •
repeating the same complaints and reciting the same things as if
they had never been answered. Th_s time it really seem._as if they
must be ashamed of themselves and their country of them; Lord
Claxendon's dates and authorities and clear statement being so un-

questionable as they are, from end to end.
My aged cousin, the head of the family, Peter Martineau, died on the

10th. He was eighty-four years old. He was always good to me,
and I feel his departure, though I knew we should never meet again.

My dearest friend, farewell f_r this time and for the old year.
Ever your loving

H M.

In another letter to the same friend she expresses her delight

at a speech of Mr. Motley which she had received from
America :--

"' Motley's your only wear !'-- at the present juncture. That is, I
have seen nothing on your public affairs to compare with this address.
It would have been extremely interesting in itself, even ff we had not
been all eager to hear what he had to say after he had passed the
war-season in so peculiar a position. The paper of your newspaper
is sadly flimsy _ but we hope that with care it will hold together till
it has been read by the worthy ones among our neighbours. The

s and the s are in perfect delight about it."

l_r. Sumner's course gave her us much of regTet as Mr.

_otley's speech had done of pleasure. In a letter to America
she said :--

A_smE, June 16,1869,

.... I trust you have received the newspapers we have sent, with
Forster's speech, the "Daily News" leader, about the Confederate ships,
&c., showing the process of the turning of the tables. The news-
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papers and the talk of Ameneans under the change are thoroughly
bad in spirit, temper, and manners. They charged the Enghsh with
gross crimes of deceit and malignity, imputed to them unbounded
losses and years of war, roused hatred against them throughout the
republic, clamoured for damages, called names, hoped for the future
adversity of England, and proposed to wait for vengeance till England
should be incapable of defence, &c. ; and the most vindictive accuser
was extolled with the highest enthusiasm.

As soon as possible the charges were shown to be all false, and the
very reverse of truth ; and what course do the accusers take ? They
announce that the Enghsh are coming round, that they are recover-
ing their tempers, that there will be no war !

No worcl of shame or regret, no sign of consciousness that Eng-
land is the injured party, has yet reached us, though your papers
contain notices of the opinions of your eminent legists, and other facts
damning to the speech of Sumner and his multitude. The next marl

must, I think, bring some notices of Forster's speech .....
Sumner's concealment of the fact of the English government having

prevented the interference of France is a thing inexplicable to Eng-
lishmen.

I have been thinking of showing i:a brief statement for some one
of your newspapers, how completely the tables are turned ; but some-
body stronger and more in the world will do it better, I doubt not.
The only thing I have done is getting the catalogue of the ships
looked up and used, and reviving the fact that our government was
obliged to issue orders to our sea-captains, who were perplexed by the
declaration of the blockade, --but was there ever a stronger case of
false accusation than that which/s now in course of exposure !

1. We were proslavery, hating the North.
Answer. Our dit_cultyin sympathizing was tl2at tbeNor_ pertina-

_. We encouraged the Sou_;}_in pub}]e anti pr]va_, llp]:tela t_]lelr

cause, had no/ntcrc_t in the Union ¢au_¢_&¢,
Answer. q£h¢ _onf_dcra_e ¢n_oys ¢ou14 oblt,_i.uno access to oar

government ; an4 while there were under a score of public meetings
on behalf of the South, there were, I think, one hundred and ninety-
five on behalf of the North, most of them crowded, and some enor-
mous.

The fact is, the travelling Americans usually care to know only the
aristocracy and distinguished persons; and their retribution was,
finding the aristocracy highly Confederate, when put to the proof, and
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being unable to enjoy the hearty and general sympathy that the mass
of our people felt and expressed on behalf of the Union.

3. We destroyed American commerce by maliciously letting out the
Alabama, and we ought to be made to pay the value of the lost
vessels and the diverted commerce.

Answer. There were four notorious privateers ravaging the Northern
commerce for a year before the Alabama was built ; of those one is
known to have destroyed fifty-four merchant-ships.

4. We lent our ports, at home and in the colonies, to the Confeder-
ates, because they had none; and we are, therefore, answerable for
all the damage done at sea.

Answer. There were four Confederate ports sending out and re-
ceiving back privateers, for a year, before any such attempt was made
in England, and they were not free of our colonial ports.

5. Our "intent" to ruin the North was shown by the escape of the
Alabama and others.

Answer. See the catalo_e of vessels, some three escaping to about
thirty-seven detained, with infinite care, pains, and trouble.

6. We furnished material aid to the South during the blockade.
Answer. The blockade-runners risked all the penalties of the law

which could be provided. And the material aid afforded to the North
exceeded tenfold (more likely twenty-fold) that obtained by the
South.

7. "Premature proc]anmtlon of neutrality," whereby we "east our
sword into the scale of war," lengthened out the war by two years,-
caused an expenditure which cannot be computed ; disheartened the
l_orth, cheered the South, &c.

Answer. Our government was a month behind the Washington one
in proclaiming ; the Supreme Court having declared the blockade
a month before the queen proclaimed neutrality. The act was a
_iendly one, urged on by W. E. Forster_ because there were letters of
m_tue known to b_ in England f_om _ke Co_fedemte g_emu_enL ;
and they were thus rendered ineffectual. If the act had not been done
out of__iend_:ness, f_ mu_ _'rom necessity ; _rom _he urgency of'our

While this charge and the sum of damages have been shouted out
against England from end to end of the United States for weeks past_
there was a correspondence lying at Washington which shows that
the very same act on the part of the queen of Spain was received with
good-will and thanks. What will the American people now do about
this clamorous complaint of theirs, and their charge of protracting
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the war, and their notion that England should pay the cost of the last
half of it ?

There is another question, --What do they think of the suppression
of the fact, known in the United States as well as in Europe, that the
English government prevented an alliance between the Confederates
and France ? The Confederates were first disheartened by the English
proclamation of neutrality, and then thrown into deslmar by our hold-
ing back the French emperor i_om an alliance with them.

As W. E. Forster says, by this England shortened the war, doubt-o

less by many years. Yet Mr. Sumner conceals this essential i_tct ;
and all his countrymen , as far as we see, follow his example.

And now, on be_nning to find themselves in the wrong, the wrong-
doers announce that the 1_ngli_k are coming round,- are recovering
their tempers !

It looks very idle to write all this to you, who have been just and
calm and accurate throughout. But it is not for your sake that I
write it ; but partly for the chance of its being of some possible use at
some time to somebody, and partly for the relief' to myself of setting
down in some sort of order what has been in my mind lately.

.... W. E. Forster writes that Sumner's speech will turn out a
good thing, as bringing out the truth. May it prove so,- but will
Americans admit the truth, however plainly shown _-- And it is no
small matter that mischief has been done to American repute and to
English feelings by the recent display of evil passions and shallow
mental action, which it will take time to repair.

We are very happy to-day in the domestic direction; my three
young women have all had their journey of pleasure and refreshment,
and are in full _igour accordingly. Yes, -- my niece's plan goes on ;
-- and we hope that four working governesses and artists will have a
happy mouth of August here. We shall soon have details to tell you,
_q_the time draws near. -- Yes, -- I can and do read, but I am slow,
and get through no great deal.

_Vhen Lord t_rougham's memoirs of his life and times ap-
peared, they contained several inaccurate statements about her-

self, which Mrs. Martineau corrected in the following note to

the editor of the "Daily News."

Tam K_o_, A_SL_SmE,December 26, 1871.

SIn, m It has been my practice throughout a long literary life to
let pass without notice any misstatement in print of my personal
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affairs, for the obvious reason that to rectify any such mistakes would
involve an apparent acquiescence in whatever was left unanswered.

If now, therefore, I object publicly to some statements of Lord
Brougham's in the third volume (2. 302) of his memoirs of his life
and times, it is because I owe the duty to others. There are several
inaccuracies in Lord Brougham's kindly intended representation of
my "case" to Lord Grey ; but all that I desire to say is that my fa-
ther did not fail, "in the panic" or otherwise ; and that I never had
the honour of supporting my mother, fbr the simple reason that she
did not need it.

I am, sir, yours,
HARRIET MARTIhTEAU.

It was after this time that, writing to one of her friends in
America, she says :--

"I have spent the whole month struggling with an agony that I
can conceal but cannot forget for a moment."

Meanwhile her friend Samuel May wrote of her thus to their
friend R. D. Webb.

"What extraordinary, almost incredible industry! What pre-
eminent selwices to mankind ! Most persons in her condition would
have died long ago, or shelved themselves in a helpless and useless
state. She is a wonder and a monument of what a human being in

firm or infirm health is capable."

At the same time her niece, l_[iss Jane ]_[artincau, wrote :--

"My aunt is cheerful and bright, but I see she is not so well."

The remainder of the year seems to have been a period of more

severe illness, during which, aceol<]ing to the usual way in such
slow decline, she became used to the lower level, and her family

and friends hoped she might perhaps be gaining a little in health.

It was not an agreeable idea to her. In a postscript to a letter
from her niece, Miss Jane Martincau, which tells how cheerful her

aunt is, she says :--

"I suffer much less, t_ut it is a disappointment to come back to life
when I seemed so nearly to have done with it."
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This waiting for death had every possible solace, her niece's
impaired health being now so far restored that she was able to

resume her loving watch,--kinsfolk and friends dividing the

sinking years with her, that she might run no risk of being alone
at last with death. Her servants were more and more devoted.

Distant frtends placed themselves at her disposition, if so they
might in any way give help and comfort. There seemed so

many associations with her name in the world, that every thing
reminded men of her. Without troubling her with letters that

she lacked strength to answer, they sent her, from wherever they

stood, on hearing of her steady descent to the grave, their as-

surances of affectionate and admiring remembrance.

Her friend Lord Houghton when at Norwich, delivering an
inaugural address at the Social Science CongTess, closed thus :--

"I know no provincial city adorned with so many names illustrious
in literature, the professions, and public life. Those of Taylor, Mar-
tineau, Austin, Alderson, Opie, come first to my recollection, and there
are many more behind. And there is this additional peculiarity of
distinction, that these are, for the most part, not the designation of
individuals, but of families numbering each men and women conspic-
uous in various walks of life. For one of them I will ask you to per-
nnt me to pass from the expression of public esteem to that of pri-
vate friendship for one who, from a sick-bed of twenty years, still
looks out at the world of action with a mind interested in all that

affects the well-being of humanity, -- Harriet Martineau."

In consequence of having learned through Mrs. Grote's book
of her friend's failing condition, Mr. Gladstone hastened to in-

quire of others whether it were possible that she were subjected
to any anxiety on account of restricted means. He was aware

that she had once declined the offer of a civil-list pension, "so

amply justified," he said, "by her literary distinctions," and if a

renewal of it, after so long an interval, would be acceptable or
appropriate, it was decided to make it. Her reply was as fol-
lows :

June 8, 1873.
THE RmHT HO_OURAVT,EW. E. G_TO_.

Sin,- I have just received through my brother and sister your
letter expressive of concern and sympathy, which are deeply movhlg
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to me. This kindness from you goes far towards compensating me
for the shock with which I saw that Mrs. Grote had pubhshed expres-
sions on personal matters which t am shocked to have written, how-
ever privately.

But this evidence of your goodness is sufficient in itself. The work
of my busy years has supplied the needs and desires of a quiet old
age. On the former occasions of my declining a pension I was poor,
and it was a case of scruple (possibly cowardice). Now I have a
competence, and there would be no excuse for my touching the pub-
lic money.

You will need no assurance that I am as grateful for your consider-
ate offer as if it had relieved me of a wearing anxiety.

Believe me, with much respect and gratitude,
Yours,

HARRIET MARTINEAU.

MR. GLADSTONE TO MRS. H. MARTINEAU.

WHrrEHALL,10 Downing Street, June 9, 187S.

DEAR MADAM,- I have received your note of yesterday. It de-
prives me of a pleasure I had hoped to enjoy, but it enhances the re-
spect and regard felt for your character by all who have had any
acquaintance with it.

I am glad that you have construed so kindly and favourably the
spirit of my inquiry.

With every good wish, I remain,
Dear madam,

Your very faithful and obedient
W. E. GLADSTONE.

MISSMAI_TINEAU.

In writing to her friend in America of this offer and of her

having declined it, she says,

MY DEAR FRIEND,-- I have to tell you a bit of a story ; and now,
please let me impress you with what is really of serious consequence
to me, in more ways than one,- that it must no where and no how
get into print in my lifetime. It was a great mischief that it did on
a similar occasion thirty years ago. That it should happen again
would be an irreparable misfortune_ I am afraid it is difficult in the
United States to talk freely about any matter without danger of it8
getting into the newspapers. But it is no secret ; before the week is
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out it will be talked of all over the kingdom ; yet nobody will give
it to a newspaper without authority.

I need only say a few words, and leave the letters to speak for
themselves. If you have Mr. Grote's "Life," you will have seen a
letter of mine to Mrs. Grote, on his death. She ought not to have
printed the last part of it without leave ..... Those closing lines
moved Mr. Gladstone's sympathy, and he has asked in the most
dehcate way whether he could remove any pressure of anxiety .....
But there was no agitation about the matter, e Mr. Gladstone's share
(the queen's understood) gives me nothing but pleasure, and there
was no perplexity. The former reasons for declining a pension
remain ; and there are two additional ones, viz. that I now have a
sufficient income for my needs, and that the queen and her premier
would be, though they perhaps do not know it, exposed to insult for
showing friendliness to an infidel like me. I could not think of
exposing the queen to such anonymous abuse as has come to me, if
I were under any amount of temptatlom But there is no temptation
whatever.

I am yours ever,
H. MARTINEAU.

Copy of Mr. Gladstone's note in reply to an inquiry :--

HAWARDEN, AugUst 19, 1876.

SIs,- In reply to your considerate letter, I _ve my full consent
to the publication of the correspondence, as far as I am a party to it,
and I am glad to think of the honour it will do to the person pnnci-
pally concerned.

Your most faithful
W. E. GLADSTONE.

THO_.ASMAR_AU, ESQ.,26 CalthorpeRoad, Birmingham.

To a friend sending her a present t_romAmerica she writes : !

"What a gift is this year's volume of ' Harper,' setting New York
and its affairs so wonderfully before us! It would do you good to
know, if I could tell you, the enjoyment your great and glorious Nast
is giving in this valley. I sent the numbers to Fox How when
W. E. Forster was there, and they are borrowed again for the Stan-
]eys and Lady Richardson. The favourite, the one supremely ex-
tolled, is that of the Romish crocodiles and the children. The Dean

Her h_lth was then 60 frail that precautionwas _ed in the er_mfina-
tion of oorrs_pondence.
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was delightedwith it..Of courseI toldthem ofNast'spatriotic
strengthagainsttemptation.....

"Itseemsasifallcoulddiebut me. I dolongforrestmore and
more asthedownward chargegoeson."

It was in 1872 that she and five hundred others petitioned

Parliament against Mr. Straight's bill proposing the extension
of flogging, for the reasons assigned below :-

THE "CAT."

Mr. P. A. Taylor presented a petition, signed by Miss Harriet
Martineau and five hundred other women, against Mr. Straight's bill
proposing the extension of the punishment of flogging to certain cases
of brutal attacks upon women and children. The petitioners, while
thankfully welcoming this evidence that the attention of the Legisla-
ture was being directed to the flagrant insufficiency of the punishment
inflicted for such offences, utterly repudiated the proposed infliction
of torture by the "Cat" as a protection to their sex, regarding it as
certain to increase the brutal, cruel, and revengeful spirit from which
such crimes invariably spring. The petitioners, therefore, prayed the
House not to pass the bill, and to abolish entirely the mfi!ctaon of
torture by the "cat." -- D_ily _ws, May 29, 1872.

Great numbers of letters were continually addressed to Mrs.

Martineau, telling her of the cheer and stimulus she had given
in various ways to the rising generation, and to the men and

women of middle age. Let one suffice, from the Hon. Secretary
of the Social Parity Association to Mrs. Harriet Martineau.

April, 1878.

DEAR MADAm,--I wish I couldexpressmy thankfulness,which

willbesharedby everymember ofourassociation,foryour suppor_

and thesympathy which you so generouslyspareus in yourown
suffering.Itispossiblethatwe shallprinta few letters,tom_1_e
known the ideasand the spiritunderlyingthe movement. I am

highlyhonouredby youropinionthatmy arguments(thoughI have
nottherighttocallthem my own)areworthyofa widerhearing.

Sinceyou sokindlywishtociremlate_nyletter,may Irequestyou

to send it to your nephew, _r. FJrank _Iartluea% in Birmingham_
_o whom I am asked by Mrs. Butler and Mr. W. Shaen to _ncl our
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pape_ ? In a11my futm-eeffortsI shallfed thatyour recognition

g_vesme new f_th and power.

Beheve me, dear madam,

Yours faithfully,
GEORGE C. WARR.

MRS. HARRIET MARTINEAU.

Dttring these years of painful, difficult decline, she aided by

word and deed, by pen and purse, the associated effort made

in Edinburgh to secure complete medical education for women,

after the persecutxon to which the lady students had been sub-

jected there.

The following letter explains itself.
A._BL_mE, November 18.

Sn% -- I venture to trouble you with a post-office order for £2 --

payable from me to yourself--as my small contribution to the fund

needed by the general committee for securing a complete medical

education for women in Edinburgh. The question is so important,

and the lady students have manifested so fine a spirit and temper

under their harassing trials, that a large proportion of their country-

men will, I trust, feel the obligation of sustaining them during their
conflict with jealousies and prejudices which will scarcely be credited

by a future generatmm Permit me to offer you my thanks for the

service you render to a good cause by managing the financial concerns

oi the movement, and believe me, sir, with much respect,

Yotu's,
HARRIET MARTII_'EAU.

W. S. REID, Esq., l_on. Treasurer.

On the 8th of October, 1873, in reply to an inquiry about her

health and another for the name of one of the professors of Uni-

versity College, London, she says:-

"No doubt our blessed intercourse of so many years is now draw-

ing to a close ..... But to answer your question. Croome Robertson

is the name of the man who holds the chair of Philosophy in Univer-

sity College, and he confers honour on all who had any share in the
making of him."

TO MRS. CHAPMAN.
January 25, 1876.

MY DEAREST FRIEI_, -- I'am bent on writing to you this time ;
and the doubt and difficulty so rouse my self-will, that I suppose I

shall indulge that same self-will which has been such a helper to me
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in life. I did not dare to utter it, to express it in any way when I
was a child, it so happening that our mother also was strong on
that point,- of self-will; but in my silent way I did scores of
things of which I should not have been capable, perhaps, under any
other impulse or by any other strength. The very latest and perhaps
the very smallest of such enterprises is that now under my hand, --
the writing of this letter. You divine what this means before I
explain it,--for when do. you fail to apprehend by sympathy what
hes in my thought _ -- and in spite el myself my mind is occupied in
ways which make writing almost impossible. Dearest friend, I feel
and anl very ill. I will leave it to J to tell you necessary par-
ticulars ; and I believe, fully, that you may confide in her sense and
judgment as to how I really am. There can be no doubt of my hav-
ing become more rapidly worse within a fortnight ..... You will
understand the gravity of the case without another word, so I will
leave it. I wonder whether I am stupid or narrow-nfinded about a
thing which I do not understand ; I trust not, because I believe you
and I are of the same mind. I cannot see or feel what people mean
by their imperative desire to hve_ or in death, by their "horror of
annihilation," their pity for Mr. Atkinson and me in the absence
of the "Christian hope." Mr. Atkinson says "we have not the fear_"
and, judging by what we hcar of that, we may well be content. For
my part, I don't wish for more life, nor does he, I believe. Moreover,
I doubt whether I know any body that does. I know there are
many who do not. Often, now, when so ill as to "reahze" vividly
what dying is like, I am unaware of any movement of a wish to live
loner,--either little or much longer. I am glad not to have the
choice at this moment ; but if I had, I fiflly believe I should go to
my grave at once, for other people's sake more than for my own,
but still with every inclination on my own part.

What would dear Lady Augusta say, if she knew what I am writ-
ing to you ? She is now only just living, if alive. Her last hours
are honoured and praised as few can be, for she has rare strength and
sweetness with which to inspire her mourning husband. She ani-
mates him for his work, and talks it over with him (his Eastern
Church Lectures), and gets him to read them to her; and this,
while she is in a condition of great suffering, from restlessness and
helplessness. It /s very beautiful, and an immense comfort even
already, when dne is haunted by the thought of Arthur's widowed
life.....

How good of Mr. Robinson to send me this gift! But the flint
VOL II,
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thing that strikes him when he enjoys any thing, is how he can admi_
somebody else to it.

Only one thing moreo for I have not sight or stren_h for fur-
ther writing to-day. I am glad you have found a good and learned
biographical dmtionary. When I was young, Go_on's was the estab-
lished one ; then the "Blographie," up to a generation ago. Now it
is the "Biographie" from the "Penny Cyclopmdia," expanded, corrected,
and completed by Professor George Lord (South Carolinian). It is in
SL_volumes, and very valuable. But you seem to be suited. What a
legacy you are giving to your grandchildren ! -- a possession for life.
Did I tell you we think your " Pierpont's-head" sonnet quite beauti-
ful ? We feel it so.

But I must knit diligently. The baby has come (to a friend of my
niece Harriet) before the blanket for the bassinet is ready.

_Iy dearest friend, my best love to you [
Ever your

H.M.

Though so long unable to leave her two rooms, she was con-

fined to one but a single fortmght ; and rose and dressed, though

with much effort, till within a few days of her death. She kept

her household books, and gave directions for the conduct of her
household, to the last; and they who were then with her tell

me that she preserved through her latest hours the infantine

playfulness that was so attractive in her earlier time.

The young friends about her, amid all their veneration,

were ever encouraged by her kindness to the freest communica-
tion, and never found her fail to be interested in their little jeu$

d'e_prit, or their graver undertakings; and her beloved niece,

Jane Martineau, tells me how cheering it was during this

long tension of heart undergone for her sake, that sl_e was always
ready to be cheered by their efforts to bring before her dying eyes

the little sights of domestic life she had so much loved. Every

thh_g gratified and pleased her, from the woollen-lined basket of
duckhngs brought to her bedside with a comic quatrain in their

bills, to the preface she undertook and accomplished, with so much

difficulty on the Easter Sunday before her death, .for her valued
young friend and companion, Miss Goodwin,- to an English
translation from the German of Dr. Pauli's "Life of Simon do

_ontfort." ThiB was her last effort. She wrof_ nothing after-
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wards but letters to her friends and letters of introduction to her

American friends for Messrs. YVllson and Gledstone, the dele-

gates of the European Federation for Social Purity and Political
Moral Reform.

All this while the newspapers of this period from time to time
chronicled Mrs. ]V[artineau's departing life ; and none with truer

feeling than the (London) "Leader."

"There is, we believe, not a soul in this country that would not be
pierced with reset at hearing that the condition of Harriet Martineau
is such as to leave no hope that her life can last much longer .....
The end may come at any moment. There is no indelicacy in mention-
ing the fact thus plainly, because no one is more conscious of it than
herself ; and of the number that will be concerned there is not one
that will learn it with such equanimity. She has, we understand,
busied herself unostentatiously about several final engagements ; has
exhibited the most thoughtful consideration fo_ even the slight incon-
veniences that others might suffer ; and awaits the event with calm-
ness. The number who regard her with personal attachment is the
larger since her writing has appealed to every class in the country.
As the historian of England during the lifetime of most of us, she
has addressed all England ; as a political writer, she has had influence
with influentml classes; and children love her as a second Maria

Edgeworth, with a genius of a larger and a more generous kind. She
has taught her readers the beautiful science of bearing infirmity and
suffering without losing dignity or regard for the peace of others ; and
the necessary result is, that the solicitude on her account partakes,
throughout ntunerous classes, the feeling of personal affection."

TO MRS. CHAPMAN.

Awa_sm_, May 17,1876.

MY DEARESTFRIE_I), _ I must try to keep up our correspondence
to the latest moment, however painful the aspect of my letter may
be to your eyes. J tells me that our last letter will have pre-
pared you for whatever we must tell you now of my condition. I
hope she is right, and that it will not overtake you with a surprise
ii I find myself unable to pour out as I have always hitherto done.
Dearest friend, I am very i/1. I leave it to J to show you how
nearly certain it is that the end of my long illness is at hand. The
difficulty and distress to me are the state of the head. I will only
add that the condition grows daily worse, so that I am scarcely able
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difficult or impossible ; so I must try to be content with the few
hues I can send, tall the few days become none. We believe that
t_me to be near; and we shall not attempt to deceive you about it.
My brain feels under the constant sense of being not myse_ and the
introduction of this new fear into my daily life makes each day suffi-
ciently trying to justify the longing for death which grows upon me
more and more. I feel sure of your sympathy about this. You enter
into my longing for rest, I am certain;and when you hear, some
day soon, that I have sunk into my long sleep_ you will feel it as the
removal of a care, and as a relief on my account.

On my side I have suffered much anxiety on your account ; and
ff you can tell me that you are no longer suffering physically under
the peculiar feebleness that attends bronchial mischief, you will make
me happier than any thing else could make me. Farewell for to-day,
dearest frmnd ! While I live I am your grateful and loving

H.M.

LAST LETTER OF MRS. MARTINF-_U TO MR. ATKINSON.

AM'BLESmE,May 19, 1876.

DE/_R FRIEND,- My niece J and also my sister have been
observing that you ought to be hearing from us, and have offered to
write to you. You will see at once what this means ; and it is quite
true that I have become so much worse lately that we ought to guard
against your being surprised, some day soon, by news of my life
being closed. I feel uncertain about how long I may live in my
present state. I can only follow the judgment of unprejudiced ob-
servers ; and I see that my household believe the end to be not far
off. I will not trouble you with disagreeable details. It is enough
to say that I am in no respect better, while all the ailments are on
the increase. The imperfect heart-action immediately affects the
brain, causing the suffering which is worse than all other evils to-
gether,--the horrid sensation of not being quite myself. This strange,
dreamy non-recognition of myself comes on every evening, and all
else is a trifle in comparison. But there is a good deal more. Cramps
in the hands prevent writing, and most other employment, except at
intervals. Indications of dropsy have lately appeared : and after this_
I need not again tell you that I see how fully my household believe
that the end is not far off. Meantime I have no cares or troubles

beyond the bodily uneasiness, (whieh_ however, I don't deny to be
an evil). I cannot think of any future as at all probable, except the
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"annihilation" from which some people recoil with so much horror.
I find myself here in the universe,- I know not how, whence, or
why. I see every thing in the universe go out and disappear, and I
see no reason for supposing that it is not an actual and entire death.
And for _ny part, I have no objection to such an extraction. I well
remember the passion with which W. E. Forster said to _ae, "I had
rather be damned than anmhilated." If he once felt five minutes'

damnation, he would be thankful for extinction in preference. The
truth is, I care little about it any way. Now that the event draws
near, and that I see how fully my household expect my death pretty
soon, the universe opens so widely before my view, and I see the old
notions of death and scenes to follow to be so merely human, m so
impossible to be true, when one glances through the range of science,
that I see nothing to be done but to wait, without fear or hope or
ignorant prejudice, for the expiration of hie. I have no wish for fur-
ther experience, nor have I any fear of it. Under the weariness of
illness I long to be asleep ; but I have not set my mind on any state.
I wonder if all this represents your notions at all. I should think it
does, while yet we are fully aware how mere a glimpse we have of
the universe and the life it contains.

Above all I wish to escape from the narrowness of taking a mere
human view of things, from the absurdity of makLug God after man's
own image, &c.

But I will leave this, begging your pardon for what may be so
unworthy to be dwelt on. However, you r_ay like to know how
the case looks to a friend under the clear knowledge of death being
so near at hand. My hands are cramped, and I must stop. ]_Iy
sister is here for the whole of May, and she and J are most
happy together. Many affectionate relations and friends are willing
to come if needed (the Browns among others), -- if I live beyond July.
You were not among the Boulogne theological petitioners, I suppose.
I don't know whether you can use there ? I was very
thankful for your last, though I have said nothing about its contents.
If I began that, I should not know how to stop.

So good by for to-day, dear friend !
Yours ever,

H.M.

P.S. I am in a state of amazement at a discovery just made ; I

have read (after half a lifetime) Scott's "Bride of Lammermoor/' and
am utterly disappointed in it. The change in my taste is beyond
accounting for, --almost beyond belief.
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HARRIET MARTINEAU TO WM. LLOYD GARRISON.

AM_U_SmE,May30, 1876.

MY DEAR FRIE_D, -- When you kindly sent me the memorial
card, announcing your preclons wife's departure and burial, I asked
our dear Mrs. Chapman to thank you on my behalf ; and her latest
letter brings me your response. With it comes the Memoir,--the
picture of her beauUful life and death. I wish I could convey to
you any idea of the emotion excited in my household by the reading
of this narrative ; but I have stren_h for no more than a bare ac-
knowledgment of your valued gift, and assurance of sympathy under
the pain of your bereavement. What a woman she was! I am
thankful to have been in Boston at the crisis which proved that she
was worthy of the honour of being your wife.

I can say no more. My departure is near, and I hold the pen with
difficulty.

Accept the sympathy and reverent blessing of your old friend,
HARRIET MARTINEAU.

W_ LLOYDGARRmO_.

LAST LETTER OF MRS. MARTINEAU TO _IRS. CHAPMAN.

A_BLESm_,June 14, 1876.

DEAREST FRIEND, -- We have heartily enjoyed your couple of
letters, and I enjoy your map of the family property, and am
thankful that it has come in time for me to represent you, to my

mind's eye, in your home locality. It is pleasant that those letters
arrived on my birthday, June 19,,when I was 74.

This is all the better for th/s birthday being certainly my last.
Yes, my best friend l our long and loving friendship has, as to

intercourse, reached its term, as we both knew it must. J en-
gages to give you all needful details,- to spare me ; so I will say no
more about health matters than that, after a constantly accelerated
weakness since we wrote to you last, the sinking has become so
shocking a sensation as to leave _ne, at least, no doubt that I am
dying. But I beheve no one questions the fact. Dearest friend, you
will not let this distress you ?

You are too disinterested not to feel for me the relief of the cer-

tainty of _'est,after the weary passage of the actual days. You ask
about Macaulay, and you will doubtless see the "Life." Well ! his
diary and letters describe my sensations as if the symptoms were a
report of my case prepared by a professional m_.
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I find I must be self-sufficing, for the sake of all, -- yourself, J. ,
myself, -- all whom my life nearly concerns. I must not open up any
springs of feeling. Answering your questions as to Macaulay,-- only
this; Trevelyan has done his work as well as an adoring nephew,
no more high-souled or deep-hearted than his idol, could be reason-
ably expected to do it. Macaulay was a kindly natured man, gen-
erous about not only money but much else, and of a less vulgar
ambition than many supposed; but he was not lofty in views, or
therefore in aims ; and his whole conduct in the matter of his slander
of William Penn will besmirch his fame forever. W. E. Forster

exposed it, giving absolute proof of the falsehood of the charge.
This was done in a pamphlet, which was followed by others, from
other hands. Macaulay gave no sort of answer, took no sort of
notice; and, in the face of all warning even from deputations, re-
printed the calumny unaltered in his second and third edition_ ! So
it was -- -- who raged against me about Ins " h_art" ! I knew
somebody did, but not who it was. Lady Charlotte Clark writes
to me in enthusiasm about the beautiful "Life of Ticknor," begging
me to read it.

You see I cannot write : I will leave this open for the chance of
something better to-morrow. O my friend, I must not sink our
hearts by words of farewell to-day. To be unconsciously apar_ is an
easy matter, quite different from living and yearning apart. I be-
lieve in the first, that is, in not living at all ; and I am glad if so
it is to be.

Thursday, June 15.

I am glad that I wrote the foregoing while I could. To-day I could
not ; but you shall hear from one of us, from The Knoll, at the _t_ual
time. No duty more clear and urgent than reporting to you your
loving friend's condition. Till our next greeting, then, farewell ! I
will attempt no more, for you know how entirely I am, as for half a
lifetime,

Your devoted
H.M.

"The last finished work," says her niece, "was a cot blanket,

knitted for a neighbour's baby, born on the 23d of January.

The baby was brought to call on a fine sunny day, March 17,
1876, and was carried into the drawing-room to be seen in her

beautiful cloak and hood. To the cape was pinned an envelope

containing a bent sixpence, an egg, and a pinch of salt, which
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had been received at the previous call ; the custom of the vil-
lage is for the baby to have a present of these on its first en-

trance of a house, as a greeting and token it shall never want.

She admired the little sleepy face and tiny hand. She had sent

a beautiful note to the mother (which will always be treasured)
which called forth a touching and excellent reply."

"Miss S. Greg called on Sunday, June 4 (sister to W. R. Greg),

hardly expecting to see her, but most anxious to make inquiries,
told an anecdote which she thought would be of interest, said

she was staying at the inn just opposite to Mr. King's (the doc-
tor's) house, and from her high window could get a good view

of the nursery. She remarked, ' If I were going to stay a week

longer, I must have had an introduction to that charming, fasci-
nating baby.' Mrs. Martineau told Mr. K., who took the mes-

sage home to his wife: and in this way her desire to make

all she saw happy never failed. Her powers of graphic de-

scription she retained to the last. Mr. King, who was present
when she gave an account of the little swing bridge in India,
in connection with Lord Elgin, and the picture in Lord Mayo's

Life (one of the last books she touched), said, ' It made me hot
all over !' This was about a fortnight before her death."

On Tuesday, the 6th of June, came Mr. W. E. Forster, her

friend of so many years ; and, except the household friends, he
was the last who saw her in life.
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"This one thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind and reaching
forth unto those things which are before."-- PAUL to th_ P.mrep_s.

"Year after year beheld the silent toil
That spread his lust'rous coil ;
Still, as the spiral grew,

He left the past year's dwelling for the new,
Stole with soft step its shining archway through,

Built up its idle door,
Stretched in his last-found home, and knew the old no more.

Thanks for the heavenly message brought by thee,
Child of the wandering sea,
Cast from her lap, forlorn

From thy dead lips a clearer note is born
Than ever Triton blew from wreathed horn !

While on mine ear it rings,
Through the deep caves of thought I hear a voice that sings :--

Build thee more stately mansions, 0 my soul,
As the swift seasons roll 1

Leave thy low-vaulted past !
Let each new temple, nobler than the last_
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,

Till thou at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting sea !"

OLIVER WE_'_DELLHOLMES,The Chambered Nautil_z.

HARRIET _ARTII_EAU wrote as many as fifty biographical

sketches of the eminent men and women of her time, which at

their death were published in the "Daily Iqews," the authorship

being never divulged. And so, I doubt not, she thought her

similar sketch of herself would appear anonymously. But so

high was the general estimate of her character and services to

the world, that no person living would be willing to assume the
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responsibihty of such an estimate of the illustrious dead ; and

on printing it in the number of the 29th of June, two days after
her death, the editor prefaces it thus :-

AN AUTOBIOGRAPHIC MEMOIR.

"W_ regret to announce the death of Harriet Martineau. The
following memoir, though written in the third person, was from her
own pen. The frankness of its self-criticism makes it necessary to
guard the reader against confounding her own strict and sometimes
disparaging judgment of herself with the impressions made by her
upon others."

Harriet Martineau was born in 1_02, in the city of Norwich, where
the first of the nanle settled in 1688. David Martineau, the earliest
of whom any record remains, was a French Protestant, who came
over on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. He married a French

lady, whose family emigrated in the same ship, and pursued his pro-
fesslon as a surgeon in Norwich, where a succession of surgeons of the
name existed, till the death of the most eminent of them, Philip
Meadows Martmeau (the uncle of Harriet), in 1828. He was con-
8idered the most eminent provincial surgeon of his day. The eldest
brother of Harriet -- a man of qualifications so high as to promise to
sustain the honour of his name and profession in the old city -- died
before the age of thirty, and only one member of the family now
remains in the city where many generations grew up. Harriet was
the third daughter, and the sixth of eight children of Thomas Marti-
neau, who was a manufacturer of the Norwich staples, --bombazine
and camlet. His acquaintance with Dr. Parr was kept up and sig-
nalized by the gift of a black eamlet study-gown every year or so, a
piece of the right len_h being woven expressly for the doctor and
dyed with due care.

There was nothing remarkable about the childhood and youth of
any of Thomas Martineau's children, unless in the case of Thomas,
the eldest son, already referred to. His scholarship was of a high
quality, and his mind was altogether of the rare ripeness and richness
which comes of the equable cultivation of the intellectual and moral
nature. The remarkable feature of the family story, in those days,
was the steady self-denlal, and clear, inflexible purpose with which
the parents gave their children the best education which they could,
by all honourable means, command. In those times of war and middle-
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class adversity, the parents understood their position, and took care
that their children should understand it, telling them that there was
no chance of wealth for them, and about an equal probabihty of a
competence or of poverty ; and that they must, therefole, regard their
education as their only secure portion. Harriet came in for her share
of this advantage, being _ell furnished with Latin and French (to
which in due time she added Italian and German), and exercised in
composition as weU as reading in her own language and others. The
whole family, trained by parental example, were steady and conscien-
tious workers ; but there were no tokens of unusual ability in Harriet
during any part of her childhood or youth. Her health was bad, her
tone of spirits low, her habit of mind anxious, and her habits of llfe
silent, and as independent as they could be under the old-fashioned
family rule of strictness and the strong hand. At her entrance upon
womanhood a deafness, unperceived during her childhood and slight
in youth, was aggravated by a kind of accident, and became so severe
as to compel (for other people's accommodation as well as her own) the
use of a trumpet for the rest of her life. This misfortune, no doubt_
strengthened her habits of study, and had much to do with the mark-
ing out of her career. What other effects it produced upon her she
has shown in her " Letter to the Deaf."

Her first appearance in print was before she was out of her teens,
in a religious periodical ; the same in which the late Judge Talfourd
had made his early attempts not very long before. Not only her
contributions to the " Monthly Repository," but her first books were

of a religious character, her east of mind being more decidedly of the
religious order than any other during the whole of her life, whatever
might be the basis and scope of her ultimate opinions. Her latest
opinions were, in her own view, the most religious, -- the most con-
genial with the emotional as well as the rational department of human
nature. In her youth she naturally, wrote what she had been brought
up to believe, and her first work, "Devotional Exercises," was thor-
oughly Unitarian. Of this class, and indeed of all her early writings,
the only one worth mentmn is the little volume " Traditions of
Palestine," which first fixed attention upon her, and made her name
known in the reviews. There are some even now who prefer that

little volume to all her other writings. Before it was out its writer
had formed the conception of the very different kind of work which
at once and completely opened her career, her "Illustrations of Politi-
cal Economy." Her stimulus in all she wrote, from first to last, was
simply the need of utterance_ This need she had gratified early ; and
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those who knew her best were always aware that she was not ambi-
tious, though she enjoyed success, and had pride enough to have
suffered keenly under faihu,e. When, in 1829, she and her sisters
lost their small fortunes by the faihu-e of the house in which their
money was placed, Harriet continued to write as she had written
before, though under the new liability of having no money to spend
upon ventures. Without capital, without any literary connections
(except the editor of the "Monthly Repository '_, without any visible
means of accomplishing her ob3ect, she resolved to bring out a series
of" Illustrations of Political Economy," confident that the work was
at that time 41831) very much needed by the working-classes, to say

nothing of other persons who had influence in the community, agitate_
as it then was by the Reforla struggle. That Reform struggle and the
approach of the cholera on its first visit made the booksellers disinclined
to publish any thing. Messrs. Baldwin and Cradock had all but con-
sented to the scheme, and had in fact engaged a stitcher for the monthly
volumes, when they took fright and drew back. Harriet Martmean's
forthcoming Autobiography will of course tell the story of the struggle
she passed through to get her work published in any manner and on any
terms. Almost every considerable publisher had refused it ; the Diffu-
sion Society had dechned it, on the report of their sub-committee against
it. It appeared , however, at the be_nning of 1832, when its writer
was worn out with anxiety and fatigue, and had met with uniform
discouragement, except in her own home, where her own confidence
that the book would succeed, because it was wanted, commanded the
sympathy of her family. In a fortnight after the day of publication
her way was open before her for life. The work reached a circulation
of about ten thousand in the next few years. The difficulties under
which it appeared prevented her being enriched by it ; and her own
unalterable view of what it could and what it could not effect pre-
vented her expecting too much from it, either in regard to its social
operation or its influence on her own fame. The ori_nal idea of
exhibiting the great natural laws of society by a series of pictures
of selected social action was a fortunate one ; and her tales initiated
a multitude of minds into the conception of what political economy is,
and of how it concerns every body living in society. Beyond this,
there is no merit of a high order in the work. It did not pretend to
offer discoveries, or new appl]eations or elucidations of prior discov-
eries. It popularized, in a fresh form, some doctrines and many
truths long before made public by others. Those were the days of
her success in narrative, in fiction. In about ten years from that time
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she had nearly ceased to write fiction, from simple inability to do it
well. On the whole, perhaps, her novel of " Dcerbrook" has been
the most popular of her works of fiction, though some prefer her
history (in the iorm of a romance) of Toussaint L'Ouverture (" The
Hour and the Man "), and others again her story-book for clnldrer_
written in illness,--" The Playfellow." But none of her novels or

tales have, or ever had, in the eyes of good judges or in her o_m, any
character of permanence. The artistic aim and qualifications were
absent; she had no power of dramaUc construction ; nor the poetic
inspiration on the one hand, nor crmcal cultivation on the other,
without which no work of the imagination can be worthy to live.
Two or three of her Pohtical Economy Tales, are, perhaps, her best
achievement m fiction,--her doctrine furmshing the plot which she
was unable to create, and the brevity of space duly restricting the
indulgence in detail which injured her longer narratives, and at last
warned her to leave off writing them. It was fortunate for her that
her own condemnation anticipated that of the pubhc. To the end of
her life she was subject to sohcltatlons to write more novels and more
tales ; but she for the most part remained steady in her refu_h Her
three volumes of "Forest and Game Law Tales" and a few stories in

"Household Words," written at the express and earnest request of
Mr. Dickens, and with little satisfaction to herself, are her latest
efforts in that direction."

Her popularity was, however, something extraordinary during
the appearance of her "Illustrations of Political Economy/' It was
presently necessary for her to remove to London, to be within reach
of the sources of information rendered indispensable by the success
of her scheme and the extension of her influence. She lived in a

lodging in Conduit Street for some months, till her mother joined her
in London. Their house was in Fludyer Street, Westminster; and
there they lived till a serious and long illness compelled Harriet
Martineau to leave London, to which she never returned as a resi-
dent. On her first taking up her abode there many foolish stories
were afloat about the origin of her series, and the aid she received in
it from Lord Brougham and others. The facts were that the enter-
prise was wholly her own, and the execution of it also; and that
Lord Brougham in particular knew nothing whatever about her or

• After the abovewas in the drawer of the "Daily News" office,she wrote
some historical fictionfor "Once a Week" againsther own judgment, and only
to gratify Mr. Evans and Mr. Lucas, the proprietorand editor of "Once a
Week."
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her work till his secretary sent him the first five numbers half a year
after the pubhcatlon began. His lordship's first thought was to
engage her assistance in illustrating the evils of the old poor-law and
the intended provisions of the new ; and her four little volumes on
the poor-laws appeared during the pubhcation of her larger work.
The two years which followed her first great succeedswere the busiest
of a busy ]fie. All advocates of all schemes applied to her for co-
operation. She was plunged at once into such a social whirl that she
dined out every day but Sundays. New material for her work was

always accumulating on her hands; and besides the production of
one number, and occasionally two, of her little volumes per month,
she had an unmanageable amount of correspondence always pressing
upon her. It was at that time that she formed the habit which she
continued for the rest of her life,- of sitting up late, while going on
to rise early. She took, on an average, five hours or five and a half
of sleep, going to bed at one m the morning, and being at her
breakfast at half past seven, to save the precious morning hours for
her most serious business. Such was her practice_ with few intervals,
to the date of her last illness.

Before the pubhcation of her work was completed she had sailed
for Amencm At first her object was simply to travel for the sake of
recreation and repose ; but, at the suggestion of the late Lord Henley,
she turned her face in the direction of the United States, in order to
examine some points of social policy and morals, honourable to the
Americans and worthy of our emulation, but generally overlooked
by European travellers who go to amuse themselves and return to
quiz. She hoped to learn some secrets of success in the treatment
of criminals, the insane, and other unhappy classes, and in the diffu-
sion of education. She succeeded in her aims in some measure ; but
the interest of the antislavery question just at that time absorbed
every other. She arrived just at the culmination of that reign of
terror which she described after her return in the "Westminster

Review," in the narrative entitled "The Martyr Age of the United
States," which was reprinted as a pamphlet, and by which the nature
and significance of the antislavery movement in America (where it
involved the entire political and personal liberty of every citizen)
were first made known in this country. Harriet Martlneau, received
with unbounded hospitality and unmeasured flatteries, though known
to have written an antislavery story in her series, was not converted
to the American view, as had been hoped and expected. Umler
circumstances in which she had no choice but to speak out she con-
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demned slavery and its political consequences as before; and, for
some months preceding her return, she was subjected to insult and
injury, and was even for some weeks in danger of her life while
travelling where the tar-barrel, the cowhide, and the pmtol were the
regimen prescribed for and applied to abohtlonists, and threatened
especially in her case. In her books upon America she said little or
nothing of her personal share in the critical troubles of the time,
because her purpose was, not to interest the pubhc m her adven-
tures, but to exhibit, without passion or prejudice, the actual con-
dition of society in the United States. It_ treatment of herself is
rather a topic for her Autobiography, and there, no doubt, it will be
found.

After an absence of two years she returned to England in August,
1836, and early in the next spring she published "Society in America."
Her own opinion of that work changed much for the worse before
her death. It was written while she w_s in the full flow of sympa-
thy with the theoretical American statesmen of that time, who were
all @proof/political philosophers to a _eater or less degree, hke the
framers of the Declaration of Independence. Her intercourse with
the._e may be traced in the structure and method of observation of
her book, and her companionship with the adorers of Thomas Car-
lyle in her style. Some constitutional lawyers of the United States
have declared that there is no error in her account of the political
structure and relations of the Federal and State governments of that
country; and the book contains the only account we have of th_
condition of slavery, and of the country under it, at the time of the
rise of the abolition movement. But, on the whole, the book is not
a favourable specimen of ttarriet Martineau's _ritin_, ekher in re-
gard to moral or artistic taste. It is full of affectations and preach-
ments, and it marks the highest point of the metaphysical period of
her mind. Little as she valued the second work on America--

"Retrospect of Western Travel" -- which she wrote at the request of
her publishers, to bring into use her lighter observations on scenery
and manners, it was more creditable to her mood, and perhaps to her
powers, than the more ambLtious work. The American abolitionists,
then in the early days of their action, reprinted as a pamphlet the
parts of these two works which relate to the slave institutions of
their country, and sowed it broadcast over the land. The virulence
with which the Southern press denounces her to this day, in com-
pany with Mrs. Chapman and Mrs. Stowe, seems to show that her
representations were not lost on the American public. If they are
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operating at the end of so many years, there must be truth in them.
Though the customary dispensers of hospitality in the United States
passed from the extreme of courtesy to that of rudeness to the trav-
eller, she formed valuable friendships in that country which lasted
as long as her life. Her connection with the interests of America
remained a close one, and its political course was a subject of action
to a late period, and of study to the last.

'In the interval between her return from America and her leaving
London--somewhat less than three years--she wrote "How to
Observe _iorals and Manners," a volume of a series pubhshed by
Mr. Knight, of which Sir Henry Delab_che's "How to Observe
Geolo_," was the opening volume; a few of the volumes of the
"Grade to Service," issued also by Mr. Knight ; and her novel "Deer-
brook." The "Guides to Service" were originated by the Poor-law
Commissioners, with the object chiefly of training the ideas of chil-
dren, especially in the worki_use schools, for the occupation of their
lives. Harriet Martineau agreed to write the model number, pro-
vided she might take the "Maid-of-all-Work" for her subject ; which
she did, with the amusing result that at various turns of her lifo
afterwards she was met by the popular behef that she had herself
been a maid-of-all-work; a mistake which she regarded with some
complacency whenever she encountered it. The other volumes of
the Series written by her are the "Dressmaker" (in which she had
some technical assistance from a professional person), the "House-
maid," and the "Lady's Maid."

On the publication of "Deerhrook," in April, 1839, she went abroad
with a party of friends, partly to escort an invalid cousin, and partly
for rest and refreshment to herself. She was not aware of the extent

of her own illness; and she was brought home on a couch from
Venice in June, in a state of health so hopeless that she left London
and settled herself' at Tynemouth, on the Northumberland coast,
within reach of family care and tendance. There she remained, a
prisoner to the couch, till the close of 1844. During her illness she
wrote her second novel (" The Hour and the Man'S, the four volumes
of children's tales called "The Playfellow," and "Life in the Sick-
Room;" originating also, in concert with the present Countess of
Elgin and Mr. Knight, the series since so well known as "Th_
Weekly Volume." Of her recovery the public heard at the time
much more than she desired and approved. At the instigation of
several of her friends, and especially of her medical attendant, she
made trial of mesmerism, for the purpose of obtaining some release
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from the use of opiates. To her own surprise and that of others, the
treatment procured her a release from the disease itself, from which
several eminent medical men had declared recovery to be impossible.
In five months she was perfectly well. Meantime, doctors and
strangers in various parts of the kingdom had rushed into pnnt,
without her countenance or her knowledge; and the amount of

misrepresentation and mischmf soon became so great as to compel her
to tell the story as it really happened. The commotion was just

what might have been anticipated from the usual reception of new
truths in science and the medical art. That she recovered when she

ought to have died was an unpardonable offence. According to the
doctors who saw her enter society again tronl the begmmng of 1845,
she was in a state of infatuation, and, being as ill as ever m reality,
would sink do_m in slx months. When, instead of so sinking down,
she rode on a camel to Mount Sinai and Petra, and on horseback to
Damascus, they said she had never been ill. To the charge that
it had been "all imagination," her reply was that, in that case, it was
the doctor's imagination and not hers that was involved ; for they
had told her, and not she them, what and how serious her illness was.
To the friends who blamed her for publishing her experience before
the world was ripe for it, her reply was, first, that she had no option ;
and next, that it is hard to see how the weed is to get ripened

if experimenters in new departments of natm'al philosophy conceal
their experience. The immediate consequence of the whole busi-
ness--the extension of the practice of mesmerism as a curative agent,

and especially the restoration of several cases like her own- abun-
dantly compensated Harriet Martineau for an amount of insult and
ridicule which would have been a somewhat unreasonable penalty on

any sin or folly which she could have committed. As a penalty on
simply getting well when she was expected to die, the infliction was
a curious sign of the times.

Being free to choose her place of abode, on her recovery, her friends
universally supposed she would return to London and its literary
advantages and enioyments. But literature, though a precious luxury,
was not, and never had been, the daily bread of her hfe. She felt
that she could not be happy, or in the best way useful, if the de-

clining years of her life were spent in lodgin_ in the morning and
drawing-rooms in the evening. A quiet home of her own, and some
few dependent on her for their*domestic welfare, she believed to be
essentml to every true woman's peace of mind; and she chose her
plan of life accordingly. Meaning to live in the country, she chose
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the most beautiful, and settled at the Lakes. She bought a field
near Ambleside, opposite Fox How, and about a mile from Rydal
Mount. She built a house, and tried her haud successfully on the
smallest of farms, -- a farm of two acres. She set on foot some reme-
dml schemes applicable to local mischmfs ; and by degrees found
herself pledged to a practice of delivenng a series of lectures every
winter to the mechanics of the httle town and their families. She

and they were so well acquainted, that there was nothing odd in
this in their view, and no strangers were adnntted, nor even the
gentry of the place, for want of room. Her sulojects were Sanitary
Principles and Practice, the History of England, the History of North
America, and the Scenes of her Eastern Travel In her Ambleside
home she lived for ten years of health and of happiness, which, as
she was wont to say, was worth all the rest of her life.

At various times since 1832 she had been sounded about accepting
a pension on the Civil List; and she had repeatedly replied by
objecting to receive one. Her objections remained in full force when
Lord Melbourne made an express offer to her of a pension of _£150_
to be increased as circumstances permitted, as his last act before going
out of power in 1841. Lord Melbourne was aware that she had
invested her spare earnings in a deferred annuity, and that while
hopelessly ill she was very poor. Her objections, however, bore no
relation to this class of considerations. Her letter to Lord Melbourne

found its way into the newspapers without her knowledge, and it
speaks for itself. Not the less for this was she misunderstood.
Nothing was further from her thoughts than passing condemnation
on the literary pensioners of the time. They must judge for them-
selves, and their position was different. It was a matter of feeling
with her quite as much as of principle ; and she wou_l have thank-
fully received any acknowledgment of past labours which might have
been decreed, otherwise than through a method of favouritism. She
felt that, once under pecuniary obligation to the soverei_ and the
minister, she could never again feel perfectly free on political ques-
tions, though Lord ]_elbourne generously deprecated any such con-
clusion. As it happened, she did very well without the money, and
she wrote the "History of the Thirty Years' Peace," wlnch she could
hardly have done while in receipt of a pension.

This, the bulkiest of her works and the most laborious, was under-
taken at the request of Mr. Charles Knight, who had himself written
the first few chapters, then deputed the work to another, and pres-
ently found it at a stand. Harriet Martineau had no idea whatever
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whether she could write history ; but, on Mr. Knight's pressing his
request, she went to work in August, 1848, and completed the work
(after an interval of a few weeks) in the autumn of 1849. The intro-
ductory volume was written in 1850, also at Mr. Kmght's sohcltaUon.
Without taking the chronicle form this history could not, from the
nature of the case, be cast in the ultimate form of perfected history.
All that can be done with contemporary history is to collect and
methodize the greatest amount of reliable facts and distinct nnpres-
sions, to amass sound material for the veritable tustorian of a futme
day,- so consolidating, assimilating, and vivifying the structure as to
do for the future writer precisely that which the lapse of time and
the obhvlon which creeps over all transactions must prevent his
doing for himself. This auxlhary usefulness is the aim of Harriet
Idartineau's hastory ; and she was probably not nustaken in hoping
for that much result from her labour. It rendered her a personal ser-
vice which she had not anticipated. There was an impression abroad
of her being a sort of demagogue or dangerous Radical, though it is
hard to say which of her writings could have originated such an im-
pression. The tnstory dispelled it thoroughly ; and if it proved that
she belonged to no party, it showed that it was not because she tran-
scended the extremes of all.

The work which she published on her return from her Eastern
travels, which she enjoyed as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Richard V.
Yates, of Liverpool, had shown that she was no longer a Unitarian
nor a believer in revelation at all. "Eastern Life, Present and Past,"
exhibits the history, and generation of the four great faiths--the
E_oTptian, the Jewish, the Christian, and the Mohammedan--as they
appear when their birthplaces are visited m succession. She had
passed from the Nile to Sinai ; and thence to Jerusalem, Damascus,
and Lebanon. The work in which she gave out her views on her
return ranks, on the whole, as the best of her writings ; and her rep-
utation assumed a new, a graver, and a broader character after its
appearance. It was followed in 1851 by a volume which, though not
for the most part written by her, was of her procuring and devising.
She took the reponsibility of the '" Letters on the Laws of l_[an's
Nature and Development," which were for the _oTeaterpart written
by her friend, Mr. Atkinson, in reply to the short letters of her owll
which occupy a small proportion of the book. Thi_ book brought
upon its writers, as was inevitable, the imputation of atheism from
the multitude who cannot distinguish between the popular and the
philosophical sense of the word, -- between the _tisbelief in the popu-
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lar theology which has caused a long series of reli_ous men to be
called atheists, and the disbelief in a First Cause, -- a disbelief which

is expressly disclaimed m the book. A full account of Harriet Marti-
neau's faith and plnlosophy will of course be found in her forthcoming
Autobiography, where it is nmre in place than here. As to the conse-
quences of such an expression of them, they were somewhat different
from what might have been expected. The reception of the vol-
ume disclosed some curious social facts, revealing to its authors an
altogether unexpected proportion between the receivers and repu-
diators of dogmatm theology in this country. What is called "the
enUre periodmal press" condemned the book, without, however, in
any one case meeting its ar_ment or recognizing its main subject ;
and yet was it excellently received and widely sympathized with.
Every body supposed that its authors would be ruined, excluded from
society, stopped in their work, and so forth. But the actual result
was that this open avowal of heretical opinion made all the relations
of hfe sounder than they had ever been. As Harriet Martinean de-
clared, it dissolved all false relations and confirmed all true ones.
At no time of her life was she more occupied, more prosperous, so
cheered by sympathy, or so thoroughly happy, as during the interval
between the publication of that book and the close of her labours.

Besides some small works, such as "Guides to the Lakes," it re-
mained for her to bring out two of more general importance,--her
volume on " Household Education," which is more popular than
almost any of her works, and her condensation of Comte's "Positive
Philosophy." The story of the intention and achievement of that work
is told in its prefaces. Begun in 1852, it occupied the greater part of
the year 1853, and appeared in November of that year. It was her
last considerable work ; and there is no other, perhaps, which so well
manifests the real character of her ability and proper direction of her
influence,- as far as each went. Her original power was nothing
more than was due to earnestness and intellectual clearness within a

certain range: With small ima_native and suggestive powers, and
therefore nothing approaching to genius, she could see clearly what
she did see, and give a clear expression to what she had to say. In
short, she could popularize, while she could neither discover nor in-
vent. She could sympathize in other people's views, and was too
facile in doing so ; and she could obtain and keep a firm grasp of her
own, and, moreover, she could make them understood. The function

of her life was to do this, and, in as far as it was done diligently and
honestly, her life was" of use, however far its achievements may have
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fallen short of expectations less moderate than her own. Her duties
and her business were sufficient for the peace and the desires of her
mind. She saw the human race, as she believed, advancing under
the law of pro_ess ; she enjoyed her share of the experience, and had
no ambition for a larger endowment, or reluctance or anxiety about
leaving the enjoyment of such as she had.

From the early part of 185'2 she had contributed largely to the
"Daily News," and her "Letters from Ireland" in the summer of that
year were written for this paper. As her other works left her hands
the connection with the paper became closer, and it was never inter-
rupted except for a few months at the b%dnning of her last illness,
when all her strength was needed for her Autobiography. When she
had finished that task she had the work printed, and the engravings
prepared for it under her own supervision, partly to avoid delay in its
appearance (because any good that it could do would be best done
immediately after her death), but chiefly to spare her executors all
responsibility about pubhshhlg whatever may be found in the Me-
moir. Her last ilh]ess was a time of quiet enjoyment to her, soothed
as it was by family and social love, and care, and sympathy, and,
except for one heart-grief,- the loss in 1864 of her niece Maria, who
was to her as a daughter,-- free from anxiety of every kind, and
amused by the constant interest of regarding life and its affairs from
the verge of the horizon of existence. Her disease was deterioration
and enlargement of the heart, the fatal character of which was discov-
ered in January, 1855. She declined throughout that and subsequent
years, and died

--And died in the summer sunset of her home amid the

Westmoreland mountains, on the 27th of June, 1876, after

twenty-one more diligent, devoted, suffering, joyful years,- at-

tended by the family friends she most loved, and in possession

of all her mental powers up to the last expiring day; aged

seventy-four years.

If, instead of dying so slowly, she had died as she could
have wished and thought to have done, without delay, what a
treasure of wise counsels, what a radiance of noble deeds, what a

spirit of love and of power, what brave victorious battle to the

latest hour for all things good and true, had been lost to poster-

ity ! What an example of more than resignation, of that ready,

glad acceptance of a lingering and painful death which made the
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sight a blessing to every, witness, had been lost to the surviving
generation

During all the last one-and-twenty years death was the idea

most familiar and most welcome. It was spoken of and provided

for with an easy freedom that I never saw approached in any

other home, yet she never expressed a wish respecting a place of
burial. But a few days before her death, when asked if she

would be laid in the burial-place of her family, she assented ; and

she lies with her kindred, in the old cemetery at Birmingham.

The grave bears this record :-

ELIZABETH MARTINEAU

WIDOW OF THE LATE

M" THOMAS MARTINEAU

OF NORWICH

BORNOCTOBER8_ 1771

DIED AUGUST26_ 1848

ALSO HER GRAND-DAUGHTER

MARIA MARTINEAU

DAUG_aw_ OF ROBERT AND JANE MARTINEAU

BORN AUGUST 27 t_ 1827

DIED FEBRUARY 29 _ 1864

ROBERT MARTINEAU

BORN AT NORWICH AUGUST 19 a 1798

DIED AT EDGBA_rON JUNE 17ea1870

ALSO

JAI_E MARTINEAU

HIS WIDOW

BOR_JUNE 6_ 1793

DIED MARCH 20 _ 1874

ALSO

HARRIET MARTINEAU

DAUGHTER OF

THOMAS AWD ELIZABETH MARTINEAU

BORN AT NORWICH JUNE 12a 1802

DIED AT AMBLESlDE JUNE 27_ 1876
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"They take thee for theirmother;
And everydaydo homageto thy grave"

_HAKESPEARE.

PAINF_ as blame was to Harriet Martineau, eulogy was mor_
distasteful still. Truth will not, however, allow all omission of

the general expression of high estimation which found utterance

at her death. Admiration has been called the disease of biogra-

phers ; but in a case like this, where the disease would be not to

admire, it is of happy augury to find a healthful appreciation in

the world at large, that she has so signally served. But the

first place belongs to the personal friends by whom she was so
reverenced and beloved.

Mr. Garrison writes as follows to Mrs. Chapman :--

".... Ye% since you desire it, make any use of my letter to Miss
Jane Martinean that you may think proper, though the tribute con-
tained therem to her aunt is all too brief, and wholly inadequate. I
have no copy of what I wrote ; but if you deem it right and fitting, _t
will give me pleasure to see it in prin% whether in whole or in part,
in connection with other testimonies.

"Enclosed is my last letter from Harriet Martineau. You will see
by the date that it was written but a comparatively few days before
her translation ; and was probably, therefore, one of her very latest
efforts at writing. How serene and prophetic is the sentence, 'My
departure is evidently near' ! How kind and sympathetic the expres-
sion of her feelings inview of my own bereavement ! This letter ]s so
exceptional in its purport, containing nothing she would object to any
one seeing or reading, that I think you may feel entire liberty in the
use of it. It reveals her tender, womanly nature to the last; and
shows with what calmness she contemplated her speedy dissolution.
Nay, what had she to apprehend _"
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His letter to Miss Jane l_Iartineau, which ]_r. Garrison gives
permission to print, is as follows :--

BOSTON, July 4, 1876.

DEAR MISS MARTINEAU,- On. returning home recently from a
visit to our great Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia, I found
a letter from your estimable aunt, dated May 30, acknowledging th_
receipt of a little memorial volume from me, pertaining to the death
of I_v dearly beloved wife, and expressing the tenderest sympathy
and the kindest personal regard, and concluchug as follows: "I
can say no more. My departure is evidently near, and I hold the
pen with difficulty. Accept the reverent blessing of your old friend,
Harriet Martineau." Gratffied as I was to receive that last precious
token of her affectionate remembrance, I felt to regret that she should
have made the effort to write it, as I had long been aware of her great
physical prostration, and, in consequence, neither anticipated nor de-
sired any such acknowledgment, needing no assurance of her heart-
felt sympathy in my stricken condition. But though she referre4 to
the time of her own departure as near at hand, she had been so long
apparently " hovering on the brink," and her handwriting was so
firm and legible, I did not feel specially apprehensive in regard to
her case, but hoped her prophetic impression might prove erroneous.
To my grief, if not surprise, just as I was preparing to send her my
thanks and best wishes, a telegraphic announcement of her decease
appeared in our daily newspapers, but giving no particulars.

As was said of old, " Know ye not that a great man and a prince
has this day fallen in Israel ?" so it may be asked with equal empha-
sis in her case, "Know ye not that one of the noblest women of the
earth has passed away?" Indeed, the civilized world will need no
such interrogation; for the fame of her literary genius, her philo-
sophic grasp of mind, her politico-economical insight, her statesman-
like sagacity, her solid understanding and well-balanced faculties, her
world-embracing sympathy with suffering humanity, her fearless ad-
vocacy of the right against popular opinion, her comprehensive and
varied knowledge, her untrammelled utterance of her honest convic-
tions however deemed or denounced as heretical, has long since "rung
from side to side." Never shall I ceas_ to remember with gratitude
and admiration the sublime exemplification of her great character
when she was in this country in the year 1835, the most odious and
the most perilous period of the antislavery struggle, when any sym-
pathy evinced for it, no matter how distinguished the sympathizer,
was sure to be followed by social ostracism and public contempt,
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She might have plausibly pursued a non-committal policy on the

ground that she was a transient visitor from a foreign land, and it

was a matter that was so interwoven with the politics and religion
of the country, nay, with the very structure of the American Union
itself_ that it did not become her to meddle therewith; but it was

impossible for a soul like hers to resort to any such subterfuge. She

met the issue modestly, bravely, uncompromisingly. What it cost
her for the time being you well know. But the service she rendered

to the antislavery cause was inestimable.
I am under the deepest obligations to her for the steadfast counte-

nanee she gave to me in that dark hour, and the unfaltering friend-

ship with which she honoured me to the close of her remarkable
life.

Yours in deepest sympathy,

WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON.

This is the Centennial Anniversary of American Independence.

Would that our career had been more worthy of us l

LETTER FROM MISS NIGHTINGALE TO MISS JAI_E S.

MARTINEAU.
June 29, 1876.

DE_ MIss MARTI_AU, -- The shock of your tidings to me of

course was great ; but O, I feel how delightful the surprise to her !

How much she must know now, how much she must have enjoyed

already !

I do not know what your opinions are about this ; I know what

hers were, and for a long time I have thought how great will be the

surpr/se to her, -- a glorious surprise.
She served the Right, that is, God, all her life. How few of

those who cry "Lord, Lord," served the Lord so well and so wisely !-

Joy to thee, happy soul l She served the truth and the good, and

worshipped them !-- now they bear her on to higher and better fields.

So above all petty calculations, all paltry wranglings! --now she is

gone on her way to infinite purity.

We give her joy : it is our loss, not hers. She is gone to our Lord

and her Lord. Made ripe for her and our Father's house : our tears

are her joy. She bids us now give thanks for her. She is in another
room of our Father's house.

Think of that Tuesday night when she rose again : -- O, who could
wish her back

If you only knew how much I feel for you ! but there is much to
VOL IL
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comfort you. A noble woman. Our Father arranged her life and her
death. Is it well with the child ? It _s well. Thanks for her mes-

sage. Keep the little paper if you have a mind. I shall like to think
of it in your hands._ I was writing, if it ever gets done, upon the
Zemindar and Ryot question m India. I had quoted from her. I
thought with pleasure of her reading my tribute, which was to have
been finished eighteen months ago. It was impossible.

But I do not grudge her to God.
Yours in deepest sympathy and "Aunt Ellen's" too, if I may.

F. NIGHTINGALE.

I have thought of "The Hour and the Man" as the finest historical
romance in any lan_age. You would wonder if you knew how often
I have read it over and over again, even in the last two years.

The next letter is from Mrs. Andrews- the " Martha" re-

ferred to under the preceding head, " Home and Service" m to
Miss Jane S. Martineau.

MY DEAR)DEARMISS JAI_'E,--It is with deep feeling I pen these
lines to you ..... I feel so very glad you were there. This is a sad
event ; for though the desire of that dear one was to be freed from
sufferfllg, yet it is sad for us after all. Such a change ! no more voice
to speak to us, or to feel that she enters into one's trouble. All is
over. She was a wonderful woman. With all her suffering she

never forgot those who loved her and needed sympathy ..... I
8hail hope to see you some day. There is a kind of bond that seems
to bind me to those who were dear to Mrs. Martineau_ you and Miss
Susan particularly .....

Ever gratefully yours,
MARTHA ANDREWS.

And again Mrs. Andrews says :-

Many thanks for sending me this sad news. It would be quite
wrong to have wished this dear one to remain here in suffering. We
cannot but rejoice so far as she is concerned. Still I cannot tell you
how full my heart is, and what blank I feel now that one of my dear-
eat and best friends is no more. I cannot say much, -- I do feel it

very much. Though I was looking by every post for the news)yet
when it did come I felt all my spirit fail. I think of all her kind

• The paper here alluded to Miss Nightingale had sent to Harriet Martiueau,
with an expression of reverential feeling. "She oughtnot to have said that,"
was the instinctive utterauce on receiving it_
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love for me and my family ; for it will now soon be twenty-nine
years since I first saw her. The gap is not easily filled up. But I
feet so comforted and glad that you have been well enough to be there
with her to the last. I have thought so much of you, knowing your
anxiety, and have been with this dear one in spirit .....

Ever yours most gratefully,
MARTHA ANDREWS.

Her maid at the time of her death wrote the annexed note to

Miss Susan Martineau, her niece.
A_rSLEsrD_,July 2, 1876.

MY DEXR MmS SUSA_,--I wish I could wrote as I feel. I
do feel that it has been a privilege to be with such a noble woman,
and I have been taught many lessons which I trust are not lost ; bat
the first wish and teeling is, that I might have done more for her,
after all her kindness and goodness to me. ! shall never cease to be
thankful that I was here at this time. Her kindness will never be

forgotten.
To-day the rooms and the house feel very strange, and I find my-

self beginning to do thln_ that need not be done .....
I am ever gratefully and respecthd]y yours,

MARIANNE MATTHEWS.
:I¢Iarianne's father writes :-

DEAR M_XM, -- A short time before the receipt of your kind let-
ter of yesterday I was startled to read of the death of our clear Mrs.
Martlneau, in our local paper ; and now that her sufferin_ are over,
it must be said that one of the best and wisest of women has departed
for her never-ending rest.

I am so pleased that my daughter has stayed and been able to give
satisfaction to her late mistress and her household. Your kind re-

marks concerning her I am deeply thankful for, and shall cherish
them in my memory as better than gold.

I hope you will be able to bear your gTeat loss without undue in-
jury to your health, and hope you may live as long and useful a life
as your dear aunt .....

In conclusion, I have but to offer you the sincere condolence of my
wife and myself.

W. MATTHEWS.

In reply to my request to Lady Strangford that she would

give me permission to print a letter of hers, she says :--
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.... Your letter meets me on my way to Constantinople. I do
not in the least remember any thing that I said in the one you allude
to, but I wrote from my heart_ and if it suits your wishes to pub-
lish it, you are welcome to do so.

Yours in great haste,
E. STRAlqGFORD.

Lady Strangferd and her sister, Miss Beaufort, daughters of
Admiral Sir Francis Beaufort, made so well known to us Ameri-

cans in "The ]31ographical Sketches," write thus to Miss Jane
]_Iartineau :

DEAR ]_[ISS]_[ARTII_EAU,- Only one line- not to intrude upon
your great sorrow, but to express my own deep feeling of the loss.
Although I did not hope ever to see her again, yet the knowledge
that she was there at Ambleside, still with us, in full human sympa-
thy, with the ever-bright feeling and the ever-warm heart, was areality
which took the place of seeing her. But I seem now to have lost the
last bit of my childhood in the knowledge that she too is gone. I
know you are glad that the weariness and suffering are over,--"peace
after battle,"-- and we hope, while some of us believe, "night does
end in day." I wish I could have seen her more, but the feeling
was a part of myself; and I do not suppose I ever knew the day
when I did not wish to resemble her. I am very thankful to have
had her ; and I do not believe the like of her comes in on% or indeed
in many centuries. The world may not hlstoiica]ly realize what she
has done for it, but her work is not the less for that ; and now and
then, in future times, historians will be surprised into finding the root
of many after-growths in her hand.

In the terrible blank to you I feel the deepest sympathy and coin-
passion.

Yours very trtfly,
E. STRANGFORD.

June 29, 1876.

DEAR e1_[ISS _IARTINEAU, _ Till it has actually occurred, we cannot
realize the grief or the final separation from the dear friend and com-
panion whose love and whose interest have made life what it is to
us ; and the utter loneliness of the remaining years makes life seem
at first really unbearable.

What a wonderful record of work and energy and talent is that
which appears in the long and interesting notice of the "Times" this
morning ! ....
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I am expecting my dear brother Francis and his wife, after thirty-
nine years in India! I feel sure that he is brin_-_hlgback the same
sweet, loving disposition as of old ; and it will be so great a pleasure
to renew acquaintance, even though he may have been living in a
very different groove of thought and feeling. I suppose we have
grown old enough and wise enough to allow liberty and latitude to
each other's opinions. It is only the youthfully enthusiastic or the
very narrow minded who imagine the truth to be only in one point
or on one line .....

Believe me, with much sympathy,
Affectionately yours,

ROSAMOND E. BEAUFORT,

Miss Nightingale's letter in reply to my request that she would

allow the publication of the one previously given,- which so
nobly indicates the way to harmonize in life all difference of
belief, -- is as follows : --

September 29, 1876.

DExl_ MADA'_,- I was glad when I heard that you were to com-
plete Harriet Martineau's book. Who could better understand her

She was born to be a destroyer of slavery, in whatever form, in
whateve_ place, all over the world, wherever she saw or thought she
saw it.

The thought actually in_ired her: whether in the degraded off-
spring of former English poor-law, of Enghsh serfdom forty years
ago,--in any shape; whether in the fruits of any abuse,- social,
legislative, or admimstrative, -- or in actual slavery ; or be it in Conta-
gious Diseases Acts, or no matter what, she rose to the occasion.

I think, contradictory as it may seem, she had the truest and
deepest religious feeling I have ever known. How this comes out,
with her finest expression, in "Deerbrook ;" in "The Hour and the

Man," which one can searee refrain from thinking the greatest of
historical romances; the central figure so sustained in the highest
spirit, f_om first to last, -- for example, Toussaint's escape from the
Spanish camp, and the shower of white amaryllis cast over him by
his own negroes as he rides away; all concerning his prison and
death (chapters "Almost Free" and "Free"),- that grand conception
of the last thoughts of a dying deliverer reaching its highest flight.

Then in her "Eastern Life," and in many parts of her Illustrations
of Political Economy, -- for example, the death of a poor drinking-
woman, " Mrs. Kay," -- what higher religious feeling (or one should
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rather say instinct) could there be ? To the last her reli_ous feel-
ing, --in the sense of good working out of evil, into a supreme wisdom
penetrating and moulding the whole univhrse ;-- into the natural sub-
ordination of intellect and intellectual purposes and of intellectual

self to purposes of good, even were these merely the small purposes
of social or domestic life.

All this, which supposes something without ourselves, higher and
deeper and better than ourselves and more permanent, that is, eter-
nal, was so strong in her, -- so strong that one could scarcely explain
her (apparently only) losing sight of that supreme Wmdom and Good-
hess in her later years.

But through the other strong spring of her life, her abhorrence of
any kind of bondage, did she not misinterpret the frequent (undoubted)
servitude imposed by so-called religion on so many noble souls as
something essential to it, instead of finding the only source of real
freedom in a truer reli_on ?

Was it not her chivalry which led her to say what she knew would

bring obloquy, because she thought no one else would say it ?
But why say this to you, -- you who knew her so well t
0, how she must be unfolding now in the presence of that supreme

Goodness and Wisdom before which she is no_ "ashamed," and who
must welcome her as one of his truest servants !

I thought I had not a moment of time when I begun to answer
your letter, and now I must ask your pardon for this hasty answer to
your desire ; to which I can only say, that I do not remember what
I wrote to Miss Jane Martineau. Whatever it was, I am sure it fell
miserably short of the subject.

I have a great dmlike to private letters being published ; at the
same time I must leave it to your judgment ; and I would never let
my poor little dislikes interfere with any thing you judged likely,
though in the least de_ree, to contribute towards throwing light on
the character of o_lr noble friend (or the hour of a great life's ending),
in whose name I am proud to be,

Yours most sincerely,
FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.

FRO_I MISS CONSTANCE MARTINEAU TO HER COUSIN.

DEAR JANE,- I must write once more before you sail, to thank
you for your kind note, and wish you good-speed on your voyage.

You ask if any thing particular occurs to me that should be told
to Mrs. Chapman about Cousin Harriet's last days. I think what

,il
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struck me most in that last visit was her strong sense of duty, and
her thoughtfulness for others to the last. It was that which made
her persevere in coming down stairs after it had become a painful
effort. She thought it would make her room more wholesome for
Marianne. And it was from a sense of duty that she exerted herself
to rise to have her bed made when we thought she was too weak for
it ; and she was always so anxious lest we should not have sufficient
rest. And she seemed to feel it such a comfort that there would

now, after her death, be nothing to stand in the way of Marianne's
marriage.

With many good wishes for your voyage,
Believe me, dear Jane,

YouI affectionate cousin,
CONSTANCE MARTINEAU.

FROM MRS. SAMUEL BROWN.

D_R MRS. C_AP_A_,--I wish (but it would require a readier
pen than mine) that I could tell you all that Harriet Martinean was
to my husband, and to me and my children since his death. Her
loving remembrance of him remained bright and unchanged to the
last, and she often told me how much she valued his letter_. I need
not tell you of our unbroken intercourse during the last twenty
years. She was more than a sister to me ;--sharing all my cares
and anxieties, and encouraging me in all my difficulties. A more
generous-hearted friend never lived. You know all this and more.

Accept the assurance of my most loving sympathy and respect.
Ever faithfully yours,

HELEN BROWt_.

In writing to her niece, her early and beloved friend, Mrs.

Ker, whose intimacy forbade free mention of her in the Auto-

biography, calls back the memory of "her girlish figure, when
she'used to come to me from Conduit Street and Fhdyer Street

in those first London days ..... and I knew her before she
came to London."

I doubt whether any one then knew her as I did, or could enter
into all her tenderness and her susceptible feeling ..... I doubt
whether she ever went to any one as she did to me, weary and sad
and needing to be comforted .....

I doubt whether in her own family they knew how merry she
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could be ; how well she told laughable stories, and how much she
]iked to hear them.

Mr. Rogers said one day that hers was "the freshest laugh you
could hear out of a nursery." . . . .

I used to admire, always, how she refrained from questioning,
eager as she was to learn all that was going on around her. When
asked, "Why do you not inquire what was sMd," she always rephed,
"I trust to be told, If it is worth repeating." .... I only remember
once her asking what was said, and it was so surprising to me that I
inquired why she asked. We were a merry party, my young sisters
and myself, sitting round the table after dinner, and her elastic tube
flying about rapidly from one to the other. "Why," said she, "your
laugh was so joyous, and Fanny's face so full of fun without malice,
that it was irresistible."

I regret infinitely that she desired all her letters to be destroyed.
I had so large a boxful that it took some time to read and burn
them. They would have been worth much to you, as you may guess
when I tell you that on reading that most charming of all her pub-
lications, ': Life in the Sick-Room," about wbich there is but one
opinion, I said, "O, but I have re_l it all before ! -- this is only
my burnt letters!" And these were only the letters from Tyne-
mouth. I h_l abundance of others..... I see her before me in so

many aspects, I could go on long.
Yotu_s always affectionately,

ELIZABETH B. KER.

One whom Harriet Martineau had known early in his hfe

and intimately, James Payn, the poet and novelist, wrote so ap-

preciative a notice at her death, that he received grateful ac-

knowledgment from surviving friends. Subjoined is his reply,
addressed to her niece.

DEXR MIss MARTI_V.AU,_ . . . . I have known all the famous
women of our own time, or about all, and I think that, taking her
character all round, your aunt was the greatest among them. The
side of her character which I wished to dwell upon as having been
overlooked in the notices of her life was her motherliness, and her
keen sense of fun .....

The extract she gives in the Autobiography of the description of
'&mbleside (out of "Chambers's Journal ") was written by me, -- the
first article I ever contributed to a periodical. She introduced me to the

_"Westminster Review" at on.ce_and, I being a poet in those days, gave
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me "the Ballads of the People" for a subject. Alas. how many, many
years that is ago ! I have still the letter I received from her on the
appearance of "Lost Sir Massingberd/' a criticism that I value beyond
whole sheaves of newspaper revmws .....

Believe me to be

Yours fakhfully_
JAMES PAYI_.

Again, he says,

"No more gentle, kindly, and, if I may say so, ' motherly ' nature
ever existed than that of Harriet Martineau. She delighted in chil-
dren, and in the friendship of good v_ives and mothel_ ; one of her
chief virtues, indeed, was a snnple domesticity, that gave her a won-
derful charm with those who prefer true gentlewomen to literary
honesses. _

Her old and long-tried friend, Mrs. Knight,- the widow of

that Charles Knight of whom she so often said, " Literature

owes him a statue,"--exclaims in a brief expression of sympathy

to her niece, Miss Jane Martineau, --

"What a wonderful, noble woman you have had the honour of
calling aunt, and I friend !"

Her and my dear friend, Mrs. Henry Turner of Nottingham,

says,

"Hew truly characteristic is the autobio_aphy in the _Daily
News,'--in that confidingness with which she so often addressed the
public as a band of friends! .... My individual loss is great.
Every word of hers appeals to the lifelong interchange of thoughts
which have quickened and animated me through past years.

"The Rev. Mr. Armstrong preached a funeral sermon which I heard,
and I learn there have been others in Norwich, in Hope Street_ and in
Birmingham."

_iss Napier, of that family of Paladins whom "The Biograph-

ical Sketches" have presented to the world as when they lived,

says,

"My memory wanders over the fifteen years that I have been a
resident in this district, and the various incidents of that unbroken

chain of kindly intercourse between her and myself_ with grateful and
tender affection. Whether illness or infirmity prevented our meeting,
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it made no difference, and I cannot accustom myself to the thought
that she is no longer in that well-known room and chair. I miss her
from the valley ; and I shall long miss the interest of her respected
presence and the kindly affectionate messages, or little notes, and the
corchal sympathy in the events of my own life, which never failed.

"I think of her long, benevolent hfe ; the noble work done in two
hemispheres ; the active energy, despite of suffering ; the bright in-
tellect ; the unwearied patience and consideration for others ; the warm
and devoted affection respired m relations, attendants, and friends ;-
and what must be the blank to you all I "

To Lady Charlotte Clarke, to whom she had expressed her

dread of outliving her mental vigour, the news of her death in
full use of all her faculties till the last day came with a sense of

consolation. She told of the remarkably excellent appreciation

of that well-known life by the "Aberdeen Free Press," and recog-

nized every trAt of severe impartiality in the autobiographic

memoir (placed in the preceding pages under the head of Self-

Estimate). " I see how she enjoyed writing of H. M.'s short-
comings, --imagined only by herself. I shall never forget her,
nor all the kindness she showed me from a child."

It would be in vain to try to note all those who say, " I have

lost my best and truest friend ;" their name is legion.
But her friend Ehzabeth Pease hqchol, devoted like herself

to the antislavery cause and to the cause of national purity,
cannot but be listened to with grateful love while she speaks to

the survivom of the uniting bond of a common son'ow.

She will long be mourned, not merely by those who knew her

personally, but by numbers who never saw her face, numbers who
knew her only by her writings and the savour of her noble spirit ; by
those- and they are not a few- who, whilst admiring her rare in-
tellectual g6fts, honoured her most for her moral heroism, her world-
wide sympathies, her abhorrence of oppression hi all its forms, and her
fearless sincerity in the expression of opinions and convictions which
she knew would detract from and not increase her popularity. But
how true to herself!--and to uphold what she believed to be the
truth far outweighed in her estimation the applause of the world.

And not least is the loss sustained by the workers in the several

questions of the day, those especially bearing on her own sex, to
whom the aid of her influence and of her pen, as long as she was able
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to use it_were so fully given, while her interest and sympathy cheered
and encouraged them m their up-hill labours.

But why do I say all this to one who knows it all_ Simply because
it seems impossible to withhold the thoughts that rise m the contem-
plation of a character so truly noble,

Though my aim in taking the pen was merely to tell you how truly
my sympathy is yours, yet now I feel how great a privilege I esteem
yours to have been, to have corresponded with our departed friend in
the stirring days of the antislavery struggle. It is long since I saw
her, bat I have regularly heard of her through a friend of us both, by
whose means (in relation to a case of suffering in which H. _L was
interested) there was a renewal of our correspondence. How I treas-
ure those letters new !

Excuse me for writing at such len_h, and believe me always
Sincerely yours,

ELIZABETH PEASE NICHOL.

A letter from tho Countess of Elgin, her so highly valued

friend of thirty years, tells me of their long friendship,-

one inherited from her parents, originating in the high mutual

respect for character and public services which Lord and Lady
Durham and ttarriet Martineau entertained for each other,

which she continued in mlremltting sympathy and affection to

their daughter, when Lord and Lady Durham died : "A touch-

ing example of the affectionate, true-hearted side of her high mind

and character which added so great a charm to the more entirely
intellectual view of it."

Lady Elgin's last note from her was written in _arch, 1876,

to console her friend after the death of the lamented Lady
Au_o_astaStanley.

To Dean Stanley, too, she was a friend of many years, and
he speaks most feelingly of his "faithful and tender remem-

brance of her kindness to him always increasing in these later
days."

FROM ]_tL ATKIlqSO)I TO MRS. CHAPMAn.

BOULOO_E,August 11, 1876.

MY D_AR MRS. CHAPlin, _ I have copied the last letter I received
from our friend, about a month before she died, expressing her senti-
ments and feelings in respect to death ; and, astonishing to say that,
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notwithstandingthecrampinthehands,thewritingneverwas better,
--and betterthan ithad beenfora verylongtime;asthoughher
greatdesiretoexpressherselfclearlyhad forthetimerevivedher

strength;and I thinkyou willliketoinsertthe whole letter,to
show under what circumstances _t was wntten_-- that is to say, in the
certainty that death was close at hand .....

That supreme common-sense of hers was manifest in all she said
and all she did.

Proud, I think she was, but not in the least vain ; and the pride
was rather the consciousness of power, and the unconscious sense, so
to speak, of absolute rectitude and truthfulness, and in the love of truth
before all things. And her absolute truthfulness we see in the autobi-
ographic article in the "Daily News ;" and how modestly she esti-
mated her own abilities and position. The clear, quick apprehension
of the nature and merits of a question was her strong point, and she
never talked or wrote of what she did not understand, and saw at
once how to make a difficult matter intelligible to others. Hence her
clearness, with broad daylight over all she wrote, not obscured by the
coloured glass of pantheistic mysticism ..... Of all one thinks, of
all one feels, and of all one has, how little is permanent and impor-
tant. No doubt a discovery is something, but some one else would
have found it out in due course ; and the right is generally disputed,
and being first is no more merit than being first born. There is only
one greatness, -- the sense of one's own littleness ; as of Socrates pro-
claiming his, and Newton the little he had done, with the vast ocean
of tnlth undiscovered before him.

The oracle had proclaimed Socrates to be the wisest of men, which
he could only understand in the fact that all men were ignorant with-
out knowi._g it, but that he, also being ignorant, knew that he
Was SO,

You wonder to what present purpose this tends : to much, --the
greatness of our friend in the low estimate of her abilities and podtion.
It was not modesty nor humility, but power over self, -- supreme
common-sense .....

Though she apprehended things so clearly, and wrote so clearly on
all matters she had given her attention to, and though to observe, ac-
quire, demonstrate, and illustrate was her very special ability, she had
plenty of thoughts of her own and a rich storehouse and treasury of
mat,ured judgment. To be useful was her great aim. She never re-
ferred much to the poets nor indulged much in quotation ; not like
Basil Montagne, who used continually _o say, "I will tell you, ktkin-
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son, who has said that best." .... It is a fine thing to be in a fog and see
your own shadow cast before you ; or in the night, imagining some fear,
how easily is a bust supposed a bear I But our friend knew that by
•ruth we are rid of fog and fear.....

Believe me, with the highest estimation,
Yours truly,

HENRY G. ATKINSON.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS OF MR. ATKINSOY_.

August 22.

DEARMRS. CHAP_A_, -- A lady said the other day at the dinner
here, "I always heard that Miss Martineau was insane, and her
leaving her skull and brain to some one confirms it." I replied,
"Madam, it was a noble sacrifice of feeling for the cause of science,
--which means the good of mankind ; and it was an act that few
are equal to, and an ordinary person cannot appreciate." Srlence.

(By the way, Democritus was supposed insane for trying to dis-
cover the cause of insanity in dead bodies ; now every one does it )

I ought to say that this bequest was her o_wa thought, in conse-
quence of our interest in phrenology, and my discoveries in relation
to the functions of the brain by isolating the action of the parts in
mesmeric experiments. It was also to see if the brain indicated the
fact of her having no sense of taste or smell ; as also in regard to her
deafness ..... I went with Harriet Martmeau to consult Mr. Toin-

bee, the great man for ear-knowledge ; and he said, in reference to
her deafness, that he would give any thing to be able to examine that
ear. "Well," said Harriet Martineau, "I shall leave my skull and
brain to Mr. Atkinson, who will, I am sure, give you the opportu-
nity."

Mr. Toinbee is long since dead, with the others who would have
helped me. Alone, and living at so great a distance, what could I do ?
Otherwise I should have acted in the case. But all these changes

showed the need of a different disposition, and at my request she
made it. The example remains ..... The size of her head indicated
nothing remarkable, if Mr. George Combe's theory be accepted ; for
the forehead was neither broad nor high ; and this shows how much
more tone and quality have to do in the matter than quantity .....

.... You will not, I suppose, consider these abnormal conditions
[referring to the mesmeric treatment by Mrs. - ] as properly a sub-
ject of biography ; but one of her sayings under mesmeric influence
has been singularly fulfilled : "I shall become an apostle of pain."
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And such she has been during those long years of suffering, -- sig-
nificant of unexampled fortitude and endurance.

Mr. Bray, a philosophical writer of some repute, said to me, " l:)o
you think Miss Martineau the foremost woman of her time ?" "Yes ;
decidedly. She has done more to spread useful truth than any other
woman ever did, perhaps. She has greatly assisted in the higher
edueatlon of half a century. She was always a httle in advance of
the public opinion of the day, and as she wrote clearly, the pubhc
would follow her."

There is a sense in which whoever teaches us any thing may be

called our master. If any one in this sense was hers, I should have
said it was Malthus. But she was herself a master mind, and sat at
the feet of no one.

The European press was unanimous in admiration and re-

gret. "Le Bulletin Continental" and the " Kolnische Zeitung"
on the Continent, and in England the " Times" and the "Daily

News," and ilmumerable others, alike gave fiill and appreciative

accounts of her life and writings.
The "London Leader" and the "Aberdeen Journal" were

eminently just and true. The " Shield," an organ of the asso-
ciation in behalf of national purity, pubhshea the following
article : --

"By far the greater number of the women who commenced the pub-
lic agitation of our question at that time acted less from deliberately
reasoned conviction of national peril than from a sudden impulse of
outraged womanly dignity, or of Christian mercy ; and by far the
greater number of the men who then ralhed round them were roused
to support them by a slmilar impulse of outraged justice, or by a
chivalrous sympathy with the brave women who thus sprang to the
van in defence of their helpless and suffering sisters. Very few of
them in any way reahzed the tremendous issues involved in the
question, Shall the state sanction and protect prostitution ?--or
dreamed that in agitating, as they then believed, simply for the repeal
of a cruel and indecent law, they were bringing to a crisis the whole
question of the enslavement of the weak to the lust of the strong.
]_irs. _fartineau, however, appears to have fully realized the gravity
of the situation from the very beginning. The few friends who had
the privilege of seeing her at that time, and the larger circle with
whom she corresponded, well know how intensely she felt the impor-
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Vance of the crisis, and with what eager eloquence she tried to awaken
all her friends to a sense of the danger. She startled them by saying
that in the whole history of our country no such moral and social
crisis, nor any thing approaching to it, had been gone through. She
foresaw that victory in the end was certain, but that in the meantime
the battle would be fierce. She did not wish that repeal should
come qtfietly, through the action of the government, for she regarded
moral and pohtieal grounds as the only sure basra. So the growth
of popular interest m the question-- the gradual awakening of the
national conscience--gave her keen pleasure. She foresaw that when
the question was understood repeal would be demanded by the
healthy moral instincts of the people. But in the meantime anxiety
about what she used to call the gravest crisis which ever befell the
moral life of England preyed upon her. The horrors of the subject
aggravated the miseries of her illness. The _riting and thmkLug and
feeling were often too much for her.

"With all this painful effect of the agitation on her, it is pleasant to
be able to mention one circumstance which was a source of unmixed

gratification to her. We allude to her friendship with Mrs. Buffer.
Her admiration of _The Constitution Violated ' was unbounded ; she
regarded its appearance as an important event, not merely in our
agitation, but of the century. The two illustrious ladies met face to
face only for a short time, but it was long enough to invest the friend-
ship, which had been begun by correspondence, with the tender charm
of personal affection.

"Her interest in the cause never flagged. Her nephew informs us
that the last periodicals that Harriet Martineau continued reading reg-
ularly were the 'Nation' (America), the _National Education League
Paper,' and -- we are proud to add-- the _Shield' ; and even after
her power of fnlly keeping up with the literature of the subject
ceased, she was always deeply interested in hearing in conversation
the pro_ess of our movement. We may mention, as a touching illus-
tration of this interest, that her last finished piece of wool-work (her
great relaxation) was the top of an ottoman, which is being made up,
and is promised to Mrs. Butler for sale, the proeeecls to go to the
service of our cause.

" Mrs. Buffer writes to us from abroad, saying : --

"' I wish I were at home, to send you some extracts from Harriet
Martineau's wonderfully powerful and beautiful letters to me on our
question. Surely I might quote them now I I have only one with
me,-- the last, -- full of vigour and hope about our cause, and of _Jm-
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pathy with the men and women who are working in iL After many
shrewd remarks showing her characteristic scorn of some of the
miserable arguments used to support the evil system, she suddenly
breaks off with these touching words, --the last she wrote to me, --
"But it is getting dark, and I am tired, so farewell_ beloved friend.
Yours to the end, Harriet Martineatu"'

"To the end ! Faithful to the end to the cause of liberty, justice, and
purity, faithful to the end to the cause of the white slaves of Europe
as she had been faithful to the cause of the black slaves of America,
so died Harriet Martineau, full of hope about our cause and of sym-
pathy with the men and women who are working in it. A noble
life followed by a noble death I "

"The Saturday Review," in a good obituary notice, names the
"views " of Mr. Atkinson and herself as "what is now called

Agnosticism "; which is, being interpreted, the truth wherever
one finds it.

The American press was truly appreciative.

The Boston "Daffy Advertiser" gave a column to "this illus-
trious womaII. _,

The "Nation" says : --

"One looks in vain, indeed, for a parallel to this remarkable woman
as a moulder of public opinion through the press and through printed
works."

In the Harpers' publications are many memorials.

"One of the most remarkable women that this [England] or any
country has produced ..... She did things that have ,never been
done by a single mind. Whatever she touched she may be said to
have more or less adorned. Devotional books, poetry, fiction, travels,
metaphysics, juvenile tales, philosophy, history, have all in turn oc-
cupied her mind ; and she thrice refused a pension."

From the "Christian _nion," July 5, 1876 :-

"In Harriet Martineau, whose death occurred on Tuesday night, the
world loses one of the most conspicuous intellects of the time. It is
unnecessary to say that she was pre-eminent in her own sex, for she
had but few peers intellectually in the world around. The list of her
literary works is a long one, extending over almost the whole of her
long life. Her first work, "Devotional Exercises for Young Persons/'
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was published ill 1823, and until 1866, or thereabouts, she was a fre-
. quent contributor to the current literature of the day ..... Miss

Martineau's religious life has been identified with the Unitarian de-
nomination. Many of her hymns have, however, found their way
into the Orthodox collections, and her relignous writings are full of
thought, although to our thinking her conclusions were in many
respects unsound. That she will be remembered as one of the most
vigourous thinkers of her generation there is not the slightest doubt."

One is surprised to find the ibllowing in the " Spiritual M_ga-
zine" of the month :-

ON THE DEATH OF HARRIET _IARTINEAU.

We mourn the loss of her whose noblest powers
Were all devoted to the common good.

Whether at Ambleside in quiet hours,
Amid its lakes and mountain solitude ;

In "Eastern Life, its Present and its Past," --
The cradle of the faiths that rule the world ;

Where sphinx and pyramid, and desert vast,
Temples and cities, long to ruin hurled,

Speak of the mysteries of our human fate ;
The nmuldering shrines deserted and forgot,

tIopes which still cling to hearts made desolate,
And powers whose purposes we fathom not ;-

Dear was the truth, gathered in any clime,
To her, the foremost woman of our time.

T.S.

There was a similar tribute in the " Secular Chronicle," and

thus did all, even parties most opposed, concur in praise.
The day seemed darkened to the village of Ambleside the

morning after her death. To the two dehcate sisters, the Misses

Baekhouse, with beautiful sin_ng voices, who used to come to

The Knoll to see "Caroline" and "Marianne" on Sundays and

_Tew Year's days, and go home cheered in their lonely life; to
the four widows who made a part of the Christmas party she

gave for her domestics every year ; to Saul, the coachman, whom

she so rejoiced to see taking the pledge and giving up drink, and

who, although he knew she could not hear, used, for the gratifi-

cation of his own reverential feelings, to go to her terrace to wish
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her a happy _ew Year to the sound of his violin ; to Mrs. Saul,
his wife, who was with her in attendance as nurse to the last,-

both full of memories of her helpftflness to them in the bringing

up and placing of their family in life ; to :Messrs. Stalker, Bell,

Mason, Leighton, New,Con, Hawkrigg, -- all dwelling with affec-

tionate respect on the pleasure they had as young men in helping
to build and furnish her house ; to the inhabitants of her cottages,

one of whom never forgot to send the rare pansies he cultivated,
because "she and Miss Jane loved those flowers;" and to Miss

iN'icholson and Mrs. Freeman, who retired from the post-office

five years ago, but still kept up their attachment to ]_er to the

last day, with deepest sympathy and many an offer of thoughtful

kindness, -- to these and to all the region round a light seemed to

have gone out of this life. And to all the &urrounding neigh-
bourhood that similarity of taste and education and the wish to

do good hatt drawn into her society,- to them life seemed to

have less to offer now that she was gone.

During that last night that she lay at The Knoll before being

removed for her funeral at Birmingham, her coffin was heaped

with flowers by unknown hands, even as she had filled the place
with multiplied blessings.

At her funeral the Rev. Charles Clarke read the lessons and

prayers contained in the service-book which is commonly used

by English Presbyterians, and between the lessons and prayers,

addressing the mourners and friends of the departed who were
present, he said :--

"We are every one members one of another. No one can te]] how
great is our dependence upon, how much we receive from, and-
when the influence is for our good, and is expressive of the Divine
will--how much we are benefited by one another. During twenty
years and more it has been known to most of us that there was a
servant of God and of righteousness, whom we knew, dwelling in the
neighbourhood of the Cumberland Lakes, who_e health was much im-
paired, and who might at any moment be called from the things seen,
which are temporal, to the things not seen, which are eternal. We
knew that, having to suffer, and to be in a state of weakness, of
waiting, and of uncertainty, and looking straight at the wonder, the
mystery of death, she bore herself with sweetness, was resigned and
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cheerful; and that all the while, to the utmost measure of the strength
which was given her, she worked, and, as had been her habit in the
days of her health, filled every available moment with the signs of
her love of her fello_-beings, and of her concern with whatsoever
might ameliorate their lot, and give higher meanings and worth to
their existence. What was thus known of her manner of life would

have h_expressible value, and be treasured by those nearest her, as
making the family yet more rich in the memories and things ibr
which it is every where always lawful to strive. But there were
many of her fellow-beings who, if they h_l any, had only a slight
personal acquaintance with her, and who yet were helped by what
they heard or knew of her nobleness, her fidelity to conscience, her
truth, and her courage. For these things clear the air, and seem to
take the nfist from men's eyes, and open a way before them. To
many the days bring perplexity, occasions for self:dmtrust and shame ;
to resist evil is, they know, not easy ; to meet the claims of duty is
not easy; and there is perhaps no resource for these weaker ones
which is so uplifting and so real as the conduct, in their own day and
time, of one who strives to be, and is, through long seasons of trial,
obedient, responsive, and i'aithfu], to what to her is highest and best.
We are now, at the call of God's providence, to approach the grave
which is to receive her remains ; and what can we say ? What do
we know _ There has been no nnveiling. We can speak, not of our
actual -knowledge, but only of our trusts. The grave is at the en(l of
much ; it is, we believe, at the beginning of more. ' Our light afflic-
tion, which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceeding
and eternal weight of glory.' At this time of trial we rely on the in-
stincts of our nature, on what our hearts do assure us ; and further,

we rely on the teachers whom God has commissioned to give us
words of comfort, and high warrant for our trust. And our hope is
in God. He is not unrighteous. He will not forget the toils and
sorrows of his children. And seeing that great matters pertaining
to the future are not and cannot be made plain to the capacities
which we now have, what is most to be desired is that we be found,
by God's help_ doing the things which are right, for we may be certain
that the life more abundant--the life eternal--must be the issue anal
flower of the life which we now live."

Very many of her own and ef ether lands, whe wished that
the name of this greatest _nglishwoman might give an added

glory to
,, The temple where the dead

Are honored by the nations,"
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checked the half-formed expression of their wish, just as they

forbear to plant flowers where she is buried ; as knowing that for

herself her feelings would have shunned such obsequies.
She lies with her kindred, and only the north-wind sheds

rose-leaves upon her grave.

"But from whomsoever Persephone accepteth atonement made for an ancient

woe, their souls unto the hght she scndeth back. And from those souls spring

noble kings, and men swift and strong, and in wisdom very great ; and through
the after-tlme such souls are called holy heroes among mere"

THE END.
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